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In this book the Thirteenth Regiment is treated of as a unit. All
personal items, whether concerning myself or any other member of the
Regiment, are entered to do an act of justice, to relate an occurrence
either of a limited or a general interest, or to fix a date or fact. Eulo-
gies, obituaries, and the making any one person prominent to the dispar-
agement or exclusion of others, have been carefully avoided. Repetitions
and duplication of statements have been entered only to make the nar-
rative more clear, or as matters of corroboration ; the book, running
between a narrative and a diary, must needs be complete with each day,
and still maintain the form of a narrative.
I have nothing to say against the collective body of the regular volun-
teer officers and soldiers of the Southern army as such ; though fre-
quently carried out of the right by the external pressure of their own
section, they were infinitely better than the order of things which they
represented ; they were the very best men the South possessed, and I
cannot, and would not if I could, detract from or wipe out their bravery,
courage and honor.
Adhering to plain facts, I have endeavored to reproduce, as nearly as
maybe, the affairs, sentiments and spirit of the times of the war; for
the sjiirit of a day, a time or an age is the very soul of its history, with-
out which a string of bald facts is a bit of mere book-keeping.
It is desired that the reader of this book shall gain some idea of what
it cost, in labor, fighting and suffering, to re-unite the dissevered States
of the American Union ; for every regiment in the Northern army had
experiences similar to those of the Thirteenth, and many of them suf-
fered more severely and lost more heavily, — and to gain that idea in
some measure multiply this Thirteenth Regiment's work and sacrifices
by 2,050, the number, equivalently, of regiments in the Northern army
engaged in that war.
vi PREFACE.
Slang phrases, and a sort of camp language, were used in the army
immensely ; they are not classic, but when a hapjiy plirase, or a slang
phrase of a reasonable character, condenses a page into a line and con-
veys its meaning clear, that phrase should be written until it becomes
classic— grammarian dignity is the stage-coach, terse phrase the light-
ning express. Still, we hold all marred language under protest.
In making the sketches and tracing the maps, the chief aim has been
not to be artistic, but by outlines to enable any person, with this book in
hand, to find the exact spots where the Thirteenth camped or fought
;
and nearly all the plats and maps look the way the Thirteenth faced or
moved. Both sketches and tracings I made with my pen, and they are
reproduced here by photogravure process. The official maps used were
those of Brevet Brig. Gen. N. Michler.
No statements have been drawn from cheap newspaper accounts, popu-
lar yarns or realms dimesque. The negro is represented without preju-
dice or favor, and as I saw him ; and the broad things said of him, or
by him, have been entered merely to show what he was. Swearing
enough was done in the army to last any reasonable people until the
millennium, and I have seen no need of repeating it here. The ideas and
opinions ventured are such as I have entertained for many years, some
during the war, and have seen no reason to change.
It was thought best to use the word battle for all engagements inscribed
upon the flag. Names are attached to quotations by courtesy, to show
whence the statements came. Col. Stevens was applied to for historical
data the same as all the other officers of the Regiment and large num-
bers of the men, but he furnished nothing for this book.
The war was no holiday excursion, and but for the soldiers' fun the
army had gone half mad ; the few jokes in this book have been put in as
a common property ; the Thirteenth, as well as tli« army as a whole,
laughed' far more than it wept, and will remember its enjoyments far
beyond the fading of its woes ; but to reproduce the sports of the sol-
diers, to describe their merry-making and fun, to relate their yarns and
stories, to write their laughable anecdotes and jokes with any reasonable
degree of clearness and justice, were impossible for any man, and I will
not presume to make the attempt, and have carefully avoided all attempts
at being funny.
My interest in the war and its results was increased by the fact that
when a boy, twelve to fifteen years of age, I had served as a conductor
on the Underground Riiilroad ; that is, guiding numerous escaped slaves
through New Hampshire woods toward Canada.
PREFACE. vii
While temporarily engaged in business in the West in 1877-9, I
employed a number of evenings in writing for my family such reminis-
cences of my army life as came to mind. Upon informing Asst. Surgeon
Sullivan of this in 1880, he first of all suggested to me the idea of writ-
ing this book, and urged me to do it. I hesitated for a while, but finally
undertook the work — not because of any ability of mine to do the sub-
ject full justice, but simply because no one else arose to do a much
needed work— the meagre early accounts of her Regiments reflecting
too small a measure of credit upon our State. Though entering upon the
work with hesitancy, I believed it to be the sheerest folly for history to
wither upon the stem of any man's modesty— such stems are too dry and
dead : modesty was not instituted to choke facts into oblivion, excej^ting
such facts as are most shameful and unfit to print.
The most of this book has been written offhand. I am not a profes-
sional writer ; and whether able or otherwise, after examining the many
letters, diaries and 23apers required in the work, after reading every
reliable publication that I could obtain bearing upon the particular service
in which the Thirteenth took a part, after visiting the fields and camps
in Virginia twice for data and measurements, after making all the tracings
and sketches, after the necessary correspondence and the arranging and
writing of all, and attending to my private business at the same time, I
have had no spare time in which to smooth sentences or polish para-
graphs, — this book must be taken, as it were, in fatigue dress, there is
no attempt at dress-parade about it, and the plain facts must stand as
they are in their plain words.
In tlie compilation of data for this history I have drawn my information from the
following sources: Official papers and statements furnished by, and diaries and letters
written during- the war by, Lt. Col. George Bowers ; Lt. Col. William Grantman
;
Lt. Col. Normand Smith (letters) ; Maj. Nathan D. Stoodley (diary and letters)
;
Capt. Charles 0. Bradley ; Capt. George N. Julian (letters) ; Capt. Charles H. Cur-
tis ; Capt. M. T. Betton ; Capt. Buel C. Carter ; Capt. James M. Durell (official
papers) ; Capt. William J. Ladd ; Capt. Rufus P Staniels (diaries)
; Quarter-master
Mortier L. Morrison ; Asst. Surgeon John Sullivan ; Lieut. W. H. H. Young ; Hos-
pital Steward and Lieut. Royal B. Prescott (diaries and letters) ; Lieut. S. Millett
Thompson (diary and letters) ; Lieut. Henry Churchill ; Adjt. Nathan B. Boutwell
;
Adjt. George H. Taggard (diary) ; Sergt. Major James M. Hodgdon (diary) ; Mu-
sicians : James M. Caswell ; Charles W. Washburn (letters). Sergeants : W. G.
Burnham ; Charles W. Batchellor (letters) ; Thomas S. Wentworth. Privates
:
Cyrus G. Drew (diary) ; Albion J. Jenness (letters) ; Horace W. Waldron ; Henry
S. Paul ; William B. Luey (diary) , and others both officers and men whose names
are mentioned in the text. Above diaries and letters were written at the front.




Gen. A. A. Humphreys' Viiginia Cam- Tenny's Civil War.
paign of 1864 and lyti.j. Military and Civil History of Connecticut.
Capt. Frederick Phisterer's Statistical Capt. James A. Sanborn's MS. Hist. 10th
Record. N. H. Regiment.
New Hampshire in the Rebellion. Pollard's Lost Cause.
Burnside and the Ninth Army Corps. Greeley's American Conflict.
C. C Coffin's — ' Carleton's ' — -writing-s. Lossing's Civil War.
Adjt. Generals' Reports of all the New Moore's Rebellion Record.
England States, New York and New N. H. Adjt. General's Reports.
Jersey. A bound volume of New Hampshire
Official papers, letters and rolls in State Newspapei-s sent by A. S. Batchellor,
House, Concord. Esq-? of Littleton.
Lt. Gen. U. S. Grant's Memoirs. Muster out RoUs of the Thirteenth.
The manuscript, excepting the addition made after the Reunion of
1887, was read before publication by Major Nathan D. Stoodley, Asst.
Surgeon Sullivan, Lieut. Royal B. Prescott and Sergeant James M.
Woods of the Publication Committee, who were privileged by the
writer to correct, amend, add to, or cut from, the text as in their judg-
ment was in the interest of the history. The Thirteenth and the writer
are greatly indebted to these gentlemen for their unwearied efforts,
painstaking care, and unswerving, hearty fidelity to the best interests
of this history, its subject and its writer. We have worked together as
one, in the spirit of the belief that the noble acts of each member of the
Regiment are the joint property and heritage of all, — nevertheless the
writer assumes all responsibilities, and takes to himself all blame that
may attach for any inadvertences occurring in the book.
Previous to the committee's examination the writer had revised the
manuscript in consultation with Major Stoodley, Lt. Col. Grantman and
Lt. Col. Smith,— the purpose being to furnish so far as possible an abso-
lute record to stand as an authority.
S. MILLETT THOMPSON.
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FRONTISPIECE- DESCRIPTION.
The flags at the right— National— and at the left— State—
were received by the Thirteenth at Concord, Oct. 5, 1862. These
two flags and the two small flags— ' Markers ' — were carried by
the Thirteenth through its term of service, its camps, marches and
battles, until Dee. 27, 1SG4, when the first flag, the markers being
retained, was returned to the custody of the State. The flag in
the centre was received Dec. 27, 1864, with the names of the bat-
tles inscribed thereon — see page .519; and this one with the old
State flag were the two carried into Richmond by the Thirteenth
on April 3, 1865. All these flags are now preserved, in a glass
case, in the rotunda of the Capitol at Concord.

THIRTEENTH NEW HAMPSHIRE REGIMENT.
I.
July 1, 1862, to December 10, 1862.
July 1. Tues. At the instance of the Governors of seventeen loyal
States, Abraham Lincoln, President of the. United States, on this day
issues a call for 300,000 volunteers, and under this call enlistments at
once commence, and there enlists for three years : —
THE THIRTEENTH REGIMENT OF NEW HAMPSHIRE VOLUNTEER
INFANTRY.
Rockingham, Hillsborough, and Strafford Counties each furnishing
two companies, and Merrimac, Grafton, Carroll, and Coos Counties one
company each ; assembling from all parts of the State, from Connecticut
River to the lakes of Maine, from tide water to Canada line.
Under this call for 300,000 men for three years, New Hampshire fur-
nishes 6,390 men— 1,337 men above its quota. Total enlistments in
all the loyal States and Territories are 421,465 men— 86,630 men above
all their quotas.
" We are coming-, Father Abraham, three hundred thousand more."
Sept. 1. Mon. Capt. N. D. Stoodley's 130 men for Company G
met for drill, for the fii-st time, Monday, August 18, in Peterboro', and
have since been drilling there. About the same time 104 men, enlisted
in and about Littleton for Company D, by Capt. Farr, and Lieutenants
Kilburn and Saunders, commenced drilling ; and in the other recruiting
centres about equally early and speedy activity and preparation have
been going on.
Sept. 6. Sat. Company E drilling ; a part at New Market, and
about sixty men in the Town Hall at Exeter. The Avriter enlisted
as a private, and knew nothing whatever about military drill. Capt.
Julian promised to have him appointed First Sergeant of the company,
if he would drill the men before they went into camp at Concord.
Whereupon the writer purchased a book of tactics, borrowed a gun, shut
himself up in a room for a day and a night of hard study, then met his
men in the Town Hall, Exeter, and commenced a month of drill —
amateur in every respect. The men had assembled, and drilled some-
what, previous to this date.
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CAMP COLBY, NEAR CONCORD, N. H.
Sept. 11. Thurs. Company C, enlisted by Capt. Bradley and Lieu-
tenants Curtis and Staniels, goes into camp at Camp Colby, Dark Plains,
near Concord. The first company in camp.
Each man of the Thirteenth, on coming into camp, receives a woolen
blanket, a rubber blanket, a knife, fork, and spoon, all wofully cheap, a
tin plate and a tin dipper.
Sept. 12. Fri. Co. G goes into camp at Dark Plains to-day. Co.
E leaves Exeter and New Market at 5 p. m., arrives in barracks at
Camp Colby at 9 p. m., having been delayed for a time in Concord while
waiting to receive blankets. There is much mud in the road, the even-
ing is rainy and very dark, most of the men are merry and full of sport,
some can sing, all can yell, and the trip, on the whole, is one not soon to
be foi'gotten.
The Littleton Company, D, arrived in camp to-day, about half an
hour after the arrival of Co. G. Every man of Company D can read
and write, and there are but few in the whole Regiment who cannot.
Camp Colby is about one and one fourth miles from Concord, near the
Chichester road.
Sept. 13. Sat. The men of the 13th, in the barracks, last night,
represented the entire animal creation, and for six or eight hours nearly
five hundred men together howled, crowed, bleated, barked, roared,
squealed, yelled, screamed, sung, and laughed to the limit of vocal
powers. They lay on boards, " boxy-shelves," having a blanket and
about two ryestraws per man for a bed. They are all up at 5 a. m. to-
day, the roll is called, and all are set at work to clear, of brush and
bushes, the ground for their tents.
The larger jmrt of the Regiment comes into camp to-day,— a total
of seven or eight hundred men. A motley company, many in their
worst suits of clothes, the most looking as if they had not slept for a
week.
Last night's entertainment used up many of the men. Bedlam,
Noah's Ark, a Hen Convention, and the Plain of Babel were all sought
to be outdone tAvice over. One more such night would fit all the men
for the madhouse. The funny fools were all there, and the drunken
fools also ; all striving and straining to see who could be the most fool-
ish, and each seemed to exceed all his fellows. A few feathers were the
cause of a fui-iouj struggle for possession by at least an hundred men.
One man found a few straws, cut them up into inch pieces, distributed
the pieces to his friends, who solemnly placed them on the boards, under
various parts of their bodies, and instantly fell to snoring loud enough to
wake the dead. But this only served to provoke numerous contests in the
bunks. Bottles were passed around, emptied, and then thrown out of
the windows, where they lie this morning, mutely explaining the cause
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of last night's uproar. General good nature prevailed, however, and
scarce an angry word was heard ; a night of rough, coarse fun, and hoys'
wild play.
Sept. 14. Sun. Tents are now up, the most of the work done yes-
terday, and the camp begins to present a very respectable appearance.
But we are located on a most unattractive ground. As one man of the
13th writes : " The smutty-est, pitch-piney-est, huckle-bei-ry-est, darned-
est, scrubby plains in all New England."
When the men file around with their tin plates and cups this morn-
ing for their breakfast, some of them take in a svipply of " grumble " that
lasts until the end of their term of service ; the breakfast is execrable,
there is a general storm of hard words, and the food is thrown in all
directions to pave the camp, while exjiressions of resentment and disgust
are by no means restrained.
Notwithstanding the rough and much worn clothing of the men, and
their generally wearied demeanor, there is ample evidence that we have
here a body of men made up almost wholly of the best young men of our
State, such as are born to command a reasonable degree of respect even
while mere enlisted men.
Sept. 15. Mon. Some of the First Sergeants have "A" tents for
their own use alone. These tents are about seven feel square on the
ground. The First Sergeants and the Adjutant have more work to do
than all the other officers put together. Field officers, in new trappings,
find a wonderful amount of work in standing, in martial attitudes, near
their tent doors ; looking at the crowds of visitors of coui"se. They are
strangers to our camp.
There are nine companies now in camp, 956 men ; and since no com-
pany was the last company to arrive here, we must pass the tenth com-
pany in respectful silence.
Sept. 16. Tues. To those who have lived in houses, the first impres-
sion of a tent is that of very close quarters. Some tents have floors,
others are provided with straw to cover the ground. The days are warm,
nights chilly. Diarrhoea prevalent.
Sept. 17. "Wed. First Dress-parade. Many have come into camp in
their jjoorest suits of clothes for economy's sake, and the appearance of
the line can be better imagined than described. Drill is aching funny.
We are all green. Mistakes are corrected by making still worse mis-
takes. The men in the ranks, grin, giggle and snicker, and now and
then break out into a coarse, country haw-haw. We are reminded of the
young men squads in the old Militia muster days.
Sept. 18. Thurs. Co. G examined by Surgeon Twitchell. He is very
critical and careful, but rapid, and completes the examination of the Regi-
ment in a few days. The storm, about our food, that broke out last Sun-
day, has taught the purveyor of our rations to furnish better material,
and to serve it in a more acceptable manner.
Sept. 19. Pri. Companies E and G mustered in by Capt. Chas.
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Holmes U. S. A. Capt. Stoodley and Lieut. Foi-bush are mustered in
with their company. Capt. Buzzell is taken suddenly ill. (He does not
join the Reg. again for nearly two months.)
Sept. 20. Sat. To-day completes the muster-in of the rank and file.
In the equalization of com2)anies, Co. E receives several men from Co. I.
and among them Royal B. Prescott, of Nashua, on duty in the Hospital
Department. The week has been very rainy.
Sept. 21. Sun. The camp is crowded with visitors, an inquisitivf
nuisance. Patriotism develops early in New Hampshire. A little gii-
was asked to sing the song beginning, " I want to be an angel," when
she answered, " No I don't ; I want to be a soldier." Children are beat-
ing drums, blowing horns, whistling marches and singing patriotic songs,
all up and down the State, from Canada to the sea.
Sept. 22. Mon. Uniforms received. The 10th N. H. leaves Man-
chester for the seat of war. They number 928 men. Many of the 13th
go down to see them depart. The 12tli and 14th Regts. are encamped
near us.
Sept. 23. Tues. The field officers are mustered in to-day, and the
oi'ganization of the Tliirteenth is now complete.
One night while in camp here, between one and two hundred men
manage to elude the guard. A large party of them return from the city
to camp, in the small hours of the morning, and plan to enter within the
guard lines. Ranging themselves a few yards apart in a long line, tying
handkerchiefs around their faces and turning up coat collars by way of
disguise, at a concerted signal they make a simultaneous rush past the
sentinels. The most of the sentinels cried : " Halt ; who goes there ? "
But some of them called out : " Stop ; what 's yer name ? " No one of
the party halted or stopped, however, but each gave the sentinels a differ-
ent answer as they rushed past the bewildered fellows to their quarters ;
'Pete,' 'Jim,' 'Dick,' 'Bill,' 'Tiger,' ' Reb,' 'The devil,' 'Spoons,'
' Beans,' and all sorts of names were given ; and one minute later every
one of our party was under a blanket in his tent and fast asleep.
Sept. 25. Thurs. Regiment furloughed until Monday eveninr ' >t.
29th.
Sept; 29. Mon. The men and officers are coming in, from their last
visit to their friends and families, to-day, and as they assemble it may
be well to note a few of the circumstances, and record the " Spirit of the
Times," in which this Thirteenth New Hampshire Regiment has been
raised all so speedily ; and not only this Regiment, but five others in
New Ham})shire all within the space of a few weeks. New Hampshire
exceeding her quota by over 1,300 volunteers. AU these six regiments,
with the Thirteenth, are composed of the best material which New Hamp-
shire can furnish. All are entitled to equal credit, but we cannot in-
clude in our sketch more than its special subject. As for the Thirteenth,
almost every man has received a common school education, and many
have advanced much farther. The Thirteenth comprises farmers, manu-
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facturers, mechanics o£ almost every trade and men o£ almost every call-
ing, bookkeepers, clerks, tradesmen, the substantial, intelligent, energetic
doers of the country's work, and well infoi'med in the country's needs
and resources. Its officers comprise lawyers, physicians, students of law,
medicine, mining and engineering ; and representatives of large wealth
and homes of luxury. The Thirteenth is emphatically a body of con-
genial comjjanions, its companies formed of fellow townsmen, school-
mates, playmates and lifelong friends, and of the entire Regiment there
are scarcely a score who cannot read and write. Insult a man of this
command, and you will equally insult almost every man in it ; offer a
worthy purpose, and the most will join in securing its best ends.
Such are our men and officers. Now let us see why such men fly to
arms. As for the bounties paid, they are generally regarded merely as
means to help cai-e for families and dependents in the absence of princi-
pals. Many a man of the Thirteenth gives up from two to five dollars for
every doUar which the service yields, counting bounties and all. This is
actual fact, and susceptible of proof. Some need the bounties ; to some
they are a mere bagatelle ; while the cravens, to be found everywhere,
are with us very few indeed. These men go in to win back a country.
They feel that there is a burglar in the house, and either proprietor or
burglar must remove. 300,000, 600,000, 1,000,000 men are now
wanted. The South is arming every man and boy, and the war is as-
suming stupendous proportions.
In April and May (the early part), affairs with our anny in Virginia
turned out badly ; before May was out the whole North was in extreme
excitement, almost a panic, on account of the dangers to Washington
;
England, and wavering France, appeared ready to recognize the Confed-
eracy in the event of any apparently decisive disaster to the Union
Army ; the air was overflowing with discouraging rumors ; the very par
triotism of some of our prominent generals was in doubt, and June gave
its terrible battles before Richmond, its seven days' retreat to Malvern
Hill, and rapid changes among the highest commanders in our army.
%hile the South moved steadily, determinedly, sternly on in its pur-
po^>e ; every loss it met but seemed to rouse it to more mighty efforts to
retrieve them all, with solid gains in addition. The heat of July only in-
creased the heat of the contest, in which the North seemed to make no sub-
stantial headway, while its confusion and doubt continued. August came
in with the South at the flood tide of confidence, now sure of sweeping
away the Northern army like chaff ; while the repeated calls in the North
for more troops, and in almost countless numbers, threw more and more
of burden upon our people and shook the confidence of many. August
went out in blood, disaster and retreat ; another Bull Run. Alarm for
the Capital spread anew, and the calls for lint, bandages, nurses and
medical help, covipled with the vast lists of the dead and wounded, sent
a shiver of horror throughout the whole North. September found the
South magnificently victorious, and our army in Virginia terribly shat-
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tered, ending, in short, with the drawn hattle of awful Antietam, " The
bloodiest day America ever saw." And the far away successes in the
Southwest have had but little effect in raising the depression in New
England, caused by the terrible disasters nearer home. To cap the
whole. Gen. Lee, in these very days, has raised himself apparently above
all our Generals, and almost to the level of the greatest military names
in history. His prowess and ability are greater causes of anxiety than
our country has felt at any time during this war ; while the English
aristocrats, using the rebellion sympathizers in the Northern States, the
Copperheads, as a cave of echoes, praise and extol him without measure.
Surely the Thirteenth enlisted, and came into camp, on a day, when
war, despite all our successes, never in this country wore so grim a vis-
age, and was so monstrous in every aspect ; and to sign an enlistment
paper seemed like signing one's own death warrant, to be executed by
the slow torture of labor, exposure, danger, hair-breadth escapes, fear,
sickness, incurable diseases, wounds, pain, dismemberment, and rotting
alive ; and after death a burial, uncoffined, in some unmarked hole in the
ground, or left above ground to the buzzards, beasts and vermin, our toe
and finger bones to be picked up and wrought into necklaces and curios.
The prospect is not Elysian. Still, to-night, our camp is rapidly filling
up by our men and officers returning cheerfully from their little furlough;
and with them there also rush to arms over 80,000 men in less than one
month.
Oct. 4. Sat. Fair. All this pleasant week wives and sweethearts,
mothers and sisters, fathers and brothers, children and friends have
flocked to our camp, and still they come ; while a crowd of all sorts of
people has gathered so great that a cordon around camp is a necessity.
The Thirteenth feels the first tight grip of a provost guard. To see
friends outside of camp, or to receive them within, a pass must be
shown. The Thirteenth has the name of being the most orderly regi-
ment that has been organized in this camp. Company D claims the
honor of being the only company which came into camp with every man
sober. This statement, however, meets the following : " Company G
came into camp with 125 or 130 men, all sober. N. D. S." Every
company came in remarkably free from intoxicated men. There has
been a generous rivalry to see which company would appear the best.
Oct. 5. Sun. Fair. Thirteenth marches to Concord from Camp
Colby in the afternoon, and receives its colors— a State flag, a National
flag and two guidons— from the hands of Hon. Allen Tenney, Sec. of
State, in front of the State House, and in the presence of a large assem-
bly of the people. Later in the day the Regiment returns to camp ; sick
of buncombe speechifying, and the patting of " our departing heroes
"
on the back, by the brave homesmen, the men who do not enlist. The
Thirteenth is armed with Springfield rifles, weighing with the bayonet
nine and one fourth pounds, calibre 58 ; for a minie bullet weighing 500
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1862 MARCH TO THE SEAT OF WAR. 9
straight jjattern, weighs three fourths of a pound. The Thirteenth holds
its first Dress-parade in camp with arms, colors, and uniform complete.
An enterprising Lieutenant in the Thirteenth wants a cook-house,
finds an old tool house in a field, has it lugged to camj) and fitted up.
The owner, after a world of fencing, threats and parley, receives $50 for
it. And then the sharp fellow hoasts that he will " hev ther tool-howse
back "gin tew, after ther rigimunt er gone." It accidentally takes fii'e
to-night, and will let no more at the fair rental of $25 per week. The
whole thing was not worth ten dollars.
MARCH TO THE SEAT OF WAR.
Oct. 6. Mon. Clear, very pleasant. Reg. marches from Camp
Colby at 4 a. m., takes cars at Concord depot and moves out at 7 a. m.
Breakfast at Nashua, a free gift from the citizens and very fine, in fact
a magnificent treat. The men have their haversacks filled for the pur-
poses of lunch later on. Too many canteens are full also.
After marching through the streets, escorted by several bands, and
by citizens, cadets, militia and three companies of firemen, and past the
residences of Col. Stevens and Lt. Col. Bowers, the Reg. leaves Nashua
at 12 noon ; arrives at Worcester at 2 p. m. ; stops there about half an
hour for sundry errands and for grapes, pears and peaches, which are
brought to the cars in large quantities, and given away, or sold for mere
nothing ; and then proceeds direct to Allyn's Point on the Thames
River, arriving and embarking on the steamer "• City of Boston " about
8 p. m. • It is a beautiful moonlit night, and we enjoy a splendid sail.
Oct. 7. Tues. Thirteenth arrives at Jersey City at 4 a. m. about
daylight, debarks, breakfasts on soup, bread and coffee, a plenty, but
none too good ; and remains about the wharf a long time indulging in an
abundance of sunshine, loafing and Jersey jieaches. Small teams ap-
pearing at the wharf with quantities of the best fruit the country affords.
At 10 a. m. we take cars, dirty cattle cars, twenty-nine of them, for
Philadelphia, and have a rough, hard ride. One man was severely in-
jured by falling from the car during a brief delay between New York
and Philadelphia. E. F. Trow of E was severely hurt in the foot, by
the Adjutant's horse stepping upon it, while the horses were being placed
upon the cars at Jersey City. This caused his early discharge from the
service. We arrive at 6 p. m., landing at the freight depot at the foot of
Washington Avenue, then move at once to ^upjier at the Cooper Shop
Volunteer Refreshment Saloon, No. 1009 Otsego Street.
Of this famous saloon, Mr. Wm. R. S. Cooper, of Philadelphia, fur-
nishes the writer with the following under date of Dec. 12, 1884. The
saloon was stai'ted by his father Mr. Wm. M. Cooper, himself and a few
friends, in April 1861. At first they paid all the expenses out of their
own pockets, afterwards received contributions for the saloon from citi-
zens of Philadelphia, but not a cent from the United States, the State or
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the city. They also established a Hospital for sick and wounded sol-
diers. They could feed half a regiment at a time, and a whole regi-
ment about every hour in the day. During the war they fed over
600,000 men, at an expense of ten to fifteen cents per meal. The affair
caused the loss of all of Mr. Cooper's business, and reduced the whole
family to severe straits.
After the supper the Thirteenth marches, together with a large body
of troops, about one and one half miles through the city, amid the cheers
and good-byes of multitudes of the people, who line the streets, and fill
the windows, doorways and balconies. Many houses are brilliantly illu-
minated. We are placed in baggage, cattle and freight cars, near Broad
Street and Washington Avenue, 40 men, and in some cases more, in a
car, and start for Baltimore at 10 p. m. Crossing the Susquehanna at
Havre de Grace, by ferry, the bridge there having been destroyed.
Oct. 8. "Wed. Thirteenth arrives in Baltimore at 6 a. m., after a
hard night's ride in the dirty, stuffy cars. First, we march about two
miles through Baltimore, to the outbound cars, there leave our knapsacks,
and then march half a mile to the soldiers' rooms or caravansary ; there
eat a sort of dogs-fodder breakfast about 9 a. m., and then march back
to the cars again, and about 11 a. m. start for Washington, in a mixed
train of baggage and passenger cars. While in Baltimore a part of the
Reg. have loaded muskets, and we march through the same streets where
the Sixth Massachusetts Regiment was mobbed. The citizens are civil
now, but many of them look sour and ugly. A large number of U. S.
flags are waving from houses as we pass along.
Election at Baltimore to-day. Liquor shops all closed, $500 fine for
selling liquor to-day ; hence this peace.
On the route to Washington soldiers are everywhere ; we pass a large
body of them at the Relay House, and at Annapolis Junction. Like our
ride last night, our ride to-day is slow, tiresome and jerky. Two of our
men were poisoned in Baltimore, and one run over by the cars on the
route to Washington ; all will survive.
We arrive in Washington at 9.30 p. m., and after a supper of corned
beef, bread and coffee at the barracks, we bivouac on the Capitol
grounds, north end, in the mud and wet, without tents, sheltei', cover or
sleep. Less than half the Reg. could be accommodated in the old
barracks. This after a nine hours' ride, to make only forty miles, in
freight cars, chiefly with forty men in a car. Soldiering thus begins to
grow disagreeable.
And hei'e is heard a brogue that is new to us ; a man at the station
calls out to passengers : " All abode fer Baltemoh ! " One man of the
13th writes : " Negroes are here of every shade of color, from the deli-
cate brown seen on a griddle-cake to Japan black, and in such hosts as to
astonish us New Englanders."
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CAMP CHASE, ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, VA.
Oct. 9, Thurs. Very warm. " Hot as 4th of July." Our break-
fast is bread, beef and coffee, dinner the same. We leave our bivouac
at 2.15 p. m.. march through Washington, now a rough looking place, via
Pennsylvania Avenue, and amid clouds of dust— down near the bridge
it is six inches deep in the street. We cross the Long Bridge about 4
p. m., and reach Camp Chase, four or five miles from the city, about 6
p. m. We have no supper worth naming. Another night now, and a
very chilly one, is spent on the bare ground of an old cornfield, and
without tents. A man in the loth was sunstruck at noon ; our teeth are
chattering with the cold to-night.
The thermometer of our experience stood at about 80 degrees, at Con-
cord, rose to 120, in the sunshine, as we came along to Philadelphia, and
dropped down towards zero at Baltimore. At Washington, where sol-
diers are a mere commodity, we struck about 32 degrees, and could not
decide whether to thaw or freeze ; and now here at Camp Chase, we
throw all reckoning away, set our chattering teeth, and resolve to take
tilings as best we may, counting disagreeables as incidents of the service.
From our place of bivouac the Capitol is east, Fairfax Seminary south,
and Arlington west ; there are two or three forts in the foreground.
Camps are seen on every hand, and troops in thousands everywhere.
Oct. 10. Fri. Warm, cloudy. The Thii'teenth gathers up its stiff,
chilled and dirty ranks, moves a short distance over across the road, the
officers and men lugging over the entire equipage and baggage, a comi-
cal and amusing caravan, and pitches its tents in open ground, our first
camp ground in Dixie. The ground is bare of grass ; worn oft' by the
ceaseless tramp, tramp, tramp, of thousands of men, and hundreds of
teams, and a little rain suffices to turn the clayey ground into a mortar-
trough. Camp Chase, our part of it, is 2^ miles from Fairfax Seminary,
in a bee line ; 2^ miles from Munson's Hill, and one mile from Gen. R.
E. Lee's old home, Arlington Heights. We are encamped on the main
road. A visit to Arlington House, very fine, and to the mud-chinked,
mud-floored, mud-and-sticks huts of the slaves belonging to the estate,
reveals at a glance both sides of the picture of slavery's curse, while the
whipping-post near by adds a bold stroke of color to the dark side.
Gen. Casey, in command here, is an elderly man, with a smooth face,
a long nose, and white hair, and appears genial. Our rations are chiefly
coffee, coarse brown sugar and hard bread, the latter old and wormy.
We are now to enter upon a term of severe military discipline and drill.
Oct. 11. Sat. Rainy, cold. We fit up our camp during tlie day,
and have a Dress-parade about sunset. We are much exposed ; and
there seems to be no need of exposing raw ti'oops after this fashion, and
no common sense in it whatever. The nights are exceeding chilly. The
Thirteenth looks rather tired and worn out. Oct. O, Sunday, at Con-
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cord, we were up nearly all night ; Monday night we slept packed on a
stuffy boat ; Tuesday night, slept in cattle and freight cars ; Wednesday
night, slept out doors, indoors, anywhere ; Thursday night, slept on the
ground ; Friday got into tents, but slept on the bare ground. This,
added to much eating and feasting, and many hundred miles of travel
over bad roads, with i-ough boards for seats, in cars on poor springs,
proves a severe strain upon all the members of the Regiment, and a
large number of men are sick. As a whole the Reg. was veiy sober,
quiet and orderly, and did itself great credit, while coming to the front.
Oct. 12. Sun. Showery. The soil here is a clammy, slimy, sticky
mass of mud. Regular morning Inspection. The men have lain on the
ground so much that their new clothing is very dirty, and arms rusty.
Much fault-finding at our first inspection on Virginia soil, and the whole
Regiment is oi'dered to clean clothing and arms before night, which is
done. A well filled mail-bag is started for home, and the day closes
with a Dress-parade and religious services. These always go together in
the army, just the same as in civil life. Very well ; one of the greatest
civilizing agencies, or influences, in the world is the putting on of nice, new,
clean clothes on Sundays, and then keeping them clean. The Thirteenth
is in line, the men's and officers' caps are off, the Chaplain reads from
the Bible, then reads a prayer, and then the Band plays the tune of a
familiar hymn. The scene is martial, spirited and fine, the service im-
pressive.
No one could fail to observe the noble bearing, the strong marks of
sterling character, the native independence, honor and manliness, and
the higli intelligence of this command ; the Regiment gives the ap-
pearance of men selected, and above the average of New England citi-
zens.
Oct. 13. Mon. Cool, cloudy. Much labor on camp, and drill. Order
of the day : Reveille and Roll-call at 5.30 a. m. Breakfast, 6.30. Sur-
geons' call, 8.30. Company drill, 9 to 11. Dinner, 12 noon. Company
drill, 1 to 3 p. m. Battalion drill, 3 to 5. Dress-parade, 5. Supper, 6.
Tattoo and Roll-call, 9. Taps, 9.30 ; all lights out in Company quarters.
This gives the officers and men, practically, a drill of seven hours a day.
Besides this the officers have a sword drill of an hour in the forenoon,
at 8 or 9 o'clock, and a school for an hour at 7.30 p. m.
To-night the men have soft bread for their supper, for the first time
since leaving Concord.
Oct. 14. Tues. Showery. Thousands of troops are moving all about
us ; coming, camping, marching, drilling, breaking camp, leaving. W'hile
on parade this afternoon, we are ordered to stack arms and return to
quarters, where the most of the men receive 40 rounds of ammunition.
About 6 p. m. we move out, and take arms again, and are ordered to
hold ourselves in readiness to march at a moment's notice. Surjjlus am-
munition arrives at 8.30 p. m., when the First Sergeants call the roU
again, and every man is supi)lied with tlie full 40 rounds required.
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The rebels have driven in our distant pickets, and are reported to be
in force within one day's march. We have heard to-day a heavy can-
nonading, and sharp musketry firing. The report comes in that the rebel
General Stuart's cavalry are making serious trouble near Centreville.
The flurry is over before the night comes on. The Thirteenth, how-
ever, is kept " under arms in quarters " all night.
Our horses are kept saddled and bridled all night ready for immediate
use. Mounted horsemen are hurrying in aU directions, at all hours till
morning. In case of a move we are to support the 9th Mass. Battery.
This is our first night of actual war service, we really expect a fight, and
every man sleeps half awake, all the time expecting, and desiring for
once, to hear the Long Roll.
Oct. 15. "Wed. Very warm. The boys begin to indulge in one or
two unripe persimmons apiece, " just to try a new thing, you know," and
so reduce their capacity for rations fully fifty per cent. The negroes
bring them to camp for sale, and greatly enjoy seeing the green Yankees
taken in, shriveled, by the extremely puckering things. They are abom-
inable. Our First Brigade, consisting of the 15th Conn., 13th N. H.,
142d N. Y. and 9th Mass. Regts., of General Casey's Division— which is
known as the Defenses of Washington— is reviewed by Gen. Casey, the
review lasting from 8.30 a. m. until 2 p. m.
Six men of the 13th are in regimental Hospital. Their beds are
made of barrel staves laid side by side on poles, with blankets spread
over all.
Oct. 16. Thurs. Warm day. We have August days, and Novem-
ber nights, and the chill that comes up from the Potomac with its fog, is
like the chill from a tomb, as it is. The guarding of Long Bridge is an
exceedingly disagreeable business ; cold and muddy, wet and windy, and
there is no shelter worth the name, and we much prefer our present po-
sition in the outer defenses. Again the Thirteenth is ordered to lie on
its arms all night.
Orders arrive at 10 p. m. for us to be ready to march at 7 a. m. on
the morrow, the 13th and 142d N. Y. to form a brigade under the tem-
porary command of Col. Stevens. Passes have been granted for two
men a day from each company to visit Alexandria ; these are now re-
voked, and the grip of camp discipline tightens anew. The foi't at Long
Bridge is called Ft. Runyon, next Ft. Albany, next Ft. Craig.
Oct. 17. Fri. Very warm. Thirteenth is off in a hurry about 7
a. ni., tents and all, for Upton's Hill. The men are heavily loaded with
full knapsacks, haversacks, and their arms. We take a roundabout road,
and make the distance, six or seven miles, at a dog trot, arriving at 11.30
a. m. The guide selected the wrong road. On the way we pass Ball's
Cross Roads and Munson's Hill. There is a fort on almost every hill
hereabout. We are, here, two miles from Falls Church (which is about
eight miles from Alexandria on the LeesburgPike) and fifteen miles from
the Bull Run battlefield. A large detail from the Thirteenth go out on
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picket, our First Picket Diiti/, of 48 hours, beyond the earthworks of the
outer defenses of Wasliington ; no shelter. Our line of jnckets extends
about three miles each way from Falls Chiirch,
The portion of the Thirteenth remaining at Upton's Hill receive a few
tents, but the most of them are delayed in coming, and so the men rough
it, and bid high for chills and fever. Sleeping on the bare ground, in
the open air, at this time of year, is a dangei'ous thing to do, especially
for raw troops. One third of the army are continually used up by this
ill-considered way of doing the business of war. The camp guard load
their muskets for the first time to-night, at " Camp Corcoran," Upton's
Hill— an act denounced by men who afterwards deserted !
We do not like the picket diet, principally boiled salt beef cold, and
hard Ijread soaked in water and then fried with salt pork sliced thin, and
coffee, made of sui'face water, and sweetened with cheap brown sugar.
Oct. 18. Sat. P^ine weather. Thirteenth fitting up camp at Up-
ton's Hill. The fresh soldier arranges his tent in a very fresh manner.
Two companies, about 125 men, are out on the advance picket line near
Falls Church, which is just within our picket lines. There is only one
pew now left in it and it has been used as a stable for cavalry horses.
The pickets have very poor shelter, mere booths made of boards and
pine brush, and not enough, such as it is.
There has been a severe skirmish at Falls Church, and we can see, for
the first time, how a real battlefield looks. The kinds of bullets and
shells that have cut, battered and smashed these trees, buildings and
fences, are just the kinds which our bodies must catch ! — however, we
can give as well as take. Our pickets here are in a very dense growth of
small pine-trees, and at night no man can see two rods.
Oct. 19. Sun. Very warm at noon. The picket is relieved about
noon, and returns to Upton's Hill. The Thirteenth is put through In-
spection, Parade, Drill and Religious services, all to the same tune,
nearly, by the new Band, and after a long, busy day, about 5 p. m. re-
ceives orders to return at once to Camp Chase. Takes down its tents,
packs up, is joined by the incoming picket, and, about 6 p. m., marches
off at the top of its speed. Arrives at or near Camp Chase at 8 p. m.,
having marched the last five or six miles in an hour and a half. The
men are too tired to pitch their tents, our old tents which arrive late,
about 10 p. m., and make their camp for the night anywhere and anyhow.
The night is very cold, raining in the evening and freezing tovv^ard morn-
ing. About 100 men off duty, more or less sick. The night is enlivened
by a magnificent mule-chorus, sung by the Division teams.
Oct. 20. Mon. Very cold. JMany men rose this morning very
sick. (The writer, and several others, did not recover from the bad
effects of last night's exposure until after the march to, and the battle
of, Fredericksburg in December. Their discharge from the service was
repeatedly offered them, but as often refused.) The Reg. moves this
morning about a mile and stakes ground for a new camp, about half a
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mile from oui* first camjjing ground near Arlington Heights. By night
our tents are ujj and we begin to be settled again, but upon an abominable
camping ground. About the only fence we have seen standing in Vir-
ginia was a few rods of it near Fall's Church. Houses, groves, or-
chards, shade trees and fences have been destroyed or leveled for miles
on miles around.
'• We turned in late last night, and after a few hours' rest I was called
out about 4 a. m., with all of Company F, and was hurried down with
Lieuts. Hall and Dustin to guard the Virginia end of the Long Bridge.
We had no rations, and when breakfast time came along, I went to a
Sutler's tent near by to purchase something for myself and the men of the
Company to eat, but found that I did not have a cent of money with
me ; I had lost somewhere that morning my pocket-book containing over
$800, belonging in part to myself and the rest to the men of my Com-
pany. I could not return to camp without a permit, so I hurried across
the bridge to Gen. Casey's Hdqrs. in Washington, stated to him the cir-
cumstances and obtained permission to return to camp. I then went to
our camp with Lieut. Hall, and we hunted for the lost pocket-book for a
long time but without success. While we were talking about the matter,
and devising plans to recover the money, it incidentally occui-red to Lieut.
Hall to see if his own money were safe. Thrusting his hands into his
pockets, he drew forth not his own pocket-book, but the very one I had
lost. We sat down then and there, counted the money and found it all
right. Lieut. Hall was surprised beyond measure. While dressing in the
morning, in the hurry and darkness, we had exchanged pantaloons. That
exchange caused me several hours of worry, and a tramp of nearly ten
miles done at the top of my speed. On the whole the hardest morning's
work I ever did in my life before bi'eakfast." Lieut. Young.
Oct. 21. Tues. Fair. Yesterday's work all for nothing, excepting
practice ; and the Thirteenth moves half a mile nearer the Potomac, and
pitches its tents again ; " A " tents, and six men crowded into each tent.
The Upton's Hill expedition was very damaging to the health of the
men. The experiment is tried to see how quickly the Reg. can assem-
ble, pack and be ready to march ; it is accomplished inside of fifteen
minutes. There is rarely a more stirring scene in the army ; men and
officers are moving in every direction ; laughter, jokes, commands, in-
quiries, are heard everywhere ; wagons loaded, rations distributed, knap-
sacks packed. Every one hurries in perfect order, because every man
knows exactly what work he has to do.
.
Oct. 22. Wed. Fair. Thirteenth drilling, seven hours a day.
Many men off duty. Lieut. Penrose, Drill-master, is desirous of en-
forcing a more strict discipline, and threatens to " recommend all officers
for immediate resignation," who do not cease from all familiarity with
their enlisted men. This caste system is regarded as necessary, and is
compulsory. Reg. drawn up in close order and lectured most emphati-
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cally. John J. AVhitteinore is sick, and Royal B. Prescott is emiiloyed
as Acting Hospital Steward.
Oct. 23. Thurs. Fair. Every one cautioned to be ready for an-
other move. Officers' school in full figure ; they are compelled to study
the Tactics very closely, also the Army Regulations, and to perform all
to the letter. Assistant Surgeon John Sullivan joins the Reg. He has
been in the service since June 1861, as a private in the 2d N. H., and
Medical Cadet, U. S. A.
Oct. 24. Fri. Warm. Thirteenth divided between picket, shovel-
ing and camp duties. Officers' messes being organized. A cook stove and
mess-chest costs about $35, and a good appetite costs eighteen hours of
hard work per day.
Oct. 25. Sat. Cool. About these days an enterprising Lieutenant,
in the Thii'teenth, discovers a lot of rebels near a neighboring outhouse,
and prepares for their capture or annihilation. After creepings and cau-
tions enough to take a city, wonderful generalship and unheard-of strategy,
he, with his men, surrounds, surprises and captures them all— and they
prove to be men of the Thirteenth making a night raid on a hencoop
!
The more it is mentioned, the less that Lieutenant is happy. The 13th
ordered to furnish a guard for Fort Runyon and Long Bridge, consist-
ing of two officers and 80 to 100 men in all.
Oct. 26. Sun. Very rainy, cold and disagreeable. The Surgeon's
tent is nuich frequented. During a severe shower of rain to-day a large,
new regiment marches into camp with their colors flying, and their Band
playing " The Cam})bells are Coming." They make a fine display.
Enlistments are being made, among the volunteers, for the Regular Army,
and the Navy. None but "No. 1 men" need apply. Inducements: 30
days furlough every year, $50 bounty, $17 per month in pay. The fur-
lough to immediately follow enlistment, transportation free. We have
thus far moved five times, and each succeeding move for the worse.
Oct. 27. Mon. A hard rain storm. Cleared toward noon cold and
blustering. Camp very wet and muddy. About 80 men sent on guard
to Long Bridge, under Capt. Stoodley. An outrageously cold business.
Rest of the Reg. in camp and doing nothing. Long Bridge is about 2^
miles from our camp, is about 1^ miles long, and is the only bridge for
the passage of teams across the Potomac into Virginia. Immense wagon
trains are continually passing, often covering the whole bridge and its
approaches as far as we can see. No person is allowed to cross either
way without a pass, and the labor of the picket officer in examining
these passes is very hard and trying.
Oct. 28. Tues. Fair, very cold. Detachment returns from Long
Bridge at evening. Thirtieenth reviewed, with eight other regiments, by
Gen. Casey. A storm blows tents over and bui-sts them open, and the
rain pouring in makes the ground very wet and muddy. Half the Reg.
are thoroughly drenched.
Oct. 29. Wed. Pleasant day, night chilly and cold. Details go to
rn
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guard Long Bridge, about 10 men from each company. The guard has
headquarters at an old hotel, by some called the " Revere House," just
at the Virginia end of the bridge. (What appears to be the same old
battered hulk is now standing, May 1885, on the right hand side of the
road as you pass into Virginia.)
Oct. 30. Thurs. Pleasant. Monthly Reports now bother the Cap-
tains' heads ; and to make bad matters worse the wrong kind of rolls are
furnished, the work done twice over. A large detail from the Thir-
teenth are throwing up entrenchments in the rear of Fort Richardson.
It is on a high hill, and we can see the country for miles and miles
around— a vast camp, a wide region of country laid waste, and hun-
dreds of residences in ruins. The Vermont Brigade marches past camp
in grand procession, the soldiers as green as their own native hills. We
now begin to feel like Veterans.
Oct. 31. Fri. Pleasant. Thirteenth review.ed, and mustered for
pay by Col. Dexter R. Wright of the 15th Conn. Vols., now Acting Brig.
General, and commanding our Brigade, consisting of the 15th Conn.,
13th N. H. and 142d N. Y. Regts.
During this month the Thirteenth has enjoyed the privilege of unend-
ing drill— manual, squad, company, battalion, slow, quick, double quick
and run— under Lieut. Penrose of the Regular Army. " He is smarter
than a steel trap, and is mounted on a little wiry horse, a double-concen-
trated combination of git up and git." The 13th had to stand in one
position, at " shoulder-arms," for over two hours at one time to-day while
on Review. A knapsack-hook set in the gun strap, and allowed to seize
the belt, saves much pain in these matters. The forenoon of to-day was
occupied by a special drill preparatory to the afternoon's review. The
officers have their wit and patience sorely tried now by their first
" Monthly Report in the Field."
Reveille is the " Cock-crow " of the army. To one who has risen
before the first call, and is in a position to see as well as hear, the scene
is most interesting. A single bugle call is heard, when instantly the
proper officer, in every regimental camp guard, rouses the Drum-corps
;
they beat the Reveille, the sound rolling in from every direction, far and
near ; the First Sergeants are running down the company streets, parting
the tent openings, and shouting inside, " Turn out here for Roll-call !
"
The men turn out, in every imaginable state of dress, answer to their
names in every tone and compass of which the human voice is capable, a
perfect Babel, and are assigned their duties for the day, if the First
Sergeants can possibly find out beforehand what their duties are to be.
Occasionally this is arranged on the previous evening. The whole noisy
breeze is past in five minutes, and the work of the day begins. But let us
not forget the poor little drummer boy in this noise of Reveille, as he
stands at his tent door, or a little away, half awake, half dressed, " mit
nottings on sgacely," unkempt, shivering, or half frozen, jieddling abroad
his unhappy " r-r-rap-tap-tap," cursed by half the Regiment, while the
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teeth in his unhung jaws can be heard for their chattering nearly half
as far as the sound of the drum.
CAMP CASEY, NEAR FAIRFAX SEMINARY.
Nov. 1. Sat. Very fine day. At noon the 13th receives orders to
be ready to move in two hours, lively work, but we strike tents, pack,
and are ready to move in one hour. We march about five miles to
near Fairfax Seminary, arriving at 3 p. m. A detachment of 81 men
which has been on duty, under Lieuts. Durell and Forbush, guarding
Long Bridge (the Virginia end), and the stores at Ft. Runyon, comes
rushing up to camp just in time to join in the march. Reg. nuich di-
vided ; some of Lieut. Forbush's men are left behind to guard the Camp
Chase property, others join the Reg. after we reach camp, and 500 men
are sent, after arriving near the Seminary, on picket, to a point about
four miles distant, in the outer line of defenses. The remainder are'
settled in camp^ before dark. We passed the Seminary as we came up
and are about half a mile beyond it. This camp is on the south side of
a hill, overlooking Alexandria, about one or two miles distant, and a wide
valley filled with tents and troops as far as one can see. The Orange
Railroad runs along the valley a few rods south of camp, and on it hun-
dreds of cars are continually passing, all in army use. Just south of
camp is a brook called Cameron's Run, and the Old Dominion Mill,
a weak affair. We have taken the place, duties, and camp ground
of Maj. Gen. Daniel E. Sickles's Division, ordered to join the Army of
the Potomac ; and are on the ground just vacated by the 26th Penn.,
which with the 1st and 11th Mass. and the 2d N. H. formed Gen.
Hooker's old Brigade. The 2d N. H., with coloi's tattered, faded and
shabby, moves away as we come into camp.
A charming story comes to camp. 'T is said that a certain south New
Hampshire town possesses a Republican, wealthy very, and closer than
the bark to a tree, and a Democrat not very rich but well to do. Be-
tween them exists a bitter feud. Inasmuch as the Republican's taxes are
far greater than the taxes of any other man, or six men, in the town, this
Democrat conceives a brilliant idea to sting this Republican to the in-
most quick. The idea is no sooner conceived than executed ; and away
drives the Democrat with his swiftest team to all the influential men in
the town. The result is, that volunteers from that town are surprised by
receiving the largest town bounty paid in the State ; and the Republican
aforesaid, mucli against his wish, will and exceedingly sensitive pocket,
pays the bulk of it all, and the bluff old Democrat is hapjiy.
Nov. 2. Sun. Thirteenth settling in new camp. Usual tiresome
inspection, much fatigue work, a Dress-parade, and a little much needed
rest. We are still in Col. Wright's First Brigade of Gen. Casey's Di-
vision, the Defenses of Washington. Our pickets return to camp about
2 p. m. Hospital Steward J. J. Whittemore is very sick from exposure
in sleeping on the ground last night, and Surgeon Twitchell has Royal
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B. Prescott of E appointed in his place as Acting Hospital Steward. We
hear distant cannon in the direction of Centreville. A raid hy the ene-
my, who succeed in destroying some railroad property, and in causing
Aides to gallop ahout our camp, with orders that all the regiments he
held ready to fall in at instant call.
Nov. 3. Mon. Thirteenth receives tents and finishes camp. Ex-
pect to spend the winter here, and provide luxuries in the way of stoves,
furniture, etc. The men have the huge round " Sihley " tents, and are
closely packed in, about 18 men to a tent. The officers have " wall "
tents. Tlie writer and Sergt. Van Duzee purchase an " A " tent with
floor and bunks ; " bought out a leaver." A piece of board nailed to the
top of a stake driven into the ground is a table ; a small stove furnishes
much smoke and some heat ; two stools with broken legs are chairs, a
potato with a hole in it is a candlestick. Total cost of entire outfit,
tent, stove, and all, $3.75. This is a sample of the general job lot.
What a come-down from Concord ! Rations now : soft bread, salt beef
and pork, and occasionally potatoes and rice. Many are sick. Surgeon's
call frequently lasts for two hours, and a daily average of nearly a hun-
dred men are prescribed for. The Chaplain's tent is crowded with ex-
pectant soldiers when the mail arrives. If the people at home could real-
ize how valuable letters are to the soldiers, and especially to the sick,
they would be more generous with their pen and ink and spare time.
Nov. 4. Tues. Cold, very. Thirteenth much driven with drill,
picket and labor on the fortifications, has very little rest, and sickness
rapidly increases. A part of the Reg. on picket seven miles from Alex-
andria returns to camp this evening. A large squad of rebel prisoners,
nearly 400, are brought in from beyond our lines. We look curiously
on these strangers. We have no such men up North. A dirty, sallow,
pale-faced, yellow-haired troop, looking ovei'-worked and under-fed.
Nov. 5. W^ed. Cold, raw day, with rain at night. Reg. reviewed
by Gen. Casey. A Captain, two Lieutenants and ninety men of the Reg.
go out on picket about five miles from camp. These picket excursions
are usually for 24 hours. The shelter is very poor, or none at all, and
the men suffer very nuich in the rain, snow-squalls and cold. While on
picket here the men are placed in a line of squads, three men in a squad.
One man of each squad is on guard for two hours, then off four hours,
throughout the day and night. A non-commissioned officer has charge
of about four squads. A reserve, of fifteen or twenty men, under a
Lieutenant, is stationed at a convenient distance to the rear of the main
line of pickets. The captain has charge of all. The men of the Thir-
teenth guard about one mile of the picket line here. Our Brigade of five
regiments sends out 450 men for five miles of the line.
Nov. 6. Thurs. Extremely cold. The miserable stoves in the Sib-
ley tents fill them with smoke. Several stoves get overheated and set
fire to the tents, wet as they are. The guns and equipments get wet,
and the smoke and water together rusts the guns terribly. Such men as
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are wise roll up guns and equipments in their blankets, and lie down with
them alongside. The men were to-day supplied with straw, to sleep on,
the first they have received.
Nov. 7. Fri. Cold, a high wind. Severe snow storm lasting all
day. About six inches in depth all over the country. No one of us can
remember any Northern snow storm of equal severity coming so early in
the season. It blows into and breaks down tents, and gives no end of
trouble. The Reg. is treated again to-night with an excellent mule
chorus, from a " camp " of several hundred of them, near by. Mules
and snow are incompatible. " For all purposes of discomfort, snow 's
(hie) snow ; " as one philosopher to-day observes. He drank that ex-
pression in, as it were.
Nov. 8. Sat. Pleasant. The snow nearly gone by night, and the
mud terrible. There are many houses near our camp, and the natives
sell produce at very reasonable prices. We have an abundance of excel-
lent wood for our miserable, smoky stoves.
Nov. 9. Sun. Pleasant. Usual Sunday inspection and parade.
The army is much infested by a lack-lustre set of religious revivalists.
Their zeal is not according to wisdom. The story goes that one of them
pestered a certain New Hampshire Colonel, not of the 13th, out of all
patience. In the midst of a harangue, he informed this Colonel, that he
had baptized eight men of a neighboring regiment, recently. The Col-
onel at once turned to his Adjutant, and ordered him to " detail nine
men to be baptized to-morrow morning ; " adding by way of explanation,
that he " would n't be outdone by any regiment in the service." A rough
way of expressing a common opinion of the work of some of these hare-
brained enthusiasts. Light things are made of light timber.
Nov. 10. Mon. Pleasant, cool. Battalion drill under Gen. Casey,
the first since we left Camp Chase. We look upon bare ground at night,
and next morning see it covered with hundreds of white tents and thou-
sands of troops.
Nov. 11. Tues. Very fine day. Drill, all day. Fairfax Semi-
nary, now used as a Hospital, contains about 1,700 sick and wounded
soldiers, and the deaths among them average eight per day. The
largest and strongest men are the first to break down, while the small
and weakly men appear to l)e benefited by the rough, hard out-door life.
Nov. 12. Wed. Pleasant. Drill. Major Storer, one day along
here, has command of the Reg. when on Dress-parade. Just as he is
about to give an order, and has spoken a word or two, he is interrupted
by a huge mule near by with a tremendous fit of braying. The mide's
noise times in so queerly as to make a, most amusing " annex " to jVIaj.
Storer's remarks, and the Reg. nearly breaks up in laughter. This, how-
ever, is in the early days of discipline, when half of the Reg. act like a
lot of country school-boys, as they are.
Nov. 13. Thurs. Pleasant. Drill— the most at a double-quick.
Nov. 14. Fri. Pleasant. Reg. has the day to fit up camp, and
repair clothing. Rations are short, bad and irregular.
i
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Maj. Gen. Ambrose E, Burnside, under Order of Nov. 14, 1862. as-
sumes command of the Army of the Potomac, relieving Maj. Gen. Geo.
B. McClellan. The army is near Warrenton, Va. Gen. Burnside organ-
izes it in three Grand Divisions ; the Right under Maj. Gen. E. V. Sum-
ner ; the Left under Maj. Gen. W. B. Frankhn ; the Centre under Maj.
Gen. Josejih Hooker. The Union Army numbers about 120,000 men,
and soon is m motion toward Fredericksburg.
Nov. 15. Sat. Fair, cokl. The whole Reg. goes on picket ; that
is, all who are able to go. Many of our men are sick. The Band es-
corts the Reg. out about '2h nailes. The first picket duty of the whole
Regiment. We are to do picket duty by regiments, each out for two
days. President Lincoln issues an order— read in camp : " Enjoining
the orderly observance of the Christian Sunday by the officers and men
in the military and naval service of the United States." Hope so I
Nov. 16. Sun. Fair. Reg. all on picket, five miles from camp.
The first death in our Reg. occurred last nii^ht, Henry S. Sleeper of H,
disease, typhoid fever. Was getting well, but had a relapse from eating
some bread and cheese. The air here is not so invigoi'ating as in the
North, and a man more readily breaks down. Sleeper is buried to-day
near Alexandria. Twenty-eight men sick in regimental Hospital.
Charles A. Young, a boy about sixteen years old, came with the Reg.
as far as Worcester with his brother, Lieut. W. H. H. Young. There the
idea of a boyish venture seized him, and he came along with the Reg. to
its Virginia camp. Riding a tractable mule he visited camps, forts,
lines and places to his heart's content, and obtained an inside view of the
soldiers' life ; shared their rations, their marches, and their tents— and
especially their shiverings on frosty nights — until the venture lost its
charm. He decided to return home. Traveling no^^thwai'd in these
days is not so easy as one might imagine. To cross that Long Bridge
over the Potomac, down yonder, requires a pass. The affair is ex-
plained, and laughed over more or less, and a pass or furlough in full
and regular form is made out, and signed by all the officers in rank up to
Col. Wright, and armed with this the young gentleman leaves camp for
home. Somehow his name, in later days, became identified with the
Reg., and Adjt. Gen. Head furnished him with a Discharge from the ser-
vice, the same as (other) soldiers receive. He has received numerous
letters from military sources, and even official communications from the
U. S. Pension office. This history could not possibly be complete with-
out a little sketch of " Y " Company, averaging in point of years the
youngest company in the military service of the United States.
Nov. 17. Mon. Very cold. The Thirteenth, about 700 men, re-
turns from picket to camp about 3 p. m. Have had a hard, cold piece of
work for 48 hours, on a line three and a half miles long, consisting of a
line of picket squads at the front, three men together ; half a mile in their
rear several stations of reserves ; still another half a mile farther back
the Grand Guard, and many patrols employed between. The picket duty
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a practical drill, with continual changes. The total strength of the Reg.
now fit for duty, is about 700 men, about 200 men are sick in tents. Our
Band meets the Reg. on the road to camp and escorts us in. The Band
plays well. Another burial, of a member of the 13th, to-day.
Gen. Sumner with his Right Grand Division approaches Fredericks-
burg. He proposes to cross the river, and to occupy the city and the
heights back of it, witli his advance, consisting of the 2d Corps under
Gen. Couch, and the 9th Corps, under Gen. Wilcox.
Nov. 18. Tues. A heavy rain-storm to-night. Reg. in camp. Many
of the men are very sick. The average number of men reported sick, by
the Surgeon, every day for a month past, has been nearly twenty men in
each company. It is the soldier's privilege to growl and gi'umble, and
now, in this camp and service, there is a plenty of reason for it.
Nov. 19. "Wed. Rainy, cold. Reg. in camp. Rations have greatly
improved of late. We now have beef, fresh and salt, salt pork, potatoes,
beans, rice, hard bread, fresh flour and brown bread, coffee, tea, sugar,
molasses and pickles. In the absence of butter, and in the presence of
jaundice, the last two items are in great demand and favor. Again the
Captains in the Thirteenth are furnished with the wrong rolls in blank,
and after expending many hours of labor upon them, receive correct
blanks, and, with the proverbial cheerfulness of patriotic soldiers, do the
work all over again. The work consists of wa-iting the names of a hun-
dred men, and appending numerous remarks to each name.
Nov. 20. Thurs. Heavy rain-storm. Reg. with the Brigade started
out for a Review, but it is postponed on account of the storm. Chess,
checkers and cards wliile away many a dreary, slow hour in a rainy
camp. Nearly 300 men to-day on the sick list. The three great " cure-
alls " in the army are quinine, mercury and whiskey. Our regimental
Hospital is in an old house formerly occupied by overseers or slave driv-
ers. This has been a cold, wet week, and sickness increases so rapidly
that the Medical Inspector demands the exercise of greater care of the
men, and a shortening of the hours of drill and labor. Dress coats re-
ceived — made of a sort of blue broadcloth.
Nov. 21. Fri. Clearing. Reg. at work on its camp. Cooking
utensils are inspected, and every man is provided with a new tin plate,
tin cup, knife, fork and spoon ; and every Company with its full number
of kettles and cookmg utensils. As a result things look more nicely now
when the men file around to the cook's tent for their boil, roast, hash,
soup, coffee and bread. After drawing their rations the men go, sit
down, and devour them like gentlemen, and hogs. One soldier of the
13th writes home : " When we get home again we will not any more
sit at table to eat, but will seize our grub in our fists, and eat it on tlie
wood pile, or m the back yard— like soldiers."
Gen. Burnside's army is concentrating along Stafford Heights opposite
Fredericksburg. Generals Hooker and Sumner desire to ford the Rap-
pahannock, the bridges having been destroyed and the pontons delayed
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in coming. Gen. Burnside regards the attempt too hazardous and refuses
to give his consent. Gen. Lee about Nov. 18th reenforced his small
garrison in and about the city and is now rapidly occupying the heights
beyond. He believes that Gen. Burnside can, and will, cross the river,
and proposes to fight him after he has crossed. Gen. Sumner to-day de-
mands the surrender of the city— Gen. Patrick, Provost Marshal Gen-
eral of the Army of the Potomac, crossing the river under a flag of truce
with the demand— wliich is refused.
Nov. 22. Sat. Fair. Reg. expends a great deal of (wasted) labor
in grading and turni)iking its Company streets. The " bulge-barrel," the
old stubs of brooms, the shovels and an old plantation hoe or two carried
by the police gang in procession all about camp, is one of the pictures of
camp life not to be forgotten. The police gang is composed of men sen-
tenced to clean the camp as a punishment for small misdemeanors. They
almost always behave with the utmost stupidity, mere automatons, never
looking up or exhibiting a spark of intelligence while at work. The
worst labor in the affair is done by the Corporal, and his guard, who must
keep the men at work, whether the camp needs cleaning or not. TJie
" bulge-barrel " has two sticks nailed to the sides, both sticks with long
ends extending so that it may be carried upright by two men.
Nov. 23. Sun. Exceeding cold and raw, wind northwest. Reg.
goes on picket for 48 hours, beyond the earthwork defenses, and about
seven miles from camp, toward the southwest, their position said to be
near Falls Church again. Whole Reg. excepting the sick leaves camp
at 8 a. m. with two days' cooked rations. The First Sergts. now have to
look after the rations, baggage, cooking utensils, etc. This is too much
care. Some of the Companies have a non-commissioned officer and four
or five men, whose especial business it is to see to these matters, detailed
by the First Sergt. and reporting to him. Royal B. Prescott appointed
Hospital Steward ; and receives $30 per month for doing work enough
for two men. He is overworked, and would break down if he had not an
exceedingly strong physique ; his endurance is wonderful.
Nov. 24. Mon. Very cold. " Water freezes solid in more than a
hundred canteens," as the men carry them at their side while on picket.
A body of Union horsemen, coming in from a scout, create a pretty little
scare in the night. One timid youth declares that he can see " three
species of cavalry," and the phrase becomes a by-word. Virginia weather,
and mud, is responsible for nine tenths of the profanity in the army.
One man in the Thirteenth has suddenly given up the use of profane
language
; declaring that " no hard words can possibly do the weather
and mud here any degree of justice, and he is tired of trying."
Nov. 25. Tues. Cold, raw, rainy. The Band again meets the Reg.
a short distance out, and escorts it to camp. Reg. returns from picket
about noon, and is soon set at work upon the camp ; this is too much
labor and exposure after a long march, and the men very tired and wet—
it is abominable cruelty and foolishness. Many men are made sick by
this needless job. There is much hard talk, and mutiny is threatened.
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Nov. 26. Wed. Cold. Reg. drilling all day. Capt. Stoodley is
taken down with jaundice, aggravated by the extreme fatigue, exposure
and labor of the last three days, including yesterday's useless work on the
camp. Many more men than usual require medical treatment this morn-
ing. Raised flour bread, from the bakery at Alexandria, sometimes
comes hot to our camj), and welcome.
Nov. 27. Thurs. Thanksgiving Day. Reg. at work until 10 a. m.,
also have a Dress-parade about sundown ; all the rest of the day is ob-
served as a holiday. Many boxes, filled with good things, are received
from home, and the officers and men enjoy themselves generally. Somo
of the men have no home, nor friends, to receive boxes from, and those
more fortunate share with them liberally. Capt. Julian entertains, roy-
ally, Capt. Rollins, and friends, of the 2d N. H. V., now on their way to
Washington from the front.
Nov. 28. Fri. Warm. Reg. driUing, and at work on camp. The
stragglers' camp is about one mile distant, of men unfit for duty, but not
sick enough for hospital treatment : " Like a dress too clean to wash, but
too dirty to wear," as one soldier of the 13th wTites. Another writes :
" Many men are sick with fowlness of the stomach."
Nov. 29. Sat. Reg. drilling. The most intelligent men give the
least trouble. As one soldier puts it, Sergt. Batchellor of D. '• The grum-
blers in the army are chiefly those who never see the inside of a book
or of a paper."
Down at Fredericksburg Gen. Lee, his army 80,000 strong, is en-
trenching on " Marye's Heights," and along the Rappahannock, undis-
turbed ; and Gen. Burnside jirepares unwillingly to cross the river. A
battle is to be fought because of political necessity, and after various de-
lays have stolen away the promise of success. " Public feeling demands
a movement ; " and the public that entertains that feeling has not enlisted.
Nov. 30. Sun. Pleasant. Orders are received to be ready to
march to-morrow at noon ; in heavy marching order, with shelter tents,
and two days' cooked rations in haversacks, and five in teams. All is
now bustle and hurry. There are tents after tents as far as the eye can
see in any direction ; the whole camp, thousands of men, are like oui"^
selves, preparing to move. Many of our men are still very sick. Capt.
Stoodley, and several other members of the Regiment are dangerously
ill. They are to be sent to Washington. There is a sudden weeding
out, and several men are discharged the service. The first, and new,
shelter tents issued to the Reg. There is no Sunday in the army. Col.
Dexter R. Wright's 1st Brigade of Casey's Division, for the march to-
morrow, consists of the 15th Conn., 13th N. H., 12th R. L, 25th and 27th
N. J. Regts. We march under sealed orders, and take 100 rounds of ball
cartridge per man. The men have been expecting to remain here during
the winter, have taken much pains to fit up their quarters, and have been
at no little expense besides, and do not at all relish a move ; " all their
fixings and expense to be left here free gratis for nothing," as they put
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it, for the benefit of some one else to them unknown. On the other
hand they are very desirous to take a strong hand in 2)utting an end to
the war, and their patriotism and devotion to the cause of the Union out-
weigh all other considerations. The camp resounds to-night with hymns
and patriotic songs. Notwithstanding the fact that the Thirteenth are
raw troops, and have been put into rough military service at once as if
they were hardened veterans, and allowed little rest for many weeks, still
in the main they have borne and endured their labors and exposures
cheerfully and admirably ; relieving it all by the sjwrt, play and merry-
making common to a camp of young men and boys.
Some person of genius invented a steel vest warranted proof against
minie bullets at short range. Hundreds of officers and soldiers have pur-
chased them and worn them until reaching the front, and a few days
longer ; but generally with the result indicated by the following remark
made in a letter by a member of the Thirteenth : '' The soldiers, both
of our own regiment and of others, throw away their steel vests, and one
can pick up any quantity of them about the camp — too heavy to carry."
MARCH TO FREDERICKSBURG.
Dec. 1. Mon. A warmish day of drizzling rain. The Thirteenth
breaks camp at 12 noon, gets fairly in line about 2 p. m., and with the
First Brigade marches to Washington over the Long Bridge, and on be-
yond the Capitol, across the Eastern Branch of the Potomac into Mary-
land, and bivouacs about 7 p. m. in a field near the village of Uniontown, six
miles below Washington, after a march of about fifteen miles from Fairfax
Seminary. Many who attempt to march are so sick that they have to
give up their arms and baggage to the teams, and follow as best they
may, and others weaker still halt along the way.
The writer and three or four other men give up their arms and knap-
sacks on Long Bridge. On reaching Capitol Hill in Washington about
6 -p. m. they are obliged to stop, from sheer exhaustion. They sit down
and lean against the trees and fences, feeling forlorn enough, and are
taken up by the ambulance about 9 p. m. All of us have been sick for a
number of weeks, and as it happened all had been offered their discharge
from the service that very morning, and had refused to accept it ; and the
ambulance is turned into a debating hall, the question being whether to go
ahead or to give up. But the " Ayes " have it, and we decide to go ahead.
The writer and one other man were of the Thirteenth, the rest were from
other regiments; and one was a pale, thin, but j^lucky little stripling ap-
parently not eighteen years of age. On reaching the camp the writer is
invited to turn in, under a large tent, with the non-commissioned staff of
the 13th— the tent crowded full. During the night his bedfellows, being
too warm, throw off their blankets upon him, and when he wakes in the
morning he is in a proper condition to be run through a wringing ma-
chine. But the sweating does more effective service against the chills
than a peck of quinine.
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The Regiment marches under many disadvantages. Teams are not to
be had in sufficient numbers, many stores purchased with the hospital
fund, and much needed, have to be left behind, and the men have only
what they can carry with them upon their persons. The sick in Hospital
and a number of half sick men belonging to the Thirteenth, and to the
rest of the First Brigade, 283 in number, are left behind at Camp Casey
in charge of Dr. Twitchell and Quarter-master Cheney, the latter having
chai'ge of the property of the Brigade which is left behind.
Dec. 2. Tues. Very fine day. Reg. continues its march at 8 a. m.,
dow'n into Maryhmd. At Surgeon's call a number of sick men are sent
back to Washington. The writer, and others of the sick, who can go
ahead, are allowed to march as they please, and wliere they please ; only
required, if possible, to keep with the brigade. Our Brigade bivouacs
at 6 p. m. on the south side of a large hill, four tliousand men on a few
acres, and very much crowded together. Distance to-day fifteen miles.
We are one mile from Piscataway. The roads are magnificent, the coun-
try rich, with pigs, chickens, and other small ' fruits ' in plenty.
Dec. 3. Wed. Pleasant, cool. Reg. marches at 10 a. m. and
passes Piscataway. We pass Ft. Washington (or Foote) and the men
strain their eyes to catch a glimpse of Mount Vernon, said to be in view.
The men are heavily loaded with guns, knapsacks, blankets, rations,
cooking utensils, shelter tents, and a multitude of things which more ex-
perienced soldiers never carry— a heavy marching order indeed. Off they
go, however, this morning, half the Thirteenth and as many more men
from the 12th Rhode Island, in a wild chase after a large lot of pigs,
lambs, hens, turkeys, etc., and they do not come empty away. We have
a rush to-day with the 12th R. I. and 89th N. Y. Regts. They were in
rear of the loth yesterday, and pressed us hard, calling us the " New
Hampshire babies," and other petty names. To-day we get in their
rear, and march straight through the most of them, pushing them as hard
as we can, and taking advantage of all their short halts to rush on past
them, and leave them straggling all along the roadside. Distance to-day
called twenty miles. We encamp to-night about 5 p. m. in an oak grove,
six miles northerly of Port Tobacco. Several men have an excellent din-
ner at a farmhouse for six cents each. The host remarking, when they
paid their scot: " 'Boutther cost on 't, er'ekn."
Dec. 4. Thurs. Very fine day. Reg. marches about 9.30 a. m.
Our camp last night was a pell-mell huddle, as usual. Plenty of wood,
and rail fences feed a thousand fires. An army encamped at night is
a fine spectacle. The 13th were close on the roadside, and until very
late at night sti*agglers kept coming in ; and when any one inquired for
the camp of the 12th R. I. or of the 89th N. Y. they were invariably
directed wrong— a touch of soldier's fun. Many of the men this morn-
ing practice with their rifles on the numerous gray squirrels in the grove.
A man of Co. E brings down two from the top of one of the tallest trees.
To-day we march about twelve miles, and encamp at 5 p. m. at a place
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called Cedar Hill on Robert Ferguson's farm ; but on abominable
ground, low, wet and muddy, six miles west of Port Tobacco, which
tumble-down j^bice we passed about noon. The citizens are not all
friendly, if any are. The writer and Lieut. Carter went a little out of
the way, to-day, at Port Tobacco, to see the town, and interview a few
of the natives whom we saw lounging about. They were so uncomfort-
able and surly, however, we left them to their meditations.
About midforenoon, the writer, Lieut. Carter, and several men struck
across a field to avoid marching around a bend in the road, and as we
came out near a house by the roadside, and ahead of the Brigade— a
house that we had no notion of approaching, excepting as the path we
followed led close by it— two bullets whistled past our heads, and
struck the house with a loud noise. Turning quickly we saw, on a hill,
some five or six hundred yards distant, three men with guns, and
with them two or three women. The house was closed, and the fool-
ish inmates had retreated to the field. We passed on without receiving
any more of their cowardly compliments, while a squad of cavalry was
seen taking them in hand.
Dec. 5. Fri. Morning cold and cloudy. Reg. marches at 8 a. m.
Shelter tents have been scarcely unrolled during the very pleasant
weather we have had since we left Camp Casey. The boys have in-
dulged in any amount of fun ; and many a camp song, and especially
My Maryland, afterwards had this refrain :
" how the pig's and chickens suffered
;
When we marched— down— thar ! "
Tobacco too, tons of it, hanging in the barns to dry, is made use of lib-
erally, " for fear it may spoil." Little or no wanton mischief has been
done. The soldiers care for little besides something nice and fresh to
eat, and they obtain at farmhouses a great many things by purchase.
But there is one black sheep, at least, in every flock. To-day, however,
ends all the enjoyment to be had in our march through Maryland. Half
the route has been through forests of pine and oak ; and " Maryland,
my Maryland," has been sung a thousand times, making the woods ring,
and ring again. Five or ten thousand soldiers singing together yield a
tremendous volume of sound. The whole body on this march numbers
about fifteen thousand men. At 11 a. m. a severe storm of rain sets in,
and under the tramp of the soldiers' feet, the clayey roads soon become a
succession of hillocks and quagmires. A number of men are badly
ruptured by slipping on the wet ground. At 2 p. m. the Reg. is halted,
in a grove, about two miles from Liverpool Point, " Blue Bank," and
preparations are made for the night. Soon after the Reg. is halted,
the rain turns to snow. The shelter tents afford but little protection
against the driving storm. All the neighboring barns, stables, houses,
etc., are turned into temporary barracks.
Albion J. Jenness, Company E, 13th, writes home, grimly, of to-day :
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" "We went into the woods to camp, on the afternoon of Dec. 5th, and built
large fires ; beside which we soon got dry — as it began to snow instead
of rain." Another writes : " The rain commenced in the morning of
Friday, rained until 2 p. m., then turned to snow, and near morning of
Saturday cleared very cold."
The writer, and about a dozen other half-sick men, not daring to
sleep in tents, after tlie Reg. encamps push on through the snow a mile
or two, and liire lodgings at the house of Mr. Childs, near the bank
of the Potomac, and enjoy an excellent supper, night's rest, and breakfast
in the huge kitchen, where a great, roaring fire is kept burning all night
on the ample hearth. There had been trouble here during the day, Dec.
5th, between Mr. Childs's family and some soldiers of a New Jersey
Regiment— they of the white leggings, they said— and we mount guard
over the family and premises all night. The most the guard has to do,
however, is to keep the fire burning, for which purpose one man of the
party is awake, a fire guard, gun in hand, and with a bayonet for poker.
The night is very cold. The trouble of the day came of a dispute be-
tween the " bummers " from the N, J. Regt. and Miss Childs. As near
as we could learn, they attempted to burglarize the house, or something
of the sort, when Miss Childs, a spare, tall, lithe, spirited lady of per-
haps eighteen summers, seized a shot gun and fired upon them. They
caught her and took away the gun. There was a fierce struggle, in
which nearly all her clothing was torn off, leaving scarcely anything
upon her but her dress waist, stockings and slippers. She broke away,
and in this light running costume, ran through the snow, rain and freez-
ing air half a mile to a neighbor's house ; some of the bummers following
and trying to catch her, but they could as easily have run down a deer.
She escaped with no further harm than a few slight scratches and bruises.
This occurred but a few hours before we reached the house. The bum-
mers, smarting with the well deserved dose of small shot from the young
lady's gun, had threatened to return, and Mr. Childs, when we arrived,
was preparing to set out for Hdqrs. to procure a guard. We could serve
as well, having ten guns, and ammunition for them, and he accepted our
offer to protect the house. On the morning of Dec. 6th, we are let off
scot free, with the blessing of Mr. and Miss Childs. She is remarkably
pretty, and beauty lends a special grace to any young lady's blessing.
The cook was set at work early, and each man of our party, on leaving
the house to rejoin the Reg., now waiting down on the river bank to
cross, is presented by Miss Childs with a fine large " hoe cake," cooked
in Virginia's best style, with : " Here, please take these, and may God
bless you." The family were not Secessionists.
At one house where we applied for lodgings, we saw a few young
slaves, two of them girls twelve or fifteen years old, sweejjing snow off the
piazza and steps. They had on scarcely clothing enough to cover their
nakedness, and were barefooted. We remonstrated with the man of the
house in reference to such treatment. He said : " It did n't hurt 'um
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any, they had n't got their winter clo'se yit, he wiir n't treaten 'um hard
;
and besides, he loved them as well as he did his own children." They
were light mulattoes— and we told him we believed all he said, and
passed on.
" Hosp. Steward Prescott, Charles W. Green of B, Henry Howard of
E, Manson S. Brown of C, and Robert Rand of K, also went to a farm-
house about dark and procured lodgings. The farmer had six very fat hogs,
in a pen a little distance from the house, besides other stealable property
near by, and wanted a guard. The party were received by the farmer,
who dragged in feather beds and sjjread them upon the floor of his best
room, and built a large fire, for his lodgers. They wanted him to drive
his hogs up nearer to the house, but he said they were too fat to drive,
and they were left in the pen where they were. The lodgers were to
stand guard for two hours each, during the night, upon the piazza of the
house, having the pen in view. All went well until Green came on at
the third watch. He stood for a while, when utterly overcome by weari-
ness he laid aside his gun, came in, threw himself upon the feather bed,
and soon was sound asleep. Very early in the morning the whole party
were roused by a furious storm of profanity in an adjoining room. It
was from the farmer. While the guard slept the wearers of the white
leggings had rapped every hog on the head, and carried them all off
;
not a stpxeal or a bristle left." Prescott.
Dec. 6. Sat. Very cold. Six inches of snow on a level. Army
shoes are poor things excepting upon dry ground. The snow partly dis-
appears in a i)lenty of mud made by yesterday's rain. The ground being
but little frozen, the slushy mixture is knee deep, and scolded about
enough, as it fills up, or pulls off, the men's shoes. The Reg. marches
at 10 a. m., plunging through the snow and mud, and reaches the Poto-
mac, at Liverpool Point, at 11.30 a. m.. after a march of about two miles.
Here we have to stand in the slush, exposed to a strong down-river wind,
the cold increasing all the while, until near sunset, nearly seven hours,
waiting for transportation. Only one regiment can cross at a time, and
we are the fourth one in our Brigade to go on board. We go on board
the steamer about 6 p. m. Here on the boat we are packed and crammed
for over two hours ; some are almost roasted, and others, exposed to the
sharp north wind, are neax'ly frozen, while crossing the river, a distance
of about five miles. The wind grows very severe, and the temjierature
falls below zero. We debark at Aquia Creek at 8.30 p. m., stand about
on the wharf a while, with no protection from either wind or cold, then
march about two miles inland, and bivouac at 10 p. m. just below the
railroad on a rough hillside falling to a ravine, among some fallen timber,
and in six inches of snow. A part of the Reg. crowd into some old rebel
barracks with the roofs off. The Reg. is not fairly settled before mid-
night. It is a clear, starry, moonlit night, and exceeding cold. The
field and staff officers of the Reg. have neither tents nor blankets, mess-
chest nor eatables ; all these having been left across the Potomac to follow
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in the nest steamer, wliich is late, and cannot land on account of the ice.
Some of the field and line officers '' bunk down " with the men, who
have shelter tents, while others tramjj, thrash their hands, whistle and
scold around the fires all night long. This is the toughest bivouac the
Thirteenth ever experiences in all its history.
Just as the 13th approaches the wharf to cross the river, a black boy,
about 20 years old, apj^ears and wants to cross to Virginia, and so escape
from slavery. He is provided with a suit of Uncle Sam's army uniform,
and a gun, by the men of Co. E, dons these honors in a moment, enters
the ranks, and passes to freedom unchallenged. He is at once employed
as a servant by Capt. Julian ; and a more honest, faithful, true and desir-
able servant, no man ever had. than this same Charley Bush.
He remained with the Regiment, in Captain Julian's employ for about
a year, and then enlisted as a Sergeant of (colored) cavalry. On many
occasions he held their watches and large sums of their money, when 'the
officers of the Reg. went on picket or reconnaissance. He learned to read
and write very soon after joining his fortunes with the Thirteenth, with
the members of which he was a universal favorite.
A squad of four men— Hosp. Steward R. B. Prescott, Privates Chas.
W. Green of B, Henry C. Howard of E, and Robert Rand of K— are
left behind on the Maryland shore, to guard the regimental baggage, and
suffer extremely from the cold. There are but three matches in the pos-
session of the party. Two of these are lighted only to be blown out by
the wind ; if the third fails the party will freeze. By using the utmost
care they succeed in kindling a small fire, which they keep burning, as
there is no wood on the bare plain, only by means of leaves and twigs
found by scraping away the snow. Over this wretched little fire they
huddle together all night, in the vain endeavor to keep warm. 'T is next
to impossible to sleep, even if it be not suicide to allow sleeping at all.
And so they brave the night out ; while the water in the canteens at their
sides freezes to solid ice. The intense cold causes them to crowd so close
to the fire that the clothing and blankets of all are burned and Pres-
cott's boots are ruined. ••''
Dec. 7. Sun. Very cold, clear. Fires roast one side of us Avhile the
other side freezes. AVe present a sorry spectacle this mornmg. Blan-
kets that we slept on last night are frozen fast to the snow, and many of
them are torn while being detached from it. We remain here all day,
fix up tents, build fires, munch our half frozen food, and suffer generally.
Many of the men are frost-bitten, many are utterly used up. The Poto-
mac is frozen over so far out, that steamers cannot land until the ice is
broken. To test its strength, an old horse is driven out, and walks a
long distance on the ice before he goes down. An experiment very in-
teresting to the horse ! The snow scarcely melts any. Some of the Reg.
are encamped among fallen timber, some in tlie woods, and some in log
huts used by the Confederates last winter. One man of the 13th writes
home : " Mail came this morning. Twenty (20) of us slept last night in
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an old rebel barrack with the roof taken off, a box about twenty feet
square. We had a fire in the middle of the room, and also one at each
end. They say we have burned up twenty-five miles of rail fence smce
we left AVashington."
Quarter-master Cheney was left at Camp Casey, in charge of 283
men, from all the regiments in our Brigade, who were unable to march
because of illness. Surgeon Twitchell was also left at Camp Casey in
care of the sick in Hospital. Lieut. W. H. H. Young was left there sick ;
but on Dec. 5th he was- put in command of these 283 men. All were
placed on board a steam-tug, and a scow in tow, at Alexandria, and they
join the Reg. to-day at Aquia Creek. The care of this large number of
half sick men, when sick himself, so prostrated Lieut. Young that he was
unfit for duty for several weeks.
The Confederates evacuated Aquia Creek about three weeks ago, de-
stroying everything wliich they could not take with them.
Lieut. Col. Bowers, in the absence of his mess-chest, revives his ex-
periences in the Mexican war— though he cannot bring those torrid days
into this polar atmosphere — by planting himself in front of a fire, and,
like a warrior of old, roasting a piece of meat on the point of his sword.
Dec. 8. Mon. Very cold a. m., noon warmer. Huge fires are roar-
ing on every hand, and their smoke fills the land. We thaw out suffi-
ciently to eat a poor breakfast. Civilians can have no idea how inexpres-
sibly good to the soldier hot coffee is, on such a morning. Coffee made
very strong, sweetened a little with pale brown ' army ' sugar, well stirred
in with an icicle, which settles it, is a drink fit for the gods and top roy-
alty. The Reg. receives calls from members of the 6th, 9th, 11th, and
12th N. H. encamped near by. To-night we have another cold bivouac,
though less severe than on the 6th and 7th, and the men have learned to
make better use of their shelter tents. The writer and two other men
have enjoyed a chateau, made on a sharp hillside by throwing a shelter
tent and a few armfuls of pine brush over a fallen pine tree resting se-
curely on a stump, raising it three or four feet from the ground. This tree
serves for eight or ten men, who are tucked under it from one end to the
other. All soi'ts of curious and ingenious " coops " are found on every
hand ; anything is welcome that protects us from the arctic weather.
. The field and staff officers' baggage, tents, blankets, mess-chest, eat-
ables, etc., have waited transportation across the river for nearly two
days. Up to this time these officers have had only such blankets and
other cover as they could borrow, and have spent two nights in such poor,
improvised coops as they could make or get made for them.
All these severities, however, have scenes of relief. Among these are
overcoated men in war traps and costumes crouched down and watching
the hundreds of little pint and quart tin pots of coffee boiling around the
camp fires ; each pot with a green stick laid across it, to prevent its boil-
ing over, the steam curling white and gracefully up alongside the darker
smoke of the fires, and the delicious coffee aroma speeding abroad on
every side over camp and snow.
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' Then, too there is Picture No. 20, in this Aquia Creek gallery : A
number of cold, hungry and thirsty officers of the 13th gather around a
mess-chest, arrived not long since from across the river— open, bur-
glarized, empty. Attitudes, gestures, remarks, plans for detecting the
fellows.' Pi(tture No. 21. 'A cosy nook deep under the river bank
among dense trees, half a mile from camp. A fire. Three or four pri-
vate soldiers taking a very private lunch, and something stimulating. At-
titudes, gestures, remarks ('t other kind), plans to avoid detection.'
(After nearly twenty-five years, these two pictures are described to
the writer by a man who helped enjoy the lunch under the river bank.)
Dec. 9. Tues. Warmer. Snow disappearing. Reg. marches from
Aquia Creek, with a large body of troojjs, at 2 p. m., and after a tramp
of six miles or so, straight away for Falmouth, Stafford Heights, across
fields and through brush, a rough march, we halt for bivouac about 7
p. m. on fair ground, in a pine grove near Brooks Station, and really
pass a comfortable night ; the first comfortable sleep we have had since
the night of Dec. 3d, in those Maryland oaks. Our march here from
Camp Casey, near Fairfax Seminary, has occupied seven days, marching
time, and is estimated at 70 miles, with the few miles from here to Fred-
ericksburg to be marched to-morrow. Col. "Wright's provisional Brigade
is broken up, and its regiments assigned to other Brigades.
Dec. 10. Wed. Pleasant, warm, hazy. Reg. starts about 10 a. m.,
and after a march of nearly six miles halts, a little past noon, near and
northeast of the Phillips House, the Hdqrs. of Gen. Sumner, and bivouacs
among thousands upon thousands of troops quite closely massed. There
are a hundred thousand men within a short distance of us to-night. We
now become a part of the Army of the Potomac.
The 13th is assigned to the 1st Brigade, 3d Division, 9th Army Corps,
in Gen. Sumner's " Right Grand Division " of the Army of the Poto-
mac, organized as follows :
Army of the Potomac, comd. by Maj. Gen. Ambrose E. Burnside.
Right Grand Division, comd. by Maj. Gen. E. V. Sumner.
Ninth Army Corps, comd. by Maj. Gen. O. B. Wilcox.
Third Division, comd. by Brig. Gen. Geo. W. Getty.
First Brigade, comd. by Col. Rush C. Hawkins (9th N. Y.).
10th N. H., " Col. M. T. Donohoe.
13th N. H., Col. Aaron F. Stevens.
2.5th N. J., Col. Andrew Derrom.
9th N. Y., (Hawkins' Zouaves), Lt. Col. Edgar A. Kimball.
89th N. Y., Col. H. S. Fairchild.
103d N. Y., Col. Benj. Ringold.
Second Brigade, comd. by Col. Edward Harland.
8th Conn., Maj. John E. Ward.
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lltli Conn., Col. Griffin A. Stedman.
15th Conn., Lt. Col. Samuel ToUes.
16th Conn., Capt. Chas. L. Upham.
21st Conn., Col. Arthur H. Button.
4th R. I., Lt. Col. Jos. R. Curtis.
The 1st Brigade, Hawkins', was organized of four Regiments at Pleas-
ant Valley, Md., early in October, and arrived here Nov. 19th. We go
in, with the 25th N. J., as new members of the Brigade family.
Thus organized we ai*e a large Brigade, and great expectations are
indulged in because of the special reputation of Col. Hawkins, and of
his famous Zouaves, now commanded by gallant Lt. Col. Kimball.
About 9 p. m. the Reg. is ordered to have three days' rations in haver-
sacks, and to take 60 rounds of ammunition. Some companies have 80
rounds. We are warriors now in full feathers and trappings : ten pounds
of gun, eighty rounds per man of ball cartridge, one pound of powder,
five pounds of lead, heavy equipments ; knapsack, haversack, three-pint
canteen, all full ; three days' rations ; rubber blanket, woolen blanket,
shelter tent, full winter clothing ; tin cup, tin plate, knife, fork, spoon,
spider, et cetera too numerous to mention, and too many to carry, and a
pound of mud on each shoe. We are a baggage train, freight train,
ammunition train, commissary train, gravel train, and a train-band, all
in one. Thus handicapped, we are soon to try conclusions with Massa
Lee, on his own chosen ground, the high ridges of which, scarcely two
miles distant from us, as the crow flies, are plainly visible from this
point in the daytime, and also the numerous rebel flags floating over the
distant hill-tops.
The day is spent in preparation ; oixlers are received to be ready to
move early to-morrow morning. Prayers are said on the principle of
" Trust in God, but keejj your powder dry ; " and late at night we
bivouac, sleep on the ground, in a long shoal ravine, arms at hand, amid
multitude of little smouldeinng cofEee-fires, and in an atmosphere half
fog, half smoke, another and larger part, big with terrors undefined
— the eve before a battle. A part of the force near us to the northward
are in dense woods, but there are only a few scattered trees near the
Thirteenth.
II.
December 11, 1862, to February 8, 1863.
BATTLE OF FREDERICKSBURG.
Dec. 11. Thurs. Cool, misty, foggy, damp ; sunny and warmish at
noon ; cold, chilling at morning and night. The day ojiens with the dis-
tant but sharp blows of two Confederate cannon, signal guns located
apparently away to our front and left, at five o'clock (5 a. m.), showing
that the enemy is on the alert. These guns are fired by the Washington
Artillery on Marye's Heights. It is at very early daylight ; our whole
camp, however, is already astir and a few little fires are burning, and we
can never forget the peculiar expression that comes over the faces of both
officers and men at the startling, warning, defiant sounds of those two
rebel guns. They might be compared aptly with the first short, sharp
barks of a disturbed watch-dog. The expression is that of surprise.
They are soon known to us all to be rebel guns, and the men near us
commence joking about that kind of a rising bell. Some think they are
the signal of a commencing battle, others do not understand them at all
;
no firing follows immediately, and they soon pass out of mind.
The whole scene and surroundings on all hands wear an air very ro-
mantic and theatrical, shading down the awful grimness of war, and
making its affairs an interesting study for the impressionable and active.
War is an immense school, in more senses than one, to the man who lives
in it and keeps his faculties alive also.
The Thirteenth, with our Brigade, early moves into a deeper ravine
than the one of our last night's bivouac, or ratber on the slope of one in
front of woods, and about one fourth of a mile to the northward of the
Phillil^s House ; and the whole immediate force, after having been
massed by divisions, is there formed in order of battle about 8.30 a. m.,
and remains under arms all the day. We are within a mile of our
cannon on the bluffs, the river, and the city of Fredericksburg.
Soon there is heard upon our right much heavy and continuous firing,
musketry and artillery, while nearly two hundred heavy guns mounted
in line along Stafford Heights— the high bank of the river opposite and
overlooking the city— with an increasing and terrific roar, from 7 a. m.
until 1 p. m., pour shot and shell by the thousand directly down into
Fredericksburg, and high over it upon the hills beyond, where swarm the
gray hosts of Gen. Lee's army. We can hear the buildings crash under
the awful storm of iron and lead ; and are near enough to hear the dis-
charge of almost every cannon fired by the two armies, and the crack of
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numberless shells niarkhig the sky with hundreds of angry flashes and
little ball-like clouds of smoke. Many of the enemy's shells come over
far enough to burst near our infantry lines. We are new troojjs, and
have stepped at once from the field of story, out upon the edge, and in
full view, of an actual battle in actual war, and that war the most terrible
of modern times. For above an hour, from about ten to eleven o'clock
in the forenoon, the noise is deafening, the city being battered by the
whole fire of the National cannon ; the shots frequently counting as high
as one hundred per minute, and numbei'ing several thousands in all.
Over and over again we try to count the cannon-shots, but always failing,
as they mingle in a roar. From the long line of guns on the bluffs op-
posite the city, from the numberless shells, many of which we can see
bursting above the town, and from the burning city itself on our front, the
smoke goes up as from j^ai hundred furnaces. The firing continues until
about five o'clock in the afternoon, but the worst part of it is over by
one. We are waiting for the building of the ponton bridges, and the
news comes to us from time to time that the enemy is smashing the
bridges, as fast as they are laid, and shooting down the builders by scores.
Soon the rumor runs along that we are to be the next Brigade to attempt
that dangerous piece of work, but we do not move. It is for us a slow,
dragging, tedious, anxious day. We had a hurried breakfast, and now
we build our little coffee-fires and have our soldiers' dinner ; and again
repeat the bill of fare at supper, the air about us heavy, nauseous and
thick with the smoke of our fires, the smoke of the bui'ning city, and the
smoke of the tons of exploding gunjiowder.
Finally, after listening to th& ceaseless uproar all day long, about dark,
5 p. m., we fall in and march at a double-quick through the mud for about
a mile toward the city, then halt ; then retrace our steps to the place of
last night's bivouac, and where, for a wonder, our men had been relieved
of their heavy knapsacks this morning, and had piled them for future use
— by the survivors. We here expect to turn in, and some prepare for
bivouac, when at 6 p. m. and now quite dark, we are all suddenly called
into line again by the Long-roll. Soon, at 6.20 p. m., the long line of
our whole Brigade, defiUng to the left from our place of bivouac, and
leaving the Phillips House a little distance to our right as we pass it, and
marching by fours, by the right flank, moves in a dead silence slowly over
the hills where an hour or two before we had double-quicked, then on
down the steep river bank, and across the ponton bridge muffled with
earth and straw, and thrown across the river near the lower end of the
city, and one and a half miles southwest of the Phillips House as we
follow the crooked road, and we enter the battered, torn, crushed and
burning city, no one opposing. Many will recall the boilers, machinery
and other debris of burnt steamers and vessels lying in the river near this
ponton bridge as we cross. This ponton bridge is laid from the Wash-
ington Farm to the old steamboat and ferry landing— the central jjonton
bridge. We cross with a slow route-step, every man cautioned to move
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as quietly as possible, pass up a steep paved way, turn to the left down
the street, and about 8 p. m. deploy in line of battle along Caroline
street, also called Main street, and is the second street up from the river.
The third street is Princess Anne street, leading to Mr. Slaughter's house
and grounds. Guards are quickly stationed, and Companies E and B are
sent at once as pickets to the rear of the city and along Hazel Run. While
these pickets are taking their positions along Hazel Run, the " Taps " are
being sounded in the Union Army, and less loudly in the Confederate
Army also. With the exception of one or two men in each company who
had recently served as guards, the Thirteenth entered the city with un-
loaded muskets, and loaded them after halting in Caroline street ; and
about 9 p. m., after standing there a long time in line of battle under
arms, the Thirteenth stacks arms along the west side of Caroline street,
and bivouacs on the west sidewalk, the side towards the enemy. Other
troops similarly occupy the east side. The night is very dark, the streets
are tilled with the debris of the shattered city and clouds of smoke from
the burning buildings, while bummers turn to forbidden jDillage. Many
houses are entered, blinds closed, fires kindled in stoves and fireplaces,
and hot coffee is drank, in the proud, deserted halls of the F. F. Vs., to
our own comfort and to the good health of the house-owners— just now
absent because of Gen. Burnside's cast-iron hail-storm. The city seems
much like a city in the early hours of the morning before the inhabitants
are astir. Joseph W. Dickerman of C writes home from Fdsbg. : '' We
broke camp at 6.20 p. m., crossed the Rappahannock and marched into
the city at 8.30 p. m., with unloaded guns ; went to the main street, then
filed left down some twenty or thirty rods, halted on the right-hand side
of the street, and loaded quietly before stacking arms." Lieut. Staniels
wi'ites in his diary : " Marched up to Gen. Sumner's Hdqrs. at sunset,
then back to camp. Long-roll beat at six. Marched immediately for
Fredericksburg. Cross the ponton bridge at eight o'clock. Stack arms
and remain in the street over night." ^
The writer at this time is a First Sergeant. As we cross the city on
entering, there lies on the sidewalk as he fell, his gun still held in his
hand, a Confederate First Sergeant in a new, clean. Confederate dress
uniform, with the regulation chevrons and insignia on the sleeve. His
cap held by a loose throat-strap is still on his head, and merely tilted back
from a handsome forehead, which alone remains of the whole front part
of his head. He was probably instantly killed by a shell or shot, and lies
a ghastly object seen in the dim light of a distant fire. Sergt. Chas. F.
Chapman of E is the first to see him, and taking First Sergeant Charles
M. Kittredge of B and the writer by the arm, Chapman calls out : " Here
— see what you First Sergeants are all coming to ! " This was the first
body of a man killed in tlie war, that any of us had seen. As soon as
1 Tlie N. H. Adjt. General's Report, Vol. 2, for 1S(K5, pag:e TS5, states that the line
•was formed about !l o'clock, reaching- the ponton bridge at half past ten; much later
than the actual hour— a serious error.
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the 13th is in the city, Companies B. Capt. Dodge, and E, Capt. Julian,
are hurried forward on picket ; and while taking their ground, near Hazel
Run, and on the Bowling Green road, several Confederates are seen skit-
tling off in the darkness, and a hunt is instituted among the old buildings
for more of them. Soon two of them are found in an old shed by some
of the men of Co. E. They raise their guns to fire and threaten to
thrash the whole Northern Army if they are molested ; but naturally
change their minds, as half a dozen loaded muskets are pointed in upon
them at the open door, and surrender. Thus Comjiany E has the honor
of making the first capture of prisoners for the 13th, and very plucky
fellows they were too.^ One of them, though not very badly wounded,
dies before morning of wounds, cold, and loss of blood, despite the best
care we can afford him. The other, his comrade, a noble fellow, re-
mained by him to defend him to the last. They both expected to be in-
stantly shot on capture— a common notion among the Confederate sol-
diers from the far South. These are Mississippians, Barksdale's men.
We have crossed the bridge built by the 8th Conn, and other regiments ;
the 7th Michigan having first crossed and dislodged the enemy's sharp-
shooters. We cross too from the old Washington plantation, whereon
(it may have been) was the garden wherein grew the cherry-tree, whereat
the boy, George, went with his little hatchet, whereabout he could not tell
a lie ; whereof we have all been told, and whereby we all have been,
morally, much benefited, of course. Our Brigade, Col. Hawkins, holds
the lower part of the city to-night. The enemy on departing piled a
dozen or two of his dead in a back yard near the position of the 13th
and off Caroline street ; they are terribly mutilated, all cut up and bat-
tered by bullets, shell, splinters, mortar and brick ; many of his dead are
also in cisterns and cellars.
With the exception of the special assaulting party, who crossed in boats,
and cleared the river bank of the enemy's troops, while the pontons were
being laid, our, Hawkins', Brigade are the first troops of the army to cross
the river. The assaulting party, excepting a few men of the 89t]i New
York, recrossed, leaving our Brigade to occupy the city ; and we hold the
lower end of it to-night, while troops of Gen. Howard's Division are com-
ing over and occujiying the upper end. Troops are moving all night.
To-night a negro woman occupying the small wooden house, around
which the upper brook bends where it first flows into the Bowling Green
road (thence following that road towards the river), is seen struggling
with a barrel of flour, trying to roll it into her small front door. The
door is hardly wide enough to receive the barrel, and the men of Com-
panies E and B help her to put the barrel into the house, and into a back
room serving as a store-room. They then go to a grocery store and fill
that back room solid with barrels of flour, groceries, etc. ; among the lot a
box of salt fish that Methuselah had when he first set up housekeeping—
at any rate it smelled old enough. Then, in return for their help, Dinah
1 N. H. Adjutant General's Report for 186G, Vol. 2, page 785.
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goes to the brook in the street, gets a pail of water, and sets about cook-
ing griddle-cakes, of plain wheat flour and water, for the men who filled
her store-room. The reserve picket is near here, and Dinah is kept
busy cooking all night. The writer, and a good many others of the picket,
cannot decide to even try the cakes, but they are passed to others in
plenty, who eat them with their sugar. They are to-night famiUarly called
" nigger heel-taps," and probably they merit so good a name.
To go back again to the morning of Dec. 11 : Gen. Burnside attempted
to lay the ponton bridge 02)posite the city, the central bridge, this morning
about 2 o'clock, but his men were shot down by the 17th and 18th Mis-
sissippi regiments of Gen. Barksdale's Confederate Brigade, who with the
8th Floi'ida were posted in the houses and buildings in the city which
were nearest the shore of the river. The rest of that Brigade, the 13th
and 21st Miss, and the 3d Georgia, were also in the city, in reserve. All
together a strong force of about three thousand men. The morning hav-
ing been spent in fruitless attempts to build the bridge, Gen. Burnside,
annoyed, and fretting under the delay, ordered his batteries to open on
the town, ho2:)ing thus to dislodge the enemy. The river hei'e is about
300 yards wide ; and mounted high on the bluffs across the river from
Fdsbg., at a distance of half a mile and less, 35 batteries, 179 guns, rang-
ing from 10 lb. Parrotts to 4^ inch siege-guns, opened at once upon the
city, about ten o'clock a. m. ; continuing their fire for more than an hour,
pouring from fifty to one hundred shots per minute directly down into the
city, and throwing from 7,000 to 9,000 shells in all, tearing, ripping, cut-
ting, through the buildings of the town. " Houses fell, timbers crashed,
dust rose, flames ascended." It was an hour of tremendous thunder, clang,
and racket ; guns, screams, howls, shells, crashes, echoes, throbs, blows,
roars, thunders, flashes, fire, all commingled— but the plucky Mississip-
pians would not budge an inch. Few soldiers ever before kept up such
a fire as they did amid such awful surroundings ; but out of the din and
danger, and the incessant crash and roar, among the buildings about them,
there steadily came the little puffs of smoke from their rifles, and their
unerring buUets against our men at work near the pontons, on our side
of the river.
If Fredericksburg ever raises a monument to anything, it should be a
fine one to the memory of these men of Gen. Barksdale's Mississippi
Brigade. The terrific bombardment did not dislodge them, and they de-
layed the pontonniers until 4 p. m., when the 7th Mich., 19th and 20th
Mass., of Hall's Brigade, and 89th N. Y., volunteered to cross in boats
;
which they did, the 7th Michigan leading, and seized the city at 4.30 p. m.,
clearing it of the Confederate troops ; where cannon, shells and rifles were
scarcely ])ersuasion. Northern bayonets proved an unanswerable argument.
Strange that so many of these men near the river survive the bombard-
ment, while their less fortunate fellows farther back in the city lie head-
less, armless, legless at every few steps. The city looks as if a huge shell
had burst on almost every square rod in all Fredericksburg.
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Dec. 12. Fri. Foggy morning. Very pleasant day. Companies B
and E are relieved on picket by Companies C, Capt. Bradley, and G,
Lieut. Forbush ; Lieut. Wilson going upon the front line, Lieut. Forbush
commanding the reserve. The 13th is called at early daylight, and re-
mains on Caroline st. all day and night. The city streets are the front
lines of the army ; the rear line is along the river bank. There are two
lines (at least) of stacks of arms, ranged as far as we can see, all up and
down this and other parallel streets. The city is full of troops, chiefly
in bivouac on the sidewalks.
Before the occupation of the city by our troops, an immense quantity
of tobacco, in small oak boxes, had been sunk in the river, and our men
now fish it out and supply themselves without stint. The city is badly
shattered. One double, wooden house, near by the Thirteenth, has over
forty holes straight through it, made by shot and shell. A brick house
near by was struck in ninety places on the front. The citizens in depart-
ing took little with them besides clothing, food and valuables. The sol-
diers forage everywhere. Not an indiscriminate pillage, but a very free
helping of themselves. Stores are cleared out, but there is not much dis-
position either to destroy or remove anything from houses ; aside from a
rummaging, scattering and mixing up of things, many a family, on return-
ing to their homes, must find them about the same as when they left.
There is many a concert around a piano or organ. The writer is in
one fine parlor where the large piano has just been played by a soldier.
The player has scarcely arisen from his seat and stepjjed aside for a mo-
ment, when a solid cannon-ball from the enemy crashes through the
chimney near the fireplace, knocking the bricks and mortar about the
room ; and then taking the piano keyboard diagonally, flings the ivory
keys in a shower all about the room, and draws from the piano the most
infernal yelp that ever beset human ears— here above. We are covered
with dust, bits of plaster and brick, and make a prompt exit down into
the street, no one hurt.
The enemy sends no shells into the city, fearing to set it on fire, but a
great many solid shot, and chunks of railroad rails from one to two feet
in length. The latter rip and tear terrible gaps and holes through the
buildings, while the solid shot do but little damage. One solid shot strikes
a large stack of muskets, six or eight of them, fairly near their point of
union, and sends them ' kiting ' and walloping about, end over end, and
every way. It is worth going a long journey to see a deserted city occu-
pied by an army. No civilian to be seen, no woman, no child ; no person
looking from a window ; houses, buildings and stores wide open ; no
citizen going in, none coming out; stables and barns without an occu-
pant, even the dog-kennels and hen-houses are abandoned. Soldiers by
the thousand everywhere ; long lines of stacks of muskets ranged up and
down the streets ; infantry, cavalry, artillery, wagons, ambulances, pass-
ing continually.
The streets are not paved, and there is little noise save now and then
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when a solid shot or a chunk of raUroad rail escapes from the peri3etual
growl, noise and smoke within the enemy's lines on the hill, rips through
a dozen buildings and drops upon the street or sidewalk. The balls whirl
around with great rapidity, like a top, when they first stop from their
flight, and if they have crashed through a few buildings, they are often
hot enough to set dry wood on fire. We examine them as new curiosi-
ties ; some are buried by the men, to be recovered after the war is over.
A few men entered an apothecary store. Whiskey was left in several
bottles in a very tempting way. Caution suggested a taste before a
draught ; it is all bitter with poison, or heavily drugged. Crash follows
crash. A bayonet run along a shelf tosses off a whole row of medicamen-
tum bottles ; the fragrance of rich perfumery fills the air, mingled with
smells beyond mention. The floor is flooded. Downstairs and upstairs
go the men ; and in ten minutes not a breakable thing or vessel in the
whole store remains unbroken. The poison in that whiskey cost a thou-
sand dollars an ounce, and was too cheap at that. The story is given as
it was heard at the time.
Early this morning there appears on the street a little white girl, three
to five years old, alone, and apparently not in the least disturbed by the
noise, the smoke, the thousands of soldiers, the rumbling cannon and
wagons, and the utterly changed condition of the streets where she had
been accustomed to walk and play. She runs along the sidewalk, tripping
over the men's blankets and knapsacks lying there, carefully avoids the
little fires in the gutter, and looks up at every doorway as if hunting for
some particular house. A thousand soldiers see her and are interested.
She speaks to none. Soon one stops her. She merely says : " I want to
find mamma," and passes on. That is her only answer to every inquiry.
DESCRIPTION OF PLAT.
A. National Cemetery. B. South wall of same.
C. Superintendent's lodge near where Marye's house stood.
D. New street, made since the battle, from town to Cemetery gate.
E. Telegraph road with stone bank-wall ; the stone of the wall is now
removed, and built into the Superintendent's lodge. The rebel
batteries were on Marye's Hill just west of this road.
F. Steep side of bluff up which the Thirteenth charged into field on
the top. G. Ditch running down to unfinished railroad.
H. Continuation of blufi'-side with lone oak tree and spring : * o.
I. Bank and ditches of unfinished railroad.
K. Richmond & Fredricksburg Railroad crossing Hazel Run, L.
M. Low, level field or meadow.
N. Thirteenth and Brigade formed for the assault. The arrow show-
ing nearly the direction of the assault.
P. Brick house, as near as can be located on the plat.
The distances are given in yards.
FREDERICKSBURG. — GEN. GETTY'S ASSAULT.
From a sketch, made by the writer in May 1885.
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After a while an officer cares for the motherless child, and sends her to
a place of safety. A more touching little scene rarely occurs.
The remains of the city's destruction are piled and strewn on every
hand. Whole fronts of buildings have been torn out and smashed into
splinters. Furniture of all sorts is strewn along the streets. Houses are
ripped, battered and torn, windows smashed and chimneys thrown down.
Every namable household utensil or article of furniture, stoves, crockery
and glass-ware, pots, kettles and tins, are scattered, and smashed and
thrown everywhere, indoors and out, as if there had fallen a shower of
them in the midst of a mighty whirlwind.
To-night Hawkins' Zouaves go on picket to the front. Troops have
been pouring into the city for the last twenty-four hours, and to-night we
hear the ceaseless tramp, tramp, tramp, through the streets, of the regi-
ments of Sumner's Grand Division, the roll of wagon wheels, the rumble
of artillery and the tread of hundreds of horses.
The most of the men of the Thirteenth to-night occupy the houses near
their position in the street. The increasing tramping through the streets
all night long renders the sidewalks unfit for bivouac, preventing sleep,
and wearying the men too much for the hard service before them.
Dec. 13. Sat. Pleasant, but cool. Last night very cold, this morn-
ing foggy and dense, clearing bright about mid-forenoon. To-night it is
again cold. The 13th furnished details for picket on the night of Dec.
11, as we have said, when we first came into the city, and also for the
night of Dec. 12. Since then the Reg. has remained in the city, chiefly
along Caroline st., until this moriiing, and furnished only small detach-
ments for outside work. Early this morning the 13th, with the Bingade,
moves from Caroline st. to the river bank near the Gas Works, and just
below the ponton bridge which we crossed on the night of Dec. 11.
We reach our position on the river bank at eight o'clock.
To plat the scene, draw a north and south line along the city shore of
the river and stand upon it, a rod or two south of the Gas Works, and face
east. The river runs past you from left to right, that is southward. A part
of the 13th are lying about you on the grass at the south side of the Gas
Works, the colors of the Reg. are leaning against the south wall of the
building near the eastern end, the end towards the river, the color bearers
and guard are sitting near by, and perhaps a hundred men are near them.
The rest of the 13th are near about, preserving no particular order, some
on the grassy bank, some at the river's edge, some sitting on timber, or
standing on boards thrown down on the mud of the street and wharf
;
all making themselves as comfortable as the dirt and mud, the extremely
offensive Gas Works, and the clouds of gunpowder smoke will permit.
The rest of the Brigade are near by, and very similarly disposed. The
river bank shelves down to a muddy street and wharf all along. Here
we remain all day, doing nothing except to watch the constant fii-ing, or
to listen to the roar of battle behind us, west, along the front of Marye's
Hill, a mile away. (Pronounced Ma-ree.) One mile to your right,
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south, is Gen. Franklin's ponton bridge, out of sight behind a high bank.
One eighth of a mile to your right Hazel Run falls into the river. Di-
rectly in front of you, east, and rising high above, across the river, here
300 yards wide, is a long bluff with one hundred or more Union cannon
mounted on it, and all in full play. Their shells go over you, and over
the city behind you, to Marye's Hill ; Marye's Hill replies ; and many a
shell from both sides bursts in sight ; the pieces splash in the river, beat
upon the banks, fly among the cannoneers on the bluff, or fall at your
own side, and bury themselves in the hard earth. Occasionally a man
near you, in the Brigade or Division, is struck, killed or wounded, and
a stretcher bears him away. The position is a nervous and a trying
one.
Three hundred yards to your left, north, is the central ponton bridge,
over which we crossed into the city. The road to this bridge winds
down the high, steep Falmouth bank of the river, through the Washington
Farm ; it is the first road you see on your left. Many soldiers come
across the river upon the bridge and go up into the city, through a lane,
one hundred feet farther to your left, north of the ponton landing on this
side. This lane leads from the old steamboat (now ferry) landing, up
into the city. It is provided with a high stone wall on each side, a stone
pavement, and is about 150 feet in length. Six hundred yards, or so, to
your left, north, is the bridge of the R. & F. R. R. A full mile to your
left, north, across the river is the Lacy House ; and a mile east of there
is the Phillips House.
Here, by the nasty Gas Works, we remain under arms all day. Our po-
DESCRIPTIOJi OF PLAT.
A. Marye's House with rebel batteries to the south of it.
B. Orange Turnpike. C. Plank road.
D. Telegraph road with stone bank-walls.
E. New street opened since the battle, and leading to Cemetery gate.
F. Bank and ditch of unfinished railroad.
G. Richmond and Fredericksburg Railroad.
H. Hazel Run. L. Oak tree with Spring near it.
I. Gen. Getty's Division formed for the assault.
K. K. Point near angle in Telegraph road, near which were the rebel
batteries A., aimed at by Gen. Getty's men in the assault, and
the little field, on the bluff, reached by the Thirteenth.
M. Brick house — as near as can be located.
N. Vicinity of Lee's HiU.
Gen. Getty told the writer that Gen. Hooker's corps was on the right of
the Ninth Corps— in which the 13th— and that the place where Gen.
Hooker exposed himself during the day was at the cut on the R. & F.
Railroad, just to the right of the place where Gen. Getty's Division
formed for the assault. This railroad cut was enfiladed by the rebel
batteries on Lee's Hill.
MARYE'S HEIGHTS, December 13, 1862.
From an old print seen by the writer in Fredericksburg in May 1886.
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sition on the grassy bank, or on the ojien ground exposes us to the flying
pieces of many of the enemy's shells intended for the cannoneers of our
batteries on the Falmouth (or Staiford) bluffs, across the river, but bursting
short of their mark ; while many shells from our own guns, on those
very bluffs, bursting as soon as they leave the guns, pour their jagged pieces
down into the river, and upon the hither bank among our men. The
water in the river is in a constant state of disturbance made by them.
We are about one mile from the enemy's batteries, and within four or
six hundred yards, and directly under the muzzles, of our own guns, and
are thus exposed to the incessant fire of both. All day long the shells,
hundreds of them, pass to and fro over our heads. Many men in our
Brigade are wounded here by pieces of shells, and their lead rings.
Peter Smithwick, six feet seven inches in height, the tallest man in the
Thirteenth, is severely hurt, while here, by a piece of shell striking his
left arm near the shoulder. Many a man with such an ugly bruise,
would go to the rear, but he is made of better stuff. He coolly pockets
the piece of shell, a rough chunk of iron about the size of a hen's egg,
and goes through the battle, though his left arm is practically useless, and
is supported much of the time by his cross-belt. Two men are killed
and seven wounded here, in our Brigade, by the bursting of one shell, and
the men are ordered not to remain massed in dense bodies, but to spread
apart and find cover.
From a little hill a few rods from the 13th, westward, we can see the
rebel batteries, and lines of battle, and the contest of the day going on in
front of Marye's Heights, now wreathed, puffed, lined and festooned with
battle smoke, and wide to right and left a similar scene is in view. This
hill is near Mr. Slaughter's house, and has a steep bank and cut on one side,
which is altogether beyond the range of the enemy's rifles, being nearly
a mile distant from them, and, excepting for an occasional shell rushing
wide of its proper range, is as safe as any dooryard on a New England
farm, incomparably safer than the river bank, and a man might stand
here for forty hours unharmed ; so we can gaze at ease for the few min-
utes which Ave can spend away from the Regiment. Some of those pres-
ent say that tliey can count sixteen different points from which the enemy's
artillery fire proceeds, each point supplied with four or more guns.
For a part of the day the men of the 13th are obliged to stand in deep
mud, in an exceedingly dirty and wet street, and boards are wrenched off
the buildings near by to stand upon. At times from early morning till
night, we can distinctly hear the din of the battle on the hills west of the
city, while our own guns, firing over our heads, keep up a deafening roar,
— the sounds sweeping in fitfully, and in gusts, from all sides. As the
sounds of louder thunder come in from all around the sky during a vio-
lent storm, so amid the general rattle and growl come the sudden out-
bursts of musketry and artilleiy, as charge after charge is made by the
Union forces upon the enemy's lines along Marye's Heights, and else-
where, while mingling with the other noises, and topping them all, comes
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the regular boom and echo of one huge Confederate gun, which we hear
but cannot locate. The roar of the furious battle commences about 9
a. m., and continues all the day, until dusk.
So the terrible day wears away, a regiment of men wiped out, a thou-
sand men falling almost every hour, until a little after four p. m., when
the rumor runs tlu'ough our column here like wildfire, that Gen. Getty, with
only the two brigades of his Division, is to make a night assault on
Marye's Heights ; the most formidable position in the enemy's line, a
death-dealing semicircle ; and on that murderous stone bank-wall, upon
which all the assaults of the day have made no impression whatever
;
and just with the coming to us of that grim rumor, there falls a pause
in the rebel tiring.
We can scarcely give the rumor any credence whatever, and the move-
ment is roundly condemned on all hands as sheer folly ; but there soon
rings in our ears the sharp order: "Attention! " The men fall into line
along their stacks of muskets, in a stern, dead silence ; and soon again
follows an order : '' Take Arms. Right face — March ! "
The sun is now apparently less than half an hour high, and Lieut.
Gafney, pointing to its reddish disc just on the edge of the horizon, and
seen through the haze and battle smoke, remarks : " I wish I could get
up there and kicjv that thing down I " And the Thirteenth has no
braver officer than Lieut. Gafney.
DESCRIPTION OF MAP.
A. Rappahannock River. B. Maj. Lacey's house.
C. Orange Turnpike, passing the Phillips House.
D. Claiborne Run. F. Ponton Bridge, central.
E. Position near cut on the R. & F. R. R., where Gen. Getty's Di-
vision formed for the assax;lt.
G. City Gas Works, around which the Thirteenth remained all the day
Dec. 13, on the river bank. H. Hazel Run.
I. Caroline street (or Main st.), the second street from the river.
K. Princess Anne street ; leading to near Mr. Slaughter's house and
field, L. M. Marye's house.
N. Unfinished railroad crossed in the assault ; then mere bank and
muddy ditches. O. Union batteries on Stafford Heights.
P. Little hill, or bluff, up which the Thirteenth charged. The same
bluff-side continues down towards the city along near the unfin-
ished railroad. V. Canal. W. Bowling Green road.
Y. Point aimed at in the charge, as stated by Gen. Getty.
Z. Brick house, about 250 yards east of Marye's, and 150 to 200 yards
east of the stone wall on Telegraph road. This brick house was
seized by Gen. French's Division about noon, Dec. 13.
R. Telegraph road, with the stone bank-walls, and west of it the rebel
batteries and troops on Marye's Heights, the rebel position.
S. Rebel batteries towards Lee's Hill. T. National Cemetery.
FREDERICKSBUKG.
Tracing of Official Map. Scale, three inches to one mile.
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The Thirteenth quickly takes its place in the column ; but we must say
that no one whom we know hankers after a twilight excursion to Marye's
Heights on this particular evening. We stand at a terrible disadvantage.
They have belched a world of fire, and shot, and shells, and buUets, al-
most continuously for these last two days ; and, within an hour, long
columns of the enemy's infantry have been seen by us running over the
slopes, and down into position in his front lines under the hill. However,
we are new troops, have been anxious for the last fifteen or twenty years,
on an average, to ' hear drums and see a battle,' and now our curiosity
is to be altogether satisfied. We move off quickly by the right flank, by
fours, along the street, landing and wharf, and tln-ough an abundance of
mud and water. The colors are between the left of Company E and the
right of Company C ; E being the Color-company.
Hospital Steward Prescott writes that the order, " Forward,'' was
passed to our First Brigade at half-past four o'clock. The prevailing
idea and feeling in Gen. Getty's Division is that our assault will be fruit-
less ; but it must be done, and soon the determination rises to do our
utmost to win, we desire to strike an effective blow, and we move toward
the front growing more and more confident and strong, from the hope we
have, that possibly we may now do what our troops have failed to do in
all of this day's fighting : break Lee's line at Marye's Hill, which would
be a most glorious accomplishment of some of the work for which we
volunteered.
To plat the place of our waiting all this long day, you stood on the
river bank just South of the Gas Works, and faced due east. Now face
about, due west, and follow the north bank of Hazel Run five sixths of a
mile, straight west, over ditch, ridge and level, and you will strike the
stone bank-wall on the Telegraph road, below Marye's Hill, near the
southeast corner of the present National Cemetery grounds. That south-
east corner is the point aimed at in this famous night assault of Gen.
Getty's Division. (Gen. Getty so informed the writer. May 1885.)
Around this corner of the Cemetery, the Telegraph road, now as then,
bends sharply from its southward course, and runs almost due west. The
corner is sharp, bluffy, steep, rough and abru])t, and was in a still more
forbidding condition, in 1862, before the National improvements were
made and the Cemetery was walled in. In coming up to this southeast
corner of Marye's Hill, from the Gas Works, you cross, first, the Bowl-
ing Green road, and afterwards many a ravine, ridge and brook. Sec-
ond, you cross the Richmond and Fredericksburg Railroad, where it has
high banks ; right here Gen. Getty's Division formed for the assault.
To your left, south, is the Hazel Run bridge. To your right, north, is a
deep cut on the railroad ; near which cut Gen. Hooker so long and so
gallantly bore himself, mounted on a large white horse, during this
battle that the Confederate commander, though not knowing who he was,
ordered his men not to fire upon him, but to capture him alive if they
could.
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In May 1885 the writer met accidentally, on a James River steamer,
Judge R. L. Henley of Williamsburg, Va., and while in conversation with
him, he remarked that during tlie battle a P'ederal officer frequently ap-
peared in this railroad cut, which was enfiladed by the batteries on Lee's
Hill, greatly exposing himself, and acted so bravely that the Confederate
commander gave an order to his riflemen not to shoot him, but to capture
him if they could. Tlie Confederates could not make out who this Union
officer was, and the Judge inquired of the writer if he knew. The writer
did not then know, but told Judge Henley that he was intending to call
on Gen. Getty in Washington and would inquire of him concerning the
matter. Gen. Getty, when the writer called on him, at his farm a few
miles out of Washington, and made the inquii-y, answered at once that
Gen. Hooker, mounted on a white horse, was riding in and out of that cut
on the railroad half the day during the battle of Dec. 13, and that he,
Getty, remonstrated with him for exposing himself so much, but Gen.
Hooker seemed to care little for the danger or for the remonstrance. This
is the writer's authority for the statement concerning Gen. Hooker.
Judge Henley served during the battle as a Captain in the 32d Virginia
Confederate regiment. Col. Edgar B. Montague commanding.
Third, a little farther west, you cross another railroad, then unfinished
and mere banks and ditches, but now completed and used. You cross
this new railroad bank, near a low, wet lot of ground, the swampiest
place on this railroad along here, and about 500 yai'ds from the Cemetery.
As you stand upon this new railroad, at the point marked I. on the map
on page 43 and near this low, swampy place ; to your right, north, is
a long bluff, running southwestwardly toward the Cemetery. On the
side of this bluff, about 100 yards northward from you, is a lone oak-tree,
and a spring of water called Cold Spring. On the top of the bluff, north
of the tree and spring, is a street, opened since the battle, running from
the city to near the Cemetery gate. A ditch makes down diagonally
from this street, from a point near the Cemetery to the new railroad.
We now approacli the scene of the assault. Along the southern slope of
this long bluff thousands of Union soldiers fell during Dec. 13 ; our night
assault was made to the left of nearly all of them. AVest of this diagonal
ditch, between you and the Cemetery, is a very steep bank, marked F. on
the same map as above, and is practically the southwest end of the bluff.
This bank rises northward some 20 or 30 feet to a little nearly level field,
not 200 yards square, lying close up to the Telegraph road, and directly
in front of Mai-ye's Hill. This road, and along it also the famous stone
bank-wall, bounds this little field for about 150 yards on its west side ;
the new street bounds its north side for neai-ly 200 yards ; the new rail-
road runs along south of it at a distance of about 50 yards ; while the
southeast side of the field falls upon the diagonal ditch, at a distance of
about 150 to 175 yards from the Telegraph road, the steep bank sweep-
ing around to that road near the southeast corner of Marye's Hill. There
is no better description for this little bluff and field than to call it a flat-
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top hill. Up into this little field the First Brigade, Hawkins', of Gen.
Getty's Division attempted to rush alone in the night charge. The Sec-
ond Brigade, Harland's, was held in reserve near the R. &, F. Railroad
bank, a little north of Hazel Run. It was uj) the south side of this little
bluff that the Thirteenth charged, receiving the first volley of Confederate
musketry, most of the bullets flying overhead, and then continued on
under the storm of bullets coming from the rebels firing at will, and into
the little field on the top until ordered to lie down ; and lay there pro-
tected by the darkness, and little ridges of land, for apparently a full half
hour, and until the worst part of the rebel firing was over. How near to
the stone wall they came, will appear farther on. The land falls a little
all the way from the road to the bluff, consequently the rebels in the road
fire over our heads. The unfinished railroad runs southwestward along
near the foot of the bluff, at a wide angle from the R. & F. Railroad, to
near the southeast corner of Marye's Hill. The stone bank-wall then
standing along the west side of the little field into which the loth charged,
has been removed, and built into the Cemetery lodge, and the surface of
the little field furnished the clay for the bricks of the Cemetery wall.
It is no stretch to say that the red, in many a brave Union soldier's blood,
and of the Thirteenth too, has given its own color to those bricks.
The line of the advance and assault, after the R. & F. Railroad was
crossed, was practically along the edge of the southern side of the bluffs,
skirting the more level meadow or intervale that forms the north bank of
Hazel Run from the Bowling Green road to the southeast corner of the
Cemetery. The top of the bluff, and the meadow along Hazel Run, was
pi'obably swept by the fire of fifty Confederate cannon and ten thousand
muskets ; the side of the bluff alone could be made use of by an advan-
cing column.
Now go up on the terrace, at the southeast corner of the Cemetery,
reverse this present view, and look east, across the sunken Telegraph
road, down upon the little field— this flat-top hill— the level land be-
low it, and down along the bluff sides, and along the north bank of Hazel
Run ; and you will be ready to stake your reputation and best wits, that
no man, knowing the ground, could have sent two brigades, and held
back one of them in reserve, to assault this corner ; while fifteen or
twenty Confederate regiments, and several batteries, knowing every acre
of the ground, securely posted behind hill-top and ridge, in ravines and
rifle-pits, behind buildings, sunken roads and stone bank-walls, were all
ready and waiting to receive them. The Union Generals could not
have known and really did not know the extreme difficulties of this
assault.
The term flat-top hill is preferred to the word plateau because it seems
to more definitely describe the place. The plateau extends eastward from
the Telegraph road, and widening, for a quarter of a mile or more, while
this little flat-top hill is of but a few acres, and is the extreme soutliAvest
end of the plateau where it comes upon the Telegraph road. In all the
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assaults of the day the troops mounted the plateau, the Thirteenth mounted
this southwest end of it.
Now let us return to the river bank and come uj) with the Thirteenth
in the assault, as nearly as we may, the irregularities of the ground, and
the necessities of secrecy and cover compelling numerous windings.
Leaving this vicinity, the Thirteenth with its Brigade and Division
moves up the wharf northward, then passes into the city, by going through
the old lane leading from the steamboat landing near the ponton bridge,
westward to the vicinity of Princess Anne street, then turns southward
again, and crosses the broad field west of Mr. Slaughter's house. Here
in this level field the column of the 13th, as we march by the right flank,
is drawn out quite straight, and a solid shot, from the enemy near Lee's
Hill, skims with its own peculiar scream along nearly the whole length of
the Regiment, and not more than ten or fifteen feet overhead, but harm-
less. When across this field we go down a steep bank and wade through
a little stream of mud and. water that empties into Hazel Run ; all the
while bearing towards the left, southward, from the point where we
emerged from the city. A portion of the 13th crosses a deep ditch upon
a few timbers, the rest marches around it at a double-quick. Just before
we drop into Hazel Run valley we pass over a part of the day's battle-
field. Next we move more directly forward, westward, at an irregular,
jerky, rapid pace, quick, double-quick, run, and come upon uneven ground
where there is a partial cover, among scant brush and a few low ridges
and knolls, from the enemy's musketry fire now coming upon us quite
severe from his pickets, evidently at a long range, and from a few small
cannon shot. As we pass, the dead of the day's battle are seen lying on
the ground to our right in large numbers. The enemy's fii-e rapidly in-
creases as we move down a slight declivity on nearing the railroad. We
next approach the Richmond and Fredericksburg Railroad, countermarch
into line of battle along the city side of the embankment, the southeast
side, which now affords a little shelter from the enemy's fire. The even-
ing grows dark very rapidly here in the mist or smoke in the valley. The
sun set to-day at forty-five minutes after four.
After the line of battle is formed here, the right of the 13th, with
Col. Stevens, is towards the city, the left, with Maj. Storer, is towards
Hazel Run, Lt. Col. Bowers being in the centre. The Thirteenth is on
the right of the second line of Col. Hawkins' (First) Brigade ; the 25th
N. J. is on the right of the first line, and in front of the Thirteenth.
The 9th N. Y., Hawkins' Zouaves, have tlie left of the front line of the
Brigade. The iiositions of the 10th N. H., 89th and lOod N. Y. in our
Brigade are not distinctly knoAvn to the writer.
Gen. llarland's (Second) Brigade is in support, the 4th R. L, 8th,
11th, ir)th. Ifith, and 21st Conn. ; and this Brigade halts within a few-
rods of the railroad, and our First Brigade is in all the succeeding part
of the charge alone. M. & C H. of Conn. 294.
The enemy's fire, while we are here at the railroad, is made much
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worse by a light Union battery, which has taken position to the right and
rear of our Brigade, and commences firing furiously, a part of its shells
going almost directly over our heads. The enemy's fire, however, thus
invited, soon silences this spiteful little snap-dragon ; one rebel shell is
seen by us to burst directly ujion the top of one of these Union guns,
others among the guns ; and the battery hauls off, or ceases firing, evi-
dently getting the worst of the duel. Soon other Union batteries open,
farther to our right, but also firing nearly over our heads as we advance.
Gen. Hazard Stevens, then serving on the staff of Gen. Getty, contrib-
utes the following- : " Just as Gen. Getty's Division was about to charge,
the General sent Maj. Edward .Tardine of the 9th N. Y., Hawkins' Zouaves,
a gallant officer who had been in action several times before, to assist Col.
Stevens in leading the Thirteenth, which had never been under fire.
When Ma.j Jardine arrived he found the Thirteenth drawn up in line of
battle in front of the R. & F. Railroad embankment all ready, and only
awaiting the order to adv^ance to the assault. Planting himself in front
of the line, he started to make a military speech in order to inspire the
Regiment with the necessary ardor for the bloody work before it ; but as
he looked down the long regular line of glistening bayonets, and saw the
determined, resolute faces, and stalwart forms, he realized that any ha-
rangue was not needed, and finally burst out with : ' Thirteenth New
Hampshire, you love your country, you are brave men, and you came out
here to fight for her— now, go in ! Forward I ! ' "
A moment later the Regimental officers give the order to their several
commands, and the column moves close up under the railroad embank-
ment to mount it and charge. More than half an hour has been taken
up since we left the river bank, but after the dispositions are made our
halt and waiting in line of battle along the R. & F. R. R. is but for a
few minutes, when the order rings along the line : " Forward I "— at
which the most of the Brigade starts, but a part is left lying down flat
on the ground. Even with this loss, if the charge had kept on as it
started, there might have been some chance for success ; but after a little,
squads of men halted along the way and commenced firing over the
heads of the body of the Brigade which kept advancing. We do not
pretend to know where these fools came from — but they were there.
As a whole, however, we quickly cross the railroad in good order, bay-
onets fixed, and with a rush and a cheer dash forward to the assault on
the dou])le-quick. The writer here distinctly remembers seeing the Thir-
teenth in a fair, good line, in the dusk, when at some distance across the
railroad ; but soon a part of the left wing of the Reg. plunges into the
deep mud of a wet, swampy, ditchy place which extends towards Hazel
Run, the right wing and the colors finding better ground. There is much
scattering fire upon us from the right and left, but for a few minutes just at
the first of our assault there is an ominous silence on our front. The left
wing of the 2oth N. J. in the front line of our Brigade, and in advance of
the Thirteenth, plunges into mud, breaks up, lies down or sinks, and divides,
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a part only advancing who find solid ground, and the 13th keeping up take
tlieir advance position. The order of the right wing of the 25th is better,
but this wing soon surges to the right, uncovering the colors of the 13th.
and the Reg. springs at once for the advance. This irregularity is soon
adjusted to some extent, but the line of the 25th is broken and in squads,
and the 13th is up even with them or close behind them from this time.
When the assault first began the Captains of companies in the 13th
sprang to the front, all urging their men to the utmost, and the men
kept well up in line, dressing on the colors ; and followed very close upon
the ranks of the Jerseymen. Very naturally, howevei*, the centre of the
Regiment bulged forward a little, as the colors directed the course of the
assault, and when the 25th N. J. broke up in the mud, its men in front
of our colors were in the way of the men of the 13th, who stepped upon
them and over them as they fell into the ditch, and before they had time
to rise again. Thus our colors easily came to the van ; while parts of
the line of the 13th were held back by the large squads of the men of the
25th, who kept on in spite of the mud. This nuid accident damaged, if
it did not destroy, the effective power of both Regiments ; but the 13th
seeing the 2.5th in the mud first, had a little better ojiportunity to avoid
it. The assault from this time until we halt near the rebel lines, is all
the work of ten minutes and less, and terrible beyond words to describe
;
and by this time it is so dusky that we cannot see clearly more than a
few rods. A part of the right wing of the 25th N. J. extends to the
right beyond the extreme right of the 13th ; but we are so close upon the
men of the rest of that wing that our men could reach them with their
bayonets.
As for the colors of the 13th and the centre near them and within view
of the writer, we soon clear a stone wall, or broken down fence built
partly of stone. ^ the mud and water of a ditch, the enemy for a moment
having ceased firing on our front— w^aiting for us ! — move obliquely
somewhat to the right, charge directly up a steeji bank, and are moving
forw^ard, on smooth and nearly level ground, towards a high point on the
enemy's line, a great black hill, and said to be his most formidable posi-
tion in this vicinity ; when we hear a rebel order : '' Ready, Aim— Fire ! "
and w'ith a terrific crash, and a long line of blaze and flame lighting up
much of the scene, revealing long, dense rows of rebel heads and leveled
muskets, and all ripping out at once, right close in our faces, comes a volley
of rebel musketry, apparently from three or four ranks of men crownled
into one long line of battle and not more than one hundred and fifty feet dis-
tant from us and our colors ; some members of our Regimeiit say at less
than half that distance, and that they felt upon their faces the heat of the
discharge. Anyhow, it was ' pesky near,' as one of our men said of the
rebel bullet that blistered the end of his nose without cutting any of it off.
The rebel volley seems to 2)our out of the very ground, and the line of
flame appears to be as long as three or four ordinary regimental fronts.
^ See Carleton, at end of Dec 13,
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After an instant's delay in the firing, of which delay we make the most
by advancing, volley after volley follows from the rebels, to the right and
left, rapid, solid, crash upon crash, amid a general storm of file firing,
or firing at will, more directly in our front ; while shells and gra])e pour
in a shower, from front, from right, from left, from the high hillside and
from the lower level, scream through our lines, whirr, purr, and whizz
over our heads, and beat and bound on the ground about us, and the
enemy's infernal explosive bullets snap, crackle and sparkle on every
hand and in the air. The flashes of fire on all sides from musket, cannon
and shell are as thousands upon thousands, constant, innumerable, and
the roaring indescribably terrific. But for us the enemy fires high, the
most of his shots going over our heads. The whole scene is royally mag-
nificent ; and well worth going five thousand miles to see.
At the first terrible volley, a body of men of the 25th N. J. divided
into irregular squads, in front of us, suddenly turn and dash to the rear,
straight back through the line of the Thirteenth, and create considerable
confusion ; but the men of the 13th hold on their way as best they may,
give a shout and rush forward a few yards nearer to the enemy's front
lines ; when a veiy deep and hoarse voice, near by to the right, is heard
above the din, shouting : " Down, Boys — Down ! " and the order is
quickly obeyed. (The writer has been unable to learn who gave this
order, the voice unknown to him.) Here the writer must have been near
the Thirteenth's colors, for he is nearly knocked down, and is consid-
erably hurt by the staff of the colors hitting him on the left side of the
head, as the color-bearer falls towards the front at the word " Down ! "
and the colors fall and lie at his left. But after the volley and before the
halt, the Captains and other officers are trying to rally the Reg. and to
continue the assault. There is a babel of orders and commands in which
the writer recognizes the voice of Capt. Dodge, and of Capt. Julian, who
stands up for a little time and sends his clear, sharp voice all abroad
for Company E to advance ; but wisdom and prudence soon argue for
preservation of life, and he lies down on the ground near a rod to the
left and front of the colors, and there remains for a long time. Advance
now means advance to a grave, or upon scant and bad rations in a rebel
prison. We can see the heads of the rebels now and then in the flashes
of light, and distinctly hear their officers' words of command. We could
easily throw a stone over among them. A few minutes after the halt,
and while lying down, the writer receives a hard thump on his side, as a
piece of shell strikes Company E's large record book which he carries, and
cuts into the leather cover. Peter Smithwick of E hears the blow, and
reaching forward, pulls at the writer's foot, and asks in anxious tones
:
" Orderly, Orderly ; are you killed ? " and receives for an answer : '* No ;
only jarred."
As the officers and men kept moving forward while rallying from the
effects of the first volley, they unconsciously advanced a considerable dis-
tance before the final halt. The writer thinks that one of the Regiment's
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colors changed hands during the assault. It will be readily seen that the
companies became mingled together, the wings naturally drawing towards
the centre in the closing-up movement as men stopped or fell. Some of our
color-guard, and quite a number of our men, now gather near our colors;
for though the night is now quite dark, we are so near to the muzzles of the
enemy's cannon and muskets, that the wild scene is considerably lighted up
by the incessant flashes of burning powder, and we can see our men lying
about. These, however, eventually all come ofE the field with us. The
writer moves a little to the right into a sandy depression, or hole made by
a bursting shell. AVe are so near the enemy that his gun wads, or cart-
ridge bags, fly over us, and some of them fall burning, smoking and stinking
among us, and we feel upon our faces and hands the wind of the dis-
charges of his cannon. Our men here pick up these burning wads or bags
upon their bayonets and toss them away. We constantly hear the rebel
commands. Their cannon are depressed, the muzzles well down, and we
can see them jump back as they are fired. All that saves the portion of
the Thirteenth now directly around the colors is their nearness to the
rebel cannon and rifles, which cannot be dej^ressed sufficiently to reach us
with their fire, and a little dry hollow, dropping less than two feet, in the
surface of the field just where the men are lying. The shelter is just
enough to permit a man to rise a little from the ground, support himself
upon his elbow, and look about him, as some of us do, and have quite a
clear view, for a few seconds at a time, of the near surrounding^scene.
We doubt if the enemy can see us, any better than we can see him.
It is too dark to see far, but the flash of a cannon lights up for a moment
quite a wide space near us. The missiles of all sorts fly over our heads
like hail, and with a near, cutting, whizzing liiss, like the sound of a lot
of small buzz-saws, and the cannonading is furious ; the shots pouring over
us from all sides, and those from our own batteries, in our rear, as danger-
ous to us as any. The fire of our batteries is directed upon the huge
black hill rising close in our front. The enemy's aim from his cannon
mounted upon the same great hill seems to be directed upon our troops
on the flat ground nearer the unfinished railroad and Hazel Run than we
are ; the missiles from the two fires sweep over our heads, though very
closely, but for those troops a few rods in our rear the situation must be
terrible. There are no Union troops between us and the line of the
enemy's musketry-fire along the sunken Telegraph road in our front, not
a man dead or alive. By the flashes we can see every rod of that space.
Nor are any men with the white leggings to be seen hereabout. We
must needs take the matter philosophically, for there is no w^ay to escape
from our position except to bolt for the rear the instant the firing quiets
down, if it ever does— minutes are hours in a jjlace like this. At some
distance back of us, a little to the right, a scattered line of Union troops
are unwisely firing over us at the enemy's lines ; and the enemy is firing
in reply from half a dozen lines high up across our front. There is much
tiring also from a lot of houses far to our right, very wild firing and sharp.
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We are in the midst of a magnificent exhibition of fireworks, their flashes
of flame ranging from the bright spark of a rebel explosive bullet, to the
instant glare of a locomotive headlight, as the cannon discharge and the
shell burst, the blaze and roaring about the same on every hand and front
and rear. The many crazy Union bullets are just skimming over our
heads, from the rear, while the flashes of the Union guns only serve to
pi'ovoke an increasing fire from the enemy on our front, their bullets also
just skimming over our heads. The Union bullets are as dangerous for
us to face in retreating, as the enemy's bullets are in following us. The
situation is a trying one ; but our interest in this scene, so new and strange
to us raw troops, robs the dangers of half their terrors. And so we lie
and wait. Think of spending half an hour in such a 2)lace !
The colors of the Thirteenth, and the body of men close about them,
are now near the western side of that little field on the southwest end of
the bluff ; the position is recognizable at a glance, and no other spot on
the whole line satisfies the conditions of the charge and halt. To the
right and left of the colors we can see the men of the Thirteenth lying
upon the ground. While we are here one large Union shell, that comes
rushing, screaming, the nearest of all to our heads, plunges into the ground
about twenty-five or fifty feet to our front, bursts upon striking, jarring
the ground and giving us a shower of gravel ; as usual the most of the
pieces take the direction of the shell, and we can hear the enemy scream,
curse and swear. Since the first volleys, the enemy in dense ranks, in
large numbers, and firing at will, have })roduced a perfect roar of mus-
ketry ; but as they fire high and about all their shots go over, the result
is more threatening than harmful. One thing we note particularly— and
it is remarked upon while we lie here, as the firing lulls to fewer bright
flashes, and as talk commences about finding and removing all our
wounded to the rear— we have not seen and cannot now see any bodies
of men, living or dead, lying or standing in front of ourselves, in the
narrow space between us and the enemy's nearest line of ilashing muskets,
though the ground appears smooth and rising a little from us to their line
along the sunken road and stone wall. No men of any other regiment
are in front of the Thirteenth now and here. We can occasionally, in
the flashes of light, see the hands and arms of the rebels working, as
they ram their cartridges home ; and the multitude of their commands
indicate many oflicers " present for duty." Our interest in the situation
is greatly enhanced by knowing that they would instantly shoot us all at
sight, if they could possibly do so I
It is officially claimed that the Thirteenth (with the 2.5th N. J.) gained
a point much nearer to the rebel stone wall and batteries here than any
other of the Union forces ; but as the left wing of the 25th was badly
broken up in the mud and its right wing extended to the i-ight considerably
beyond the right of the Thirteenth, the colors of the 13th were necessarily
uncovered ; at any rate they were uncovered, and came up independently
to the front line of the assaulting column, and no Union troops, dead or
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alive, were In front of the colors, and men of the Thirteenth about them,
at the final halt ; the writer was in a position to know that fact.
AVe are under fire in the charge ahout forty minutes. It seems to us
that we lie here, where we wei'e ordered down, for a full half hour. On
looking about for the wounded, after the rebel firing has slackened, none
are found in front of us, and a man now lying near our colors, but to the
right of them, remarks : " We will all be captured if we remain here,"
and suggests a retreat. The word is passed from one to another, and
after a little we all rise and move back, crouching low, some creeping on
hands and knees, for a short distance, and then march, sweeping around
considerably towards the north at first, to the rear of the Richmond and
Fredericksburg Railroad, and there find a part of the Thirteenth halted
and forming in line ; and at the railroad hear a sj^eech going on— some
one urging that we charge again— and we, are told that the speaker is Col.
Donohoe of the 10th N. H. That idea, however, is soon abandoned.
Squads of men rapidly coming in join their regiments ; the 13th is re-
formed, withdraws from the vicinity of the railroad about 9 p. m., marches
down to the city and bivouacs until morning ; having first halted for a long
time, in a little field near the city limits^ while our wounded are cared for.
Capt. Julian retired from the front with the colors. The writer was
directed to look after some of the men who were temporarily missing.
When the enemy's first crashing volley struck the Thii'teenth, the most of
it and the colors had cleared the gully or ditch, had moimted a steep bank,
and had advanced some little distance iipon the smooth ground beyond the
crest, and were aiming towards a big black hill rising high directly in our
front, and only a few yards distant.
These circumstantial points are mentioned here only as evidence of
what the ^^Tlter firmly believes, namely : That the colors of the Thirteenth
were carried to a point within one hundred feet of the enemy's line and
nearer than the colors of any other regiment in the army.
Every Company in the Reg. reached the little field above the bluff, and
points about equally distant from the rebel lines ; and members of all
have about the same experiences to relate of what they met during the
charge, and saw and heard while lying down at the front.
While on our way back to the R. & F. Railroad, from the point nearest
to the enemy's lines where we finally halted in the assault at the word
" Down," and after walking a long distance, we find on the blutf-side,
sitting beside a lone tree, apparently an oak, and near a spring of water,
an officer of high rank whom we know, and we stop to see whether he
needs any assistance. We ask him if he is hurt, and he answers, " No,
but I am all bedaubed," and we pass on and leave him there. The writer
was startled on seeing this man, and remembers the incident with great
vividness. It points a prominent landmark, for now, on visiting the field
in May 1885, we find on careful inquiry that but one tree of any con-
siderable size stood during the war on that bluff-side ; and that one was
the oak-tree near Cold Si)ring, which stands about 500 to 600 yards east-
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ward from the stone bank-\vall and Telegraph road. The tree stands but
a few rods from an exceedingly muddy place struck by the column in
the assault. Later in the night, water was obtained from this spring by
Hosp. Steward Royal B. Prescott, and others of the stretcher-corjjs and
Band, for the wounded men of the Thirteenth. The mud near Cold Spring
stojjped, short, many members of the assaulting colunni.
As we leave the field of the assault we pass through a large number of
the dead ; and at one point not far from the railroad, near the crest of
the long bluff and under it, they are so thickly strewn, that if we should
try, Ave could walk a long distance upon the bodies without once stepping
upon the ground. The dead lay all along our line of march, most of them
to the right, as we went up to the assault, and were very numerous just
where the Thirteenth re-formed after the charge, along the bluff, and the
R. & F. Railroad nearer the city. Of these Lt. Col. Grantman, then
Captain commanding Co. A, on the extreme right of the Reg., states that
while the Thirteenth was being re-formed some one inquired what regi-
ment it was lying on the ground under the bluff, and just across our front,
and that he, Grantman, went up to them, and spoke to sevei-al of them,
but received no reply. He su2)posed them to be asleep, as it was now too
dark to see very clearly. Trying to wake one or two of them, he found
they were dead — and so of all. As they lay on the ground in a long line
conforming to the edge of the ridge or bluff, they had the appearance of a
large regiment that had just laid down in a somewhat irregular line of
battle — there were hundreds of them.
The New Hampshire Adjt. General's Report for 1866, Vol. II. p. 786,
states : About 5 o'clock on the afternoon of Dec. 13, Gen. Getty was
ordered to attempt, with his Division of only two brigades, what two
Corps had attempted in vain. Hawkins' Brigade was to attack supported
by Harland. Hawkins formed his Brigade in two lines, the Thirteenth
on the right of the second line. The troops moved across the railroad
(R. & F.), under a considerable fire from both musketry and artillery,
and nearly to the point where the Telegraph road turns at a sharp angle,
about the foot of Marye's Heights, and runs nearly west ; when they
obliqued to the right, and charged up the steep bank, in hopes of carrying
the works which crowned its crest. It was so dark that the line was a
good deal confused, and receiving a terrific volley when within a few rods
from the enemy, and the point aimed at, the regiments were broken up
and retreated in disorder. The lines were re-formed, but the command
was ordered to retire to the city.
No language could more perfectly designate the hill close to the Ceme-
tery, and at its southwest corner, and the steep bank of the hill dropping
from the little field on the top of it southward towards Hazel Run.
The crest of the bluff not only curved outward generally, but was rough,
notched and irregular in outline ; so that one company on a part of the
crest may have been nearer the enemy than the next company, which
advanced into the level field. The discussion of the question as to who,
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or what company, of the Thh"teenth went nearest to the rebel stone wall
is altogether unprofitable— a question of a few feet at most. The
writer halted in the field on the top of the bluff ; the colors were there
also ; he saw members of the Regiment to the right and left, and knows
them to be so because of the assembly later, and believes that all the
companies were about equally represented at the extreme front. The
colors were bound to lead and direct, for that is their purpose, the Regi-
ment from right to left dressed on the colors, and any bend in the line was
but slight. The honor of the Regiment rests with the colors, and the
colors went deep into the level field on the top of the bluff. Though the
line of the Thirteenth was somewhat disordered by the deep mud, the first
volley from the enemy and the sudden break to the rear made by a small
body of troops in our front, all occurring within a few minutes ; still every
company held its position as a whole, and mounted the plateau, or moved
forward into the little field at the top ; and this fact is sustained by the
positive statements of all the company commanders later made, while
discussing the incidents of the charge, each company in the line coming
up to about the same point of nearness to the rebel stone bank-wall.
Though quite a number of the men of the Thirteenth were about the
colors on the field at the extreme front under the Confederate cannon,
the writer has been unable to recall with sufficient clearness the name of
any companion who was there at the time excepting Peter Smithwick of
E, and he has had no communication with Smithwick since the war
closed, till now. To test his memory on the point, the writer requested
Quarter-master Morrison to ask C. A. Stiles, P]sq., of Wilton, N. IT., to in-
terview him in reference to the incidents of the charge, Mr. Stiles being
furnished with the items of fact recjuiring substantiation, but Smithwick
not being informed as to them or as to what was the purpose of the inter-
view. This was done about the first of March, 1887. Such personal
items well authenticated are very desirable in a history of this form ; a
history in which the officers and men together tell the story of the Regi-
ment. Smithwick has been an unfortunate man, but is honest to a fault.
The following was the result of the interview :
" Wilton. N. H., March 10, 1887.
Lieut. S. Millett Thompson, Providence, R. I.
Dear Sir : When the assault was made on Marye's Heights and the
stone wall on the evening of Dec. 13, 1862, by Gen, Getty's Division, I
went with the colors of the Thirteenth N. H. V., and also with a number
of the men of the Thirteenth, a considerable distance beyond the point
where we received the first heavy volley of the rebel musketry fire, and
until the firing became so severe and near that we were ordered to lie
down ; when we did so, falling and lying flat on our faces ujion the
ground, with our heads towards the enemy ; it seems to me we were
there nearly half an hour before the firing ceased and we were ordered
to retire. While we were lying there on the ground I heard something
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strike you— S. M. T. — or a book you had, with a hard thump, and I
reached forward and iiulled at your foot, and asked if you were hurt, or
killed, or words to that effect, and you answered ' No.'
I also remember that while we were lying there, the gun wads or cart-
ridge bags from the rebel cannon fell among us burning and stinking, and
the men near us tossed them away with their bayonets ; we could feel the
wind and warmth of the fire of the rebel cannon on our faces and hands,
and the place was somewhat lighted up by the flashes of the guns.
I remember too that before we left the field up there on the front
where we laid down, we looked about for the wounded, and found no one
dead or alive nearer the rebel guns than we were, and we left no one
lying there. After retiring, the Regiment was re-formed near the bank,
where there were a large number of dead bodies lying about on the
ground. Very truly yours|
(Signed) Peter Smithwick.
(Signed) Witness, C A. Stiles."
In reference to the above statement and the interview, Mr. C. A. Stiles
writes : " Peter Smithwick is very clear in his remembrance. He says
it was Orderly Thompson that told him to lie down when in front of the
enemy, as he was so tall. It would be impossible for the story to be told
so nearly alike unless they (vSmithwick and Thompson) were both on the
spot. He is very clear in all that he has signed."
It is officially claimed that the Thirteenth was under fire, in the assault,
for forty minutes ; and that its dead lay within one hundred and twenty
feet, officially verified, of the enemy's cannon. Lieut. Staniels writes in
his diaiy : " Our Brigade ordered into action at sunset, charged, withdrew
at about nine, and bivouacked on the field." We take the following from
Capt. Julian's letters w^-itten from the front
:
" The Thirteenth was under fire both hot and heavy, for about forty
minutes, in the night assault of Dec. 13 ; and we were for the most of
that time within about fifty yards from the enemy concealed behind a stone
wall, but they could see every man of us. We labored under a great dis-
advantage in the assault, having a regiment, the 25tli N. J., in front of
us, which broke and fled, breaking back through our lanks. Had it not
been for this regiment in front, the Thirteenth would have seen the other
side of that stone wall. We went nearer to the enemy than any other
regiment that participated in the fight at this place. The night was
dark, and we were so near the enemy it was impossible to rally the men
while at the extreme front. I tried to do so till I found myself standing
alone in an open and level space of ground, not many rods distant from
the enemy and slightly in advance of the colors ; and then thinking dis-
cretion the better part of valor, I laid down as the rest were doing, piled
my roll of blankets and haversack in front of my head to protect it so
far as they would, and there remained near half an hour between the
two fires, and cross-fire, of both the enemy and our own troops.
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*' Shot, shell and musket balls made merry music around me, and some
of them came very near me, but I was not struck. The enemy fired
among us an immense number of bullets, or some small contrivance, that
exploded as they struck, giving forth little flashes of flame and sounding
like fire-crackers, also bounding from the ground and flashing in the air
above us and on all sides. Company E was the Color-company. We ad-
vanced the colors a number of yards into the field above the top of the
bluft' and brought them off with us in safety. I took into the fight that
night an Enfield rifle captured from a rebel picket, one of the two taken
by Company E on the night of Dec. 11. I meant to have preserved this
musket and sent it home as a relic of the battle, but intrusted it to the
care of one of the men, who lost it, greatly to my regret."
Capt. Julia?^.
We are also pleased to give the following from Lieut, (then First Ser-
geant) Charles M. Kittredge of Company B, the second company from
the right of the Thirteenth, and commanded by Capt. Elisha E. Dodge :
''It was dusk when the Thirteenth moved over the E. & F. Railroad,
and dashed across the level field towards Marye's Heights. The most of
the heavy guns had ceased firing ; the rebel pickets were troublesome
;
but without any opposition from the intrenched enemy, we crossed the
field, turned to the right, and charged directly up a steep bluff in front
of the famous stone wall. The left wing had necessarily the longest dis-
tance to go, because of the swing to the right, and before we reached the
top of the bluff the ranks of the 13th had become somewhat irregular
and broken. The increasing darkness, the mysterious silence of the
enemy, and the evidences of defeat and destruction all about us, were
by no means inspiring. Repeated orders were heard from the line offi-
cers to ' Dress on the Colors ; ' and all along the line brave officers and
men were rallying to the old Flag, and pressing to the front. Company
B had hardly reached the crest of the bluff, with a part of the 25th N.
J. just in front of us, when a low muffled order was passed along the
Confederate line, distinct, firm, deliberate, and dreadful to our ears,
' Ready, Aim — Fire I '
'' The next instant came the flash, and by its light we could distinctly
see, directly in our front, a solid column of ' Gray Jackets,' behind a waU,
in dense ranks, three or four men deep, with gims aiming over each oth-
er's shoulders.^ The tei'rific volley bowed the men of the 25th N. J.,
and swayed them, like a swath of grass cut with the scythe, and back
down the slope they came, upon and through the ranks of the Thirteenth.
Company B was almost literally buried for a few moments, by the terri-
fied and wounded. To add to the confusion, the rebels kei:>t up a rapid
fire, which was returned by come of our own men, who were below us
and could not discern, in the darkness, friend from foe. We were for
a time between two leaden fires.
^ From the contour of the ground Company B must have been well up beyond the
general line of the crest of the bluff in order to have seen the rebels' heads at all, and
even nearer the wall than Lieut. Kittredge imagines.
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"When I succeeded in freeing myself from the heap of the fallen, I
was minus my military cap and had a bayonet wound near my right eye,
and a war mark across my forehead. Just then I heard the command of
that brave and noble man, Capt. Dodge, as he stood above the crest, ring-
ing out clear and sharj) above the noise of the musketry, ' Company B—
Fall in ! ' He repeated the order several times, as I stood by his side,
but the darkness and confusion were too great to foi-m the broken and
scattered ranks. The day's work was done. The battle of Fredericks-
burg was ended, and only the groans of the wounded and dying could be
heard, and the noise of the firing, as in silence and sadness we groped our
way back towards the city, and in fragments of companies encamped in
the lowlands. We must have gone nearer to the Confederate lines than
any other troops. I do not think we were more than from thirty to fifty
(30-50) yards from the stone wall when we received that terrible volley.
The rebel order to fire was as distinctly heard as though it had been
given by our own oflicers, and it was given in a very subdued tone of
voice ; and when that flash revealed the mass of slouched hats, and glis-
tening gun barrels and bayonets, it seemed as though we could almost
shake hands with the rebels. Certainly their nearness was extremely un-
comfortable to us, and I believe that had the order to fire been delayed
but a few seconds, and the rebels aimed very low, there would have been
a great loss of life, and the happy reunion of the Thirteenth New Hamj)-
shire would hardly have taken place on this side of the Rappahannock."
Lieut. Kittredge.
It is also very gratifying to hear from Capt. Betton on these points ;
he states
:
" My Company, K, then having nearly its full number of men, was on
the extreme left of the Tliirteenth in this charge, being the second rank-
ing company. When the oblique movement to the right was made. Com-
pany K was compelled to move more rapidly than the rest, as the Regi-
ment swung to the right, in order to dress on the colors. Just before
the enemy fired the first volley at us, Lieut. E. W. Goss, very enthusias-
tic as usual, sprang to the front of the left of the Company, waved his
sword, and called upon the men to follow him, and he was about a rod in
front of the Company when the volley came. The bullets flew past him
without harm. Many believe that he got nearer the stone wall than any
other man in the Regiment, and surely he was among the nearest. The
three men on the left of my Company, Henry G. Thompson, John Har-
mon and John K. A. Hanson, were captured. They approached to a
point from which they could not retreat, and were captured when the
enemy threw out his skirmish line. We got within about twenty yards of
the stone wall. John C. Stevens, who was Thompson's file-leader, says
that Thompson was hurt ; and Stevens and Henry 8. Paul think that the
Regiment was not more than three rods from the enemy when they fired
the first volley. Robert W. Varrell carried the National colors into the
charge. He was a very large man, weighing about 300 pounds. He
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dropped the colors, and some one else brought them off the field. He
claimed that he was hurt. He ra})i(lly fell away to a mere shadow of his
former self, and did no duty after the battle." Capt. Betton.
These extracts from letters written at the front and statements clearly
indicate the general belief concerning the Thirteenth's nearness of ap-
proach to the rebel stone wall. A few incidents of this day. Dec. 13. 18G2,
which goes into history as the day of chief interest in the Battle of P'red-
ericksburg, may not be out of place.
While we are lying on the bank of the river near the Gas Works this
morning, one of the enemy's large shells is seen to burst among a com-
pany of a hundred or so of Union soldiers, coming down the road to the
ponton bridge, on the Falmouth bank. Many of them fall, some are hurt,
but every man rises to his feet, and marches along upon the bridge. The
most wonderful instance of hair-breadth escapes the writer ever saw.
While here, too, even in the midst of the shelling, the shells constantly
flying each way over our heads, the men enter into a contest of stone
throwing for amusement ; attempting to throw a stone across the Rap-
pahannock, where it is said that Gen. Washington did, from the Wash-
ington farm to the Fredericksburg shore at the ferry landing, just where
the central ponton bridge now is. Many make the trial, but only one
succeeds, a huge fellow from Michigan.
It is stated on good authority that duriiig the battle to-day about 100
pickets, belonging to a New Hampshire Regiment, not the 13th, while
skirmishing, suddenly offered not to fire another shot, if the rebel pickets
would not ; the proposition was accepted, the men of both sides ceased
firing, threw down their arms, met between the lines, shook hands, and
mingled together in conversation for some time. Were then severally
ordered back to their posts, and soon went on with the work of war as
usual.
One reason given for the failure to carry Marye's Heights, and for
the awful slaughter attending to-day's assaults upon them, is that '' dashes
end in fusillades." On coming near the enemy's lines the Union men re-
ceive the enemy's close fire, and immediately lie down and commence
firing themselves in reply, and there remain without any shelter, right in
the focus of the enemy's fiercest fire, until they are cut to pieces ; the
few survivors having to run back to save their lives, if thus they may.
If, instead of this, they had kept straight on, they would it is believed,
have captured the enemy's works.
During the charge to-night, a man of the 13th is knocked down the
bank of a ditch by the concussion of a bursting shell. He is stunned for
a time, and on realizing his situation, finds himself held down in the mud
by two men, who lie partly on top of him. He asks them to get off, but
they do not move quickly enough to suit him. He struggles out from
under them, and upon examination, finds them both dead. He has no
idea how long he lay among them. Next morning he finds his clothing
so much saturated with blood, which at night he su})posed to be water,
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that he is obliged to throw it all away and obtain a new suit. On the
whole, an experience he can never forget, though unhurt.
Maj. Storer loses his sword from the scabbard while on the retreat, and
does hot discover his loss until he reaches the place of bivouac near the
city. He at once starts out upon the field again and recovers it.
The enemy's vicious explosive bullets cracked, flashed and sparkled
about us like a shower of fire-crackers in the night, exploding as they
struck— hellish little things. The enemy threw samples of all his
missiles : grape, canister, shell, niinie, round and explosive bullets, and
solid shot, and, as the men aver, long pieces of railroad rails.
A large detail goes up on the field to-night, to care for, and to bring
off, the wounded. Of course the wounded cannot in many cases be dis-
tinguished from the dead, for the night is very dark, and our men must
needs carry a lantern. But the enemy fires upon our men with the
lanterns, whenever the lights are exposed. Not all in the Southern army
are chivalrous ! Asst. Surgeon Sullivan worked all night among our
wounded men, and was fired at by the enemy while carrying a lantern in
looking after the wounded of the Regiment ; he was the only regimental
Surgeon with the Thirteenth during the assault, Surgeon Richardson hav-
ing been ordered to remain at the Hospital in the city.
A reliable man of the 13th writes home : '' We went so near the mouths
of the rebel cannon, in the assault, that the blaze warmed our faces."
Another states : " I am unhurt, but the two men next on my right hand,
one man next on my left, and the man behind me, were all hurt ; one of
them having his gun knocked out of his hand by a canister shot."
The Band of the 13th had a very hard night's work. They joined the
stretcher-corps, and followed us to the charge, and ke^rt only a few jjaces
in our rear. The volleys meant for us flew over their heads also. After
our return from the assault, they hastily removed the wounded
;
going up
within a few yards of the enemy's front line. They were repeatedly fired
upon by the enemy, but continued in the work of removing the wounded
until after eleven o'clock. One of the Band states that " tlie fiercest part
of the final rush of the Thirteenth and Brigade, and the enemy's wor^t
firing at us, lasted about fifteen minutes." The enemy evidently expected
a repetition of our assault, for they threw out no pickets or skirmishers
until long after the main body of the Thirteenth had retired from the
front, and our wounded had been removed.
The following is copied substantially, as corroliorative :
Capt. James A. Sanborn, Historian of the 10th N. H. V., states, that
"the plain which we charged across was staked off by the enemy's En-
gineers before the battle, and the distances marked on the gun-carriages,
to cut shell-fuse by." He continues : " The 9th N. Y., Hawkins' Zouaves,
were on picket at the front in the outskirts of the city on the night of
Dec. 12th, and were relieved by the 10th N. H. on the morning of Dec.
13th. The 10th N. H. drove in the rebel skirmishers, and occui)ied the
railroad and Hazel Run, on the flank. And from their position witnessed
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the repeated charges, made during the day, upon INIarye's Heights. Just
before dark the rest of our First Brigade, excepting Hawkins' Zouaves,
came up and joined the 10th N. H. ; and charged just at dark, across the
ground where thousands had been repulsed and slain during the day.
The Brigade moved across the plain in quick time until the rebel batteries
opened, and then at double-quick. A fence is passed, then a deep ditch,
under the tremendous artillery fii-e, and solid ground is found only to be
swejit by a perfect monsoon of lead and iron, from the enemy's batteries
and lines of battle behind the stone wall. The Brigade moves forward
until the rebel muskets seem to flash in our men's very faces. Regiments
mingle in confusion in the darkness, now only relieved by the flash of the
enemy's guns. Retiring a short distance, the lines of the 10th and 13th
N. H. are re-formed, but the attack is relinquished. The 10th N. H.
bivouacked that night in an open field."
The ofticial report of the assault of the 13th on this evening places the
losses at two men killed, three officers— Capt. Carter, and Lieutenants
Durell and Shaw— and thirty-one men wounded, and six men missing.
Total forty-two. How it was that so many men as there were in the
Thirteenth, got into that place, and ever got out again unhurt, is a won-
der to all. It can only be accounted for by the high, wild and excited
firing done by the enemy, who " thought that a vastly heavier column
was coming upon them."
Six officers of the 13th were absent sick, or on leave. A few officers,
and a number of the enlisted men, the writer among the number, went
through the whole battle and on duty all the time, though they had been
excused from duty by order of the Surgeon.
After Lieut. M. A. Shaw of Company I was wounded, Lieut. Chas. H.
Curtis of Company C was placed in command of Company I on the bat-
tle-field. Sergeant William R. Duncklee of I carried the State colors.
He was wounded in the side of the head, but brought his colors off the
field, and with them the National colors also, which the other color-
bearer had dropped. Sergt. Amasa Downes of B took the State colors
after the return to the railroad. Sergt. David W. Bodge of B took the
National colors. Duncklee was absent in Hospital about three months.
Our charge is supported by batteries of artillery, which take position
about 4.30 p. m. above the town, on the right-hand side of the road to
Marye's Hill. The enemy, however, drive some of these guns away in
three minutes.
The writer found a new hatchet in the mud on the wharf, opposite the Washington
fami, soon after the cohinin left the vicinity of the city Gas Works for the assault,
picked it up, and stuck the handle into his Serjeant's sword-belt. The hatchet, how-
ever, persisted in working- out. and to save it he carried it in his left hand most of
the way. As he was off duty, he had to borrow a gun (his own gun having been put
on the team at Uniontown. Md., and never seen .again). The bayonet of this borrowed
gun fell off and was lost somewhere on the advance to the railroad ; and so he went
into the final assault, without a cartridge box or equipments, his Sergeant" s straight
sword dangling about his legs, the Company's (E) record-book, 14 inches long, 11
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The following notes are made from Confederate accounts.
The land rises back of the city like a vast amphitheatre, on whose huge
terraced seats is Gen. Lee's Army, occupying parquet, circles, balconies,
and far back the highest galleries of all on the crests of the impregnable
hills. Gen. Burnsides Army occupying the low arena, or stage, must
advance up these semicircling, terraced seats. The chief rebel position
near the city is Marye's Hill, located high up between the Plank road
and Hazel Run. The next hill to the south of Marye's Hill, and at a
distance of about one mile, is Lee's Hill, so called because Gen. Lee's
Hdqrs. were established on it during the battle.
The Telegraph road is cut along the east side of Marye's Hill, is about
twenty-five feet wide, and is bordered on the side towards the city by a
strong stone bank-wall about four feet high— "shoulder high." This
road goes around the southeast corner of the hill, turning there at a
sharp angle westward. As nearly as can be made out from the rebel
accounts, this half a mile or so of stone bank-wall was manned on Dec.
13 by a rebel Brigade and parts of two more, all in the road. They
were of Gen. Lafayette McLaws' Division of Gen. Longstreet's Corps,
and commanded by Gen. J. B. Kershaw. The 16th and 18th Georgia
of Gen. T. R. R. Cobb's Brigade (he was wounded about noon) holding
the rebel right. (The writer has been tokl by Confederate Capt. Henley,
referred to on page 54. who was present, that these Georgians fired a
volley prematurely,^ as Gen. Getty's troops appeared above the bank in
the night, and that his Regt., the 32d Va., was sent in partly to relieve
them, and partly to keep them more steady.) The 24th Georgia of Cobb's
Brigade, and the 2d S. C. of Kershaw's Brigade holding the centre.
The Phillips Georgia Legion, and the 8th S. C. of Cobb's Brigade, and
the 15th S. C. (probably) holding the left. Several other regiments are
mentioned, but nothing very definite can be gained as to their distinct
positions. The troops on this front were supported by Gen. Ransom's
Division, posted not 400 yards to the rear of the stone wall. Gen. Ker-
shaw states officially : " The formation along most of the line (of the
stone bank-wall) during the engagement, was four inen deep'' Behind
these troops, on both their flanks, and high uj? all around the sides and
crests of the hills, was a very heavy force, a part of it Ransom's Division,
supporting McLaws, all within easy rifle shot of the comparatively little
space — the stage— in front of Marye's stone bank -wall, where the
inches wide and | inch thick, flopping from a strap over his shoulder, a poor gnn
without a bayonet in one hand, and a shingling' hatchet in the other ; intending to seize
a good gun at the first oppoi-tunity, but no other gun came to hand till after the as-
sault. The hatchet did excellent army service for himself, for Sergt. Van Duzee,
and for many another man, through the winter camp at Fredericksburg and until
after the Siege of Suffolk, when it was sent home, and is still preserved (1887) as a
relic. This was the first battle of the Thirteenth !
^ The line of flame from that first volley was longer than three regiments would
ordinarily make, and therefore other troops must have joined in it with the Geor-
gians. — S. M. T.
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Union troops charged into the fire of these many thonsand rebel muskets,
and of the numerous lieavy batteries of artillery. The Washington Ar-
tillery, Col. Walton, being short of ammunition, had been relieved, on
Marye's Hill, before we charged, by Lt. Col. Alexander, with three fresh
batteries, who states that he " opened (on us) with canister and case-
shot, and this, their last repulse, was said to have been the bloodiest."
There were about fifty rebel cannon on and near Marye's Hill.
Gen. McLaws states, officially : " The body of one man, believed to
be an officer, was found within about thirty yards of the stone wall, and
other single bodies were scattered at increased distances until the main
mass of the dead lay thickly strewn over the ground at something over
one hundred yards off, extending to the ravine." ^
We now return again to the account of the Thirteenth.
After the charge the Reg. retires to a field in the edge of the town,
halts there a while, and then goes to its old place on Caroline street in the
city, and remains there until it goes on picket the night of the 15th.
Sergt. Chas. W. Batchellor of D writes home : " We started to the
charge about dark Saturday afternoon. The 13th the second in line, the
25th New Jersey the first. They would not stand fire, and we came u})on
the field first ; and the first thing we knew, we were within about six rods
of the rebel battery. We dropped on our faces, after giving them a few
shots, and laid there until they ceased firing ; Avhen we moved off on the
other side of the field, and formed the Reg. once more in line. Our men
were brave and courageous. I have lived through one of the most dan-
gerous infantry chai'ges ever made on this continent, as to the best au-
thority we can get from old soldiers."
The remark about moving off •' on the other side of the field " is very
correct ; because in the latter part of the assault the 13th obliqued some-
what to the right, northward, and the men, while coming off the extreme
front, first swept northward and then went straight back to the R. & F.
^ The voice of the man who shouted : "Down, Boys— Down! " to Gen. Getty's
men as they approached the Confederate lines, came from our right, was heavy and
hoarse, though strong, a strange voice, and the writer has queried many times whether
it iniglit not have come from the officer mentioned by Gen. McLaws ; and who, realiz-
ing- our danger in the darkness, shouted to us a word of warning, in the supreme mo-
ment before his own life went out. Allowing one yard of space in the line to each
man, and making the ('onfederate lines " four men deep " along the half a mile of
stone bank-wall, would make the number of Confederates there about o,500, exclusive
of officers. In an interview with Confederate Gen. Lafayette IMcLaws, in Boston, on
Nov. IT, 1S8(), he informed the writer that he was unable to locate upon the map the
spot where the officer above mentioned wiis found, though he thought he was not far
from the Federal left in front of the stone wall. The space along the wall in the road,
he said, would not admit a very large force of infantry without crowding, but every
foot was occupied ; and as the Federals appeared determined to break the Confed-
erate line there, if they could, re-enforcements were marched in whenever the troops
engaged there became wearied or arms became foul, hence many changes occurred
during the day and evening. Gen. McLaws st.ited that the Confederate batteries
could have broken up the central ponton bridge very easily, but it was not done,
partly because of fear that Gen. Burnside would fire the city in retaliation.
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Railroad ; the assault and retreat together forming a curve or loop to-
wards the north.
Judge R. L. Henley,^ previously quoted, stated that the little plain, or
intervale along the north side of Hazel Run, and over a part of which
our Brigade charged on the evening of Dec. 13, was swept by the fire
of more than 10,000 Confederate riflemen, to say nothing of the large
force of artillery.
Gen. Getty informed the writer in May 1885, while examining the
map of the field, that liis assault was directed against the angle at the
southwest corner of Marye's Hill, about where the southwest angle of the
Cemetery wall now stands. He also corroborated the formation as given
above of Col. Hawkins' Brigade, and the statement that Col. Harland's
brigade was held in reserve along the R. & F. Railroad. He wished to
have the statement made in this histoiy that ' his Division formed for the
assault behind the Richmond and Fredericksburg Railroad, and in the
course of the assault Col. Hawkins' Brigade crossed over the unfinished
railroad ; Col. Hawkins' Brigade charged alone, and, after returning from
the assault, was re-formed behind the same R. & F. Railroad near the
point from whence they entered upon the assault, and also near where Col.
Harland's Brigade was held in reserve.'
In the foregoing account we have had no disposition to criticise the
25th New Jersey ; many of its officers exerted themselves to the utmost
to keep their Regiment in line when the muddy swamp was struck, and
a large part of it did hold together. The first volley took more effect
among the men of the 25th, and their losses were much larger than in
the Thirteenth. They claim to have advanced to within fifty paces of the
rebel stone wall, and this establishes our advance to a point still nearer.
The fact that many Confederates moved in and out of the Telegraph
road during the day and evening, the reliefs being frequent, will account
reasonably for the claim made by such great numbers of them that they
fought behind the famous stone wall. A large number have a right to
say, " Er'ekn fer shuah, er war thar."
The writer remembers distinctly that the railroad bank, behind (on the
city side of) which the Thirteenth and other regiments in our Brigade were
re-formed after the assault, had upon it a lot of old railroad ties, and still
showed the little hollows from which ties had been removed ; and that
there was no assembly of, nor attenqit to re-form, the Thirteenth behind
the unfinished railroad, which at that time was mei*ely an affair of low
banks and muddy ditches.
1 Judge Henley, when holding a Captain's commission in the •32d Va. , came near
being captured at a farmhouse, where he happened to be one night when a ])arty
of Union officers came and occupied a part of the house for the purpose of hokling
a consultation. Securely hiding, however, he overheard the details of the contem-
plated raid by Generals Kautz and Wilson against the Danville and other Southern
railroads. Succeeding in making an early escape, he at once wrote to Gen. Lee of
the contemplated movement. This led to the disasters to the Union cavalry at Reams'
Station and vicinity in May 1864 ; and as a reward for this special service, Gen. Lee
promoted him at once to the rank of Major.
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Our charge was in and across the ancient bed of the Rappahannock,
it is said, now occupied in part by the north bank of Hazel Eun. It
was noted, both during the day and during the assault, that one huge
rebel cannon out-bellowed all the rest. Cannon fired directly at you at a
little distance, in the night, look something like instantaneous reddish
flashes of the sua while rising. They instantly wink out huge, glaring,
dazzling eyes, and the next second shut them in midnight blackness.
Then follows the report, and the scream and crash of the shell.
Whoever visits the Fredericksburg battle-field can point to the little
field at the extreme western end of the bluff and jjlateau, and just across
the Telegraph road from the south end of the terraced slope of the Na-
tional Cemetery, and truthfully assert : Deep into that little level field
and close to that bank-wall, came the Colors of the Thirteenth New
Hampshire Regiment, when Gen. Getty's Division made their night as-
sault on Marye's Heights ; reaching a point nearer to the Confederate
lines along this front than the Colors of any other regiment in Gen.
Burnside's army.
During our charge, says a witness : " The fury of the fire, on both sides,
suddenly redoubled, and for half an hour the din was awful, the fighting
severe, and the sparkle and flash, of musketry and cannon, a grand dis-
play— then all was still."
The best description of the scene of our charge on Marye's Heights,
that the writer has met with, is the following
:
" At sunset Gen. Sumner made a grand attack : Humphrey, Morrill,
Getty, Sykes, or at least a portion of their Divisions, were gathered under
the hill. Getty made a flank movement, and forced the rebels to leave
the stone wall at the foot of the crest, which they had held all day, and
fi'om which they kept up an annoying fire.^ The sun had gone down, the
daylight was fading away. Our own light artillery opened a rapid fire.
The hillside, the plain, the thicket, Marye's house, the crest of the ridge,
the second range of hills beyond, spai'kled, flashed and blazed with the
rebel fire. There were twenty thousand flashes a minute ; rifles, mus-
kets, cannon, shells. A continuous rattle, and deep, heavy rolls of mus-
ketry, with the heavy pounding of two hundred cannon all along the
(rebel) line, and our own heavy guns, on the northern (Stafford) side,
pouring their heaviest fire upon the rebel positions. The column cleared
the wall, the houses, the thicket, almost reached the top of the hill ; then
weakened, exhausted, were forced to relinquish all they had gained. Of
all the battles I have witnessed, I have seen none where tjie fire equaled
that whicli was poured upon Sumner's conmiand. Tlie new troops, as a
general thing, fought as bravely as the veterans." Caklkton.
Dec. 14. Sun. Pleasant. Very cold last night ; a bitter, damp, be-
numlting cold for the wounded left on the field. Reg. comes into the
city early to its former place on Caroline street. There is a comjjarative
1 Not the bank-wall along- the Telegraph road— another, a field wall. See page
58.— S. M. T.
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quiet all day on our front, excepting occasional severe skirmishing, more
noisy than effective. Many buildings are turned into hospitals, and the
wounded, dying and dead are all about the city. Many of the wounded
ai'e being removed across the river and beyond cannon shot, a constant
procession of them. It is a sad, sad Sunday, for there is not an unbroken
regiment in the army, and here and there along the lines in the street
in our vicinity are little clusters of musket stacks, representing a quarter,
third, or half a regiment now surviving ; the rest are lying dead along the
bloody slopes in front of Marye's Hill, or wounded in the hospitals, or,
possibly worse, are on their tramp to a Southern prison. The distant
firing nearly ceases by 8 p. m., and the men are allowed to occupy the
houses, near by our place on the street, for sleeping ; Sergeants being
required to know exactly where to find their respective squads at a mo-
ment's notice, if they are wanted. To-day Gen. Burnside proposed to head
the 9th Army Corj^s himself, and to rush them, a solid column of 15,000
men, dii-ectly upon Marye's Heights. The order was actually given, and
the positions assigned, but the scheme was abandoned. The hour was
set at 8 a. m., and Col. Hawkins' Brigade, ours, was to lead Gen. Getty's
Division ; but it is said that Col. Hawkins told Gen. Burnside that it was
sheer folly for a dozen or twenty Regiments to attempt to do what sixteen
Brigades had tried and utterly failed to accomplish. Other command-
ers remonstrated so vigorously that Gen. Burnside gave up the idea. Well
for us that he did !
" I was on the field of our assault until late last night looking for the
wounded of our Regiment. The lantern I carried the rebels fired at re-
peatedly, and it was necessary to keep it covered as much as possible.
We advanced in our search very near to the rebel lines along the stone
wall, and I know for a, certainty that no Union men, wounded or dead,
were lying any nearer to the stone wall than the men of the Thirteenth,
all the wounded of whom were found and brought off."
AssT. Surgeon Sullivan.
Dec. 15. Mon. Pleasant, but cool. Heavy firing is heard on the left.
The Thirteenth remains in the city on Caroline street during the day.
Some heavy siege guns re-opened fire to-day, making a great deal of noise,
and in the midst of it a white woman appears in the street, with two small
children, coming as unexpectedly among the soldiers as if they had rained
down, and all three of them frightened more than half to death. They
must have remained in hiding during the bombardment of Dec. 11th and
the whole Federal occupation of the city. The sudden opening of the
siege guns may have suggested to them the possibility of a second bom-
bardment. They are immediately cared for properly, and sent at once to
a place of safety. A number of negroes, men, women and children, for
the sake of freedom, hid, remained in the city and braved the terrible
bombardment, some of them being killed ; but the white population fled,
almost every one.
The winter, now a First Sergeant, about half a dozen other men, and
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two commissioned officers of the Thirteenth, liave actually been off duty,
by ordei's of the regimental Surgeon, during all the march through Mary-
land and all this battle of Fredericksburg, but still have kept with the
Regiment ; and went into the charge on the night of Dec. 13, hardly
knowing what else to do. One of these men was so much used up in the
charge, that he returned from it leaning on a comrade for support. All,
however, are nuich benefited by the excitement and activity in the city,
since nearly all are suffering, like the writer, from the effects of exposure
and malaria. Being thus '*off duty," the writer on Friday, Sunday and
Monday (12, 14 and 15), visited the various parts of the city.
The city is terribly smashed and shattered. Many buildings have been
burned. Houses, in which shells have burst, are a mere heap of rubbish.
The Baptist church (said to be) has more than thirty holes through it.
Some of the streets are impassable because of the piles of brick, timber,
boards and rubbish. There has been some vandalism, but less than one
would expect. A large jewelry store has been completely cleaned out of
everything worth taking, and the articles scattered. Cheap pins and
buttons are just now fashionable in the army. Everything is done, that
can be, to prevent pillage and destruction. There is a story that one
man on leaving the city buried his valuables, and Westei'n soldiers have
been nosing about extensively, hunting for fresh earth and indications.
A lookout posted in the church belfry are visited by a solid shot from
the enemy which rings the bell, one loud clang, and scares them half out
of their wits for a moment.
The writer takes a fine view far and wide from this church steeple, but
is very much winded by the climbing. An officer at the church door tried
to prevent the visit, but yielded. The great battle-field is in view from
this high steeple. There are puffs of smoke suddenly rising, large and
small, from cannon and musket, in the distance, all along the country
back of the town ; bodies of Union troops are moving towards the front
;
bodies of Confederate troops are moving in rear of their lines, and away
to the right there is heavy musketry firing. In a field, up on the left, a
few hundred, apparently about half a regiment, of our cavalry, dash out
with glistening sabres, and make a sj)irited charge. They are in sight
but a minute, and raise clouds of smoke and dust. Our batteries along
the Falmouth shore are busy and grim, and noisy, in fact there seem to be
hundreds of cannon in play. The enemy's lines on the hill show much
fresh earth, and the enemy are also active and noisy. A battle is a ter-
rible scene ; but a battle-field seen at a distance presents no signs of death.
We do not recognize the wounded, and the dead are not distinguisliable
from the living who are lying still. The writer is admonished that it is
time to go down, and leaves a five-minute view never to see the like again.
Safely down in the streets again he visits the fith N. H., and has a long
chat with Lt. Col. Pearsons ; than whom few better and braver men ever
drew sword in America.
Here and there in the yards about the houses, men are lying, in many
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places half a dozen or more tog-other, with their coat-capes thi'own up over
their faces— dead. A cellar is shown, where a number of women and
children had gone for protection. A shell burst in their midst, not known
whether a rebel or a Union shell ; but upon the occupation of the city
by our troops, it is said that the bodies of ten women and one child were
found here, dead, all killed by pieces of shell. Several women and children
were found alive hidden in cellars ; some in cisterns ; one woman was
found in a well. The enemy left many of their dead, and a few of their
wounded, in the city. A soldier looking for wood in a back yard, in the
dark, stumbles over three dead bodies, and not caring to repeat such an
experience, secures his wood elsewhere. Another Union soldier, on the
same night, looking for wood, finds a long strip of board, places one end
upon a log, and is just in the act of jumping upon it, to break it, when the
log calls out: "What in — are you at?" This was the night of Dec.
11th, dai-k as Egypt. The log, a wounded man, spoke just in the nick
of time. So are the horrid and the ridiculous jumbled together in the
army. About a dozen officers, names not known, sit down to dinner in a
small out-door dining-room with many windows. A shell comes down
through the roof, down through the table, and down through the floor into
a sort of cellar beneath, all done in a twinkling ; about as quickly there is
a row of boots sticking in at the windows, all around the room, as the
officers all scramble out— forthwith. Waiting a little, they reconnoitre,
return within, and finish their dinner. The shell is a rebel solid shot.
Some of the men of the Thirteenth, together with others in the Brigade,
find a spirited Irishwoman, a wild maid of Erin, with huge snaggle teeth,
which sometimes indicate a snaggle temper, and finding a kitchen well
fitted up, ask her to cook some bread for them. She puts her brawny
fists upon her hips, arms akimbo, and swears by all the frogs and snakes
out of Ireland that she is not a cook, and will not cook for ' yes blatherin
Yanks.' They threaten to duck her in the Rappahannock, if she does not
cook immediately. She cooks ; and confesses that she has served as a
cook for some skedaddled city nabob. Her biscuit are excellent.
At dark to-night the Thirteenth moves to the front, and is placed on
the outer picket line, ruiming along the railroad, and in front of it, and
southward on both sides of Hazel Run. Here too the enemy is persist-
ently endeavoring to press our pickets back, and a lively fusillade is kept
up all night. We fully realize the fact that we are a part of the rear-
guard of Gen. Burnside's army in retreat, and that the responsibility and
danger is very great ; a sudden dash of the enemy down that little hill
can capture us all. There is one important idea that rarely gets a firm
lodgment in a soldier's mind, and is a most potent encourager of equanim-
ity : Your enemy is also afraid— of you. More than once during the
night, when the little spurts start up in the firing, chiefly with the few
U. S. Sharp-shooters near us on the line, our men almost instinctively fix
bayonets, in grim determination not to budge an inch if the enemy comes.
These sharp-shooters are the last troops to be withdrawn.
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A few men who pass the night, where they had been posted by the
officer in charge of the picket, under the shelter of ahttle ridge, where an
old fence had stood, on an otherwise smooth hillside, find that they can-
not rise, when the order comes to withdraw, on account of the enemy's
close fire ; and as the only way to save themselves, they throw their rolls
of blankets, and everything they have to carry, excepting their guns and
the equipments buckled upon their persons, as far as thev can down the
hill, and then go on hands and knees down after them, gather their effects
in a bundle, and move oif as best they may. The writer was one of
these, and recalls the two or three minutes occupied in gaining the cover
of the ridge where the line was waiting, as among the longest minutes he
ever experienced. Two or three of the men rolled down the hill, and all
have a hearty laugh over the little affair as soon as they are safely be-
yond the zip, zip, zip of those bullets. Many of our men near Hazel
Run have nuich more difficulty in getting away.
Dec. 16. Tues. Pleasant morning ; frosty last night. Orders come
to the Thirteenth on the vedette and picket line, a little after midnight, to
prepare for retreat. Bayonets must be hidden in scab])ards, tin dippers
and plates must be covered, so that there may not be the least glitter or
rattle ; guns" must be trailed, or carried lower still as held by the strap
;
the men are to stoop low as they move, and to preserve utter silence, not
a word is to be spoken, but orders passed from man to man in whispers
there must be neither sight nor sound of moving. We are finally re-
lieved from picket, a mile or so back of the town, about 3 a. m. Hazel
Run is near by. We are near a high broad ridge, and stooping low.
trailing arms, and filing in right and left, we soon assemble beneath the
ridge and stand there waiting, for some time, in a dead silence. Save
for an occasional rifle shot, the whole land is now as silent and still as
yonder hideous heaps and windrows of the unburied dead, whose white
uncovered faces and torn bodies and limbs fleck the wide, dim and shad-
owy field of death. 'T is an uncanny hour. The dead are everywhere.
We step over and about them. A dozen or two of vedettes,^ a mere thin
fringe of men a rod apart, file towards the left between us and the
enemy's lines, where we can now and then see a head as it comes be-
tween us and the sky ; and where a rebel is occasionally seen to raise his
gun, take deliberate aim at some man he sees moving on our line, and
to fire, and the badly aimed bullet whistles past, harmless, to the earth.
Ticklish business this moving away from the rebel army, now not twenty
rods distant, in full force along their chosen lines and strong defenses.
The night is just passing into the first gray touches of dawn, a few stars
are visible. Gen. Burnside's army is retreating ; the greater part of Gen.
Lee's army is quietly asleep, but can be roused to action in ten minutes,
and throng those near hills and ridges, compelling Burnside to halt, turn
back and join unequal fight ; two armies, two hundred thousand men. are
1 U. S. Sharp-shooters from New Hampshire, E Company. See Adjt. General's
Report, Vol. H. for 1865, page 748.
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now parting company from a terrible and a drawn battle, the Federals
from a field strewn with the mangled bodies of many hundred dead and
unburied comrades ; each of these two huge armies hourly expects the
other to strike again. In the few moments of uncertainty and suspense
while we are slipping away, the scene invites the imagination to indulge
romance ; but the enemy's pickets, who are very near, seeing our vedettes
moving, as now and then their heads appear against the sky, open fire
with vigor, and their vicious bullets zip, zip, zip to the ground about us,
or whistle near over our heads, and we all need our sharpest senses. The
enemy probably supposes that we are merely relieving the guards. No
serious casualty occurs, and all is still again ; a stillness falls that no
man feels like breaking even to save his life. Orders are passed in whis-
pers from man to man and we move again, all stepping so softly that not
a footfall is to be heard. Soon we catch glimpses of the enemy's long
lines of pickets advancing, and firing as they come, then dropping again
out of sight, as the few vedettes on our side rejily ; but we move com-
pactly, cross a muddy brook leading into Hazel Run, breathe freer, march
into the city crookedly along the course of a bank of earth, join the
Brigade, all done in quick step and in silence, cross the muffled pontons,
in a rapid route-step, at 4 a. m., and climb the slippery road up Stafford
Heights,— and thus it was all along his line, changing only with circum-
stance, that Gen. Burnside accomplished one of the most masterly re-
treats, directly from the face of the enemy, ever made in all history—
and that, too, from shore to shore of a rapid river.
In a sudden and severe shower of rain that now comes on, we plod
along over the plain in thin mud three to six inches deep, finally entering
a bit of brush near the place of our old bivouac, and encamping there at
6.30 a. m., about one fourth of a mile north of the Phillips House. The
men of the Reg. were ordei-ed to take sundry supplies -with them as they
left the city ; rations, equipage and stores being piled on the sidewalks
where we passed along, with much other army gear ; and many a stray
roll of blankets, or of old tents, serve them well in the winter camj) that
follows. Two zealous men of the loth start from town with a cracker-
box between them half filled with sugar. The rain and the sugar find in
each other a sweet and juicy affinity, and when the leaky box is opened
in camp, there is about a pint of syrup and dregs in one corner. A
few boxes of hard tack come into camp, pulp ; and as for sundry lots of
coffee taken along, it arrives, second-hand — Fredericksburg was an
awful failure.
" Companies B, C, and H arrive in camp about 9 a. m. These three
Companies were stationed on the outer picket line, on the R. & F. R. R.,
just where it crosses Hazel Run ; Co. B to the right of the railroad
bridge, north, and C and H to the left of the bridge, south. Here they
held the enemy's pickets back while the rest of Getty's Division evacuated
the lower end of the city, and retired across the river. Company H,
which I was with and commanding, was the most exposed, and came near
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being left behind, on their i)icket posts, after all the other troops had re-
tired, and are now the last Company to rejoin the Regiment in camp."
Lt. Col. Smith.
First Sergeant William H. McConney of C and a few other men
stopped in the city for tents and stores to bring to camp, and when they
reached the ponton bridge the last boat had swung from its moorings into
the stream, and the delayed party had to wade into the river until the
water was up to their waists, before they reached the boat and could be
pulled into it ; the last men of the 13th to leave Fredericksburg.
Our retreat this morning over the central ponton bridge occupies less
than two hours for the whole force ; in which two hours above 16,000 troops,
not to mention unorganized parties, of pioneers, bands and other unarmed
men, cross in perfect order. The bridge is muffled with earth three or
four inches in depth, and the men march across in the route-step. It
must not be foi-gotten that the enemy's guns have completely commanded
this bridge, a portion only being hidden by buildings, none of which are
proof against cannon balls. ^ The crossing in retreat is made under the
personal supervision of Major Hiram B. Crosby, of the 21st Conn., Pro-
vost Marshal of the 9th Army Corps, who has sat on his horse near the
bridge, and given the necessary orders to each regimental commander as
he passed. " A strong southwest wind blows to-night, 15th, wafting the
sound of our army's tramp on this bridge, and the rumble of wagons and
artillery, away from the enemy."
Hosp. Steward Royal B. Prescott writes of the battle under date of Dec.
18, 1862, and later (condensed) : " The order ' ForAvard ' came to our
Brigade, while we were on the river bank, at thirty minutes past four.
We went (along the wharf) up the river bank, across the streets, out at
the back of the town, down a very steep bank, across a field, up the rail-
road bank, across the track, on the double quick, with the bullets flying
about us. At the railroad we came up in the rear of a regiment, or
body of zouaves, lying flat on their faces against the railroad embank-
ment, and we ran directly over them, while they swore at and reviled us
without stint, saying, among other things, ' See these countiymen ! They
have not got the hayseed out of their hair yet.' Their officers cursed
them, struck them with their swords, harangued, urged and scolded, but
could not get the men upon their feet, and I do not think those men ever
crossed the railroad at all.
" Surgeon Twitchell was in Washington, Asst. Surgeon Richardson de-
tailed on the amputating staff to remain in the city, and the Hospital
corps was headed by our Asst. Surgeon Sullivan, and halted near the
railroad. The Band went forward and returned with some wounded
men. Turning for the bag of bandages, brought on the field by our con-
traband. I discovered that he had skedaddled, bandages and all. I dis-
patched one of the nurses for him, and the nurse returned with the ban-
dages but not the negro. Our Brigade after crossing the railroad were
^ See interview with Gen. McLaws, page 72.
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ordered to charge on a rebel battery just across the field. Away they
went with a yell right up to the earthworks, where they were repulsed by
the rebel infantry behind a stone wall. As the wounded were brought
back, we were positively forbidden to light a candle or even a match. It
was now quite dark. That charge ended the fight of the day. We of
the Hospital Dept. remained on the field until midnight, by which time all
of our wounded, who could be found, were brought in, carried on stretch-
ers to the ambulances, and thence to the city. I was in charge of the Band
and stretcher men all that night, and when the Regiment withdrew from
the field, Col. Stevens told me to take a lantern and look among the dead
and take the names of any of our Reg. I might find and do what I could
for them, and adding that in the morning there would be a flag of truce
and ambulances to take them away. Charles W. Green of Company B
was alone with me in this work. We found Lieut. Shaw and Capt. Car-
ter, and several men. I finally extinguished the light in my lantern after
being sworn at by our wounded men on the field for drawing the ene-
my's fire. We worked until the morning was well advanced.
" Sunday I was in the Hospitals. Surgeons with sleeves rolled up, with
bloody arms and hands, were busy with saw and knife. Arms and legs
were scattered about the floor, and streams of blood flowing in all
directions. The streets were crowded with troops and hospital flags were
flying from the windows of houses. The Surgeons went across the river
Sunday noon, and I was left with about fifty sick and wounded men to
cross at night. I remained in the city until 4.30 a. m. Tuesday 16th,
and then started the nurses, the sick, the Band, and the stretcher men
across the river. The rebels stripped all our dead of everything, leaving
them lying naked on the ground.
"My experience with the Band of the Thirteenth on this occasion was
exciting. The Thirteenth, I believe, was the last regiment (or regi-
mental organization) to I'e-cross the central ponton bridge, the pioneers
waiting for us before taking up the planks and releasing the boats. As
we marched through the city our jjrogress was lighted up by the flames of
huge stacks of provisions burning in the streets, having been set on fire
to prevent their falling into rebel hands. As we neared the river some
one cried out, ' Where 's the Band ? ' The question was taken up and
ran rapidly through the ranks, ' Where 's the Band ? ' ' Where 's the
Band ? ' No one could tell. In the hurry no one had taken any thought
of the musicians, and it was certain they were in the city. At length some
one remembered seeing the bass drum standing outside one of the negro
huts in rear of the house occupied by Col. Stevens. Turning to me, the
Colonel ordered me to go back quickly, and hasten the Band down to the
river. I flew back with all speed through the deserted city, and as I did
so the moon shone brightly out from masses of dark clouds, revealing
with horrible distinctness the ghastly faces of the rebel dead strewn
thickly about. I finally reached the house, and to my great joy saw
the bass drum standing just outside the door of one of the negro quar-
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ters. I pounded on the closed door with might and main, and shouted
to the sleejjers within to arouse and bestir themselves or they would all
be taken i>risoners. For a little time there was no response, but as the
j)()unding continued, a drowsy voice at length asked : ' AVhat is want-
ed ? ' I answered : ' Get up, quick, or you will all be made prison-
ers. The army is all across the river and you are here alone ! ' As this
was taken as a joke, the sleepy voice replied, requesting me to go to sun-
dry places much warmer than Fredericksburg, and again all was quiet.
I then seized a large stone and hurled it with all my strength against the
door, which tore it from its hinges and it fell with a loud crash upon the
floor. This brought every man at once to his feet ; and when the situa-
tion was fairly comprehended by their lethargic brains, the ' hurrying to
and fro ' was lively indeed. A few of tliem almost forgot to take their
instruments, while the time made to the central ponton bridge was one
of the quickest on record." Prescott.
And so ends the first battle fought by the Thirteenth— a failure in
every respect ; and -the ranks of the Reg. are thinned by losses, in killed,
wounded, and prisoners, of three officers, and thirty-nine men. To add
to our vexation, a lot of the men's knapsacks and their contents, left
here at the bivouac near the Phillips House while we were in the city, are
soaking wet, through and through ; and many have been pilfered of
articles of especial value to the owners, and there are murmurings loud
and deep. Our experiences, all through, are outrageous and exasperating
to the last degree, and now we camp, wet, cold, ugly and tired out, in
the nastiest of nasty Virginia mud. A third of the men, and eleven
officers, are unfit for duty, sick. One tiling, however, we shall never
forget: We of Gen. Getty's Division and of Col. Hawkins' Brigade
made the most hopeless and the last infantry charge in the battle, the
closing charge of the Battle of Fredericksburg.
The chief day in the battle was Saturday December 13, when the roar
of the firing commenced at 9 a. m. and continued almost unceasing until
the charge of Gen. Getty's Division brought on its most furious thunders
at early night. After this charge the firing ceased. Meanwhile for over
eight hours our Division stood between the artillery fires of the two
armies, exposed to much of both. The battle of Saturday raged for ten
hours, counting from beginning to close. That the losses in the Thir-
teenth during the charge in the night were no gi-eater may be counted
as one of the fortunes of war ; and attributed in great measure to the
fact that the rebel infantry fired high and wild. W^e could see their
heads and arms above the stone wall along the Telegraph road, and they
worked wnth the utmost rapidity, as if number of shots, and not accuracy
of aim, was the first consideration ; and we could hear their officers
urging and hurrying them during the whole of their firing.
One writer states (in corroboration) that the Thirteenth with its
Brigade held the lower part of the city on the night of Dec. 11 ; in the
charge on the evening of Dec. 13, of Hawkins' and Harland's Brigades,
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Hawkins formed his Brigade in two lines, the Thirteenth on the right
of the second line ; Hawkins assaulted, and Harland remained near the
railroad in reserve ; a terrific volley was received when our lines, in the
charge, came up to within a few yards of the enemy's works at the
point aimed at ; and on the night of Dec. 15, while Gen. Getty's Divi-
sion retreated across the river, the Thirteenth held the outer jjicket line
on both sides of Hazel Run and along the railroad, and lively firing was
kept up with the enemy's pickets during the latter part of the night.
The following, from Rev. Augustus Woodbury's " Burnside and the
Ninth Array Corps," may be of mterest. General Burnside organized
the Army of the Potomac in three Grand Divisions of two corps each
:
left, Franklin ; centre. Hooker ; right, Sumner. (The 13th in Sumner's
Grand Division.) On Dec. 10, the morning report gives the force of the
army as 111,834 officers and men, and 312 guns. Of these Sumner's
Grand Division numbers 22,736 officers and men, and 60 guns, and con-
sists of the 9th Corps, Gen. Wilcox, and 2d Corps, Gen. Couch.
Wilcox's division commanders were Generals Getty, Sturgis and Burns.
About 100,000 officers and men of the Union army actually engaged in
the battle. The battle opened early on the morning of Dec. 11, and
after several attempts to build the central ponton bridge had failed,
owing to the severe rebel fire, the attempts being made while the bom-
bardment was going on, volunteers from the 7th Michigan, ]9th and
20th Massachusetts Regts. crossed in boats, the oOth N. Y. furnishing
oarsmen. A party from the 89th N. Y. also crossed. After a half
hour's fight, under the eye of Gen. Burnside himself now down on the
river bank, the city was captured about four o 'clock in the afternoon.
The bridges were now quickly completed, and our 1st Brigade, Col.
Hawkins, was the first to cross into the city over the central bridge.
Gen. Sumner's Grand Division crossed on the 12th. In the disposi-
tions, our 9th Corps on its left connected with Gen. Franklin's right.
During the battle Gen. Sumner's Hdqrs. were at the Lacy House ; Gen.
Burnside's at the Phillips House, which was Gen. Sumner's Hdqrs. after
the battle. Gen. Sumner's Grand Division was to move out on the
Telegraph and Plank roads. Gen. Longstreet's Corps occupied Marye's
Heights, on which we charged.
On Dec. 13th, the 9th Corps, Wilcox, held the line from the vicinity
of Hazel Run south towards Deep Run. Gen. Burns' division on the
left, Gen. Getty's in the centre. Gen. Sturgis on the right. Gen. Stur-
gis' division was sent into the fight about noon, to the right, to support
Gen. Couch of the 2d Corps, and advanced and held their ground until
night. Sturgis withdrew about 7.30 p. m. About 3 p. m. Gen. Burns'
division crossed Deep Run, in support of Gen. Franklin, and could do
little but to stand and look on.
Gen. Getty's division, in which the Thirteenth, was held in reserve all
day, as a guard to the left of the town ; about sundown it moved out,
and was formed in two lines under fire, crossed the plain, the R. & F.
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Railroad, the canal trench (the unfinished railroad), and some marshy
ground, and gained a position on the left of Couch's 2d Corps line,
and within less than a hundred feet of the enemy's strongest position.
Here a severe fire of the enemy's musketry was added to the artillery,
and the first line, Col. Hawkins' Brigade, was forced hack under a storm
of fire in front and flank. The second line. Col. Harland's Brigade,
advanced through a heavy fire of shell and shrapnel to within a short
distance from the R. & F. Railroad. Night then settled down. Half a
mile beyond the city, the Telegraph road diverges to the left, turning
southward. A handsome estate (Marye's) is above this road, near the
northern extremity of the first fortified line of hills. The grounds are
supported, where they come down to this road, by a heavy bank-wall of
stone. On the side (of the road) opposite the same, and toward the
city, is a similar wall of stone, in length nearly half a mile. The Tele-
graph road, after leaving the Plank road, winds along the edge of the
second terrace (or ridge of hills) southward, and crosses Hazel Run,
thence turns westward into the country beyond. The lawn in front of
the Marye mansion was crossed by a line of rifle-pits, and in the southerly
part of the grounds was a small redoubt. There were other earthworks
on the northerly and westerly side of the Plank road.
At night immediately after Gen, Getty's assault. Gen. Burnside re-
turned to his tent, firmly resolved to renew the battle on the subsequent
day. On the morning of the 14th he selected and formed a column of
eighteen regiments, of the Ninth Corps, and decided to direct their
assault on Marye's Heights in person. Listening to the persuasions and
arguments of his Grand Division Commanders, he countermanded the
orders, and the attempt was not made.
The losses reported, in these five days of battle, in officers and men,
are, killed, 1,339. Wounded, 9,060. Missing and prisoners, 1,530.
Total, 11,929. The enemy's total loss, 5,309. The enemy having the
advantage in position, and fighting almost wholly behind entrenchments
or natural cover, while the Union Army assailed his positions from open
ground.
Lossing states that the Confederate army numbered 80,000 strong,
with 300 cannon. The Union losses were, in Hooker's Grand Division,
3,548, Franklin's 4,679, Sumner's 5,494, with 50 engineers. Killed
1,152, wounded 9,101, missing 3,234, total 13,487. The Confederate
loss was about half that of the Union loss.
Capt. F. Phisterer gives the Union losses : killed 1,180, wounded
9,028, missing 2,145, total 12,353. Total Confederate losses 4,576.
The accounts are thus seen to differ somewhat, but the Union loss may
be placed roundly at 12,000 men, and the Confederate loss at about one
half that number. It may be proper to add here that the items on
page 71, drawn from Confederate official reports, were written in 1884,
and the maps, and their descriptions, were made in 1885 ; both long
previous to any of the recent (1886-7) popular publications relating to
this battle.
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Confederate Gen. James Longstreet's account in the Century of Au-
gust 1886, with accompanying map, phices the charge of Gen. Getty's
Division as follows : from the south side of the R. & F. Raiboad, well
down towards Hazel Run, across the meadows lying along the north side
of that Run, across tlie trenches of the unfinished railroad (but no canal),
to the portion of the plateau southwest of the brick house, and to the
southwest end of that plateau where it reaches up to the Telegraph road
and the stone bank-wall along the side of it— the course of the south
arrow on his map. All this in direct corroboration of the location of
the position, as seen by the writer on the night of the charge and remem-
bered clearly, and also recognized by him on visiting the spot in May
1885, and of the statements made to the writer by Gen. Getty.
Gen. Longstreet states that there were over seven thousand Federals,
kUled and wounded, lying in front of Marye's Hill.
" Nearly all the dead were stripped entirely naked by the enemy.
A woman who lived in one of the houses near the stone wall said : " The
morning after the battle the field was blue ; but the morning after the
Federals withdrew the field was white." Century.
The legend of poetry, romance and horror will cling in the popular
imagination to the battle of Fredericksburg forever, notwithstanding all
its failures ; for its figures and scenes were large and bold, its actors
courageous in the extreme, their experiences pitiable to the last degree,
and unfortunate beyond compare ; while local superstition peoples the
battle-ground with visiting myriad ghosts of the fierce combatants. The
Confederate glory, however, of having l^en behind that stone bank-wall,
in comjjarative safety and unpressed, and in numbers sufficient to over-
whelm easily any force of the Union army that could approach, pales
into utter insignificance beside the picture of Gen. Barksdale's men fight-
ing among the buildings in Fredericksburg, for many hours on Dec. 11,
while Gen. Burnside's batteries were knocking the whole city about their
ears, and firing it also in many places. This was coui'age ; only equaled
by the repeated dashes of the Union troops against the stone bank-wall
at the foot of Marye's Hill.
Dec. 17. Wed. Cold, raw. Reg. in camp, and a miserable camp
at that, trying to get dry and warm. There is still considerable firing
going on across the river, between the Union and Confederate artillery ;
and occasionally a stray shell from Marye's Heights flies screaming high
and wild over our camp, stirring up the Virginia mud in the distance.
We march down near the river about opposite the centre of the city, and
support a battery. Pass the night on the frozen ground, without shelter,
and in the teeth of the raw, chilling north wind. Two or three Com-
panies from the 13th have this experience every night. The boys find a
large potato field, near the batteries, belonging to some careless farmer
who harvested only about two thirds of his crop, and we rapidly appro-
priate what the farmer left. The writer has occasion to visit camp to-
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day from the batteries, and while going across lots to save distance,
observes quite a large white pile of something not far away, somewhat
flat and irregular. Curious to see what it is, he goes nearer, and finds
it a collection of human legs, arms, hands and feet— one view like that
is enough for a lifetime.
" Charles Leathers of Co. F was severely wounded Dec. 13, and lost
his gun ; but when brought into camj) in the ambulance, he had with
him about thirty pounds of vei'y excellent tobacco, all of which was pur-
chasi'd by the men of Co. F at a good price." Lieut. Young.
Dec. 18. Thurs. Cold, with some snow. Reg. in camp, if we may
call it such a nice name. Came here about 4 p. m. to-day. A deep
hollow, a long densely wooded ravine, in rear of the Falmouth batteries,
and fidl of soldiers ; multitudes of little fires fill the air with smoke, and
the boys call this place " Smoky Hollow." This is the headquarters of
the pickets, and about one mile nearer the city by the road, than our
camp north of the Phillij^s House. A large detail from the Union army,
several men in it from the 13th, one of them George E. Garland of E,
unarmed and provided with ])icks and shovels, go over on the battle-field
to-day and bury the Union dead. The men of the 13th help bury about
700 bodies. The enemy have stripped the dead of every article of cloth-
ing fit for use, and the bodies are laid away in their last resting place,
merely thinly covered with such pieces of blankets or clothing as can be
found. So say the men of the 13th burial party.
As a matter of actual measurement some of the dead of the Thirteenth
are found, lying where they fell, within forty yards, 120 feet, of the
muzzles of the enemy's cannon, Col. Alexander's.^ A statement is going
the rounds of our camp, that the enemy also stripped the clothing from
some of our men, who were very badly wounded, while they were stiU
alive, and so left them to die, in the sharp December air, without cloth-
ing, shelter, attention or care ; as was clearly evident from the marks
made by these severely wounded men, in the earth where they lay, after
they had been stripped of their clothing. One soldier of the 13th who
helped bury the dead says : " Among about seven hundred bodies of our
men, who were buried by us, scarcely one had any clothing on which was
fit to be worn ; all were stripped."
Dec. 19. Fri. Very cold. Thirteenth at work on camp. A large
detail on picket near the siege guns on Falmouth bluffs. These men
lay on the ground last night while ice formed, over the puddles of water
beside them, half an inch thick. The reserve bivouacs in Smoky Hollow.
Fiom these guns there is a fine, extended view of the city, and of the
^ It is claimed that some bodies, of men belonging to Gen. French's Division, were
found nearest of any to the stone wall. It should be borne in mind that Gen.
Getty's Division charged upon the southwest end of the stone wall, where the road
turns the corner westward ; while French's Division had charged upon a portion of
the stone wall a long way to the north and east of Getty, and near the brick house,
and the several roads leading up to the hill where Marye's house stood.
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enemy's lines on the hills beyond. Almost every house in the city
has smoke issuing from the chimney. More than one family on return-
inar must have found things mixed, even if their house was not smashed
to flinders and blown all over the neighborhood.
A great deal of adverse criticism is made upon the bombardment of
Fredericksburg, and it is well to state that a demand had been made for
its surrender, and had been refused ; anijjle time was given for the re-
moval of all the unarmed people, nearly all of them had abandoned the
city, and the city was used by the enemy for direct military purposes ;
the houses were used to protect the enemy's sharp-shooters. Gen. Barks-
dale's men, who three or four times drove our pontonniers, with heavy
loss, from the ponton bridge they were trying to build,— the fire of our
artillery was directed chiefly upon these buildings. Gen. Burnside took
unwilling command of the Army of the Potomac, by peremptory order,
after he had twice declined ; his pontons required for crossing the
Rappahannock to the city were delayed until nearly two weeks had
passed after Gen. Sumner's advance had reached Falmouth, for which
delay Gen. Burnside was in no way responsible ; meanwhile the enemy's,
garrison in the city was largely re-enforced, and Gen Lee, divining Gen-
Burnside's purpose, had started his whole army for the heights in rear
of the city and vicinity, and a large force had arrived and entrenching
begun. The failure of the arrival of the pontons lost to Northern arms
the battle of Fredericksbm'g, " and soaked the streets and lanes of the
city with Federal blood."
Gen. Lee had an army 2:)resent of 80,000 men, and held Marye's
Heights with a triple line of works ; while the hills, canals, railroad, and
the famous Stone Wall, combined, made his position impregnable to
assault. The special advantages of his position could not possibly be
known to Gen. Burnside. " When our troops found, on the morning
of Dec. 16, that Gen. Burnside had retreated across the river, it was a
matter of amazement to the whole rebel army." (Confed.)
Dec. 20. Sat. Very cold. Quarter-master Cheney and Capt. Stood-
ley rejoin the Reg. The Government furnishes a lot of woolen mittens
for the men ; slack-twisted, loose knit things, consisting of a wrist, a
thumb, a hand, a forefinger cot, and a bag, for the other three fingers,
shaped like a mule's jaw, and about as large. The men are on short
rations now, and have been since the battle.
Dec. 21. Sun. Cold. A part of the Reg., a different detail every
night, go out on the bank of the river to support a battery. We lie there
on the bleak plain, with no shelter, tents or protection of any kind, and
no fires allowed, the weather extremely cold and a high wind blowing
from the north. This is our experience these winter nights. A native
gives distance in this way : " Right smart go— er'ekn ; 'bout three
screams and a holler."
Company— , said to be K, loses two kettles of baked beans at Smoky
Hollow. In any Regiment except the moral Thirteeeth they would
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be reported stolen, but here as lost in action. The top joke of the
affair is the investigation. A number of men are called up, and have
their breath smelled, to detect the odor of baked beans ; and this, too,
before any of the beans have been eaten. After this conclusive test, the
men, who saved i\\e beans after they were lost, warm them over and eat
them. It is wickedly reported that Company E loans the fire with
which to warm the beans, but no one knows who caused them to be lost.
Beans baked with pork always cause trouble.
Dec. 22. Mon. Terribly cold last night. The ground freezes be-
side the men as they lay, and the pools of water near are covered with
ice. Again our pickets have no fires, except now and then a little one,
and no shelter at all. Two severe nights. Reg. assembles early this
morning at its camp in Smoky Hollow, where we can cook and eat
breakfast. We leave this camp for our permanent winter camp this
afternoon ; arriving there about dark, and too late to see well enough to
properly pitch our shelter tents. '' We remained in Smoky Hollow,
about one mile from camp, near Falmouth depot, three days, returning
to our regular camp to-night." Albion J. Jenness.
CAMP OPPOSITE FREDERICKSBURG.
Dec. 23. Tues. Cold, clear. The Thirteenth wakes up this morn-
ing in Falmouth Camp, the which no man of the army ever can forget.
It soon rejoices in the appropriate names of " Foulmouth Camp," and
" Hell-mouth Camp." This morning is very frosty and sharp. Ice
formed thick last night, and we make holes through it, on the brook near
by, to obtain water for cooking and washing ; no other water to be had
anywhere near camp this morning. No place here for squeamish stom-
achs ; these pieces of yellow soap (rebel) on these sticks were put here a
few months ago, and have been washing into the brook in every rain
since that time. That dog's bones have evidently been here in the brook
for several months also— pretty white and clean now. That kitchen-
midden stuff yonder also improves the water. On the whole a fine place
to procure water for coffee, cooking and bathing ; rebel soap, rebel dog,
rebel wash-tub. Rations poor, quarters poorer, men sick, great discon-
tent, and suffering beyond mention. Our camp rises into a vast city of
miserable hovels and tents, containing a hundred thousand inhabitants
in evei-y stage of sickness and misery, where for month in and month out
no white woman or child is to be seen. Division Insi)ection, and Review
of the 9th Army Corps, is made to-day by Gen. Sunmer.
Dec. 24. Wed. Cold, very. We are near the Phillips House? near
and on a part of the same camp ground we occupied Dec. 16, and very
near where we sjient the night of Dec. 10, just before entering Fdsbg.
That city is in full view from a point near the camp of the Thirteenth.
Almost every night two companies of the 13th go out on picket. No
firing on the picket lines. Should the enemy fire upon our men now,
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our batteries would instantly shell the city. This commands a peace.
Here are two huge armies, each of nearly 100,000 men, and each aiming
for the other's destruction, encamped side by side, a narrow river only
separating them ; one is afraid to move, the other dare not, neither can,
and so they stay, and keep as quiet as a New England village on Sunday.
The })ickets frequently cross the river, both ways, antl fraternize.
Five or six hundred yards northwest of the Phillips House, that is to
the right of the Phillips House as one looks down the road toward Fred-
ericksburg (and directly on the line between the Phillips House and
the Clews House situated a mile or two to the northwest of it), a ravine
in the field falls to the right, and northward to a brook ; the first ravine
to the westward and the first brook to the northward of the Phillips
House. This ravine was the roadway from camp to the White Oak road
running into the city past the Phillijjs House. Prof. Lowe had his bal-
loon in this ravine a little south of the brook, and we will therefore call
it Lowe's Ravine. This brook is the south branch of Claiborne Run ; the
R. & F. Railroad following the north branch through the bluffs. Go
down Lowe's Ravine northward to the brook, turn to the right and follow
the brook back eastward up into the country. Just north of the brook is
a wide strip of ground sloping southward to the brook and draining into
it ; really the south slope of the ridge next north of the ridge on which
the Phillips House stands. This whole slope is checkered with tent cel-
lars, mixed up, and angling in every direction, as the contour and drain-
age of the land demanded. Three or four hundred yards up the brook
eastward from where Lowe's Ravine and the brook meet is an irregular
cluster of tent cellars. The company tents on the north side of the brook
looking eastwartlly, and the tents of the field and staflE on the east side.
The brook here turns somewhat towards the north. The ends of the
company, or rather division, streets are widest down near the brook, and
narrower where they rise upon the slope ; though on the whole quite
irregular, and thrown upon the curve of the slope something like the ribs
of a huge fan. This is the camp of the Thirteenth N. H. Vols.
Company E, the fifth (5th) company from the right of the Regiment,
was located on the left, or east side, as one looks towards the brook, of a
very deep gully, twelve feet deep at least, extending down towards the
brook ; tlie only very deep gully, and the deepest, in the 13th camp,
and was called Capt. Julian's ' hole in the ground.' The writer had his
tent under a large pine-tree on the east side of this gully, and near the
head of it. Cajjt. Julian's tent was at the head of the gully, across,
northward. From the position of Company E on the east side of this
deep gully and quite prominent landmark, the huddled tents of the
Regiment can be made out. The whole camp-ground is now (1885) cov-
ered with a vigorous growth of young trees. The Thirteenth encamped
here quite closely massed in divisions, the right of the Regiment to the
westward, all facing southward and eastward, and was not crowded upon
by the tents of other regiments. Cross the brook eastward and you
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come upon the cellars of the huts of the field and staff officers, where
the earth was ridged up around the log walls of the miserahle quarters
to keep water out of the cellars, and from the earth floors of the huts. The
Hospital tent was on the hill just north of the centre of the line of the
company quarters, nearly north of Co. E. Here the many sick men, who
could do so, went every morning to receive their allopathic doses ; ho-
moeopathic practice heing unknown in the army— unless medical supplies
ran short. The regimental parade ground was an old cornfield a little
northwest, that is to the right and rear, of the camp, and almost exactly
due north of the Phillips House. The ground rose gradually northward
from the hrook, past the camp, to this parade ground, from which a large
part of Fredericksburg became visible as the forest fell.
Firewood for camp was obtained from the low ground lying north and
west of this old cornfield, some of it brought from a distance of more
than a mile on the shoulders of the men. Dry Avood was very scarce.
The most popular wood was dead laurel, standing densely along the brooks
and forks of Claiborne Run ; and hundreds of the roots were carved
into tobacco pipes by the men. The Thirteenth was crowded upon a
small space near the bend in the brook ; and more than one member of
the Reg., and one of the non-commissioned staff in particular, will dis-
tinctly remember how an ill-considered leap across this brook resulted in
an involuntary and splashing sit-down in it, soiled clothes— and com-
ments on the margin. However, it was a most convenient brook, the
water in it perhaps averaging two feet in width by six inches in depth.
The men and officers performed their morning toilets here, long rows of
them about daybreak ; muddy boots, smutty kettles, and soiled clothing
were scrubbed here ; and some huge fools used the water for cooking
until strict orders were set to the contrary. 'T was a rich and busy
brook of real Virginia water. The camp of the 4th R. I. Vols, was
eastward of the field and staff of the Thirteenth, and to the eastward,
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The whole region about Claiborne Run is rough and timbered, but
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rather than northward, of the Phillips House. The land occupied hy
them being a little higher than the land occupied by the Thirteenth.
While visiting the camp, in May 1885, the writer found a mass of iron
filings, nails, etc., all concreted by the rust, on the spot where Lowe's
balloon was located, and supposed to be some of the ballast or weights
used during the ascents of the balloon.^ It was partly buried in the earth,
but after some digging, and pounding with a stone, a piece of the mass
was secured, and brought home. Many old jiieces of canteens, remains
of chimneys, tin cups, and other cam}) debris are still to be found about
our old camping ground, but nearly wasted by the rust and exposure of
these many years.
Dec. 25. Thurs. Chilly. The Reg. goes on picket for 24 hours.
Yesterday the 13th turned out only about 200 men for Battalion drill,
fewer still are fit for active duty to-day. It is fearful to wake here at
night, and to hear the sounds made by the men about you. All night
long the sounds go up of men coughing, breathing heavy and hoarse with
half choked throats, moaning, and groaning with acute pain. A great
deal of sickness and suffering on all sides, and little help here, near or
in the future. This camp of 100,000 men is practically a vast hospital.
Twelve men of Co. G are sick with the measles— now ejjidemic in camp.
Dec. 26. Fri. Fine day. Cold. The men endeavor to fix up their
quarters a little ; the day being set apart for the purpose of putting logs
under the tents. The mud is everywhere, and we are in it all the day,
and not much better situated at night. Our tents are too small for
fires inside, though a few manage to have them ; the wood is wet or green
and the fires smoky. We build large fires outside our tents, and stand
around them, in the vain endeavor to get dry and warm. Food is scanty,
and poorly cooked at best ; smoky, scorched, stewed, greasy. All is
damp and cold, and sleep where we will, we wake stiff and rheumatic.
New Hampshire is well represented here ; her 2d, 5th, 6th, 9th, 10th,
11th, 12th and 13th Regts. are encamped within a circuit of less than
two miles, and all very similarly situated.
The Thirteenth left New Hampshire with 1,040 men, but now numbers
less than 400 effectives, and few of these are really well men. Disease
kills more than bullets. An average of 250 men of the Thirteenth at-
tend the morning Surgeons' call, besides the sick in hospital. Flour is
selling in camp at the rate of $25 per barrel. Butter costs 85 cents a pound.
A Captain in the 13th closes a letter late to-night with these words, a
volume in a sentence, for it is the experience of hundreds, and a picture
of the way we live, as there are no fires in our tents : " Good night ; I
must now go out of my tent to the fire and warm a plate of beans to eat,
so as not to go to bed hungry."
" Capt. Julian.
Dec. 27. Sat. Pleasant. Reg. still at work on camp, and trying to
bring it into passable order, a difficult job. The ground is a rough hill-
side among pines, is much cut up by ravines or gullies, and falls to a dirty,
^ Possibly remains of material used in the manufacture of gas.
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iTuuldy brook. One huge gully, 12 to 15 feet deep, directly west of Co.
E, is the recej)tacle for all sorts of camp waste. There can be on this
camp ground neither order nor regularity. Capt. Stoodley is selected
to straighten out the crooked lines of tents, huts, and does his best, but it
is of little use. Lt. Col. Bowei's and Chaplain Jones, for the sake of a
joke, accuse Capt. Stoodley of adopting, for this camp, the ground plan
of Marblehead, Mass. ; but the plat of that tangle-jointed town is out-
done here in spite of all engineering.
The men of the 13th persist in declaring that many men of the 25th
New Jersey laid down early in the assault, on the evening of Dec. 13,
and that we ran over them ; and the outcome is a decided coldness be-
tween the men of these two regiments. There is danger of a fight over
the affair. Threats are freely indulged in. An unprofitable squabble.
Dec. 28. Sun. Pleasant. Religious service at 11 a. m. One ofiicer
in the 13th writes home : " I never more shall roam ; never more shall
have a Western, or any other, fever ; have come to the conclusion that
New England is the Garden of Eden." A jirivate writes home : " Cap-
tain Julian, demanding more rations for his men, got into a spat with Col.
Stevens, threw down his sword, and threatened to resign."
An old cherry-tree, that was standing on the Washington farm opposite
Fredericksburg, has been nearly all cut in pieces and carried away by the
Union soldiers. Some one has said that this is the original tree of the
famous hatchet story, and there are many credulous enough to believe it.
Cherry stones from that locality, to plant at home, are in great demand.
The wood of the tree is used to make all sorts of crosses, pijjes, rings,
etc., that can be sent away by mail.
Dec. 29. Mon. Cold. Reg. drilling all day. At midnight orders
are received for the Thirteenth to be ready to move to-morrow morning
at daylight, in light marching order, with thi-ee days' cooked rations and
sixty rounds of ball-cartridge per man. Cooks are hurried out of bed,
fires are lighted, and Sergeants are set at work to see that all their squads
of men are ready ; and there is a busy stir and bustle all over camp for
the rest of the night, while the men shout and cheer at the good news of
a move from this locality, however temporary the absence may be.
Board at the officer's mess costs from two to three dollars per week—
and much serious indigestion ; no luxui'ies are to be had and supplies are
scant and poor. All the regimental hosjiitals in our Brigade are filled to
overflowing, and a steamboat load of sick men is sent to Washington in
charge of Asst. Surgeon Sullivan.
Dec. 30. Tues. Cold. Reg. ready to move at daylight, but no
order arrives ; disappointment prevails, and we remain under arms all
day. Writes one man of the 13th : " A small amount of wheat flour stole
into camp the other day ; i)rice of a peep at the stranger, twenty-five
cents." A soldier of the 13th, careless of his clothes, reniarks concerning
an extra smirch of dirt upon them : " Oh, that '11 wash off." A Sergeant
in re\Ay delivers a volume of wisdom in a sentence : " The best way, sir,
to wash off dirt, is not to get it on."
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Dec. 31. Wed. Very cold. Reg. mustered for pay, by Col. A. F.
Stevens, in the forenoon. " Mustered for pay " is an agreeable expres-
sion, indicating much prospective pleasure, and to some persons whiskey
straight, but in the preparation of the muster and pay rolls there is a vast
amount of tribulation for the company commanders ; as much fuss is
made over ten percussion caps, three bullets and a gun-plug, as over a
park of lost artilleiy. In the afternoon our whole Regiment goes down
to the river on the picket line at the highway bridge. This bridge, of
which only the abutments remain, s])anned the river at Brown's Island,
on the road leading to Orange Court House.
The writer, who wears heavy boots, wades into the river just south of
the bridge to-day to get a shining object seen upon the river bottom. He
has not taken five steps into the very shallow water before the rebel picket
guard, on the Fredericksburg shore, turns out under arms. He retreats
instanter, of course, while our own pickets shout with laughter, echoed in
louder tones by the rebel pickets. The shining thing is fished out, how-
ever, after night comes on, and pi'oves to be a highly polished brass orna-
ment for some piece of furniture.
1863.
Jan. 1. Thiirs. Clear, cold and windy. Thermometer near down to
zero. Reg. on picket on the banks of the I'iver opposite the city. The
men sleep, while here, on the ground close down to the water, and with-
out fires or shelter. While the clock in the old church steeple over in
the city struck the hour of twelve, midnight, hard-hearted wags waked the
half frozen sleepers ; merely to wish them a " Happy New Year," and
elicit sundry remarks. We lie about near the abutments of the hip-hway
bridge, now destroyed. The enemy's picket is in full sight along the city-
side shore and wharves, all within hailing distance, the river here 200 or
300 yards wide. No picket firing now along the line. A deserter from
the enemy swam the river last night, and gave himself up to our pickets,
and was taken to a house near by, dried and warmed. The Reg. returns
to camp about noon, and has the afternoon for rest, excepting time for a
Dress-parade about sundown, all the men shivering with the cold.
Jan. 2. Fri. Clear, cold. Reg. in camp, and resting for a day. A
Dress-parade is held near night, while it is so cold that the men can
scarcely hold their guns. The rebels have been digging rifle-pits, work-
ing nights, all along the Fredericksburg bank of the river. A strong line
is now seen the whole length of the city. They expect another visit
from our side. They are now said to have more than fifty miles of
earthworks along their bank of the river. There is fearful suffering
among the men in our camp ; when the devil first hit upon this Falmouth
camp scheme, he must have thrown up his hat in jjerfect glee.
Jan. 3. Sat. Fair, cold. Company drill on the plain near camp.
A walk-round of half frozen men— nonsense. The men make their tents
warmer by sprinkling them witli water at evening. The water freezes
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and makes the cloth wind-proof. A little touch of the Esquimaux ice-
made hut. A large mail arrives in camp, bringing some letters from New
Hampshire now over two months old. Some irreverent persons here
think that our old State needs a little toning up.
A great deal of the time a peculiar haze tills the sky here, chilling as
a garment woven of icicles and lined with fleecy snow ; the chill seems to
grasp every fibre of a man ; while the sun hangs back in the distance as
if unaccustomed to the country, afraid to come out, and looking in the cold
o-ray sky like a rounded cake of ice. On such days comfort is out of the
question, no matter how well the green pine wood may burn.
Jan. 4. Sun. Very fine day. Regimental inspection, followed by
religious services— doleful as seven funerals. Half the Reg. sick with
colds, rheumatism and jaundice. Rations of onions cooking ; being
roasted in the ashes of little fires all over camp, and they smell to heaven.
The men are scattered about camp on the sunny sides of their tents and
huts, some reading, some writing, some whittling, some singing, some
telling camp stories, some cleaning clothes and equipments, some reading
aloud to their fellows, some trying their hands at cooking, some repairing
tents, and some merely vegetate. The men have been in common shelter
tents aU the time since we left Faifax Seminary on December 1st ; a few
low, small log huts, with shelter tent roofs, are now being put up.
Jan. 5. Mon. Clear, fine, warm ; heavy rain all night. Lieut. For-
bush starts for home on ten days' leave. Company and Battalion drill,
the men with their knapsacks on. Any comment would be inadequate.
"We are so near the city in our camp here, that we can see the church
spires pointing upward, among the trees, and when all is still can hear
the town clock strike the hours. Funeral this afternoon of a man of Co.
B." Several men visit the 6th N. H. Vols., and meet a nearly forgotten
strano-er— flour bread and butter. Thirteenth placed to-day in 3d
Brigade 3d Div. 9th Army Corps.
A teamster driving up from Aquia Creek finds the mules in his team
exceedingly frisky ; he can do notliing with them, they run with him up
hill and down. He helps other teams through sloughs and up hard hills,
but needs no help himself. He has a load of whiskey in barrels. After
a while, and quite early in the morning, and after listening to more com-
ments made upon his team than are welcome, he investigates, and finds
every whiskey barrel empty. Last night, while halted for the night on
the road, some man, or a dozen, had bored holes up through the bottom
of the wagon into the barrels, and so wracked off and carried away all
the whiskey. All done while the guard slept, or " watched backward,"
as the boys say.
Jan. 6. Tues. A drizzling cold rain. Too muddy to march troops.
Gen. Burnside reviews the Army of the Potomac on the plain, just east
of the Phillips House, now Gen. Sumner's Hdqrs., and directly in front,
and south, of our camp. The troops, because of the mud and rain, do
not march in review past the General, as is customary. There are said
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to be 75,000 men in line. Gen. Burnside, unwilling to expose liis men
unnecessarily to the cold storm, cuts the review short ; and with bared
head, hat in his right hand, and followed by his staff, all dripping with
the rain, he rides at a swift gallop up the front and down the rear of the
lines— an imperial face and figure. This army will remember him
best as he appears to-day ; and thus he should be cast in lasting bronze.
Few cheers, comparatively, are now heard, for it is stern determination,
rather than enthusiasm, which pervades the Army of the Potomac.
While on the field we stand where we can see at a glance almost the
entire body of troops on review, while many thousands of the men pass
where we can see them on their way to their camps. The Thirteenth
wears knapsacks : the only regiment present that has them on to-day.
Assistant Surgeon John Sullivan is granted a leave of absence because
of sickness ; the order of the Medical Inspector certifying : " A change
of location, and furtlier treatment, is necessary to save his life."
Jan. 7. Wed. Cold, cloudy. Drilling resumed. The pickets along
the river cross and re-cross, so much, in boats, that a special order is
needed to put a stop to the dangerous pi'actice. The rebels want good
coffee, our men want good tobacco, and the temptation to exchange is
hard to resist. There are in use several little ' hand-ferries,' tight boxes
drawn back and forth across the river by a small rope running over
pulleys, but they are hard to manage in the swift current and among the
drift. Many a little toy-like boat is rigged and sent across, by contri-
vance of sail and rudder, landing far below tlie place of starting. Scarce
a soklier on either side can be induced to give information, being deterred
either by honor or fear. We have been in Hawkins' Brigade — 1st Brig.
3d Div. 9th Army Corps — consisting of tlie 9th, 89th, and 103d N. Y.,
25th N. J., 10th and loth N. H. ; but on Jan. 5th were placed in the 3d
Brigade, Col. Button of the 21st Conn, commanding, and consisting of the
21st Conn., 25th N. J., 13th N. H. and 4th R. I. No change is made in
location of camp.
One of the Companies in the Thirteenth had a man of the bow-back
species, and who was awkward, and able to strike an erect attitude only at
rare intervals. The Reg. came into camp one cold and rainy day, every-
body wet, muddy, tired and out of humor, and was to bivouac by divi-
sions. It was " Joe's " off week, and he leaned his shoulders back, and
tlu-ew his abdomen forward, several inches more than usual. The Cap-
tain commanding division was soon out of patience, and called out to Joe
to dress up to line. Joe came too far to the front by half of him. Next
he was told to fall back ; which he did, all out of sight. Back, too, went
the centre of the division line. Next came the order to the division to
dress up in the centre, and so it backed and filled three or four times,
while all in the Regiment grew more and more impatient in the pouring
rain. The Captain declared he would keep the division standing there
all night if they did not form a good line, and losing the usual words in
the order, shouted : " Swell out there— in the middle I " Joe did not
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come up far enough, and the Captain shouted louder than before : " Swell
out there— in the middle— Joe ! " The Regiment roared. The Cap-
tain could but laugh too, and ordered his division to Itack arms. It was
Joe's middle that caused all the trouble.
Jan. 8. Thurs. Cold, cloudy. Reg. drilling in forenoon ; after-
noon improving camp. New York Heralds ten cents each. That enter-
prising paper can kill off a regiment or two of soldiers every day. A
close computation from its columns would possibly figure up the armies in
the field, dead and alive, to about 20,000,0U0 of men — all for ten cents.
Jan. 9. Fri. Fair. Company drill. Ofhcers mess board $3.00 per
week. No luxuries to be had. Two Union pickets cross the river in a
boat to Fredericksburg, exchange newspapers, and trade Avith the rebels.
While returning, their boat is upset, and both men are drowned. Men in
camp are refitting quarters ; preparing for a threatened storm.
Jan. 10. Sat. Severe rain storm. A detail from the Reg. goes on
picket down by the river, near the wire bridge, and has a hard night of
it. Pickets now go out in the morning, for 24 hours. Our line is in and
near the old Washington garden, not far from the central ponton landing,
where we crossed the river into the city on Dec. 11, and re-crossed on
Dec. 16. A rebel deserter swims across to our pickets ; a mid-winter
plunge for freedom. These determined and bold fellows are usually
pulled out of the water about half dead, they are so chilled and benumbed
with the cold, and exhausted by their struggles with the river current.
Jan. 11. Sun. Cloudy, rainy. Dress-parade at sundown, with
religious services. A detail from the 13th goes two miles from camp
for firewood, and brings it in upon their shoulders. They make a bun-
dle of the wood and tie it with ropes, run a pole longer than the bundle
through it, and then two men hoist the pole upon their shoulders, the
bundle hanging between them, and come staggering back to camp. It
must be borne in mind that there is not one man in twenty of the Union
Army here, who now enjoys his full normal strength. The writer has
borne one half of many such a bundle of wood for one and two miles,
and though in better health than the most, he found the labor of it sufh-
ciently severe.
At times last night the rebels in the city, some of them in full sight,
were very merry, cheering and singing. This morning the church bells
are ringing ; but the extremest pietist in all Fredericksburg would not
even allow us to attend churdi in that city— so near and yet so far.
But we have a hundred churches here in camp better than any over
there to-day. The good old Northern custom of families and friends
joining in Christian hymns and pure songs, on Sunday afternoon or
evening, is not forgotten here by the suffering but heroic boys in blue.
There are many such hours here when the air rings and rings again with
the old familiar tunes and hymns, and with many a jjatriotic song.
Jan. 12. Mon. Fine day. Reg. improves tents and grounds, and
the more the grounds are ' improved ' the worse they look. The Surgeon
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General of our 9th Army Corps states that the Thirteenth has the best
camping ground in the Corps. If that be so, Heaven pity the rest ! No
drill to-day. The Reg. has now 960 men on its rolls, about 440 of them
are reported as for duty ; of whom scarcely one half are fit for duty, and
many are too weak to march in firm order while on drilL The nerveless
weakness that comes upon men here is astonishing ; strong one day, they
are scarcely able to stand erect the next. Regimental Hospital moved
to top of hill north of camp. Asst. Surgeon Sullivan goes home on leave.
Butter costs in camp 85 cents a jiound ; cheese 60 cents ; potatoes $3.00
per bushel ; apples 5 cents each, and everything else in proportion.
A Lieutenant in the 13th temporarily in command of a division on Battal-
ion drill, approaches an extremely dirty, muddy place in the drill ground ;
puzzled by the situation and not recalling quickly enough the proper order
to give, he settles the case off-hand by shouting : " Boys, break up
;
scoot that hole, and git together on t' other side ! " The movement was
a quick success. The traitorous Press has been full of remarks about
the Union army doing injury while in Fredericksburg. All such ma-
licious stuff may as well take a furlough. There were thousands upon
thousands of Union soldiers who did not, and who would scorn to, damage
or appropriate the property of citizens ; while expressions of sympathy
for innocent persons were heard on all hands. Everything was done
that could be done to prevent injury to private property, and any Union
soldier found offending in this particular was at once arrested.
Jan. 13. Tues. Pleasant. Reg. again takes a day, and makes
special endeavors to improve its quarters, for there is much sickness, and
great mental depression among the men. Teams are hauling logs to our
camp ; and shelter tents, which have afforded nearly all the protection
that the men have been able to secure, through all the stormy, wet, win-
try weather since Dec. 1, are being replaced by low huts. Little cellars
are dug seven feet square and one or two feet deep. Log walls are
raised about two feet high close around these little cellars on all sides,
excepting one. At this side is the doorway, chimney and fireplace. The
logs are plastered with mud, and banked up with earth on the outside to
keep the water out of the cellars. A fireplace is builf of mud and turf
at one corner of the hut, and above it on the outside of the hut is raised
a chimney of mud and sticks, with a pork or flour barrel placed on the
top. Shelter tents are drawn over the hut for a roof. Small poles laid
alongside each other a few inches above the cellar floor, and covered
with a layer of cedar or pine boughs constitute the bed. The chimney
covers nearly all of one end of the hut, and pieces of board, or of tent-cloth,
serve for a door. Four to six men are crowded into a hut of this size ;
and not one in twenty of the huts in Gen. Burnside's army here is
really so good as the one above described. The most afford but a poor
shelter, and all are miserable lodgings at best ; still we can do no better.
Jan. 14. Wed. Pleasant. Battalion drill. JMeasles suddenly be-
come epidemic in camp. Capt. Stoodley gives up his tent to the sick,
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and some other officers do the same. Measles under these conditions of
tent life are a threatening scourge. We have constant daily drill unless
the weather and the condition of the ground is very bad indeed. Lt.
Col. Bowers leaves camp for home on a twenty-days' leave granted be-
cause of his ill health.
Jan. 15. Thurs. Cold. Rainy at night. Burial of Ira M. Whitaker
of Co. G at 3 jj. m. Died of the measles. The excitement in camp is
now worse and worse indeed. Capt. Stoodley and Private John B. Stevens
of G make for AVhitaker a coffin of three cracker-boxes jjlaced end to end,
and nailed to a couple of saplings. The simple burial of a private soldier
is one of the saddest scenes on earth at any time, but here departs a mere
boy but sixteen years old. Whitaker's is the first death in Company G.
A man's own company forms the usual procession on such occasions, any
friends joining who may choose to do so. A bottle well corked and
sealed, and containing the man's name, regiment, home address, etc., is
usually laid in the grave with his body. The burial is not prolonged :
the slow march, the arms reversed, the muffled drum, the piercing fife,
the dirge — often the Portuguese Hymn, but more often the Dead
March in Saul — the platoon fire over the grave, the quickstep march
back to camp, two men left to close the grave, and all is done.
Jan. 16. Fri. Rain storm last night ; clears warmer to-day. Orders
are received for us to be ready to move on the morrow at daylight, with
all camp equipage, three days' rations in haversacks and five days' in
wagons, and sixty rounds of ball-cartridge per man. No one sorry to
move, almost anytliing is preferable to this vile camp. The rebels send a
small shell at Prof. Lowe's balloon, and it falls within our camp ; makes
the mud fly where it bursts, and that is all.
Jan. 17. Sat. Fair. Very cold. Reg. remains in camp in suspense
all the day. Maj. Storer in command. One Company in the Thirteenth
has so far had twelve cases of the measles, but this is above the average
number in the several companies. There have been about seventy-five
cases in all.
Jan. 18. Sun. Very cold. Clear. Inspection of Reg. by Col. Dutton
at 9 a. m. Orders to march to-night. In fact, all along here, for six or
eight days, the Thirteenth lives in constant exjiectation of an immediate
march, and in readiness to move at an hour's notice. Rations in haver-
sacks spoil, are thrown away, and re-supplied— waste on waste. In-
formal inspection of arms ; a sure indication of trouble near ahead.
Jan. 19. Mon. Fair. Reg. remains in camp under arms. This long
suspense, backing and filling, is a mean business. To-day we have to
drill for several hours. The regimental Hospital is too small to receive
all the sick, well men are crowded into narrower quarters, and the sick
men ])laced in the vacated tents. The regular hours for drill all winter
have been : Company drill 10 to 12 a. m. ; Battalion drill L' to 4 p. m. ;
Dress-parade at 4.30 p. m.
Jan. 20. Tues. Cloudy, showery. Reg. still in camp under arms.
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Oi'ders are received to inarch to-morrow at 4 a. m. During a break in
the rain to-day, the Reg. is hustled out for a Brigade drill, only to get wet
in the next shower. Late to-night in almost pitchy darkness, the Reg. is
formed in a hollow square, and Col. Stevens makes a fine speech. It is a
night of such intense dai-kness that one remark made hy him is taken too
literally, and ever after serves as a by-word, when a night comes on that
is black enough to make its use seemingly appropriate : " Men of the
Thirteenth, the eyes of New Hampshire are upon you ! " The Reg. is
fairly in their quarters, and settled for the night, when about 10 j). m. the
rain again begins to pour furiously.
A barrel of dried apples was drawn for rations, and the apples proved
to be mouldy, sour, rotten, black. One man of the 13th upon taking up
a bunch of them from the reeking mass, with the hook used to draw things
out of barrels, held them up and examined them, while he himself pre-
sented a countenance of utter melancholy and disaj^pointment, and re-
marked : " O if my poor dear mother could only see what her darling son
is going to have for his supper to-night ! " provoking a general burst of
laughter. Melancholy overdone is the most ridiculous of all drollery.
Jan. 21. Wed. Very severe rain storm. The rain commenced last
night about dark, rained all night, for many hours literally pouring, and
rains aU day to-day. The tents leak very badly, and scarce a man in the
Reg. can keep dry. The Thirteenth is up and all ready to strike tents at
2.30 a. m. Those having spare shelter tents can leave the roofs of their
huts on, all other roofs must be taken off ; which order would uncover
two thirds or more of the huts. It rains very hard at this hour, the wind
has been high aU night, and the whole country is flooded. Soon the men
are ordered to remain in quarters until orders come to move ; officers are
going from tent to tent to tell the men what to do to avoid needless ex-
posure to the cold storm. Orders to move do not arrive, though the signal
gun was fired at 3 a. m., and the Long-roll was sounded all through the
camp. The rain and mud stops all movements of the Union army, ex-
cepting concentration. At 4 a. m. it rains like a cloud-burst.
Language cannot describe the scene of this attempted movement. Gen-
Hooker's and Gen. Franklin's Grand divisions move off in the mud, and
rain, while we look on and await our turn. Orders for us to march are
countermanded about 4 a. m. A whole division of one of the Corps
laid out in the fearful storm of last night, near our camp, and without any
shelter whatever. They kept so still that their presence was known to
but few until daylight.
Some little time ago the men received a ration of " desiccated vege-
tables," and visions of a rare feast danced through ten thousand heads.
The ration was cooked, and proved to be some half a dozen different kinds
of vegetables and roots cut up in pieces and dried ; but they were dirty,
sandy, mouldy, and utterly uneatable. The men received them on their
plates in liberal quantities, and after one taste threw them away in dis-
gust, not caring where they fell — the camp was paved with them. The
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men dubbed them '' desecrated vegetables." A better surprise was a
quantity of " Boston brown bread," fresh and wann when it reached
our camp.
Jan. 22. Thurs. Rainy, cold, disagreeable, and the mud almost fath-
omless. The whole Keg. is hurried off early for picket duty on the river
near the Lacy House. A strong, double line of ])ickets are posted along
much of the river bank. The Lacy House was once a splendid place, but
is now terribly torn and battered. The storm yesterday and last night
was of rain and sleet, the northeast wind at times a gale. The roads
were soon bottomless ; wagons sunk to the bodies, and hundreds of nmles
and horses lay stranded and helpless in the clay. Teams are doubled
and trebled ; even as many as twelve horses harnessed to one twelve-
pounder gun, but aU in vain. The roadways and paths across the coun-
try are strewn with every conceivable kind of aimy materiel, from mus-
kets and accoutrements to cannon, caissons, supply wagons, lumber,
ponton boats and planks, dead horses and nmles. Many men, too, en-
feebled by the hardships and exposures of this worst camp of all camps,
have succumbed in this storm, fallen out, and died by the roadside, from
cold, wet and fatigue.
The rebels over the river shouted to our mud-bound pontonniers :
" Wait till morning, after it has done raining, and we '11 come over and
help you build your bridge." It was Gen. Burnside's intention to attempt
a crossing at Banks' Ford, and at other fords above the city. Our field-
guns posted along the bluffs have been hauled back a little out of sight of
the enemy, but many cannot be brought back to camp because of the mud.
Even at this time, our pickets near the Lacy House cross the river in a
boat to-night, and trade with the rebel pickets.
Jan. 23. Fri. Fair. Reg. returns from picket at noon. Lieut. For-
bush returns to camp from home. The recent movement is called the
' Mud INIarch,' and thousands of the nuid-larks are coming home in a
sorry looking condition. There is any amount of chaffing, and coarse
fun. as the muddy columns pass. The storm abates with light showers.
The rebels have a large board set up on the Fredericksburg shore, and
lettered : " Burnside and his army stuck in the mud." It is read dis-
tinctly with the aid of a glass. Little cannon, field-i)ieces. pass camp
drawn by twelve horses to a gun. The nnid rolls away from the axles
in great chunks, and the horses flounder and plunge ; in a word every-
thing, excelling the skies and trees, is mud, mud, mud.
Jan. 24. Sat. Fine. Thirteenth paid off this morning for twelve
days, to Oct. 31. 1862, by Maj. S. A. Walker. A detail of IGO men and
thi-ee or four officers sent on picket. Pedlers al)out camj) ; the pedler is
a pay-day parasite. Quarter-master Cheney is dangerously sick with
dysentery and nudarial fever. Thirty-eight sick men, from the Thir-
teenth, are sent in ambulances to new Hospital at Aquia Creek. A ])art-
ridge visits our camp, lights on a tree and is shot and eaten. The
Corps Surgeon inspects the quarters of officers and men, suggests im-
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provements, and orders that no person must lie on the ground. Beds
must be raised at least four inches above the surface. Heretofore hun-
dreds of beds have been made of a few pine boughs thrown upon the
ground, which here is a vast sponge, wet with all the water it will hold,
and half frozen. All day long straggling soldiers have been passing our
camp, muddy, wet, ugly, sour and insubordinate.
Jan. 25. Sun. Rained last night, to-day clear. Usual Sunday
inspection and parade. Whiskey rations have been given out to the men
liberally— usually about one gill per man. Hot strong coffee is better.
A great quantity of quinine is taken ; salt relieves its bitterness. To-
day there is formed in the Regiment a Masonic Relief Association having
40 members, one half of them officers. Its purposes are to attend to
the wants of the sick, or wounded, to procure for them remedies, food,
clothing, and such comfort as can be secured ; and in all cases where
practicable to send their remains, if they die, home to their friends.
Jan. 26. Mon. Very warm. Reg. drilling. Non-commissioned
officers commence a rigorous term of drill. On one of these warm days
the Thirteenth is again drilled, with their knajisacks on, for several
hours, and rapidly. A part of our drill ground had been a cornfield, the
thawing made the top of the ground very muddy and more slippery than
if greased. Many of the men fell to-day and were badly hurt ; and
some of them return to camp in a complete mud armor. The writer and
several other men were laid up for two or three days with sprained
ankles. Lieut. Kilburn leaves camp for home.
Maj. Gen. Joseph Hooker assumes command of the Army of the Poto-
mac, Maj. Gen. Ambrose E. Burnside having been relieved at his own
request. Generals Franklin and Sumner relinquish their commands.
Jan. 27. Tues. Cloudy, rainy. No drill. Quarter-master Cheney
leaves camp for Washington, very sick. Malarial and typhoid diseases
very prevalent. Still, notwithstanding the great physical and mental
depression here in the army, the old fire of true patriotism, that led these
men to take up arms, now burns as bright, strong and hot as ever. This
suffering army means brisk business when once again the campaign
opens. These sufferings and privations are what patriotism leads a man
to meet, and helps him to endure.
Jan. 28. Wed. Cold. A heavy snow storm sets in about 4 p. m.
with a severe northeast wind, and causes a great deal of damage to the
Thirteenth's frail tents, on the roofs of which it accumulates to the depth
of five or six inches. The cloth roofs have been torn and patched, and
every seam is strained and leaky. It is next to impossible to keep fires
burning in the little fire-places in the tents, and the men have to roU
themselves in their blankets to keep warm. There is water in the bottom
of half the fireplaces, and but little dry wood can be obtained. Nine
tenths of the firewood used is green pine.
Rice is complained of and as rations roundly condemned. The men
call it '• swamp-seed," and every other vile name imaginable; and rice is
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truly a very poor substitute for good food. A board of officers investi-
gating the matter, call in a few of the men, and among them Sergeant
Gibbs of E, to learn their opinions concerning rice. They are all loud,
and most severe, in their condemnations, excejiting Gibbs. He is called
upon last, and ])raises rice in terms fully as emphatic as the others' terms
of dislike. He contends that there is no diet so veiy wholesome, con-
venient, and desirable ; especially for men to have while on a forced
march. '• And why," they ask, "is it then so very desirable? " " You
see," answers Gibbs, " men fed on rice can march right along all day,
and all night, they never have to halt for anything — till they dro})
dead." As a consequence of the investigation, rations of rice give way
to something more substantial.
Jan. 29. Thurs, Rain and snow all last night, a hard storm.
Above eight inches of snow falls during the night and morning ; clears
cold about 9 a. m. No drill. The Reg. still have only shelter tents
for the roofs of their huts ; nothing but cheap cotton drilling, and badly
worn at that. Not a tent but what leaks badly, and the men have to
get up, every hour or two, and shake the snow off the roofs. Some tents
are worthless and break under the weight of the wet snow, and the poor
men " double-up " in other tents, already too crowded ; and so they
suffer— wet, chilled, sick, gloomy, disheartened.
Think of it you able bodied army-shirks, cowards, slinks, sneaks ; who
are willing to " let the Union slide," and who now let us do all the fight-
ing and hard work to save it, while you stay at home, and will have an
equal share and benefit, all for nothing, in our hard won successes. Not
one in fifty of you can look a soldier straight in the face. A few hun-
dred of your soulless carcasses set up along the front lines, to shield
honorable men from rebel bullets, every one of them fired by better men
than you, might have saved to Union arms the Battle of Fredericksburg.
Jan. 30. Fri. AVarmer. Snow melting a little. Mud and slush
all over camp. No drill. Dress-parade at sundown. O such thinned
ranks ! In order to keep the men employed, and to divert their minds
from their extreme sufferings, discomforts and privations in this winter
camp, they have been exercised in some form of military drill on every
day during the whole winter, excepting when the weather was very bad
indeed, or the ground so very wet and snowy that marching was next to
impossible.
The bands are forbidden to play pathetic or plaintive tunes, such as
Home, Sweet Home, Annie Laurie, Auld Lang Syne, etc., lest they serve
to dis])irit, and unnerve our suffering men. While we are here in
America's second Valley Forge, the hearthstones of New England are
glowing warm and cheerful, and the traditional nuts, apples and cider
are ])assed as when we used to be at home there. "Wholesome food in
])lenty, warm clothing, snug houses, luxurious beds, all are there ; and
the deserving, and the undeserving, enjoy them alike. "We are not
envious. Those home comforts could to-day stand between hundreds of
us soldiers and death ; hence we long for them.
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Jan. 31. Sat. Veiy cold and clear. Ground frozen hard. Picket
sent from the loth to the river near the Lacy House. One post at the
highway bridge crossing over Brown's Island. Another picket support-
ing a battery on the bluffs ; an extremely cold job on a wide bare plain.
The Tiiirteenth has taken its turn on the picket line, a little oftener than
once a week all the winter.
There has been a serious disturbance over " Regulation Brasses " dealt
out to the Thirteenth ; a miserable, old-fashioned piece of regular army
foolishness. Rightly the Thirteenth rebels, buries or destroys the en-
tire mess of stuff, and tlien jjays the swindle, like honest and indignant
soldiers. About a bushel of the brasses, shoulder-pieces, etc., go into one
deep hole in the ground, at the hour of twelve, midnight, the writer's
with them. " We came down here," the men say, " to put down the
rebellion ; not to garnish ourselves with old brass, and poor at that, and
spend hour after hour in polishing it. We will not submit to such
ignominy."
The rebel pickets, over the river, call to us to come over and try them
now ; and still yell sundry jokes about the mud march. The jioor fellows
over there have so few jokes, that when they get hold of one they think
good, they never know when to drop it.
It is interesting on a sharp, clear morning to go up on the bluff north
of our camp, very early, and listen to the bugle and drum calls, the
Reveille, of these two great armies. The hour is about the same in both,
and if one or the other precedes by a few moments with its first call, the
sounds are soon all mingled together, as if the entire country were celebrat-
ing in some vast jubilee. But it is far enough from a jubilee ; two hun-
dred thousand men are turning out in the cold— shiveinng. grumbling,
growling, and each answering to the roll-call with an angry snap of his
jaws, as if he would like to bite a ten-penny nail in two. and chew the
pieces. Of course there are some who joke, and even laugh ; but both
jokes and laughter freeze upon their lips and drop like icicles to the
ground, or the jokers are kicked, punched and reviled for disturbing the
general tone of the meeting.
Feb. 1. Sun. Rainy afternoon. Reg. came into camp from picket
at 10 a. m., all more or less muddy and wet. No Dress-parade, iio
religious services. Capt. Cummings and Lt. Col. Pearsons of the 6th
N. H. visit camjj. (Lt. Col. Pearsons laid down his life for his country
at the battle on the North Anna river. May 26, 1864.) The people at
home should see the men turn out from the tents when the arrival of the
mail is announced. Nothing more welcome here than letters from home ;
nothing more disappointing than their failure to arrive, or more trying
than the waiting after they are due.
" The rebels have got a board, still nailed up in Fredericksburg, on
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Feb. 2. Mon. Cold, clear. Company drill in the forenoon ; ugly
work in the snow. Lt. Col. Bowers returns to the Reg. this afternoon.
Arrangements are made for granting furloughs of fifteen days each to
two enlisted men in every liundred ; and to two line officers in each regi-
ment, leaves of absence for the same period.
Feb. 3. Tues. Very cold ; snow squalls. No drill. Prof. Lowe's
balloons, sometimes three of them, go up almost every day (and have
done so all winter), and we soon read what he sees from them, possibly,
in the columns of the New York papers ; and that is the first and all we
know about it, though the balloons are not a quarter of a mile distant
from our camji. Our camp is just in range of those balloons and when
the enemy essays, as he frequently does, to burst the big bubbles, we take
the shells. That fact also conduces to make our camp a pleasant place
to sleep and wake in.
Joseph A. Jones of E dies in hospital at Aquia Creek, the first death
in the Company. He was a good soldier, kee])ing up and doing duty
just as long as he possibly could, but the deadly malaria slowly de-
stroyed his vitality, and his life ceased as a clock runs down.
Some one in the Thirteenth stepped outside of his hut into the sharp
air to-night, and in a magnificent voice opened that favorite song of all
songs in the Union army : " Old John Brown." The camp quickly
joined in the song ; it spread to neighboring regiments and on toward
the front, and the grandly swelling chorus must have reached the ears of
the rebels over the river. Other patriotic songs followed. It was a
cheering and inspiriting hour.
Feb. 4. "Wed. Stinging cold. No drill. Capt. Grantman starts
for home on fifteen days' leave. David Hogan of E has an experience
that he can never forget. His round of guard duty takes him near the
Regiment's sinks and cesspools. A large shell, intended by the enemy
for Prof. Lowe's balloon, falls into one of them, bursts there, and scatters
about two cartloads of the vile contents for rods around, nearly burying
Hogan out of sight ; Hogan is unhurt beyond a scare, but his clothing,
and his appetite, are utterly ruined. Another shell strikes a stump near
a shelter tent with two men in it. They jump instantly right through
the roof, taking cloth, poles and all with them, for a little ravine close
to the side of the tent opposite the stump. The shell does not burst, and
the two men fit up cam^J again on the old ground.
Our camp seems to wear a more cheerful face since the return of Lt.
Col. Bowers. Within these two days, it is safe to say, he has visited
every tent, and has shaken hands with every man in the Thirteenth. He
18 everywhere, encouraging and cheering the men.
Nearly every street in this camp is named, and in many cases the
name is inscribed on a bit of board nailed to a tree or corner of a hut.
Hundreds of the huts also are conspicuously marked with names or
legends ranging through every grade of notion and idea. Several of the
worst sort of huts are labelled Home, Sweet Home. Here is Lincoln
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Street and Burnside Avenue ; Starvation Alley and Mud Lane ; Astor
House and Swine Hotel ; Dew Drop Inn and We 're Out ; Post No Bill
Street and Thompson's Chateau. Come Jine Us, offsets Git Out, and
Happy Family, balances with Tiger Den. One street rejoices in the
name of Mud Alley, and near it is Sunny Lawn under a huge pine-tree
where the sun never shines and grass never grows. An especially muddy
place near Chaplain Jones's tent is called Holy Park.
Feb. 6. Thiirs. Very cold. Snow in the forenoon, and rain in the
afternoon and all night. Another long period of miserable experiences with
the shelter-tent roofs of the huts. What with rain, snow, mud, cold, and
wind, inside the tents and huts nearly as bad as outside, there has been
little comfort for the past two weeks. Fully one half of the huts of the
men have broken in, or broken down in parts. The day closes with a
severe northeaster. The snow continues until 3 p. m., then the storm
turns to rain, which pours heavily all through the night. The mud is
washed out of the cracks between the logs, in the walls of the huts, and
the rain pours in. The pork or flour barrels on the tops of the chimneys
are all blown off, and before morning many of the chimneys, made of
mud and sticks, also go down.
Some reader may think that the picture of this winter camp is over-
drawn ; but let him inquire of the survivors, or read other accounts, and
especially hospital records and death rolls, and he will conclude to dis-
card the vehicle of language to bear to him a true account of this camp's
abominations, and depend upon his imagination altogether. The camp
and its miseries, discomforts and sufferings are simply indescribably bad.
The earth is saturated with water. Men whose tents were set upon the
little cellars dug among the roots of trees, have found after a rain storm, a
temporary bubbling sjjring under their bed, or in the middle of their little
floor space. One tent in the loth was for this pleasant reason dubbed
" Cold Spring House," and another, " Geyser Number Forty-Two." At
most we can give but a few of the facts, and no string of facts can ever do
the subject justice. Many of the men in sheer desperation cut the state-
ments of their outrageous experiences short with the roughest of old
English and a burst of most vicious profanity, by way of relieving their
pent-up feelings of indignation. Frequently the floors of the little cellars,
just after a rain storm, are covered with ice-cold water from two to six
inches deep, and the water has to be bailed out as from a leaky boat
;
such is the house and land we live in. A soldier of the 13th writes home :
" We could have no fire in the fireplace in our tent to-day, for the water
in it is three inches deep ; so we roll ourselves in our blankets, and lie in
bed to keep from freezing." Most welcome orders are received for the
Thirteenth to be ready to-morrow morning, with three days' cooked rations,
to move to Fortress Monroe. Cheers, such as our army, and especially
such as the Thirteenth, never gave before, ring out from regiment to regi-
ment, again and again.
Feb. 6. Fri. Cold, showery ; warm at noon. Reg. ready on time
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to niai'ch— most exceedingly ready ; the men cannot express their readi-
ness to ([uit this place. The First Brigade of our Division— 3d, 9th
A. C.— marches early this morning; the Second Brigade early in the
afternoon. The Thirteenth, and the rest of our Third Brigade, are
under arms all day, waiting to move. The mud is too deep for army
shoes, called in camp language " whangs " and " gun-boats," and tena-
cious enough to pull them off ; hence the troops move away verv slowly,
and march in a very irregular order in search of dry ground. Another
night in the old camp ; with many expressions of disappointment, and
nuich denunciation of the promise of dei)arture as a fable and a sham.
MOVE TO NEWPORT NEWS.
Feb. 7. Sat. Clear, and quite warm in the sunshine at noon. Very
early in the morning the miserable roofs are again pulled off the huts,
and the Reg. packs ready to move. Again we wait under arms all day,
nearly. The men build fires, by order, for the day at morning and even-
ing is very chilly. There is a large lot of fresh beef in camp, and the
men have a splendid dinner. The last dinner in the Falmouth camp is
the best one ever known there. We destroy a large quantity of food
supi)lies of every sort, which cannot be moved ; among the rest, a lot of
' old government ' Java coffee, of the regular brand used in the army.
Fires are built upon it, and then water is poured on. First Sergt.
Thompson and Sergt. Van Duzee of E, and others in the Reg., leave their
huts standing exactly as occupied all winter, roofs on and fires burning
on tlie hearth. The Thirteenth leaves camp at 4.30 p. m., marches to
Falmouth station, distance two miles, takes cars, most of them box freight
cai's, at 6.30 p. m., arrives at Aquia Creek, after the fifteen mile ride,
about 9 p. m., and bivouacs at 10 p. m., at the wharf, in cars, in boxes, on
boards, anywhere, everywhere. Some of the men capture a few bales of
hay, from cars on a side track, spread it deep on the floor of sundry
cattle cars, and thus have a fine clean bed to sleep on. Here they remain
until called to go on board the boat.
Good-by Valley Forge Number Two. No place where men can exist at
all for three winter months can be much worse, so any change is welcome.
Any one desiring to learn how much we have enjoyed this camp can
gain experimentally some idea of the matter by taking a sheet oft' his bed,
making a tent of it, pitching the tent in any common swamp in New Eng-
land, and living in it through the months of February. INIarch and April
;
the experience will be more nearly similar to ours at Falmouth, if he has
about half enougli of clothing, and his rations are hard bread, coffee and
salt beef, none of it too good and always a scanty supply. This winter
camp has been an indescribable mixture of the diabolical, pathetic, laugh-
able, dismal, droll, horrid, funny, sick, ])icturesque, abominable, comical,
damnable, amusing and outrageous, all at once and continually. Men
laugh, joke, and die ; men cry, and die ; men suffer the excruciating tor-
ments of rheumatism and fever, and die ; men waste away in mind and
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body without a twinge of pain, and die ; all side by side, and in tent by
tent. A party of congenial spirits, sick, suffering and almost hopeless,
gather in a tent, bemoan, whine and wail, and act like whipped children
;
in an adjoining tent a party, ecpial in all points of actual suffering, pour
all their miseries into an unending stream of fun, joke, gibe, frolic and
glee to drown their soi*rows ; the next day one or more of each i)arty is
dead, or on his way to a Hospital, and is never again able to return to
active service ; and so it has gone on, week in and week out, all the long
winter. Another party look their trials, and even death itself, coolly and
deliberately in the face, contrive every i)ossible plan to keep their health,
or to regain it if lost, confidently depending upon the eternal truth that
God helps them who properly help themselves, and almost every one of
these manages to survive. To-day there are not fifty men in the Thir-
teenth regiment who can call themselves well men, and the same has been
true of almost every day since the battle of Fredericksburg ; while the
good spirits of many of the worst sufferers have been preyed upon con-
tinually by the doleful forebodings and scoldings of many of the most
vigorous. There is one bright point of relief : practical Christianity— and
there is no other— was never more fully at work than here. But as for
the whole, write it however you may, language cannot describe this winter
camp ; and while its denizens survive, they will sing of it, scold it, be-
wail it, laugh over it, and most roundly denounce it, all in the same breath.
Feb. 8. Sun. Pleasant morning, cold afternoon. Reg. at Aquia
Creek. We assemble early, have a liberal morning bath, and go on board
the steamer ' George Washington,' about 10 a. m., and are stored as
close as cattle ; but the boys little mind it : we are going to a better place
than Falmouth. Seven companies are on the steamer, the other three on
board the schooner ' Pawnee ' in tow of the steamer. Occasionally on
the trip our Band furnishes fine music. We start at 2 p. m. for Fortress
Monroe. Quite a number, about lUO, of our men receive boxes here from
home, they having been held here to await our coming ; and as a conse-
quence almost everything in them is spoiled. Rich and dainty viands,
sent to the soldiers by loving hands at home, merely serve to feed a few
Potomac fishes, as our boat speeds down the river, and the contents of the
boxes go overboard.
The first court martial convened in the Thirteenth was organized Jan.
30, 1863, to try sundry cases of misdemeanor among the men, and the
detail for the same was Capt. Smith of H, Lieut. Durell of E, Lieut.
Coffin of K, with Lieut. Young of F as Judge Advocate. The condition
of the Reg. was such that no larger detail could be made. Maj. Storer
was at that time in command. This movement necessarily dissolves the
court, and its members reported to the Regiment yesterday for duty.
" Yesterday the sick of the Thirteenth, nearly forty in all, were taken
from the regimental Hospital to the station in ambulances before noon,
and placed in box cars. About 4 p. m. an orderly galloped up to the
Thirteenth Hdqrs., and a moment later the voice of Lt. Col. Bowers was
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heard ordering : ' Fall in Thirteenth ! ' Never was an order obeyed with
more alacrity. The 13th Band struck up ' Marching Along.' And as
we passed up over the hill near the Phillips House, we could see our
abandoned camp, with its mud chimneys and smoking fires presenting
the appearance of a city in ruins. The troops went cheering— glad to
get out of that swamp of mud." Prescott.
III.
CAMP AT NEWPORT NEWS.
Feb. 9. Mon. Fine day- As we move down the bay the air is full
of wild birds, small and large, with ducks, geese and gulls by the thou-
sand. The officers and others use their revolvers freely upon the multi-
tude of feathery game. The use of rifles in the same sport is much de-
sired, but altogether forbidden— Uncle Sam's ammunition is not for the
feathered bipeds. Many transports and war vessels are passing to and
fro on the water, and an enormous fleet hovers around Fortress Monroe,
which we pass about 9 a. m. ; we lay at anchor two or three hours, and
debark at Newport News at 12 noon. About 4 p. m. we are placed
in the old barracks nearest the shore, three companies in a building.
The whole 9th Army Corps is to rendezvous here, numbering 25,000 to
30,000 men of all arms. The 13th last October had 101 men to a com-
pany ; now from 36 to 55 men per company are reported for duty. The
effective force of the Thirteenth is reduced by more than one half.
Feb. 10. Tues. Warm, fine day. Reg. improving quarters, and
eating oysters enough for three regiments. Fine camping ground here
;
a broad, long, sandy plain, running along the bay, clean and dry.
Monitors are at anchor in the bay, and almost numberless vessels of
various kinds. " Got some soft bread," one soldier in the 13th writes.
Another writes : " Letters are as welcome to the soldier as food to the
starving beggar."
Feb. 11. "Wed. Fair, with a few showers. A wonderful change in
the appearance of our men, even in these three days : they are cleaner,
healthier, more cheerful. This is Paradise to Falmouth. Rather chilly
in quarters, however, without fires. Troops are constantly landing in
great numbers. We drill for a few hours. The officers have wall tents,
the men remain in barracks, which are warmer.
Feb. 12. Thurs. Pleasant, breezy, cool. Battalion and Company
drill. We have now soft, fresh, nice flour bread ; the first the men have
had for many weeks. Lieut. Durell of E at home on 15 days' leave.
One man of the 13th is sent to the General Hospital, and the first re-
mark made about his case, by the Surgeon, is : " Rub this man down
with a brick ; let us find him before we attempt to cure him."
Feb. 13. Fri. Fair, cold, breezy. " I prescribed for the sick men
of two companies this morning for the first time." (Prescott.) Bat-
talion and Company drill all day. The Thirteenth not being considered
quite proficient enough in drill, the Brigade commander sets about a
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reform ; and puts us under such strict orders of regularity that we pull off
boots, go to bed, sleej), dream, wake, rise, dress, march, drill, eat, drink,
and pick our teeth, all in one time and two motions, as the tactics say.
One of our Regiment's mules plunged overboard and swam ashore from
the transport to-day ; the change of camji and the weather have " mettled
"
man, horse and mule.
Feb. 14. Sat. Fair, cold, windy. No drill. Hawkins' Zouaves are
standing in line, and on parade. A sutler's wagon drives by with a load,
several barrels, of ginger cookies. A sick zouave near by asks the driver
for a cookie, and is abusively refused. Instantly the zouave regiment
breaks ranks, drops muskets, and " goes for " that load of cookies, and for
several minutes nothing can be seen but a struggling pile of red legs,
and flying about the tangled mass a fountain - like shower of cookies.
After all is over the sutler is paid for his cookies by the impulsive
zouaves, and freely admonished. The writer has just time to see the
scrimmage, and gives a zouave's version of the affair. An army cookie is
about four inches across and half an inch thick and of the average density
of a boot-heel, its color ranging between tan and black ; is made of gin-
ger, molasses— and other things, and contains more seeds of biliousness
and griping stomach-ache than can elsewhere be found in the same sj^ace.
They are best eaten with pickles, half and half— by the hogs.
Feb. 15. Sun. Sunshine and shower. Dress-jjarade and religious
services at 5 p. m. The Chaplain is a good man, but a little too solemn.
There is of necessity solemnity enough here without any shadow of yield-
ing to it. The fact is Chaplain Jones' sympathies have been exceedingly
wrought upon by the sufferings at Fredericksburg, and his health is by
no means rugged. The Rhode Island boys receive two schooner loads
of fresh vegetal)les, sent by the State. We are sorry it was ever said
that " New Hampshire is a good State to emigrate from ; " — what if
that very phrase sliould put it into the head of some one to believe it!
Feb. 16. Mon. Fair. Drill both forenoon and afternoon. A num-
ber of men from upper New Hampshire, sent into the woods to chop, say
that they never saw such fine timber before. If we stay here six months
there wall not be one tree left of a thousand.
Feb. 17. Tues. Hard rain storm all last night and all day to-day.
Keg. keeps within doors ; smokes, jokes, makes merry, sings, plays games,
and begins to enjoy life again. There is but little grumbhng now, though
the weather is cold, we can have no fires, and rations are short and poor
with us, while the men from New York and Rhode Island are feasting.
When on Dress-parade, we face toward the water, and there is no need
to command " Eyes front," for the view is magnificent. Our ammunition
remains a1)oard ship, a fact that makes a long stay in this splendid camp
a matter of great doubt.
Feb. 18. Wed. Storm continues and is furious towards night. No
work done. A party goes duck shooting, and has great success. Tliere
is a slave wliipping - post near camp which shows the wear of much use ;
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a wooden bar nailed across a tree about as high up as a man can reach.
The victim's hands were tied to this while the lash was laid on. There
is scarce a plantation in all the South without its whipping-post.
Feb. 19. Thurs. Rainy forenoon, a clear and cold afternoon. Dress-
parade at 5
I),
m., with a turn of poor drilling. It is so very pleasant
here that the men refer to the Fredericksburg camj) as Camp Misery,
and call it many other names too hard to print. Lieut. Holmes resigns,
and is honorably discharged the service.
Feb. 20. Fri. Clear and fine, windy. Drill forenoon and afternoon.
At Dress-parade the announcement is read that a deserter is to be shot
;
sending a shiver down men's spines. Our men are ordered to have their
shoes blacked, and also ordered not to leave camp " at all ; " but when
they do leave, to wear their coats buttoned up to the throat, to stand and
walk erect, to wear a belt, to have all buttons and brasses shining, and to
set their caps on their heads with a tfy-square, or in words to that effect.
Feb. 21. Sat. Splendid weather, very warm at noon. Reg. fitting
up camp and quarters. The ' Congress ' and the ' Cumberland,' sunk
on Sat. March 8, 1862, by the rebel war-ship ' Merrimac,' are just off-
shore, the ends of masts, and a few timbers only appearing above the
watei". The little monitors lay out in Hampton Roads, waiting to see
what may turn up. All the vessels in the stream, and several batteries
on the shore, are constantly practicing at target firing ; and the shells
skimming along the water, or dropping in vertically, burst and throw up
handsome fountain-like jets of white water, while we sit, in the sunshine,
on the shore, and watch the play. No drill on Saturdays. What Avould
the Base-ballists of the " Great National Game " now, 1887, think to
see some thousands of men, representing almost every company in the
Ninth Army Corps, engaged in playing base ball ? It is safe to say that
two hundred games are going on at once, on some of these days, on
this plain ; probably double that number at times.
Feb. 22. Sun. Snowy, rainy, and the coldest day since we came
here. A snow storm commenced last night about 8 o'clock. Four inches
of snow fell, and this morning it is flying about in a driving northeast wind.
Reg. remains in quarters all day. The barracks leak, are filthy and
vile, are crowded, too, with three companies in each building. The men
improvise all sorts of crazy contrivances to guard themselves against the
cold and the snow ; hoping, as the man said when he wrapped himself in a
fish net, " to tangle up the cold to some extent." Several vessels are
blown high and dry upon the shore. Hundreds of others are tugging
at their anchors, and bounding and plunging like a multitude of huge,
black, ungainly porpoises.
Feb. 23. Mon. Fair, and very cold. Reg. drills, despite the snow,
both forenoon and afternoon. The boys say : " They are fattening us now
to kill." At any rate we live Avell, rations having improved greatly of
late, and we have a plenty of healthful exercise called drilling, on a
splendid smooth drill ground. Col. Stevens and wife leave camp for
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home ; Col. Stevens has twelve days' leave. Lt. Col. Bowers in com-
mand of the Reg. There is much ill feeling now in the army concerning
the negro slaves, who, as freedmen, are numerous here and arrogant.
Many of the soldiers have an idea that all our sacrifices are forced
upon us especially for the benefit of the negroes ; the idea being suggested
by the newspapers insisting that there must be no peace until slavery has
been abolished. A party of officers, who have not seen a white woman
for over two months, visit Norfolk— and stare. One of them pretends to
be frightened, and wants to know " What those queer creatures are, going
about in those Sibley-tent sort o' things."
Feb. 24. Tues. Fine day but cold. The Thirteenth is reorganized,
and the Companies take their new places in the line, according to their
Captains' rank, determined by the date of their muster-in. Many are
extremely dissatisfied, contending that a minute, or an hour, is as good as
a day in any such question of precedence. The change in rank is caused
by an order, from the Adjutant General of the army, directing that all
officers are to rank according to the date of their muster-in, and all mus-
tered-in on the same day are to draw lots for precedence. About as fair,
and about as wise, would it be for Gen. Hooker and Gen. Lee to " draw
lots " for victories and defeats. But worst of all, orders are set as a wall
against all duck-shooting. No more broiled duck, and wild duck broiled
is good. Half the Reg. has been under arrest for shooting duck ; dead
duck and lame duck are all the fashion. A supjily of new clothing
issued to the men, and greatly needed. Our Brigade go out on review —
a frozen review.
Feb. 25. "Wed. Fair, sunny. The Ninth Corps inspected and re-
viewed. A very fine display ; the finest review we have yet seen. Ver^
slow, however, occupying upwards of five hours. The men of the 13th
stand in line, with arms at a shoulder, for over two hours at a stretch.
Hard work to " hold up your gun up " for that length of time, and with-
out changing your position. The review ground is a long, smooth, nearly
level plain, about two square miles in extent. There are 37 regiments of
infantry, 6 batteries and a small body of cavalry in line— above 25,000
men, forming a line over a mile in length. The thousands of bayonets
and the sea of trappings glittering in the sunshine, the dashing horsemen
and wheeling columns are all very fine ; but the long lines of tattered
battle flags tell the tale of many a Ninth Corps field of battle, blood and
death, of victory and of defeat. Many of these flags have but a narrow,
fringed strip of bunting iqi and down the staff.
Feb. 26. Thurs. Clouds and sunshine, cold ; a heavy rain at night.
Reg. resting from their work of yesterday. We start out for a drill, but
a thrice welcome shower sends every man to his quarters. Dress-])arade
at evening. Tlie 103d N. Y. have a fine band, and late last night they
played a delightful serenade near our camp.
Feb. 27. Fri. Fair, windy, quite cold. Company and Brigade
drill, and rather long hours of it. Wild geese are flying over now in
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great flocks. Immense numbers of porpoises are sporting in the bay
near camp ; and both they and the wikl geese overhead go through their
evohitions with as much promptness and regularity, nearly, as some of our
brigades. A quick - speaking officer on Brigade drdl, seeing a muddy
place near by, and being proud of the well blacked shoes of his Company,
orders : " Forward— don't puddle your boots, boys — March ! "
Feb. 28. Sat. Rainy. Inspection in general, camps and all, lasting
about five hours. Reg. mustered for pay by Lt. Col. John Coughlin of
the 10th N. H. Another day of rest would be most acceptable. On the
whole, this month of February has been a time of great gain to this corps
of the army, and the last part of the month has been very delightful in
most resjDects. Many officers and men have visited Fortress Monroe and
Norfolk, and hundreds of photogi-aphs of soldiers have traveled homeward.
White collars and gloves aVe the fashion. The men and officers wear
them while on camp and provost guard duty. We have no picket duty
of consequence to perform at Newport News ; the enemy not near enough
to cause serious concern.
March 1. Sun. Fair, with showers, cold. Division guard-mount-
ing, a big show. Company inspection and Dress-parade. Lieut. E. W.
Goss placed in command of Company I.
March 2. Mon. Fair. Drill forenoon and afternoon. A cold
east wind blows all night. This tongue of sand is the wind's playground.
March 3. Tues. Fair, splendid day. Drill, drill, drill, Brigade and
Battalion. All the members of the non-commissioned staff are required to
drill as regularly as their duties will permit. Officers' mess board is good
here now at a cost of $2.00 per week. Asst. Surgeon Sullivan returns
to camp from home.
March 4. Wed. Fair, cold. Company, Battalion and Brigade drill.
March 5. Thurs. Fair, " confounded " cold. General Inspection
at 9 a. m. Company drill forenoon, Battalion drill afternoon. Dress-
parade. The war vessels in the Roads move up the stream into a naval
line of battle. We enjoy a wide view of a large fleet. The rebel " new
Merrimac " is said to have come down within sight of our fleet.
The burden of the battle of Fredericksburg, and of the winter camp,
follows some men even here, and they cannot throw off the incubus, but
remain unuttei'ably solemn, doleful and dirty. There is one of them in
the Thirteenth, a man who became depressed while burying our dead on
the battle-field. Something must be done with this man to break the
spell ; kindness, scolding or extra duty has had no effect. So on this ex-
ceeding sharp, frosty moi-ning at Roll-call, about daylight, the poor fellow
is ordered to step three paces to the front, and then to turn about and
face his company in line. A corporal— a grim old sailor— and two
strong men are ordered to the front beside him. These take their places,
and are then directed to procure sea sand and soap, and to take this man
at once to the brook, to strip him, and to scrub him from head to foot,
with the soap and sand, as they would scrub a dirty floor. The brook is
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frozen over, and the water is of course icy cold. They start for their
work ; but when about half way to the brook, the man oifers to keep him-
self " satisfactorily clean " if he can be spared this disgrace. He is al-
lowed to try for himself, and directed to report within two hours ; and as
a matter of fact, within a week he is about the biggest dandy in the com-
pany to which he belongs.
March. 6. Fri. F'air morning, cold. Battalion drill in afternoon
broken up by a rain storm. Col. Stevens returns from home. Lieut. Ladd
returns to the Reg. from his long sickness at Washington ; has been ab-
sent since about Dec. 1, 1862.
March 7. Sat. Wet and muddy, no drill. The boys say " they
have had enough of drilling, and would like to try a little sheeting for a
week or two." A soldier in good health sleeps as soundly as a child.
Saturdays are now usually devoted to cleaning camp, arms, etc., not much
else done to-day excepting a Dress-parade about 5 p. m., at which sundry
promotions are announced.
March 8. Sun. Pleasant. Usual Sunday work. Inspection of arms
at 9 a. m., when we all get wet in a shower, our arms, clothing, every-
thing ; a thunder shower in jMarch. Surgeon Richardson starts for home
on leave ; he has been in poor health for a long time.
March 9. Mon. Fair. Reg. inspected by Capt. Hazard Stevens
of Gen. Getty's staff. Drill pronounced good. The Thirteenth is a well
drilled and fine appearing regiment. Of late, especially, almost every man
has exhibited great pride in doing, and appearing, as well as he can.
The battle between the rebel iron-clad ram Merrimac, ten guns, and
the Monitor, two guns, took place, off this shore, March 9, 1862. The
Merrimac withdrew, disabled, to near Craney Island, and soon afterwards
was blown up, and sunk in shoal water that just covers the hulk.
(July, 1887. The Merrimac has been raised and broken up recently,
and sold in Richmond for old iron.)
March 10. Tues. Very stormy, cold. No outdoor work. Reg.
votes for N. H. State governor ; casting for Ilarriman 82 votes, for Gil-
more 153, and for Eastman 324. (Luey's diary.) The Reg. being in
old and dirty barracks, finds it very difficult to keep arms and clothing
clean. Some of the men, a very few, however, are exceeding careless,
and vigorous measures have to be adopted to inculcate practical ideas of
personal cleanliness.
March 11. "Wed. Rainy forenoon Clears, and we enjoy a walk-
round of ten or fifteen miles, in a long Battalion drill ; something special.
The whole 9th Corps is drilling, all up and down the plain as far as we
can see, a grand and stirring scene. Sea breezes, clean camping ground,
splendid rations, for the most part, and the great change in every respect
from the winter camp, has generally transformed the men of the Ninth
Army Cor])s, into fine and magnificent soldiers, self-respecting, erect,
strong, healthy and hearty ; the change in the appearance of the troops,
in one short month is wonderful indeed, while the common camp sports,
frolics, play and entertainment have increased a hundred fold.
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March 12. Thiirs. Fine day, but cold. Company and Battalion
drill. Orders arrive at 11 p. m. for the Reg. to be ready, with two days'
cooked rations, to move to-morrow morning at nine o'clock. The cooks
and those in care of rations and camp equipage work all night. A soldier
in camp is always uneasy— to a live soldier camj) life is no life at all.
The boys are glad to escape this everlasting, long, hard drilling, let come
what may, and greet this move with shouts and cheers. We are going
to Suffolk. The enemy, bold and appearing in force, is threatening our
outposts on the Blackwater. and driving them in. The Thirteenth are
desirous to enter upon an active campaign ; to strike into the business for
which they enlisted, to do their part to close this war, and return to the
callings of civil life, in a permanent Union.
CAMP NEAR SUFFOLK.
March 13. Pri. Clear, cold. Thirteenth promptly in line and
ready at 9 a. m. (one account states that the Reg. was all ready to march
at 8 a. m.— an hour ahead of the specified time), and marches quickly to
the ' Landing '— an old ramshackle affair, and an open bid for accidents.
Here we embark on the steamer ' Croton,' leave the wharf about 11 a. m.,
and sail to Norfolk, sixteen miles, arriving about 2 p. m. ; debark here,
and the boys have two hours to look about the city. As we sail past the
frigate ' Minnesota ' her sailors man the yards and cheer. The weatlier
grows colder and is very damp and chilling. A number of sick men be-
longing to the 13tli, taken a few hours ago from the warm Hospital at
Newport News upon the comfortable steamer, are led, after we cross to
Portsmouth, to some open platform cars. The ride of 20 or 25 miles on
open cars would be almost sure death to several of these men, and Asst.
Surgeon Sullivan — in whose care they are— protests against such treat-
ment. Protests being of no avail he puts his foot down, and refuses, with
all the force he can, to have them put on the open cars at all. A war of
words ensues, and a considerable delay is caused, but the thing is settled.
Box cars, with a good supply of hay, are found, are attached to the train,
the sick men are put in, and we move on toward Suffolk about 5 p. m., the
most of the Reg. on open platform cars. After a slow ride of about 21
miles, we arrive, all half frozen, at our designated camping ground, a
mile below Suffolk, at 6.30 p. m. Too late and dark to pitch our tents,
and the most sleep on the ground in the open air. (" Devilish cold night."
LuEY.) Norfolk and Portsmouth are now very much dilapidated, neg-
lected in appearance, and very dirty.
Gen. Getty's whole Division— 3d Div. 9th A. C.— numbering about
eight thousand men, comes up here to re-enforce Gen. Peck, who has
about eight thousand troops partly entrenched, and is threatened by Con-
federate Gen. Longstreet with 30,000 men, all so posted to the west and
north that they can be concentrated upon Suffolk in twenty-four hours.
They call us now the " Army of Suffolk." The Thirteenth in the 3d
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Brigade of Getty's Div., Col. Button, 21st Conn., commanding. The
order was issued for the 1st Division to move from Newport News to this
point ; but through some mistake our 3d Division was sent here instead.
March 14. Sat. Very cold, clear. Reg. pitches its shelter tents, in
order, this morning, and fits up camp generally. The main road from
Suffolk to Portsmouth runs very nearly east and west where it passes
our camp, and just below camp forks, into Jericho road to the left, and
White Marsh road to the right. Our camp, on the north side of the
main road, and close upon it, about one mile below Suffolk, is on a strip of
low land, some of it very wet, a mere neck, between two swamps. The
famous Dismal Swamp is near by on the south side, and on the north side,
the Nansemond river, about one mile distant. Brig. Gen. Michael Cor-
coran, of the old 69th New York, has his " Irish Legion," four or five
regiments, encamped about half a mile distant from us, across the road,
southward. They have an enormous assembly tent, quite large enough
for a hus'e circus. (Gen. Corcoran was killed by his horse falling ujion
him. Dec. 22. 1863.)
March 15. Sun. Damp, chilly, hazy. Reg. lays out camp-ground
anew and pitches A tents for the officers. Usual Sunday duties. A
number of us visit Suffolk, and find a low, mean, dirty place, which has
long been wasting in carelessness and neglect. The father of Geo. H.
Rollins of E visits camp and tries to obtain a discharge for his son, but
without success.
March 16. Mon. Fair. Regimental courts martial are instituted.
Drill resumed. On coming up here, the other niglit, the 16th Conn, were
dumped from the cars, half frozen and without officers, tents, rations,
guides, or anything— their train having been cut in two somewhere on
the road. It was as dark as Egypt, and they knew neither where to go
nor where to stay. They started off, however, for somewhere. First
they tumbled down the railroad bank five or eight feet, then rolled over
in water and mud two or three feet deep, then climbed up a steep bank,
smashed through a fence, straggled through brush to clear ground and
halted ; then they nearly tore down a good house for firewood and built
several large fires, and finally a New York regiment, hearing their noise,
sent out and took care of them.
March 17. Tues. Pleasant. Reg. not doing much excepting work on
the camp. St. Patrick's Day, and Corcoran's Irish Legion celebrate it in a
high, barbaric fashion. Gathering all the horses he can, he mounts them
with his best riders ; mounts all the buglers he can obtain ; calls in a
battery of mountain Ijrass-hoAvitzers ; makes an assembly of this large
mounted host— a thousand or two apparently— and ])arades on the road.
Then joined by his whole staff, up somewhere near Suffolk, he brings the
whole cavalcade, in full uniform, bugles sounding furiously, and the
mounted l)ands ])laying " St. Patrick's Day in the Morning," tearing
down the road, and through camp, all their horses galloping at their
highest .speed. A stirring show, a tremendous hullaballoo. Four Irish
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regiments also turn out and march in grand procession through camp
;
their banners very numerous and gay. Each man wears a sprig of ever-
green in his cap. Three mottoes are— " Erin and Columbia ; " " Irish-
men to the rescue ; " " Erin go bragh." The volunteer Irish element in
our ai*my is generally a magniticent fighting material— brave, reliable,
true. The day closes with a torchlight procession, extremely noisy, but
all in good nature. The whole day a wild scene from Old Ireland's wild
hills and vales, acted more wildly in the wildest swamp of Virginia.
Mrs. Stowe in " Dred " describes the Dismal Swamj) most admirably
but she never saw it with the annex of three or four thousand* wild Irish-
men, all shouting, yelling and cheering at once.
Some of Corcoran's men during the day cajiture a big negro cook in
the 13th, known as "Nigger Joe," take him to their camp, strip him
nearly naked, and make a " rainbow nigger " of him ; pamting him in
patches, bars and stripes, yellow, green, red, blue— every color they can
muster, and then turn him loose. He returns to the 13th camp, running
as if for dear life, scared half out of his wits, and looking worse than the
evil one. This is another phase of the Irish question.
March 18. Wed. Very cold and disagreeable, some rain. Reg.
building a bridge across the swamp to rifle-pits. Reg. receives whiskey
rations again. Hot, strong coffee is better. The 25th New Jersey,
some of whom broke back through the Thirteenth, on the night of Dec.
13, 1862, in the charge at Fredericksburg, are now encamped about half
a mile below our camp, and near " Jei'icho." They are out, or are going
out, of our Brigade— Col. Dutton's. We seem to be Brigaded vari-
ously, nowadays, for field pur])oses. One thing sure : wherever there is
a ticklish, dangerous and hard place, there they will put the Thirteenth
to hold the line firm. Several prisoners brought into our camp last night
report the enemy in heavy force, above Suffolk, and about 18 miles
distant.
March 19. Thurs. Rainy, snowy, cold. Reg. remains in quarters,
the men rolled up in their blankets to keep warm. Heavy hail storm
towards night. Reveille nowadays at the break of day, and half the
time before daylight. Our cavalry vedettes are about four miles in ad-
vance of the infantry, on this front.
March 20. Fri. Snow storm ; nearly six inches in depth falls over
all the camp, the wind, very severe, piling the snow in heaps, and driving
it into every crack and cranny. The men, in shelter tents only, suffer
severely. As one soldier of the 13th writes : " We have to sleep under
a cotton sheet drawn over a pole. We keep warm by going to bed and
covering up thick." Capt. Stoodley leaves camp for home on fifteen
days' leave.
March 21. Sat. Stormy all day. Reg. in quarters, such as they
are. This storm— hail, snow and rain mixed— caught us in a very
awkward situation. When it commenced, we had just begun to fit up
our camp, having taken down our tents for the purjiose of putting them
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up in a better order ; and were all in a hubbub. No camp could easily
be in a worse condition. Sevei^al men crawled into empty barrels, leaving
their feet out or heads out, and slept as " short " as nature would allow.
Tlie want of proper shelter lays up a large number of men. The com-
pound of snow, hail and mud is nearly a foot deep all over camp. While
we are in this mess, the story comes along to-day, that we are going at
once to Tennessee ! The Colonel of the 89th New York takes pity on the
loth, cleans some barracks, and offers them to Col. Stevens, and our
Colonel declines them, for some reason. It is very difficult Co keej) fires
burning out of doors, and none at all can be had in the tents and all the
men have suffered severely from the cold, the snow and the i"ain.
March 22. Sun. AVarm, very muddy. Reg. in quarters. Usual
Sunday duties so far as possible. Our three days of storm have made
very bad work for the guard and pickets, and the Reg. in camp has been
but a little better off. Many men found themselves in the mornings ac-
tually blanketed deep in snow. In fact some of the situations are posi-
tively laughable as well as pitiable. Three cold, dismal days indeed, and
continuous snow, hail and rain for over 48 hours. Warmer to-day, how-
ever. A sharp skirmish is reported at the outposts, where we have
heard heavy firing to-day. A few rebel prisoners come in to-night, and
one of them on being asked what regiment he belonged to, replied : " To
Lorngstrit's Ormy Co', er'ekn." ('' Co' " for Corps.) One man of the
13th writes of to-day : " It has snowed and rained all the time for 48
hours, and we have had to lie in our tents to keep from freezing. Mud
from six inches to six feet deep. Saw an immense host of niggers, and
their young ones of all sizes and colors. I killed two snakes to-day."
Probably a true mixture ! The snakes entered many of the tents for
shelter, when the storm commenced.
March 23. Mon. Fine day and warm. It is said that the enemy's
troops along the Blackwater have no shelter at all, excepting such as they
can improvise out of pine boughs, etc. They would better come down and
take our camp— it is a beauty. We would soon be mutually warmed up,
and we all need it. A party from the Reg. attended church yesterday
in Suffolk. The citizens kept away ; none of them will attend church
where there are any Yankees. Wags put up signs : " AU seats free I "
Many officers in the 13th are short of funds, while a recent order de-
prives them of the privilege of obtaining rations from the Commissary on
credit I But where is the officer in the Thirteenth stupid enough to
starve for his country ? The whole land flows with milk and honey—
for those who know where to send a spry forager to procm*e them.
March 24. Tues. Cloudy ; showery afternoon. Dress-parade at
sundown. Our ])ickets go out every morning for 24 hours. A thin line
of cavalry vedettes are stationed about four miles from camj) ; the in-
fantry outposts about 3^ miles from camp. The worst danger is from
" Bush-whackers," men who pretend to be farmers in the daytime, and
who shoot our pickets at night. vSurgeon Richardson returns to the Reg.
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to-night. Regimental Hospital moved to a dry piece of ground, and a
board floor laid.
March 25. Wed. Fair. Reg. drills all day. Detail cutting logs.
We already have quite a sti'ong line of earth-works around our camp.
March 26. Thurs. Fair. Nights very cold. Heavy detail, 200
men, sent out on picket ; squad drill in afternoon. Along here one day
a detail from the Thirteenth penetrated the Dismal Swamp for about
two miles, making their way at times on floating logs. They came out
near a canal, where they jjassed the night, and then returned to camp,
having had enough of that kind of scouting. The reverberations of a
cannon shot heard in the swamp are deafening. Lieut. Forbush, officer
of the day, has a large quantity of white, clean sand hauled into camp
to-day, and dresses the sidewalks with it, covering up the black, vile mud.
A very great inq)rovement.
March 27. Fri. Fair. Pickets return. Company drill. Capt. Dodge
of B returns from leave. Some of the companies now have quite com-
fortable quarters, but the camp-ground is very wet. The picket sent to-
day from the Reg. numbers 200 men, with Lt. Col. Bowers, Major
Storer, Captains Grantman, Julian and Buzzell, and Lieuts. Wilson, Cui--
tis. Sawyer and Saunders. Ten men are sent to work on a bridge, forty
are detailed for fatigue, in care of camp, etc., and sixty for guard duty of
various sorts. The rest drill, in squads, and on Brigade drill also. Capt.
Bradley, in temporary command of the Reg. in camp, holils a Battalion
drill with less than five men to a company, and goes through all the
movements, strictly according to " Casey." A sample day.
Our " wells " here are made by sinking a flour barrel in the ground.
The water tastes as a brick yard, or a new, wet country road might taste.
The color a '•yellowish-nasty." The reptiles are just now thawing out,
and these little wells are their chief delight. A man's coffee of a morn-
ing is more refreshing, if, when he goes to his well for water, he first
takes a stick, and drives out of the water its last night's occupants — a
snake or two, some toads, and frogs, and lizards, and a multitude of in-
sects ; for then he dips up their bed clothes, so to speak, and makes his
coffee out of their unwashed linen. If he has no well, he varies the fla-
vor, by procuring water from a pool, where in addition to the above list
of regular boarders, there have bivouacked for a period, some old shoes,
fags, bones and a few turtles. This is a little sketch of a No 1 coffee-
vater well. " You go for a soldier— and you take your chances."
Sergt. Gibbs of E.
March 28. Sat. Cloudy, very windy. Heavy thunder storm about
one p. m. '• Linen tents slacken when wet, and the wind plays the
Dickens with them to-day ; walloping them off the poles, and tearing out
the lopes." The men have to turn out under arms at dayUght ; no
furloughs allowed ; signs of coming trouble. The 11th Penn. cavalry
have on exhibition the Confederate '' Rocketts Battery," recently cap-
tured.
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March 29. Sun. Fair ; very cold at night. Regimental inspection
in the t'oreiioon ; brigade Dress-parade in the afternoon ; both well done.
A few members of the Reg. attend church— Episcopal— in Suffolk
town. Chaplain Jones at home on leave.
Charles A. Lull, our drummer-boy, has reddish yellow hair. He and
Ira E. Wright, the other drummer-boy, greatly enjoy a chat with Lt.
Col. Bowers. The writer called at the tent of his most excellent friend
Lt. Col. Bowers and found these two boys there. After they withdrew,
the Lt. Colonel turned to the writer, and said : " These boys make me
feel young again. Wright and that brass-mounted boy are the oldest
men in this Division ; I am but a mere youth compared with them—
but I like these promjjt, smart boys."
Surgeon George B. Twitchell went with the Regiment into Virginia
and remained with it during the most of the time up to the battle of
Fredericksburg, but during that battle he was detained in Washington.
His eminent abilities soon led to his being detailed as Brigade Surgeon
on the staff of Arthur H. Dntton, Colonel of the 21st Conn, comdg. 3d
Brigade 3d Div. 9th Army Corjjs, in December 1862. He did not
again return to the Thirteenth, and was present in no battle where the
Thirteenth was engaged. March 24, 1863, he resigned to receive pro-
motion, having been appointed Surgeon U. S. Vols, by commission dated
January 7, 1863, and bearing the signatures of President Abraham
Lincoln, and Edwin M. Stanton, Secretary of War. On receiving this
appointment he was ordered to report to Gen. U. S. Grant, then com-
manding De})t. of Tennessee, and was assigned to duty as Surgeon in
Chief of the 7th Division of the 17th Army Corj^s, about April 15, 1863.
After the fall of Vicksburg, July 4, 1863, he was assigned to duty as
Surgeon in Chief of the 6tli Division of the 17th Army Corps, at which
post he remained until he W'as honorably discharged the service because
of disability, Sept. 15, 1863. He was ever a faithful, true friend to the
Thirteenth, both during the war and afterwards.
March 30. Mon. Cloudy, cold ; showery afternoon. Brigade drill.
Dress-parade at sundown. A numl)er of men sent with Descriptions to
Battery A, Heavy Artillery, as a permanent detail.
March 31. Tues. Rained heavily all last night and this forenoon
;
afternoon cold and clear. Mud deep ; no drill. March is as hard and
blustering South as North. The Reg. ordered to send a strong picket tJ
near the small-pox Hospital on Jericho Creek about three miles from
camp. The Brigade, all excepting the 13th, are ordered to build and
garrison forts. This means any amount of marching-about for our Reg.
A large force of cavalry passes camp outward bound.
April 1. "Wed. Cold, fair, a high wind. Battalion drill, and the wind
makes such a noise that we cannot hear the orders. Negroes find their
way to our camp— out of slavery, fresh — with steers and cows harnessed
to carts just as horses are, bits and all. and are the happiest persons in
the whole Confederacy. On picket to-day "Wooster E. Woodbury of C
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climbed a tall pine-tree near the small-pox Hospital, Suffolk, to look
within the enemy's lines over the river ; one of the bravest acts clone in
the Regiment, the tree being within easy rifle-shot of the rebels.
April 2. Thurs. Cold. Company drill. It is not an unusual thing
here now for a soldier, on rising in the morning, to shake out of his bhm-
kets a full-grown snake, a copperhead or moccasin. These cool nights
cause the snakes to desire warm bedfellows.
April 3. Fri. Cold and windy. We sign Pay-rolls for four months'
pay now due, and draw A tents. Two good things at once. An A tent
is small, but when mounted on walls of logs— " stockaded "— it makes a
good roof, and holds on better than any other. The amount of shamming,
'' playing sick," in the Reg. becomes a serious question. Rheumatism is
the favorite plea. A hypodermic injection in the region of the muscle
complained of works some wonderful cures — especially of all desire for
another injection. Our Surgeon is a first-class genius.
April 4. Sat. Rainy, cold, windy, and snow falls to-night to the
depth of about six inches. No drill. Heavy detail on picket, a terrible
work in this weather. Loud cannonade heard about dark. Our cavalry
have a brush with the enemy, a few miles above our camp, and drive
him ; but four horses, with empty saddles, come slowly back this morn-
ing into camp. Capt. Stoodley returns to the regiment from leave.
Our pickets leave camp under Capt. Goss at 8 a. m., and go out about
five miles on the line that runs from the railroad to the Nansemond,
where there are two Union gunboats. The night is very dark, a wet snow
falling from 4 p. m. until near morning, then followed by a heavy rain.
The pickets have no shelter. Division teams and ambulances come to
camp to-day. Ex-Lieutenant Albe Holmes of H, Avho resigned Feb. 19,
1863, is nominated by Lieut. Gafney for sutler of the 13th, and is to-day
elected by a unanimous vote— save one.
April 5. Sun. Cold, some rain. No work outside of quarters, ex-
cept a Dress-parade at sundown. Last night, an April snow storm, of
nearly six inches, gave us the parting blow of winter. It has been cold,
wet and generally hard weather for campaigning since we came over here.
The weather is a great item in the soldier's life when in the field. He is
often confined to one spot for many hours of extreme exposure, while all
his life is spent practically out of doors. Pickets are relieved at 11 a. m.
and return to camji through snow and mud knee deep. A tents arrive
for the men of the 13th.
" I was posted to-day a sentinel in front of Col. Stevens' Hdqrs.
There was a continual stream of ofiicers— Generals, Colonels, and others—
calling upon the Colonel, and I was kept very busy saluting them as they
passed in and out. Just before I was relieved, Adjt. Boutwell came out
of Col. Stevens' tent, with paper and pencil in hand, and said that Col.
Stevens wished my name and company. Knowing that I had done nothing
wrong, and had been proni])t and correct in my salutes. I did not feel
much worried, but still I was anxious to know what it meant. Well, at
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Dress-parade this afternoon, an order was read ai)})ointing me to the posi-
tion of left general guide of the Regiment. As the directions are that
:
' The two best drilled Sergeants in the regiment shall act as right and
left general guides,' I naturally felt complimented by being selected from
nearly a thousand men— or boys as we were then— and placed in such
a responsible position. I acted in this ca})acity until April 24, 1864, when
I was detached for duty at Division Headquarters."
Wm. H. Spiller, Co. C.
April 6. Mon. Fair. Reg. paid to March 1, 1863, for four months.
Had a review instead of a Dress-parade. Bad— too much nuul. Reg.
ordered to turn out under arms at daylight ; to remain under arms half
an hour, then stack arms in line of battle. About a dozen men from each
company are daily detailed for picket duty, and remain in camp, armed
and equipped for an instant call.
April 7. Tues. Fair. Battalion drill on rough ground. The new
greenbacks go largely to Suffolk, and find a poor market. We have seen
but few ladies since leaving the vicinity of Washington last December.
Some of the men say that for four months they have not set eyes upon a
white woman. Under these circumstances men are somewhat excusable
for staring when a white woman appears. Two a])peared to-day in Suf-
folk, visiting town, from a distant plantation, on a shopping tour, and
elegantly clad. They are young, handsome, and aristocratic in appear-
ance. They are seen to enter a dry goods store, and we naturally wait to
see them when they come out— if they don't keep us waiting too long.
Presently they appear, take their carriage and drive off. Carriage— a
little, old, rickety, country " ding-cart " on two wheels, that go wabble-
wabble— the two beautiful ladies sit on straw spread on the bottom of the
cart ; driver— a little, ragged darkey mounted on a high stool in the
front part of the cart ; harness — a combination utterly tangled, of strings
and ropes, with many ends hanging ; team — a small, poor, bony, dirty,
yellow-red cow! No " antique and horrible " procession ever had a more
ridiculous turn-out. The rebels had taken from the family all movable
property of any value, for military purposes, as they said.
April 8. Wed. Fair. Grand Review of the 3d Division by Gen.
Peck and Gen. Getty, in the afternoon. Verj' tiresome in the mud, by
which the troops are badly spattered, but still a fine review. Our A tents
are now mounted for roofs on log walls about three feet high. Bunks
(beds) are made on each side, and across the back end. A bunk is made
in this way : four forked sticks are driven into the ground, and left stand-
ing about one foot high. In these forks strong sticks are placed cross-
wise the bunk, and upon these are placed long, small poles, lengthwise the
bunk. Spread upon the poles are red-cedar boughs, if possible to pro-
cure them, or those of the pine, or leaves, hay, or what best can be had.
On the boughs is spread a rubber blanket ; the woolen blankets are used
to roll one's self up in. The result is a springy, elastic and easy bed fit
for the warrior gods tliemselvcs ; or for a better ])ers()n— the Union sol-
dier. Red-cedar boughs make the best bed. fragrant and soporific.
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April 9. Thurs. Fair. Company and Battalion drill. Reg. works
hard and long on its miserable canip-grounds, makes streets, digs ditches,
etc., to give it the semblance of dry ground. The whole Dismal Swamp
region is a vast peat bog, and is like a sponge full of water. Seven bad
men, for doing bad deeds, sit on a rail near the guard-house, for several
hours. The contrivance is called the " guard-house mule ; " it raises them
about ten feet above the ground — a fine perch for human buzzards. There
is a class of men in the army who, on the eve of any move, put up a job
to make trouble, for the purpose of being placed under arrest, and so es-
cape duty, and, may be, danger. They plan for this weeks ahead. They
are caught, occasionally and deserve a severe punishment. A few hun-
dred of them would paralyze a brigade.
Because of the little excitement along the front, the colored people are
hurrying within our lines in large numbers. They come in poor, desti-
tute, starved and ragged. Rations are delivered them by the government.
While the adults excite some sympathy among the men, it is naturally
less than the black children receive. The odd scraps of the soldiers'
poorest rations are better food than these little fellows have been accus-
tomed to receiving ; and they gather about the men at their meals, watch-
ing every motion with their large, pathetic, longing eyes. As a result
they receive many a nice fresh lunch ; but while their mouths are equally
full of food and flooding thanks, both their hands are ready to steal all
they can reach and hold— so much for slavery's moral training. The
men hire the negroes to sing and dance ; it is a source of unending amuse-
ment.
SIEGE OF SUFFOLK.
April 10. Fri. Fair, warm. The camp was full of rumors all last
night. Many officers kept awake nearly all night, expecting momentarily
to be called out, and to meet the enemy. The camp guard were ordered
to allow no man to pass out or in without satisfactory pajjers, and the re-
sult was a motley gathering at the guard-house. Early this morning the
arms and ammunition of every man in camp are closely examined, and a
special muster is made of all the troops in our Division. At 7 a. m. Com-
panies A, H, and G, with Major Storer in command, leave camp and go
down on the Nansemond three or four miles, a part for picket, and a part
to garrison a fort. The 21st Conn., on the river about four miles below
Suffolk, have a A^ery fine camp, and are building their famous " Fort Con-
necticut." One of these heavy artillerymen of the 21st, as our pickets
pass their camp, assumes a contemptuous manner and tone, and asks
Lieut. Churchill where— as he was pleased to call us— '' this dirty Thir-
teenth " is going. Churchill replies : '' We 're going, of course, to relieve
the 21st Conn. — who are frightened by the muski'ats down here." This
ended the conversation. Lieut. Churchill was quick at upsetting sauce-
boxes.
While the other seven companies of the Reg., left in camp, are on
Dress-jiarade about 5 p. m., orders arrive for them to march. They stack
arms, break ranks, go to quarters, pack up, and are in line again in less
than fifteen minutes — all i-eady. The majority were back in their
places in eleven minutes. They start about 6.30 p. m. and march until
10.30 p. m., and about nine miles down the Nansemond, before having
supper; and then lay on their arms all night— on the bare, wet ground,
in thick woods, and in line of battle— prejjared for an instant move.
Gen. Longstreet's first regular advance in force upon our lines is made
to-day, and he is expected to attempt to force a passage of the river to-
night at this point where we lay ; for which purpose he has had a road-
way, winding and masked, cut down the sloping bank to the water's edge
just opposite our place of bivouac. We hope he will try it. The Thir-
teenth, the 4th R. L and the 103d N. Y. occu})y to-night a position di-
rectly opposite the mouth of Western Branch and are enjoined to be
prepared for action ; the night here, however, passes in quiet, though we
can hear heavy firing in the distance. Troops ordered to New Berne are
held here for a time as a measure of safety. A soldier of the Reg. writes
home— and it shows the uncertainty of campaigning life : " The drums
to-day beat the call for Dress-jjarade as usual. On assembling, the men
are ordered to hurry to their tents, get one day's rations, their blankets,
etc., and to fall in again as soon as possible. This done, we were soon on
our way for a place unknown to us, and marched about ten miles."
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April 11. Sat. Clear. Now come the shovels. We commence at
tlie first gleam of daylight this morning to dig rifle-pits and trenches, and
to build a fort close upon the bank of the Nansemond, working in connec-
tion with the 4th R. I. We work all day shoveling, turn in at dark, are
again called about 9 p. m., and start on a hasty march back again to our
camp near Suffolk, leaving all our provisions, supplies and heavy baggage
on the river bank. Some of our men fall asleep while marching, trij)
their toes, and fall headlong. Companies G and H are relieved, but
Company A, Capt. Grantman, is left for two or three days ; and when
the men of the loth come again, to relieve tliem. Company A thinks they
may be the enemy, prepares for a fight, and halts them at a long distance,
until they find out who are coming. Capt. Grantman has no counter-
sign, hence his extreme caution. The Union troops stationed across the
Nansemond are withdrawn to-night, under cover of the gunboat ' Stepping
Stones,' Capt. C. C Harris, and the bridge at Suffolk is destroyed. The
Long-roll resounds, twice to-night, all up and down the Union lines.
Gen. Peck is chief in command. Gen. Getty has command of the river
defenses. The story in camp is that Gen. Longstreet, counting upon his
greatly superior numbers, hoped to cut Gen. Peck's troops off, by crossing
the river in overwhelming force, and so capture the entire garrison ; and
is greatly ' non-plused ' when he finds Gen. Getty's troops posted in
force all along the river from Hill's Point to Suffolk, and ready to meet
him at every point.
April 12. Sun. A pleasant day. Col. Corcoran shot and killed
Lt. Col. Kimball, 9th N. Y., on the picket line at 4 o'clock this morning.
The cause of the shooting is unknown.
Reg. arrives at camp near Suffolk about 1.30 a. rn., and turns in for a
little rest— only to be called out again immediately ; the enemy attacking
on the Somerton and Edenton roads. Many of our men work on a bridge,
every available man busy. Before the day is out we form in line in our
rifle-pits near the river, two or three miles below Suffolk. Off to our left
troops are hastily forming line— a long line of battle — for the enemy
has near there driven in our pickets. Things grow decidedly interesting
and lively, the muskets rattling, the cannon booming, the shells flying.
There is nothing under the sun so exhilarating, inspiriting, and full of life
and blood-stirring snaj), as a sharp fight, when once you are at it. The
day is quite warm, and some very rapid movements cause a number of
our weaker men to fall out. The sudden stir involves rather more than
a brigade, quite a little army. The enemy in large force is in plain
view on the Petersburg Railroad, nortliward and west of town. Sharp
picket firing all day. Night again finds us lying on our arms, on the
ground, and as a whole without tents or cover. The citizens are held in
Suffolk to prevent the enemy from shelling the city.
April 13. Mon. Rainy a. m., fair p. m. Now comes the tug of war,
Reg. in line at 5 a. m. in the streets of their old camp— seven companies,
the rest on picket. The Reg. relieves the 10th N. H. on the picket
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line, along- Jericho canal, northeast of town, about 9 a. m., and are set at
work on the defenses near Fort Jericho, which conniiands the raih'oads to
Norfolk. The 10th N. H. go farther down the river. We are on the
southeast side of tlie Nansemond with about 16,000 men, in a long, thin
line as a whole. Gen. Longstreet's army, by Gen. Peck estimated at
40,000 men, is on the other side of the river, and threatening in force.
He is expected to attack us to-night, and rifle-pits and defenses are being
made with all possible dispatch. Houses and buildings are burning on all
sides. The enemy dis^les one of our gunboats, amid a tremendous can-
nonading nearby, and we can hear and see the bursting shells— near
enough
!
A bridge is built to-day across a creek and marsh— 100 to 150 feet
wide— in an incredibly short period of time. The men of the Thirteenth
stack arms, cut trees and bring them on their shoulders. Stringers are
laid on forked trees set on end opposite each other in the water and mud,
the tops inclining inward a very little, and the logs, ten or twelve feet
long, are laid on about as rapidly as they can be counted. A layer of
brush and earth completes the bridge. Our column, desiring to cross, has
merely halted a few minutes, when the bridge is all completed, and the
troops proceed on their way. A few men add more supports, and the
bridge is ready for artillery, which soon follows. The churches in Suf-
folk are to be used as hospitals in case of a battle, and Asst. Surgeon Sulli-
van is ordered to report at the Methodist church when the battle begins.
The entire native population, excepting the negroes, are non-committal,
and appear to answer all questions evasively, or dodglngly. They are
free with opinions— that always look two ways at once. Their most
positive assertions are rendered utterly valueless by their everlasting
"• er'ekn " appended to every sentence. The Southron's " I reckon " beats
the Yankee's " I kalkerlate " all out of time and number. The following
expression by a native shows the folly of it : " Jigger my buttons, 'f I
ain't tiud of this dog'ond rackit— er'ekn."
April 14. Tues. Fair; a few showers. Reg. returns to the old
camp near Suffolk to-night, having been relieved on the picket line ; but
is called into the front lines again at midnight. Our gunboats and the
enemy's batteries make midnight hideous. We have been scattered all
along the river and Jericho Creek and canal, for three or four miles ; a
sort of flying column. Where we are guarding the section of line is con-
sidered very important, and we are worked to the limit of endurance. At
night detachments from the Reg. march a few miles, then halt and build
camp-fires — ten or a dozen fires nearly in a line ; wdien they are well
a-burning, we move again for a few miles, halt, and built more cam})-fires ;
then move again, and so repeat the deception over and over again— a
deception innocent, excepting in reference to the rail fences burnt up.
The zealous enemy shells these mock cam]>-fires. " We never knew of his
hitting but one fire ; that was severely wounded by a shell, and die'd
(out) before morning.'" While the boys were building these mock camp-
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fires last night, one old fellow stood in his front door-way and for half an
hour poured out a perfect ' hypermyriorama ' of awful and eternal dam-
nation experiences and places, and scenes most foul and horrid, for every
agency under the sun— and above it— that was in any way or degree
responsible for this war or was carrying it on. He piled in one promiscu-
ous condemned heap every one he could think of, from a rebel sutler
down to the leaders of the Confederacy (as he graded them) and from the
meanest Yankee soldier up to President Lincoln— all because the soldiers
burned up ten rods of a rickety old rail fence on his paternal acres now
too poor to grow wolf- grass.
Col. Corcoran's Irish Legion have a severe brush— on the 11th to
14th— with the enemy on the Edenton road ; the 21st Conn, in support.
There has been heavy firing all day up to 5 p. m., and Gen. Peck states
that the enemy attacks along the Nansemond with 11,000 men. This
afternoon, after a four hours' bombardment— from about 1 p. m.— three
of our gunboats silence a heavy rebel shore-battery on the river. Many
houses are torn down in and about Suffolk, to obtain an unobstructed
range for our guns. A large force of Union artillery comes in and passes
to the front this afternoon. Company A, 13th, returns to the Regiment.
April 15. Wed. Very rainy. About midnight, last night, the Reg.
turned out of camp in great haste and occupied the front rifle-pits (not far
from our camp near Suffolk) and at daylight form in line as a support for
a battery in action on the river bank, where the enemy is expected to at-
tempt a crossing. Later in the forenoon, for a couple of hours, the firing
on our front is very severe, the lines very close ; an affair of the pickets
and artillery. The gunboats are now, noon, shelling the woods where the
enemy is supposed to be— exceeding noisy business. About sunset three
companies of the 13th go with the 10th N. H. and a section of the Sec-
ond Wisconsin Battery, all under command of Col. Donohoe of the 10th,
to a point near Fort Connecticut, arriving about 11 j). m., and there work
and skirmish all night ; are absent 48 hours. A part of this expedition
crosses the river, reconnoitres the enemy's camp, have a brush with his
pickets, and returns without loss. The Thirteenth is called into line three
times to-night, each time by a false alarm. Sergeant Batchellor of D
writes : " A solid shot came near Jesse W. Place of D, and knocked him
over without breaking the skin. He jumped up, ran as far as he could,
,and then fell. He will probably recover in a few days."
April 16. Thiors. Showery and sunny. The cannonading brings
rain, as it usually does. About 9 a. m. the enemy's batteries and our
gunboats have a duel, the pickets and sharpshooters firing continuously
all the time during the artillery fire. The Reg. in rifle-pits and busy
firing too. The narrow river divides the two armies, and both banks are
honeycombed with defenses, and swarming with men. " Show your head
— and soon you are dead." When a bullet strikes a man's head, it makes
H sound like a blow upon a basket of sea shells, and causes no possible
pain. A bullet striking a man's body makes a dull thud, or crack if a
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bone is struck. There has heen an increasing cannonading and picket
firing for these last five or six days. Shells and bullets ai-e flying at all
times, and in every direction. But the distance disturbs aim, and few are
hurt ; besides there is much timber for shelter. The larger part of tlie
13th are moved up the river, about four miles this afternoon. The 9th
Vermont comes up as a re-enforcement.
April 17. Fri. Fair, warm. Reg. on picket near Fort Jericho.
Lively firing on both sides — we cannot show anything without calling over
a rebel bullet. A hat held up on a spade brings several bullets, and two
of them striking the sj^ade are elegantly flattened. The firing of muskets
and cannon, far and near for many miles, is incessant. Every night
picks, shovels and axes, thousands of them, are busy. Forts grow up in
a night— and cut full sets of teeth. Jonahs gourd and Jack's l)ean-
stalk are fair types of the growth of Gen. Peck's and Gen. Getty's de-
fensive works along the Nansemond. The enemy is equally busy.
The constant alai'ms, watchings, marchings, picket duty, shoveling, chop-
ping, and exposure to rain and cold, night and day, are enough to wear
out men of steel. The men of the 13th do their share of the hard work,
and some thiidc a little more. Heavy rercnforcements join us, fifteen or
twenty regiments in the last twenty-four hours.
" A New Hampshire soldier wearily digging in the small hours of the
night, called out to his neighbor : ' I say. Bill. I hope Old Peck will die
two weeks before I do.' ' Why so ? ' asked Bill. ' Because he will have
hell so strongly fortified, in that time, that I can't get in.' Then Bill
and his neighbor, greatly encouraged, again commence shoveling."
April 18. Sat. Fair, warm. Reg. everywhere ; marching, digging,
skirmishing, and building mock camp-fires at night. The enemy's shells
and bullets thicker than ever. The boys think that the enemy has
struck a lead mine. In a short time to-day, one of the Thirteenth's picket
posts, entrenched on the river, fires over forty rounds per man. The
enemy equally busy in replying. A day of severe picket firing all along
the river. The line of the Nansemond is divided between Colonels Button
and Harland ; the Thirteenth to-day holding the position next below the
mouth of Jericho Creek. (Official Report.) Two gunboats— one of
them aground — have a six hours' contest with the Hill's Point Battery.
Both escape, badly riddled. Gen. Dix sends up a dispatch highly com-
plimenting Gen. Peck's troops. Adjt. Boutwell returns to duty. Under
date of to-day General Dix commanding the Union forces here says of
the enemy : " We have ascertained that the enemy's force is about 38.000
men ; they have come for a campaign, and not for a raid or diversion."
Now the writer must again speak of himself— how to-day a necessity
was laid upon him. A few men of the Thirteenth are in a rifle-pit, dug
in a wide, bare space on the river bank, and flanked by a few trees. The
first fort below the mouth of Jericho Creek is situated a few rods to the
right, and there is a spring of water a few rods to the left, in a little
brush. The men are very thirsty, and Charles F. Gerrish of E volun-
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teers to go for water— for Gerrish scarcely knows what fear is. He
takes several canteens, ties the strings together, springs out of the pit, and
makes a rush for the spring. He is ahnost instantly shot in the thigh, and
one leg is utterly disabled. He falls, drops the canteens a rod from the
pit, and wi'iggles and scrambles back into the pit. where he must lie until
night. His wound is a very bad one, liis jacknife being broken in pieces
and driven into his thigh with the bullet. Water now must be had—
and the writer must go for it. There is no alternative, so he throws off
his coat, not thinking of his white flannel shirt sleeves, springs out of the
pit, picks up the canteens dropped by Gerrish, and succeeds in reaching
the spring, filling the canteens, and returning to the rifle-pit, among many
bullets, unharmed. He is now very warm, and keeps his coat off. The
pit is so small that a spade must be had to enlarge it ; all on account of
Geri'ish, who is a tall man, lying at full length on the bottom of the pit,
and suffering unutterable tortures. The writer must now go to the fort—
50 to 60 yards distant— for a spade, and so he springs again out of the
pit, and as swiftly as possible runs the gauntlet of the enemy's fire to the
foi't ; there regains his breath, takes two spades, holds them so as to pro-
tect his head with one and his side with the other, and thus returns to the
pit. While returning with the spades, he is not aware that the enemy
fires at him one single shot — and at night he is told at the fort that the
enemy clieered him. The enemy possibly recognized the white shirt
sleeves. There is no credit in any of this— the writer had to go.
April 19. Sun. Fair. Capt. Stoodley with about a dozen men from
Company G goes out on the ' Neck,' either really or almost an island, in
a great bend of the river, where they receive the fire of the enemy from
all sides at once. How they ever got safely out of the scrape is a wonder.
Until to-day the Reg. has been in the rifle-pits along the Nansemond, a
part of the line about two miles below Suffolk, and stretched out for a
long distance on ' Jericho Point.' Most of the firing at long range, and
a great deal of it ; comparatively quiet, however, to-day, and the whole
Reg., with the exception of a few pickets who went into the rifle-pits at
2 p. m., is once more together to-night. Col. Stevens has charge of the
Jericho Point defenses.
The very brilliant Hill's Point Battery affair occurs about sunset to-
night. This afternoon six companies of the 8th Conn, and six companies
of the 89th N. Y., in all about 280 men, under Col. John E. Ward of the
8th Conn, (a part of the expedition passing Ft. Connecticut at 2 p. m.), go
to the river and embark on the ' Stepping Stones,' and at dusk suddenly
attack Fort Huger (pronounced Hn-jee) Located on the forks near Reed's
Ferry, practically the left of Gen. Longstreet's line, and the last earth-
work on his left. Our forces capture two 24-pounders and four 12-pound-
ers, brass cannon (taken from us at Harper's Ferry), and 100 to 150
prisoners. The affair was a combined attack by our sailors and infantry
— both of whom seem to have been first in entering the fort ; though it
appears that the sailors, knowing most of the ground, were a little ahead.
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At any rate the affair was very brilliant, and a great discouragement to
the enemy, who never afterwards seemed to care much about permanently
holding Hill's Point, and gave his attention to the narrower part of the
river nearer Suffolk. Hill's Point lies near where the river widens into a
bay. Gen. Getty holding the right of Gen. Peck's line, along the river
and Jericho Creek— or ' Western Branch,' — had to do with Gen. Long-
street's centre and left. One of these captured brass cannon had a hole
scooped out of one side of it by a large grape shot— showing the force of
grape. The 10th N. H. had a hand in the Ft. Huger affair, as a reserve-
It is said that the rebel commander, seeing himself overpowered, surren-
dered instanter to save life, calling out : " We cave, we cave, don't fire ; "
and upon his exchange was cashiered for losing the fort by such a sur.
])rise and capture. A rebel in this captured battery tried to desert this
afternoon, was caught in the act and tied hand and foot. When the
rebels saw they must abandon their battery, tliey blew the fellow's brains
out ; and so our men found him to-night, nearly headless, still tied, and
stretched out on the ground within the fort.
April 20. Mon. Rainy. Reg. on picket day and night about two
miles from camp. Re-enforcements coming in all day in large numbers.
Our men have a few hours' respite now and then, march back from the
rifle-pits into the pines, lie down in some little ravine and take a nap,
while the bullets and shells fly across overhead— the sort of angels that
sing above and around the soldier's couch. At five o'clock p. m. we are
hurriedly moved up to within about twenty rods of our rifle-trenches, and
are formed in line of battle in reserve. The enemy seem to act to-day
over the Ft. Huger affair like hornets whose nest has received a punch
with a pole ; and they are expected to resent it by a dash to-night. One
soldier remarks : " Guess Longstreet swared." When the brave expedi-
tion with their trophies of captured guns and prisoners — among them a
number of very tall Texans— march up through and along our lines, they
are cheered to the echo. A soldier of the 13th writes : *' Gen. Getty says
he can depend on the 13th, and I guess he means it— by the way he
makes us hang to these lines."
The labor expended in chopping, shoveling, screen and gambion mak-
ing is enormous. One of these mornings the 8th Conn, wake up to find
their camp-flag replaced by a sheet, on which is painted in large letters :
" Peck's Avengers, or the Basket-makers of the Nansemond."
Col. Stevens is fond of trying to gain information from the front, and
to learn what kind of land— if any at all— there is in the swamp of
Jericho Creek between our lines and the edge of the river toward the
enemy ; thinks he may want to run a cannon out there, and therefore
desires a brave and trusty man to move out and explore. Upon errands
of this sort he has sent, several times. First Sergeant Charles M. Kittredge
of B with two or three men. It is like going into the jaws of death, and
into the gulf of the bottomless pit, at one and the same time— the whole
region is a slough. Nevertheless, Kittredge goes with his men, and
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managing to return alive, reports each time that there is no dry land to
be seen in that vicinity. One of the men, on an occasion like this, re-
ported to the Colonel that : " No man could get a cannon out there on a
boat— it was so infernally wet."
April 21. Tues. Showery, cold. Reg. on picket day and night.
We have been operating for the most of the time in these last two weeks
along the Nanseniond river bank, and the shores of Jericho Creek, on
the left, to Battery Morris near the island, on the right— space enough,
and work enough, for two regiments, the place an intricate succession
of creeks and miry swamjjs. We are relieved by the 21st Conn., which
remains on the same line here until May 2d. Some of the men, under
the hard strain, become so tired and used up that they go to sleep while
marching, trip, and fall headlong into the brush. Officers of the guards
and pickets have to be continually moving along the sentry line, both day
and night, lest some poor, overworked man shall fall asleep) at his post,
and invite disaster.
We remain late to-day in line of battle in reserve, and lie on our arms
until midnight, when we are all suddenly called up— " routed out in a
hurry " — and in great haste go forward into our rifle-pits. The night
passes in comparative quiet, however, except for one incident. We are on
a tongue of land entering the river northward. On the end of it are two
cannon in a little redoubt. To the right of it, sheltered by the bank, is a
gunboat, carrying one very large gun. A part of the Thirteenth are in
the rifle-pits, a part in the rear of them on the grass and weeds, with no
cover but the skies, and nearly all are sound asleep. Now, one man in
the Regiment is a little traveling tin-store. He carries an iron spider and
more tin dippers and tin plates than any other three men, and sleeps with
them all tied upon him. When the night is at nearly the stillest hour the
big gunboat cannon is fired not 100 feet distant from us, and the huge
shell tears across the tongue of land, directly over our heads, with a terrific
roar, and bursts short. Our hero is roused from sound sleep by the hide-
ous noise, springs high into the air with a loud scream, loses his balance
and falls back in a heap and with a great rattle and crash of tin. The
whole Regiment is waked by the gunboat's discharge, and our hero fur-
nishes the bit of comedy necessary to relieve the unpleasant annoyance.
The boys laugh at him heartily while swearing at the gunboat— then all
go to sleep again. He is ordered to reduce his stock, both of his tin and
his scream. He is joked unmercifully about the affair.
The picket reserve, a part from the Thirteenth, have to lie all of one
night within fifty feet of two field-pieces, wliile they are being fired, alter-
nately, every five minutes. They sleep, however, through the incessant
rap— rap— rap, so very tired are they. A constant succession of simi-
lar sounds rather conduces to drowsiness. One man said it made him
" feel sleepy just the same as good Parson Blank's liturgy used to do, up
in Yanktown."
April 22. Wed. Clear, cold. Reg. assembles at 10 a. m., and
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returns to our old camp, near Suffolk, arriving at noon, having been re-
lieved in the night again by the 21st Conn. Capt. Goss cheers himself
and enlivens the camp by playing his flute. Thirteenth transferred to
Gen. Harland's Brigade. This noon ends a period of thirteen days and
twelve nights out of camp in tlie swamps of the Nansemond ; all the time
under lire, with little sleep, having no shelter worth the name, in very
much rain, fording brook, swamp and creek, at constant picket duty,
choi)ping and work on entrenchments, and in hourly expectation of an
attack by the enemy. Every member of the Thirteenth has worked from
five to ten pounds off his weight, and used up nearly half his effective
strength. Rest is imperative. Our clothing, torn and muddy, looks as if
it had been run through a threshing machine, been washed in the brick-
yard pond with ochre for soap, and then dried on a clay-bank.
Every time the enemy laid his plans to surprise Gen. Getty, and to
force the passage of the river. Gen. Getty had ready, at that very point,
batteries in position and troops in line ; surprised the surprisers, and sent
them speedily to the cover of their works. We have made strong lines
from three to five miles in length ; forts, redoubts, and rifle-parapets, with
all the appliances of covert way, ditch and abatis. For ten days Gen.
Longstreet invested our forces on three sides.
We think that next to Gen. Getty, Capt. Hazard Stevens, on Gen.
Getty's staff, has been the busiest man on our part of the line. His horse
always gallops. The boys say : " He does not know how to ride that
horse at a trot ; they look up and there goes Capt. Stevens, on an errand,
ten miles down the road ; a few minutes later he has returned, and is gal-
loping, on another errand, ten miles up the road ; and before there is
time to tell it, he is rattling over all the cross-roads in the neighbor-
hood— guess there 's going to be a fight."
April 23. Thurs. Rainy. A large detail of our stronger men
goes out on picket under Lieut. Forbush ; the balance of the Reg. rest-
ing. Troops are moving rapidly all about us. We are tired of seeing
moving troops— the monotonous tramp, the unchanging scene ; all troops
look alike, dusty blue in clothing, and dirty gray in blanket and tent, and
all heavily loaded. The boys say " There goes another old caravan," as
the bodies of troops pass cam}). However, our camp seems strangely
quiet, the quietest day and night we have seen since the siege commenced.
For two weeks we have lived in an indescribable hubbub and rush day
and night. We are still under orders to turn out every morning at three
o'clock, and to remain under arms until seven a. m., in line of battle on
the front street of camp.
April 24. Fri. Very rainy. Reg. in line in camp from 3 a. m.
to 5 a. m. A reconnaissance in force this morning. About 10,000 men,
including Corcoran's Irish Legion and the Connecticut Brigade, move
out on the Somerton road. The advance have some skirmishing, the 16th
Conn, having a sharp brush with the enemy's pickets. The Reg. falls in
a little after noon, stacks arms in the company streets, and returns to
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quarters out of the rain ; and is again called out in haste about dai'k as
a support for Corcoran's Legion, but is not engaged. The whole force
is recalled early in the night. To some extent the men enjoy the rush
of the charge, or the ordinary fighting, but thoroughly detest this bush-
whacking sort of skirmishing. They call it every sort of name, squirmish,
squeamish, skittish, schottische, etc. A detachment of the Thirteenth
is sent out to cut down trees and clear the range for our batteries ; are
ordered to finish the job, and work for nearly twenty-four hours at a
stretch. Lieut. Staniels writes in liis diary : " Reg. gets under arms at
1.15 p. m. AVe go over to the rear of Fort Dix at 4 p. m. Remain until
7.30 p. m., when we return to camp."
April 25. Sat. Pleasant. Reg. in camp resting. Heavy firing
is heard in the distance, rapid, noisy. Gen. Dix states that the enemy
clearly meditated crossing the Nansemond last night between Jericho
Creek and Ft. Connecticut. A large prayer-meeting is held this evening.
The largest we have ever known in camp.
Like skirmishing, reconnaissances in force are much disliked. A jerky
march, frequent halts, distant firing, spent bullets coming over, shells
hunting us out ; a quiet rest interrupted by a nervous, " Fall in— fall
in ! " ; two or three thousand men jumping hurriedly into line, throwing
their rolls of blankets over their shoulders, ordered— every ten minutes
— to see if their muskets are projierly loaded and capped ; and the whole
programme repeated over and over again aU the day through, and coup-
led with it all a strong belief that a rebel ' masked battery ' or an ambush
is just over yonder, 'the woods are full of them,' and an expectation
that the next moment will bring in an engagement. After a whole day's
work of this sort, a man is used up, disgusted and ugly ; and returns to
camp angry and indignant all through because there was not a fight.
April 26. Sun. Cold, fair, warm at noon. Reg. in camp near Suf-
folk. Inspection, Dress-parade and religious services — the first for
several weeks ; the Reg. listens formed in a square. The Band plays
many spirited pieces this morning at guard-mounting and inspection. Out
of the fighting for a few hours, all this is a pleasurable relief. The gun-
boats are quiet for the first day in two weeks. The most of the day
passes in rest — not so the night. About 9 p. m. the whole camjj is sud-
denly up and coming like a rush of hornets with a pole in their nest.
We are called out by Gen. Peck himself riding into camp like a whirl-
wind, and demanding that an hour's work be done in two minutes. He
is in a terrible hurry, and ' sassy,' and the men scramble into line speed-
ily and march off to the front on the Nansemond river bank, in the chilly
dai'kness, mad ; and then shovel all night.
The general plan of this campaign has been for Gen. Getty's Division
to occupy the Nansemond front from Suffolk down the river to where it
broadens into a bay, and also along the lower part of Jericho Creek
;
while Gen. Peck occupies the works encircling Suffolk. Fort Connecti-
cut was the first fort built and manned. A very scientific trestle, sug-
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gested by Col.*Derrom of the 25th N. J., is used for nearly all the bridges
required in this campaign.
April 27. Mon. Fair. Thirteenth in rifle-pits at the front, along
the bank of the Nansemond. We have shoveled all night, until daylight,
when the enemy's pickets commence firing and stop the work ; then
we take breakfast ; after which those who can have cover work at the
shovels again until 9.30 a. m. ; then the 13th is relieved and marches
back a few miles to the old camp again, arriving about noon, and rests
for the balance of the day. It is this sort of jerky business that uses
men up. We have marched, and fired, and picketed, and shoveled, night
and day, in all sorts of weather, in water, in mud, in swamp and brush
and timber, up hill and down dale, in this sort of ' hare and hounds ' play
for nearly three weeks. Very little rest or peace, and no comfort, since
April 1st ; but it is one of those campaigns which furnish a great deal of
rough sport, play and adventure as well as much hard work.
Some men of the 13th on another part of the line, while on picket, ar-
range with the rebels not to fire, and swim across to a sandy point or an
island. Here they are met by men swimming out from the rebel picket,
and they have a very friendly meeting, shake hands, swap jack-knives
and pipes, have a chat, and then return to their several posts. Strict
orders are issued forbidding any more of such useless, dangerous and
dare-devil business.
The crookedness, windings, twists, netting, and general tortuousness, in
these Nansemond swamps— a part of the Dismal Swamp— of the paths
and roads around pool and bayou, boghole and creek (" krik ") form a
maze baffling the imagination. Sergt. John Pinkham of E, an old sailor,
declares : " I can never box the compass after marching all day here ; to
follow these roads would make a rat sea-sick."
April 28. Tues. Fair and showers. Pay-rolls being made up.
The writer (frequently serving as clerk of Co. E), Cyrus G. Drew, clerk
of B, and the clerks and Captains of two or three other companies, make
temporary desks in an old negro hut near Jericho Point, by driving sticks,
at a convenient height, into the log-chinks, and laying rough boards upon
them, and work together upon the rolls, for parts of two or three days.
Occasionally a rebel bullet whacks against the hut, knocking the dried
mud out of the chinks between the logs, and making sudden little wiggles
and crooks in the writing's ' lines of beauty ' ; while two or three of the
enemy's shells burst nearer to us than shells ought to do when a man is
busy writing his level best. Regimental Hdqrs. are near the old rebel
small-pox hospital. Several men of the 13th slept in it recently one rainy
night, not knowing its character, but did not contract the disease. They
call this " Ilarland's front." The 13th furnishes a picket for the Norfolk
road, also a heavy picket in the front trenches all day, and at 6 p. m. the
whole Regiment moves out and joins them. At dark the Reg. goes to
work upon a fort near the small-pox hospital. Gen. Longstreet, it is
said, has sent word to some citizens of Suffolk that he will dine with
them there to-morrow
!
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April 29. Wed. Warm, fair ; a heavy rain last nignt. The 13th
is nowadays called every day at 3 a. m., stacks arms in theM|gmpany
streets, and remains near quarters with accoutrements on. leady tor an in-
stant move, until 7 a. m. A large detail from the 13tli, under Captains
Stoodley and Buzzell, takes a turn on picket far out in the swamp on the
Jericho canal— a slough under foot and no shelter from the rain. Com-
pany E furnishes 33 poor, forloi-n, water-soaked, bedraggled fellows for
Capt. Stoodley's command. But the worst is at night. The several
picket details assemble at picket Hdqrs. about noon, and then return to
Jericho Point. They remain there until about sunset, when all return to
camp, and are just fairly at home when a storm commences, the like of
which we have never seen. The thunder is a regular roar for over an
hour, the skies are all ablaze with incessant and vivid lightning, there is
much heavy wind, the rain is in torrents and streams, spattering and
pouring through the tents as if they were sieves ; and the whole level
camp is a sheet of water glowing with the dancing lights in the skies. The
camp-guard wade their beats, splash, splash.
April 30. Thurs. Fair ; rained all last night. Reg. on picket in
the forenoon ; about noon returns to old camp near Suffolk. Mustered
for pay by Col. Donohoe of the 10th N. H. In the afternoon we remove
camp towards Jericho Point, to a clean and dry spot and therefore wel-
come, near the Nansemond and the small-pox hospital, and about two
miles below Suffolk. We move camp to this place in order to be near
our picket lines, and to save marching back and forth. Our old camp is
set on fire as we leave it, and makes a fine blaze. Nearly the whole Reg.
goes again and works nearly all night on Ft. Jericho— the same fort we
worked upon on the night of April 26th. First Sergeant Charles M.
Kittredge of B has been serving as ' Instructor of the guard ; ' a new
official jjosition in the Thirteenth. His duties, extending to the services
of both officers and men, are delicate and difficult ; but he j^erforms them
to the entire satisfaction of all the parties concerned.
The Nansemond is of an average width of less than 100 yards, a nar-
row, crooked, shoal, muddy stream, its banks an ever-varying marsh
and point and headland, all generally well wooded and supplied with
dense underbrush. The gunboats play a very important part in this siege ;
the ' Stepping Stones,' especially, with its dare-devil crew ; what these
men Avill hesitate to venture were best let alone. The gunboats are little
river steamers with their sides protected by sheet iron or bundles of hay.
Mounting one or two guns, and of light draft, they will sail ' on the dew
when the grass is wet,' almost, and have a wide sea in a common ci-eek.
They are exceeding noisy. In these woods and swamps one of their
cannon discharges in the dead silence of night— all as unexpected and
startling as a clap of thunder in a clear sky— booms, roars, reverberates
and jars for miles around, while in a few moments the sound of the burst-
ing shell strikes back like an angry echo.
The Confederate soldiers have no high regard for President Lincoln
;
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to tliom lie m,iijs as the head of the forces suppressing their rebellion.
Then, i^ff they du not all appear to love Jeff. Davis.* One of them put it
natui;iTlyt(i-(I;iy, while exchanging trifles with our Regiment's pickets dur-
ing a meeting across the river. He said : " Say, Yank, you 'uns bring
Abe down heali to the river ; we 'uns will jjj'ing Jeff. ; then drown um both
'n go home — er'ekn." They call their scrip ' white-bellies ;' we call
ours ' green-backs ' — and not even the most patriotic Irishman could
express a more instinctive preference for the green than they do.
May 1. Fri. Pleasant. Reg. fits uj) its new camp, and packs all
sui'plus personal baggage to be sent home, or to be stored at Fortress
Monroe. Reg. supplied with new shelter tents, much needed. A large
detail hurried out to work on Ft. Jericho. On some parts of the line
now the pickets have mutually agreed not to fire ujion each other. The
rebels com{)lain that their rations now are, chiefly, flour, corn-meal and
bacon. All the wounded of the 13th are sent to the General Hospital
this forenoon ; they have excellent care here, and dread to leave.
May 2. Sat. Fair. A large detail, about 200 men, go to work on
a fort near the river. The 13th builds forts, other troops garrison them
as heavy artillery ; that is to say, many of them do the heavy standing
around, while we shovel up the earth to protect them. There has been
too much favoritism shown among the troops during this siege. Orders
are received for the 13th to march to-morrow, at 3 a. m., with two days'
cooked rations, and in light marching order. The enemy has fired upon
us more or less all the time while we have been building Ft. Jericho, and
several men have been hit. The fort was about a week in building and
was finished this afternoon. Very noisy about Suffolk to-day. Col. Cor-
coran is in charge in that direction, and when near the front, he always
manages to stir up a breeze. The Confederates say that they have eighty
Regiments in our vicinity— an infantry force of near 40,000 men.
Regimental Hospital and sick moved to new camp.
Some heavy artillery — infantry serving as such— in the fort here
nearest to our camp, were very recently trying to dislodge the enemy's
sharp-shooters from a brick house over across the river and what apjjcared
to be an old cellar near by it ; and could not succeed. Sergt. John F. Gibbs
of E and other Thirteens were looking on. After a while Gibbs salutes
the officer in command, desires to try a shot and is allowed to do so.
The ground beyond the river is an almost dead level. Gibbs has just
powder enough put into the gun to send the round shell fairly across the
river, cuts the fuse himself, sights the gun, and sends the shell rolling
over the smooth ground beyond the river. It rolls into the old cellar and
bursts there ; and a dozen or so of rebels scramble out, lively, and make
the best time on record to the brick house, while the burning brands of a
little fire they had in the cellar are flying about with the pieces of shell.
Now for the house. Gibbs tries again, with a heavier load of powder,
sends his shell ricocheting over there, where it lodges within the house
and bursts ; and there is another scattering of Confederates. After firing
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the two shots, and without saying a word, Gibbs turns^ sjilutes again,
and marches off, with the air of an actor leaving the stage.' S^
BATTLE OF PROVIDENCE CHURCH ROAD.
May 3. Sun. Pleasant as a whole, but very warm at mid-day. The
Thirteenth is in line at 5 a. m., and about 6 a. m. marches toward Suf-
folk, with Col. Stevens in command. Arriving in the city at 8 a. m., after
a march of about three miles, we halt on Main street near the Court
House, a few rods from the river, and remain here for an hour or two.
Here bullets coming over from the enemy's skirmishers fall among our
men in the street, or strike against the buildings, altogether too freely.
One bullet, seeming to come sti-aight down out of the sky, shaves close to
the faces of two men of Company E, and strikes upon the earth sidewalk
between their feet with a loud blow— unpleasantly interrupting their con-
versation. Many have similar experiences with the spent bullets, and a
few are hart by them. In the movement to-day the 103d N. Y. is the
first regiment to cross the Nansemond, then follow in order the 25th N. J.,
89th N. Y. and the 13th N. H. ; the 89th and 103d New York regiments
in advance of the whole force as skirmishers. At 9 a. m. the Thirteenth
moves down Main street, and soon (Luey writes at 9.30 a. m.) crosses
the river at the highway bridge (on canal boats moored and planked over),
inarching ' by fours ' — by the right flank— with arms at ' right shoulder-
shift,' and rapidly and rather jauntily. Company A leading, and is the
fourth regiment to cross, following the 89th N. Y. as a support— and
rather too closely. This is done under fire of the enemy's artiller}\ As
soon as we have crossed, and have moved up the bank, past the ruins of
Capt. Nathaniel Pruden's house, we swing into line of battle to the left,
across a field ; the right of the Reg., Co. A, resting on the west side of the
Providence Church road ; and continue to advance in this field, Co. A
keeping close upon the west— left— side of the road during all the day.
When the head of the Thirteenth arrived at the gullies near Capt.
Pruden's house, a few minutes after 9 a. m., Col. Stevens was called to
some other part of the Brigade, and Lt. Col. Bowers succeeded to the
command of our Regiment ; and continued in that command until about
two hours after the enemy's rifle-pits had been captured, when Col.
Stevens retux'ned.
As Ave come up on the high ground, we can see the skirmishing going
on for a long distance to the right and left, and the two long clouds of
powder-smoke i-olling up above the heads of the combatants. The line of
the enemy's rifle-pits appears to be between half a mile and a mile in
length along the edge of the woods, a few hundred yards north of us.
The firing is very spirited, and we receive an abundance of the spent
bullets. A few sneaking cowards are scared, and hide in the gully close
to the ruins of Capt. Pruden's house, and so shirk the battle. From the
time when we commence crossing the bridge, all through the day, the
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enemy p]gy,^^.jBpon our lines with several light field-pieces mounted north
of us uMPthe road, and still farther west, but without much effect. Evi-
dently the enemy is seeking to hit the bridge, and the troops as we come
up on clear ground, and avoids throwing shells into the city. Our gun-
boats and batteries are constantly firing over our heads, all the forenoon,
with an incessant racket. Comi)any E is detached, and sent forward on
the left as skirmishers, and advances through an apple orchard, the trees
in full bloom. A part of the left wing of the Reg. also advances through
this orchard, which is about half a mile beyond the bridge we crossed.
Before the charge, however, Comj^any E is partly merged in the regi-
mental line of battle and with a portion of the 89th N. Y. The right
wing of the Reg. advances in open ground.
Lt. Col. Bowers has stated to the writer that he was '' particularly di-
rected by Gen. Getty to maintain a distance of 100 to 150 feet between
the 89th N. Y. and the Thirteenth ; but the men of the Thirteenth would
not keep back— they were determined to outcharge the 89th New York."
The 89th forming the advance, and the 13th as their support, constitute
the left wing of the advancing column ; the right wing of the column
coming up from under the pi'otection of the river bank, down stream, and
extending through the fields for half a mile or more, and all in full view
of our more elevated position. A force of dismounted cavalry lying on
the ground in a long straggling line, and armed with carbines, are clear-
ing the front of the enemy's skirmishers who are hidden among the weeds
and brush along the road, and we move towards the left among these
cavalrymen and to their rear. As the men of the 89th N. Y. take the
place of this line of dismounted cavalry, they rise up, shoulder their car-
bines and suddenly disappear, no one knows whither. Our men say they
sink into the ground. It may be, for a cavalryman is a most uncertain
and mysterious animal.
As the battle line of the 13th comes into clearer view of the enemy, he
aims direct for our line over the heads of our skirmishers, and the 13th
is ordered to lie down. Two regiments— the 103d N. Y. and 25th New
Jersey— now suddenly appear on the right about one fourth of a mile
distant from us, down stream, and move directly forward towards the
enemy in two splendid lines of battle. Their appearance provokes a
spiteful little fusillade, and draws the attention of the enemy's artillery
from us. They advance rapidly several rods, in straight battle lines,
while quite a number of them are seen to fall under the enemy's fire ; and
then both regiments drop out of view among the grass and weeds, and
the enemy opens again with renewed vigor upon us. As the enemy's
bullets, and an occasional shell, cut, rip and tear through the apple-trees,
we are showered with ai)})le blossoms, as if in a miniature snow storm
— pretty scene, but terribly suggestive bullets. One apple-tree is cut down
near us by a rebel shell. From where we now lie, the enemy's line, in
the edge of the woods, appears to be about 500 yards distant, and his
buUets sink very deep into the wood of the trunks of the trees about us.
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To our right is a ruined house (Norfleet's or Northwick's) — seems to
be of brick — about which a furious contest is waging, the enemy*,shelling
our lines there very severely. His entire range, however, is too high.
Our advance is made, all along the line, as such advances, in open ground,
are usually made, with " a lie down and fire, and a jumi) up and run for-
ward," repeated over and over again. During the whole advance Lt.
Col. Bowers is upon his feet, and continually moving, and keeps all the
time either with or in front of our Regiment's battle line.
It is perhaps 10 or 11 a. m. when the 89th reaches a rail fence on the
northern side of the orchard, and apparently 300 or 400 yards from the
enemy, posted in rifle-trenches and behind trees, in the edge of the wood.
From this rail fence a brisk fire is kept up with the enemy until the time
of the charge. It is a strong, high, zig-zag, ' Vii-ginia ' raU fence, made
of heavy rails, and affords much better shelter than the small apjile-trees
in the orchard or the little ridges of ground farther back ; and as a con-
sequence. Company E, many of the left wing of the 13th, and of the 89th,
are soon mingled together and lying down close behind this fence, in
some places as dense as three ranks deep ; and the enemy, pleased with
this larger target, splinters, clips, chips and batters these rails with hun-
dreds of bullets, not one in fifty of them having any other effect.
Company E of the loth, a Company of the 89th N. Y., and a few
other men, are in the northeast corner of this apple orchard and rail
fence, from which point a similar rail fence runs somewhat diagonally
down towards the woods, a fence which eventually divides the two wings
of the Thirteenth in our final charge. Captain Julian is soon ordered to
send a dozen rneu into the tall weeds along this diagonal fence. They
at once take their ground, under a brisk fire, and answer it in earnest.
The ground at this rail fence where we now are on the north side of the
orchard is a little higher than the rebel position in the woods, a clear
field, 300 to 400 yards in width, lying between us and them. The too-
inviting rail fence has brought this part of the line up nearer the enemy's
line than the right wing of the 13th, which is in more open ground, or
our troops farther down towards the right of the main line. This ne-
cessitates a delay of more than an hour at this fence.
At one o'clock— 1 p. m.— the order is passed : " Make ready to
charge." The little stir in our line brings upon us an increasing rebel
fire, from all along their line on our front. An officer— Capt. Hazard
Stevens, Adjt. Genei-al on Gen. Getty's staff— who has been seen riding
and bearing orders to all parts of the field during all the forenoon, and
who, after leaving his horse in a safer place, has come up to the line of
battle, and has been sitting near the writer, under protection of the fence,
for the past few minutes, closely watching the course of affairs, now sud-
denly rises, mounts the toj^ rail of the fence, steadies himself by a stake,
stands there bolt upright — despite the enemy's bullets— waves his hat,
and shouts : " Forward I " " Forward I " Another officer, said to be the
Lt. Colonel of the 89th N. Y., also mounts the fence. Several oflBcers
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of the Thirteenth, and men also, are on the fence nearly as soon as they,
aU shouting at the full strength of their lungs. The right wing of the
Thirteenth is also springing up, some fixing bayonets and some not,
and all the while the enemy's bullets are coming among us thicker and
faster than ever, pounding against the rails of the fence, ripping through
the trees, knocking up the dust and earth— a bullet strikes hard— and
clipping, chipping, zipping among the dry grass and weeds — wliew !
In a moment more almost every man in the Thirteenth is in a wild
rush for the woods and the rebel rifle-pits and trenches within them, over
fence, ditch, brush and what not, some with bayonets fixed, some fixing
bayonets as they run, and all yelling like madmen. The enemy fires into
us two quite regular volleys, and follows with a brisk firing at will before
the charge is over, and a number of men in the Thirteenth are seen to
fall ; but the distance, 300 or 400 yards, mainly over the descending and
clear ground of a cornfield, is made as quickly as men can run, and just
as we enter the woods the enemy takes to his heels, leaving his dead
and a few of his wounded in our hands. A number of his men even leave
their ammunition and their cartridge-boxes— the latter hanging upon
the trees. (The writer still, 1887, has a few bullets taken from one of
these cartridge-boxes.) A few prisoners ai"e captured. Quite a number
of large pine-trees are standing in front of their rifle-pits, which are a
full rod and more within the edge of the timber. Laurel and pine brush
is set up thickly in the earth thrown up in fi-ont of their pits, quite effec-
tually masking them. The men of the Thirteenth, seeing the trees in front
of the rebels, were very desirous to run forward, out of the clear, open
ground, to get among these trees and thus have a fair, even chance with
the enemv- The charge from the rail fence, and from the position of the
right wing, to the woods, does not occupy more than two or three minutes,
and we run close upon the enemy in his masked rifle-jiits, before we
clearly see the enemy's advantage, and before he scrambles out and runs
for dear life deeper into the woods. They held their ground bravely and
nobly. In less than a minute more, they must all have been captured, or
else must have indulged in a little bayonet exercise— or both. At 1.15
p. m. the enemy is in full retreat, the rifle-pits in our hands.
The men of the 89th N. Y. necessarily scatter somewhat— in the rush,
and the men of the Thirteenth run among them, and ahead of them, in-
tending to out-charge them on this occasion. When the enemy's rifle-pits
and trenches are cleared, the Thirteenth is halted. Company E takes its
place in line of battle — having during the most of the forenoon preceded
the line of battle as skirmishers— and the 89th N. Y. is moved forward
again upon the skirmish line deeper into the woods.
The enemy is found very strongly entrenched, where we dislodged him,
along near the edge of the woods, in a line more than half a mile in
length, to the right and left of the road, and is driven out by our show
of numbers and bayonets alone. Musketry could not have driven him
from his pits with the dense and heavy timber around and behind him,
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and he could have lain with considerable safety under a heavy fire of ar-
tillery. The writer heard a rebel prisoner state that our Brigade, in this
charge, dislodged two strong rebel regiments backed by a field battery.
But it should be borne in mind, that these two rebel regiments were sta-
tioned as pickets and not in line of battle, a picket line in large squads a
rod or two apart, and though their force was strong, the Tliirteenth in
their hurried onset pierced and forced back a part of their line first,
flanking all the rest, which was compelled to follow, and did so. After a
little time, however, the rebels were rallied in the woods and turned upon
our advance, fighting it from tree to tree, and so were forced back by
the skirmishers of the 89th, after the 13th had been halted in the woods.
It was a very pretty little fight, and generally well managed on both sides.
The rebels ran only at the moment of inevitable capture.
While the Thirteenth is halted along a little brook in a ravine, about
two hours after the short chase into the woods, one of our batteries— a
section, as we are informed, of the steel gun battery commanded by Lieut.
Beecher, son of Rev. Henry Ward Beecher — comes up near the woods
to the right and rear of the Thirteenth, takes position in the field about
200 yards west of the road, and engages in a sharp duel with a rebel
battery entrenched a short distance back in the woods and also to the
west of the road. Col. Stevens rejoins the Thirteenth, in the woods, soon
after this artillery firing begins.
It was the Thirteenth almost alone, who in well closed column on the
run broke in the enemy's line, and therefore we lost moi-e heavily than
any other regiment. We outcliarged the 89th N. Y. deliberately and
purposely, and when we halted nine tenths of their men were in our rear,
and had to come up and pass through our lines, we parting to give them
room to do so, out again upon their skirmish line. Possibly if they had
known our intentions they might not have allowed themselves to be out-
run in this way. They criticised us at Fredericksburg and without occa-
sion— now we payback their unfair words with fair deeds. The two
regiments, however, are on quite friendly terms, the action of to-day a
bit of natural rivalry, and we desire in no way to disparage the 89th
N. Y., a very excellent regiment.
Just as the Thirteenth entered the woods, an officer of the 89th N. Y.
steppetl up behind Capt. Betton and called out, " Hello, Captain ; I was
just behind you in the charge at Fredericksburg." *' So you are now !
"
replied Capt. Betton, as he hurried forward ; and there the colloquy
ended.
Lieut. Beecher's battery exchanges rapid shots with the rebel battery in
the dense timber and supported by a strong body of infantry, all of which
our charge has unmasked. The firing continues until dark, many of the
shells, from both friend and enemy, going over our heads, cutting up the
trees, treating us to the falling branches, and occasionally bursting near
and giving us little rattling showers of the pieces and small shot. The
enemy has a few guns of large calibre, and from these come, level, straight
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through the foliage of the trees, large charges of singing, purring and
tree-cliiJi)ing grape shot ; grape makes the most disagreeable noise of
any missile used in this war. None of it, however, unless spent, can enter
the ravine where we now are.
While the Thirteenth is lying in the ravine along the brook, about two
hours after the charge, we are in full view of some of tlie enemy's sharp-
shooters— evidently posted in trees. Their buUets, coming from a point
to our left and rear, as we have advanced beyond the general line, re-
peatedly strike a pine-tree on a high bank near by, and also strike the
ground about us. Just after one of these bullets has torn a piece of bark
otf the side of this tree, and hurled it against the head of a man of the
Reg. (we think of Co. F), knocking him down, Capt. Buzzell goes up to
the tree to find, if he can, the whereabouts of the sharp-shooters. He is
too venturesome — there never appeared any fibre of timidity in him—
and he does not secure a sufficient cover behind the tree. He has scarcely
watched a minute, when he guddenl}^ cries out loudly, " Oh— I "m killed ! "
takes a step or two, and instantly falls forward upon his face, dead.
At the same moment a sjient bullet buzzes close over the heads of First
Sergeant Thompson (the writer) and Sei-geant Yan Duzee, and a few
other men of Co. E, who are sitting on a log down near the brook, and
drops into the muddy water at their feet. From the time and the direc-
tion of its coming, and its spent condition, it is reasonably believed to be
the same bullet that passed through Capt. Buzzell ; a long search is there-
fore made for it in the deep, soft mud of the brook, but it is not to be
found. The bullet passed straight through his body, and through his
heart. When shot Capt. Buzzell is standing near a large pine-tree about
twenty feet from the brook, and perhaps ten feet above it ; and his death
falls upon the Regiment like a cold-blooded murder committed in their
midst, and not as a stroke of war.
All our men are soon removed from this dangerous locality. No far-
ther advance into the woods is made, and at dark the Reg. retires, with
the rest of the force engaged, to the camp near Jericho Creek, carrying
back its dead and wounded ; arriving there at 10 p. m., and turning in
about midnight The most of the officers and men are pretty well tired
out by this long, hard day's work. Lieut. Curtis has command of the
rear-guard as the Reg. retires from the field to camp.
The 89th N. Y. supported by the lath N. H. formed the left Aving of
the advance ; the 103d N. Y. supported by the 25th N. J. the right wing,
the Providence Church road dividing the two wings. The 11th. 1 5th and
16th Conn, regiments were also engaged farther to the right, while a
heavy supi)orting column moved near the advance. The infantry was
accompanied by a small body of cavalry and a field battery ; the whole
force about 7,000 men. Acting in concert with our force, a body of TInion
troops crossed the river farther down, at " Sleejiy Hole," or Cbuckatuck,
engaged in a skirmish with Gen. Longstreet's rear-guard, and captured a
batch of prisoners. The general movement is made to hasten the raising
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of the Siege of Suffolk, already begun by Gen. Longstreet— a reconnais-
sance in force. While we inarch off in one direction to-night, the enemy
calculating that our advance of to-day threatens him with a more persist-
ent i)nrsuit on the morrow, packs and marches off hastily in the other
direction.
The advance and charge of the Thirteenth to-day is considered excep-
tionally brilliant for its dash and steadiness, even though the Reg. was
formed somewhat irregularly, in a hurried movement, as the final assault
was made— our first bayonet charge on an enemy in view. The honors
due to all of its Companies are quite even all along the line. Veterans
say that the charge of the Thirteenth, made to-day, was the best one
they ever witnessed ; and worthy of special commendation because it was
impossible to tell whether the enemy's force was one tliousand or five
thousand. Besides, after capturing the enemy's line of rifle-trenches, and
when lying in the woods, the Reg. holds its place steadily between our
own battery and that of the enemy, during their long and sharj) engage-
ment, though we were meanwhile exposed to the fire of the enemy's sharp-
shooters, and stray shells from our own gunboats, all four being about
equally dangerous. We were advanced during all the day, beyond the
right of our main line of battle, and had much waiting to do, under fire,
while the rest of the line was brought forward. The 13th are withdrawn
about 8 p. m., and at once return to camp. On the whole the day is one
of which the Thirteenth may well be proud. A slow, old-fashioned, regu-
lar army charge would have lost us two or three men for every one lost
in to-day's most hasty rush. Nine tenths of the Thirteenth made the charge
upon the run, as if in a race, their guns held in the right hand, as they
would hold a heavy stick by the middle of it when running. Upon the
wild racing of our men aci-oss the field, the skedaddling of the enemy in
the woods was something to laugh at.
A soldier of the 13th writes home : " We crossed the river about 9
a. m., and deployed in line of battle, fronting the wood. In the charge the
89th N. Y. moved rather slowly, and the left wing of the 13th shot by
them, and their Lt. Colonel, being in command, ordered the 13th to ' for-
ward,' and let his men stay there if they would ; and the 13th did go for-
ward, making the Johnnies take F'rench leave — some of them leaving
their guns and everything else in our possession. We were ordered back
about dark, and returned to camp."
The losses of the day in the Thirteenth were about thirty— of killed
three and of seriously wounded sixteen. The Reg. went in with less than
500 men. The largest number were hit during the charge. Lieut.
Murray was severely wounded, and Capt. Stoodley slightly. Hundreds of
men went into the charge wearing button-hole bouquets of apple blossoms,
from the orchard ; many of them cut off by the bullets which were ripping
through the trees overhead all the time that our men were among them.
Quite a natural thing for a man to pick up a twig, covered with fresh
blossoms and cut off by a bullet within a few feet, or a few inches, of his
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head. A number of the enemy's shells tore through the trees also, cut-
ting off large limbs. From both causes the petals and blossoms were
showering down among us for several hours. An apple blossom would
not be a bad emblem, or badge, for the men of the Thirteenth, but most
appropriate. The writer, and several other men, had their feet and hands
badly jarred by bullets hitting the rails of the fence, when they were upon
them in the act of climbing over, but are otherwise unhui't. Lieut. Curtis
of C, in coumiand of the Thirteenth's rear-guard in retiring, was ordered
back to hurry up some stragglers and narrowly escaped capture by passing
the left wing of the Thirteenth, the whole j^arty coming within an ace of
going to Libby.
During the charge a part of Co. C slackened their speed a little at the
fence which was encountered by the right wing of the Reg., near the edge
of the woods. At this First Sergeant McConney actually jumped up and
down with impatience, exclaiming: " Foi'ward, Company C— we'll all
get killed if we stop here ! " The slowing was but for a moment, and
was caused by the action of two or three men avIio first reached the fence,
and properly enough waited a moment for the rest of the company to come
up. During the action, instead of holding to proper supporting distance,
the Thirteenth improved the opportunity, given by the order to charge, to
burst through the line of the 89th N. Y., and make a hot race for the
fence at the edge of the woods, shouting : '• Beat them to the fence, boys,"
and were the first to reach the fence. This impulsive action is prompted
by accusations of timidity at Fredericksburg, where the 89th followed the
Thirteenth, and crowded upon them while their progress was for a mo-
ment hindered by the lying down and running back of some men of the
25th New Jersey. One man of the Thirteenth writes : " The men of the
89th N. Y. were in the front line till the charge, when the men of the
13th passed them at almost every point, and took the matter mostly into
their own hands." The members of the 89th call us the " Granite Thir-
teenth "— and seem to be glad that we did the work. Many of the 13th
charged without fixing bayonets, there being so much noise as to drown to
the orders. The affair on the whole is considered very brilliant, our
forces having encountered " a powerful rear-guard of the enemy, which
was posted in a position of immense strength," and routed them.
During the most dangerous part of the charge, when John H. Foye of
E fell, Albion J. Jenness of E stopped short beside him, gave him water,
cut off his belt, and unbuttoned his coat : and remained attending to his
wants, amid the i)attering, whistling bullets, as coolly and quietly as if be.
side a cot in the hospital. A very courageous act. During the charge,
also, a number of men along the regimental line, seeing the enemy firing
upon the advance, deliberately halted and fired one shot at them, then
joined again in the charge— a sort of independent skirmish line firing
over their comrades' heads. But the most of the Thirteenth fully realized
that the only way to secure an even chance with the rebels was to run
across the open field and into the woods where the rebels were, and so
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went for them with a rush. Much of the battle overran gardens. The
men never before showed such a fondness for flowers, and especially for
apple blossoms.
Col. Stevens advanced with the Tliirteenth to a point near the ruins of
Capt. Pruden's house just above tlie river bank ; and there Lt. Col. Bowers
took command of the 13th, haxang received orders, how to support the
89th N. Y., directly from Gen. Getty, Probably no one would be more
ready to correct the error made in the N. H. Adjt. General's Reports, Vol.
2, for 1865, page 326, lines 27, 28, and Vol. 2, for 1866, page 787, line
31, than Col. Stevens ; for neither the 13th N. H. nor the 89th N. Y.
were under command of Col. Stevens during the advance or charge, at
any time after the line passed the ruins of Capt. Pruden's house and into
the apple orchard near it, until after the capture of the rebel works.
Whatever Col. Stevens' duties may have been with the rest of the Brigade
— as it was said he was called away— the 89th N. Y. was i*i command of
its Lt. Colonel, and the 13th N. H. was in command of Lt. Col. Bowers,
who charged with the 13th upon the rebel rifle-pits, and was overheated
by his most energetic exertions on this occasion. Col. Stevens rejoined
the Thirteenth about two hours after it had captured the rebel rifle-pits,
and while it was halted in the woods.
" The left wing of the Tliirteenth charged from an orchard with the
89th N. Y. The 13th generally outran the 89th, reaching the woods
first ; all the time exposed to the fire of the enemy from their rifle-pits in
the edge of the woods. We fixed bayonets while charging. We ad-
vanced into the woods beyond the rest of the line and were halted. The
battery that came up in our rear, after we halted in the woods, played
over our heads for several hours. We were withdrawn after dark, and
arrived in camp about 10 p. m. Capt. Buzzell, when shot, exclaimed,
'Oh— I 'm killed ! ' Lt. Col. Bowers led the Thirteenth after we
passed the river bank." Lt. Col. Smith.
" The Thirteenth has received many compliments for its action to-
day ; and has gained a name for bravery which will last as long as any
one of its members shall live. Lt. Col. Bowers commanded the Thir-
teenth, and was forward with the men, when they charged."
Capt. Julian.
Lossing states that Gen. Longstreet's force has reached nearly 40,000
men, and that Gen. Getty's line of defense has been nearly eight miles in
length— aU held by his Division alone— running down the Nansemond
from Battery Onondaga, and sweeping around on Jericho Creek (which
forms a large marshy island near its junction with the Nansemond), cov-
ering Battery Jericho and Battery Halleck, on the creek farther up.
The most of the foregoing account was written before the writer's visit
to the battle-field in May, 1885. We marched up from our camp — two
miles below Suffolk on Jericho Creek— between the main Portsmouth
road and the Nansemond ; and entered the city by an old lane just south
of the Court House, and halted in Main st. near the Court House front.
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The river for a little way near the bridge runs nearly due east, but a
few rods above the bridge— west— there is a bend sharply around to
the northwest between bluffs cut with numerous ravines. Main st. runs
down to the bridge nearly due north, and the road beyond continues in
nearly the same direction for about two miles from the city, and then
a branch runs northwest to Providence church. The field of the Regi-
ment's operations on May 3d lies on the west side of this road, and be-
tween the road and the northwest bend of the river — a large, irregular
V with the point at the bridge, and the wide part at the line of heavy
timber a mile north, the road forming the right hand line of the V. The
bank of the river, on the north side, is high and wide, and the road for
the first half a mile is quite near the river. As you cross the river and
go up the road, and immediately after you have mounted the bank, a deep
gully runs from the left side of the road down to the river. A rod or
two beyond tlie guUy are the ruins of Capt. Nathaniel Pruden's house ;
a little farther on is a similar gully, and just north of it is a new house
built since the war and now, 1885, owned by a Mr. Nelson. These were
the gullies into which sundry cowards crawled and liid, while the Regi-
ment advanced. Mrs. Nelson informed the writer that their house " was
built among the stumps of an old orchard." Here is the field of the
orchard through which the 89th N. Y. and 13th N. H. advanced
;
and the north side of this orchard— where the zig-zag rail fence stood—
is nearly three fourths of a mile from the bridge, and it is 300 to 400
DESCRIPTION OF PLAT.
A. Portsmouth Road— north branch to Jericho creek, south to white
marsh.
B. Camp of Thirteenth near Suffolk, one mile from town.
C. C. Railroads. D. Old lane on which we entered the town May 3d.
E, Court House. G. Nansemond River.
F. Main Street, Suffolk, branching two or three miles north of town,
west to Providence Church, east to Chuckatuck.
H. Ruins of Capt. Nathaniel Pruden's house, and gullies near by
wdiere a few men hid while the rest of the Thirteenth fought the
battle out.
I. Apple orchard ; with zig-zag rail fence, L, north of it, where the
Thirteenth formed line of battle for the charge.
M. Field across which the Thirteenth charged. The course of the ad-
vance and charge of the Thirteenth is indicated by the arrow.
N. N. Edge of dense woods, of heavy timber and thick brush, with rebel
rifle-pits ; the works captured by the Thirteenth.
P. Point near brook R where Capt. Buzzell was killed, about 200 to
300 yards west of the road. S. Main part of Suffolk.
T. T. Rebel camps, earth-works and batteries.
K. Mr. Northwick's brick house, about one half mile east of road.
PROVIDENCE CHURCH ROAD.
From a sketch made by the writer in May 1885.
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yards farther, northward, to where the edge of the woods was, across
the iield, beyond the rail fence. The 13th charged across this field to the
Confederate rifle-pits and trenches and into the woods, in all not far from
600 yards. The open field is now quite square, and about one fourth of
a mile on the road north and south, and about one third of a mile (strong)
east and west toward the bend of the river. The field inclines gently
northward to the woods. The whole advance of the 13th was about one
mile north beyond the river. The wide field containing Mr. Norfleet's, or
Northwick's, brick house, on the east side of the road, was the scene of
the advance of the 103d N. Y. and the 25th N. J. forming the right of
our Brigade.
Hospital Steward Royal B. Prescott writes, May 7, 1863 : " We left
camp at 7 a. m., May 3d, and formed, in Main St., Suffolk, a line con-
sisting of the 13th N. H., 89th and 103d N. Y., 25th N. J., 7th Mass.
Battery, Battery L 4th U. S. Regulars, and Dodge's Mounted Riflemen.
We crossed the bridge about 11 a. m., and the 13th Indiana, 144th N. Y.,
11th, 15th, and 16th Conn, remained near the bridge as a reserve. When
we came up the north bank of the river opposite the ruins of a house (Pru-
den's) the rebels opened upon us with a brisk musketry fire from a brush
fence, from the woods on our left, and from an open cornfield (in front)
where the enemy laid flat on their faces. The 89th N. Y. and 13th
N. H. charged through the cornfield to the woods.
" Surgeon Richardson selected a place for a field Hospital ; a fence was
torn dovpn to lay the wounded men upon ; lint, bandages, tourniquets,
and surgical instruments were prepared ; water brought and everything
arranged at hand. A Lieutenant from the 103d N. Y. was the first one
brought in, shot straight through his head. Next a man of the 89th
N. Y., then another of the 103d, then one of our own 13th boys shot through
the body— and so they came all day long. IVIen were cut, torn and
mutilated in every conceivable manner. The day was very hot and we
had all we could do until after dark. Captain Buzzell was shot dead,
through the heart. We recrossed the river about 10 p. m., and arrived
in camp about 11 p. m.^ A Major of a Michigan regiment having an
attack of delirium tremens shot Surgeon Smith of the 103d N. Y. through
the bowels. Colonel Ringgold, 103d N. Y., was shot and died. The
Chaplain of the 25th N. J. also shot. The 13th N. H. suffered greater loss
than any other regiment engaged, losing twenty-three — four killed and
nineteen wounded. The original order directed the 13th to leave camp
at 2 a. m. May 3d, the bridges being down caused delay." Prescott.
Among the first to bound over the rail fence on the north side of the
apple orchard, at the order to charge, was Major Storer, and he was also
one of the first to reach the rebel rifle-pits in the woods. He wore boots
made of alligator skin, and some of the men who did not know him, but
who were referring to his gallant conduct on this occasion, designated
^ The Hospital-corps followed the Reg., and this accounts for the differences in
hours given.
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him as ' that high toned gentleman with his boots all marked over with
diamonds, squares, figures, and so on.' Major Storer was always elegant
and courtly in manner, and very careful in dress and appearance.
May 4. Mon. Fair, showers, warm. Reg. in camp near Jericho
Creek, tired, resting, counting noses, cleaning muskets and talking over
the incidents and hair-breadth escapes of yesterday. It comes out now
that the 89th N. Y. were expected to charge first and alone, ujjon the
enemy, and the Thirteenth were not to charge at all unless the 89th were
repulsed. The enemy develo})ed an unexpected strength, the 89th had
lost heavily, and when the time to charge came along, the enemy's volleys
told severely upon the 89th ; and the 13th rather hastily broke through
the 89th, and took the van. As a body the 13th actually got into the
woods first, running pell-mell over a number of men of the 89th while
they were lying upon the ground, and outrunning the most of that regi-
ment. A mixed affair surely. To-day the commander of the 89th said
to Col. Stevens : " You may well be proud of that Thirteenth New
Hampshire Regiment." One thing is sure : the Thirteenth was well
commanded by Lt. Col. Bowers yesterday ; it has a number of quick and
hot-headed line officers well provided in their companies with men of
their own mettle — and there is no such tiling as holding the bulk of
such a regiment back.
That is one picture ; here is another of a different sort : It appears
that five men of the Thirteenth sought reputation far in the rear during
the battle of yesterday sneaking in Capt. Pruden's gullies. Being proven
guilty, they are to-day mounted on barrels near camp and beside the
mam road. A board is tied to the back of each one, and they are made
to turn around every few minutes for four hours. It is pleasant most of
the day, and while these five gentlemen are having a holiday and quietly
airing themselves, sixteen prisoners— of the 4th Texas — are brought in.
The scene amuses the prisoners greatly, and they halt, and laugh and
shout at the show like a parcel of school-boys. The boards tied upon the
backs of our special exhibition are marked respectively : ' I shirked.'
' I skedaddled.' ' So did I.' ' I did too.' ' DittO.' These are not of
New England— that much of disgrace is spared the line of the Thir-
teenth. But the day gave to us the surprise, and the stinging pain, that
we have cowards among us. In the train of cowardice parades every
known infamy : to cut it all short : crafty, overbearing, wordy, arbitrary,
rascally, deceitful, selfish— spells cowards every time.
The enemy retreated hastily last night, in the intense darkness, from
our front along the Nansemond ; our troops gave chase and captured a
large number of prisoners, and they are coming in to-day. AVe receive
orders to march to the front again, but they are soon countermanded.
The more this siege of Suffolk is studied the more remarkable it ap-
pears. The conduct of the Union troops engaged in it has been worthy
of the highest praise. Gen. Peck had scarcely 9,000 men all told in the
line of works encircling Suffolk, and Gen. Longstreet planned to surprise
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him, and cut him off by crossing the Nansemond farther down, and then
turning to fall ujion Portsmouth, Norfolk and the country adjacent. His
plans were carefully laid, his force was fully 40,000 men, and with these
he swept down like a storm, and spread his forces along for miles upon
the north bank of the Nansemond river. Gen. Getty, however, when
Gen. Long-street fii'st began to threaten, was called up from Newport
News with a flying column of about 8,000 men, and placed as the right
of Gen. Peck's line, along the Nansemond between Jericho Creek— Fort
New York— and the bluffs opposite Ft. Huger at Hill's Point ; below
Hill's Point the river widens into a bay, and is too wide to be crossed
safely on pontons while under fire.
Gen. Longstreet planned to cross at several places between Hill's Point
and Suffolk, on several days, and at different times in both day and
night ; but whenever he approached the river for that purjjose he found
himself confronted at short range by an earth-work fully armed with can-
non, and heavily manned by Union riflemen, all ready and waiting to re-
ceive him. AVithin three days— after the arrival of Gen. Getty's troops
— all along these rough, swampy, creeky, timbered, bluffy eight miles of
river bank strong forts and rifle-trenches grew up, under the sturdy work
of the Union soldiers, as it were by magic ; and after that continued to
grow higher and stronger, until, as Gen. Getty puts it, ' the works were
astounding for magnitude.' Fort Connecticut was the first fort, of any
considerable size, that was built. The many creeks and swamps demanded
bridges, and Col. Derrom of the 25th N. J. devised a peculiar trestle, that
was most convenient, and was adopted for use during the siege ; Gen.
Getty speaks of it in the liighest terms, as well as of Col. Den-om its in-
ventor. The investment continued from April 11th to the night of May
3d, when Gen. Longstreet, baffled at evei*y point, withdrew and raised
the siege ; his retreat, says Gen. Dix, commencing about 9.30 p. m. on
the evening of May 3d. Gen. Dix adds that the rebel line of works, ten
miles in extent, were immensely strong.
May 5. Tues. Sunshine and showers. Reg. in camp, nothing doing
except a Dress-parade. Many men, and several officers, of the Thirteenth,
among them Lt. Col. Bowers and Capt. Julian, are suffering from severe
sickness caused by the excitement, hard work and heat of May 3d, and
from remaining inactive in the damp, chilly woods just after being much
heated by the charge. Reg. furnishes a small detail for picket duty, and
another detail for labor on a fort near camp. Lieut. Forbush of G
assigned to the command of Company F, vice Capt. Buzzell. The camp
resounds from end to end with the muffled drum, the fife and the dirge,
in the burial of the dead.
Gen. John A. Peck estimates the enemy's losses during this siege at
2,000 men ; and the Union losses at nuich less. Gen. Peck and Gen.
Getty together have had about 16,000 or 17,000 men here, and several
gunboats, and our lines at all times have been very much extended.
" May 5th. We buried Capt. Buzzell in the woods to-night with only
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the light of a lantern to see by. A storm is coming up and it is very
dark.'' Pkescott.
May 6. "Wed. Rainy. Reg. in camp. A large detail goes to work
upon a fort near by. The pressure of the siege made one or two of the
officers of the 13th unduly nervous. One of these on a certain night,
when there was not the least danger, was suddenly waked by a man who
wished to learn the countersign. The officer sprang to his feet, revolver
in hand, exclaiming: "Where! Where! Which way? Which way?"
and it was a minute or two before he could be brought to his senses. The
watch of the siege was heavy on his mind, and his body tired out.
May 7. Thurs. Cold, clear. Reg. in camp. Capt. Smith and
Lieut. Staniels with detail go on picket along the river bank. The pickets
lodge under some dense pine-trees. It is surprising what a good tent is
provided by a scrub pine. Clear away a few of the lower limbs, crawl
well under, and make your pillow close to the trunk, your bed of the dry
needles— ' pine tags ' in pure Virginia lingo— and sleep in the soj)orific
abounding fragrance of the wholesome pine.
A pretty story now comes out in relation to our scouts in the siege.
A small body of them penetrated deep into the Dismal Swamp and lost
their way. While stumbling about in the thick brush vainly looking for the
trail, they were accosted by a similar body of Confederate scouts, in a
very similar predicament, who asked where they were going. The Union
men replied that they were trying to find the way out of this— very big
D— swamp. The Confederates at once answered : " If you 'uns will show
DESCRIPTION^ OF MAP.
A. Nansemond River, having an average width of less than 100 yards.
B. Dismal Swamp Canal.
C. Fort Halleck on the edge of the swamp, which stretches south.
D. Petersburg R. R. E. Seaboard and Roanoke R. R.
F. Suffolk. G. Norfleet or Northwick.
H. Battle-field of May 3, 1863, on Providence Church road N.
Z. Confederate line of rifle-pits and trenches captured that day.
K. Jericho Creek forming an island near the river.
L. Portsmouth Road. P. Coplin. R. Council.
M. Hill's Point, Ft. Huger, where the Nansemond widens into a bay.
S. Fort Jericho. T. Ft. New York (or Onondaga).
Gen. Getty's Division held the line from opposite Fort New York
(Union) to opposite Ft. Huger (Confed.) at Hill's Point, a distance of
nearly eight miles. The 13th moved April 30th from camp near Suffolk,
on the Portsmouth road, to near the point where the S. & R. R. R. crosses
Jericho Creek at Ft. Jericho ; on which fort (now standing) the 13th did
a great deal of work. All the earth-works south of the Nansemond arc
Union ; all north of it are Confederate ; and all the forts on each line are
closely connected by deep and strong rifle-trenches.
SUFFOLK.
Tracing of Official Map. Scale, one and one half inches to one mile.
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we 'uns out, we 'uns will show you 'uns out." The result was a very
friendly meeting, an exchange of souvenirs ; and a mutual escape from
the swamp to their respective commands.
May 8. Fri. Warm, showery. Reg. on picket from Jericho Creek
to Battery Kimball. The enemy has gone — that is he no longer threat-
ens, and the siege of Suffolk is ended. The enemy pressed very close for
twenty-three days, keeping us working day and night, and then suddenly
withdrew. Powder enough has been burned to blow all Suffolk a dozen
miles over into the Dismal Swamp. Near about us now are one brigade
and two batteries. The I'est of the troops, that came up to this point to
re-enforce us, have gone ; hundreds only remain where thousands were.
A part of tlie camp of the 13th is now in a small orchard sweet with a
burden of blossoms. There is much cheering to-day all along our lines.
May 9. Sat. Fair. Reg. in camiJ. More surplus baggage and
winter clothing is sent to Fortress Monroe and home. The Reg. hard at
work by details, cutting down trees beyond the river, building earth-works,
etc. The rebel earth-works, across the river, are being dismantled, and
the river bank cleared of trees. The work has been going on since May
3d. Our picket line is now about three fourths of a mile from camp, and
on the river bank ; Union outposts and scouts are numerous beyond the
river. Asst. Surgeon Small examines the sick of the 13th at Surgeon's
call for the first time.
May 10. Sun. Fair. The body of Capt. Buzzell has been em-
balmed, and is to-day sent out of camp on its way to his old home in New
Hampshire. He was a brave man— too brave, and is mourned by every
member of the Regiment. Our Band played for the procession while it
marched to the railroad station, about three miles from our camp. It
costs about $125 to embalm, coffin and transport a soldier's body to New
Hampshire.
May 11. Mon. Fair ; a few showers. Reg. at work on a new fort
near camp ; the non-commissioned staff ordered out with the fatigue par-
ties. The writer and the two Van Duzees of E are desiring greatly to
take a view of the rebel camp : and ' become separated ' — rather too will-
ingly— from a large axe-party sent across the river under Capt. Stoodley.
We dejiosit our three axes in a hollow tree, intending to recover them
later on, and return with the other choppers to camp but do not succeed
in doing so ; alas ! what became of those three axes ? We are soon off,
and make a long tour of the rebel camp, and visit the battle-field of May
3d. We find, where the 13th charged into the woods on that day, two
bodies of the rebel dead, and we try to bury them with a couple of old
shovels the enemy left near there, but the condition of the bodies is such
that we have to desist. The enemy left a large number of his dead un-
buried. We find the place where Foye of E was killed, and gather as
a memento a few leaves of a plant growing on the very spot where his
blood was shed, and send them to his family.
The rebel camp is a curiosity ; nothing like it under the sun in these
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last two thousand years. An immense collection of ' dug-outs ' — holes
made in the banks of earth and covered with poles and brush— small
log huts, board shanties, lodges made by lopping the branches of a pine-
tree and then piling on still other branches ; and every conceivable con-
trivance that can be made of poles, weeds, hay, straw and brush, all low,
dirty, damp and bids for cliills and rheumatism ; but only a few places
can be found where tents have stood. The Union army would mutiny
to a man in three days, if subjected to such straits. The enemy's earth-
works and trenches are immense. We see where a shell from one of
our gunboats had lodged in a large hut, had burst and torn some men
into hundreds of pieces, shreds, and scattered them aU about— horrible.
After tramping all day — dinnerless — until past mid-afternoon, we
get lost in the woods, are followed, as we discover, and are very nearly
captured by the enemy's scouts. We start upon the run down toward the
river in hopes of reaching the vicinity of a gunboat, and finally reach a
point on the river, north side, after dusk, at about three miles below
where we crossed in the morning. We see some Union pickets across
the river and hail them. They demand our number, and we answer,
" Three." Our pickets reply that there are seven ; and sure enough on
the high bank a few rods behind us are gray-clad men— rebel scouts. We
insist that there are but three of our partj^, and shout to our pickets to
" Shoot the rest." This remark saves us, and our pickets send over an
armed guard in a large boat to bring us across the river. We institute a
hunt for the rebel scouts, but nothing but their tracks can be found. We
had previously seen that they were armed with navy revolvers. We were
entirely unarmed. They had desisted from firing probably because they
thought they could run us down, and effect our capture.
When across the river, to escape arrest, as a ruse we pretend to have
returned from a scouting expedition, and ask for a guide, instanter, to
show us the way to the General's Headquarters. The guard send a Cor-
poral with his gun. At a convenient point, after we have reached familar
ground, we suddenly take to our heels through the low brush— like
three genuine scouts ! — and leave the Corporal to look on, and whistle,
while we run. The last we see of him, he is leaning on his gun, and
looking after us— probably expressing his feelings. We arrive in camp
just in time for the last Roll-call at night. We report to Col. Stevens,
own up, and tell him the story. He excuses us, but says : " This must not
occur again." Well, we do not believe it will ; we have enough. But Cajit,
Stoodley is not so easily satisfied. Two other men have left their axes
also. And the loss of axes is not so easily managed as the absence of men,
and loss of labor. However, the affair is the cause of no further trouble.
May 12. Tues. Fair and warm. There is now much talk in camp
about our being ' nine-months men.' Some are even trying to decide
whether they will re-enlist or not. Much shoveling at the fort near
camp ; a fort that has half a dozen names— of which the most prominent
is " Fort Jericho "— and looks across the river northward. There is
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such a demand for men to work that the pickets are not relieved for
three days.
May 13. Wed. Warm. Every man on duty, who can work. The
enemy expected to return upon our front. K-eg* at work on the fort.
Assembles and has a Dress-parade after its hard day's work. Have
orders to prepare to move. The 13th Band serenades Lt. Col. Bowers
to-night.
George W. Long of E, a character in the Reg. usually known as " Pud
Long," visits Suffolk with the writer, who is sent up there on an errand.
Long purchases a quart of molasses, of which he is excessively fond, and
carries it in a large open-mouthed glass pickle-bottle. While returning
to camp through the woods, by the shortest path. Long discovers a very-
plump and nearly naked negro girl, perhaps eighteen years old, washing
a white garment— possibly her last and only— near a little cabin in the
brush, as pretty a brown statuette as her race affords, and wholly uncon-
ventional. Long creeps noiselessly up behind her as she bends over the tub,
and suddenly pours about a pint of the molasses on the top of her head.
When she turned and looked at him, with a most startled expression on
her face, her eyes rolled up, and herself frightened half to death, the mo-
lasses running down over her neck and shoulders, in streaks lighter than
her skin ; the whole scene were well worth a painting. She screams
:
" bress de Lord— what hab I done ? " and rushes into the cabin yell-
ing" loud enough to be heard a mile. We hurry from the scene. But
Long has only one idea — "I 've sweetened one nigger anyhow," he re-
peats again and again.
May 14. Thurs. Very warm— hot ; — showers in the afternoon*
We break camp about 9 a. m., and move to the railroad and halt there
for a short time, then march down on the Seaboard and Roanoke Rail-
road about seven miles towards Portsmouth, then halt again ; then move
about two miles, and encamp in shelter tents at 4.30 p. m., in thick woods
at Bowers Hill. While on the railroad to-day, during a short halt, the
men lying down upon the grass and weeds under the shade of trees, the
whole Brigade still and quiet ; suddenly a long, rattling clap of thunder
breaks from a clear sky, sounding so much like an irregular volley of
musketry that the entire command instinctively springs to ai'ms. There
soon follows a heavy shower of rain thoroughly wetting everybody. Such
phenomena are said to be quite common here in the Dismal Swamp. The
railroad is lined with a thick forest, covered with a tangled matting of
brambles and wild vines exceeding dense. The writer usually keeps a
considerable number of postage stamps about him^ as a supply for the
men of his company, and this shower uses up the most of a recent pur-
chase of two dollars' worth. The pickets sent out are unable in many-
cases to reach their designated posts, because of the water, the mud, and
the almost impenetrable jungle of the swamp.
May 15. Fri. Pleasant. Reg. fitting up camp at Bowers Hill—
but there is here neither hill nor Bowers. The nearest approach to a
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hill is a half-built fort, and on a knoll near by a huge Scuppevnong grape
vine giving large 2)romise. Not far away is a large swamp and ex-
tremely muddy ; the origin of * Goose Creek,' the head of Western
Branch. Close to our camp is a large spring furnishing the best water
we have yet found in Virginia. Two flour barrels are sunk near each
other to prevent the sides of the spring from caving in. One of our men,
not knowing that the heads of the barrels are out, is advised, and at once
attempts, to dip one of them dry. After dipping out thirty-two pailfuls
— sixty or eighty gallons out of a thirty gallon barrel— he gets warm
enough to think himself the victim of a practical joke, quits and goes to
his quarters.
May 16. Sat. Warm. Reg. all at work during the whole forenoon
on the entrenchments under direction of Col. Dutton of the 21st Conn,
who has command of the troops at this point ; resting in the afternoon.
IV.
May 17, 1863 to April 18, 1864.
CAMP BOWERS, OR 'THE PINES.'
May 17. Sun. Pleasant, warm. While on regimental inspection at
Bowers Hill camp about 10 a. m. to-day, orders arrive for us to move ;
and we march at 12.40 p. m., arriving in this pine grove, which is to be
our permanent camp-ground, at 4 p. m.— distance four miles. Col. Cor-
coran's Irish Legion remains at the front. The army is moved about too
much on Sundays.
May 18. Mon. Very warm. Reg. at work on our new camp in the
forenoon, and on a fort near by in the afternoon ; a fort afterwards called
Fort Rodman. While on the wing in these last two months, the Reg. has
set at work at once on the entrenchments nearest the point where it has
happened to light for a few hours. The Thirteenth is the first to break
ground here on this new line of earth-works. The 4th R. I. is encamped
a short distance to the west of us near Ft. Rodman ; details from both
regiments are working together ' corduroying ' the main road to Ports-
mouth. The growing cotton on a small field just west of our camp is very
soon among the things that were. Our camp here is called Camp Bowers
in honor of our loved and esteemed Lt. Col. George Bowers.
Getty's Station— Camp Bowers— The Pines. This camp is between
three and four miles from Portsmouth, near a very important point where
the railroad and three highroads meet. The course of the Seaboard &
Roanoke Railroad where it passes the site of our camp — on the south
side— runs a little south of west towards Suffolk. The Portsmouth and
Suffolk carriage road runs, parallel with the railroad, on the north side of
the camp. Thus the camp is crowded in between the two roads, on a
strip of low, level land 750 feet wide — measured. The quarters of the
field and staff, and of the line officers, are west fronting east ; and the
company quarters east. The company streets, running east and west, are
parallel with the railroad. The site of Col. Steere's Hdqrs. was pointed
out to the writer as between the two roads, and 50 yards east of the lower
platform of the present Getty's Station ; the quarters of the Thirteenth
as commencing about 100 yards farther east. The old Quay road, so
called, crosses the railroad, from the southward to the Suffolk carriage
road, a little west of our camp.
It is on the whole very difficult to locate the exact site of this old camp.
Now, 1885, every tree is gone, and the whole region round about is a
cultivated field ; scarcely one old landmark is left— even the old Quay
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road has moved west. Ft. Rodman is located whei'e the Suffolk carriage
road and the raih'oad come very near together, ahove Getty's Station, and
about half a mile west of the camp. See August 20, 1863. The corner
below this camp, and the negro camp, about one mile from Portsmouth,
where the Suffolk road turns south and crosses the railroad, is called
Hall's Corner. Now, 1885, nearly the whole area of all our slashing,
and from our old stockade and line of rifle-trenches flanking Fort Rod-
man, down to Portsmouth, is a vast ' truck ' garden, four to six miles
square. In 1863 two thirds of this area was forest ; the soldiers of the
Thirteenth, you perceive, helped to clear this land for cultivation ! See
June 6, 18, and July 28, 1863.
May 19. Tues. Very warm, uncomfortable, frequent showers. Reg.
at work on the entrenchments, which run from the Eastern to the West-
ern Branch of the Elizabeth river— a line about six miles long, all under
command of Gen. Geo. W. Getty. He now has here ten regiments of in-
fantry, about 5,000 effective men, with a gunboat in the Branch on each
flank ; and that small force can hold this short line more easily than three
times that number of men could hold the old long line near Suffolk.
Hence this new position. Lieut. Kittredge, promoted from First Sergeant
of B, receives his commission, and is congratulated. His company makes
him a present of an elegant sword.
The following incident did not occur in the Thirteenth, but deserves
record. A certain colonel in the Union army was very much annoyed by
the incorrigible character of one of his men. He had tried in every way
he could by persuasion, argument and punishment to bring -the fellow to
a sense of his duty, but all in vain. Finally in desj^air, and in disgust at
some new caper, he called the man to him, and asked him what he him-
self thought should be done with him. The man at once replied : " Well,
Colonel, since you ask my opinion, I will give it. Better let me alone to
do as I please. You cannot expect to get the cardinal virtues for eleven
dollars a month." The man was let alone, thrown upon his honor — what
little he had— and gradually reformed himself, and became a good and
trusty soldier.
May 20. "Wed. Very warm. Reg. at work on the entrenchments.
" The boys hallooed for bread when they came in from work." (Luey.)
The men have A tents, which are to be raised on poles in the same man-
ner as at Suffolk. See April 8, 1863. At night now, unless rainy, the
tents are all thrown wide open. Our camp here is on the site of an old
rebel encampment, a part of it occupied by the 2d Louisiana. The
' Louisiana Tigers,' and ' Wild Cats,' and ' Wharf Rats,' were here also
;
and when they departed in May of last year, they left an amount of filth
amply befitting their names. Norfolk was occupied by Maj. Gen. John
Wool on May 10, 1862. The water near camp is abominable, and much
that the men use is brought from the swamp, a mile distant ; a reddish
decoction of cyi)ress and gum-tree, but proves to be wholesome for drink-
ing and cooking.
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May 21. Thurs. Hot. Reg. at work on the fort for four and a
half hours in the afternoon. Capt. Julian has heen sick since the battle
of May 3d, when he did work enough for two men. Last night the men
of the 13th got up a small bread riot. The affair threatened a consider-
able mischief. Some say it was sjjecially worked up to draw sundry non-
commissioned company officers into possible acts of violence or insubordi-
nation, and so spoil their chances for promotion. Others say it was a
genuine outburst of indignation on the part of the men, because of really
poor bread, and not enough even of that ; but there appears to be no pos-
sible way to reach the real cause of the affair.
May 22. Fri. Hot. Reg. at work on a fort just west of camp. A
fort with four names at least— ' No. 1,' ' Steere,' ' Gilmore,' and finally
' Rodman.' As a result of yesterday's demonstration bread is now hot,
when given out as rations, and much better than usual. Lieut. Staniels
appointed Judge Advocate of a regimental court martial.
May 23. Sat. Hot. Reg. at work on Ft. Rodman. In the ditch
of this fort, and about ten feet below the present level of the ground, are
a number of stumjjs of trees, in a long row, cut off at about the same
height— about two feet above the original soil. The trees were evidently
cut off with small axes, the marks still visible ; but at some prehistoric
period, when the level of the country was at least ten feet lower than now,
and before the plain was formed which now surrounds the Dismal Swamp.
Quite a curiosity, and older than the swamp in its present condition.
May 24. Sun. Exceedingly hot. We rest for one whole day, ex-
cepting the usual inspection, parade and religious services. INlany letters
written home. It is now generally said of the Thirteenth, that no regi-
ment of the force hereabout has done more, if as much, shoveling and
slashing. Men cannot make long days, however, in this heat. One detail
works from 5 to 11 a. m., another from 3 to 7.30 p. m.
May 26. Mon. Cooler. Detail at work upon the fort and road.
The order now is to arrange " uniform tents and bunks ; " the camp is to
be put on Dress-parade. Red-cedar boughs ai*e ' prescribed ' for beds,
as preventive of malaria. Large detail shoveling.
Many letters are written home for the soldiers who cannot write for
themselves. Generally the party interested desires the letter written,
' just as I would write it, you know,' and some of the req[uests are very
amusing. They mainly follow one order. First very affectionate words
to the wife, then the children are attended to, then items of business,
then connections of the family, then a joke or two for old Jake or Sally,
then a little final gush, with more or less in special terms, which must be
written word for word — because those words were agreed upon when
the soldier left home— and they will be fully understood at home, though
now worse than Greek to the writer.
May 26. Tues. Cool. Reg. at work on the fort in the afternoon.
A large detail at work on a corduroy road near Portsmouth, covering
the old roadway with logs laid cross-wise, and then covering them with
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brush and earth. The army poets are busy. Numerous ' Poems ' have
been written, and several published ' onto ' the wounds and death of the
May 3d heroes who fell on the Providence Church road. Bad enough to
be shot without these poems. If all the soldiers fallen in this war should
at once arise from the dead, and stand exactly as and where they were
one second before the fatal stroke came upon them, the view would be
wonderful ; but still more striking would be their indignation and anger
because of the army poets who served them up so fearfully after they
were iionorably dead.
May 27. Wed. Warm. Reg. at work on Ft. Rodman and the
military road near it. The nights here usually remain very warm and
close till past midnight, before the breeze from the bay penetrates these
thick woods of the swamps that surround us. Brigade Hdqrs. are moved
down near the west end of the camp of the Thirteenth. Music, dancing,
a large assemblage, a fine illumination lighting up the pines and rivaling
the brilliant moonlight, and a general jubilee holds the camp late to-night
near the Hospital tents.
May 28. Thurs, Very warm. Reg. at work on the fort as usual.
A great deal of land near by is worked by the contrabands. They are
to have half of what they produce. They are coming within our lines in
large numbers, and bringing woful tales of their ill treatment by the
Confederates. The scenes on their arrival beggar description. INIany
of them are extremely pathetic, and would draw tears from the most
stolid and hard-hearted men, if the monkey-like actions of the negroes
were absent, and the negrotesquerie so far laid aside that the scenes
could be freely realized as part and parcel of the life and experiences of
human beings. You ask them how they feel now that they are free, and
they will answer : " 'I-golly, Massa, we 's feelin' pow'ful good ! "
May 29. Fri. Very warm. Reg. breaks ground for a new fort
near the Western Branch. The walls are to be fifteen feet thick at
parapet, twenty-one at base, about ten high. A house is enclosed but
afterwards torn down— said to belong to a Mr. Wilson, a Colonel in the
Confederate Army, and a member of the C. S. A. Congress. This work
is to be hurried both day and night until the fort can be used. The men
work in six-hour reliefs. Green peas, costing ten cents a quart shelled
ready to cook, are abundant. The negroes bring to camp great quantities
of strawberries. Cattle are driven here in large droves, turned to pas-
ture, and killed as they are needed. We have excellent fresh beef in
plenty. Lieut. Parker has resigned his commission. His health very
poor. (He leaves camp on May 31st.) He is popular in the Regiment,
and will be greatly missed ; the leave-taking a sad one. The loss of so
many officers because of sickness casts a gloom over the whole command.
The first case of small-pox occurs in camp to-day.
May 30. Sat. Very warm and dry. Reg. at work on the new
fort. The dust in the road is about six inches deep, and about one inch
deep now upon us. The men are making all sorts of odd tilings to use
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and to send home, bone rings, briar-root pipes, cane-brake fifes, buzzard-
quill pens, and necklaces of bears' teeth and claws obtained from the na-
tives about the swamp.
May 31. Sun. Warm. Great need of rain. Usual Sunday in-
spection and parade. The talk that lias been going on for nearly a month
about our being mustered out on June 19th has arisen because it is
claimed that the 12th N. H. filled New Hampshire's volunteer quota.
The talk is making many of the men very uneasy. With the excej^tion
of fresh beef, rations are very poor now again. The men have had to
work so very hard all this sjnnng, that the regular army rations, as served,
have not furnished sufficient nourishment ; provoking discontent, causing
sickness, encouraging secret foraging parties— and filling the sutler's
purse. Cavalry and infantry reserves, with a few light cannon, hold the
distant Suft'olk lines, Corcoran's Legion garrisons the Bowers Hill works,
while we run this new line across between the branches of the Elizabeth
river. The 9th N. Y. have gone home ; the 25th N. J. — nine-months
men— go home June 3d, their term of service having expired. The 10th
N. H. again a permanent part of our Brigade. The whole force here-
about is kept exceeding busy, building fortifications, leveling forests, build-
ing roads, etc. The citizens' children are wearing crape on their arms in
mourning for Stonewall Jackson ; and these future lords and ladies of the
South take especial care to exhibit to the Union soldiers such emblems of
rebel sentiment and feeling.
June 1. Mon. Warm, very. Reg. at work on the corduroy road
to Portsmouth ; commencing work at an early hour in the morning, and
continuing but half the day. The 10th N. H., having come down from
Bowers Hill, camjjs near us to-day. The ofiicers of the 13th hold a
meeting this evening, and subscribe liro.OO apiece to purchase an elegant
gold snuff-box for Lt. Col. Bowers. They desire to make up a purse, for
it, of $150. He must resign because of injuries in his shoulder and leg
caused by a fall at the battle of Fredericksburg, resulting in severe
rheumatism ; while added to this are the effects of malaria and this cli-
mate, all aggravated by a very severe cold contracted in the fight on
May 3d.
A soldier of the 13th writes home : " All happiness in the army here
is a matter of the imagination. I am not homesick, but tired of this man-
ner of living. The weather is now as hot as a New Hampshire July.
Soldiering loses all the charms it ever had in this place and heat. I
have a very depressed opinion of all the Southern cities I have yet seen,
neglected, old, broken down, ramshackle affairs." Another writes : " The
Thirteenth has shoveled dirt enough this season to make itself immortal,
were it possible so to do in this way."
June 2. Tues. Very warm. Reg. at work on fort and I'oad. Fine
shower last night. Lt. Col. Bowers receives his resignation papers.
Small-pox having made its appearance in camp and among the citizens,
a general vaccination is the order of the day. At a recent dinner, one
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enthusiastic individual offers a toast to Lt. Col. Bowers in these words :
" Here 's to Col. Bowers. Jus' 's brave man (hie). Jus' 's brave man—
's any other brave man 's a brave man— (hie), jes' so ! "
June 3. Wed. Cooler. Welcome shower last night. Reg. at
work on fort and road. The 25th N. J., nine-months men, leave camp
for home this afternoon. They have been in our Brigade since Dec. 10,
1862. A very good regiment as a whole. Gen. Burnside says that we
have been merely on detached service since leaving Newport News
(•Neuse') on March 13th, and he shall "claim the honor, of defending
Suffolk, for the Old Ninth Corps." There is much talk of our joining
the Ninth Corps in Tennessee or Kentucky.
Lt. Col. George Bowers leaves the Reg., and camp here, for home, this
morning. While he is in a tent at bi'eakfast, the First Sergeants quietly
call out the Reg. The men surround the tent, where Lt. Col. Bowers is,
and surprise him with three cheers, and then three times three. He
comes out and tries to make a speech, but breaks down in tears. The
men give him three times three more cheers, and form a line to properly
honor him as he leaves the camj).
Extracts from letters written June 3, 1863, and later : " Lt. Col.
George Bowers left us this morning— June 3d. We feel very badly
to lose him— the best friend the Thirteenth had amongst all of its
officers, both field, staff and line. A party of sixteen of the officers of
the Thirteenth visited him at Mr. Edward Bunting's house on the even-
ing of June 2d, had a social chat and a serenade by the Band of the
Thirteenth. A formal and elaborate recei)tion and su})23er Avas planned
fur him for this evening, all the officers of the Regiment to be present
;
but he could not be persuaded to stop, he was so anxious to get home.
He Avas taking breakfast in camp this morning with Col. Stevens, and the
Captains had the men of all the companies in the Regiment quietly
assembled by the Fii'st Sergeants, formed them in line of battle, marched
them ui> to the tent where Lt. Col. Bowers was, and there at once sur-
rounded the tent on all sides, and surprised him by giving three rousing
cheers. He left the table, came to the tent door and attempted to ad-
dress the Regiment, but after a few words he broke down in tears. The
Regiment then gave him more cheers, and then returned to their quar-
ters. In the fight at Providence Church road on May 3d, he was for-
ward with the men during all the advance and charge, the day was very
warm, and he was much heated by his exertions. After we enteied the
woods he was chilled by their dam])ness. and caught a severe cold, wliich
settled in a rheumatic form in his limbs, rendering him unable to jjer-
form field duties." Capt. Julian.
June 4. Thurs. Pleasant. Reg. at work on fort and road. The
negroes ar*e coming into our lines in troops. A large camp of them is
formed in the woods between our camj) and Portsmouth. They regard
the Union soldiers as their deliverers, and are unconditional friends to us
wherever met. Strawberries cost but three cents a quart now, and they
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are huge ; to eat ten cents' worth of them is considered a good morn-
ing's work. Chaplain Jones writes to a Northern paper : " Lt. Col.
Bowers looked after the needs and wants of the privates. They love
him. He was very courteous and kindly."
June 5. Fri. Warm. Reg. at work on fort. Very hard for the
men to work in this hot, steamy, sweet-box of a country. More talk in
camp about our being mustered out as nine-months men.
One word more about Lt. Col. Bowers. The soldiers' letters, that the
writer has looked over while j^rej^aring this sketch of the Reg., have con-
tained many very pleasant things written of Lt. Col. George Bowers. He
was, in short, the beau-ideal of a soldier, and of an officer, to the mem-
bers of the Thirteenth— their friend and their brother ; and there could
not possibly be a better proof of the affection of the members of the
Thirteenth for him than these remarks, written voluntarily and sponta-
neously to their relatives and friends at home, and in such way that Lt.
Col. Bowers would probably never hear a word of them. He served as a
Captain in the Mexican War, and greatly distinguished himself there on
many a battle-field. He was from early youth always prominent in the
affairs of the New Hampshire militia. Was Postmaster at Nashua from
1852 to 1860. Was twice Mayor of that city, in 1861 and in 1868, and
served in numerous minor public offices. For a year, 1862-3, he served
as Major in the Tenth Regiment Veteran Reserve Corps. Was Depart-
ment Commander of the New Hampshire Grand Army of the Republic
for the years 1879 and 1880, also Junior Vice Commander of the Na-
tional Department for the year 1881. His fellow officers in the Thir-
teenth, a few only excepted, raised a fund sufficient to meet the ex-
penses of his badge and initiation fees, and of his annual fees so long as
he lived, in the Military Order of the Loyal Legion of the United States,
and he was elected a member of the Massachusetts Commandery on
October 4, 1882. He died February 14, 1884, of heart disease, and
chronic diarrhoea contracted in the service at the front while he was a
member of the Thirteenth.
June 6. Sat. Cool. Heavy thunder shower this evening flooding
the camp. Capt. Stoodley assigned to the command of the axe-corps—
ten men from each comj^any, and each man provided with a sharp new
axe. Their first job, it is said, is the result of a mistake made by a
member of Gen. Getty's staff, and a large orchai-d belonging to one of
the enemy's officers is leveled. The axe-corps goes out to work every
morning at 5 a. m. ; 100 men, 10 Non-Commissioned Officers, 2 Lieuten-
ants and Capt. Stoodley. They return to camp at 11 a. m. and have the
rest of the day to themselves. Capt. Stoodley can, somehow, accomplish
more effective work with a gang of choppers than any other officer in
the Regiment. He goes about continually from squad to squad, and
plans the felling of nine tenths of the trees. His lively activity makes
him seem able to be in several different places at once— and the whole
of him in each of the several places.
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June 7. Sun. Cool. Showers at night. Inspection. One Dress-
parade a week nowadays ; it ought to be with shovels, picks and axes,
for the Reg. now works with them all the time. Miss Hozier, residing
near Suffolk, a rebel spy, has been captured, while trying to make her
way to Richmond. She is found to have, hidden in the handle of her
parasol, exact diagrams and descriptions of our whole line of works, on
this front. She was captured May 27.
June 8. Mon. Warm, fair. Reg. slashing. The trees are felled
and left lying with their tops pointing towards the enemy, the limbs cut
off so as to form a sort of abatis, not above five feet high, and the more
intricately interwoven the better. Col. Button is absent on leave, and
Col. Donohoe of the 10th N. H., and formerly a Captain in the 3d N. H.,
has for some time been in command of our Brigade. Lieut. Young has
had charge of building the military road— mostly of corduroy — from
Ft. Rodman south to Ft. Tillinghast. The backwoodsmen of Company
H are selected to give lessons in felling trees.
June 9. Tues. Warm. Reg. slashing. Albe Holmes, ex-Lieutenant
of Company H, opens a fine stock of sutler's goods, and we now have for
the first time a sutler of our own. This summer stands of record as the
warmest known for many years. So it is always ; the last bad is the
worst bad of all bads. The Reg. is divided into bands of choppers,
shovelers, corduroy road makers, carpenters, etc., every man employed.
June 10. Wed. Warm, fair. Reg. slashing. Under this severe
labor in slashing and shoveling, the health of the Thirteenth is again
visibly breaking down. Lieut. Curtis has charge of the pioneers cutting
' bramble paths ; ' that is paths through the brambles, where the military
roads are to run. The path through the swamp between Forts Rodman
and Tillinghast had in many places to be cut foot by foot through thorny
tangling vines utterly impassable to man or beast ; a most intricate snarl
and network, in some places several rods in width and extending to the
tops of trees fifty to seventy-five feet high. Some of our jjioneers men-
tion this bramble cutting in language quite as tangled, bristling and
thorny as these most vicious vines themselves.
June 11. Th\irs. Warm, fair. Paymaster in camp. Reg. slashing.
The largest pine felled here this summer is a little over five feet in diame-
ter at three feet above the ground, very straight and tall ; but thousands
of noble trees from two to four feet in diameter have gone down to waste
and utter loss. Lieut. Murray returns to camp, but not yet to duty, his
wound not sufficiently healed. He is a brave, })rompt and efficient officer,
and has been greatly missed in the Regiment during his absence. A
large force sent from our lines here towards the Blackwater to dismantle
the rebel works. They find many skeletons of the unburied rebel dead.
Lieut. Staniels has been out, with a squad of soldiers, for three days,
picking up contrabands and sending them to the negro canq).
June 12. Fri. Hot. Reg. paid off to May 1st by Maj. G. W.
Dyer, in the forenoon ; in the afternoon earning greenbacks again at the
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slashing. The able-bodied negi'oes, now coming in in great numbers,
are employed on the works, receiving rations for themselves and families,
and some money also, in the way of payment. Lieut. Coffin leaves camp
for home this morning ; resigned June 9tli, and honorably discharged
the service. Lieut. Staniels has charge of the guai'ds posted at citizens'
houses to protect their persons and property.
June 13. Sat. Warm, fair. Our whole Reg. slashing every day
;
clearing a space in front of our works eleven hundred yards wide. Sol-
diers are out scouring the country in all directions for loafing negroes.
Sometimes they bring in large numbers of them. One day two hundred
of them were marched in through our camp. W^hen the negroes cut
down a tree, they cut into the trunk on all sides alike, showing less sense
than a beaver when he gnaws a tree off ; while the butt of the log is left
sharpened to a central point, with a long ' scarf,' like a fence stake.
" The negroes here are filthy and indolent, and freedom to them means
perfect idleness ; they are brutes in human form, destitute of all ambi-
tion, and thieves — stealing everything they can lay their hands upon."
So writes truly one member of the Thirteenth.
June 14. Sun. Warm. Inspection in forenoon ; Dress-parade in
afternoon. The men of the Thirteenth and of the Fourth Rhode Island
fraternize on the most friendly terms. Some sort of temporary feud
exists, however, between the men of the Thirteenth and Tenth N. H.
The 10th were out of our Brigade for a long time between the battles of
Fredericksburg and Providence Church road.
June 15. Mon. Warm. Reg. at work. Col. Stevens' wife arrives
in camp. It is a fact that the more ignorant people about here have been
taught that the Yankees have horns. One of the worst things, which
they can think of, is that : " Abe Lincoln will make the negroes equal
with the white people, to eat at the same table with them, and to enjoy a
social and political equality."
June 16. Tues. Very warm. Reg. at work : so hard at work that
we have a Dress-parade only about once a week. Albion J. Jenness of E
is on guard at the house of one John Stafford. Unable to catch the idea
in the favorite Union army song, Mrs. Stafford wants to know, " Where
John Brown's soul is marching to."
June 17. Wed. Hot. Reg. slashing. " A detail from the 13th,
including myself, worked on Ft. Rodman, hewing timber for the maga-
zine and unloading cannon, from 6 p. m. yesterday to 1 a. m. to-day."
(LuEY.) Signs of a move. The trees stand very close together where the
Reg. is now chopping, and it is often exceedingly difficult to make around
a tree room enough in which to swing an axe, on account of the masses
of tangled thorny vines— greenbrier or bramble. The underbrush and
cane-brake form a dense jungle also. The thorns penetrate clothing, and
the men are punctured and scratched from head to foot.
June 18. Thurs. Hot, very. Reg. slashing. The trees are so
much tangled and tied together by vines that one often stands firmly up-
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right after being cut entirely off. Advantage is taken of this, and the
trees are cut nearly off, on one side, over a large space of ground— an
acre or more— and then some huge ' bull-pine,* or other large tree, is
felled directly into the mass— when down goes the whole ' drive,' with a
great noise and crash. The term of labor is increased to eight hours a
day, instead of four and a half hours. The men were obliged to work
slowly before, in the intense heat ; now their work will be " double-slow."
June 19. Fri. Fearfully hot. Showery. Reg. slashing— working
eight hours a day. Heavy guns coming down, from the forts nearer
Suffolk, and being placed in forts here. Corcoran's Irish Legion remain
in the vicinity of Suffolk. Our Brigade transferred from the 9th to the
7th Army Corps. Order read on Dress-parade to that effect.
June 20. Sat. Rainy, warm. A train of army wagons over a mile
in length passes down the road to-day. Marked signs of immediate
activity. One thing is certain, we are not nine-months men ; all bets on
that are off. As one man of the 13th writes, " Nine-months stock is flat."
The sick are sicker to-day— as a rule. The advance of Gen. Lee's army
toward Pennsjdvania calls for some movement of the troops in this com-
mand, and a hundred rumors are flying.
June 21. Sun. A little rain. Inspection at 11 a. m. Orders arrive
this noon for the Thirteenth to leave camp at one o'clock and to be ready
to embark at Portsmouth at three o'clock to-morrow morning. Our
camp is to be left standing, and a few men left to guard it, and to care
for the sick and convalescent. Several men, in view of trouble ahead,
are seized with violent fits of vomiting this evening ; a powerful emetic
and the guard house are prescribed, and work wonderful cures in every
case. Corcoran's Irish Legion are to garrison and hold this line in the
absence of our troops. Capt. Bradley is very sick, and is forbidden to
leave camp. He sits to-day on a stump, the jiicture of wretchedness,
watching the preparation made by his Company to march, and vowing
that he will follow. This is plucky.
Extract from a letter written June 21, 1863 : " Rainy. The Thir-
teenth will take knapsacks for the march to-morrow, three days' rations
in haversacks, and forty rounds of ball-cartridge per man. Lieut. Durell
is sick and will remain in camp ; Lieut. INIurray has not yet returned to
duty (recovering from his wound) ; First Sergeant Thompson will act as
Lieutenant." Capt. Julian.
An idea occurs to Gen. Dix, to create a diversion in favor of the Union
army in Pennsylvania, and to cut off Gen. Lee's conmunication with Rich-
mond on the north. Gen. E. D. Keyes is to move from White House,
almost due west along the York River Railroad, via Baltimore Cross
Roads, with about .5,000 men, to draw away the enemy from Bottom's
Bridges on the Chickahominy river, and to give them battle. He, how-
ever, finds the enemy too strong, and is delayed. Gen. Getty is to ])ro-
ceed from White House northwest, with al^out 7,000 men, nearly his
whole Division, directly upon Hanover Junction, and to destroy there the
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Virginia Central and Fredericksburg -Railroad bridges over the North
and South Anna rivers. Both forces are to join as near as possible to
Richmond— for advance or retreat, as the case may determine.
'BLACKBERRY RAID.'
June 22. Mon. Very warm. Very dark last night. Tliirteenth is
called at twelve o'clock, midnight, of June 21st, leaves camp at one
o'clock this morning, and marches down the main road to Portsmouth.
One man of the Reg. writes : " The night was so dark that all the way we
could get along, in any kind of oi-der, was by the polished barrels of our
guns." In the woods, in the intense darkness, several of our men fall
into the deep ditch by the side of the road, and are fished out of the mud
and water with poles, and not exactly in a proper condition to appear on
a Dress-parade. One man of the Thirteenth somewhat given to stutter-
ing, and who had imbibed a little too freely before he left camp, re-
marked as he was pulled up from a plunge into the road-side ditch : " I 'm
all right ; but I doanunner(hic )stand this 'ere moo(hic)oove— it puts my
head all into a wh(hic)irl." And his remark becomes a by-word.
We embark at Portsmouth, about 4 a. m., on the steamer ' Maple
Leaf,' with the 4th R. I. Arrive at Yorktown about 10 p. m., debark
near midnight, march a couple of miles, and bivouac at 3 a. m. on the
plain near the Hessian burying-ground. Good place for a patriot camp.
The Thirteenth numbers about 400 men now here present for duty. The
men of the Thirteenth take their knapsacks for this march, with one
change of underclothing in them. The painted things are like huge non-
porous plasters upon the men's backs, the straps binding all clothing
closely about the chest and shoulders— a most vicious combination for
hard marching in hot weather. The side of a knapsack worn next a
man's back should be made of something less sweltering than painted
canvas ; it should be made of a piece of flannel that could be removed
and washed — or of sjionge.
June 23. Tues. Pleasant. Reg. called very early. The bivouac
last night was irregular, and the first thing done is to bring the tents into
the proper order of a regimental camp. Many men take a bath in the
river, the water quite clear.
Queer, battered, neglected, dilapidated, little decrepit old Yorktown.
Since Oct. 19, 1781, this town has been historic. Gen. Washington then
had here a victorious Patriot army of about 16,000 men, and Lord Corn-
wallis surrendered to him an army of 7,073 men; the spot is pointed out
to us where the commanders, and also the two armies, stood on that occa-
sion. We are of another Patriot army numbering hard upon two round
millions of men — so large have things grown in eighty odd years.
June 24. "Wed. Showery. Company drill in forenoon. Battalion
drill in afternoon. Here are vast deposits of sea shells, mostly scallops,
and where Gen. McClellan's troops cut into the hills are very many large
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springs of water, clear as crystal ; and our men, recently from the low,
flat, muddy region about the Dismal Swamp, cannot drink enough of it.
McClellan's earth-works here are simply immense.
June 25. Thurs. Rainy, cool. Orders received to be ready to
move at a moments notice. Company drill in the forenoon— and a fine
scene it is when hundreds of companies can be seen manoeuvring at once.
Teams at evening are moving off. We are to wait until 3.30 a. m. to-
morrow. Thirteenth to march in heavy marching order. Curiosity
hunters visit the various jjlacesof interest. Among others the tree where
' California Joe,' as a sharp-shooter, concealed himself, and silenced a
rebel battery, and also shot the negro Confederate sharp-shooter who had
killed and wounded many of our pickets, one year ago. Capt. Grantman,
who has been at Norfolk on court martial duty, rejoins the Reg. here.
June 26. Fri. Rainy, warm. Reg. called at 2 a. m., marches at
3.30 a. m., embarks at wharf in town on the steamer ' Hero,' at 6 a. m.,
with the 10th N. H., and moves at 8 a. m. up the York and Pamunkey
rivers to White House Landing, arriving there about 3 jd. m. ; debarks,
moves out half a mile or so, and encamps near a magnolia swamj), at the
north side of the York River Railroad. A little, round monitor fort, of
the enemy's, mounting one gun, was here rendered useless by one well-
directed shot, made yesterday by our gunboat ; the enemy, however,
got off with his gun about 6 a. m., burned the culverts and bridges on the
railroad, and tore up much of the track, behind him, as he retired ; he
also burned a number of buildings, the ruins of which are smoking when
we arrive. The 11th Penn. Cavalry are now clearing our front. The
old ' White House ' here was the scene of Washington's early married
life, and the property of his wife ; the house is now in ruins.
June 27. Sat. Fair ; rained hard last night. Reg. still in bivouac.
In the magnolia swamp near by, the trees in full bloom furnish so much
fragrance that many men are made sick, and our camp is moved farther
away from it. Inspection and Company drill in forenoon. Battalion drill
in afternoon, followed by a Dress-parade. Our picket line is out but a
little way— scarce a rifle-shot from camp. Gen. Spear's cavalry come in
with a long train of captured wagons, many mules and 120 prisoners, and
with them Confederate Brig. Gen. W. H. Lee ; trophies of the lltli l*enn.
Cavalry. Army rations run short, and one soldier of the 13th writes :
" A great supply of nothing to eat ; fried mutton for supper."
June 28. Sun. Showery. Inspection, parade, and prayers by our
Chaplain. The men find a number of Gen. McClellan's unused coffins,
and make them do duty for the living, in the form of bedsteads ; not at
all bad. The bones of a few men, found near camp, are still more sugges-
tive. The ribs and uprights of Gen. McClellan's old army wagons make
good shelter-tent poles. Our commissariat appeared last night, and to-day
we have fresh beef. Gen. Dix and staff pass along the lines.
Maj. Gen. Joseph Hooker succeeded in command of the Army of the
Potomac by Maj. Gen. George G. Meade.
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June 29. Mon. Very showery ; a clear afternoon. Reg. drills aU
day and lias a Dress-parade at sundown, when orders are i-ead transfer-
ring us to the 2d Div. 7th Army Corps. In some places about us the
ground is literally blue with a kind of passion flower— the vines are said
to grow little gourds called " pop-apples." The rebels collected a large
force of negroes here yesterday for work about Richmond ; but last night
they mutinied, seized boats, made rafts, etc., crossed the river, and came
into our lines. They pass our camp to-day in a large crowd ; men, women
and children all together, each with a bundle. They will be sent to Fort-
ress Monroe. They made a bold dash for freedom, and secured it.
June 30. Tues. Pleasant. Orders to move at call to-morrow
morning, with cooked rations, and in light marching order ; but the 13th
and other regiments in our Brigade take knapsacks— heavy marching
order. Reg. mustered for pay by Col. Wm. Keine of the 103d N. Y.
Company E has several Kenistons, and Col. Keine has them all stand out
until he can muster them beyond a chance for doubt, and causes a laugh
in the Regiment by his remarks— wants to know if there are any more
" Kan-ee-stones." He is evidently of German extraction.
The general orders upon this raid are that the regiments shall be called
out at 3 a. m., have breakfast, and be ready to march at any time from 4
to 7 a. m.— and to halt when the man on horseback gets tired. The
scattering of white citizens hereabout, as the Union army approaches,
shows their classic tastes— the word ' skedaddle ' being excusable Greek.
The word seems to be a product of this civil war. Lieut. Young is placed
on picket on the York River Railroad, and visits the vedettes of the 11th
Penn. Cavalry. They have just killed and cooked a pig, — cooking him
almost sooner than he died. The Lieutenant, not knowing the state of
the meat, is invited to join in the lunch. He does so. There is no salt
to be had, nevertheless all eat heartily of the meat. The result is that all
are made fearfully sick. This experience proves that hunger is not al-
ways the best sauce.
July 1. Wed. Warm, very. Reg. called at 3 a. m. ; crosses the
railroad bridge over the Pamunkey to the east side at 7 a. m. ; marches
to King William Court House near the Mattapony, a march of about nine
miles, and bivouacs at 6.30 p. m. on a low, wet, muddy, plowed field
about half a mile beyond the collection of buildings. During the day the
weather has changed, and a cold rain sets in. The road is an abomina-
tion for mud, the field also. The men are very tired, and procure some
unthreshed wheat, from the stacks near by, to keep their blankets and
themselves out of the mud in to-night's bivouac. We have fairly turned
in, when an order comes from the " General commanding," for the men to
return " every straw of that wheat " to the stacks. The poor men turn out
in the pouring rain, gather up the wheat, and replace it on the stacks
— accompanying their action by very many remarks In ' camp language.'
About midnight fires suddenly break out among those wheat stacks, and
they disappear in smoke, together with a blacksmith shop and a large mill
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— the great fires lighting up the entire camp. Instead of a few hushels of
wheat with tlie straw going to a much needed bed in the mud, many hun-
dreds of bushels of wheat, straw and all, go to a useless rest in ashes.
Company li of the Thirteenth is rear-guard to-day. They did not burn
the wheat— but they believe that a lunch of broiled chicken is just as good
for a rear-guardsman as for any other man.
The force now advancing here consists of the 11th Penn. and 2d Mass.
Cavalry ; 8th, 11th, loth and 16th Conn. ; 10th and 13th N. H. ; 3d,
89th, 99th, 103d, 112th, 117th, 118th N. Y. ; 13th Indiana ; lG5th,
IGCth, 169th Penn., and the 4th R. I. Infantry Regiments, and four
Batteries — all under command of Gen. Getty. Occasionally in a turn of
the road nearly the whole force comes into view at once, and, as we
march compactly in good order, makes a fine aj^pearance among the trees
and green fields ; the muskets glistening near and far, in long lines and
masses, and well mounted horsemen dashing here and there. They call
this force the Second Division of the Seventh Army Corps. Our Brigade
is under command of Col. M. T. Donohoe of the 10th N. H.
July 2. Thiirs. Hot, very. Reg. called between 2 and 3 a. m.,
and marches from 4.30 a. m. until about 11 a. m. At 3 p. m. the Reg.
moves on about half a mile and encamps. Several cases of sunstroke
among our troops. Roads abominable. We bivouac near Brandywine.
We are marching through the very granary of Gen. Lee's army, and are
imder the strictest orders to appropriate nothing at all ; while at this very
hour Gen. Lee, with an enormous army, is devastating the quiet fields
and homes of Pennsylvania. Here too are hundreds of acres of wheat,
corn and oats, cultivated under the superintendency of Gen. Lee's own
soldiers, detailed for this especial purpose— one soldier for every ten
or fifteen negroes— and who skedaddle for Richmond as we approach.
Our men are even ordered not to go to wells and springs, along the road,
for water to drink ; in fact, the strictness is exasperating to both men and
officers, and necessarily provokes mere wanton mischief from the hands
of lawless men among us. Still we will, and we do, to some extent, pro-
cure and eat what we want the most— early fruit, chickens, lambs and
young beef. They say that in a field, not far from our camp, is a pile of
fifty or more lambskins — winter clothing, of course, that the lambs have
laid by.
Jiily 3. Fri. A very warm day. Reg. called at 3 a. m. and marches
at 6 a. m. We pass through Mongohit and Mechanicsville, so called.
Have been put upon the wrong road, and are obliged to countermarch.
In crossing a little stream to-day, some men. belonging to a regiment
ahead of us, rush into the water, drink deei)ly, come out. stagger a few
steps— and drop dead. The most of this force is moving in light march-
ing order, and such was the order to our Brigade ; but the 10th and 13th
N. H. Regiments, at least, move in heavy marching order, taking every-
thing with them — knapsacks, blankets, shelter tents, their change of
clothing, etc., etc. Some one has made a mistake, and caused our men
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great loss, and fearful suffering from the heat. We make a long halt
about noon. Hot as Tophet. At this noon halt the men enjoy an abun-
dance of blackberries, the ground being covered with them. Cases of
sunstroke very common ; there is scarcely a worse sight than a man lying
dead of sunstroke. The Reg. marches again at 4 p. m., and continues to
march, with frequent halts, till 9 p. m. After a march of 18 miles, the
Reg. bivouacs at midnight on Confederate Gen. Taylor's plantation, said
to be about three miles north of Hanover Court House. The vicinity is
called Horn's Quartei-s. We here liberate 50 or 75 slaves ; some of them
start at once down uj)on our line of march, others remain to follow the
army. The Thirteenth, and a large part of our Brigade, halts here,
while a large force pushes on, across the Pamunkey, for Hanover Junction,
eight miles distant to the northward. Taylor's farm is used as a sort of
headquarters. Union soldiers have been posted to guard the citizens'
property at every house all along the roads ; we see them on doorsteps
and piazzas, under trees, everywhere.
July 4. Sat. Hot. Reg. called at 3 a. m., but we do not march
until after 9 a. m. AVe march about five miles to Hill's plantation in
Caroline County— where we pass through one cornfield said to contain
1,()00 acres, the corn up to our shoulders— and halt at Littlepage's
bridge between 10 and 11 a. m., and remain during the day and night,
along the road and on the I'iver bank. Detachments from the Thirteenth
and the Tenth N. H. are sent upon picket along the river. The rest of
the Thirteenth, acting as Gen. Getty's body-guard, take the day in ease
and peace, along the road and river, among the trees. The force which
crossed the river here last night and this moi'ning, moving towards Han-
over Junction, said to be nearly the whole Division, has a severe skir-
mish with the enemy during the day, and we can plainly hear the artil-
lery engagement ; at times the firing is very heavy. Roundly speaking,
two brigades cross the river, and one (ours) remains here as a reserve.
As the Reg. halts, in an oatfield, to-day just before dinner. Adjutant
Boutwell and Asst. Surgeon Sullivan go to the nearest house, take posses-
sion and try to have a dinner prepared, but fail. However, by pushing
things, they succeed in obtaining an excellent supper for themselves and
a number of other officers. After eating the supjjer, they— like gallant
and honorable soldiers— pay for it. Quite a number of our officers
sleep, to-night, on the floor of the house.
We celebrate the Fourth of July in a novel fashion. We have here a
hundred or more liberated slaves, of all ages, sizes and complexions. One
girl about fourteen j^ears old and several boys would readily pass for
white children. (This girl was sent North, adopted in a good family,
brought up and educated.) These slaves, well aware of the import of
July 4th, are induced to give us an exhibition of their plantation melodies
and dances. They join hands, form a large circle, and pass arotind and
around for half an hour, bending their bodies and knees with a ' courtesy
and a jerk,' as only the negro can ; stamping time with their feet, singing
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melodies that no one of us can understand, and occasionally repeating a
yell in every conceivable tone and compass of voice, rapidly and succes-
sively round and round the circle, as if each one in turn were suddenly
struck mad. They give also a number of duets and solos, and dances for
which the music is ' clapped ' on the musician's knee. The play is kept
up for hours, until they are tired of the show— and we also. Sugar, as
a reward for their entertainment, is chiefest in demand. JMany of us are
emptied of our store. The little dai'key will take a handful, fill his
mouth, roll his eyes in ecstasy, and then lick his hands and fingers clean
— that have not been clean before for three montlis.
We bivouac here under the protection of a strong picket. There are
captured near here, from the enemy, about 150 horses, 50 mules, and 50
head of fine cattle. Our forces across the river are aiming to destroy
certain bridges on the Virginia Central and the Fredericksburg Rail-
roads, but find the enemy there in force, and this evening we can hear
heavy firing at Hanover Station ; the firing commencing at 4 p. m.
While the Reg. is broken up, in detachments for picket along the river,
Company C, organized as a special guard, under command of Lieut. Cur-
tis, holds Littlepage's bridge — a post of great importance. Companies
C and E act as brigade rear-guard in the march and movements of to-day.
The Lieutenant of the Thirteenth who had charge of the regimental
Pioneer-corps to-day, which partly tore up Littlepage's bridge and pre-
pared the remaining portion for firing on the retreat of our troops across
it from Hanover Station, came into the camjj of the Thirteenth late at
night thoroughly tired out, and laid him down to pleasant dreams. The
Reg. were lying all about him soundly sleeping— a sleep very much
needed. The Lieutenant had not been asleep ten minutes when he was
seized by a terrible attack of nightmare, and soon brought the larger part
of the Reg. to their feet by belching out the most hideous, blood-curdling
torrent of howls and screams imaginable. It was several minutes before
he could be quieted, while the men near him indulged in much vigorous
' cam]) language.'
Jvily 5. Sun. Pleasant, warm. The good news from Gettysburg
reaches us this morning, and gives occasion for hvely cheering.
Heavy firing is heard near very early this morning, and approaching
nearer, as our forces retreat from the Junction. Wounded men ai'e com-
ino- in on country wagons. The 13th is called about daylight, its pickets
are relieved about 7 a. m. and the Reg. at once assembles in the road
close down to Littlepage's bridge, ready for anything that may turn up.
As the morning and forenoon passes, bodies of infantry march rapidly
past us, and form lines of battle in the fields in our rear, all looking as if
they had experienced a very rough time of it. It is said, however, that
of the force which crossed the river, only the 99th N. Y. and the 165th
Penn. engaged the enemy. Detachments from the 13th and the 10th
N. H., working together, pile upon Littlepage's bridge a large amount of
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combustible material. A battery tears across the bridge, rushes past us,
the horses galloijing. jumping over and crushing down fences, and takes
position in our rear, in the field, and prepares for action. Things look
decidedly squally. The skirmishing approaches nearer and nearer, the
firing sharp. The 13th moves back a little out of the road and forms
again in line of battle, across a field, near and in support of the battery.
The 10th are to set the bridge on fire and follow. Just as the last of our
troops have crossed, and the bridge is well on fire, a man suddenly ap-
pears on the roof of his house, oft' to our right, as we face towards the
river— westward— and waves a signal flag to the enemy across the
river. Soon a body of our cavalry takes him in hand, and his house
joins the bridge — in smoke. His was a piece of treachery.
Now comes the hardest marching that we have ever endured. The
13th lead the whole force on to-night's march, and are ordered to reach
Ayletts before one o'clock to-morrow morning. Starting about 9.30 a. m.,
we first go back to Taylor's plantation, about five miles, at the top of our
speed. After a short halt here, near Horn's Quarters, the 13th is joined
by the 10th ; who come up much out of breath, and minus their knap-
sacks, for many of these have also joined the bridge in smoke. Our
Brigade looks very finely drawn uj) in the ample grounds of this splendid
mansion. Ammunition is here specially examined, extra rations are sup-
plied, and near 1 p. m. we march about one mile, and are assigned posi-
tion. At 5.30 p. m. is commenced a forced march, that is kept up until
we reach White House. Sweeping round northward past the Hebron, or
Bethel, church, towards the Mattapony, on a different road from the one
by which we came up, our first halt, except for ten minutes or so, is near
Ayletts, on the Mattapony River at 1.15 a. m. (Lieut. Staniels.) Dis-
tance 18 miles since 5.30 p. m. Soon we are off for another mile, and
at 2 a. m. we bivouac in an open field for about three hours. We march
twenty-four miles in eight hours of marching time ; mostly in the dark,
with scarcely a halt, and the night damp and warm. On this night march
the men suffer terribly from thirst, and actually dip water out of puddles
in the middle of the road, and drink it, after hundreds of horses, mules
and men have splashed through it— ' horse coffee,' as the boys call it,
and with a vengeance !
" Joseph H. Prime of F is a large man. The largest army shoes to be
had are too short for him, and on this raid he has been obliged to go
barefoot the most of the march ; the result is that his feet are very sore,
and on this night march his feet are bleeding, and his ankles swollen, ren-
dering him unable to proceed. Rising to march after one halt he is un-
able to stand, and Lieut. Young, in command of the rear-guard to-night,
lifts him by main strength upon his shoulders, carries him to the teams
and puts him on one of the wagons. The wagon is crowded, and in or-
der to make room for Prime, Lieut. Y'oung pulls out of the wagon a man
— so called — who had no business on the wagon at all, and who wears
a Major's uniform. The lifting of Prime, the tussle with the Major, who
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was merely tired or lazy, the march, the labor in keeping up stragglers
and caring for the rear-guard, and the severe cold taken in the morning's
bivouac at Ayletts while sleeping on the bare ground without cover,
brought on a disability from which Lieut. Young has never recovered,
and was the cause of his final resignation of the service. Prime declared
on this occasion, that as soon as he returned to camj) he would apply for
promotion to an official position in a regiment of colored troops. This
he did, and received a commission as Captain in the 25th U. S. Colored
Infantry, Nov. 4, 1863." Lieut. Young.
' Ambulance Brown ' prefers a black moustache on his amiable face to
the huge paler hued one which nature sujjplies. The color he takes along
in his pocket is handy to have in the Thirteenth. For instance : Our
excellent Asst. Surgeon Small finds among the captured horses one that
suits his fancy. A whining rebel citizen appears and begs for his '' dear
horse." The Colonel tells this Mr. Secesh to go among the herd and pick
out his horse, and he will see about its return. Tlie horse had a white
foot or two, a white star in his face and a white nose. Brown, however,
tlie moment he sets his sharp eyes upon this horse, sees that he is a valua-
ble animal, and suspects that he will be demanded. He decides that this
particular horse is not the horse he was, and to prove it, he whips out his
moustache dye— without the knowledge of the Colonel or Asst. Surgeon
Small— and colors all the white marks on the horse jet black. This job
has hardly been completed, when Mr. Secesh appears in the herd, and
still further proves the horse not the horse he was, by being utterly un-
able to find his lost property— the work so well done he does not recog-
nize his own " dear horse," and goes his way lamenting. When it is safe
to do so the color is washed off— and now he is the horse he was. He
does good service in the army, and is brought North at the end of the
war. No one but ' Ambulance Brown ' would ever have thought of dyeing
a horse's moustache— but you see the habit of dyeing moustaches had
grown strong upon him.
Jiily 6. Mon. Rainy. Reg. is up and starts again about 4 a. m., is
jerked around awhile, and at 8.30 a. m. marches from Ayletts to A}'-
letts Station, to a field a little beyond King William Court House, in the
forenoon, about 10 miles. P^ncamps here in the afternoon — about 3 p. m.
— in a heavy rain. A halt is necessary for the stragglers to come up.
The roads are in a terrible condition — awfully muddy. Added to this
the men are thoroughly drenched in the rain, and have the extra diffi-
culty of marching in wet clothes. We remain here until morning. Near
Mongohit road about midnight last night, the enemy came up with the
rear-guard, and threatened mischief ; V)ut the scare had an excellent effect
in stopping unnecessary sti-aggling. It is reported that guerillas have
shot a number of stragglers — and tliey take no prisoners any way. Sev-
eral fine horses were taken last niglit from barns and stables. The writer
saw a valuable roan horse taken from a potato hoard, or small cellar, in a
field quite a distance from any house. He was awfully hungry, heard
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somebody coming, called for provender, told where he was, was rescued,
fed, cared for and taken along — no brands.
But at the final halt, as the Division is now together again, the scene
changes. All the captured mules, horses, teams, carts, wagons, and fat
calves led by a string, are filed into a large cattle yard by the Provost
Marshal, and there is a general— and many a special — unloading. At
King William Court House, where, on the way uj), the men could not
have straw to sleep on, they are obliged now to relinquish all the ' practical
fruits ' of this famous raid ; to leave their fresh meat on the hoof, and
their conveyances, shawls, swallow-tail coats, plug hats, umbrellas, fancy
parasols, etc., all so dear to the soldier's heart, and come down to army
rations, and the weather, unprotected. They sullenly and slowly strap
on their coarser soldier traps, and gear, and then march, and— grumble.
The taste for luxuries must hereafter be confined to blackberries and warm
water from the wayside-brook. If you ever go on a raid steer clear of
King William Court House.
Jiily 7. Tues. Warm, heavy showers. Reg. up at daylight, starts
at 7 a. m., marches to the White House, and encamps there at noon. Dis-
tance about nine miles. The troops of both expeditions all come to-
gether here again. Col. Dutton resumes command of our Brigade, and
Col. Donohoe, who is sick, goes by steamer to Norfolk. All sick men
are examined to-night by the Surgeons. Many of our men, who are
utterly used up, are also put on a transport at 9 p. m.— the ' Juniata '
— and sent to our old camp in the Pines. One man of the 13th writes :
" We were stowed away on that transport like dumplings in a steam
box." The Band also go down by boat. Men have marched with galled
and blistered feet, the nails coming off their toes. The fury of the slave-
holders, whose slaves we brought off with us, was intense, their threats
and curses bitter and deep ; but in these days a slaveholder's damn is
not worth a tinker's dam— we smile, the darkeys grin, they stamj},
swear and howl with impotent fury.
July 8. "Wed. Hot ; heavy showers. Reg. marches at 6 a. m. to
New Kent Court House, and about six miles beyond. Distance twelve
miles. Roads one mass of mud. Two wagons are mired in one place,
cannot be extricated, and are burned. The worst roads and worst mud
we ever saw. As we march to-day over a bad corduroy road, old, rotten
and strewn with army waste, a big darkey, leading a mule, gets off the
road with his charge and into a deep slough. The darkey is rescued
with a pole, but the mule goes down, down until his ears and soriy coun-
tenance are alone visible — a sudden struggle, a gulp or two, and a few
bubbles are the last signs of the mule. The darkey's sole comment, given
with a scared grin, was : " 'I, golly I Done gone forebber ! " as he
plainly saw how he himself might also have gone under, but for that pole
and a few strong men. The Thirteenth are all placed on picket, to-
night, as rear-guard, and forage far and wide for something good to eat.
During the first halt, near New Kent Court House, of scarcely half an
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hour and In a pouring rain, some of the men have a lunch of ' quick-pig.'
They had caught him a mile or two hack, had knocked him on the head
and partly dressed him while they marched. Instantly upon halting the
pig is cut into very thin slices and distributed, a fire is built— of dry
wood found in some wood-shed by the way, rolled in a rubber blanket
and lugged may be for a mile or more— the thin slices of meat are rolled
in salt, put on a green stick, and broiled in the fire. When a dozen
veteran soldiers start upon an affair of this kind, a halt of ten or fifteen
minutes suffices to furnish them with a hearty meal.
After this first halt, the 13th moves a little way to drier land near
some buildings, and remains there for nearly two hours. Then marches
about four hours to make six miles ; the teams in the train, we are guard-
ing, sticking fast in the mud at every few rods. We are marching to Hamp-
ton as a convoy to the wagon train.
July 9. Thurs. Hot. Reg. marches about 6 a. m., and continues on
for 18 miles towards Yorktown ; a part of the distance is made at the rate
of a forced march. At one halt to-day, after a severe spurt in the march,
one company in the Thirteenth actually borrowed a gun to complete a
stack of three muskets— in order to strictly obey the order : " Halt.
Stack Arms — Rest." At the final halt for the day, about three miles
above Williamsburg, at 7 p. m., there are not a dozen men present in
some of the companies. The sick and lame of the Thirteenth, who go
down on the ' Juniata,' arrive in the Pines at 3 p. m. to-day. Many of
them lost on the raid almost everything they had, and come to camp bare-
foot and shirtless.
July 10. Fri. Hot. Reg. marches into Yorktown, and about 6 p. m.
occupies its old camp, that was vacated June 26th. Distance to-day 18
miles ; as we wind around about somewhat, the whole distance marched
is by some estimated at above 20 miles. The men are terribly tired and
stragglers are coming in all night. As we pass through Williamsburg
the College of William and Mary, battered and worn, is in a ' vacation
'
longer than its longest of old. A statue of Jefferson (said to be) also
battered and worn, looks down upon us as we hurry through this capital
of Virginia's proud old days. How this world does turn over and over
as it goes ! Now that the men are in camp again, their change of shirts
and stockings, thrown away with their knapsacks while on the raid, would
be very acceptable ; hundreds of men and officers are in the river bath-
ing, and washing their clotliing, which they wring out and at once put on
again — almost imperative, but a bid for chills and fever.
July 11. Sat. Warm, pleasant. Reg. resting at Yorktown. In
passing through the fortifications near Williamsburg we came to one
point where we could count 13 rebel forts all in one view ; their Fort Ma-
gruder is a woi"k of immense strength. The battle-field is terribly torn
and l)roken even now, and strewn with everything used by an army, and
not (juickly perishable. Over five hundred contrabands have followed
our little army down here from the " Up-country," as they call it. Sergt.
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James M. Hodgdon of B, who went to the old camp in the Pines, on the
' Jmiiata,' writes of to-day : " Rainy and warm. The flies bite fearfully.
Took out Companies H and K on a Dress-parade, where I acted as Cajj-
tain, with no shirt on— all right."
July 12. Sun. Very warm ; light showers. Reg. marches at 5
a. m., and encamps on the old battle-lield at Big Bethel. Distance 14
miles. Here also are very strong fortifications. Now come the huge
rijje blackberries in rich abundance. At every halt the men scatter and
pick them. Hence the name of this march— ' Blackberry Raid.' One
halt of an hour to-day is made especially for blackberries, so it is said ; at
any rate several thousand men, in a long line, halt, stack arms, and at
once fall to gathering the luscious berries. They whom the berries fail
to fill, take a lunch from their haversacks.
The showers to-day — like most summer showers in the South— in-
stead of cooling the atmosphere, fill it with a warm, stifling steam, hard
to breathe, clogging the lungs, and really increasing the heat ; a state of
the air in which sunshine is not necessary to produce sunstroke, as it is
called, several fatal cases of which occur in to-day's march.
July 13. Mon. Fair. Reg. called at 3 a. m., starts about 4 a. m.
and marches, via Little Bethel, crossing New Market bridge, to Hampton,
arriving there about 9 a. m., rests all the day, and embarks there at 6
p. m. on the steamer ' Express,' crosses to Portsmouth, and arrives at
our old camp in the Pines at 11 p. m. Distance marched, besides the
sail, 14 miles. The entire tramp, on this raid, is estimated to have been
from 160 to 175 miles of actual marching, our marching time twelve days
and nights, besides the distance made by steamers.
As the Thirteenth comes into camp, every denizen turns out, and the
whole conmiand cheers until the midnight woods ring, echo, and ring
again. Now at midnight we stretcli our weary limbs upon the welcome
bunks in our old quarters, and sleep as only soldiers can— and after the
toughest march in their experience. We find our tents remaining exactly
as we left them, no knot in string or rope untied ; ' the furniture in our
whole absence has not even been dusted.'
While we were waiting at the landing near Hampton to-day, a large
water-spout ' spiraled ' up Hampton Roads, and broke upon a sandy point
near by us. The water came down literally in chunks, for a little while,
in the open country, and soon we were treated to a severe shower of rain.
As the water-spout approached before it burst— or fell in pieces — there
was a lively scattering of the small boats in the bay. An old darkey fish-
ing for soft-shell crabs found himself directly in its track, and being un-
able to row his boat fast enough to escape the monster, sprang out of it
and waded ashore, while his boat soon went up the spout— literally—
and in falling again was smashed in pieces. The old fellow, as he came
ashore, blubbered out : " Thought I was done gone for, dat time —
shuah ! " We thought so too.
Somewhere up the Peninsula the medical department of the Thir=
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teenth captured a pair of mules and a wagon, all together worth hard upon
a thousanil dollars, and used them in the interest o£ our tired men upon
the march. They finally fell to the charge of our Asst. Surgeon John
Sullivan ; and the ' Doc's mules ' are exceedingly handy to have in our
I'egimental family.
A shower came up suddenly one day while we were in the road march-
hig, and instantly the army, stretched along in sight for a mile or mcfre,
was changed into a procession with umhrellas and jjarasols of every style
and color— a most ludicrous scene ; while gay colored shawls, cloaks, and
old plug hats were too numerous to mention. The soldier must have his
fun. The writer saw one soldier in the loth on the march, purchase of
a negro woman a dirty, ragged shawl woven in brilliant stripes of red,
yellow and green. He washed it, repaired it, brought it to camp, paraded
in it upon occasion, and finally sent it home. Many similar purchases
were made of old odds and ends as curiosities and relics. The damage
done, on this expedition, to private property, was mostly done by rebel
guerilla parties, who fell back from district to district, as our forces ad-
vanced. Their damage being done to ' fire the Southern heart ; ' an at-
tempt to blackmail the Union soldiers, who foraged for fresh provisions,
and that was about all, excepting for the grotesque or old-fashioned things
with which to make sport. One of tlie amusing features was the con-
spicuous absence of the native white population. Any inquiry about the
man of the house would be answered by the statement that he had ' gone
to mill,' ' gone to see a sick brother,' ' gone to town '— or gone to any
indefinite place upon any indefinite errand. The darkey usually said
:
'Guess he done goned off somewhere
!
'—an answer always given slyly and
with the negro grinning chuckle, as if the white man's sudden absence
was a most amusing thing, but a little dangerous to laugh about just yet-
One dark night a huge deer dashed into the road, over the brush fence,
and collided with a mule team. The mules brayed •with fright, and that
scared the deer more and more. After a short, sharp struggle among the
straps and traces, he extricated himself, bounded over the fence at the
other side of the road ; and his long gallop could be heard for some time,
as he made off in the darkness, as fast as liis legs could carry him. The
orders against firing were so strict that we did not dare to shoot him.
The men of the Thirteenth, and in some cases the officers, when we came
to water at convenient places on the march, took off sliirts and socks,
washed them, wrung them out, put them on again at once, wet, and
marched on. When we reached Yorktown almost the vvliole command
took a bath in the river, and washed their clothing. Think of shirts and
socks worn in midsummer, for three weeks, witliout Avashing!
" It should be nnrlerstood that the Thirteenth wore their knapsacks on
this raid with a change of underclothing In them, but the extreme heat
compelled their throwing them away, contents and all ; and thus they
were scattered aU along the roads, from White House to Fontaincbleau."
Lt. Col. Smith.
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Several of the men hid their knapsacks soon after leaving White
House, and recovered them on the return march. Others tried the same
experiment farther up, and lost them because of the change in the roads
on the return route ; and these and their varied contents, snugly tucked
under boai'ds, brush and hedges, await the effect of time, or the futui*e
collector of useless relics.
fiear the wharf at Hampton was a body of raw Ohio troops, hundred-
days men, the officers with white kids, and the men with white gloves
and collars, while the price-mark was not yet worn off their flag-staffs.
One of these asks a man of the Thirteenth : " Are you hundred-days
men ? " " Yes," answers Thirteen, " One hundred days without a clean
shirt— and now it is your turn." Another of these fresh men com-
plained that he had had ' no butter on his bread for more than a week.'
At one aristocratic mansion, near which Ave halted, when far up on the
Penmsula, a number of young ladies had shut themselves in, and refused
to be seen. After a little, our Band is drawn up on their lawn ; and a grand
vocal and instrumental concert, or serenade, is immediately in full chorus,
with many fine male voices rendering popular airs, in rich measure. This
proves to be more than the pretty girls can resist, and soon the mansion
doors are wide open. Later the Band moves up on the piazza, and with
their instruments very near the open windows plays our National airs, re-
sponded to by the young ladies at the piano with ' Stonewall Jackson,'
' My Maryland,' ' Bonnie Blue Flag,' and other Southern airs.
It is said that Spear's cavalry approached within twelve miles of Rich-
mond, and that they helped themselves pretty freely to abandoned prop-
erty. Of quite a large body of them, which we saw, no two were dressed
alike— a motley cavalcade. We marched over 130 miles in the first ten
davs of July. Then in two days marched from Yorktown to Hampton,
28 miles ; making about 160 miles in twelve days, under a midsummer
Virginia sun— and moon. It is regarded as a very severe, and success-
ful march, so far as time, distance and order are concerned. We did not
see half a dozen able-bodied white men, be'tween the ages of 18 and 60,
in the whole trip above Yorktown. Guards were set at all points to pro-
tect rebel property. The excessive rigor of protection made, among the
men, a hero of every successful forager, of whom there were a great many.
Taking was, by order, confined to military necessity, and military necessi-
ties consequently grew every day more and more numerous. The nightly
lullaby was the squealing of pigs and the squawking of poultry. The men
well knowing that what they did not then eat, the rebel soldiers would eat
by and by, for we were on the regular supply grounds of the rebel army
;
and every fifteen of the negroes had a white overseer, appointed, practi-
cally, by the Confederate government. We met negroes everywhere, and
in great numbers. They look upon us as their deliverers and are exceed-
ingly friendly. Their intelligence is surprising. Some of them seem to
act as if they had been waiting forty years for a chance to free their
minds ; and the pent-up accumulation of mental and sentimental matter
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is voided in a flood. Amusing and pitiable — both in the extreme. The
enterprising New York Herald, somehow, followed us on the raid. It
reaches our camp, here in the Pines, at 9 a. m., on the next day after it
is jjublished, and seems to sell ten to one against any other paper that
comes to the army.
The opinion prevails throughout the expeditionary force, that if our
body of about 12,000 effective men— and that is a very low estimate of
our strength— had kept together in one column, and had struck straight
for Richmond, disregarding all minor side issues, we could have easily cap-
tured that city, done incalculable damage to the rebel army supplies and
property of the Confederacy, and returned in safety.
Hospital Steward Royal B. Prescott writes, July 20. 1863 : " We had
our knapsacks with us on this march — our Brigade only was so bur-
dened ; and loud and hearty were the curses of the men upon the officer
who issued the order to take them. Manson S. Brown of C carried our
Hospital supplies. Strict orders were issued by Gen. Dix against taking
anything from the inhabitants along the road ; but the inhabitants insulted
the men all they could, hence retaliation upon their property. The
weather was excessively hot. Knapsacks and blankets were thrown
away, collected by the rear-guard, and burned. On the afternoon of July
2d the column reached Mr. Fontaine's plantation. He was gone. His
wife and negroes were left at home. The bummers in revenge (for some-
thing done or said) smashed everything in his house. The parlor floor
was painted with a mixture made of a pot of yellow j^aint, a pot of black
paint, a barrel of flour and a cask of molasses. Gen. Getty was furious
when he heard of this mischief, but a drum-head court martial held that
night failed to convict any one.^ The house and buildings were after-
wards burned. We saw acres on acres, square miles on square miles, of
ripe wheat. Very little damage was done to crops, so they wiU go to feed
the rebel army ; and in a land of immense plenty we are confined to
army rations, and short at that. Men at night fell like logs, went at once
to sleep, in mud, on grass, anywhere, and it was next to impossible to
wake them. On July 4th the slaves of Mr. William Carter, about 150 of
them (he had 210 in all), came to the road— close down to Littlepage's
bridge— where the 13th were, procured boards, laid them in the road,
and sang and danced for a long time. They gave a better show than all
the ' Original Minstrel ' troops that ever traveled. The negroes took all
the horses, mules and carts, and followed our troops in retreat. Hun-
dreds of soldiers— on the return march — took off their shirts, (buttoning
their blouses close about them for decency's sake), washed them and
then slung them over their shoulders, or carried them as banners on
their bayonets, and so marched till the shirts were dry again and then
put them on. The troops looked more like animated bundles of dirty
1 This court mariial was held under a larg'e tree near the house ; and it is said that
Gen. Getty declared that if the rincfleaders in the damajjo to the house -were caught,
he would hang them all on that tree and leave them hanging there. — S. M. T.
X
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rags than like anything else. Many marks of the battle of WilHamsbnrg
still remain. Major Grantman, of the Thirteenth, was present in that
battle, and was severely wounded there, and now graphically describes
the scene. We were absent on the raid for 23 days, and accomplished
— notliing, or about that. Yes, one thing is certain : that raid has added
2,500 patients to the different Hospitals in this department."
Prescott.
Capt. Smith is bitten or stung on his hand by some small creature
while on the return from this raid, and soon shows unmistakable signs
of severe poisoning, by the appearance of rapidly spreading blotches and
dark spots on his hand and arm. A search is made for whiskey, the best
antidote in such cases. After a while some is found which Lieut. Young
has -saved for an emergency. It is liberally administered, Capt. Smith
is placed on an ambulance, and recovers without serious Injury. But for
that hoarded flask of whiskey, he probably would have died. Moral
:
The best use to make of whiskey is to save it — for a medical emergency.
A few days after the 13th left the Pines, Lieut. Durell with a Lieut,
of the 10th N. H. gathered a squad of volunteers from the 10th and 13th
to join their reginients. About half a dozen of the men were of the 13th.
On reaching White House a little previous to July 4th this party was not
allowed by the Provost Marshal to leave that point because of the rebel
guerillas, who would be quite sure to gobble the whole party before they
could reach their regiments at the front. The party therefore went
into camp, a little apart by themselves, and waited until the regiments
returned. While here Lucius Gilmore of the Quarter-master Department
of the 10th conceived the idea of obtaining some whiskey. Wearing
habitually a blouse with staff-officer's buttons and a tall felt hat, he now
assumed his best appearance, took his canteens and proceeded to the com-
missary's tent. Here the guard at once saluted him as a general officer,
and the man in charge of the tent without question filled his canteens
with whiskey, which Gilmore paid for with becoming dignity ; returning
at once to the camp of the party, he supplied the men without stint, and
to the unutterable bamboozlement of half of them.
July 14. Tues. Rainy. Reg. in camp in the Pines. Every man
in the 13th is foot-sore and much used up, by these long, rapid mid-sum-
mer marches, made when we were either scorched by the southern sun,
or stewing in the wet— and almost all the time plunging in the mud.
The showers rarely cool the atmosphere. All of Company E, excepting
two or three men, are sent on picket to-day ; all are more or less lame?
and the Reg. enjoys a hearty laugh as these unhappy men of E limp and
hobble out of camp.
July 15. Wed. Showery. A fearful thunder storm to-night— the
whole camp a glistening lake. Reg. in camp all day, and doing little or
nothing. Inspection of arms and knapsacks ; and of the latter there are
very few to inspect. Col. Corcoran's Irish Legion moved last night to
join the Army of the Potomac ; while we remain members of the 2d Div.
of the 7th Army Corps.
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July 16. Thurs. Rainy. Reg. does no work. Dress-parade at
evening. Pay-rolls being made out to June 30th, for two months. Many
of the men will be obliged to pay for small articles needlessly lost while
on the raid. A court martial is organized to straighten out sundry un-
necessary irregularities wliich have occurred in these last three weeks.
July 17. Fri. Fair day ; a heavy rain at night. Reg. in camp
resting. A number of men have deserted from the 13th to the enemy
during the late march. We hojie they will be impressed into the rebel
service. Tents have to be thrown off the poles almost every day, to dry
the ground within. Tlie water we have to use we boil before drinking.
Some persons add vinegar to the water to kill the animalculse ; then
after the water is cool it is sweetened a little before it is used. The
water not only looks repulsive, but it tastes and smells bad ; a decoction
of surface filth.
July 18. Sat. Pleasant. Reg. in camp. A great deal of sickness
in the Thirteenth, and throughout the command ; a direct result of the
late raid. Almost every man in the 1 3th is more or less ' broken out
'
with boils and sores, from overheated blood— some of it, possibly, very
bad blood. Capt. Normand Smith and ten officers of other regiments
appointed as a General Court Martial to meet at Portsmouth, Col. Dono-
hoe, President, and Lieut. J. D. Mahon, Judge Advocate.
July 19. Sun. Warm, rainy. Usual Sunday duties. Dress-parade
and religious services. The waste on the raid, in army supplies and
equipage, was scandalous — a heavy total. We have been ready and
waiting all day, to turn out, at a moment's notice, and receive Major
General Foster.
July 20. Mon. Rainy, hot. Reg. in camp. Reviewed by Maj.
Gen. John G. Foster, upon his taking command of this Department of
Virginia and North Carolina. Yesterday at 2 p. m. we were in line to
receive Gen. Foster, but he did not appear. This morning at 10 o'clock
we are in line again, and manoeuvre for two hours while waiting his arri-
Yal. Again we fall in at 3 p. m., and again exercise for about two hours,
when he appears. Gen. Foster is a Nashua man, and the men of the
Thirteenth stand at a ' Present-arms,' and with their colors at a ' Dip,'
for a very long time. The General notices it. and when he is saluted
enough, he passes the order for the men to bring their arms to the shoul-
der. One of those pretty mistakes that will happen any way. He highly
com])liments the 10th and 13th— and then makes them work hard to pay
for his approbation. " Gen. Foster was the first commander of the 18th
Army Corps." (History of the 44th Mass.)
Jioly 21. Tues. Very hot and showery. Reg. in camp. No one
busy but the members of the regimental court martial, trying cases grow-
ing out of the raid. A heavy thunder shower to-night continuing all
night and flooding the camp with water, which is several inches deep
under all the tents. The feud between the men of the 10th and 13th
N. H., never very serious, has altogether disappeared since the raid.
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July 22. Wed. Fair. Reg. in camp. Sergeant James M. Hodg-
clon of B has been acting as Sergeant Major, and makes a very good one.
This land furnishes a little insect nuisance called the pine-tick. He
burrows quickly and deeply under the skin of man and beast, and is very
difficult to remove — can be picked out only in pieces. A drop of kero-
sene oil, however, placed upon him, when in the skin, causes him to with-
draw himself almost instanter. Everything in Virginia— even a rebel
picket— wants to get into a hole, either in whole or part ; this propen-
sity is universal. We hope to make tlie rebel army get into a very big
hole — and then pull the hole in after them.
July 23. Thurs. Rainy. Reg. in camp. Detail made for slash-
ing in the swamp — Captain Stoodley's valiant one hundred axemen. A
detail of three Lieutenants— Wilson, Staniels and Sawyer— three non-
commissioned officers and six 2)rivates (the writer has this from a sol-
dier's letter) also leaves camp for Concord, N. H., to bring forward recruits
for the Thirteenth. Adjt. Boutwell's wife arrives in camp.
July 24. Fri. Fine, but very warm. Reg. slashing. ' A change
in pasture makes calves fat ; ' but a change in commander makes soldiers
lean, as we are now learning to our cost. The hours of labor, and of all
other duties, are largely increased since the arrival of Gen. Foster.
July 25. Sat. Very warm, showers. Reg. slashing. The promoted
First Sergeants and tlieir Colonel not mutually happy because of sundry
due and delayed commissions. We lose our rights — and a hundred or
two dollars apiece besides.
July 26. Sun. Very hot. Inspection at 10 a. m., and Dress-pa-
rade at sunset. The hottest day any of us have ever seen. A thermome-
ter hanging up on the shady side of a little sapling four or six inches in
diameter indicates 108°. It is above 100° in the tents, and 126° in the
sunshine. Reg. again begins work on the fortifications to-day ; every
available man sent out, either chopping or shoveling. More than 1,500
men who went on the raid have been sent to hospital, sick.
The Thirteenth has one man who suffers from attacks of sleeping, and
cannot keep awake wlien under the spell of his peculiar malady. He has
been twice caught sleeping at his post while on guard. He cannot help
it. The meanest thing in the world is to find a man asleep at his post
;
the punishment for the offense Is very severe, and a desperate man would
sooner kill the man who finds him asleep, than run the risk of being shot
himself. It is best, therefore— and a sort of general order— to first
secure possession of the sleeper's gun, before rousing him.
July 27. Mon. Very hot forenoon, rainy afternoon and night. Reg.
out slashing only in the forenoon. Regimental Hospital moved across
the road to field north of camp, in pursuance of the Medical Director's
orders— the pine grove too close and damp for the sick.
A furious riot with cries of " Kill 'em all," " Murder," " Help— help,"
oaths, and the shrieks of a hundred or two of black women— the most
blood-curdling shriekers under the sun— suddenly breaks out upon the
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quiet camp to-night ; the night pitchy dark and very rainy. A body of
teainstei's, encamped across the raihoad southward of our camp, invade
the contraband camp near by, and about twenty of them armed with axes
and revolvers are tiring and slashing right and left ; the whole gang mad
with drink. Wlien the disturbance first begins, Captains Julian, Stood-
ley and Forbush and a few other officers, who are gathered in one of
the officer's tents, spring up and hurry to the scene, some armed and
some not, and come near having a hand-to-hand conflict with the team-
sters before the guard arrives. Major Storer, officer of the day, orders
First Sergeant Thompson of E, who is officer of the regimental guard, to
proceed out of camp, with about a dozen men of his guard, and to quell
the riot ; Major Storer remaining in charge of the guard-house and head-
quarters meanwhile. Only seven men of the guard, however, can be
spared. As soon as this guard arrives upon the scene, the teamsters in-
stantly surround Sergeant George H. Van Duzee of E, who is also one
of the guard, and threaten him with instant death. He is only saved by
the quick orders of Thompson to his guard, to fire. The teamsters quit
rioting and haul off under the nmzzles of the guards' guns ; the purpose
of the guard being to scare rather than to kill. A few are arrested, some
slink away in the darkness, but the most of them retire to their huge
' Sibley ' style of tent, put out their lights, and threaten to shoot any one
who approaches. The guard, however, is at once drawn up in line in
front of the tent, their guns aimed, the muzzles almost touching the can-
vas, and the teamsters are called upon to surrender. Thompson's demand
is answered by a flood of vile scurrility from the tent. He then gives
slowly the order to the guard : " Ready— Aim — ; " the teamsters cave
in, the tent is entered, a candle lighted, and two men arrested who had
crawled under their bunks. The rest had ripped holes in the back side
of their tent, and made good their escape into the deep woods near by.
Before the riot was quelled, many of the negroes were badly hurt and
several killed, all shot down, or chopped down with axes. This errand
should not have fallen to the regimental guard, who on the whole consider
it a worse job than attacking rebel pickets at night.
July 28. Tues. Fair, very close and hot, a few showers in after-
noon. Reg. in camp, the most writing letters home. The mail leaves
camp at 6 a. m. regularly. The oixler now is to cut down every tree, for
a space one mile wide, in front of our works, clear across from river to
river, a distance of five miles. A large part of this space is densely
wooded. The 100 choppers from the 13th are hard at work on every
suitable day ; similar parties are furnished by every regiment along the
line, while sometimes the 13th in a body, and other entire regiments turn
out with axes for the work — five or six square miles of the Dismal
Swamp i-egion are thus being rapidly cleared of their dense forest of
vines, brush and timber.
July 29. Wed. Afternoon very rainy. Reg. in camp. No work
done. Brigade guard-mounting in the morning ; very well done. Dress-
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parade at sundown, at which commissions are given out to sundry Second
Lieutenants all promoted from First Sergeants. The commissions dated
June 10th, 1863. The recipients mustered on July 29th or Aug. 5th,
having first received their discharges as First Sergeants. There was a
hitch in the niustering-in and several of them were for two or three days
out of the service altogether. The 1st Brigade of our Division leaves
camp this forenoon for Charleston, S. C.
The pines in our ' Pines Camp,' are in places dense and tall. The grove
has open ground on all sides. During the frequent thunder storms the
trees wave and bend, and threaten to snap short off in the heavy wind.
Their limbs break oft", fall and crush in the canvas roofs of our tents.
During the days their closely massed tops shut out the sun, and while af-
fording an agreeable shade, they prevent the evaporation of the water on
the ground, and the camp-ground remains soaked like a sponge, and glis-
tening with numerous pools. While fortunately no tree in our camp has
been struck by lightning, a cluster of oak-trees an eighth of a mile dis-
tant has been struck frequently this summer and some of the trees torn
to shreds. One of these thunder storms at night is fearful to witness.
The thunder roars, rattles, bellows, resounds and clangs on high con-
tinuously, as if the earth was a tremendous battery cannonading all the
planets at once. The rain falls in sheets, breaking and pouring in streams
from every pine limb ; the incessant flashes of vivid lightning are re-
flected from every rain sti*eam, every wet jjine bough, and from the sur-
face of the wide level camp area nearly covered and flooded with water ;
the guns of the men in their tents are charged with electricity and glow
from end to end ; the camp guards' guns and bayonets, similarly charged,
flash and glisten, and the guards tramp their beats with an incessant
splash, splash, like a line of lightning-rod holders, each inviting a hun-
dred strokes of lightning during every storm, while the roar near and far
continues without cessation hour after hour.
In the morning after such a night storm, the men and almost every-
thing in their tents are wet, in many cases thoroughly drenched, and the
tents must be thrown off the poles ; blankets and clothing are hanging
on lines all over camp to dry ; the water floods the camp, and lies from
three to six inches deep in and about all the tents : gradually it evapo-
rates in the hot air, while the whole camp is filled with evil smells, or else
the water runs off slowly into the deeper depressions in the ground, and
sinks away to form the ' surface water ' we must use for drinking and
cooking. No sooner is the camp dry, or half diy, than another furious
thunder storm causes the whole programme to be repeated — and so on,
and so on, without a rest. While therefore we keep an account of the
weather, it is because bad weather plays an ugly part in the experiences
of the soldier, whether in camp or field.
July 30. Thurs. Showery, more heavy thunder, Reg. slashing.
Insects flourish in this warm, danq) weather. The camp is pestered with
gnats, flies and mosquitoes in numberless swarms. The Surgeons have
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formally declared this camj) in the Pines extremely unhealthy, and that
the Keg. must move out ot" it, and farther away from the negro camp,
which threatens a pestilence. The 10th N. H. moves to Julian's Creek.
July 31. Fri. Fine day. Reg. slashing. Quarter-master Cheney
returns to camp. At 5.30 p. m. orders come for Conipanies B and D
to be ready to strike tents and march to-mcn-row at G a. m.
One dark and rainy night, near this time, the commissary guard in our
Brigade is relieved about ten minutes ahead of the regular time, but ap-
parently in the regular way, and the old relief returns to quarters, having
taken ' no note of time.' Ten minutes later the new relief of the regular
guard comes around on time, and relieves the relievers — and when the
morning dawns the commissary finds that he has been relieved, during
the night, of two barrels of whiskey ! Now there is a furious storm, that
breaks nowhere, and the commissary is advised to report the whiskey as
lost in action. It was a job very neatly done.
Aug. 1. Sat. Hot. Reg. in camp. Companies B, Capt. Dodge,
and D, Cajit. Farr, leave camp at 8 a. m. under command of Major
Storer, and march to Fort Tillinghast, about one mile southwest of our
camp. They are to garrison that Fort as heavy artillery and to drill all
winter. Our Brigade— 3d Brig. 2d Div. 7th Army Corps — a few
batteries and a small force of cavalry, are all the troops now left on this
line. The Thirteenth has about a mile of line to watch and guard— and
half our men are sick. Col. W. H. P. Steere, 4th Rhode Island, com-
manding our Brigade.
Aug. 2. Sun. Awfully hot. One thermometer indicates 108° in
the shade. Usual Sunday duties. We should have been ordered South,
but the order was to send the two largest brigades in our Division. Our
3d Brigade was the smallest of the three by over 300 men, so the 1st and
2d Brigades were selected. Diphtheria is very prevalent in camp,
caused in great degree by the heat and the bad water we have to use.
We are to be transferred to the 18th Army Corps ; the 7th Army Corps
to be broken up.
Aug. 3. Mon. Hot ; 109° in the shade ! Reg. stewing in camp.
Boys, and young men, 16 to 25 years of age, endure the strain of this
army life here in the South much better than men of 35 years and up-
wards. The Union army averages a little under twenty-two years of age.
Short, thick-set men are more hardy here than the tall men— ' for the
purely military reason,' as the boys put it, ' that their forces are nearer
their base of sup])lies.' This Pines camp is a steam-box to-day.
Aug. 4. Tues. Hot. Reg. in camp. Paid off for May and June.
Little things, the parts of guns, or parts of equipments or clothing which
the men lose or destroy carelessly, or needlessly, are deducted, at stated
government prices, from their pay. Officers also have to pay cash for
unnecessary losses. It is the only possible way to prevent waste. The
pocket rules the world. A negro appears in camp swearing furiously,
and gets into trouble. It is a very rare thing to meet a grown-up negro
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who uses much profane language ; and a much rarer thing to meet a
Southern white man who does not. Really the best part of the native
white population hereabout must now be in the rebel army !
Aug. 5. Wed. Hot and dry. Reg. in camp. Diphtheria very prev-
alent. It is a very strange disease. Many men who blistered their feet,
vi'hile marching on the Blackberry Raid, now have suppurating sores
where the blisters were, and very difficult to heal— these are free from
diphtheria. Many men have a finger or hand to nurse, where a mere
little scratch or bruise will not heal. Diphtheria is organic and whole-
sale unspeakably repulsive rot.
A corduroy road twenty feet wide — that is, made of heavy logs twenty
feet long laid side by side on stringers thrown ujion the surface .of the
morass — extends for near half a mile of the distance between Forts Rod-
man and Tillinghast ; first a strip of the very dense forest was leveled sixty
feet wide, and the brush and old timber of fallen trees were thrown into
the bog holes. This corduroy road cost the labor of one hundred men
working four and a half hours a day for over six weeks. The snakes
killed during tlie time were almost numberless. Disturbmg the soil and
rotting wood seemed to attract them.
Sundry First Sergeants are mustered in as Second Lieutenants. Every
one of the original Second Lieutenants and First Sergeants have received
promotion, and some of the First Lieutenants. There is nothing which
conduces so much to the honor, stability, efficiency and spirit of a Regi-
ment as the regular promotion of its members as vacancies occur, for
that plan alone pays honest dues.
Aug. 6. Thurs. Hot. Reg. slashing, and can work only for a few
hours a day. A number of men from the Thirteenth, and others, go
out of camji, and make a midnight raid on a lot of hidden theatrical cos-
tumes, and other things, and return to camp dressed in the most fantastic
fashions that their wit can invent. They departed on foot, they return on
mules. Each has a bundle, each has a different style of dress, while the
odd hats, bonnets and costumes generally make up a grotesque exhibition
indeed. One small mule, ridden by a large man in the costume of the
typical Uncle Sam, is dressed up in the fashion— rather pronounced—
of a woman of the 17th century, with huge poke-bonnet, bustle, dress,
train gathered and dragging at one side, two ^^airs of white pantalettes,
etc.— the head of the mule protruding forward through the division in
one pair of the pantalettes, and the tail back through the other pair. A
companion mule is gotten up in the costume of a man of the same period.
A poke-bonnet and pantalettes look best on a mule. Sergt. Charles F.
Chapman of E, and D. Webster Barnabee of K, a right merry jjair—
though the latter is sick— furnish a deal of amusement to a (ticketless)
audience of a thousand or two of men, who line the roadsides. The
' General commanding ' laughed at this most ridiculous cavalcade as
heartily as any private in the ranks. Fun is the spring of healtli.
Aug. 7. Fri. Hot. Reg. slashing. Quarter-master Cheney, hav-
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ing resigned his commission, departs for home. Too bad. The climate
is too severe for liim. He has been sick for nearly seven months, and
was one of the last to break down under the effects of exposure and mala-
ria at Fredericksburg. He has taxed his resolution and strength to the
utmost to remain with the Thirteenth, and leaves us with profoundest re-
grets, and only under the pressure of absolute necessity. The members
of the Regiment all feel as badly as if parting with a personal friend—
as in fact they really are. No man of the Thirteenth has ever complained
of him as its Quarter-master ; and where the soldier does not grumble
the officer is popular indeed.
Quarter-master Person C. Cheney nearly recovers his health in civil life,
engages in the manufacture of paper and wood-jiaper pulp, and is gen-
erally understood to have been financially successful in his large and ex-
tended business enterprises ; he also rises to the position of Governor of
New Hampshire, and Senator in the Congress of the United States, be-
sides filling many minor official positions. It should be said, to the honor
of faithful woman, that Quarter-master Cheney owes his life to the de-
voted, almost superhuman efforts and care of his wife, seconded in every
possible way by Mrs. Col. A. F. Stevens, while he lay helpless in Hospi-
tal, and wasted by malarial fever and its attendant ills. She found him
at the point of death, and succeeded in saving him only as by a miracle.
Aug. 8. Sat. Very warm and close. No work done — too hot-
Dijjhtheria increasing in prevalence and becoming malignant in tyjje all
through the camp, and also among the native families hereabout.
A Lieutenant of Company E, as a special temperance treat for his new
straps, gathered a fine water-melon from the ' Government Farm ' last
night, at the innninent risk of a bullet from the guard, and this morning
calls in a few of his friends to share in the feast. The tent is tied close,
and the melon — a large one and a beauty— is produced from the cooler,
a hole in the ground under the tent; there is a flourish of knives, and
the choicest melon of the field falls open— greener than a summer pump-
kin ! 'Twixt smiles, regrets, and remarks, the melon finds permanent
quarters back in the cooler. It happens to be an old darkey's pet melon,
and he is early about camp hotly inquiring, " Who— who got dat ar
watennillium ? " The Lieutenant and all concerned are doubly sorry, but
can give him no information on the subject— that is, not safely. But the
old darkey feels so badly (and the harvester also), that he is supplied with
sundry rations, worth ten times more than the melon, and returns heavily
laden to his ebony Dinah.
Aug. 9. Sun. Hot; but cooler— the thermometer indicates only
100° in the shade. Usual Sunday duties. As the wind comes up from
the eastward we can smell the negro camp a mile away. They are in-
describably filthy ; and nothing but ages of civilization will teach them to
discard their vile habits. There are a host of them encamped between
our camp and Portsmouth, and near by.
Aug. 10. Mon. "Warm. Reg. slashing. Lieut. Saunders has com-
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mand of the colored laborers. AVe have had no drill since April 10th.
A man of Company E, and one of another Company, are found sick to-
gether in one of Co. E's tents. Lieut. Thompson of E is sent to see what
is the matter with them. On opening the tent door the odor from within
is so vile that the Lieutenant cannot enter ; they are told to cover
themselves with their blankets, and he immediately throws the tent off the
poles. The Surgeon is sent for and pronounces their disease small-pox
;
— one already breaking out. Both j^rove bad cases. The Lieutenant
did not catch the disease, however— a narrow escape.
Aug. 11. Tues. Warm. Reg. slashing. A soldier of the 13th, try-
ing to describe the weather of the past week, puts it down as : " Hot,
awfully hot, terribly hot, hot as blazes— and several other ])laces— all-
fired hot ! " A negro religious meeting here at night is a curiosity ; gener-
ally half fetish and half crazy, utterly and irrepressibly niggerish. The
worshipers dance, sing, pray, exhort, yell, scream, shout ' Hallumlooyah,'
' Glory,' ' O— Lord,' and all that sort of thing, and all at once, and all
the time. The boys have dubbed these meetings ' solemncholys.' They
are much tempered with Voudooism pure and simple, as if direct from
Africa. Frequently in the meetings one, or more, of the woishipers loses
all control of himself or herself, and commences shouting : ' I'se got it ! '
' O, I'se got it ! ! ' and then falls to striking out right and left, slashing
about, jumping up and down, and screaming with might and main. They
act as if they had got it ! These fearful S2)asms of hysterics are a very
important find. The favored ones are usually soon caught and held by
three or four other negroes near by, so they may do no special harm to
themselves or to any one else, but they are allowed to ' spress demselfs'
as loudly and as forcibly as they please. This is all ' git'n glory,' and
having a ' pow'ful time— shuah ! ' To touch a person when thus ' under
der infloounce uv de spirit,' is regarded as sharing something with the for-
tunate possessor. If these Voudoo spasms fail to appear in any meeting,
the reason is given, that ' some fool nigger has brought a rabbit foot, to
scar 'way de Lord.' It is the same everywhere, the worst ignorance that
ever beclouded a people is religious ignorance. The ' Swamp nigger
'
appears to be of a specially low and degraded class.
Aug. 12. Wed. Hot again. Reg. slashing. The whole force slash-
ing. Down comes the splendid forest. The owner, an old gentleman
and a rabid secessionist, who lives near by, looks sadly on ; but believes
the South will win, and then the ' North will have to pay for all the
damages of the war ! ' This helps him to bear the present waste. Happy
thought. Quarter-master Sergeant Mortier L. Morrison appointed Quar-
ter-master of the Thirteenth— an excellent choice.
Aug. 13. Thurs. Hot— very, thunder showers. Reg. slashing.
No white man can work all day. The nights, too, are nearly as hot as the
days. There has been a great deal of complaint about this camp in the
Pines— an old rebel camping ground, and very dirty when we came
here. There has been much sickness here, and several deaths from diph-
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theria, and when news conies to-day that we are to move to a new camp,
it is received with much rejoicing by both officers and men. One com-
pany in the Thirteenth, whose men were all apparently as well as usual in
the morning, had two men, both in one tent, dead at evening ; both dying
of diphtheria of a malignant form.
Aug. 14. Fri. Hot and dry. The Pines a hot-air box. The Reg.
goes out in a body to clear its new camp-ground, just across the road
northward, perhaps one eighth of a mile. A large patch of potatoes and
an acre or two of growing corn, all come up by the roots. Some of the
corn pulled up is twelve feet tall, the ears on it just fit for roasting. Every
eatable thing is carefully saved by the darkeys for their camp near by.
Lieut. Thompson of E has charge of the men and teams to-day in clear-
ing this new camping ground ; and Lieut. Forbush of the men who are
digging the ditches and grading the streets. The two equal parties com-
prise all the men In the Thirteenth who are able to work.
Aug. 15. Sat. Veiy warm. No slashing. In averaging expenses
to-day, it appears that in the line officers' messes, the cost of living is
about $4 per week ; and surely all live well. The want, that pinches
the most, is of ice, of which very little can be obtained.
Aug. 16. Sun. Very warm. Usual Sunday exercises. Numerous
boxes come to camp for the officers and men of the Regiment. Lieut. R.
R. Thompson of H, a civil engineer by profession, is detailed for service
as Lieutenant in the Engineer Corps. Hospital Steward Prescott makes
his first medical visit to the contraband camps this morning.
Aug. 17. Mon. Pleasant, cooler. Reg. at work on the new camp-
grounds. A furious wind storm blows down hundreds of tents and shan-
ties. All boxes sent here to officers and soldiers are opened and searched
at Norfolk, and all contraband articles are confiscated or destroyed. In-
toxicating liquors are the things chiefly under ban. This causes disappoint-
ment in camp and many emphatic comments. A Lieutenant in the 13th
sent to Boston and purchased a lot of liquors, at an expense of $45. A
part of the lot was three gallons of brandy at $8 per gallon. The Pro-
vost at Norfolk examined the shipment, confiscated the liquor as contra-
band, and this morning the Lieutenant opens an empty box ! The Pro-
vost kindly forwarded the box— which of course was not contraband.
Aug. 18. Tues. Cool, fine day. Reg. at work on new camp-
gi'ounds. Lieut. Klttredge leaves camp for a visit home.
Aug. 19. Wed. Pleasant. Reg. inspected by staff officer Capt.
Button. And now, for a change, we are in the 18th Army Corps. A
soldier is murdered by a comrade at Fort Rodman, by a bayonet stab in
the mouth. Neither are of the 13th.
Hospital Steward R. B. Prescott, on August 16th, was placed in charge
of the sick at the contraband camps ; one of them two miles distant from
the Tblrteenth containing about 200 able-bodied men employed on the
Government works, another nearer containing 300 or 400 able-bodied
men so employed, and both camps containing a host of old men, women
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and children besides. He goes on his rounds to these camps at 9.30
a. m. every day- His ' horse ' is one o£ the three mules— ' the Doc's
mules * — captured at Hanover, on the Blackberry Eaid, and he is at
times utterly intractable and balky. His favorite method of worrying his
rider is to rush suddenly close past a fence or tree ; and when whipped,
to walk backwards rapidly, darting in every direction for a long time,
then halt and suddenly bolt ahead. A most exasperating mule.
CAMP GILMORE, GETTY'S STATION.
Aug. 20. Thurs. Pleasant, very. Reg. moves to new camp, on
which all of its available men have been employed for nearly four days,
removing growing crops and grading. This is by far the best camp we
have ever had, and is laid out strictly in accordance with the Army
Regulations and under the personal supervision of Gen. Getty, who has
himself located every camp along this line. " Reg. moved into the field
— a military necessity." LuEY.
Fort Rodman— the first earth-work west of Getty's Station, and dis-
tant from it and our old Pines camp about one half mile, see May 18,
1863, is located close to the south side of the railroad, where the old
Suffolk road and the railroad run nearly alongside of each other. The
fort is flanked on the left, south, side by a line of rifle-trenches running a
short distance to the swamp. The whole line facing westward. At the
swamp trenches could not be dug, and log breast-works were thrown up
instead. The position of the 13th in case of an attack was assigned, by
Gen. Naglee, at the junction of the rifle-trench and these log breast-
works — the most of the Reg. having the logs and tvro or three companies
only, on the right, having the breast-works of earth. On the right, north,
side the fort is flanked by rifle-trenches crossing the railroad and Suffolk
road and running to a little redoubt for two guns, about 125 yards dis-
tant. From near this redoubt, on the north side, a log stockade ran
northward to Brace's Creek. The gate of the stockade was 300 or 400
yards north of Ft. Rodman, and near where the new road now crosses
the line. A military road ran from north to south along in rear of the
stockade, rifle-trenches and Ft. Rodman. The general course of the line
of defenses is north and south facing westward, and the railroad and
Suffolk road run nearly east and west. Two hundred and fifty yards
east and in rear of Ft. Rodman a new road now runs from the old road
northwest to Suffolk. This new road leaves the old stockade gate a little
to the left of where it crosses the line of defenses. A guide-board at the
junction of these roads gives the distances as three miles to Portsmouth,
eighteen miles to Suffolk. Five hundred yards down the old road east
from Ft. Rodman, a lane with hedges now runs to the north about 400
yards to Mr. J. C. Taylor's house, built since the war upon the old maga-
zine cellar. This lane cuts through the site of Camp Gilmore, so as to
leave the ground of the two left companies of the Thirteenth to the east
of it, and the other eight companies to the west. The camp faced nearly
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south, and was about 300 yards north of the road, and west of Mr.
Edward T. Bunting's house. " The camp of the Thirteenth," said Mr.
Bunting, " was about 100 yards west of my house, and their Hospital
stood at the same distance from the Suffolk road as my house, 50 yards
due west from it and almost exactly on a line with the quarters of the
field and staff officers."
Aug. 21. Fri. Very warm. Reg. at work on new camp. The
writer with a party of about half a dozen men recently rowed out to the
sunken rebel ram ' Merrimac' A little flag, on a pole stuck into a hole
in the roof, marks her position. The iron roof is about two feet under
water at low tide. She lies in the murky water, a huge, black, indistinct
mass, of which the form can scarcely be made out — an uncanny morgue.
Aug. 22. Sat. Very hot. Diphtheria increasing all through the
command. The forts near Suffolk dismantled, the railroad tracks torn
up for many miles, thousands of trees felled across the roads and railroad,
the country devastated, and troops of refugees, both black and white, are
pouring into our camp from the region well up towards Richmond.
Aug. 23. Sun. Very hot. Reg. all turned out to fell trees along
DESCRIPTION OF PLAT.
A. Road from Portsmouth to Suffolk, with branch K, built since the
war— the ' shell road.'
B. Railroad with Getty's Station platforms D, built since the war on
the Old Quay road C
E. Pines Camp, Thirteenth. The space between the railroad and road
is 250 yards — narrowed in plat.
F. Lane to Mr. Edward T. Bunting's house, about 300 yards from
road, with our regimental Hospital— I— fifty yards due west of
house. Next south of hospital was Lieut. Taggard's commissary
tent, next the theatre, next the sutler's tent near the road.
G. Camp Gilmore, Thirteenth, about 600 yards northeast of Ft.
Rodman.
H. Mr. J. C. Taylor's house, built since the war on the cellar of the
old magazine, about 400 yards from the road.
M. Marsh, an impassable slough though small, the mud very deep.
L. Stockade gate, fronting marsh M — a spur of the Dismal Swamp
— and leaving only a narrow roadway between.
N. Fort Rodman, enclosing about two acres and having platforms for
six guns, and a magazine near the entrance in the rear.
P. Position assigned the Thirteenth, behind the earth-works and log
breast-works, by Gen. Naglee on Sept. Gth, and always held
when we manned the works.
R. Military road along the works, and to Ft. Tillinghast— ' Fort Till.'
S. Position of Col. Steere's Hdqrs. pointed out by a citizen as at 50
yards east of the eastern platform, D, as it now stands.
CAMP BOWERS AND CAMP GILMORE.
Getty's Station, 1863-4.
From a sketch made by the writer in May 1885.
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the railroad near our camp— the enemy threatening again. The world
goes wrong all the time in the region of Bowers Hill four or five miles
west ; the guards up there are always in trouhle, always calling for help,
and every few days a force is rushed from our lines here, at a furious
speed, for Bowers Hill, to do nothing at all when they get there. One
picket post of the 13th at Bowers Hill is at David's mill, a tide-mill, on
the creek near Suffolk road. A large body of Union cavalry moves past
our camp towards the front.
Aug. 24. Mon. Rainy. Reg. in camp. The dust on all bare and
tramped over ground has been at least three inches deep for the last two
weeks ; rising in cjouds with every breeze — enough to choke a horse.
There are teasing boys in all camps. The north-country men— from
the upper part of the State— are fond of jokes that will set the south-
country men to some disadvantage. The sparring and banter goes on all
the time. For one instance : Whenever it is possible to use the name,
Nashua is spelled ' Gnash-away,' and in return, Coos appears as ' Coose.*
The men of Company H on Aug. 8th presented to Lieut. R. R.
Thompson of H a sword, sash and belt as a testimonial of their esteem.
The same thing has been done in whole or part by each Company whose
First Sergeant has recently been promoted to Second Lieutenant, except-
ing in the case of Lieut. S. Millett Thompson of E. The money to pur-
chase a similar present for him had been nearly all raised and pledged,
but as soon as he learned of it, he stated his preference to purchase for
himself, and the money went back to the kindly contributors. Besides,
when his brother, John Ed. Thompson, Adjutant 20th Illinois Infantry,
was killed at Pittsburg Landing, Tenn., April 6, 1862, and his sword
was sent home, he vowed he would wear it in this war— and is now
doing so.
After a few months he purchased for himself a sword with steel scab-
bard, at Norfolk, and sent his brother's sword home again.
Aug. 25. Tues. Rainy. Reg. in camp. In spite of all precau-
tions a regular mail passes from Norfolk to the rebel army, and our pro-
vost-guard lines are being drawn more strictly, all around city and camp.
A heavy wind in the afternoon, striking suddenly during a severe shower,
blows down the guard tent of the 13th, and does a great deal of damage
throughout the camp.
Aug. 26. Wed. Fair. Reg. in camp. Capt. Forbush's wife ar-
rives in camp. Officers at work on Pay-rolls for July and August. Awn-
ings of green brush are being put up in front of tents for shade— not a
tree in camp. Charles A. Ames, of G promoted to Quarter-master Ser-
geant ; a most excellent appointment.
Aug. 27. Thurs. Rainy. Reg. in camp all day. Lieut. Young,
Lieut. Murray and many of the men are sick at Balfour Hospital, Ports-
mouth. Weather cooler, the nights very chilly. Salutes being fired to-
day all up and down our lines. The men of B and D at Fort Tillinghast
find many friends in the 8th Conn, encamped within half a mile of that
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fort. There are now some nine or ten forts here in line, between the
east and west branches of the river, all well armed and manned.
Aug. 28. Fri. Pleasant. Reg. slashing again. A native remarks
to-day, and it is a common sentiment among the people hereabout : " As
for your Northern copperheads, we, of course, like to have their sympa-
thy — but the sympathy of cowards does not amount to much." A raid
is expected from the enemy, extra pickets are sent out, and there is a
little fever of excitement— good for our blood.
Aug. 29. Sat. Heavy showers. Reg. out slashing ; caught in the
rain, and all are drenched. Two men die of diphtheria. Camp hospitals
being cleared of the very sick, all of whom are sent to Balfour Hospital,
Portsmouth. Gen. Spear's cavalry has been out to find the enemy's
raiders — but they had all withdrawn. A darkey says : '' Reck'n he
done got mad, 'un goned off !
"
Aug. 30. Sun. Cooler. Company inspections, and nothing more.
Fort Tillinghast, which Companies B and D are garrisoning, receives
some new guns— three 18-pounders and three 12-pounders. Every
available man in the Reg. is at work on the entrenchments and digging
rifle-pits on all week days, excepting during heavy storms.
Aug. 31. Mon. Drizzling, cold rain. Reg. mustered for two
months' pay at 7 p. m. by Col. A. F. Stevens. Mrs. Col. Stevens is mak-
ing a collection of Dismal Swamp butterflies and other insects and curios-
ities, and the men of the Regiment, at work deep in the swamp, gladly
send into camp many specimens for her collection. She is exceedingly
popular in the Thirteenth ; and— we say it without disparaging her
husband in any degree— she can have the Colonelcy at any time by
unanimous vote of the Regiment.
Sept. 1. Tues. Cold, stormy. Reg. at work on rifle-pits, and build-
ing a lieavy log breast-work along the military road, running southward
from camp through the swamp, where the Reg. has been slashing. The
soil of the swamp cannot be made use of, hence the logs. The swamp
stratum is one compact inextricable mass of tangled roots, rotting sticks
and logs— peat in process of formation— from two to twenty feet deep.
There is so much combustible stuff here above ground on the part of the
line held by the 13th, that the enemy can quickly drive us out merely by
lighting a fire.
First Sergeant Edwin A. Tilton, of K, promoted to Second Lieutenant
in the Invalid Corps. He is ordered to report for duty to Col. Oscar A.
Mack, U. S. A., at Concord, N. H., where he is appointed Post Adju-
tant. He also serves as Department Quarter-master, Ordnance Officer,
and Recruiting Officer ; commander of the Provost-guard of a detach-
ment of recruits, and of the 168th Company Veteran Reserve Corps.
He was subsequently attached to Company G., 11th V. R. C, and as-
signed to duty at Head-quarters, in Albany, N. Y.
Sept. 2. Wed. Reg. slashing. A large detail at work on rifle-pits.
The Officers of the Reg. have purchased and received a library of about
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100 volumes — chiefly novels of the better sort. Surgeon Richardson
detailed for duty at Brigade Hdqrs.
Sept. 3. Thurs. Very warm. Reg. at work all day on rifle-pits
and breast-woi"ks. Sundays excepted, nine hours' woi-k are done every
day— from 7 a. m. to 12 noon, and from 2 to 6 p. m. The whole
force are engaged on the works, and all as busy as beavers. Officers of
every grade, from Brigadier down, are overseeing the work, and many of
them take a tui'n at the axe or shovel.
Sept. 4. Fri. Fair. Whole Reg. at work on the defenses, and
driving the work as rapidly as jjossible.
He was of the no name series — or for convenience' sake he had too
many names. A big, slouching, sullen, morose, slovenly old ' Stony
Lonesome,' as the boys called liim, and regarded as the meanest man in
the Thirteenth Regiment. He robbed several men in our Brigade. He
tried to kill a tent mate who exposed his crimes. He was caught in the
night, attempting to pull the shoes and stockings off the feet of a dead
man of the 13th, laid out for burial. He was brought out, after convic-
tion of several crimes— one of them was robbing our wounded men at
Fredericksburg— the contents of his knapsack dumped upon the ground,
and a small bundle of necessary articles made and given him, and a blan-
ket ; all the rest were buried, for they were extremely filthy. Rations
were given him. His buttons (U. S. military buttons) were all cut off,
and his clothing tied on him with coarse strings, the ends dangling ; and
he was then drummed through the camp, and out of it, to the tune of ' The
Rogue's March,' disappearing forever, so far as we wei;e concerned, in
the distance, amid the hoots, jeers, and yells of a thousand or two of men.
A dead beat, sham, bummer, and beastly criminal.
Sept. 5. Sat. Very warm. Reg. assigned position in the defenses
in case of an attack. The enemy reported advancing in force on our
lines. Everybody on the qui vive. The Thirteenth is now in excellent
fighting condition, and a sharp fight would be quite accejitable.
Sept. 6. Sun. Very warm. Inspection, or review, or drill, or all
together— or what .'' by Gen. Naglee and staff at 10 a. m. ; and a more
formal affair at 12 noon, in the rifle-pits and log breast-works tlirown up
by the Regiment. A sham preparation for a real fight, with many ver-
bal instructions how to do it— the whole Regiment lectured indiscrimi-
nately like an omnibus class by a school visitor. The position assigned to
the 13th in the defenses, is to the south of the Seaboard and Roanoke
Railroad, a little to the left of Ft. Rodman, at the edge of the swamp,
where the line of earth-work trenches ceases and the log breast-works com-
mence. The most of the Regiment have the logs, on low, wet ground, a
bad piece of line, a few right companies only have the earth-works to pro-
tect them in case of an attack.
Sept. 7. Mon. Very warm, rainy in afternoon ; Reg. slashing in
forenoon. The camp full of rumors about an expected attack. Lieut.
Saunders has over 500 negroes under his charge, at work upon the forti-
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fications. A drunken private staggering along on the railroad past the
contraband camj) excuses his gait by saying : " Million niggers make it
so dark— real shober man like me car'nt walk straight (liic), ' thout a
lantern in each hand and a head-light on his breast-shtumach— (hie)
when the sun shines."
Sept. 8. Tues. Very warm, a thunder storm. Reg. slashing all
day, and suffering much from the heat. The 8th Conn, has been increased
by about 200 substitutes and conscripts — a bad lot. Many of them
aire in mischief as soon as they arrive in camp. The common term for all
comers, not regular volunteers is, for short, "Subs." "Detail of 48 men
from the 13th escorts conscripts (from Connecticut) from Portsmouth to
camp." LuEY.
Sept. 9. Wed. Very hot. Reg. at work — so much as we can.
Five deserters come in from the region about Suffolk. They say they
are members of the Louisiana Zouaves ; that they enlisted at the com-
mencement of the war, and that their regiment is now reduced to only
nine men of the original organization.
" A man went out of camp of an errand. He returned at night, and
throwing down a canvas bag upon my tent floor, went his way without
saying a word. Examination revealed a thirty-pound pig. Another man
disappeared at early evening, and returned with a jteck of new potatoes,
combined result : several good dinners. The picket was ordered to al-
low no one ingress or egress. A hog and two nice pigs appeared to take
egress ; the hog passed the line — the })igs did not. Result : dinners as
before." (Item from a Thirteenth officer's letter.)
Sept. 10. Thurs. Cool, cloudy. Reg. slashing all day. Lieut.
Thompson of P^ and twelve men are sent to-day, for a sojourn of a week,
up in the Dismal Swamp at the 9th mile-post from Portsmouth on the
Seaboard and Roanoke Raili'oad. Here a small area of the forest is
felled, and the trees left lying every way. Details from the 13tli guard
this outpost continually, seconded by a small detachment of cavalry ve-
dettes from Dodge's Mounted Rifles— commonly but most unfairly called
" The mounted robbers." These men are frequently, if not generally,
armed with a sabre, a repeating rifle and two navy revolvers.
To-night the ' rebels ' attempt to surprise this post. It is pitchy dark,
and one of them comes creejiing along on all fours, apparently bent on
capturing Warren S. French of E. French is safely ensconced behind a
stump and waits the rebel's near ai)proach, determined to give him the
bayonet. As soon as the rebel comes near enough, French springs for-
ward and gives him a lunge with his bayonet, when the rebel fetches a
most uneartldy yelp, and skittles off like a shot— a little black bear
!
Both lie and French are about equally surprised. The incident serves to
l)ring the watchful guard all up standing. French's jiosition was at some
distance, and it was reasonable to suppose that some one was trying to
get near enough to kill or stun him by a blow, and make too little noise
to rouse the rest of the pickets.
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The most hideous sound we hear in the Dismal Swamp, and about the
worst in point of unutterable viciousness any man ever heard, is saiil to
j^roceed from a harmless animal called the North Carolina coon— an in-
describable screech as if of mingled torture, scorn and defiance. Once
heard, however, it occasions little further notice.
Sept. 11. Fri. Cool, pleasant. Reg. slashing all day. Several more
deserters come into our lines claiming to have been members of the regi-
ment of Louisiana Zouaves. The natives of the Dismal Swamp assert
that the animals here — bears, coons, wild dogs, opossums, wild pigs,
deer and jack-rabbits— all turn out to eat at flood tide ! These same log-
cabined natives, tar-makei's, negro-hunters, and poor white trash generally,
do not appear as if they ever eat at all ; a poor, ragged, patched, faded,
sallow, slouchy, lean, lank, dark-eyed, snake-eyed race of vagabonds,
more like gypsies than any other people. They look treachery and cut-
throat. The term ' poor whites ' designates a class who do not own slaves
but appear to have a little land and some local standing in the community ;
while the ' poor white trash ' are a class having neither slaves, land, stand-
ing or anything else scarcely worth having. Many of these on being
asked who their ancestors were, reply : " They war sent over— er'ekn."
That means of course that they descended from men who had been de-
ported by England to the colonies, with no credit to either.
Sept. 12. Sat. Clear, very warm. Regimental court martial meets
— austere, profound, majestic tribunal! Later on this (sometimes) farci-
cal court is succeeded by a Trial Justice. We must not fail to mention
the barrel-coat, which unhandy and sinful men are occasionally sentenced
to wear and march in for two or four hours. One head of a barrel is re-
moved, a hole large enough for the culprit's cranium to protrude through
is cut in the other head ; the remainder of this head rests upon his slioul-
ders, as the barrel is raised and brought down over him. While wearing
the barrel-coat the culprit's head rises above the top head of the barrel
like a small knob on the top of a huge gate-post, and if the man is short,
liis legs look queerly enough paddling along beneath, with very short
steps. With a few of these well-clad men walking about, and as many
more sitting astraddle on a long pole raised ten feet or so above the
ground, and called the ' guardhouse mule,' each labeled with his special
misdemeanor— many regiments advertise the material they are made of.
Their choice refrain is : " O why did I go for a military man ? "
Capt. Julian and Lieut. Carter learned from many evidences that some
one was smuggling whiskey through the Bowers Hill picket line, and also
supplying the men on the line. They suspected a woman living near,
and whose name we will call Jennie Reb. She soon unwisely sold some
whiskey to two officers of the picket, and this stood in proof of her having
it in possession. One day she passed the line with her wagon to town,
and upon her usual permit, while a negro girl of hers passed the line at
another point, joining her mistress later on. Upon Jennie Reb's return
to her home in her wagon, Capt. Julian arrested her, and while doing so
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accused lier of having canteens secreted in her clothing. There was no
woman about to make an examination, so she was led to her house— the
canteens banging about her legs as she walked, and the men of the picket
running near to see the fun. She was at once placed in a room by her-
self alone, a sort of loft, and was ordered to pass out those canteens, while
Capt. Julian and others stood outside waiting. There was now no possi-
ble escape for her, and presently she began to pass out canteens through
the slightly opened door ; and soon Capt. Julian had a string of sixteen
canteens, which she had managed to fasten and carry upon her person,
and all of them brimming fuU of the best brand of whiskey. As a final
result she was fined $75, and imprisoned for six weeks.
Sept. 13. Sun. Rainy afternoon. Col. Steere, 4th R. I., buries
his little daughter, seven years old, here to-day. She died of diphtheria
here in camp. Of the thirty line officers, eleven are jsresent for duty
;
of the eight field and staff, four are present for duty ; the rest of the
officers are sick or detached.
Inspection, at 9 a. m., by Capt. Julian, of each Company in its own
street. Arms pronounced in bad condition, by the Inspector, the whole
Regiment thoroughly angry, and ' camp language ' comes to the front—
a language more emphatic than elegant. We are a happy regimental
family for one rainy Sunday, and the inspection is to be repeated. In
the pressure of work, arms, clothing and equipments have been too much
neglected. The Inspector finds grievous fault to the Colonel, and he goes
for his staff with severity ; they pitch into the Captains ; they scold the
Lieutenants ; they blaze away at the First Sergeants ; they harrow up
the feelings of the Sergeants of squads ; they bury the Corporals in
billingsgate ; they come down unmercifully upon the Privates ; and they
with no human object under them upon whom to pour their wrath, kick
the first cracker-box or barrel they come to, clear across the camp, rip
their shoes, break their toes— and then sit down on a stump and curse
the niggers for bringing on this war
!
Sept. 14. Mon. Clear. Company inspection forenoon ; regimental
inspection afternoon. Last Sunday's inspection not satisfactory and had
to be repeated. Capt. Julian, Acting Assistant Inspector General on the
Brigade staff is exceedingly particular ; the ramrods must ring clear in
the clean gun-barrels and all the brasses shine. To-day he goes over to
inspect Companies B and D at Fort Tillinghast.
Sept. 15. Tues. Fair. A fine looking gentleman visits our outpost
at the 9th mile-stone on the S. & R. Railroad in the swamp, plays check-
ers and cards with the reserve nearly all day, enjoys a good dinner, and
makes himself agreeable. He knows little or nothing about the war, or
about either army, pretends to be a native of the swamp, but his speech
denies it ; and finally he takes a walk down along the railroad to Gen.
Getty's Hdqrs., in charge of one of Dodge's mounted riflemen, marching
ahead of the rifleman's horse, and covered by the rifleman's revolver.
His woful ignorance is too suspicious. After examination as a spy, he
was detained for a while, and then allowed to depart.
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This swamp may indeed be called Dismal in the early part of the
night. Thousands of frogs, owls, wild dogs, tame cats run wild, wild
cats, coons, bears, and innumerable animals, birds and creatures of every
voice, small and large, pipe, trill, boom, bark, howl, growl, caterwaul, yell
and scream, until the vile medley grows unendurable ; and then atop of all
the vocal din, the trees, leaning every way and against each other, when
the wind blows will creak, and groan, and grate, and rub, and rustle, till
your nerves go mad.
It is an hour or two past midnight, and exceeding dark and cloudy.
We arrested to-day and sent to lidqrs. one suspicious visitor to our out-
post ; a genuine native of the swamp has also been sent in under guard.
At intervals since sundown the rebels have been sending up numerous
rocket-signals seen above the trees. Lieut. Thompson of E, in charge of
the outpost, does not dare to go to sleep ; his trusty right-hand man is
Sergt. John P. Haines of C, and both keep awake the entire night.
Our cavalry vedettes have reported rebel guerilla parties a short dis-
tance to the front. We are five miles from the main line at Getty's
Station, in the dense forest of the swamp, and realize that we cannot be
too careful and w^ary. The guard has just changed reliefs, the animals
of the swamp are neai-ly all silent, and all about is quite still. A sentry
is a little way up the railroad from the hut which is used as a Hdqrs.,
another is a little way down the railroad, and two others are among the
timber on the side of us towards Suffolk. Suddenly, a few rods to the
north of the railroad, a twig is heard to snai?. Then all is still. Then
the dry leaves on a sapling are heai'd to rustle, and another snap, and
then all is still for a long time. Men are surely lurking about the out-
post. The first snap was heard by all the sentries, and all the relief who
were awake. The sentries drop on one knee in the brush to be out of
sight, and in order to see any ajjproaching person against the sky. Af-
ter a little time Sergt. Haines and another man are sent out to recon-
noitre, and they noiselessly penetrate the timber three or four rods, and
drop on the knee behind a well known log. They have been there but a
few minutes when two shadowy heads pass a few feet to the front of
them and between them and the patch of sky they can see ; for it is too
dark to see any one passing a rod distant, against the black back-ground
of the forest. Haines and his man cock their pieces, and are aiming to
fire— for they think these two are part of an approaching squad of
guerillas and in such case it would be right to fire,— when Lieut.
Thompson, hearing the clicks of their gun-locks, shouts : " Hold ! " The
two intruders surrender, and come in, each with a bayonet and loaded
musket at his back ; and prove to be two Union scouts, cleverly disguised
as rebels and armed to the teeth, who, having no countersign, were trying
to steal, unperceived, through our lines.
That word ' Hold ' saved the two men's lives, and possibly rousing half
the camp ; for two shots heard in the swamp at night might herald an
attack, and would be investigated instanter. It was a nervous little inci-
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dent, and we note it only as an actual occurrence illustrating the thou-
sands of similar, and worse, incidents common to the extreme outposts of
an army. Both Sergeant Haines and his companion (name not remem-
bered) were very quick, determined and courageous men, and no one
would have found it safe to come prowling around an outpost they were
guarding, or attempting to steal past their sentry post. These men are
disarmed, and as a measure of surety sent under guard into camp. They
tried at first to pass as men out of camp without leave on a foraging
expedition, but later gave their true errand.
Sept. 16. Wed. Very hot, showery. Reg. slashing all day. Gov.
Andrew of Mass., Gov. Morton of Indiana, Generals Foster, Naglee, and
Getty, and a large staff and cavalry escort, ride through camp just at
night. An informal visit.
While contemi:)lating the Dismal Swamp in one feature, just imagine
yourself walking in a path, and meeting a snake at every few rods, cop-
perheads, moccasins, greens, water-blacks, etc. ; with now and then a
tawny half-wild dog, which lies in the path, growling as you approach,
and will not move for you until you charge upon him with a cudgel,
sword or gun ; or a large wild pig or two — no matter how long or talL
never over six inches thick— which turn aside and hurry away looking
by no means amiable ; jiossibly a jack-rabbit, all legs and ears, crosses
your path like a shot, or a little reddish black bear snuffs at you once or
twice at a safe distance, and then skittles off into the brush. Then
imagine all around you for many miles a forest of large trees with tops
densely interlacing ; mingle with them liberally small trees and under-
brush, fill every space with cane-brake— a stiff grass with stalks as large
as your fingers and ten feet tall— then twist, and tie, and tangle thorny
brambles, and vines of a dozen kinds, over and through all up to thirty
or fifty feet in the air ; put on the luxuriant twigs and branches mosqui-
toes, spiders, caterpillars and huge worms grown to a hundred fantastic
shapes, sizes and colors ; and still you will not compass half the inter-
esting things to be seen here in mid-summer. Take an axe or hatchet,
and slash your best, and there are places where you will be able to cut
a straight foot-path for yourself but a few rods in all day. Thex'e are
hundreds of low, little islets, divided by an intricate maze of water-
course, pool and bog ; in the wet season the swamp is penetrable only
upon floating logs and fallen trees, and in the dry season many of the
depressed areas are a vast carpet of tall, dense luxuriant moss.
Sept. 17. Thurs. Fair. Reg. slashing in the forenoon ; in camp
in the afternoon. Pay-rolls being made and signed. Regimental Hos-
pital moved over to our new camp-ground. Salutes being fired all along
the lines in honor of Gov. Andrew of Mass., who is cheered to the echo
wherever he goes. A magnificent man in most respects. As if to point
the sharpest possible contrast to his grand, high patriotism, the execu-
tion of a deserter occurs during his visit to this Department— not wit-
nessed, however, by him.
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Sept. 18. Pri. Very rainy. Reg. in camp all day, — dull, nothing
doing-. At P^t. Tillinghast Companies B and D drill with artillery from
7 to 8 a. m. ; chop or shovel from 8 to 12 noon ; fire in artillery practice
from 12 to 1 p. m., then have dinner ; again chop or shovel from 2 to
5 p. m. Drill again from 5 to 6 p. m. This is working very hard. To-
day is followed by a cold, rainy, windy night— almost a gale.
Sept. 19. Sat. Very severe rain storm for the past twenty-four
hours. Reg. in camp. Half a dozen of us have to tramp to Portsmouth
and back— six or eight miles — in a furious rain storm, to attend as wit-
nesses upon a court martial convened there. We have to walk on the
railroad, the highroad a mass of mud— an abominable tramp.
Sept. 20. Sun. Very cool. Rain ceases— followed by a high
wind. Tents go down all over camp. One member of the 13tli writes
:
" We live well here now ; a part of the time on our expectations of what
we will have next week, and the rest of the time on sweet potatoes and
cold watei-." Another writes: "Breakfast— baked beans, bread and
coffee. Dinner— boiled fresh beef, salt beef, cold beans, bread, coffee.
Supper— tea or coffee, cold meat, bread. To-morrow we shall have the
same — only have it a little differently."
Sept. 21. Mon. Fair, cold. Reg. at Avork on the defenses in the
forenoon ; a part of the Reg. paid off in the afternoon. Lieut. Wilson,
Lieut. Staniels, Sergt. Wheeler and others, arrive in camp with 166 re-
cruits— " Subs " — for the 10th N. H.
Sept. 22. Tues. Very cold. Balance of the Reg. paid off in the
forenoon ; all at work with axes in th3 afternoon.
Sept. 23. Wed. Cool. Reg. slashing all day. Capt. Julian of
E is acting Asst. Inspector General of our Brigade ; Lieut. Durell acting
Adjutant of the Thirteenth ; Lieut. Murray is at Brigade Headquarters ;
and Lieut. Thompson in command of Company E. Lieut. W^ilson and his
guard start for New Hampshire again to-day, to bring forward recruits.
Sept. 24. Thurs. Very cool. Reg. slashing all day. The weather
has been very chilling for a week past. Whiskey rations are being served
daily to some of our men who are the most exposed to the cold. Strong
hot coffee is better.
Sept. 25. Fri. Fair. Reg. slashing all day. The 16th Conn,
(said to be) has a fancy custom of striking the " Taps " — the last drum-
call of the day, signifying that lights must be put out in the men's quar-
ters. After the little drums have rattled out their Taps, in all the regi-
ments hereabout, there rolls down through camp the tremendous " Bum
— bum— bum of that big bass-drum."
Sept. 26. Sat. Cold. Reg. slashing all day — working nine hours
a day. One of the most amusing scenes— at the same time one of the
most pitiable— that we ever witnessed, is the coming in of bodies of negro
refugees, at our stockade gate. They will appear in the edge of the brush
half a mile or so distant, looking back over their shoulders as if expecting
pursuit and recapture even there, and vithin our picket lines. They will
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also approach the gate with the utmost caution ; hnt once inside, away
go their bundles, and all fear and caution at the same time, while they
improvise a little jubilee, jumping up and down, and exclaiming : " O
bress de Lord— I'se free, Ise free ! " Some parties of them just
emerged from the brush, in full sight of the gate and perfectly safe, will
be seized with a sudden panic, drop their bundles, leave their little chil-
dren behind, and make a simultaneous rush for the gate, giving every ex-
pression of the utmost fear, and running as if Satan himself was at their
heels. It is often difficult to induce them to return for their bundles or
children without being accompanied by a soldier with his gun.
Sept. 27. Sun. Pleasant. Usual Sunday duties. A Dismal
Swamp native, having been asked to give information concerning another
native suspected of rebel mail carrying, replies : " He be'nt thar ; right
smart chance shet o' that "ar place, er'ekn."
Sept. 28. Mon. Pleasant. Reg. slashing all day. Dr. Ezekiel
Morrill reports for duty as Asst. Surgeon of the Thirteenth. Dr. Morrill's
popularity was always great, and his excellent services in the Reg. were
always a matter of much credit to himself, and of especial advantage to
the personnel of the Thirteenth.
Sept. 29. Tues. Pleasant. Reg. slashing all day.
The rule to joke when you please, provided that you please when you
joke, is a very good one. The following toast, drank at a convivial gather-
ing of officers not long since, was not gauged by that rule : ' Here 's to
your courage, and very good health, . Here 's hoping that you
will go in next time like a man. If you survive, all right. If you are
wounded, we will see that your limbs are pi'omptly and neatly cut off ; and
if you are killed, w^e will bury you well and deep." The toast was re-
ceived by the whole party with the silence that was golden, but with
minds that were busy ; the laugh came in later— when there w-ere not
so many round.
Sept. 30. Wed. Pleasant. Reg. slashing all day. Mrs. A. F.
Stevens, Mrs. C. O. Bradley, Mrs. E. E. Dodge and Mrs G. A. Forbush,
wives of officers of the 13th noAv visiting in camp, have all been ill from
malarial causes. No Northern person escapes malaria here. It is sure to
visit one sooner or later in some form ; and it has as many open or sly
ways of attack as Col. Mosby's guerillas, and all as relentless. Officers'
log-houses are now being built. They are all of one story, are about
twelve feet by eighteen feet on the ground, and have small glass windows
and roomy brick fireplaces. Some of them look oddly enough, with their
long, narrow, horizontal windows, made of Mr. Bunting's hot-bed sash
loaned or sold for the jjurpose.
Oct. 1. Thurs. Pleasant. Reg. at work on rifle-pits, and the main
line of entrenchments, and much hurried. Capt. Smith departs from
camp on fifteen days' leave.
Oct. 2. Fri. Rainy forenoon. Reg. at work on the defenses in
the afternoon. Picks and shovels in great demand. The supply of these
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tools is short, and a special search is made for hidden or misplaced ones,
all through the tents of the men. None are found secreted by the Thir-
teenth. Members of a neighboring regiment, growing tired, are said to
have buried several hundred shovels, axes and picks.
Oct. 3. Sat. Pleasant. Reg. slashes all day ; and then is called
out late in the afternoon for a long, close special inspection followed by a
Dress-parade.
Oct. 4. Sun. Pleasant. A jmrt of the Reg., about one hundred
men, sent on picket to Bowers Hill. One hundred and eighty-one recruits
arrive for the Thirteenth this afternoon. Only one drafted man in the
whole party. They ap])ear to be the ' tag, rag, bob-tail and siftings ' of all
creation ; now and then a good man, generally bad. They come for
money— and some of them, we trust, will get their money's worth. No
auction sale of a bankrupt stock ever palmed off such a lot of goods as
some of these ; many of them seem scarcely worth their ticket of leave
in powder and ball. The Companies receive them to equalize numbers
present ; Company E gets twenty, Comjjany B eight, and so on through
the Regiment. The 10th N. H. receives 169 recruits of the lot that ar-
rives to-day. They were all escorted together, from the wharf at Ports-
mouth to camp, by an armed guard with loaded rifles ; and as a precaution
the camp guard is largely increased, in both the Tenth and Thirteenth.
" Conscripts to the number of one hundred and eighty-one arrived to-
day, and are distributed so as to bring every company up to eighty-five
men, so that we now number eight hundred and fifty enlisted men present
and absent. The new-comers are to be treated in all respects exactly the
same as the volunteers in the Regiment. Only eleven of those coming
to-day are natives of New Hampshire ; the others are from almost every
nation on the globe." Capt. Julian.
Oct. 5. Mon. Veiy pleasant. Log-houses going up all over the
plain — hundreds of them — winter quarters. Last night the Subs were
exceedingly boisterous, and half the Reg. were needed to keep them in
camp, and to preserve the peace. The line officers remonstrate with Col.
Stevens against the using of old soldiers to guard the Subs, in addition to
all their regular duties ; and those Subs who will not behave take up
quarters in the guard-house. The 13th N. Y. Heavy Artillery arrived
here yesterday, and are encamped about one fourth of a mile north of our
camp. They have among their men fourteen Seneca Indians. One of
their men (white) is a giant above seven feet tall. He is employed in
mounting cannon and other heavy work. Nine tenths of his regiment
can walk erect under his outstretched arms.
Oct. 6. Tues. Pleasant. Reg. in camp. The roofs of our log-
houses are made of ' nigger shingles ; ' a sort of rough boards about five
feet long, half an inch thick, and six or eight inches wide, split off from
yellow-pine logs— peeled off with the grain like bark round and round
the log— and then piled up to be pressed into shape and to dry. A
capital roofing material. Some very pretty, quaint, chateau-like houses
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are made wholly of them in other camps. Musicians from the Reg.
mustered into the 3d Brigade Band.
Oct. 7. Wed. Pleasant. Reg. at work on the defenses. Mid-days
now are very hot, nights veiy cold ; result many cases of chills and fever.
Furloughs are being granted quite freely.
Oct. 8. Thurs. Pleasant. Reg. at work on the defenses. The
Lieutenants in command of companies receive $10 per month extra pay
— small pay for a great bother. " Had the honor of walking up arid down
the front street of our camp (as a guard) with a conscript— with a pole
on his back." Luey.
Oct. 9. Fri. Very warm. Reg. at work on rifle-pits west of our
camp. Nowadays Reveille sounds half an hour before sunrise ; Tattoo
at 8 p. m. ; Taps at 9 p. m., and the camp is quiet about 9.30 p. m.
Oct. 10. Sat. Pleasant. Reg. at work on the defenses. Batteiy
L, 4th Regulars, goes from our lines near Ft. Tillinghast to Yorktown.
Quarter-master Morrison departs for home on leave.
Oct. 11. Sun. Pleasant, cool. Usual Sunday duties. A. very par-
ticular inspection.
Some regimental officers of the day, with their diagonally worn sash—
from right shoulder to waist— and their polygonally worn tem])er, are
the tallest men in the army for their little day. They love to hear
:
" Turn out the guai'd— Officer of the Day ! ! " and to receive their salute
of ' present arms.' It is difficult to divide the honors between them and
the little corporal with his guard. Every regiment has one, two, or more
samples. The boys of the relief waiting about the guard headquarters
greatly enjoy making good-natured sport of these pompous gentlemen, and
when they see one of them coming, they frequently reverse the above order,
and give notice of his approach to their officer, by shouting— " 0. T. D. ! !
Turn out the day— Officer of the guard."
Oct. 12. Mon. Warm. Reg. at work on log-houses and tents.
Reporters for Northern papers are tramping through the camp all the
time. They are supplied with a varied assortment of news by mischiev-
ous wags, and over and over again the packages are put up wrong, for the
fun of it. Their papers publish the stuff ; we read it in a few days, and
wonder at credulity. There is, however, a large class of soldiers who
manage to visit distant regiments and points in the night, gather reliable
information, and exchange it with their fellows. These " camp walkei's "
will spread any bit of news throughout the command with amazing rapid-
ity. The average soldier is well posted in affairs, as affairs really are
;
and no barometer ever noted the advance of a coming storm more quickly
and accurately than the common soldiers somehow, and almost intuitively,
gain the news of coming march or battle. Aggi'egate mentality is a
world of wonders.
Oct. 13. Tues. Pleasant. Reg. improving the defenses. Henry
C. Howard of Co. E is detailed as dentist for the Thirteenth— and proves
a success in that duty. Inspection by Capt. Julian.
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Oct. 14. "Wed. Very warm. Reg. in camp. A detail sent as
provost-guard to near Portsmouth and on the bank of the creek above the
town. The writer, in charge of the provost-guard at Scott's Creek, near
Portsmouth, while on his rounds about one o'clock a. m., sees a light burn-
ing in a large house not far fi-om the picket line and to the north of
Hall's Corner, a house which he knows has no regular tenants. Hoping
to find the parties within engaged upon the rebel mail, and approaching
cautiously, he succeeds in climbing a high fence that is around the yard,
and in getting within a rod or two of the house ; when the light is sud-
denly put out, and two large brown and white dogs make a rush at him,
from a shed near by, howling and barking as watch-dogs will. The lar-
gest dog was cured by one broadside slash with the sword, and the smaller
one with a vigorous lunge, and both went back rehearsing a new tune ;
while the writer remounted the fence, and ' withdrew for a better position.'
He does not like too many dogs. The pickets, hearing the noise, came as
soon as possible, but ten or fifteen minutes had passed, and neither dogs
nor any other occupants could be found about the premises. It is sup-
posed that all had retreated to one of the underground hiding places,
with which this whole rebel region is well provided. And this shows
another phase of fighting down the rebellion.
Oct. 15. Thurs. Very warm. Reg. chopping. A detail also cut-
ting logs for our new guard-house ; the logs for this building are all to have
the bark taken off.
Oct. 16i Pri. Hot. Reg. chopping. Along here work is system-
atically divided — house-building, chopping, shoveling, etc., according to
the capabilities of the men.
Oct. 17. Sat. Pleasant. Officers beginning to be at home in their
log-houses. At first it was intended that all the houses should be made of
one uniform pattern, but soon that plan was departed from, and the camp
presents a pleasing variety of architecture. Colonel Stevens' house is
veiy spacious and well furnished. The line officers' houses are each large
enough for a family to reside in, excepting Lieut. Thompson's of Co. E.
Owing to his long absence on picket, and the importunate calls of ranking
officers upon the labor of the teams, his house is the last one built in camp.
The Brigade commander inquiring the cause of this delay, and being in-
formed, orders the teamsters to bring the material at once. This is also
the smallest of the officers' houses — 10 feet by 16 on the ground, of one
story and of one room. It has two glass windows, a brick chimney and
a large fireplace. All the houses are made of logs, partly hewn, chinked
with mud, and the most have chimneys of brick — all standing outside.
Southern fashion— and wide, open fireplaces. There is any quantity of
good dry wood, and great roaring fires give welcome cheer. When a
gum-tree has died standing and is thoroughly dried, it makes a fire not
surpassed by the best hickory. Half the houses are papered with Har-
pers, and other pictorial papers, and maps and pictures of all sorts, tacked
on all over the inside of walls and roofs.
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Oct. 18. Sun. Warm. Companies C, G and H leave camp at 8
a. m. for one week's picketing on the Portsmouth road, a sort of provost-
guard. The rebel mail-carrier is the bugbear — and the standing joke—
on this whole picket line. Not long since he crossed Scott's Creek in a
folding rubber-boat, right under a picket's nose, and was not caught. He
could have punched the stupid jiicket with his pole, he passed so near.
Some of the men seem to believe that he is the very Satan, he is so sly
and so quick ; and they are about as much afraid of a hand-to-hand tussle
with him as they would be with that old fellow himself.
Oct. 19. Mon. Very hot, clear. Reg. improving the defenses.
The work done by the contrabands is of the poorest sort, and is all done
at the snail's pace. They are regularly paid, but their labor does not
amount to one third as much as that of the soldiers, man for man.
They say : " Dat 's de way we work for ole massa ; 'i-golly ! "
Oct. 20. Tues. Very fine day. Reg. improving defenses ; and try-
ing to improve the Subs.
After all is still at night— about 9.30 or 10 p. m. — and the calls of
the various regiments around us have been sounded, and even the big bass-
drum of the 16th Conn, is at rest ; a single bugle, of clear and excellent
tone, and in the hands of a skillful player in the N. Y. Heavy Artillery
regiment stationed near our camp and to the northward of it, sends wide
and full, all through the encampment, its last call of the day. And many
a weary soldier of us, just turned in, drops off to sleep, and to dreams of
home, while that bugle, in a master hand, rings a hundred changes on
that most beautiful, musical and welcome call heard in any army— an-
nouncing that the busy day is now done, inviting to sleep, and giving
assurance that the camp rests in peace and security.
Oct. 21. "Wed. Pleasant. Reg. at work on the defenses. Orders
received to be ready to march to-morrow morning at daybreak, with sixty
rounds of amnuinition ; all the troops in light marching order, and with
three days' cooked rations in haversacks, and seven days' su])ply in
wagons. Soon countermanded.
Oct. 22. Thurs. Pleasant. Reg. improving the defenses. One
Dr. Wiight of Portsmouth, Va., is to be hanged for killing Lieutenant
Sanborn of the Union army ; deliberately shot the Lieutenant while he
was drilling negro troops in front of this Doctor's office.
Oct. 23. Fri. Very pleasant. The Reg. is again at work upon Ft.
Rodman ; the parapets being raised very high to afford a wider range.
Oct. 24. Sat. Rainy, very cold, with a higli wind. Reg. resting
in camp. To-night some of the officers take the shivering camp-guards
in, give them a thorough warming before their big fires— and a glass
from the sly canteen. Hot, strong coffee is better.
Oct. 25. Sun. Rainy, cold. Reg. divides picket duties with the
10th N. H. The old soldiers most disgusted of all with the vicious Subs
are the volunteer Irishmen. A good Sub is well received, but the bad
characters find little mercy at the hands of the Irish Veteran.
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Oct. 26. Mon. Cold. Reg. in camp. Drilling talked of; has
been very limited in these many months of pick, and axe, and shovel.
Lisping patient at Surgeon's call. Surgeon : '' Well, young man, what is
the matter with you ? " Patient : "' I have a thick headache— awful
thick ! " Surgeon : " I know it, I know it, you will die with it ; I can
only relieve you a little— give him a double-scraper, Steward."
Oct. 27. Tues. Very cold. Reg. in camp. " At the funeral of
Lieut. Sanborn, who was shot by Dr. Wright, all the negro troops in the
department were in line. They could not get enough of the marching and
the music, and our Thirteenth Band played the ' Dead March in Saul
'
through nineteen times consecutively." Chas. W. Washburkt, Band.
Oct. 28. Wed. Fair, cold, windy. Reg. in camp. " The negroes
at the contraband camp are suffering severely from the cold. Scarcely
any can be found who have a change of clothing of any sort, and a blan-
ket is a rarity among them. The men build large fires out of doors, and
sit or lie about them all night to keep warm. They live on bacon and
corn meal, and bad meal at that, of which they bake bread after a barbar-
ous fashion. They get rye coffee, and eight pounds of sugar per day
for 100 men." Prescott.
Oct. 29. Thurs. Fair. Reg. in camp. Company E and others
on outjjost picket in the swamp. A party of men of the 13th went into
the swamp for wood, and as they were walking along, one of them sud-
denly disappeared dovvn below. He was fished out with poles. Wonder-
ing why a well should be in such a place the men made an investigation.
A large pine-tree had died standing, and all but the bark had rotted.
During the many years required for its destruction, the brush and peat
had accumulated about it to the depth of several feet, so that the bark,
remaining in form, made a quite perfect well eight or ten feet deep, and
nearly three feet across.
Oct. 30. Fri. Pleasant, warm. Reg. in camp. Pay-rolls being
made. The rolls of Company E are made out at the house of a Mr.
Bright, a tar-maker, in the swamp. He has a peculiar fancy for naming
his children with the names of the Southern States. His eldest— a girl,
Louisiana— is about sixteen years old, the youngest a babe ; but his
family has well-nigh confiscated the entire rebel Confederacy ! His house
has no glass windows. Square holes are cut, and cotton cloth stretched
across to admit the light. All can be closed with heavy board, shutters :
" To keep the wild-cats from stealing the children," as he says. On the
fluid of a sort of thick, ' boiled-dinner ' soup, which they had for dinner one
day, clear bacon-fat floated to the de^ith of more than one eighth of an
inch— utterly incompatible with the Northern appetite.
During one dinner here— as we ' boarded '— a large pig came in and
nosed around familiarly among the children, dogs and chickens on the
floor. Soon piggy smelled a large hoe-cake all baking hot in the ashes of
the fireplace. Before he could be stopped, his hoof had raked the cake
out ; and then plunging his nose deep into the scalding hot mass, he gave
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one hoggish bite, one awful shake of his head, one shower of dough, one
most unearthly squeal, one tremendous leap for the door— Uie gay curl of
his tail gone out straight as a candle — and we never saw him more. A
sad case of misplaced confidence. The family was sorry to lose the hoe-
cake, but seemed to regard the affair as nothing particularly unusual in
their dining-room.
Oct. 31. Sat. Very warm, the warmest day this month. Reg.
mustered for two months' pay at 10 a. m. by Col. Chas. L. Upham of the
15th Conn. Orders received for the Reg. to drill six hours a day. Co.
E numbers 76 men, a fair average.
All the citizens, as well as all the soldiers, in this part of Dixie have to
procure passes from the General commanding, in ordei to move from
place to place. How would Northern farmers like to be stopped at every
road-crossing and oftener, by a soldier, with : " Your pass, sir,— if you
please ! " No enlisted man can go beyond the regimental guard-line with-
out a pass imm some officer. No officer can leave camp without permis-
sion ; and to visit the city, three miles distant, a pass is required signed
by the Brigade commander, and stating the purpose of the visit. So
arbitrarily circumscribed is our soldier life here.
Nov. 1. Sun. Very fine day, cool. Inspection, parade and religious
services. It is not probable that one fourth of the Thirteenth have been
accustomed at their homes to any form of tlie Eipiscopal Church service.
This makes its use now quite unpopular among the men. There is no
gainsaying that unfortunate fact. Our Chaplain modifies the service
somewhat, still many of the men go unsatisfied away, and long for an
old-fashioned up-country meeting. Independent religious meetings are
frequently held.
This is the way a small society in the Thirteenth came to early grief
:
It was formed of a few men only, and not with that open and frank inde-
pendence that should characterize all good endeavoi-s. In tiying to avoid
'talk,' they of course invited it. They were called Sons of Temperance.
Now the initial letters of those three words ai'e most unfortunate, and soon
the sons wei'e dubbed sots — and never heard the last of it. The ridicu-
lous designation practically broke up tire little society.
Nov. 2. Mon. Fair. Now comes a griping spasm of drill— squad,
company, battalion and brigade; even marching Companies B and 1) over
from Fort Tillinghast to join in the drill, thus adding to their day's labor
at drill, a march of over three miles. " The Regiment (to-day) began to
drill."' LuEY.
Nov. 3. Tues. Fair. Reg. drilling ; Maj. Grantman drill-master.
Details sent far into the swamp on ])ioket.
Nov. 4. Wed. Fair. Reg. drilling. Lieut. Thompson of E, with
30 or 40 men, some fi-om each Company, takes a week of Provost-guai'd
duty near Portsmouth— north of Portsmouth road and along Scott's Creek.
Nov. 5. Thurs. Fair. Reg. drilling. Another simple, impressive,
soldiers' buriid of the dead.
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Nov. 6. Fri. Fair, very dusty. Eeg. drilling. An officer in the
13th, given to joking, purchases a yard or two of bright colored calico at
Norfolk, hangs it up in his nice log-house, and labels it : " Hands off."
He is evidently lonesome.
Nov. 7. Sat. Fair. Rifle practice by the Regiment. Most of the
bullets hit the ground— in course of time ; a new newspaper covered target
will be required about once in three months. We have some fine marks-
men, however— " but they 're mostly all off on picket duty to-day."
Nov. 8. Sun. Fair. Usual Sunday duties. At Dress-parade —
at 5 p. m.— a snow-squall comes up from the rear ; and from a handful
to a pint of coarse, snowy hail rolls down the back of every man's neck.
The loose fitting coat-collars make admirable gutter spouts.
Nov. 9. Mon. Cold, clear ; snowy last night. Company drill in
forenoon. Battalion drill in afternoon. Lieut. Saunders of D has com-
mand of the contraband camp— as the camp of the liberated slaves is
called — liis Hdqrs. being located within a few yards of the quarters of
Co. D at Fort Tillinghast, and Sergt. Batchellor is acting as commissary-
sergeant of the contraband camp.
Two deserters are shot to-day near Fort Reno and about a mile from
Fort Tillinghast. Sergeant Batchellor of D thus describes the affair,
which he witnessed : '' The two desei'ters were members of the 8th Conn.
They were shot at 10 a. m. for their fourth desertion. They had pre-
viously been members of the 8th Conn, and at their last re-enlistment
were unwittingly assigned to the 8th Conn, again, under their new as-
sumed names— and caught. The Brigade was formed in a hollow
square. The deserters rode in a wagon behind their coffins. In the rear
of the wagon came their executioners — ten soldiers from the 15th Conn,
(one of their guns being loaded with a blank cartridge). When the
deserters had arrived in the hollow square, which was open on one side,
the coffins were put down and they knelt beside them. The priests per-
formed the Roman Catholic rites. When all was ready, white bandages
were tied over the deserters' eyes and their hands were bound. They
were then faced toward the men who were to shoot them, and knelt with
their backs to their coffins. When shot one of them made no motion, the
other moved a little— then all was still. After the surgeons had pro-
nounced them dead they were placed in their coffins with their shackles
on their feet."
Nov. 10. Tues. Fair, Major Grantman in command of the Regi-
ment ; which is now at work on the rifle-pits near camp. A stupid Sub
threatens to shoot Sergt. Chas. F. Chapman of E, while he is making the
grand rounds of his guard late at night.
This was the cockney, Reed of E. He was so full of blunders that
he had to l)e placed on some unimportant guard post, and with an empty
gun. As Chapman was going the rounds in the night, he came upon
Reed, who called out : " Stop," instead of halt, and demanded the coun-
tersign. Chapman could not give it at so great a distance, and continued
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to approach. At every step Reed grew more and more angry, swore,
threatened and yelled himself hoarse, and acted more like a mad monkey
than like a man. Chapman came within a few feet, when Reed clubbed
his musket and broke out with a perfect torrent of profanity ; winding up
with : " AVliat do you want, anyhow ? " Chapman raised his voice to the
loudest pitch, and answered : " I want to know if you are awake."
Poor Reed fairly danced a pirouette with rage. It was too bad to tease
the man ; but the scene was very funny.
Nov. 11. Wed. Fair, very cold — coldest day of the season.
Regular monthly inspection of the Reg. by Capt. Julian, A. A. I. G. of
our Brigade. Asst. Surgeon John Sullivan is now very sick, and is not
expected to survive. Has been quite seriously ill for some time past. In
general, however, the health of the Reg. has not been so good as it now
is, since we were at Newport News last spring. Good food is plenty
and cheap. Officers' mess board costs about ^3.00 per week.
Nov. 12. Thurs. Pleasant. Reg. improving defenses. Gen.
Getty— so the story goes — meets a party of shovelers on their way
from work to camp, and asks : " Well, boys, which do you prefer, the
axe, the shovel or the gun ? " They reply : " Neither— we want to go
home." He answers : " Very good ; you can go now, two at a time from
each company." And that is the order from Division Hdqrs. Maj.
Gen. B. F. Butler succeeds Maj. Gen. Foster, in command of this De-
partment of Virginia and North Carolina.
Nov. 13. Fri. Cold. This afternoon the Reg. is suddenly called
out under arms, and marches to Bowers Hill veiy rapidly — distance
near five miles— arrives about sunset, and bivouacs near the fort as a
support for the cavalry and pickets. The whole line is under arms all
day and night, which is very damp and cold. All quiet where we are,
but a rebel force of cavalry is hovering near, said to be 1,800 strong.
Nov. 14. Sat. Cold, rainy last night. Reg. returns to camp to-
day about noon, cold, wet and tired. Glad to get away from that front.
The Reg. takes a regular fight with some degree of relish, but guerilla
warfare is an abomination. One whole regiment is constantly employed
in fighting guerillas, on our front lines. At South Mills recently a Lieu-
tenant, riding beyond the lines on a scout, had his horse shot under him
and riddled with bullets ; while the Lieutenant received nine bullets in
his clothing and body, but managed to escape without assistance, and will
recover. He came within range of a guerilla band of about fifty men,
and they gave him one volley.
Nov. 15. Sun. Pleasant. Reg. in camp. Captain Stoodley takes
a detail of about one hundred officers and men for a turn of picket at
Bowers Hill. Dress-parade, and particular inspection of arms.
Nov. 16. Mon. Fair. Reg. in camp. The people — natives—
in the vicinity of Bowers Hill, are a very peculiar, mixed race, as if the
Indian, the white, and the negro were fused together. Some are very
handsome, but the most are distant, taciturn, forbidding and repulsive.
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Nov. 17. Tues. Fair. Reg. at work on the defenses. The Subs
are exceedingly troublesome. They get drunk, fight, distui'b the camp,
break heads, steal, lie, fall asleep at their posts, desert the guard, and
serve the evil one generally. The old soldiers are getting angry with
them, all through and through. There have been numerous rumors of
late that the Subs are planning a mutiny. Many of the regiments have
them ; and their plan is for all to suddenly join together, and go over
into the Confederacy in an armed body. There will be music when they
try it I A search found many navy revolvers among them.
Nov. 18. "Wed. Fair. The dust about camp is terrible ; when the
wind blows, clouds of it shut out all views, blinding and choking every-
body and filling the tents and houses. You can write your name in the
dust on every coat, cot and table in camp. The country here is sandy,
the sand is very fine and filled with the almost impalpable dust of de-'
cayed organic matter, light as dry flour.
The swamp natives j^ractice the nastiest custom yet invented — ' dip-
ping.' They pass round a plate filled with snuff, and provided with one
or two little brushes. As the dish of snuff goes round, each one present,
both young and old, takes the brush, covers it with snuff, and with it
slowly swabs the inside of his or her mouth and gums ! Read this after
dinner ; it is worse than using a family tooth brush — in a boarding-
house.
Nov. 19. Thurs. Fair. A portion of the Reg., including Com-
pany E, are on the Portsmouth road on picket ; we have any quantity
of genuine Norfolk oysters, and cook them in every possible style. We
guard sundry oyster beds, and take high pay in kind. The creek where
they are found is called Scott's Creek.
At Fort Rodman near our camp an ingenious Lieutenant emptied a
long Parrott shell of its powder, as he thought, and used the shell for an
andiron in the fireplace of his log-cabin. About ten o'clock at night
the shell exploded, demolishing the cabin, lifting the roof, knocking the
chimney and fireplace all into flinders, hurting the Lieutenant badly and
leaving him sprawling on the middle of his cabin floor all out of doors,
under the stars, and scared half out of his wits. The explosion was
taken in camp to be a signal gun, announcing an attack by the enemy.
It roused the whole force, which sprang to arms — an army roused at
dead of night. Guns were manned in short order ; regiments got i*eady
to fall into line ; bugle blasts started cavalry and field artillery to ' boots
and saddles ; ' the whole camp was all up and coming— and the camp
followers gathered their effects for a characteristic skedaddle to the rear.
But orderlies soon began to fly about, and to explain the cause of the
disturbance. Quiet was then quickly restored, and the men turned in
again. Never use loaded Parrott shells for andirons.
Nov. 20. Fri. Clear ; extremely windy. This plain — of our
camp— a few months ago was a nearly empty field, now there are
several hundreds of lai-ge houses and buildings, besides all the tents of
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the men. Quite a city— the snug winter quarters of a lively little army.
The Reg. is now all settled in winter quarters, and the duties of guard
and picket are quite regular. Regimental court martial convenes, hav-
ing several hard cases on its list ; Lieut. Thompson of E acting as Judge
Advocate.
Nov. 21. Sat. Fair ; a few showers. Tlie part of the line on our
front is now held by a company of cavalry, about six miles from our
camp : about one mile this side of them are posted two guns and a small
garrison near Bowers Hill— where the pickets going out from the Thir-
teenth are stationed — the Ca2)tain of the picket having command of the
whole post. A numerous patrol are moving continually between these
posts and our camp, and sundry special picket posts at points in the
swamp. No firing allowed now on the picket lines, though the outer
cavalry vedettes have an occasional brush with guerillas.
Nov. 22. Sun. Fair. Dress-parade, inspection, prayers. The
picket returns from Bowers Hill to camp about 2 p. m., having been re-
lieved by the 16th Conn. Five officers of the Reg. are now absent on
leave. The officers in camp do the work of the absent officers for noth-
ing ; while the officers during absence from duty on leave draw half pay.
This is hardly a fair i:)roceeding.
Nov. 23. Mon. Rainy, cold. Reg- in camp. Francis Wild, a
nimble little Englishman, enlisted in Company E, and deserted soon after
our Regiment came into Virginia. Now he has the inestimable cheek to
write to one of his old comrades in Co. E that he has in all enlisted six
times, six times received his bounties, and has just got safely out of his
sixth desertion ! Where is the Regiment that can excel our own glorious
Thirteenth ?
Nov. 24. Tues. Fair. Capt. Dodge of B is sent away ujion some
War Department business. The secessionists are growling fearfully
about Maj. Gen. B. F. Butler now in command of this Department.
Well they may if they do not behave to suit him.
Nov. 25. "Wed. Pleasant. Reg. drilling. Orders now are that
we must drill in all suitable weather. The average soldier prefers to drill
when he is shoveling, and to shovel when he is drilling, and, for a change,
much prefers — neither.
Just west of our camp, a long stockade stretches straight across the
plain, from near Fort Rodman and the Suffolk road, north to Bruce's
Creek (so named for a resident landholder). The logs are large, many
of them a foot in diameter, they are set deep in the ground, stand exactly
vertical, and rise from eight to ten feet above the ground. A deep,
muddy swamp lies directly in front of the stockade nearly impassable
for infantry. The fortifications on this line are now regarded as com-
pleted, and the troops are congratulated in special orders. Fort Rod-
man is so named in honor of Lt. Col. Isaac P. Rodman, of the 4th R. I.,
who resigned some months since.
Nov. 26. Thurs. Fair and pleasant. Thanksgiving Day in camp
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— observed as a holiday. There are all sorts of races ; horse-races, sack-
I'accs, foot-races, black-races (a black boy will run his legs off for a
dollar), white races and wheelbarrow-races. The latter are very funny.
About fifty men are in line blindfolded and each with a wheelbarrow.
Every nose is set jioint blank for a barrel a hundred yards distant.
At a signal all start at once running toward the barrel ; they collide,
mix up, tumble over, turn all sorts of curves and circles, some even com-
ing back near where they started— but only one hits the barrel. Almost
all of our men have a good dinner to day. The ' plums ' for a four quart
plum-pudding cost our mess $1.50 in Norfolk. Officers' board in general
costs now from $3.00 to $5.00 per week. A Dress-parade at sundown,
with religious services, fitly closes the day ; and in the evening there is
a regular jubilee over tlie news from Gen. Grant's army about Chat-
tanooga— the wliole command cheering.
Nov. 27. Fri. Cold, rainy. Squad drill. For a while this autumn
the Reg. is instructed in bayonet exercise by an Italian soldier. The
25th Mass. and 4th R. I. regiments are encamped near the 13th, and all
are very fraternal and friendly.
Nov. 28. Sat. Rainy — and our camp is a swamp with all its
ditches full of water. To-night one of the darkest nights that man ever
saw. The Reg. is ordered to be ready, on Monday next, to witness the
execution— by shooting— of three men of our Brigade, for desertion.
The whole Brigade is ordered out also. (The writer does not witness
this execution— nor any other.)
Copy of a Thirteenth soldier's application for furlough— sent direct
to the General commanding :
Nov the 1863 28
Camp Gilmore Near Portsmouth Va
13 Reg N H Vol
General Sir I Request a furlow of days to Visit my home in the
State of New Hampshire to arange some unseteled buisness also to make
some important famley arangments of Gi'ate impotance to myself and
famley Respectfuly Yours *****
(He had six children, more or less, the youngest a year old, and
' General Sir ' granted him a 'furlow ' immediately.)
Nov. 29. Sun. Severe rain storm. Reg. keeps close in its quar-
ters. No Sunday inspection, parade or services.
There is a family named Wood living near our picket post on Deep
Creek, consisting of a father, mother, a couple of boys, and several girls
nearly grown to womanhood, who spend their winter evenings sitting
around their fire, and all smoking together. If one of our pickets gives
them a call, it is in good form for one of the girls to take the pipe from
her own sweet mouth, and pass it to the guest to smoke, while she pro-
ceeds to light another pipe for herself. Dismal Swamp etiquette. Not
one of this family can either read or write.
Nov. 30, Mon. Pleasant, cool. Reg. drilling. The guerillas are
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exceedingly troublesome on the outer lines of this Department. One
regiment is almost wholly employed in fighting them. They drive in the
outposts repeatedly, and we are all the time under orders to be ready for
an instant move. Their style of warfare is diabolical nuirder.
Dec. 1. Tues. Sudden cold snap ; nuich ice about camp. Reg.
drilling. ' Comfort Bags ' filled with needles, thread, pins and numerous
other little conveniences, now invade our camp in large numbers. They
are made by the pretty girls in New Hampshire, and usually contain a
letter signed by the maker. Many correspondences are thus begun—
with more or less fun, foolishness or mischief.
Dec. 2. "Wed. Warmer. Company drill forenoon. Battalion drill
afternoon. Capt. Smith writes : " Active service in the army makes
strange bed-fellows." Asst. Surgeon Sullivan goes home on leave,
granted upon a medical certificate that it is necessary for him to leave
the front in order to save his life.
Dec. 3. Thurs. Fair. Reg. drilling ; Battalion drill in afternoon
with Capt. Dodge for drill-master. Officers' school, in tactics, for three
evenings in the week. A canvass reveals the fact that all the officers in
the Thirteenth, excepting four, have visited home on leave.
Dec. 4 Fri. Fair. Brigade drill— Col. Steere commanding.
A soldier, very drunk, is seen plodding along the dusty road near our
camp, reeling from side to side, and cheering with all his might. Sundry
troops, half a mile away, are cheering loudly also. Some one asked him
why he was cheering, when he drew himself up as if his dignity was
insulted by such a question, and replied : " Hanged if I know. Heard
them. Sir, and I, Sir, cheered. Sir— as a 'zample (hie) of discipline.
Sir." Swung his caj), cheered again, and reeled along conscious of hav-
ing done his whole duty. He emphasized ' Sir ' most heavily.
Dec 5. Sat. Pleasant, quite cool. Reg. marches out about a mile
and practices at target-shooting, at the usual place, on right hand of
road, west of camp, just beyond the stockade gateway. There are 250
guns, and the men fire 20 rounds per gun— 5,000 shots— and the irrev-
erent affirm that the vicinity of the target is the safest place to be found
within a circuit of half a mile. The Sub and cockney. Reed of E, wants
to show the Regiment, " 'Ow they fire bin the Hold Hinglish Harmy."
He steps to the front, holds his gun at arm's length, fires — and doubles
up like an old jackknife, a rod back in the brush. The boys have given
him a kicking gun. He takes his place in the rear rank again, and at
the next fire singes his file-leader's hair and whiskers, and nearly breaks
his head. Col. Stevens sends him off to camp ; and we turn him into a
mess-cook, a good one too, the best in camp. He used to be a cook on a
French man-of-war.
Dec. 6. Sun. Fair, very cold. Usual Sunday duties. Company
H has a genius by name Blank, a Sub and white-headed war-eagle about
eighteen years old. What he does not know he cannot learn— and
there is no gainsaying it. The Colonel, between Reed and Blank, could
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but lose his temper and gravity together yesterday, and was forced to
laugh at their mistakes. These with others were put into the awkward
squad and drilled in firing ; and it' all had been drilled for a month at
acting the fool, they could not have succeeded better in that role. They
were honest enough ; they cannot learn the manual of arms. Every
reo-iment has a few of these irreclaimable ' awkwards.'
Dec. 7. Mon. Fair, windy. Capt. Stoodley starts for home on a
twenty days' leave. Reg. drilled five hours a day every day of last week,
and is at it again to-day. Drill now is full martinet. The officers
have to study very hard ; and, besides, have to drill on extra hours in
the Italian bayonet exercise. An Italian, said to be one of Garibaldi's
men, is their tutor. The officers are expected to learn the whole exercise
in two weeks, and then to drill their companies in it.
Dec. 8. Tues. Fair. Company drill forenoon. Battalion drill af-
ternoon, followed by an hour of bayonet drill— • bayonet exercise ' — for
the whole command ; the Thirteenth alone requiring a field of many
acres. The space occupied by each man at this drill is necessarily as
broad as the man can reach with his gun and bayonet in every direc-
tion. A body of men drilling with the bayonet look in the distance like
a line of beings made up about equally of the frog, the sand-hill crane, the
sentinel crab and the grasshopper ; all of them rapidly jumping, thrust-
ing, swinging, striking, jei'king, every way, and all gone stark mad.
Dec. 9. "Wed. Cold, damp, chilly. The sutler has a lot of handsome
apples, red cheeked russets, which taste like a mixture of sweet geranium,
allspice and lard. They sell readily. Every purchaser protests that they
are spoiled. The sutler says : " They are very nice— but I guess that
suthin has kinder got onto um." Pud Long smashes one against the
head of the sutler's boy, and then visits the guard-house for a few hours
;
when some one goes and pays over the two cents — the price of the
apple— and gets him excused. Those pretty apples, several barrels full
of them, nearly raise a mutiny in camp.
Dec. 10. Thurs. Cold. Afternoon drill omitted. Our line of
works are highly praised. They demand no labor now excepting for
occasional repairs. In front of them a strip of timber, in many places
dense and valuable, has been leveled — to rot or burn — nearly a mile
wide and three or four miles long. Whei'e'the army goes, there goes
destruction— the South is being fearfully punished.
Dec. 11. Fri. Clear. Reg. drilling ; Capt. Bradley drill-master.
It is intended that each Captain in turn shall drill the Regiment.
A couple of soldiers took a walk in the swamp, and finding an unex-
ploded shell, thought to have a little fun in exploding the thing. They
built a fire, threw in the shell— a large one— and took position behind
convenient trees for protection. The shell was a long time in getting
hot enough to burst. One of the men, whose tree was not too large,
growing impatient leaned forward, and took a side glance at the shell, on
the very instant when it burst. He had in bending, incautiously exposed
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himself to danger in the rear, and a piece of the shell made away with
a considerahle slice of his pantaloons, and a piece of himself in addition.
He was for several weeks fitted only for election to some standing-com-
mittee — the sliell chipped him,
Dec. 12. Sat. First Sergeant James M. Hodgdon of B is pro-
moted to Sergeant Major of the Thirteenth — a most excellent appoint-
ment. He is six feet tall, straight as an arrow, lean as a rail, popular,
thoroughly posted in his duties, sharp, active, quick, prompt, and per-
fectly cool when under fire. Col. Stevens makes a speech to the Reg.
while on Dress-parade. He, his wife and other ladies wlio have been
visiting the Reg. here in camp, are to go North to-morrow.
Dec. 13. Sun. A violent thunder storm to-niglit ; wind, rain, hail,
and lightning all at once, and very much of them all. Tents are blown
down, chimneys upset, log-houses unroofed, and the earth-work defenses
badly washed and gullied. Col. Stevens leaves camp this morning for
the recruiting service at Concord. Lt. Col. Storer starts for home on
leave ; Capt. Dodge succeeding him in command of Ft. Tillinghast.
Adjutant Boutwell and wife, and their little boy, also Assist. Surgeon
Small, of the 10th N. H., and his wife arrive in camp about 6 p. m.
Dec. 14. Mon. Rainy forenoon. Corripany drill in afternoon.
Capt. Julian of E returns to his company ; Adjutant Boutwell returns
to duty and relieves Lieut. Durell. who has acted as Adjutant for a long
term, and who is now very sick. All this relieves Lieut. Thompson of E
from the command of that company, which he has held for about four
months. A Lieutenant in command of a company receives 810 per
month extra pay for that service— and far more kicks than coppers at
that. Lt. Col. Storer is badly hurt, by an accident, in New York city
to-day, as we learn by telegraph.
Dec. 15. Tues. Warm, windy.
Dec. 16. "Wed. Very chilly, clear. Reg. drilling.
Dec. 17. Thurs. Pleasant; showers. Reg. drilling.
Dec. 18. Fri. Fair, cool. Reg. drilling.
Dec. 19. Sat. Cool. These Saturdays, at noon, are the regular
days for target practice— artillery, infantry, cavalry, all together. The
big guns make a great deal of noise. The infantry firing is done chiefly
in volleys. Frequently it is done about like this : " Fire by battalion ;
Battalion, ready, Aim— Fire 1 " Thrrrip-rrip-rip-ip ; follows the volley.
Next Monday morning the last seven men and a ' half ' are drilled at
firing, in the awkward squad ; and forget all they learn before Saturday
comes again. There was one volley well given yesterday by seven regi-
ments ; and 2,500 or 3,000 muskets all fired at once reminds us of the
opening volley which we I'eceived at the hands of the rebels in the night
assault on Marye's Heights, Dec. 13, 1862— a crash.
Dec. 20. Sun. Fair, very cold. Usual Sunday duties. New Hos-
pital of the 13th finished and occupied to-day-
How to bake army beans : Dig a hole in Virginia clay two feet wide.
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six feet long, and three feet deep, and keep It full of burning wood for
several hours. At night— Saturday — put in the camp-kettles full of
beans prepared as for an oven, and cover the hole. Sunday morning
serve hot. Warranted equal to the best ' Boston-baked ' — especially
when the whole matter is managed by Andrew Hanou.
Dec. 21. Mon. Fair, very cold. " A SI,000 negro astride a $150
horse makes a colored cavalryman." (Lt. Col. Smith.) As things
have changed, however, in Dixie land, the horse will fetch the most
money. Reg. at work on military road in rear of forts and trenches.
Dec. 22. Tues. Cold, windy. While the Band is playing at guard-
mounting this morning, the valves in the instruments keep freezing, and
Ihe music is very bad indeed— a compound of squeaks, yelps and blares.
After a little, a small dog— a homely small dog— appears and coolly
takes a seat on the ground, a little way to the front of the Band, looks
the players full in the face, screws his own face into a most comical, droll
and pitiful expression, and begins to whine and howl. He proceeds with
his accompaniment all the time while the Band is playing. The scene is
a severe strain upon military discijiline, nearly causing both Band and
guard to break ujj in laughter. Inasmuch, however, as no one has been
specially detailed to kick that particular dog. Army Regulations cannot
permit any interference. Later, by special order, this dog is excluded
from parades.
Dec. 23. "Wed. Snowy, windy, freezing day. Report now has it
that we are to visit the south Mississippi country for a campaign this win-
ter. " Lt. Col. Storer was hurt (in New York)— his shoulder broken."
Capt. Julian".
Dec. 24. Thurs. Cold, clear. The men at Fort Rodman dig an
opossum out of his hole. He feigns death— plays 'possum— most
admirably. He is subjected to very severe handling, almost torture, but
cannot be made to exhibit even a sign of life. At last he is laid out on
his back on a board, in the sunsliine, and we hide behind a pile of lum-
ber to watch him, Presently he opens one eye, then the other— and
then in a twinkling there is a streak of opossum a hundred feet long in
the midst of a long line of dust. He disappears as if upon the wings of
the wind.
No soldier in the army ever hangs up his stocking for the favors of
Santa Clans ; the holes in heel and toe so generally comprise the most of
that garment, that the leakage would be in excess. One only piece of
folly could equal it : that of the Admiral who had his fleet of vessels
provided with numerous large casks filled with water, so that if the ves-
sels should run aground, the water could be poured overboard— and lift
them oif.
Dec. 25. Fri. Fair. Christmas. The 4th R. I. boys celebrate the
day with games, races, a banquet and other festivities. The Brigade
Band furnishes some excellent music for the occasion. The natives here
and the negroes make very much of Christmas ; and they collect in large
numbers, and witness to-day's celebration with evident great pleasure.
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Dec. 26. Sat. Cold. Sergeant Batchellor of D writes from his
coniinissary tent at the contraband canijj : " Darkeys being- paid off make
a finer show than any circus in the land ; you should see the ivory come
in sight as they receive the greenbacks ! Two thirds of them do not
know a one from a five dollar bill."
Dec. 27. Sun. Pleasant, warm. A First Sergeant's duties on Sun-
day are a burden ; and if he ever finds any time for rest, it must be
when he is dead, too sick to move — or promoted to a commissioned
oflicer. A part of his Sunday duties are the following, which are the
same, and worse, in every infantry regiment in the service :
First. He must manage somehow to wake and get up in the morning
before any one else in his company, and before the Reveille sounds.
Second— daylight. Reveille and Roll-call. First Sergeant must call
the roll of his company, and find the whereabout of all absentees, no
matter where they are ; must notify each man in the company— 50 or
100 of them— as to all that the men are to do on this day ; must make
details for camp guard, and half a dozen various other jobs, and set the
rogues, under a Corporal, to sweeping and cleaning camp, police duty—
where there is no need of it. During this time the whole comjjany stands
shivering and grumbling.
Third— six o'clock a. m. Breakfast. First Sergeant must see to it
that the men have a good breakfast, whether rations are good or not
;
and also see that the men behave well while getting it, for the soldiers
are ' passed around ' to their victuals, every man his own waiter, and all
waiting too long. The men march in single file past the cook's tent, with
their plates and cups, get their ' divvy ' (portion), and then go eat it
where they can. Breakfast done, the men grumble half an hour.
Fourth— 7.25 a. m. Surgeon's call. Tune: ''Come and get yer
quinine, ye lame, sick and lazy." First Sergeant marches the ' sick
'
men— often a sorry display of transparent, malingering deceits— up to
the Surgeon's tent, to be examined and dosed, and if it be to them possi-
ble, to be excused from all duty for 24 hours. Those thus excused are
expected to limp slowly back to their tents, close them, and then to stand
on their heads, dance a fancy jig, or turn somersaults for ten minutes.
First vSergeant in accordance with the Surgeon's order writes on his list
of three to a dozen names, what each of these sick men is to do during
the day— and he must see that they do it. The Surgeon excuses some
from all duty, designates others for light duty, orders some to be put on
double duty for shamming, doses several and damns the balance ; after
which the men grumble for about twenty minutes.
Fifth — 7.45 a. m. First Sergeant reports the number of men in his
company, fit for duty, to the Adjutant. The Adjutant calls all the First
Sergeants to his tent several times during every Sunday, by a peculiar
tap, made by the drummer. Certain men are wanted at each time, and
each First Sergeant must run all over camp to find them. He is now
tired, and just as he has parted his coat tails to sit down on a stump and
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rest a little— the tenth vain attempt he has already made this morning
to gain a moment's vest — '' rap-tap-tap," sounds the drum for Guard-
mounting. Now he has another race all over camp ; his temper begins to
toss, and he makes a few remarks. Every company has one laggard at
least ; and in each, also, some men must be substituted for others a few
minutes after the last moment — fate and Sunday invariably conspire to
this end, and never fail to accomplish it. This causes serious grumbling.
Sixth— 8 a. m. Guard-mounting. First Sergeant has now a half
hour's job at this nonsensical show, in which something always goes
wrong on Sunday. The regimental Officer of the day can always give
sharp points to a Field Marshal of France, and on any Sunday would
drum him out of camp. After a time this most pompous and truly
' poppy-cock ' ceremony of all in the army is over and done, and the First
Sergeant hurries back to his company to prepare for inspection — which
is preceded by universal grumbling.
Seventh— 9 or 10 a. m. Regimental Inspection. First Sergeant
must get his company at once in line in the company street, or elsewhere,
and then he must carefully look all his men over from top to toe ; then
appears the Inspector ; and the men's arms, tents, clothing on and cloth-
ing otf, are examined, and comments made to most greatly annoy, or to
praise, individual cases. All not praised are insulted of course — and
ninety-nine out of every hundred commence grumbling.
Eighth — 12 noon. Dinner. A Sunday dinner is the best to be had
— banquet is no name for it. First Sergeant marches the men up to
the company-cook's tent for their rations. No matter how good the din-
ner may be, the boys find it ' not half so good as their grandmother used
to cook,' and it is not satisfactory. A part of the cook's regular duties
is to stand up and be ' camp-lingoed ' by seventy-five men ; still he is in
despair on Sunday, and the more he explains, and the more badly he
feels, the worse they belabor him— and grumble. A noted grumbler in
the Thirteenth found a mule's shoe snugly tucked into the piece of boiled
beef given him for a Sunday dinner. The cook said by way of explana-
tion that ' ther Ijeef-critter must have swallud ther mule.' Still the man
grumbled about it! Su])per we omit to mention, for it is ten times
meaner than the breakfast or dinner— the hash of both re-hashed.
After dinner is over First Sergeant goes and writes a lively and cheerful
letter home ; telling his mother how contented he is, how happy, and
what delightful companions the men of his company are, how he is anx-
ious to meet the foe, spoiling for a fight, etc., etc., and stuffs his letter
plumb full of patriotism and piety.
Ninth — sunset. Dress-parade. First Sergeant has just had a nap in
which he takes a sleigh-ride with his sweetheart— in a dream interrupted
in the nicest phase by the malicious drum— and he wakes up, with both
eyes shut, and starts to get his company promptly in line. The parade is
formed. At the Adjutant's order : " First Sergeants to the front and cen-
tre— March ! " and when they get there, " Front— Face. Report ! " he
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salutes and reports, with a wonderful elocution and marvelous distinctness,
" CoiunyJayalIi)resncounndfor ! " and returns to his place, proud of his
soldierly a])pearance, j^rowess and lofty rank. At Dress-jmrade religious
services are held— when thought necessary. The Thirteenth, however,
are all considered so very good, and exemplary, that such services are
frequently omitted— and not made very strong at any time. This is as
it should be, of course, but, nevertheless, the moment the men break i-anks,
they all fall again to grumbling.
Tenth— 9 p. m. Tattoo. Roll-call by the First Sergeant ; and a
few gentle words about the morrow. By this time the men are all sleejiy,
yawning and grumbling.
Eleventh— 9.30 or 10 p. m. Taps. Lights must be put out in the
company tents ; but there is no suiting anybody on Sunday. The men
want to read or write a little more — like a boy when it is time to go to
bed— and the First Sergeant, now three quarters dead, must go from
tent to tent, and see that the lights ai'e put out at once. You can hear
his persuasive voice shouting— with disgust and wrath— at twenty suc-
cessive tent doors : " Lights out here — do you hear ? " amid unpleasant
remarks, and much grumbling, made by the men within them.
Thus the Sundays w^ear by, turning one after another like the crank of
an old up-country cider-mill going slowly round'— screak, screak —
grumble, grumble — screak : and the First Sergeant falls late to sleep,
to dream of home and peace ; but to wake before to-morrow's Reveille (if
he can) and again hear — though he does the best he may— the daily
round of grumble, grumble, gTumble. True it is, his lot is not romantic
on a Sunday, but he himself never, never grumbles— he is utterly nau-
seated with it.
There is one other man in the Reg. who never grumbles — the Hos-
pital Steward. He has not had time since he rejjorted for that duty to
squeeze a gi*umble-word in edgewise, besides he is not a grumbling per-
son. He is an overworked man, and how he endures the strain is past
comprehension. His horse has been a balky mule, many of his patients
are negroes who never saw a physician before in their lives, his duties
all done in defiance of weather, while time, place and circumstance have
his interests in no regard. The next in order of men of all work, and of
unending work, are the Sergeant Major and Adjutant. But these, how-
ever harried and hurried, have less of drudgery to peiform. and deal more
with the few officers than with the many men. The ten First Sergeants
in a regiment do more work than any fifty of the other persons in it.
Dec. 28. Mon. Rainy all day. Capt. Stoodley returns to the Reg.
Dec. 29. Tues. Fair. Reg. in camp. The army hard bread—
made of flour, salt and water— though a trifle harder, probably more
nearly resembles the sunburnt bricks of Babylon than any other modern
contrivance. Men at lunch along the roadside, on a halt in their march,
or at a short rest in their work, break off small, irregular, jagged pieces
of this bread, put them into their mouths, and move their jaws over the
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unyielding mass— looking for all the world like cattle eating flint corn
on the cob, or a lot of cows chewing jjieces of brick. Ask any sore-
toothed Veteran if this is not a true sketch. This is what is meant by
" gnawing hard-<)*,ck." Once in a while a good fat maggot appears in a
hard-tack, and then the lucky owner must encourage his appetite, while
he is blamed for cheating the Commissary, that is, procui-ing fresh meat
without orders. Maggots in army bread prove it a good article.
Dec. 30. "Wed. ^ ery fine day. Reg. in camp. A long procession
of fifty queer little covered carts drawn by cattle and mides, and packed
with children, household goods and provisions and accompanied by many
men and women on foot, each one with a bundle, plods slowly past our
camp— refugees from North Carolina. The most of them white people.
Nearly every man, woman and child in the party of two hundi'ed or more
is about half naked ; they save their clothing by carrying it in a bundle.
Dec. 31. Thurs. Rainy. Reg. mustered for pay by Lt. Col. Cough-
lin, 10th N. H. A great deal of drilling has fiUed nearly all the fair
days of this month.
The Subs have taken a new dodge to escape the service : they pur-
posely shoot off the index-finger of their right hands, the finger used to
pull the trigger of the gun in firing. After several cases of the kind
have occurred, the trick is discovered, and Asst. Surgeon Sullivan sug-
gests to Col. Stevens to give notice to all that the next case of the kind
will be punished by having the finger dressed without chloroform or ether.
In a few days, however, one of the guard purposely blows off the end of
the index-finger on his right hand — it is a clear case. True to the
notice given, the finger is properly dressed without the use of any anges-
thetic. He is a big fellow with a strong voice, and bawls most vehemently.
The job hurt of course, but without doing him any especial injury. No
more index-fingers were blown off in the Thirteenth after that noisy case.
The majority of these fellows were a pernicious lot. Many were good
soldiers ; the rest gave early indications of their unhandy genius.
1864.
Jan. 1. Fri. Cloudy, warm morning ; afternoon clear, cold and
very windy ; much damage done to tents. " To-day is the anniversary
of President Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation. A review of Gen.
Wilde's negro Brigade at Norfolk, and a great time among the negro
population." Taogard.
Jan. 2. Sat. Very cold, windy, clear. Reg. in camp. Suffolk
occupied by several thousand Confederates. An extra force sent from
our camp to garrison the Union works at Bowers Hill.
Jan. 3. Sun. Fair. Lieut. Thompson of E starts for home on a
twenty days' leave of absence.
Jan. 4. Mon. Rainy, cold. Reg. in camp. Whenever a body of
troops moves hereabout, the natives— men, women and children alike—
ply the men with questions of all sorts. The most prominent of these
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queries are : " How many air ye ? " and " Where ye at, now ? " One of
a group of half a dozen adult natives asked of us one day : " What rigi-
munt air ye ? " Thirteen rei)lied : " We are the A-Onceters ; " and passed
on, leaving the group discussing what State that could possibly be.
Jan. 6. Tues. Cold, cloudy. Officers at work on Pay-rolls. A
member of the 13th writes : " 'T is a common failing of soldiers to know
just what is going to transpire weeks before it never does transpire."
Jan. 6. "Wed. Cold, snowy at night. The New Year commences
with a rush of re-enlistments in the old regiments. In one of them all
the men but five have re-enlisted ; in one brigade all but about sixty.
"These are the sort of men the Confederates do not wish to meet—
trained soldiers and volunteei's."
Jan. 7. Thurs. Cold, cloudy ; a very stormy night, with hail and
snow. Lieut. Saunders goes home on leave. A tent in Co. E takes fire
to-night and burns up, with nearly everything in it ; no person hurt.
Jan. 8. Fri. Cold, stormy— hail and snow. Too cold for outdoor
work ; none done nowadays excepting imperative duties. A magnificent
theatre has been built in camp— and the amateur entertainments in it are
still more magnificent.
Jan. 9. Sat. Cold, clear. The weather reminds us of Fredericks-
burg ; but our quaiters are now palaces to the freezing and water-soaked
dens of those days.
Jan. 10. Sun. Cold, clear. Reg. in camp. " My house is 11^ feet
by 13i feet (on the ground), and after living in small tents I almost feel
lost in it, because it is so large. Asst. Surgeon Sullivan returned to the
Regiment to-day. He was married during his absence. Adjutant Bout-
well made a sleigh out of a box, hoops, etc., and yesterday took the ladies
visiting our camp out sleigh-riding." Prescott.
Jan. 11. Mon. Warmer. Reg. in camp. The ' upper crust,' among
the native population we have met, hold themselves aloof with much dis-
dain and haughtiness. The lower million are exceedingly inquisitive and
talkative. We soldiers therefore naturally think that the upper tier do
not know enough to be civil, and the lower tier do not know enough to
keep still ; and we turn from both to the great middle class, who, as every-
where, are the honest and honorable people of this great Southern land.
Jan. 12. Tues. Pleasant. Reg. inspected by Lieut. George A.
Bruce, Act. Asst. Inspector General on Brigade staff. The 8th Conu.
leaves for home on a Veterans' furlough.
Jan. 13. Wed. Warm, cloudy, disagreeable day. Reg. still in
camp. Forty-six men sent from the Reg. to join the Invalid Corps.
Jan. 14. Thurs. Cloudy; very muddy. Reg. at work on a cordu-
roy road towards Portsmouth. Lieut. Durell starts for home at noon on
leave of absence.
Jan. 15. Fri. Clear, pleasant ; toward night rainy. Reg. in camp.
Charles W. Green commissioned Captain, and George N. Copj) First
Lieutenant in the 25th U. S. Colored Regiment.
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Jan. 16. Sat. Pleasant. Reg- in camp. Capt. Betton's wife ar-
rives in camp. Many Northern ladies are visiting here this winter, and
on pleasant days the many riding parties make the camp attractive. Gen.
Heckman assumes command of this line, relieving Gen. Getty. Gen.
Weitzel at Norfolk.
Jan. 17. Sun. Very fine day. Inspection in the forenoon. Parade
and religious services at sundown. Small-pox breaks out in the contra-
band camp.
Jan. 18. Mon. Rainy. Reg. in camp. During the whole autumn
and winter, detachments from the 13th have been sent on picket duty—
for a week at a time— on the Union outj)osts in the swamp ; one of them
at the 9th mile-stone on the Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad. The 13th
has also supplied men for a long provost-guard line, running across the
country west of Portsmouth ; from Hall's Corner on the Portsmouth road,
about two miles below camp, north to Scott's Creek. Several of the offi-
cers take their meals at Mr. Savage Baker's house, at Hall's Corner.
Jan. 19. Tues. Fair, cold, windy. Reg. in camp. Occasionally
the boys find a small supply of a fine native wine, made of Scu25pernong
grapes, at the citizens' houses in the country ; the citizens generally
realizing a high price for it. The vine is never pruned, and is trained on
large trellises, raised six or eight feet above the ground. The boys no
sooner visit a new bit of the country here than they begin to interview
the citizens about Scuppernong — but where the Confederate soldier has
preceded them the demand exceeds the supply.
Jan. 20. "Wed. Pleasant. Reg. in camp. Thirty-three recruits
arrive in camp for the 13th. Great excitement in the Connecticut Bri-
gade. Many men of the 13th visit their camp, and about thirty are
arrested and lodged in the guard-house, for absence from our camp with-
out leave. Lieut. Staniels returns to the Reg. for duty, from absence on
recruiting service.
Jan. 21. Thurs. Pleasant. A large detail at work on the de-
fenses. The loth Conn, leaves our Brigade for New Berne, N. C. The
16th Conn, also departs for the same locality. Last night they burned
up their quarters, causing a lai'ge conflagration, cut down their flag-staff,
and made their camp a scene of desolation. They depart in anger ; do
not want to go. The whole Connecticut Brigade moves away. Our
Brigade would have gone instead, but was too small.
Jan. 22. Fri. Pleasant. Reg. in camp. Hard work now for the
troops on this line. It is very lightly manned ; not more than 4,000 or
5,000 men all told, for six or eight miles of defenses.
Jan. 23. Sat. Very warm. Thermometer indicates 83° in the
shade, 93° in the sun ; a January thaw, indeed. The 23d Mass. moves
upon the ground vacated by the 16th Conn. The 9th N. J. also moves
to ground near the Thirteenth ; and for the time Col. Steere's Brigade
(ours) consists of the 10th and loth N. H., 4th R. I., 9th N. J. and
23d Mass. regiments.
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There are now but four of the men in our regimental Hospital. All
these ai'C convalescing, and are moved into the Dispensary, a large room,
and the Hospital is cleared and cleaned for a Military Ball. John A.
Bullai-d the Hospital cook, constructs a gorgeous chandelier of pork-
barrel hoops and many-colored tissue paper, and swings it from the
centre of the hall, lighted with candles placed in the shanks of old bayo-
nets. Many flags and streamers give color to the walls. The music, by
our Band, is as usual veiy excellent. Therfe are fourteen ladies present,
and a large number of officers of all ranks. The writer is absent in New
Plarapshire, and therefore cannot write very fully of the occasion. One
incident, however, makes sport for the entire camp. Some of the visit-
ors, and many outsiders, gain, access to Hospital Steward Prescott's medi-
cal stores, and find a large supply of cough mixture, new, fresh and
strong. [Mistaking it for whiskey, they imbibe very freely, and about
thirty of them soon enjoy a spry and lively little ball of their own in
rear of the building. The chopping seas of the wild Atlantic never saw
thirty sicker men than the tartar emetic in that cough mixture furnishes
on this occasion. No play is complete without a touch of comedy, and
these amiable gentlemen are not slow in furnishing it ; while the lookers
on nearly laugh their eyes out of their heads, at seeing this large group
of victims to misplaced confidence assume postures and attitudes, and
" throw up their immortal souls," as Mark Twain says, and swear heartily
between the paroxysms at their most ridiculous and humiliating blunder.
Rich— rich it was. They dance no more to-night— at our Military
Ball— and in the absence of wheelbarrows, a number of them ride home
on stretchers— being most seriously wounded from the bottom of their
stomachs to the top of their pride.
Jan. 24. Sun. Pleasant. Many of the men have a day off, along
here, and visit Fortress Monroe, Norfolk, Portsmouth, etc. A large party
made up of the officers of the Thirteenth, and of other regiments, secure
an engine and cars, and make an excursion on the S. & R. Railroad to
within three miles of Suffolk. A number of ladies, officers' wives and
others, accompany the party, which is sui)plied with an efficient guard.
No accident occurs, and all return much pleased with the expedition.
Chaplain Jones holds a prayer-meeting in the regimental Hospital to-
night ; similar meetings are held nearly every Sunday evening.
Jan. 25. Mon. Pleasant. Reg. in camp. Negro troops doing
provost duty in Norfolk ; keeping the white people in order. On a visit
to Norfolk one can see white Southerners, arrested for sundry misde-
meanors, working on the public streets, under negro guards. Tliis
punishment is meted out to all who have willfully and maliciously torn up
the culverts and bridges, and damaged public property. It is quite a
change to see, in Norfolk, negroes forcing white men to work, at the
point of the bayonet : calling out to them : '' No loaf'n dar ! " " Move
quicker. Sah ! " '• Hurry up dar, Old Whitey ! " and similar orders.
Tables turned !
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Jan. 26. Tues. Pleasant. Reg. in camp.
Jan. 27. "Wed. Very warm. Tliermometer indicates 87° in the
sun. A soldier of the Thirteenth writes : " AU the one-horse officers
and men have a four-horse opinion of themselves."
Jan. 28. Thurs. Hot— for winter. Thermometer indicates 93°
in the sun. Reg. at work on the defenses. ' Llmjjsy ' is the way we feel
— and work.
Jan. 29. Fri. Hot. Thermometer indicates 93° in the sun ; too
warm for the Reg. to work. The negro school established in the contra-
band camp is largely attended, and in a very flourishing condition.
Jan. 30. Sat. Cooler ; a heavy rain at night. Reg. in camp.
Order received that all persons in the camj) and vicinity must be vaccin-
ated, soldiers, citizens and negroes. Surgeon Richardson leaves camp
for Washington, D. C.
Jan. 31. Sun. Cold, cloudy, misty. Reg. in camp. Sixty-four re-
cruits arrive for the Thirteenth, in charge of Lieut. Sawyer of I and
Lieut. Thompson of E. Lieut. Thompson was at home on leave, and
while there was detailed as part of the escort for this body of recruits,
rejiorting at Concord Jan. 26th. They left for the front on that day.
Lieut. Sawyer was taken sick at Baltimore, and for nearly three days
the recruits were held without guard in that city. Lieut. Thompson col-
lects them in their quarters, the loft of an old tobacco warehouse, ex-
plains the situation, and takes the word of honor of every man of the
party, that they will not desert if they have their freedom from a special
guard and are not marched out to the fort. They are then allowed to
go wherever they may please, only promising that they will assemble in
the loft every morning at nine o'clock. They all keej) their agreement,
excepting one, who deserts. The rest of them scour the city for him,
swearing that they will bring him in dead, if he will not come alive
;
but they are unable to find him. They regard him as having disgraced
the whole party. The most of these men made good soldiers.
This incident is noted in the interest of human nature, so called,
which none but fools ever attempt to despise. Honesty and honor are
the basis— the very spirit— of everything in mankind that is worth
having at all ; as its measure is great or small in a person, so that person
is godlike or satanic, every time and everywhere. Even love and purity
must be true and honor bright.
Feb. 1. Mon. Cold, rainy. Reg. in camp. About ten miles from
here the rebels make a little stir, by capturing a Union gunboat and
about one hundred men. President Lincoln orders a Draft of 500,000
men to serve for three years or for the war ; and in the Northern States
the cold shivers run down the copperheads and cowards till their boot
heels freeze to the snow. " Hospital Steward Prescott taken sick to-day
with small-pox." Taggard.
Feb. 2. Tues. Cold, rainy ; very muddy. Reg. in camp. The re-
cent little mnvement of the enemy makes orders more strict in our camp.
The Thirteenth loses a good officer in the resignation of Lieut. Young.
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First Lieutenant William H. H. Young was born in Barrington, N. H.,
May 15, 18o7, and at the breaking out of the war was engaged in busi-
ness in Roxbury, IVIass. He enlisted as a private Aug. 9, 1862, was
soon after a})pointed a recruiting officer for the State of New Hampshire,
and proceeding to his old home in Barrington he united with Lewis H.
Buzzell and Hubbard AV. Hall in recruiting and organizing Company F
in the Thirteenth. Sept. 19, 1862, Buzzell was nuistered in as Captain
of Company F ; Young as 1st Lieutenant, and Hall as 2d Lieutenant
;
their commissions from the Governor bearing date of Sept. 27, 1862.
Capt. Buzzell was taken very ill on the day of the muster, and for nearly
two months the command of Company F devolved upon Lieut. Young.
Capt. Buzzell rejoined the Company at Camp Casey near Fairfax Sem-
inary. When the Thirteenth moved to join the Army of the Potomac
under Gen. Burnside before Fredericksburg, Lieut. Young was left at
Camp Casey on account of sickness, but five days later he was, by order
of Gen. Casey, placed in charge of 283 enlisted men belonging to Col.
Wright's Brigade, and sent with them by boat to Aquia Creek. Already
broken in health, this care and labor ])rostrated him for several weeks,
and severe illness jirevented his engaging in the battle of Fredericksburg
and in the movements that followed.
From Jan. 30 to Feb. 7th, 1863, he served as Judge Advocate of a
regimental Court Martial. Again, May 26, 1863, he was appointed to
the same special duty, and still again, on June, 30, 1863, at Yorktown.
The latter was a ' Drum-head ' court, short, sharp and decisive. The
.cases tried at these regimental courts martial ^yere almost all for misde-
meanors under the crime of desertion. At Newport News he was for a
time placed in command of Company A. Here he had a severe attack
of malarial fever, and March 13th was sent to U. S. General Hospital at
Hampton, Va., reporting for duty again on May 14th, the Thirteenth then
removing from near Suffolk to Getty's Station. Company F had pre-
vious to this time united unanimously in a request for Lieut. Young's
promotion to the Captaincy, to take the place of Capt. Buzzell killed at
the battle of Providence Church Road ; but the condition of his health
would not warrant his remaining in active service, and the commission
was issued to Lieut. Forbush.
Continuing in the service, however, contrary to the advice of friends
and Surgeons, he took an active part in Gen. Dix's exi)edition up the
Peninsula to Hanover Junction in June and July 1863, commonly called
in irony the Blackberry Raid, but really one of the severest summer
marches made by infantry during the whole war. He was placed in
command of the rear-guard on the forced march from Horn's Quarters
to Ayletts— see July 5, 1863— and at the halt there laid down from
sheer exhaustion, and slept for several hours on the ground of a cornfield
with no cover or jn'otection whatever, contracting acute rheumatism and
dysentery, which became chronic, and from which he has never fully re-
covered. On arriving in camp at Getty's Station, he was sent to Balfour
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General Hospital, at Portsmouth, Va., for treatment. Here he tendered
his resignation, which was not accepted, but he was granted a leave of
absence for twenty days, which was afterwards extended to sixty days.
Returning to the Hospital at expiration of leave, he was examined by E.
B. Dalton, Surgeon in charge, and found unfit for active military service.
He again tendered his resignation, and on Feb. 2, 1864, he was honorably
discharged the service upon a Surgeon's certificate of disability.
In January 1863, three men deserted from the Regiment and were car-
ried as prisoners to Newport News. Believing that their action was hasty
and ill considered, Lieut. Young interested himself in their behalf, visited
them and finally succeeded in having them released without trial. All
three afterwards made good soldiers, performed their duties well in all
the subsequent battles in which the Regiment engaged, were promoted to
non-commissioned officers, were mustered out with the Regiment in June
1865, and still bear the scars of wounds received in honorable service.
Feb. 3. Wed. Pleasant, cool. Reg. in camp. Pay-rolls signed,
and a part of the Reg. paid off.
Feb. 4. Thurs. Cool, windy. Reg. in camp. Paid off for four
months by Maj. R. C. Walker. Hosp. Steward R. B. Prescott sent to
small-pox Hospital sick with that disease. Is sick there seventeen days,
and finds it a fearful place ; probably he meets with the worst exjieri-
ence of his whole life. The Hospital is located near West Branch.
Feb. 5. Fri. Very pleasant. Reg. in camp.
Feb. 6. Sat. Pleasant. Reg in camp. The 13th furnishes the
outpost pickets in the swamjj, for this week. Capt. Farr returns to duty.
Capt. Forbush officer of the day, Lieut. Sawyer officer of the camp guard.
" Guard-mounting ceremony executed as well as in the Regular Ai-my."
It was a negro cabin much frequented by soldiers of the lower ty2)e,
and the source of much drunkenness, sickness and mischief generally,
and finally the decision was reached to break up the affair. In charge
of the posse sent to arrest the parties was a young and handsome Lieu-
tenant, but somewhat fat and ruddy, and rather short. He had no sooner
entered the cabin than he was seized by a strong and quite good-look-
ing young negro wench, spry and lithe as a cat. She threw both of her
arms around him, under his own arms, and gave him a hug like a bear,
exclaiming : " O my nice little man ! O my nice little man ! " and
much more of the same appreciative sort. In the struggle to be free from
her, he fell, and they both came to the floor ; when there ensued an ex-
hibition of Anglo-African wrestling and struggling altogether past de-
scription. They waltzed procumbent all over the room, kicking over the
chairs and tables, breaking dishes, covering the floor with food, butter,
slops and water ; getting into the fireplace, scattering the ashes, and
becoming both of them thoroughly bedaubed with the dirt upon the
floor. It was a regular cat and dog tussle. Finally the Lieutenant
won the battle, and the cabin, its contents and its crew went speedily be-
yond further opportunities for mischief in our vicinity. On the return to
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camp the Lieutenant reported the party's success to his Colonel ; but
requested that some other officer might be sent to " mop up the next old
negro cabin that must be cleaned out."
Feb. 7. Sun. Cloudy, lowery, chilly. Usual Sunday morning in-
spection, and parade at sundown. Chas. H. Tarbell of B discharged to
receive a commission in a colored regimeut. Eleven men of the Thir-
teenth have been thus commissioned. Lieut. Murray detailed as aide-de-
camp on the staff of Col. Steere commanding our Brigade.
Feb. 8. Mon. Fair. Reg. in camp. The colored men enlist very
freely. They often choose the arm of service which they enter from
their fancy for certain colors ; some preferring one color, some another
— choosing the infantry for its blue, the artillery for its red, the cavalry
for its yellow. When a young negro has enlisted, and returns in full
regimentals, to bid his friends good-bye, he struts like a turkey cock, and
bubbles over with grinning chuckles, while the old men and women throw
up their hands with a hundred benedictions, the girls languish for a
glance of his eye, and the children run after him in wonder, with theu*
mouths and eyes wide open. The whole negro race seems to be gov-
erned by instinct, rather than by reason.
Feb. 9. Tues. Fair. Reg. in camj). Very little doing nowa-
days. A large number of men, however, are to-day at work on the main
road from camp to Portsmouth ; covering a long piece of the old road
bed with heavy corduroy. It is heavy business, we are using large logs
and very long ones.
Feb. 10. "Wed. Fair. A detail at work on the defenses. A special
picket sent to the outposts. There was a rousing Republican political
meeting held in camp last night. A man of Co. H confined temporarily
in the guard-house is taken sick with small-pox. His misdemeanor is
necessarily excused for a season.
Feb. 11. Thurs. Fair. Regular monthly inspection in camp by
Lieut. Geo. A. Bruce. " All looked first-rate," he says.
Feb. 12. Fri. Fair, windy. Part of Reg. at work on the defenses.
Another case of small-pox in Co. H.
The outpost picket from the Thirteenth located at the 9th mile-stone on
the S. & R. Railroad have their reserve tent pitched n})on a ])latform
made of railroad ties placed on stringei-s thrown across the railroad ditch,
which is three or four feet deep, nearly dry, and is used as a recei)tacle
for all waste and odd scraps of rations thrown away. One night the
reserve were awakened by sundry sounds of snuffing, eating and gnawing
beneath their tent, and one of the men went out cautiously to investigate
the cause. Just as he had stooped into the ditch to look beneath the
tent, there was a short series of grunting growls, and a sudden rush of
two animals past him, hitting and nearly knocking him over in their
haste; two nearly full grown black bears driven by hunger were having
a quiet midnight lunch, that was all— but the investigator's hair went on
end, and would scarcelv comb down smooth again for a week.
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Feb. 13. Sat. Fair. Reg. in camp. One man of the 13th writes :
" Coming- here to camp from home is much hke moving from one promi-
nent place, mentioned in Scripture, down to another."
Feb. 14. Sun. Cloudy, disagreeable day. Usual Sunday duties.
Feb. 15. Mon. Cloudy, rainy. Reg. resumes daily drill. Capt.
Bettou of K sick in his quarters with small-pox. Small-pox very preva-
lent at Norfolk ; a low type, resembling varioloid, but occasionally violent.
The disease has continued among the citizens about here for a year past.
Capt. Smith leaves camp for Concord on recruiting service ; the wife of
Capt. Forbush, and other ladies, leave camp for home, under his escort.
Lieut. Staniels placed in command of Company H.
Feb. 16. Tues. Cold, a regular gale of wind. Tlie army sings
many songs and hymns, but the song of ' Old John Brown ' is the favorite
song of all ; and always sounds best when sung with the extra note at
beginning, and one of the best verses is as follows :
'' Old John Brown's body lies a-mouldering in the ground.
His soul is marching on.
On John Brown's grave the heavenly stars look kindly down,
His soul goes marching on.
Glory, glory, hallelujah. Glory, gloiy, halle-hallelujah.
Glory, glory, hallelujah,
His soul is marching on."
Feb. 17. "Wed. Fair ; coldest day of the season. Company drill.
The outposts are so far from camp that pickets go out for a week at a
time. Some men and officers volunteer to remain, and stay out two weeks ;
preferable to dull camp life. Asst. Surgeon Morrill thrown from his
horse and severely injured.
Feb. 18. Thurs. Fair, very cold, a high northwest wind. Snow
and dust are having a lively high dance aU throughout camp, A little
fall of snow to-night.
Feb. 19. Fri. Fair, cold. New Berne being invested ; Gen. Peck
is there ; every hour we expect to hear the officers-call, from the Colonel's
Hdqrs., and the publishment of orders to proceed at once to New Berne.
There is a ripple of excitement every time a mounted aide comes into
camp. The Thirteenth prefers to join the Army of the Potomac.
Feb. 20. Sat. Fair ; very cold. The poor Subs have as many
nicknames as characters, and all as ugly. The name applied to them
most is the " boughten men," that is men who have been bought with a
price in money. There are, however, among them some veiy excellent
soldiers, brave, trusty and prompt. *
Feb, 21. Sun. Fair, cold. Usual Sunday duties. Five more com-
missions fall to men of the Thirteenth for positions in colored regiments
— sixteen in all. " Pi-escott returned to Reg. to-day from the small-pox
Hospital." Taggard.
Feb. 22. Mon. Fair, warmer. No drill. Reg. in camp. In ref-
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erence to rations it may be well to say that they ai-e issued, in accordance
with the su2)i)ly, for periods ranging from one day to ten days. There is
an immense amount of waste caused by rations spoiling after they are
issued, and before they can be consumed.
Feb. 23. Tues. Fair. fine. Reg. drills forenoon and afternoon.
Asst. Surgeon Morrill goes home on sick leave.
Feb. 24. "Wed. Fair. Company drill forenoon. Battalion drill
afternoon. Dress-parade at sundown.
Feb. 25. Thurs. Fair. Drill all day. Dress-parade at sundown.
A case of small-])ox in Co. F.
Feb. 26. Fri. Very windy, very dusty. Usual drills all day.
George T. Woodward, David E. Proctor, and Charles B. Saunders, all of
B, receive their commissions in colored regiments.
Toward evening a fire, fanned by this hard southwest wind, breaks all
bounds in the slashing, in front of our works, south of the Suffolk main
road in the swamp, and the whole Reg turns out on the double-quick to
put it out. The fire, however, soon gets into the logs, which we have
piled up for a breast-work, to be manned by the 13th in case of a rebel
attack— see Aug. 20, 1863— and destroys a long stretch of them. After
burning over an area of the slashing more than a mile square— near
to the front and left of Fort Rodman— the fire, roaring terrifically
and unapproachable, suddenly takes a new direction, the wind changing,
and surges over into the standing timber also. The slashing is dense,
heavy, very dry, and the mass of flame is simply tremendous, and in both
the slashing and forest presents a magnificent display as night comes on.
Hunting out the huge bull pines, their sides besmeared with pitch, the
fire leaps in a moment to their very tops, perhaps a hundred feet, and
they become literally pillars of fire.
Feb. 27. Sat. Fair, cold. No drill. Reg. resting — tired from
fighting the fire. Lieut. Thompson of E with about 50 men watched all
last night by the fire in the swamp ; coming into camp about daylight
looking like a gang of coal-heavers, and pretty well used up. They could
accomplish little, however, in the way of checking the blaze. A great
number of unexploded shells, thrown into the timber in the gunner}; prac-
tice, were bursting, all night, providing showers of chunks of iron ; but
one man was hit. however, and he more scared than hurt. The fire origi-
nated near a white trash cabin ; purposely set or not, no one can tell.
Feb. 28. Sun. Very windy. Usual Sunday duties. Many citi-
zens hereabout wish above all things that affairs Avere now the same as
five years ago — sick of secession. Public men. however, do not change ;
one minister in Norfolk preaches too much in favor of secession, and is
sentenced to work as a street-sweeper for three months.
Feb. 29. Mon. Cold, rainy. Reg. mustered for pay by Col. O.
Kuse, Jr., of the 118th N. Y. Fight at Deep Creek— a skirmish. The
118th N. Y., 10th N. H. and a force of cavalry sent down this morning.
We are ordered to be in readiness to move.
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On the whole February has been generally a delightful month, so far as
the weather has been concerned. Duties have been light, the men kept
busy without any especially hard work. Our quarters are excepti(|^ially
fine. If any one is sick, he is removed to our finely arranged and ap-
pointed regimental Hospital— built under the immediate supervision of
Surgeon S. A. Richardson— and elegant in point of architecture and con-
venient in plan. If any one is turbulent, he is placed in our log-made
guard-house, a roomy and attractive building, to cool ofF. If any one is
" sad and sorry," he has convenient choice of three fine theatres near by,
one of them also all our own. If any one is religiously inclined, he will
find these theatre buildings well filled by religious meetings assembling on
every Sunday. In fact the camp is a model winter quarters for an army.
There is a great deal of singing in camp— never so much before. Our
regimental Band plays very finely indeed, and serenades are frequent.
Many of the officers' families are in camp, and receptions and riding
parties are fashionable and numerous. We have had a brother of the
actor, Henry C. Barnabee, in the Thirteenth— evidently a chip of the
family block. A concert or a play can be put on the boards at a few hours'
notice, by our numerous village amateurs and glee clubs ; lady visitors in
camp often taking parts. In short our winter camp much resembles a
New England village, just a little over-stocked with men, and the children
away on a visit.
March 1. Tues. Sunshine and showers. Usual drill. A large de-
tail from the Thirteenth works the most of the day repairing the log
breast-works burnt out by the late fire in the swamp. These commence a
little south of Ft. Rodman and the Suffolk road, and continue, across a
very wet place, for half a mile or more. The men, dressed for the work
in old cast-off clothing, retui'n to camp as snmtty as a regiment of charcoal
venders. Ap2)lications are made for the legal voters of the loth and 10th
N. H. to go home to vote at the New Hampshire annual election— a
twelve days' leave being required. The 8th Conn, return to camp here
from Veterans' furlough, having been absent for neaily a month. Half a
dozen Connecticut regiments have visited home this winter, and enjoyed a
grand good time. While the 8th Conn, has been absent, about 200 of its
men, chiefly Subs, have been training in the 10th N. H. It is said that
the 13th barely escaped a similar nuisance. Along the front, rebel guer-
illa parties are numerous and very troublesome. They attacked our
troops at Deep Creek yesterday, capturing a Lieutenant and several men.
The 10th N. H., 9th and 118th N. Y. and the 8th Conn., are under orders
to proceed immediately to that point, and the Thirteenth ordered to keep
in readiness to move at once.
March 2. Wed. -Fair. Usual drill. At Dress-parade this after-
noon the announcement is read that the officers and men named in the
applications of yesterday are granted twelve days' leave of absence —
from the 4th to the 16th of March — to go home and vote, their transpor-
tation free to their homes and return. All are to wear side-arms, and to
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be on special duty and under military orders ; that is, the officers are to
take their sword and belt, and the men to take their bayonet and belt,
and are to wear them wherever they go, and when they vote. This is
done because threats have been made in New Hampshire, that the soldiers
should not come home and vote ; though each man is a legal voter in the
town where he goes to vote. The injustice of this threat is scandalous—
characteristic, however, of the copperheads. Lieut. Thompson of E dis-
tinctly remembers the satisfaction he experienced— and notes it here
merely as a common leminiscence with his comrades in other places—
while taking his squad of six men, himself and all ai-med as per order, up
to the polls in Durham, and all voting together the straight Republican
ticket. There was no need of arms in Durham, but men were there in the
town meeting who indulged in threats, and who would have jirevented these
seven soldiers from voting— though all of them were legal voters— if
they had dared to attempt their threatened opposition. The average able-
bodied stay-at-home, army shirk, and copperhead, has no appetite for cold
steel taken endwise. This is noted as a picture of the times. Under the
caption 'Voters.' we will follow this expedition to their homes and return.
March 3. Tliurs. Fair. Cai)t. Stoodley, being the ranking officer
of the Thii'teenth, not joining in this voting expedition, takes command
of the part of the Reg. remaining in camp. Bullets and ballots are now
to shoot at the same target— The Slaveholder's Rebellion.
Voters, 390 officers and men of the Thirteenth and Tenth N. H. Vols,
take cars at 6 p. m., and are delayed until 1.30 a. m. of March 4th, when
we start for New Hampshire. Cheers aiid swinging of hats. Inasmuch
as the enemy is now threatening our front, there is much hesitancy about
sparing these 390 men just now ; and we have been neai-ly all day try-
ing to get out of camp, starting and halting several times. About 4 p. m.,
however, an orderly appears in camp with the welcome order for us to
take cars at once ; and we march to the station amid the cheers of sev-
eral thousand soldiers— and nearly as many of the colored people, who
somehow understand the meaning of our journey.
March 4. Fri. Pleasant. Reg. in camp. No drill. Orders arrive
for the Reg. to be ready to march at a moment's notice. Troops are
being landed at Norfolk and Portsmouth, and hurried forward to the
front near Suffolk ; including also the 23d Mass., a colored battery, and
a regiment of colored cavalry. They are easy and graceful riders ; a
negro sits a horse as if he and the horse were all in one piece.
Voters after a long delay leave Getty's Station at 1.30 a. m. to-day on
cars ; go to Portsmouth, and at 7 a. m. embark on the steamer ' Guide.'
They pass Fortress Monroe at 10 a. m. The sea very smooth.
March 5. Sat. Very pleasant. Reg. in camp, ready for an imme-
diate move. No passes granted to any one to leave camp. About 200
men only of the Thirteenth are now left in camp, and a\ ho are fit for
duty. These are consolidated in two companies, by order of our Brigade
commander. Capt. Betton commands one company, Caj)t. Forbush the
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other ; Capt. Stoodley in command of the Reg. and camp. The Subs
regard this as their opportunity, and give any amount of trouble ; but
are handled with a quick severity that quiets their vicious ardor for a
season. We of New England never before saw such men as these.
March 6. Sun. Pleasant, cool. Reg. in camp. Large bodies of
troops moving past camp towards Suffolk. Four regiments of colored
infantry pass by ; and about 2,000 cavalry with Gen. Judson Kilpatrick
at their head, go forward to the front about noon. This movement
promises an early spring campaign. Heavy skirmishing last night, sev-
eral miles this side of Suffolk, with the advance of Stuart's rebel cavalry.
Gunboats are shelling the woods ; trains loaded with artillery are mov-
ing towards the front. It all reminds us of the siege of Suffolk.
Voters have it a little rough outside. They are due at Boston to-night,
but will not get there— too much bad weather. The Cajjtain of the
' Guide ' is suspected by some of disloyalty. There are two opinions, how-
ever. At any rate we move too slowly, even for the condition of the sea.
March 7. Mon. Fine day. Reg. in camp. The enemy has re-
tired, and our troo])s occupy Suffolk again. As quiet returns our troops
move back toward Norfolk, and to-day are passing our camp continually,
The 23d Mass. return to their camp —- our nearest neighbors. The most
of the men of the 13th left in camp volunteered to go on the picket lines
at the front, during the recent affair with the enemy near Suffolk.
Voters. The ' Guide ' comes to a dead standstill in a dense fog and
heavy rain storm, near Wood's Holl, this morning, and lays at anchor all
day. Out of patience, about 30 officers and men of the Thirteenth— in-
cluding Capt. Julian and the writer — leave the steamer and go on shore
in small boats. There they charter a cranky, schooner-like fishing smack,
and sail to Mattapoisett, after a terribly rough little voyage in Buzzard's
Bay ; and thence go by cars to Boston, arriving early this evening. The
' Guide ' secures a pilot, gets off about 6 p. m., and reaches Boston about
midnight. The Captain of the ' Guide ' is a Democrat, it is said. The fog
is very dense, but the delay exasperating. It is said that some of the
passengers, who remain aboard the steamer, threaten the Captain towards
night, and give him his choice to move at once for Boston, or they will
send him to Davy Jones's locker. He prefers Boston ; and moves as
soon as he can get up steam. A fui'ious northwest wind soon arises and
blows the fog out to sea.
March 8. Tues. Rainy. Reg. all quiet in camp. " In the theatre
built by the Thirteenth, at the minstrel performance, about 10 p. m., one
of our boys is stabbed in the bowels. Asst. Surgeon Sullivan treats the
case in our Hospital."
Voters debark at Boston at one a. m. The ' Guide ' ought to have
reached Boston Sunday night, March 6th. Those who left the ' Guide '
at Wood's Holl, and came up on the train from Mattapoisett, had a quiet
night, last night, with friends, in Boston. All go north on this morning's
trains. Those who go via the Boston & Maine Railroad, strike a wash-
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out at New Market, and are further delayed there, for two hours, and
have to walk half a mile or more to reach another train, backed down to
receive them, and the other passengers. Seven voters reach Durham at
11 a. m. and go to the polls, as ordered, wearing their swords, belts and
bayonets— side-arms. Many belonging to the interior towns of the State
lose all opportunity of voting, on account of the delay of the steamer in
Wood's llolh On the whole a hard, close piece of work, only about two
thirds of the whole party having an opportunity to vote. All go to their
homes for about one week's fuilough.
March 9. "Wed. Showery. Our pickets again driven in by the
enemy, and about twenty of our cavalrymen at the front are killed and
wounded. The 2d U. S. Colored Infantry have a severe brush with the
enemy near Suffolk. At 11 p. m. to-night the Thirteenth is called out
suddenly, is at the Station, a quai'ter of a mile from cainp, in twenty
minutes — quick work. Then rides in the cars, over a rickety road at a
breakneck sjjeed to Magnolia Station, and then marches back to Bowers
Hill, about five miles, nearly using up the night. The road very muddy.
The 13th for this trip is commanded by Capt. Stoodley, and is consoli-
dated in five companies of about forty men each, under Captains Farr,
Betton, Forbush and Carter, and Lieut. Staniels, and has 60 rounds of
ammunition per man. The 13th is joined by the 23d Mass., Col. Cham-
bers, and three companies of the 118th N. Y. Companies B and D are
relieved at Fort Tillinghast by a batteiy from the 18th N. Y. Heavy Artil-
lery, and move forward to the front near Bowers Hill.
March 10. Thurs. Showery. Reg. encamped at Bowers Hill,
Companies A, C, E, H, I and K, consolidated in three companies under
Ca])t. Betton, are ordered to the front, and march again to Magnolia
Springs. Last night's expedition was a regular rush, using up the night,
and as there is much heavy cannonading to-day at the front, the troops
are held under arms all day ; equipments on, blankets rolled, canteens
and haversacks filled— all ready for an instant move.
March 11. Fri. Rainy, cold. Capt. Betton's command returns
from Magnolia Springs to Bowers Hill. The rebels have again retired.
Their late action is regarded as a mere feint to cover the departure of
their immense provision and forage trains. They have stripped, robbed
and impoverished a vast extent of their own realm, carrying off every-
thing they could lay their hands upon, that could be of any possible use
to an army. Refugees report it a worst devastation than troops usually
make even in an enemy's country.
March 12. Sat. Fine day. The rebels have withdrawn from the
Suffolk front. The Thirteenth is relieved by the 118th N. Y., and
marches from Bowers Hill to camp down the main Suffolk road, now
wet, muddy, rough and terribly cut up by teams, cavalry and artillery.
"\Ye learn that hereafter a larger force is to be maintained in that most
uneasy place. Bowers Hill, and that we shall not again be called upon to
visit it as guards or pickets.
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March 13. Sun. Clear, windy, dusty. Reg. in camp, and resting
from their hard jaunt up to the front and back. The Subs behaved very
well indeed on this occasion while at the front. Some of them are very
fine soldiers. They are most troublesome in camp. The 23d Mass. with
artillery is left at the front. During this whole breezy little affair the
portion of the Thirteenth left in cam}), in the absence of the voters, is
divided up arbitrarily into little provisional companies.
March 14. Mon. Pleasant. Reg. in camp. Every man held in
readiness for any emergency. President Lincoln calls for 200,000 more
men— this makes 700,000 in six weeks. We are a part of a mighty
army, one of the greatest ever marshaled in the history of the world —
and we could whip the numberless host of Xerxes' barbarians in fifteen
minutes, and before we got within a mile of them.
March 15. Tues. Pleasant. Reg. in camp— enjoying squad drill
by way of diversion. Surgeon Richardson ordered on duty at our Bri-
gade Hdqrs.
Voters leave Concord this morning at 10 o'clock, and go via Law-
rence to Boston, arriving at 2 p. m. Embark on the steamer ' Guide,'
at the foot of State street, in the afternoon— a close connection by many
and some are left behind — and at 4.30 p. m. cast off for the ' sacred
soil ' of the Dismal Swamp in Virginia.
March 16. Wed. Clear, cold. Squad drill. Major Grantman
returns to the Regiment.
Voters have a lively shaking up while weathering the cape and the isl-
and region ; stormy, cold, and the sea rough. '' Lieutenant, hold up,
you swear too much." " No Cap. you misunder-(hic) hear me ; I never
use profane 1— (hie) liquor." That was what he said, as he walked
the deck straight as a bee line. A drunken man and a drunken ship in
their union of movement constitute absolute steadiness.
March 17. Thurs. Pleasant. Squad drill, amid clouds of dust.
Voters having a quiet trip. The ' Guide ' sails about as swiftly as mo-
lasses runs in winter. A story goes the rounds aboard that a rebel cruiser
knows of our voyage, and is waiting to swoop down upon us from the
high seas, and gobble us all up, or down, as suits his temper best. A
delightful nightmare to sleep with, and some there are, who are not a
little scared by it. However, we pass Fortress Monroe to-night at mid-
night in safety.
March 18. Fri. Pleasant. Squad drill. Laura Keene playing at
Norfolk. Many soldiers attend. The 10th N. H. goes to Great Bridge,
15 miles distant. They are to engage there in picket and scouting duty,
and in fighting guerillas. Asst. Surgeon Morrill reports for duty from
sick-leave, though not fully recovered.
Voters leave Fortress Monroe about noon, debark at Portsmouth, and
arrive in camp at 3 p. m. — two days late. A furlough of fourteen days
;
two splendid ocean voyages ; an enjoyment of the glorious right of suf-
frage ; a lift at the wheels of Government ; and a smart rap on the cop-
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perheads' knuckles — all free of cost to us. Quite a number of the
voters are now arrested for absence without leave, when they could in no
way avoid it ; all passes over, however— and we again settle down to
the business of holding the United States together.
March 19. Sat. Pleasant. Reg. is whole again. No drill. Dress-
parade at sundown. And now, in the spring sunshine, the former slave-
boy, having passed into the Union, through yonder picket line and stock-
ade-gate, stands a Freeman ; dons the waiting uniform— yellow, red or
blue— of his choice, becomes a proud Union soldier, and begins to earn
greenbacks ; and glowing resplendent— almost— of color, eyes and
ivory, well blacked shoes and new shining buttons, salutes you with a
jolly " Goo'-mornin' ! " Bless us, how many such a happy one we have
seen in these last few weeks ! "• Out of the Confederacy "— " Into the
Union " means a Avhole new world to them.
March 20. Sun. Pleasant. Reg. in camp ; usual Sunday duties.
Voters who failed to reach the ' Guide ' befoie she left the wharf in
Boston have come straggling into camp, to be promptly put under arrest
for absence without leave, but nothing comes of it. The number is but
small. The absentees must needs be regarded as on duty all the time
until their return to camp. There is no evidence of their endeavoring to
shirk ; and their time is reckoned as ' lost in action.' This is the last item
of a very pleasant little journey undertaken to teach copperheads silence
and subordination.
March 21. Mon. Cold, windy. Company drill. Half a dozen
men and officers tramp to Norfolk, four miles, to serve as witnesses at a
court martial.
" Three officers and 113 men sent to Portsmouth last night to serve on
provost-guard duty." Lieut. Taggard.
" Receive orders at 11 p. m., March 20th, to take charge of one hun-
dred men, to go to Portsmouth and relieve the 4th R. I., now doing pro-
vost-guard duty there. We start at 12 p. m., and relieve the 4tli R. I.
at 1.30 a. m., March 21st." Lieut. Staniels.
March 22. Tues. Severe snow storm with high wind ; nearly
eight inches of snow falls. The guards and pickets have to tramp through
it, two long hours at a stretch. We never saw a worse snow storm in
New Hampshire so late in March. Reg. fortunately in camp. These
snow storms appear to come here in local showers (literally streaks).
Eight inches in depth of snow falls here ; a mile away fifteen inches are
reported, a little farther away, none at all. Companies B, Capt. Dodge,
and D. Capt. Farr, which have been serving as Heavy Artillery and
garrison at Fort Tillinghast since August 1, 1863, to-day rejoin the
Regiment. As Caj^t. Dodge — ' Old Father ' — puts it : " Returned
from exile in Siberia." Capt. Smith, who has been detached on recruit-
ing service at Concord, has been relieved at his own request, and returns
to duty in the Regiment.
This region has many very estimable ladies, and the writer may be
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pardoned for mentioning one of them, a young lady of perhaps eighteen
years, Miss Edith Baker, daughter of Mr. Savage Baker, residing at
Hall's Corner, a mile or so west of Portsmouth, their home called '• Rose-
dale," a family from Eastern Shore, Md. Inheriting several slaves with
an estate, she promptly gave them their liberty. Finding many children
in the neighborhood of Portsmouth unable to attend the public school—
if there is any— she gathers them into a free private school, and be-
comes their teacher. Many a sick soldier— Union and Confederate alike
— has received aid at her hand ; and in return both citizens and soldiers
grant the family every possible favor.
March 23. Wed. Stormy, clears at night. The wind has blown
a gale for twenty-four hours, upsetting tents and blowing down chimneys.
Reg. in camji. Instead of drill, we have snow-balling. Thousands of
men at it all over camp. Quarter-master Morrison leaves for liome this
morning. The voters on their return are put on duty at once to a man,
and given the worst places, so as to relieve the soldiers and Subs who re-
mained in camp. Capt. Goss returns to the Reg. to-night.
" My chimney smoked last night so that I could not see ; so I took the
fire-bi-ands and threw them out of doors, and went to bed.'' Prkscott.
This was the experience of nearly half the entire camp, the driving-
rain and the water from the melting snow, washing out the mud mortar
of the chimneys and rendering them useless, while the water leaked and
dripped in through every crack and cranny of the huts and tents.
March 24. Thurs. Clear, cold, windy. Reg. in camp. Nothing
doing except repairing quarters injured in the late storm. Too much
snow for drill ; but the fun at snow-balling is enlisting everybody from
drummer-boy to general. Everybody takes a hand, and the soldiers
take sides, all up and down on the camp's main street ; long lines of ac-
tive men, so far as one can see— squads, companies, regiments. No
school-boy play ; but a l)attle to win in dead earnest, with solid shot at
close quartei's.
The Thirteenth is gratified to learn that George H. Taggard, its Com-
missary Sergeant, is to receive a commission as Second Lieutenant in
Company F.
All officers and men return from their visits to the North much im-
proved in health, appearance and weight, showing clearly the difference
in effect between the Northern climate and good food and shelter, and
these army rations, half housings, army life and exposures, and this soft
climate and flat, enervating, tide water, stagnant water region of pestifer-
ous forests and generally pervading rot ; all together engendering dis-
eases that kill and destroy faster than all the rebel bullets and shells.
From the high tone of bravado and defiance that early characterized
much of the Southern war-poetry it has dropped to bitterness and the
tone of a desperate and almost hojjeless struggle, and to pathos, religion
and epitaph strangely mingled. That much of the Southern war-poetry
is wonderfully brilliant none can deny.
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Of the thousands of Northern war-poems, many of them from the most
gifted pens, and marches and songs, not one in a hundred finds a respon-
sive echo in our army, and is sung, repeatedly read or committed to
memory. The poetry of a people perhaps exhibits the spirit of the times
more clearly and deeply than their prose ; but the Northern army needs
no stirring up, no special incitement to great deeds, and the poetry
written with that end in view falls a dead, flat failure. The patriotism of
this army exceeds the patriotism at home, average for average.
March 25. Fri. Pleasant, quite warm, too much snow and mud
for drill. Every brigade in the Confederate army has a special corps of
sharp-shooters, about 200 men, armed with Whitworth and Enfield rifles.
They are the first in an advance, the last in a retreat. Practically a band
of robbers ; taking all that is of value from every Union soldier whom
they kfll or capture, and are systematically encouraged in the privilege—
guerillas in action, if not in name.
March 26. Sat. Rainy last night, and a cold, windy, disagreeable
day to-day. The camp a world of mud, snow and slush.
This is a dull sort of a day in camp, and we may as well tell what
happened to a pair of horses— as we hear the tale. Two mounted offi-
cers in a near department had spirited and valuable horses ; and as
they are too smart to stand second anywhere, they want their horses to
be in the warmest place on a certain steamer, and so take them well up
forward, tie them securely, feed them and leave them. Next in the
rear of these two horses come the Government mules. In the morning
— by the bright light— when these two fine horses are taken ofP the
steamer, it is discovered that the mules have, during the night, gnawed
the hair entirely off the tails of both of them, leaving an ungainly whitish
caudal prod sticking straight out behind, not good as against the flies— or
for anything at all. Everybody knows that when the spurs are struck to
a horse, the first thing he does is to elevate his tail ; so these two army
horses do duty for one day at least, with their tails working jerky-like,
up and down, like a pair of stubby, white pump-handles. Now a horse
with a perfectly hairless tail is not a thing of especial beauty, or a joy
forever, to any man, on high gi"and parade in close conjunction with him-
self a brilliant staff officer— such a bald-headed tail on his horse utterly
spoils the generally elegant, bold, centaural effect. There is no way out
of it now but a wig, or peeling the entire hide off both horses. Two
dead horses' tails are sought, made into rear chignons, or wigs— a false
hair show anyhow— are tied on, and so worn until the new hair grows
out. But at first the whole camp smiled aloud.
March 27. Siin. Cold. Usual Sunday duties. Lieut. Oliver re-
turns to camp from home : bringing with him a 2d Lieutenant's Com-
mission for Commissai'v Sergt. George H. Taggard. Capt. Smith returns
to the Reg. from New Hampshire.
March 28. Mon. Fair. Squad and Company drill. Three Lieu-
tenants and above 100 men, from the 13th, have been detached as a
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Provost-guard in and about the city of Portsmouth. Hardly men enough
left in camp to properly guard it. Details called for in every direction.
March 29. Tues. Cloudy morning and rainy night. Cold. Reg.
in camp. '' Worst rain storm of the season ; everything flooded ; chim-
neys blown down ; roofs and walls of our houses are like sieves," writes
a man of the Thirteenth.
March 30. Wed. Cold, windy and wet. Reg. in camp. Company
drill. The 13th furnishes men for an interior picket line, at the junction
of the Dee]} Creek and Gosport roads, two miles from camp and half a
mile fi'om Gosport. Capt. Dodge has had much to do on this line, and
knows every resident within a wide circuit ; and is an authority upon their
moral, mental and secessional conditions.
March 31.^ Thurs. Fair. Reg. in camp. Squad and Company
drill— bad. Lieut. Charles H. Curtis of C has been serving for a couple
of long terms as Judge Advocate of courts martial ; first, in the last part
of the summer of 1863, at Portsmouth, Va., followed by a leave of ab-
sence to visit home in the fall ; second, upon his return from leave, by
special order of Gen. Butler, in the winter of 1863-4, at Norfolk, Va.
Because of long residence, and extensive acquaintance, in these cities,
and eminent fitness for the position, he is placed in command of a Pro-
vost-guard, at Portsmouth, consisting of two Lieutenants — Dustin and
Sherman of the 13th, excellent men for the place— and one hundred
picked men, all of the 13th. The Reg. furnished this detail on March
20th ; all the Companies being equally represented in it, after the ranks
of the Reg. had been filled by the return of Companies B and D from
Fort Tillinghast on March 22d. For an account of the steamship disas-
ter to this detachment, see May 11, 1864.
April 1. Fri. Chilly, foggy, rainy, misty, windy, muddy, slopjiy and
in general a ' foolish ' sort of day. Reg. in camp. No drill. Col.
Stevens returns to the Reg. this p. m. ; has been absent at Concord, Hil-
ton Head and New Orleans since December, engaged in re-enlisting the
3(1, 4th and other New Hampshire regiments. Mrs. Stevens accompanies
him to camp. Gen. Grant comes to Norfolk by boat, but does not land.
April 2. Sat. Very rainy. Reg. in camp. No drill. Lieut.
Durell returns to the Reg. Has been absent since December ; now re-
turns a married man.
April 3. Sun. Cold, raw, cloudy. Morning inspection, and at
^ It may be well to note some of the rapid changes in this month : February 29th
Congress revived the grade of Lieutenant General ; March 3d this official title was
conferred upon Maj. Gen. U. S. Grant, then at Nashville, Tenn., in command of the
Army of the Tennessee. March 0th he arrived in Washington, was duly invested,
and on March 11th returned to Nashville, where he assumed command of the Armies
of the United States, relieving Maj. Gen. H. W. Halleck. March 19th Lieut. Gen-
eral Grant leaves Nashville, after reorganizing the Western and Southern Armies
;
and on arriving East, on March 24th he reorganized the Army of the Potomac, Maj.
Gen. Geo. G. Meade retaining command. Henceforth Lieut. General Grant is chief in
command, next the Presidentj of all the armies of the United States.
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evening a Dress-])ara(le. Col. Stevens assumes command of the Regi-
ment. One Captain in the 13th writes : " Two of my ' Subs ' are going
into the navy, two are in jail, one is locked up wearing a ball and chain,
and one is in the small-pox pest-house." This is the sort of timber that
represents sundry men in New Hampshire who have more money than
courage ; and therefore do not volunteer, and when diafted hire this
material for substitutes. Not an unfair representation, perhaps.
April 4. Mon. Cold, cloudy. Reg. in camp. Nothing doing.
Twenty-four men go to Fortress ]\Ionroe for examination — to be trans-
ferred to the navy ; mostly Subs of the uneasiest kind.
April 5. Tues. Heavy thunder showers. Reg. in camp. Nothing
doing. All along here, as usual, regular details go on picket, in the
swamp, near Portsmouth, at Deep Creek, Scott's Creek, etc. We have a
severe April thunder storm. A part of the pickets near the Gosport road
take refuge from the storm in the buildings of one Mr. Ivy. He has one
son at least in the rebel army, and a spirited daughter of pronounced
secesh opinions, but with a pretty face and name— Nettie Ivy. The
Southern people of every station, exhibit great taste in the selection of
names for their children.
April 6. Wed. Bad weather. The pickets are having a rough
time of it. Not one warm, agreeable, sunny day for a fortnight or more ;
everything drenched.
April 7. Thurs. Fair. In the Reg. now, turns of special duty
come every fifth day — officer of the day, officer of the guard, etc. — all
well mingled with jaunts on picket. There is no pleasure in being kejit
awake all of one night in every four or five, and tramping half the night
in the wet and brush and mud.
April 8. Fri. Fair. Fifteen hundred men are being selected from
this Department for transfer to the navy. They are allowed to volunteer.
The call enlists some of our worst Subs, and a few unhandy volunteers,
for whom army life is too tame.
April 9. Sat. Rainy. Reg. in camp. Burwell, photographer,
Norfolk, makes a specialty of taking pictures of soldiers for their sweet-
hearts at home, and thrives on the business. Proving Tennyson's line :
" In the spring a young man's fancy lightly turns to thoughts of love."
On hundreds of passes the line is written, " requests a pass to visit
the ])hotogj'apher's in Norfolk ; " and that is just now a fashionable cover
for all errands to the city.
April 10. Sun. Pleasant, showers. Forenoon inspection, after-
noon parade. "These insj)ections are an invention of the Adversary, to
cause good men to swear on Sunday." So one soldier writes. Our Bri-
gade is now detached, and doing about all the i)icket, guard, garrison and
provost duty in the entire circuit of this post and camp. Other troops are
drilling and preparing for active service. To-day Mrs. Capt. Dodge,
Adjt. Boutwell, Musician Critchley and Chaplain Jones make up our
' Theatre Church ' choir ; so called because the theatre building is occupied
by a religious meeting on Sundays.
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As the spring advances the prospect of severe contests rises clearer
before us, and the Union Army is ready for them. The great will of the
North has resolved that the Union shall be restored in peace, that slavery
shall utterly cease and be gone ; and tliat the battle shall stay on these
alone. The soldiers are in full sympathy and accord with that will, and
of course must do the necessary work, hence a stern determination united
with enthusiasm pervades the Union Army. The fearful experiences of
the Fredericksburg battle and camp are overlooked or out of mind, as
well as minor disagreeables ; and practical and effective patriotism rules
the hour, with strong wills and physiques to back it.
April 11. Mon. Warm. Reg. in camp. Signs of an immediate
move. The mail service here is abominable. Three days ought to bring
our mail from Boston here ; but letters come along anywhere from four to
twelve days late— any time that best suits the careless, lazy mail, or the
mail-censor at Norfolk.
Nothing can exceed, or describe, the pathetic scenes connected w ith the
soldiers' mail. A letter is opened by a man, and gives the news of his
child's, wife's, or near relative's death, sudden and unexpected. He in-
stantly seems to shrink w^ithin himself ; and goes to his tent in silent,
hopeless sorrow, as a man in chains, and mourns for many days. He is
not soon, if ever again, the man he was. Another suddenly learns that
his wife has been unfaithful to him. He crushes the letter in a nervous
grasp, and almost seems to sink into the ground. In a few days he has
turned into a dullard or a brute ; and he is never again the man he was.
April 12. Tues. Pleasant. Reg. in camp. Quarter-master Mor-
rison returns to camp from home. Our Brigade moves out to the drill
ground, west of camp, to drill ; but we are driven in by a shower. Just
about the time when the Thirteenth is quietly settled down for the night,
between 10 and 11 p. m., the ' Long-roll ' resounds throughout the camp.
In less than half an hour— one says in less than twenty minutes— the
13th is formed in line and arrives at the railroad station, a quarter of a
mile distant. A regular rush, but all in perfect order. We go by rail to
near Magnolia Springs, there leave the cars and march to near Suffolk,
and there lie on our arms all the rest of the night.
To those who do not know what the Long-roll is, we will say that on
every drum in camp, great and small, an incessant roll is beaten, as loudly
as the drums will bear, and continuing until the troops are all roused and
in line. While pouring all through a large camp at dead of night, it
would rouse the fabled Seven Sleepers themselves. It is the night call to
arms and battle, and the wildest sound known to an army.
April 13. Wed. Fair, warm. The Thirteenth marches early this
morning to its old camp-ground near Suffolk— had in March and April
1863— now looking forlorn enough, and remains there during the day
and to-night. Pickets are posted on old familiar ground, but no enemy
appears as then. We miss the stir and noise of the siege. Capt. Gi'ant-
man, on court martial duty at Portsmouth, rode up with our mail last
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night, and overtook the Reg. on the road heyond Magnolia Station— a
long, hard ride. The Thirteenth has never been so healthy as now. The
regiriiental Hospital is almost empty, and the Surgeon's-call is but little
attended.
April 14. Thurs. Warm, clear. The 13th breaks camp at Suffolk,
at daylight, and in comjiany with the 23d and 27th Mass., and the 8th
Conn., all in light marching order, and about 1,700 cavalry, marches up
through Suffolk, and 11 miles beyond ; then turns to the right tow^ard the
Isansemond and moves down until noon ; and then returns at night to its
old camp of May 1863, near Jericho Creek, two or three miles below Suf-
folk. A march of about 30 miles. The men endure the long march very
weU indeed, though in one spurt we march 15 miles in four hours. IMany
fall out of the ranks. The whole coast, full of inlets, rivers and bays, is
infested by smugglers and guerillas, and especially about Smithfield and
Chuckatuck ; and a combined naval and military exj^edition is now made
to break up their combinations. The outposts report seeing a body of rebel
cavaliy and infantry, estimated to number some five or ten thousand men,
but not near enough to bring about a collision with our immediate force,
and we of the Thu'teenth serve merely as a support. The 118th N. Y.,
Col. Keyes, crosses the Nansemond at Halloway's Point.
Lieut. Taggard christened his new shoulder straps by going on his first
duty, as officer of the camp-guard, on the morning of April 12th, and re-
maining in charge of camp during the absence of the Regiment, until this
morning— 48 hours.
April 15. Fri. Warm, fair. Tliirteenth called at one o'clock a. m.
We take cars and return to Camp Gilmore, arriving about 5 a. m. ; all
pretty well tired out by the long hurried march, and the loss of sleep.
The recent expedition might be called a reconnaissance in force by cavalry,
supported by infantry ; the latter expected to keep up with the horses,
and to halt for a rest only when the men on horseback get tired.
'' April 12th ; called out at 10 p. m.. take cars for ' Horse Hospital,'
where we laid down for the remainder of the night. 13th ; we go up to
the old camp-ground and stop over night. 14th ; we fall in at 5 a. m.,
start upon a reconnaissance at 5.30, cross the creek at 7.30, and proceed
tow-ards Smithfield. Halt at 11 a. m. for dinner. Start upon return at
12.30 p. m. Arrive at Jericho Creek at 6 \). m., and encamp. 15th ; ar-
rive in camp at Getty's Station at 5 a. m." Lieut. Stanikls.
" Thirteenth was called by the Long-roll at 10 p. m. April 12th, a
dark and stormy night. The Regiment was in line in ten minutes after
the alarm was given. Took 60 rounds per man of ball-cartridge. Went
aboard open platform cars at Getty's Station. Got off about midnight.
Arrived at Magnolia Springs (6 miles east of Suffolk) at 2.30 a. m.
Ground very wet. Marched about 7 a. m.— April 13th— to Jericho
Creek (li miles east of Suffolk). Here the 13th loaded their muskets.
We crossed Jericho bridge and went up the hill into Main street, Suffolk,
now a deserted town. Passed the night of April 13th on our camp-ground
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of a year ago. April 14th went out on the Cross Keys road, crossed
Miller's Creek, and marched to within half a mile of Chuckatuck Creek.
Passed the quarters of many thousands of Gen. Longstreet's men, of a
year ago. Arrived back at Suffolk at night, moved down and camped
at Jericho Creek. Men much used up. In a couple of hours or so the
bugle sounded : ' Fall in.' We marched to the railroad, mounted open
platform cars again, and coming back slowly, with frequent stops, arrived
at Getty's Station about daylight. A cold night, following a hot day."
Pkescott.
April 16. Sat. Some sunshine and much rain. Thii'teenth in
camp. Inspected by Lieut. George A. Bruce. Paid off to Feb. 29th by
Major Greene. More recruits arrive for the Reg. Asst. Surgeon John
Sullivan evidently thinks that the business of the Surgeon is to cure men.
He has reduced the sick list in the 13th to a shorter measure here than it
ever came before. The sick have been so few, and those few so far con-
valescent, that our regimental Hospital has been twice cleared this winter,
without danger or harm to the patients, and the Hospital used for mili-
tary balls, at which the Band of the 13th has furnished the music.
April 17. Sun. Showery, cloudy, murky, warmish. Insijection.
Religious services in the forenoon. Articles of War read to the Reg. by
Adjt. Boutwell at 2 p. m. Dress-parade at sundown. Orders received
to march to-morrow morning, with three days' cooked rations. The
pioneer-corps of the Reg. has been doubled in number, and provided with
axes, shovels and picks. Shelter tents are being issued to-day. Officers
are required by order to limit their baggage to a single valise for each
officer. Preliminaries to an active spring campaign.
April 18. Mon. Pleasant. Reg. in camp. Orders again arrive
this afternoon for the 13th .to break camp to-morrow morning at daylight,
and to march with three days' cooked rations, and to take all its camp
equipage. Rumor has it that we are going to Yorktown. The women
visiting in camp prepare to leave for their homes to-morrow. The theatre
closed with a stabbing affray, a Spaniard in Company H importing the
pleasantries of his native land.
V.
April 19 to May 11, 1864.
SPRING CAMPAIGN.
April 19. Tues. Very pleasant day. Many officers and men
worked hard aU. last night. Much labor is required in breaking up a
camp occupied for so long a time as the Thirteenth has been in this one.
Reg. packs and sends away all its surplus baggage, takes down its tents
at 6 a. m., and bi'eaks up housekeeping in all respects. The most of the
log-houses remain intact, and are to be occupied by the negroes, or by
troops coming in upon this line of defenses. Good-bye, Camp Gilmore,
winter homes, and neighbors, gentle and ungentle.
The breaking up of this large camp is a sad scene. We have been on
this line eleven months. We know hundreds of comrades in neighboring
regiments, and nearly all the citizens far and near. We leave articles of
furniture, and household conveniences without numbei-. All must be left
or given away, scarcely anything can be sold. Friendly citizens are
freely remembered in the forced distribution. But confusion reigns : hun-
dreds of contrabands, all ages, are begging and pilfering, and carrying
off all they can hold in their ai'ms, or cram into their capacious bags and
pockets ; little teams, gathered here from the farms in the vicinity and
from Portsmouth suburbs, are aU about camp, driven by white natives,
and all being loaded with plunder gotten by stealing or begging ; many of
the soldiers are drunk ; bonfires are fed with numerous contrivances and
conveniences the men have made for themselves ; wives are parting from
husbands, while the hot tears fall— many of these partings are the last of
earth ; there are sweethearts here, too, not to be passed unmentioned
;
some of the houses, huts and tents are burning— and amid the bustle,
smoke and hot hurrying, the lines are formed, company by company, we
shoulder arms, turn our backs upon Camp Gilmore, give three rousing,
but not altogether spontaneous cheers, file through Mr. Bunting's well
trodden field into Portsmouth road, enter the woods, stumble over the
worn-out corduroy, and at 9 a. m. are away.
AVe arrive in Portsmouth, and embark on the steamer ' Escort,' at
noon. There is a great deal of delay with teams and baggage. At the
wharf, while trying to straighten out sundry irregular matters, Capt. For-
bush is pushed over])oard from the boat, has his lip and arm hurt, and is
obliged to return to camp for treatment. Lieut. Taggard succeeds to
the command of Company F. A man of the 13th, named Anderson, falls
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into the dock and is badly hurt. Finally at 3 p. m. we are away again,
and at 5 p. m. land at Newport News. From there we march into the
country about three miles, and bivouac on the edge of the timber, in rear
of our old camp here of Febuary 18G3 in the barracks.
After all we are glad to be again upon the move. Of the 240 recruits
— substitutes and volunteers— received by the 13th last autumn and win-
ter, only about one half— and the best half — now remain with the Regi-
ment. A number of good men also have gone from among them — men
whose departure we have regretted.
April 20. Wed. Cool, clear, frosty, a little rain p. m. Last night
the water near our tents skimmed over with ice, and we had quite a cold
bivouac on the wet ground and in the little shelter tents open at one end.
We are called at 5 a. m., the day is clear and bright, and after a busy
morning we march at 9 a. m. in the direction of Yorktown, for ten or
twelve miles, and at 5 p. m. • encamp within the old rebel works at the
Run above Big Bethel and near Lee's Mills. Roads very muddy.
Some genius for averages has reached the conclusion, that the peoj^le
of the earth, in a savage state and out of contact with a higher civiliza-
tion, would have required six thousand years to reach the level of the re-
fined, educated and best class of the English and American people. This
century scale of sixty degrees of civilization— and the want of it— is
most convenient to use in judging of the events, the rabble, and the abomi-
nations of these last three days in this change of camps. Put the people in
their j^laces, when you estimate their graces. The black scion of slavery
»
the denizen of the Dismal Swamp, the F. F. V., the Union volunteer, the
' Sub,' and the sublimely drunk have struck and mingled after a fasliion
of their own, and altogether too little resti'ained.
April 21. Thurs. Pleasant, but quite warm. Reg. called at 4 a.
m., marches at 6 a. m., arrives at Y'^orktown at 10 a. m., and encamps
at noon, on the plain about one mile from the town, and near where the
Hessians were buried. The roads are very muddy and rough and the
men have had to pick their way — for long distances— along Gen. Mc-
Clellan's ' miles of corduroy,' now badly rotted, broken and worn. A
storm of wind and rain comes up this afternoon, slackens our linen tents,
rips them off the poles, and scatters them and their contents all al>out the
camp. Papers were afterwards picked up on the plain, blown more than
a mile from camp.
The men who are in Hospital, either sick or wounded, are of course not
able to eat the coarse army rations. The Government therefore com-
mutes these rations, allowing for such men their full value in money. The
Brigade or Post Commissary pays this money to the Surgeon in charge,
whose duty it is to see that the money is judiciously expended for such
food or delicacies as the Inmates of the Hospital can eat. This is known
as the Hospital Fund ; and in the Thirteenth it sometimes amounted to
$150 per month, and all our men while in the regimental Hospital were
always fed with the best food that could be obtained for them.
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The expeiidituies from tliis fund were made, and the whole affair was
placed entirely in the hands of Royal B. Prescott, wliile he served as
Hospital Steward ; the accounts were carefully audited by the Surgeon,
and the Hospital of the Thirteenth was among the best furnished and
best provided for in the Brigade or Division.
April 22. Fri. Warm, fair. Reg. in camp ; no drill. Lieut.
Hall assigned to the command of Company F. Many men foot-sore from
marching through the mud and over rough roads. Virginia clay when
wet is about as sticky as glue in solution ; when dry about as hard as
glue in cakes and chunks.
Col. W. H. P. Steere, of the 4th R. I., leaves camp to-night, and is
succeeded in the command of our Brigade by Brig. Gen. Hiram Burn-
ham, from the Sixth Corps, and formerly Colonel of the 6th Maine.
Our Brigade is now the 2d Brig. 1st Div. 18th Army Corps ; and con-
sists of the 10th and 13th N. H., the 8th Conn, and the 118th N. Y.
The 18th Corps is commanded by Maj. Gen. W. F. Smith— ' Baldy ;
'
and the 1st Division by Maj. Gen. W. H. F. Brooks. Gen. Burnham
received his commission April 15, 1864, and is assigned to the command
of our Brigade by special request of Gen. Smith. The 2d N. H. moves
to Williamsburg, where there is a large Union force.
April 23. Sat. Pleasant. Reg. in camp ; no drill. Lieut. Stan-
iels commences acting as Adjutant of the Thirteenth. We have a Bri-
gade Dress-parade — the first one for more than a year. We are en-
camped within the largest fort the Confederates had near Yorktown, and
the left wing of the 13th rests upon the graveyard of the rebel dead.
The boys say that ' neither party now cares to disturb the repose of the
other ; and they prefer to sleeji on the top side of a bed like this ! ' The
ground is liberally strewn with old army-iron — j)ieces of shell, parts of
gun-carriages, and a few huge bursted cannon, with varied and abundant
rebel camp-gear ; a very fine camp and drill ground, however, and reason-
ably clean and dry.
April 24. Sun. Pleasant, showery. Reg. in camp. Inspection
by Col. Smith of the 8th Conn., and a Brigade Dress-parade. Now
comes another reduction in the baggage of the Thirteenth, and the general
equipment is cut down to the lightest possible light marching order—
one suit, and one change of under-clothing. Extras are packed for stor-
age at Norfolk, and must be sent off within five days. The men are
writing many letters home to-day ; lying flat on the ground and using
their kna])sacks for desks. During a march many an order and memo-
randum is written on a soldier's knapsack, while it is sti-apped upon his
back and as he stoops for a moment and rests upon one knee. One soldier
of the 13th writing home to-day hits this expedition exactly, with : " Inspec-
tion— all day. It has been Inspection and Dress-parade ever since we
came to this camp."
April 25. Mon. Fair, warm. Company and Battalion drill. The
way to knock at a soldier's door is to scratch the cloth of his tent. When
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drawn taut the cloth will respond with a coarse drum-like sound, anything
but agreeable to hear, and sure to elicit a response from tlie party within.
Gen. Burnham writes and distributes a volume of orders. An order
compelling officers to wear better clothes would be most acceptable. Too
many officers are slouching about in blouse and light-blue pants— a pri-
vate's uniform. Several officers of the Thirteenth, in disgust, sent their
measures and orders to Boston tailors in March last for full dress-suits
of dark-blue yacht-cloth. The coats made without lining. No officers
in our Brigade are now so neatly and well dressed, for this summer's
cam^jaign, as they of the Thirteenth.
April 26. Tues. Fair. Company drill a. m.. Brigade drill p. m.
Gen. Burnhani sits on his horse, mounted upon some convenient knoll,
and makes his tremendous voice heard clearly by our entire Brigade of
four regiments. We have heard no such power of voice before in the
army, and the General understands his business thoroughly. The Bri-
gade is handled as easily as a single regiment. The drill is made very
spirited ; is relieved of that too common air of drudgery pertaining to
such business ; every officer and man does his best, and the General fre-
quently compliments his command. Brigade review this afternoon.
It is not the purpose of the writer to go beyond the martial array of
the Thirteenth, excepting so far as may seem to him necessary in order
to furnish a general framework, within and upon which to jilace a rea-
sonably clear tableau of that one Regiment— the subject of our story.
The force now organizing here is called the Army of the James ; and
consists of the 18th Corps, commanded by Maj. Gen. W. F. Smith,
encamped at Yorktown ; and the 10th Corps, lately come up from
Charleston, S. C, commanded by Maj. Gen. Q. A. Gilmore, encamped
at Gloucester Point. This army numbers, Infantry, 31,872 ; Artillery,
2,126; Cavalry, colored, 1,800; and a small body of white Cavalry;
also another body of Cavalry— about 2,900 — now operating about Suf-
folk and the Weldon Railroad, under Col. A. V. Kautz. Making a total
of about 38,000 officers and men of all arms, supplied with 130 cannon.
The objective point of the Army of the James, under Maj. Gen. B. F.
Butler, operating from City Point and Bermuda Hundred, is Richmond,
by way of the south bank of the James River, and also Petersburg. The
orders are very clear to move rapidly and capture Richmond.
The objective of the Army of the Potomac, 100,000 strong, now en-
camped along the north bank of the Rapidan River, under Maj. Gen.
George G. Meade, is the Army of Northern Virginia— 62,000 strong—
encamped along the south bank of that river, under Confederate General
Robert E. Lee, whose earth-works extend to Richmond and beyond.
Both these Union armies will co-operate under the supreme direction
of Lieut. Gen. U. S. Grant. He received his commission March 9, 1864,
visited the Army of the Potomac March 10th— Gen. Meade's Hdqrs.
being at Brandy Station on the Orange and Alexandria Railroad, about
70 miles from Washington— and established his Hdqrs. with that army
at Culpeper Court House, and near those of Gen. Meade.
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The Army of the Potomac will move down towards Richmond and the
James River, by a perpetual extension of the left flank, and unite with
the Army of the James either north or south of Richmond, as the results
of the cami)aign may determine.
In this perpetual extension of the Army of the Potomac hy the left, as
occasion may require or admit, corps after corps will leave its position
on the right of the army, march along the rear of the army, and take a
new position on the left ; whenever possible forcing in Gen. Lee's lines,
wherever these left-swinging corps may strike them. This series of
movements by the left, is very clearly described by Gen. Lee, as " Gen.
Grant's crab-motion."
It will be seen at a glance that no comparison can be drawn between
the positions of Gen. Lee and Gen. Grant. It is all contrast. Gen. Lee
is entrenched ; Gen. Grant is in the field. Gen. Lee commands a line
of a few score of miles in extent in the State of Virginia. Gen. Grant
commands not only the troops on the line confronting Gen. Lee at all
points, but also the entire armies of the United States, now regarded
as one line ; the Southwestern army the right wing, the Army of the
Potomac the centre, the Army of the James the left wing— the whole
vast host stretching wide across the region, of plains, mountain chains and
a thousand rivers, in the whole broad land from Mexico to Maryland.
April 27. Wed. Fair. Brigade Drill. The 10th Corps is at
Gloucester Point and said to be 18,000 strong. Their camp looks
grandly from the Yorktown bluffs-
Gen. Burnham is not always choice in his language. A member of the
13th mistook an order on drill, and the General called him a " leather-
head." The member had been a shoemaker. A certain jocular Lieuten-
ant in the Thirteenth could not resist the temptation, the next time he
met the member, to inquire of him : " How it was that Gen. Burnham
could know, at sight, that the member, an entire stranger to the General,
was a shoemaker by profession."
April 28. Thurs. Fair ; warm noon, cold night. Brigade driU.
As a second instance, Capt. Grantman is relieved from court martial
duty, at Portsmoutli and Norfolk, and rejoins the Reg. at Yorktown.
Lieut. Wilson and Sergeant Wheeler return to camp from Concord.
Cooks, and all detached men, are to be fully armed and equipjjed and
to take their turn at drill— that is, are called upon to do double duty.
The absurdity of it will be equaled only when all aides serve in their
regiments, and at Hdqrs. too. It is the subject of interminable joke, for
none can joke like our Army of the James— or " Army of the Games,"
as the penny-anti fellows call it.
April 29. Fri. Pleasant. Our Division reviewed this forenoon by
Gen. Smith, ' Baldy,' on the plain just out from Fort Yorktown, a
mile from our cam]). A vast cloud of dust rises and hangs over the
review-ground, and blue uniforms turn to whitey-gray on all the troops.
W^e look like an army of millers. A three hours" job. Reviews are a
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nuisance to the private soldier. The attempt at " splendid marching and
wheeling " is exceeding hard work ; and the standing with a musket at
a shoulder for one or two hours, as frequently occurs, seems like slowly
pulling one's arm off. Men have been known to drop their guns, from
sheer exhaustion of the muscles of the arm and hand.
Brigade drill in the afternoon. Gen. Burnham is fond of drilling in
double-quick time ; especially when forming hollow squares, and dropping
into the position of '' Guard against cavalry." It has been so quickly
done on several occasions as to shut the General out of the squares. He
usually smiles at such times and says, " Well done I " Rough and harsh
as he sometimes is, he is generally very popular in our Brigade.
April 30. Sat. Fair, fine. At 8 a. m. the 13th is mustered for
pay by Col. A. F. Stevens. Our Brigade has the only Band in our Divi-
sion— the Band of the Thirteenth. At 4 p. m. a Grand Review of the
whole force here, by Gen. Butler. While moving, the troops raise the
dust in perfect clouds, obscuring the lines, and when the review is over
— a three hours' job — the men look like an array of millers — the same
as we did on yesterday. The review-ground is near Fort Yorktown, a
mile from our camp ; and on returning this evening Col. Stevens causes
numerous rapid evolutions to be made by the Reg. and the comjjanies
get mixed up almost inextricably. On ai'riving at the regimental parade-
ground, he dismisses the Regiment by commanding the Captains to take
their Companies to quarters. Which order some obey by as many orders,
as many ' face abouts,' as much noise, loud voice, and racket as possible
— all pretty angiy. The trivial affair provokes a hot discussion. The
puzzle, however, of how-we-got-there, is solved in peace after a day or
two, and ends in good nature all round ; clear memories reproducing
the large number of evolutions with kernels of corn and pebbles.
May 1. Sun. Quite warm day, showery, cold night. Reg. in camp.
No inspection or parade. Masonic Relief Association of the 13th meets
and reorganizes. Capt. Stoodley succeeds Col. Stevens as President.
Lieut. Wilson, returned to the Reg. from recruiting service on April 28th,
and to-day is detailed for duty in the 1st Division Ambulance Corps. At
5 p. m. the Reg. is ordered to have four days' cooked rations, and 100
rounds of ammunition per man. Baggage is again ordered reduced, to
one valise for each two officers. On account of the company records the
Captains fare much the best in these reductions, reasonably claiming the
most of the space ; while the Lieutenants, unless they carry a knapsack,
are situated about the same as the enlisted men. The 1st Brigade of our
Division leaves camp.
May 2. Mon. Fair. Reg. in camp, and has the day for personal
affairs. Deserter from the 10th N. H. drummed out of camp. Seven
New Hampshire Regiments near here— 2d, 3d, 4th, 7th, 10th, 12thi
13th. The sick of the Thirteenth— five in all— sent to General Hos-
pital. Since we have been in this camp the Thirteenth has drilled every
day, unless the weather was very bad indeed. More attention than ever
before being given to skirmish drill.
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May 3. Tues. Fair, warm. Skirmish and Brigade drill. The
number of teams is now reduced to one for each regiment— and this
makes over-loaded pack-horses of the men. Tliirteenth ordered to turn
in its camp equipage at 6 a. m. to-morrow. Medical stores placed on
barge ' C. A. Darnfield,' in the river.
A negress at Yorktown happened to see her boy— as black as a boot
— playing with some white children, and called to him : " Here, you
William Henry Harrison, you ; come out o' dar. Git 'way fro' dem
white chillen — or you '11 git bad all froo'." Soon he disappears within
her cabin amid numerous claps of spanking thunder, and solemn voices
from the deep. McH.
May 4. Wed. Pleasant. Reg. breaks camp early in the morning.
At 4 p. m. embarks on the steamer ' S. R. Spaulding ' with the 10th N.
H. While the troops are embarking, each vessel, as soon as loaded,
moves up the stream— as if that were the intended direction— and an-
chors. The whole 10th and 18th Army Corps are hurrying aboard as
rapidly as possible. At 9 p. m. we proceed down the river towards
Fortress Monroe, where we arrive at midnight, and remain until morning.
Wilde's Brigade of colored troops moves up the James in advance of
the main army, and lands at Ft. Powhatan. Gen. Hinks lands with a
body of colored troops at City Point. Kautz moves against the Weldon
Railroad. The Ai'my of the Potomac plunges into the Wilderness. The
spring campaign opens with vigor all along the line.
May 5. Thtirs. Warm, very fine day. Reg. passes Fortress Mon-
roe at 1 a. m. Boat lays to for a short time, moves again at 6 a m.,
and at 7 a. m. enters the James River. The long line of steamers, and
the hundreds of vessels in view— transports, gunboats, tugs, sailing craft,
dispatch boats, monitors, frigates, iron-clads — make a grand disjjlay.
Our line stretches for miles, consisting of five armored ships and a large
number of gunboats, from Rear Admiral S. P. Lee's North Atlantic
Squadron, moving as a convoy in advance to ojien the way, and protect
our transports following in a long pi'ocession. As this large fleet, or line,
of vessels passes along, among the many ships at anchor, or moving hither
and thither, sailors man the rigging and cheer, flags and banners wave,
bands play, salutes ring out— and there is glory enough for two days
crowded into an hour— a grand holiday excursion, a magnificent gala
day. Too much show, theatre, splurge, no touch of war at all. Gen.
Butler's steamer passes the whole fleet towards the head, and he is cheered
by the men on each transport, as his boat rushes past.
Tlie bay and river are very calm, the shores green and fragrant. As
the day wears away, and the river banks approach nearer as the river
narrows, batteries begin to appear, and towards night we frequently hear
the boom of a distant gun. Squads of cavalry appear, and disappear, on
the high ground, and we witness on the right bank what appears to be a
sharp cavalry skirmish. We pass Fort Powhatan at 4 p. m., and City
Point about dark— between 5 and 6 p. m.— proceed up the James
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River, and anchor off Bermuda Hundred. As the darkness increases,
many of the men turn in, being advised to sleep while they may.
The Reg. debarks about 10 p. m., at Bermuda Hundred, four miles
above City Point, and bivouacs near by a little before midnight. This
from the writer's memoranda. There are many things requiruig atten-
tion, and it is long past midnight before the camp is quiet.
Prescott states that we debarked at 12.30 a. m. May 6th. Lieut.
Taggard with Co. F states that we arrived at City Point just at night,
and landed two miles above there at midnight. Lieut. StanieLs writes
that we landed at 2.30 a. m. The differences in hours given are probably
caused by the divisions made in the Regiment at the time of debarking.
A foraging party from the Thirteenth discover a nice pig to-night, and
a rap on his head quiets all squealing. He is killed and divided, and the
men are just preparing to cook a portion, when the order comes to fall in.
The meat is instantly cut up in small pieces, convenient to carry, and goes
to the front rolled up in paper, pieces of shelter tent, or whatever comes
handy in the haste. It is said that the most of it utterly spoiled before
an opportunity was found to cook any. A little soldier-scene at a dark
night's halt in the woods.
BERMUDA HUNDRED.
May 6. Fri. Very hot and sultry. A reconnaissance in force by
our Brigade with other troops. The Thirteenth has this morning scarcely
got fairly settled in bivouac, when at 6 a. m. we are ordered to fall in ;
and we at once proceed in light marching order and rapidly about six
miles up into the country to a point from which Petersburg can be seen,
and apparently about three or four miles distant ; here we halt for a short
rest. Soon we move again, and without seeming to approach any nearer
to the city make a longer halt a little after noon. Petersburg is now in
full view, also the Appomattox river and our gunboats. The men are
tired, and fall asleep anywhere and anyhow. Detachments from the force
commence work on the entrenchments about noon. In the afternoon heavy
firing is heard and regular volleys of musketry, showing that the advance
has found the enemy in force. We form line of battle at 2 p. m., and
moving slowly come under fire about 5 p. m., the bullets quite plenty.
The afternoon wears away amid much noise and smoke, but without any
special incident in our Regiment ; but at 8 p. m. our Brigade is suddenly
ordered to the front, by an aide riding up at a furious pace and apparently
in great excitement. This makes our blood tingle a bit, and we hope at
last that something is to be done ; but the order is soon countermanded,
and we turn aside and bivouac for the night, in thick woods, by divisions
closed in mass. Col. Stevens has been in command of the 13th about
half the time to-day. There has been a great deal of noise at the front
aU the afternoon, and our sleep is not much aided by what is threatened
for the morrow— especially if to-morrow shall prove as vexatious as
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to-day ; but we take as much rest as veteran soldiers will and can under
any circumstances. Our bivouac to-night is about three miles from Port
Walthall on the right hand side of the main road from Bermuda Hmidred
to that place. We are said to be six miles up the Appomattox river, and
three miles from the Richmond and Petersburg Railroad. Gen. Charles
A. Heckman's Brigade is reported to have had a severe collision with the
enemy close down upon the shore of the river.
It seems to us as if we have been all day long on the tail end— the
wig-wag end— of a badly managed reconnaissance. While the dense
underbrush thick with dead and dry laurel bushes has been tearing our
clothing like hooks of iron, and the bushes have switched our faces and
hands to bleeding, we have marched and countermarched ; moved to the
left, and moved to the right ; advanced with a jerk, ' fetched up sudden,'
and retreated in haste ; up hill, and down hill ; in woods, in briers, in
vines, in dry reeds, in clear ground ; in mud, in sand, in plowed field, in
garden, in small grain ; sent out skirmishers, and called them in ; have
run, and have crept slowly ; been called into line, rushed at a double-quick
for a minute or two, then halted— as if we had struck a snag ; nobody
knew where we were, nobody knew where we were going— and nobody
seemed to care a pewter sixpence ; heavy firing sprang up in the distance,
and then all was as still as death ; ordered to advance along the whole line,
and then ordered to lie down before we had moved three rods ; and so on
all day long— jerked, shunted, bobbed and walloped about until every-
body became angry all through and through, tired out, and cared not a
fig what turned up next. As one Thirteen puts it : " They worked us
like a big pickerel-bait."
BATTLE OF PORT WALTHALL.
May 7. Sat. An exceeding hot day. Reg. breaks camp at day-
light ; at 8.30 a. m. starts off in light marching order, and moves about
two miles, then deploys in line of battle, and proceeds very slowly through
a densely wooded swamp. Col. Stevens in command of Reg. The 8th
Conn, have the advance of our Brigade as skirmishers ; the 13th on the
right of the line at first and acting as their support. By 10 a. m. the
enemy's pickets are hotly engaged, and when we are about four miles dis-
tant from our last night's camp ; and the firing continues, along the whole
line, from this hour, throughout the day and evening— at times very
severe, the 8th Conn, losing heavily, their wounded coming back among
us in considerable numbers. AVe are very close up to their skirmish line,
and receive the enemy's over-shot bullets and shells in great plenty. The
whole Brigade sweeps across in line of battle, on the right of the main
road. A few men from the 13th commence firing upon the enemy's men,
as they are seen springing up, and running back, from cover to cover,
under the steady advance of the 8th Conn, skirmishers. The action of
the day is an advance fi'om our bivouac along the main road from Ber-
muda Hundred to Port Walthall.
The 13th, as a whole, is not brought to a fire, but men were never more
desirous to shoot, or charge, or something else with life in it. The men
and officers are exasperated by being mere targets, and jerked about
among the brush, up hill and down, through bramble, mire and swamp,
among spent bullets and bursting shells, among the dead and wounded,
all the day long ; when the enemy might, by one sudden dash, be utterly
routed in three minutes, captured to a man, or bs driven flying off the
field. To-day is a repetition of yesterday, only worse if anything. The
Railroad— AValthall Branch— appears to be the objective point. Be-
yond some very sharp skirmishing, the 13th do but little excepting to
move hither and thither, to suffer and to fret. It seems to some of us a
long drawn day of ' dawdling damphoolishness,' to employ an expression
used upon the spot— but we are still quite young.
The 118th N. Y. later in the day reach the railroad, and tear up and
destroy a long line of the track. Some of the 13th also take a hand. A
huge pile of the iron rails, and dry fencing stuff, is gathered on a bridge,
said to be over Swift Creek or a branch of it, and all burned together, the
rails warped, twisted and bent in the heat. The enemy set the woods on
fire, and many of the dead are Ijurned up — the wounded having been re-
moved and cared for. The fire compelled the Reg. to change position,
bringing it out upon more open ground, and under greater exposure to the
rebel sharp-shooters ; but no reply to them from our line is allowed.
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The most nervous incident of the thiy is the bursting of a large rebel
shell high above our heads ; every man for a moment expects to catch
a piece, or one of the little balls, as they rattle down among the dry leaves
— no one hit. About one third of this shell, in one piece, comes down,
and strikes the ground with a loud noise, about ten feet to the rear of our
colors. The piece falls very near a Lieutenant in the 13th (Lieut.
Churchill, the writer believes), and he drops to the ground as if struck
dead, but is unhurt. It will not do to laugh at the stories about the
' wind ' of a cannon ball ; it causes a very disagreeable concussion and
enervating shock when passing very near a person, exjjerienced, too, be-
fore any sense of danger is realized.
The fight was first opened about 7 a. m. by a body of the enemy who
ambushed our advance guard of cavalry in a dense swamp. The cavalry
fell back in confusion and haste upon the infantiy skirmishers, and
the work of the day with them at once began. Later on the 8th Conn,
were put in. The 8tli Conn, lost 74 men, killed and wounded, having
met the enemy in line of battle along the railroad— it was reported on
the field that their loss was 105 men ; and in the afternoon, when that
regiment returned fi'om the front, they were heartily cheered by the
whole Brigade as they passed battle-stained to the rear. The 10th N. H.
at once moved to take their place at the front.
Lieut. Taggard had been very sick for several days previous to this
battle, but he tried his best to keep with the Reg. ; after marching a while,
however, he was compelled to leave the line and to stop at a house near
the battle-field until the evening of May 8th. AVhile he was at this house
ninety men of the 8th Conn, were brought there, and the arms or legs of
many of them Avere amputated. The 118th N. Y. also lost heavily.
The 1.3th, acting as a supjiort and reserve all day, meets with but one
severe casualty, though a number are more or less bruised by spent bul-
lets. After remaining near and in view of the line of our skirmishers all
day, covered by trees and the ridges of ground as nmch as ])ossible, the
Thirteenth retires some distance to the rear, and bivouacs late at night
in deep woods. A large detail is sent on picket, and the balance of the
Reg. settles down to rest in pitchy darkness. The excitement, extreme
heat, hard work, danger— and fret— together with smoke of powder
and of the burning brush, causes several cases of sunstroke. The men
left their knapsacks at the place of last night's bivouac, and this relieved
the labors of the day very much.
Probably the Thirteenth never saw during its term of service a more
unsatisfactory day than this one. There was apparentl}' no head, tail
or order to the work— a nebulous fight. Possibly tlie nearest answer
ever made to the questions : ' How to fight without winning ? ' ' How
to advance without going ahead ? ' The detail from the Thirteenth, and
our Band, who were sent together to fight the fire, had a fearfully hot
day's work, and the most of them gave out from the heat and exhaus-
tion. Nevertheless thev rescued all the wounded.
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A singular wound was received to-day by Sergeant Oilman Davis of
A. A rebel minie rifle ball passed through his neck from side to side,
just back of his windpipe, breaking no bones, and apparently severing no
vital part. He died, however, during the night. Davis was wounded
about noon, or a little later, and while the Reg. was seated on the ground
awaiting orders.
Our Brigade advanced alone, as a body, and drove the enemy back
about one and one half miles. At one time we are just on the point of
engaging the enemy in full force, expect a severe encounter, and make
ready for it, when we are ordered to retire. A day of suspense. We
are exposed all day to shells and bullets, without the privilege of action
to relieve the tediousness of it ; pelted all day, and comjjelled to endure
it without striking back. We go into camp to-night, closely packed in
woods deep and very dark. A part of the enemy's troops met to-day
are ^nder command of Gen. D. H. Hill. The Union loss to-day is stated
to be 250. On the whole a bloody day for the force actually engaged.
About our bivouac to-night the dense pine woods ai'e filled with smoke,
and are stifling hot and close.
Quite the same as in unrestricted immigration, the Subs import the
vices of the nations whence they come. About a dozen of them in the
Thirteenth have been in the habit of doing some sort of mischief, on the
eve of a move, and thus seeking arrest and escape from duty. They
tried it last night ; and this morning they are, by order of Col. Stevens,
marched into the fight and danger, under arrest, and without muskets
or equipments ; the neighboring files in their respective companies being
ordered to shoot them instantly, if they shirk or run. It being of
course understood privately that they were not thus to shoot them— but
the Subs, as was intended, took the order to be one made in dead earnest.
A more thoroughly scared gang of cowai'ds than these fellows were,
when the bullets began to fly, no man ever looked upon. They had to
face the music for once. As the Reg. advanced, a gun and set of equip-
ments lay on the ground ; and no one who witnessed it can ever forget
the expression on the face of one of these Subs, and the tone of his voice,
as he said : " Captain— may n't I pick up that gun, and use it ? " He
was permitted to take the gun and use it— and he did I All of them
came out at night unharmed, and each had supplied himself with a gun
and set of equipments, off the field, where the dead and wounded had
left them. It was too bad to scare men so ; but it cured them of their
habit of getting up mock riots for the purpose of avoiding duty. What-
ever of blame may attach to proposing this plan, the writer will own up
to ; being in command of the rear-guard the night before he had to settle
the special disturbances made by these fellows, to disarm them, and to
endure no end of bother with them after they were placed under arrest
;
they needed a strong medicine to cure them of their bad habits, and he
suggested this plan to Col. Stevens.
Hospital Steward Prescott has an ugly experience to-day. He is sent
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by Col. Stevens to ascertain whether a group of our skirmishers, lying
motionless at some distance in advance of the Thirteenth, are dead or
alive. He does not return for several hours. Meanwhile Manson S.
Brown of C is sent to the front to find him, hut cannot. The Regiment
is withdrawn, and there is much speculation and anxiety as to the fate of
Pi'escott. No one can penetrate to the point where he was last seen, on
account of the rebel fire. Finally very late in the evening he suddenly
appears in camp, and is welcomed like a lost boy. He had approached
near to the skirmishers referred to, in pursuit of his errand, when he was
beset by a severe fire from the rebel line of skirmishers. He dropped at
once behind a fallen tree, among dense underbrush— hence could not be
seen by Brown— the tree was made a target of during all the afternoon
by the rebel sharp-shooters, and he was compelled to lie still, close to the
tree, until dark, when he at once made his escape, fortunately unhurt.
May 8. Sun. Very hot, steamy, close, damp. Reg. taking a little
rest. Many say that last night was the darkest they ever knew, the
blackness being increased by the smoke of the burning forests. AVhen
the second picket was detailed the men had to be l)rought near to the fires
to be identified. The Reg. sleeps half the day. Orders are received
for the Reg. to be ready to march to-morrow at 4 a. m. with three days'
cooked rations. We have been listening to distant firing, the boom of
cannon and the rattle of musketry, si^ringing up at times all day ; and
have been in readiness, and hourly expecting, to march to the noisy front
and take a part in the action. The rest of a Sunday is in no way en-
hanced by this sort of thing. An old citizen, living near by, says that
our camp here is northeast of Petersburg ten miles, and eleven miles from
Richmond, by the mile-stones on the Turnpike— we being opposite the
11th mile-stone from Richmond. We have bivouacked for several nights
on nearly the same ground— on the right of the main road. See page
259. Lieut. Churchill is lame from some bruise received yesterday, but
continues on duty.
The enemy's troops encountered yesterday, and to-day, are known as
Brig. Gen. Haygood's South Carolina Brigade, just arrived from Charles-
ton. Gen. Pickett has been in command at Petersburg until recently,
when he was succeeded in command by Gen. Beauregard.
The line now being entrenched extends from Trent's Reach on the
James to near Port Walthall on the Appomattox ; a distance in a straight
line of three or four miles. Gen. Smith on the right near the James,
Gen. Gilmore on the left. The Richmond and Petersburg Turnpike is a
short distance to the front of tliis line ; the R. & P. Railroad nearly two
miles distant. None of Admiral Lee's boats can now ascend the James
above Trent's Reach. Our line is protected on both flanks by gunboats
in each river. The distance from Drury's Bluff to Trent's Reach is
about five miles by land, and about nine miles by water.
BATTLE OP SWIFT CREEK.
May 9. Mon. Fair, and very hot— 102'' in the shade at noon.
Reg. called at 3 a. m. and marches at 5 a. m. for the front, on the same
road that we moved out upon on May 7th ; and said to be the most direct
road to Petersburg. Col. Stevens in command of Reg. The men leave
their knapsacks in camp. We strike the Richmond & Petersburg Rail-
road at the 17th mile-stone from Richmond at noon. First we move up
the railroad a short distance towards Richmond, and tear up some of the
track ; and then turn and move down upon the embankment southward
towards Petersburg. Here Gen. Butler appears, with a numerous and
gay staff, and rides up to the front, close in rear of the skirmishers—
consisting of the 81st N. Y.— preceding the 13th on the embankment, as
we march along. Some one proposes three cheers. Up goes the Gen-
eral's hand, quick as a flash, and he calls out : " No, no, boys. No
cheers now." Soon he and his staff pass off the embankment to the left
and disappear. The 13th continues to move down on the railroad— in
support of the skirmishers on the left of the Brigade, Company C as
flankers on the left of the Reg.— until when near the 18th mile-stone
the enemy commences shelling severely, the infantry are engaged, the
contest becomes furious, and we move off the railroad bank, to the left,
into a field, not far from the position reached by us on May 7th. We
pass around, however— sweeping toward the left, and then turn to the
right— and gain the railroad at another point farther down, and com-
mence tearing up the track, taking care to keep under cover of the rail-
road bank as much as possible — the enemy's bullets sweeping the road.
We move in line of battle a part of the time, and a part of the time by
the flank, as the ground demands. Other troops are moving down on the
right hand side of the railroad, and firing continuously. Shells are fall-
ing, and bursting, in all directions, and we are treated to clouds of pow-
der smoke. The battle actually commences to be severe about noon.
While crossing a muddy field about this time, near a culvert on the
railroad, a flashy Lieutenant, in a fine dress-suit, and wearing new, long
kid gloves with gauntlets, appears, and attempts to go up closer toward
the railroad bank, but he trips his toe in a vine, and falls headlong into
the mud. Rising clumsily, with both hands completely covered with
mud, he coolly draws off both gloves and throws them away, remarking
in a drawling tone : " Z'easiest way— to clean your hands— (hie) you
ever saw." In the afternoon he drew a revolver, and attempted to shoot
a Lieutenant in the 13th, whom he claimed that he ranked. The Lieu-
tenant instantly drew sword and chased him off the field ; but the half-
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drunken fellow was able to outrun his pursuer— whose same sword-hand
now survives to write this rummy incident. Rum is a cui'se.
Immense piles of dry wood are heaped on the culverts and bridges,
the railroad rails piled on, and then the mass set on fire, twisting and
bending the rails all out of shape, and destroying the bridges. We ad-
vance rapidly through woods and across fields and amid the dense, blind-
ing smoke, the battle raging on aU sides. The enemy steadily falls
back, and between 12 and 1 p. m. we come out under fire, into Mr.
Thomas L. Shippen's wide field — " Ari'ow Field " — that surrounds his
house, and situated on the left hand side of the railroad ; Mr. Shippen's
house and other buildings being on the farther side of the field towards
Petersburg. Here we catch a glimpse of Peter.sburg, some two or three
miles distant. We cross this field and approach the bank of Swift Creek
to the left and rear of the house.
Here the enemy's skirmishers are posted in force, and Companies B
and E, under Capt. Julian, are sent on the run to the left, to occupy the
near bank of Swift Creek among some trees, and where the bank of the
creek is high, apparently the highest point along there — perhaps 400 or
600 yards to the rear of the house. It is a risky job, for the enemy ap-
pears to be numerous. The charge is made at the top of our speed—
say a little faster, at the top of Capt. Julian's speed, for he out-charged
half his men— developing a strong line of the enemy, who, being flanked,
hastily retreat, followed by our fire while they are in range in and across
the creek- Another, heavier, line of the enemy make a stand behind
trees, buildings and fences on the flat across the creek. Companies E and
B engage these, and George E. Bodge and William F. Staples of B are
severely wounded. It is now about mid-afternoon — perhaps a little past
— very warm, and notwithstanding the danger we are in, we can but
laufh and shout to see the Confederates, not two hundred yards distant
across the creek, as they are pushed and flanked, jump up, seize their
jackets in one hand and their guns in the other, and make off as fast as
their legs can carry them.
Meanwhile artillery has come up and commenced firing, and our lines
of battle are formed across the field not far in the rear of the skirmishers.
A company from the 118th N. Y. is sent forward to strengthen the skir-
mish-line. Company E (13th) is divided, and a part sent farther to the
left down the bank of the creek (where the first swampy ground is in
that direction), under Lieut. Thompson of E, and placed, by the staff
officer in charge of the whole skirmish-line, in squads of three or four
men each, as flankers, to the left of the skirmish-line, and in a grove of
small hard-wood trees. These men are here improperly interfered with
by the drunken officer spoken of above, who was rightly refused obedi-
ence— with the unpleasant result as stated. These three companies
skirmish all the rest of the afternoon— Co. E on the left, a part as
flankers— until just at night, when Companies G and F of the 13th, un-
der Capt. Stoodley, relieve E and B and they return to the Reg. now
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drawn up in line of battle across the open field. Companies G and F are
posted as pickets along the near bank of the creek, and on the left of the
10th N. H., and swing away around along the front and to the left and
rear of tlie 13th, until they join the main line of the reserves. A long
straggling line, every man of which is required to keep awake all night.
During the afternoon— about 4 or 5 o'clock— an artillery duel opens,
and the enemy soon has one of his guns knocked to pieces. The enemy's
skirmisliers, far across the creek, cannot be dislodged without sending a
force across the creek.
A soldier of the loth writes of May 9th : " On Monday, 9th, we left
camp at daylight, and moved directly upon the R. & P. Railroad, striking
it at the 17th mile-stone. When we had marched down the railroad,
half a mile or more from this point, the rebels began to shell us. They
were so troublesome, we sent out skirmishers, formed lines of battle, and
so moved forward. We drove back their skirmishers, and followed them
up until we came to Swift Creek, the enemy holding both banks of it.
We soon dislodged them, when they took position behind trees, fences
and houses on the other side. This was about mid-afternoon. In an
hour or so the several columns of our troops had joined their lines of
battle, and were ready, with artillery, to give the rebels a lively waking
up. The artillery connected with our Brigade soon opened, and un-
masked a rebel battery. A sharp duel followed, in which the rebels lost
one gun. The shells were coming about us, during this little fight, but I
did not see a man flinch or turn pale. The enemy's skirmishers were
still troublesome, and Companies E and B of the 13th, and a company
of the 118th N. Y., were deployed as skirmishers, and running quickly
forwai'd, found cover on the near bank of the creek and opened fire on
them, and drove them away. In this movement two men of Company B
were badly wounded. A part of Company E was placed as flankers on
the left of the skirmish-line."
The order of events occuri'ing rapidly is difficult to follow, but the
battle continues all day, and until after midnight ; chiefly between the
skirmishers, though at times the firing, from both artillery and lines of
battle, is very severe. There is no quiet until near morning. Our Bri-
gade is designated to hold the field to-night, and about 6 p. m. is drawn
up in two lines of battle across Mr. Shippen's field, now prepared for
sowing or planting, very moist and soft. The eight companies of the
13th present acting as a support for the 10th N. H. ; which holds the
advance and is posted near the bank of the creek, a little northeast of
Mr. Shippen's house. A ridge running across the field somewhat pro-
tects the line of the 13th. The 8th Conn, have the right of our Brigade
line to-night, near the railroad. The enemy assails our lines at various
points several times in the night, but with little success. He charges
twice furiously, point blank, upon the 10th N. H., with picked men, but
each assault utterly fails, and the assailants are driven back across the
creek with heavy loss. The first charge on the 10th occurs about 8 p. m.,
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and the several charges are made by fully four hundred men— probably
by more than that number.
During one of these charges upon the 10th N. H., accompanied by the
usual rebel yell, tlie contest is so sharp that the 13th expects surely to see
the 10th driven back, and our men voluntarily rise and stand with guns
loaded, and bayonets fixed, to take a hand in the fray if the 10th is over-
powered ; but they hold their ground, and the enemy retires, leaving
above half of his men dead and wounded. So says a prisoner. The 13th
rising voluntarily, and without orders, to help the 10th if need be, is a bit
of very fine action, and Col. Stevens thanks the Thirteenth in the name of
the State of New Hampshire. The enemy seems to be aiming to capture
a little field battery of three or four guns posted near the ] 0th and not
rar from Mr. Sbippen's house.
The writer is an accidental and unwilling witness to one of these night
charges upon the 10th N. H. Everything near the 13th is quite stiU.
Unable to get warm enough to sleep, on the damp ground, because of an
' army chill,' the writer leaves the battle line of the 13th, and walks for
exercise, and to see what he may, forward nearer to the line of the 10th,
not counting on any danger. Suddenly a sharp, distant voice comes up out
of the stillness :" Forward, double-quick— give the Yanks * * * *l"
That was heaiing enough, and the writer darts back to his place in the
13th, only to hear, in another instant, the rebel yell from three or four
hundred throats. Then a few picket shots ; and then the volleys of the
10th settle the case in about three minutes. Before all is over, nearly
every man of the 13th is up in arms. The rebels charged up within fifty
yards of the 10th. Soon it is quiet ; the writer keeps his place, and curbs
his curiosity for the rest of the night— he is now warm enough.
The night is very noisy. Still the men of the 13th manage to have a
few hours of sleep, in short naps. The worst feature of one of these
night fights is the sudden calls to arms. Some uneasy ofiicer is very sure,
when the picket firing begins to rattle, to call up his men without orders.
Each sleeper in turn receives a sudden shake, a hoarse whisjier in his
startled ears : " Fall in— Fall in ! " and so, in a few moments, a strag-
gling line of men mount to their feet, ujd out of the dust or mud, shiver-
ing, swearing and stumbling into their places. Then all lie down again
— and try to keep the ground warm. These incidents cause much loss
of sleep and rest, and bring no gain.
The incessant whistling of locomotives to-night is for effect; still it is
evident that the enemy is re-enforcing his lines, and the citizens are mov-
ing away. We could probably have gone straight into Petersburg to-day.
Our Brigade is left alone upon the field here to-night ; a long night of
alarms, giving us no chance for sleep for more than an hour at a time,
and the morning opens the contest anew.
To-day about four o'clock in the afternoon, and apparently on the right
hand, or west side, of the railroad, and about half a mile from the 13th,
is suddenly heard a volley of musketry, then the rebel yell, then five
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volleys in a regular succession like the striking of a clock— then a loud
Northern hurrah. Of this affair the story is told later, on the field, that
a rebel regiment of South Carolinians, on coming out of the brush into
an open field, suddenly find themselves face to face with the 27th Mass.,
drawn up in line of battle on the opposite side of the field. The rebels
instantly fire one volley, and then yell and charge ; the Mass. regiment
wait for a close range, and then reply with their Spencer rifles— ' seven-
shooters.' The rebels are terribly surprised, turn tail and run, leaving
on the field over a hundred of their number dead and wounded. As the
Massachusetts men move forward in pursuit, one poor fellow, a rebel
badly wounded, points to the Spencer rifle in the hands of a Northern
man, who stops to assist him, and asks : " Say, Yank — what yer got
thar ? " The first experience these men had had with the Spencer rifle,
and a bad one. The writer had been sent on an errand from the line to
the left ; on his return his way led over a high knoll from which a wide
view was had of the scenes of the battle, and the country around, and he
was taking this view when the volleys were fired.
May 10. Tues. The second day of the Battle of Swift Creek. A
very hot day. The jnckets commence firing with the very first glimmer
of daylight. The enemy seems to surround us on three sides, west, south
and east, and the noise is about equally loud in either direction. The
enemy shells our lines vigorously. This morning finds the Thirteenth in
Mr. Shippen's plowed field, part of a long line of battle, the 10th N. H.
a few rods in front of us — all of our line facing south. We are several
hundred yards north of Mr. Shippen's house, the 10th a few rods nearer
to it, and still nearer is a Union battery, of two or three guns, in full
play ; and that arrangement brings us, the 10th and the battery, in range
of the enemy's fire of both artillery and infantry. We rise from our cosy
beds of the dirt and mud of the soft plowed field, and form a dusty line
about day-break, then have a poor, damp, mussed and mashed breakfast
out of our haversacks ;and as no coffee can be had, we wash our so-called
breakfast down with the ancient ^ water from our canteens— nectar of
swamp-land well flavored with tin. All this puts us into excellent trim,
condition and spirit for a vigorous fight.
Early in the day the Thirteenth is moved back a few rods lieneath a
little ridge, just south of a deep ditch that runs through the field— from
the first culvert on the railroad north of Mr. Shippen's house— in order
to escape the multitude of bullets coming over from the enemy's pickets
and sharp-shooters, and his numerous shells. The 13th being in the
second line of the Brigade, and held as a supi)ort for the 10th, it is not
deemed wise to expose so many men to the fire of the enemy's sharp-
shooters and the brisk fire of his artillery ; hence an aide appears and
talks a while with Col. Stevens, and we are moved to the rear a few rods,
and placed beneatli the jirotecting ridge, while the main body of the 10th
^ Water that had been kept in canteens for twelve or twenty four hours the boys
called
'
' Old Water ' ' — just as it tasted.
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necessarily remains near where they passed the night. They are on the
north side of tlie third ridge south of the ditch, which ridge serves to pro-
tect the men of the 10th to a considerable extent if they lie fiat upon theiv
faces. It is, however, a very exposed position. Lt. Col. Coughlin sits
for a long time in a chair— apjjears to be a light rattan rocking-chair—
in the open plowed field, near his men, and reading a news2)aper, while
the rebel bullets strike and knock up little puffs of dust on all sides of
him and shells scream and crash— as cool as if on the veranda of a sum-
mer hotel by the sea. His coolness and courage serve to keep his men
steady and firm.
Mr. Shippen left with his family on Sunday the 8th, and if the enemy's
pickets had kept out of his house, it probably would not have suffered anv
damage. Our men found an unfinished letter in the house, written by
Miss Shipi)en, in which she speaks of the Union men as " The Yankee
Vandals." A batch of papers is found in the ditch by the men of the
Thirteenth, from which we learn that Mr. Shippen's place is called
" Arrow Field," and the bank of Swift Creek, where his house stands, is
" Violet Bank." Blue violets are very plenty about there just now, rather
of a lead color, however, and hurt— the soldiers do not care to pick any
of them. The papers were evidently taken from the house by the
enemy's pickets, who had fired from the house, and also damaged it be-
fore the Union troops got possession of it ; probably to make a point
against the ' Yankee Vandals.'
We remain in position in the ojien field, without shelter or cover save
this little ridge, until 10 a. m., when we move toward the rear. About
noon we move farther back, and near mid-afternoon move off the field
into dense woods. As we move off the field, northward, in line of battle
faced to the rear, the enemy shells us ; many of his shells bursting over,
behind, and beyond us, none of us are hurt, however, by these shells.
Nearer the railroad several casualties occur from the enemy's musketry
fire, our troops there being more exposed than we are ; though a man of
Co. H (13th) is struck by a rebel bullet, while we are retiring. The
ground near the railroad is clear and level, the ground crossed by the
]3th, two hundred yards farther east, is more broken and brushy. We
retire so slowly, frequently halting and facing about, that it is fully 4 p. m.
before we are out of range of the enemy's sharp-shooters, and our camp
is but a little beyond the range of his shells. We reach our camp-gTound
at n p. m. While withdrawing to-day, our Brigade— Gen. Burnham's
— 2d Brig. 1st Div. I8th Corps— covers the movement as rear-guard,
and the last line of skirmishers suffer severely from the enemy's fire.
Tbe enemy shells the woods through which we pass, but om- position in
them is to him so very uncertain, that he can do us but little damage.
Before retiring, our troops destroy several miles of the R. & P. Railroad.
Besides lying under a dangerous fire, and destroying the railroad, the
13th has had to-day but little to do.
While passing through the brush yesterday and to-day we find the
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"bodies of several Union soldiers stripped, mutilated and lying stark and
white on the ground. This mischief was done on May 7th and 8th, and
it is said by the Tennesseeans. In one instance a Union soldier's body
lay on its back, strii)ped, and with a bayonet driven down through the
mouth and neck, and down into the hard clay beneath. The hands and
feet were badly torn and bloody, and the surface of the ground was
deeply scratched and broken up within their reach ; it being evident that
the man had been so pinned down, or impaled, while alive, and had died
while struggling to free himself. There were bullet wounds in the legs,
and a Union soldier's set of equipments, cut off, and rifled of ca})s and
cartridges, lay near by the body. The scene was unsjjeakably horrible.
The writer and others went some distance from the line of the Thir-
teenth and saw this case— else he would not record it. The body lay
near the railroad a few rods east from the position of the 18th mile-stone.
Rumor has it that when the burial party reported these cases of nuitilation,
the Union organization to which the sufferers belonged swore terrible
oaths that they would take no prisoners from the rebel organization to
which the perpetrators belonged. See May 16th.
Yesterday and to-day our Brigade has marched about fifteen miles,
chiefly in timber and brush, and sometimes in swamps so densely wooded,
we could not see clearly fifty yards in any direction. We fought all day
yesterday, were under arms all of last night, under fire at least thirty-six
hours continuously, and this in weather so hot, much of the time, that
sunstrokes have been frequent, therefore to-night rest is welcome. The
13th were not brought to a fire in line of battle, but were engaged in much
severe skirmishing on the front lines. Charles Heath of H and James
L. Glenville of D are wounded to-day. Many of our men have been
struck by spent bullets in these last few days of fighting, but though
bruised were not sufficiently hurt to be reported as wounded. The
enemy's line has been long and stubborn, but evidently thin.
Capt. Clax'k, Adjt. General on Gen. Burnham's staff, conducts the
withdrawal of our Brigade from the front to-day ; moving back one regi-
ment at a time, a short distance, assigning its position in line of battle
faced toward the enemy, and then halting it until the other regiments in
the Brigade move past and take position in regular order. The general
opinion among our troops is that we might have gone straight into Peters-
burg, in fair marching time, sweeping everything before us, at any time
in these last four days, Swift Creek being fordable in many places.
There is one gravelly ford a short distance east of Mr. Shippen's house
that has been much used by the Confederates. Gen. Kautz arrives at
City Point having damaged the Weldon Railroad to some extent, burn-
ing several bridges, and seriously delaying the arrival of Gen. Beaure-
gard's troops. Our forces to-day, on this line, have completed the de-
struction of the Richmond and Petersburg Railroad from Swift Creek, on
the south, to Chester Station, on the north — a distance of nearly six
miles. The railroad bridge over the creek is high and long.
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Lossing states that in the movements of May 9th, Gen. Gilmore com-
mands the right of tlie advance, Gen. Smith the left ; and that Gen.
Weitzel, moving directly uijon Petersburg, encounters a heavy Confeder-
ate force at Swift Creek, three miles from Petersburg.
The foregoing account was written in the main before the writer's visit
to the battle-field in May 1885. The best view of the position of the
13th on the battle-field of Swift Creek, as well as of the field generally,
is to be had from the north side of a little ridge, or swell, of land, rising
a few feet only (6 to 10) above the general level in Mr. Thomas L. Ship-
pen's field, now, 1885, owned by Mr. D. E. Wood of Philadelphia, about
500 or 600 yards north of his house, and running nearly east and west,
across the field, from the R. & P. Railroad on the right, to the timber, in
the swamps of Swift Creek, on the left. This ridge was the fine of the
13th on the afternoon and night of May 9th and on the morning of May
10th ; and they advanced to it, from the timber near the 18th mile-stone,
down the left— east— side of the railroad, across the wide, level field.
They advanced due south to the ridge, their right resting on the railroad
for the first part of the way. As you stand here— about mid-way of this
ridge — and face south, towards Petersburg, you will have, about 100
yards behind you, a ditch — then deep, now nearly filled up with earth—
DESCKIPTION OF PLAT.
A. Richmond and Petersburg Turnpike, with old mill on the Creek,
and a Confederate Battery C, on a hill, about one mile from Mr.
Shippen's house.
B. Railroad — here east of the turnpike. D. Swift Creek.
E. 19th mile-stone from Richmond, one fourth of a mile south of Mr.
Shippen's house.
F. First culvert, on the railroad, north of Swift Creek— and house—
and about half way between 19th and 18th mile-stones.
G. Ditch leading from this first culvert. Thirteenth placed just south
of it on the morning of May 10th.
H. Position of 13th on the night of May 9th, under cover of a little
ridge about 100 yards south of the ditch G. The 10th N. H. 150
yards in front of 13th at I.
K. Where Lt. Col. Coughlin sat in a chair for a time, reading a news-
paper, on the morning of May 10th.
L. Mr. Thomas L. Ship})en's house, 75 yards east from the railroad,
and aliout 400 yards in front of the 10th N. H.
M. Mr. Dunlop's house.
N. Edge of timber bordering ' Arrow Field ' on the east.
P. First swampy ground near bank of creek and near a gravelly ford.
S. Wood-road on north bank of creek running from fords to turnpike.
Bodge and Staples of B were wounded in this wood-road, a few
yards to the right of the edge of the woods.
SWIFT CREEK, Mat 9 and 10, 1864.
From a sketch made by the writer ia May 1885.
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running east from the fii-st culvert on the raih'oad north of Swift Creek.
During- the forenoon of May 10th, it was found necessary to withdraw
the 13th Hne to a position beneath the ridge just south of this ditch for
better cover from the enemy's shells and cross-fire of bullets. Mem-
bers of the Regiment will remember the big fire, of dry wood and
fencing stuff, they built on this culvert, and the limp and twisted con-
dition of a pile of railroad rails, after having been suitably roasted in
that fire. They wiU also remember the rails, heated in the middle, and
wh?n thus annealed, looped around the trees along the railroad— and
also remember how the young trees steamed, smoked and hissed as the
sap ran out under the hot hug of the iron.
The 13th were stationed on tliis ridge, about mid-way the field and
200 or 300 yards east of the railroad, and about half way between the
18th and lOtli mile-stones, for nearly 24 hours. On the right — west—
of us was the railroad, running nearly north and south, and to the left—
east— of us was dense timber— the field of our position and action be-
ing nearly one quarter of a mile wide east and Avest. To the front—
south— about 150 yards, is a similar ridge, which was the line of the 10th
N. H., and on the crest of it Lt. Col. Coughlin sat in a chnir on the morn-
ing of May 10th, and read a newspaper for an hour or so — to show his regi-
ment how little danger there was and to keep them steady— while the
enemy's bullets frequently struck the plowed ground about him, knock-
ing up little puffs of sand and dust, and the rebel shells screamed and
cracked over his head. Lt. Col. John Coughlin, 10th N. H. Vols., had a
good head, and heart, as well as great courage— and ought to have worn
the Star of a Brigadier Genei'al.
To the front, 500 or 600 yards south of the Thirteenth's ridge, is Mr.
Shippen's house— now Mr. Wood's— standing about 75 yards east of the
railroad. Gen. Butler had his Hdqrs. at this house during a part of the
battle. About half a mile from the ridge, still farther south. Swift Creek
crosses the railroad, a little south of the 19th mile-stone, and running east
;
but soon after crossing the railroad bends wide to the north near Mr.
Shippen's house. Still farther south, a short distance beyond the Creek,
is Mr. Dunlop's house, standing about 150 yards east from the railroad.
Here Gen. Lee is said to have had his Hdqrs. during a part of the battle.
There was a Union battery in Mr. Shippen's front yard, supported by the
10th N. H. ; there was a rebel battery in Mr. Dunlop's front yard, sup-
ported also by infantry ; and when these two batteries played, the houses
were interesting places to live in. Westward of Mr. Dunlop's and a mile
or so southwest of the 13th, the rebels had another battery, on a hill, in an
earth-work built on the turnpike, south of an ?)ld mill. Both of these
rebel batteries played severely upon the lines of the 10th and 13th, the
most of their shells, however, going over ; we thought it all rather bad
gunnery practice. A few rods east of Mr, Shippen's house, a wood-road
runs down along the high north bank of Swift Creek. Here it was that
Companies E and B charged the rebel skirmishers, and drove them from
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their cover under the hank, across the creek, south, and out of a level field
beyond ; and were relieved on the picket line, at night, ])y Companies G
and F. It was in this wood-road, where it runs along on the highest part
of the bank, that Bodge and Staples were wounded.^
" May 9th the Regiment went out at 4 a. m. I was too sick to march
and was left in charge of the camp. A very hot day— 102° in the shade.
May 10th, 98° in the shade." Lip;ut. Taggakd.
May 11. Wed. Very warm. Reg. in camj) in thick woods, three
miles from Port Walthall, and resting. The woods, chiefly of \nne, are
so dense that wo can see scarcely fifty yards in any direction. It is said
to he fully seven miles, by the most direct route, from our camp here
to the battle-field of Swift Creek ; the I'oad or path winding among
imi^assable swamps. A large mail arrives, and many letters are read and
written. The mails for this command have been shamefully irregular for
many weeks past ; rarely arriving on time, anywhere from one to six days
late, and sometimes, like an army Pay-master, never arriving at aU.
The Pay-master, as a rule, waits for months, four or six of them, for the
army to be ready for a march or a battle. On the eve of the army's de-
parture, he appears and pays off the men. The mail-carrier, as a rule,
waits until the niarcli or the battle is over, and all is safe, when he appears,
with a nice batch of letters from their homes for the poor men — who
have been killed. About the first impulse, and reasonable too, of a sol-
dier, at his resurrection, will doubtless be to grumble about the Pay-master
or the mail,— that is if a forced habit can possibly bridge the grave.
Yesterday the writer picked uj) on the field, near a C S. A. abandoned
knapsack, a New Testament containing the name of Sergeant J. H.
Prickett, 25th Eutaw Regiment South Carolina Volunteers. This Testa-
ment the writer kept with him, during the rest of his stay in the army,
and in the hospital, and brought it home. That was in 1864. On look-
DESCRIPTION OF MAP.
A. Swift Creek. B. Appomattox at rebel Fort Clifton.
C. R. & P. Railroad D. Walthall Branch Railroad.
E. Turnpike. F. Bisby. G. Boyton.
H. Arrow Field church, badly riddled in the fight, to the right of the
Thirteenth, on May 9th and lOth.
K. ' Arrow Field ; ' position of Thirteenth, fronting Mr. Shippen's house
L, and the wood-road along the north side of the creek to ford at T.
M. Dunlop. N. Confederate batteries on hill.
P. Johnson. Arrow on railroad, D, to Port Walthall. All the earth-
*
works south of the creek are Confederate.
W. W. Confederate earth-works. No Union works near Arrow Field.
^ Even a little repetition is risked, rather than that any person visiting the field
with this hook in hand should fail to find the exact localities. An attempt is made
to furnish a guide for the future, as well as a record of the past. This explanation
is made not only for this, but for all similar descriptions. — !S. M. T.
SWIFT CREEK, Mat 9 and 10, 1864.
Tracing of Official Map. Scale, one and one tialf inches to one mile.
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ing over sundry packages in 1884, while preparing this Diary, the Testa-
ment was found, and the writer decided to find the original owner or his
family, and to that end advertised in the Charleston, S. C. News. The
advertisement was successful, and the Testament was returned to Sergeant
Prickett's father, Rev. I. D. Prickett, Orangeburg, S. C, Dec. 1, 1884.
Mr. Prickett lost both his sons in the war ; Sergeant Prickett, above, died
while a prisoner of war at Elmira, N. Y., the other son was killed in
battle. This Testament was all that returned to the father.
The Thirteenth are feeling uncomfortable to-day, because they have
done several days of hard work, and much fighting, where they felt and
knew that the possibilities were immense— and there is plaguey little to
show for any and all of it. So we paint the day as no bright one for
them. The day closes with a severe thunder shower about 6 p. m. ; and
we have wet ground to sleep on with our heads full of the order : " Must
be ready to march to-morrow at day-break, with two days' cooked rations."
That means more slow fighting— " on coffee and hard- tack, salt-horse
and brown sugar, chickory-juice and puddle-water." We would like to
rush in, have no more dawdling, but one tremendous battle, all along the
line from Maryland to Mexico, and close this war. That is the sentiment
of this army to-night. The Army of the James is not contented.
Lieut. Charles H. Curtis furnishes the following concerning himself
and his men
:
" When the Thirteenth moved to Yorktown, April 19, 1864, some
twenty-five men of the Reg., who had been detailed as teamsters, and on
other duties, were ordered to report for duty to Lieut. Curtis, then in
command of the Provost-guard at Portsmouth, Va. See March 31, 1864.
Lieut. Curtis with Lieutenants Sherman and Dustin and the (now) 125 men
of the 13th, were relieved as Provost-guard there, and not knowing of Gen.
Butler's movement upon Bermuda Hundred, left Portsmouth for York-
town on May 4th, about 11 a. m., and that night, near the mouth of the
York River, passed Gen. Butler's fleet moving towards Bermuda Hun-
dred ; arriving at Yorktown on tlie morning of INIay 5th, to find that the
13th had gone. On May 6th, about noon, Lieut. Curtis and his detach-
ment embarked, at Yorktown, on the steamer ' Fannie,' for Bermuda
Hundred, and while approaching the Guard-ship in Hampton Roads,
about 8 o'clock that evening, were run into by the steamer ' Cambria,'
and cut to the water's edge. Capt. Bradley of the 13th, and Col. Rust
of the 8th Maine, who had been left sick at Yorktown, with several other
officers and men, were also on board the ' Fannie.' The ' Cambria's ' bob-
chains catching in the ' Fannie's ' broken timbers, held the vessels together
until most all had left the ' Fannie.' Some men, who, with their wives,
were on board the ' Fannie,' in the excitement of the moment, left their
wives on board— escaping themselves. A huge Sergeant of the 13th,
however, went to their rescue, and soon appearing, with a woman under
either arm, strode over the bow of the ' Cambria ; ' and dropping one of
the women into the arms of her husband, who was sitting with bowed
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head bewailing his loss, exclaimed : '' Now, blank you, see if you can take
care of her." The other woman was also placed in safety by the Ser-
geant. As the two steamers swung apart, the officer of the deck of the
' Cambria ' was informed that men were still on board the ' Fannie.'
But no effort having been made to save them, Lieut. Curtis called for
volunteers, and without asking permission, lowered one of the ' Cambria's
'
boats, assisted by the men of Company K — 13th — who responded, and
rescued Col. Rust, who was too ill to help himself. He with others filled
the boat ; obliging Lieut. Curtis with Mr. Grant, who had been in charge
of the calcium light on Morris Island, S. C, to remain on the Fannie un-
til rescued by a boat, sent to his aid, from the water-boat plying in the
bay. On arriving at Bermuda Hundred, on another steamer, having
lost everything, excepting the clothing they had on them, at the time of
the disaster, the detachment formed a rendezvous camp, and Lieut. Cur-
tis was placed in command of it. This was located at Bermuda Hun-
dred, some three or four miles from the Regiment. While here Lieut.
Curtis made a requisition for arms, and drew them for the parts of the
ten Companies of the 13th which formed the detachment. The detach-
ment was taken to the Thirteenth to-day, May 11th, by Capt. Dodge,
after having worked for two or three days at the wharf in unloading ves-
sels, and Lieut. Curtis remains at Bermuda Himdred as Post Quarter-
master on the staff of Col. Pond of Ohio. No men were lost with the
steamer ' Fannie,' but several were badly hurt." Lieut. Curtis.
This morning. May 11, 1864, at half-past eight o'clock (8.30 a. m.)
Lieut. General U. S. Grant, telegraphs from near Spottsylvanla Court
House, to Maj. Gen. Halleck, Chief of Staff of the Army, at Washington,
these famous words
:
" I PURPOSE TO FIGHT IT OUT ON THIS LINE IF IT TAKES ALL SUTVIMER.
U. S. Grant, Lieut. General."
VI.
May 12 to May 27, 1864.
ADVANCE ON RICHMOND — BATTLE OF KINGSLAND CREEK.
May 12. Thurs. Warm ; rainy all day, at times severe showers.
Now come several days of hard fighting, and hard work, the scenes
very much commingled.
The Reg. is up about daylight this morning, moves at 7 a. m. in light
marching order. Col. Stevens in command, and marches through swamp
and brush straight for the R. & P. Turnpike, finally striking it near the
11th mile-stone from Richmond, crosses it to the left— west— side,
and moves north towards Richmond. Companies H, Capt. Smith, and I,
Capt. Goss, are thrown out as skirmishers. We are here fired into, and
several men of a battery, near by, are wounded. The 13th deploys at
once in line of battle across a field. The skirmishers, however, clear the
way and no call to fire is yet made upon the Regiment. We wait here
in line of battle a short time and then advance through a swamp. The
* exceedingly wet and broken ground breaks up the skirmish line, or forces
the skirmishers to merge in the regimental line. Companies attempt to
pass through the tangled underbrush and swamp by breaking to the
right in files of two, but often before the worst places are crossed, the
companies are drawn out into a long zig-zag single file, then, on gaining
clear ground, run together again in line of battle. Several times the
Reg. comes out ahead of all the skirmishers— the Regiment plunging
through the bad places in the ground, the skirmishers sweeping around
them— and in one instance the Reg. while in line of battle, coming di-
rectly upon the enemy's pickets, ca2)tures four of them. This was about
4 p. m. In this case Capt. Julian, and several of his men together, puU
two Confederates out of a slough, into which they had sunk to their necks,
and were holding on to the roots of trees for dear life, and begging us
not to kill them — " Please don't kill us " — say they. Julian replies in
the language they can best understand : " Hold your tongues— you
fools I " They are jjulled out ; then say that they are hungry, and beg
for something to eat— why, they act like children ! Capt. Julian and his
men supply them with crackers, and coffee from their canteens, and they
pass munching to the rear ; we warrant, never so happy before. After
struggling through one especially bad place, and again coming up into
line of battle, the Reg. waits several hours in the edge of a field near the
west side of the turnpike, Co. K, Capt. Betton, acting as flankers to pro-
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tect the left of the Reg. Company E skirmishes also a part of the day
on the left.
From this field the Reg. moves in line of battle through a lot of tangled
brush growing in water knee deep, half the companies worming through in
single lile then running hard to re-form the battle line, swings aroimd and
emerges, diagonally, on the turnpike, and halts for a moment in the
road, and among the trees on either side of it. This occurs about 3 p. m.
Many of the men mount a high bank on the left hand side of the road—
the crest of the first hill south of Proctor's Creek. Not a shot can be heard,
excepting away oE to the right, and w^e can see nearly half a mile up the
road— north. '* Capt. Smith shouts, '' Get behind the trees— men ; get
behind the trees." Colonel Stevens promptly sends out a special picket
from the loth, on the run, forward. In a minute, while we wait to see
what is next to be done, two small cannon take position on the hillside,
just north of Proctor's Creek, and about one quarter of a mile from us and
in the road, north— the guns pointing towards Richmond. A deep
hollow in the road, and a small bridge, intervenes between the Thirteenth
and the two cannon. The guns point right, it seems, and Adjutant Bout-
well, mounted on his little ' Kanuck ' stallion, volunteers to interview them
— or the gunners. He has galloped down into the hollow, across the
bridge, and about half way to the guns ; when they are both instantly
whirled about, and six shells come in rapid succession, over the Adju-
tant's head, and screaming and crashing among us in the Regiment and
among the trees around about— killing Geo. H. Harmon of A, on the
high bank beside the road, and wounding Robert Oliver of C, and James
Mooney of D, and also giving the Regiment a general stirring up, and
a fumigation with rebel gunpowder. The Reg. is at once moved by the
right flank to a place of greater safety. The shell that killed Harmon
burst when just a little past the writer, who stood as high up on the
bank as he could get, watching for the result of Boutwell's visit to the
guns. Several men were knocked over by the concussions ; which feel
like big sledge-hammers striking both of one's ears at once. Ui^on these
shots, back comes Boutwell, his stallion screaming ^ and running at the
top of his speed, and the shells flying over his head. The advance skir-
mish line — not of the 1.3th — breaking here and there, are to blame for
much of this. The two guns soon disappear by a side path. Adjutant
Boutwell is thus the first man in Burnham's Brigade to cross Proctor's
Creek in to-day's advance.
Our advance to-day is now in the turnpike, now alongside of it, now
off to the left, straight, diagonal, zig-zag, in line, and out of line : and so
we spend the day, skirmishing, wading, and plunging through brush and
mud. Finally, after a hard day's work, in the interminable mud. and
rain, and racket, the Reg. bivouacs on high ground, and in line of battle
^ Literally screaming'. He was the most noisy horse in the whole Brisrade. If
separated from the other horses of the Res', for a little time, lie would commence
calling for company— as a lonesome boy whistles to keep his spirits and courage up.
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in the woods not far from the spot where we were shelled and where
Harmon was killed. More courage is required for this bushwhacking than
for a regular battle. It is full of surprises and tricks of the enemy ; as
witness their two guns to-day set pointing towards Richmond, then wait-
ino- until we are a target at close range — and then instantly whirled
around and fired directly into our faces. Besides, there is a pervading
feeling all the time that ' The woods are full of them.'
The 10th N. H. made a gallant charge to-day. Fretting under the
slowness — it has seemed a double-slow advance for a week past— the
10th suddenly sprang out of the main line of battle like an arrow shot
from a bow, and sent a heavy body of the rebels whirling back a long
distance, in a hurry. It was very difficult to stop these spirited Irishmen
after they were once on the chai'ge ; they believed they could cut their
way to Richmond. Capt. Betton, on the skirmish line in their vicinity
at the time, says their officers had to run before them and beat them back
with their swords in order to stoj) their mad rush.
This morning a division of Confederate troops had j^receded us on the
turnpike by only about four hours, coming from the south. They left
the road heavily marked and tramped as they went along; many of
them — or else their negro camp-followers— leaving bare-foot tracks in
the mud and sand.
To-night our main line— Gen. Smith's corps on the right, and Gen. Gil-
more's corps on the left— bivouacs near Proctor's Creek on the south side.
The Confederates fall back beyond Proctor's Creek to the north side.
This advance on Richmond is made by Gen. Smith's 18tli Corps on the
right, extending from the James River westward to and somewhat be-
yond the Richmond and Petersburg Turnpike. The Thii'teenth, in the
18th Corps, is so situated in the general line of battle as to move along
the left side of the turnpike, our right resting nearly on that road. The
10th Corps, under Gen. Gilmore, forming the left of Gen. Butler's line,
moves along the railroad, from one to two miles west of the turnpike.
The connection between the two corps is faulty, and largely so because of
the rough, woody, swampy, jungly, vile country through which the long
line mu3t move.
May 13. Fri. Showery. The second day of the battle of Kings-
land Creek (which should have been called the battle of Proctor's Creek)
oj^ens very rainy and cold. The Reg. is near the edge of open ground,
near the turnpike (on the left hand side), and surrounded by woods.
Gen. Smith's corps crosses Proctor's Creek early this morning, the enemy
retiring before his advance. Comj^anies D, C and A are placed upon the
skirmish line ; the 13th in support, cooperating with the 10th N. H.,
also in line of battle, in rear of its skirmishers. We have now advanced
within ten miles of Richmond. The firing scarcely ceased all last night,
and now, at daylight, it is very heavy on our front. A large lot of the
enemy's muster-rolls and camp-paraphernalia is now in our hands. The
rolls indicate that these good Southern fighters— and they are good fight-
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ers, if they cannot write their names — have enlisted " for life or the
war ; " and about seven out of every ten of them all sign their names as
the rebel battle-flags are made— with a rude cross in the centre.
We are all cokl, wet and muddy this morning, and in bad temper. We
form line to advance about 7 a. m. ; and move forward about 9 a. m. and
conmience the fight in the rain — rain— rain. Ammunition gets wet,
and the men make ' ponchos ' of their rubber blankets, wrapping them
about their shoulders, and fastening them at the waist with strings and
belts. The writer and several other officers limit their entire outfit for
this whole summer's campaign to a long rubber overcoat; generally
discarding tent and blanket, wearing the coat on rainy days, and sleeping
in it on all nights. The whole command is half amphibious. There are
jokes about sailing the gunboats up the turnpike. The boys keep calling
out : " Where 's Kingsland Creek ? " And others answer : " Here 's
Kingsland Creek," as they splash and wade through the innumerable
laddies. The country is all creek, above ground and below. The battle
line of the Thirteenth halts about noon. The skirmish line — including
Lieut. Taggai'd— moves forward near to Mr. Charles Friend's house,
which the lebel skirmishers occupy.
Detachments from the 13th are skirmishing all daj' long. The lines
are very close, the musketry firing severe, and the artillery hammers away
unceasingly. Our lines are advanced about a mile and a half, and to a
point within sight of the enemy's earth-works, and his strong line of skir-
mishers behind them, six to eight hundred yards distant. Our men take
every possible cover, but the shells are pretty sure to hunt them out, while
the bullets seem to drop down out of the sky. The dead and wounded,
both Union and Confederate, are very numerous along our lines. The
advance is even less rapid than yesterday, but the skirmishers cover
every inch of the ground as they move forward. The rebel artiUery send
their shells crashing through the woods ; our own equally busy ; an im-
mense amount of noise. Companies D, C and A are kept at the front aU
day, and Company A, at least, all of to-night. Sergt. Nathaniel F. Meserve
of A is killed ; Sergt. Charles W. Batchellor, Corp. John E. Prescott and
John McCarty of D and Corp. William D. Carr of G are wounded.
In a letter written from Hammond Hospital, Point Lookout, Md., Sergt.
Batchellor states : " Company D was thrown out as skii-misliers to the ex-
treme front on Friday, May 13th. In the afternoon the enemy charged
and drove us back, then we forced them back again. About 4 p. ni. I
stepped back to speak with Lieut. Sherman, the rebel sharp-shooters got
range of me, and shot me in the arm, while my gun was in my hand. The
bullet broke my arm between the shoulder and the elbow. Surgeons
Richardson and Small operated on the arm, taking out several pieces of
bone. They then sent me to Point of Rocks (Corps Hospital) and from
there here." Sergt. Charles W. Batchellor.
From this wound he never recovered, but died on July 2d from the
effects of it. He was a good soldier, brave, efficient and conscientious in
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performing all his duties, and a universal favorite in the Regiment,
which lost in him one of its very best men.
To-night we bivouac on the battle-field ; our men lying down without
any tents or cover, save their rubber blankets and now and then a poorly-
set piece of shelter tent. We have a wet night of it. We are in a little
open field, on the west side of the turnpike, on high ground, near to and
southwestward of Mr. Charles Friend's house. There is a hard-wood
grove on our front and left ; and on our right and front near the turn-
pike is Mr. Friend's. The ground is very wet, but the men are ordered
to sleep in the little hollows for protection, for many bullets, and now
and then a shell, skims clear across the field just over our heads. A cold
rain in the night fills these hollows, and the men have to roll out on higher
ground, and so are more and more exposed to the hissing bullets. One
man dreams that he is sailing in a boat, the boat capsizes, he is just on the
point of sinking, and falls to screaming for help — when he wakes to find
himself half buried in water near a foot in depth, and coming up about
his ears. Till then the slowly rising water seemed like nice bed-clotliing,
and in no way disturbed his sleeping.
While the enemy was shelling us in the woods to-day Capt. Julian re-
ceived a blow on the side, quite a heavy blow but doing him no particular
injury. Looking for the cause, he found that a piece of shell weighing
several ounces had cut through the side of his haversack and lodged among
his rations, mixing them quite thoroughly, grinding the hard bread into
crumbs too fine for convenience, and the meat into sausage stuffing.
The general results of the day are an advance along our whole line ;
Gen. Smith crosses Proctor's Creek, and advances along the turnpike,
with Gen. Brooks (our Division) on the west side, and Gen. Weitzel on
the east side. Gen. Gilmore has attacked and carried the enemy's works
on Woolridge's Hill, about one mile west of the turnpike, near the head
of Proctor's Creek. The enemy here repulsed an attack made by Gen.
Gilmore, then abandoned his line. Gen. Gilmore captured about one
mile of the works, and pressed the enemy back towards Drury's Bluff.
Gen. Smith's main line to-night is up within a few hundred yards of the
enemy's works on the turnpike, with his pickets at Mr. Charles Friend's
house. These pickets are Lieut. Churchill's men of the Thirteenth.
One member of the Thirteenth wi'ites : " Glorious news from the Army
of the Potomac to-night— our boys cheer tremendously."
BATTLE OF DRURY'S BLUFF.
May 14. Sat. Cool, and very rainy most of the day. In order to
make the story of this battle as clear as possible, it is necessary to divide it,
and give to each part of the i-egimental organization an account by itself.
The Thirteenth— all excepting Company A and a few pickets— is
assembled on our place of bivouac about daylight ; quite early, for the
writer is obliged to make use of a candle in order to read the names of a
detachment of men. Our position is on the left, west side, of the turn-
pike, and on the left of our Brigade. Our line of advance is nearly in
the rear of our skirmishers— Company A commanded by Lieut. Churchill.
We move forward in support of the skirmish line a little before 6 a. m.
;
and then hold position in line of battle for a while protected somewhat by
the trees from the enemy's numerous shells and bullets.
Leaving the Thirteenth here in line of battle, we turn to Lieut. Church-
ill's own account of the work of his line of pickets and skirmishers ; the
following having been furnished to the writer by him a few months before
the accident occurred, from the effects of which he died on March 19,
1885 :
" On Friday, May 13, 1864, about 11 a. m., Company A. Capt. Hall,
with Lieut. Churchill as Lieutenant, and Company C, Capt. Durell, were
sent forward on the advance picket^ with orders to drive back the enemy's
pickets— who had still earlier in the morning driven our line back— and
retake the line. Tljis Companies A and C did, retaking the line near the
Rev. Mr. Friend's stable (he of the brick house) and held the ground there
until dark. About dark Companies A and C made a charge, with the
whole line, and drove the rebels beyond a rail fence, and held the line of
the fence. Previous to this charge, Sergt. Nathaniel F. Meserve of A
while lying behind a log near the rail fence and the edge of the woods,
raised his head to look over, was shot, and instantly killed. In the even-
ing pioneers were sent for, who came and threw up a little line of breast-
works near the rail fence ; soon after this, about 9 p. m., Capt. Durell,
who was sick, was relieved by Lieut. Oliver of G. No officer was sent
to relieve Lieut. Churchill, and he remained all night alone with Co. A.
Early in the night, by some chance, Lieut. Churchill found himself in
command of Co. A, and Co. C in command of Sergt. Geo. Burns of C ;
and they alone remained in charge of these two Companies throughout the
night. Lieut. Churchill was tired out, but rallied after a little rest. Hav-
ing no orders, he established a line of vedettes along the front of Com-
panies A and C ; Edwin H. Glidden of A, a boy about 17 years old, being
one of them, and having his post in Mr. Friend's pig-yard— a secure
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place— from which he reported, promi^tly and in good order, the three
charges made by the enemy's pickets daring the night, so that the picket
line of Companies A and C were ready and repulsed each charge, and
held their ground until the morning.
" The rebels were in Mr. Friend's house engaging Lieut. Churchill's
pickets, and INIajor Jesse F. Angell, 10th N. H., commanding the whole
picket line, came along at near 11 p. m. (Friday) and told Lieut. Church-
ill to ' cease firing on the house, for it was occupied by our own men.'
But Churchill held that they were the enemy. Major AngeU then took off
his sword so as to make no noise, but forgot to remove his spurs, and
crept toward the house. Soon he was heard to shout vociferously. He
was a large man, a rebel bullet from the house struck him, and running
round his side under the skin, made a wound about fourteen inches long
— this convinced hiin that the enemy occupied that house. The firm
position of Companies A and C, with two Companies of the 10th N. H.
on their right, caused the enemy to leave Mr. Friend's house during the
night, and about daylight Companies A and C seized the house, when
recruit John Burns of A captured a rebel soldier— a man of the G9th
Tennessee. Company C was relieved early Saturday morning (May 14th),
but Company A Avas not relieved. The night was rainy and chilly, and
by morning Lieut. Churchill and his men were very wet and exceedingly
angry at not being relieved as they should have been.
" About 5 a. m.— Saturday— Capt. Reed of Gen. Brooks' staff came
along, and said to Lieut. Churchill : ' Captain, who is in command here ? '
Lieut. Churchill answered : ' I am no Captain, only a Second Lieutenant,
and I have not seen any other commissioned officer at all since eleven
o'clock last iiight,' and told him about tlie wounding of Major Angell at
that time. Capt. Reed replied that he would see if he could find any
other officer, and went away. Soon he returned without finding any one,
and ordered Lieut. Churchill to advance. Lieut. Churchill at this time
had Company A and stragglers enough from other companies— with two
men from some other regiment — to make his skirmish line up to fifty-
four men, with Sergt. George E. Goldsmith of Co. A second in command.
Lieut. Churchill at once moved forward, marched his men down around
Mr. Friend's house, into the orchard, deployed them again as skirmishers
— this time on the left side of the turnpike— and charged ; not stopping
until they had reached the enemy's earth-works, afterwards occupied by
the Thirteenth.
" Company A under Lieut. Churchill reached the line of earth-works at
6 a. m. — Saturday— and then at once formed on the right flank of the
rebels a little beyond the first angle in the works to the left of the turn-
pike ; taking the cover formed by the reverse of the works, and con-
tinued firing on the rebels off to their right and on their front. In other
words, made a breach in the enemy's entrenched picket line and occupied
it. Soon Co. A passed over the works, the enemy retiring, and were dis-
posed around and within the rebel barracks ^vithia the works. The enemy
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and our artillery kept up a severe cannonade over their heads^ While
within one of these barracks, a solid shot, from the enemy's guns on
Drury's Bluff— or the large fort on the hill— went through the barrack
and knocked down Lieut. Churchill and four of his men ; all within the
barrack, a log-house, were cut more or less by the splinters, but none
severely hurt. Lieut. Churchill soon found it necessary to swing his left
around clear of these barracks ; later, about noon, a new officer— a Major
— now in charge of the picket line, came up, and directed him to fall
back under cover of the edge of the woods, near by to the left, and take
some rest— which he did, and his men lay down. At near 4 p. m.,
Lieut. Churchill with Co. A was relieved by Co. I under Capt. Goss of I
and Lieut. Thompson of E— all of whom, previous to this, had been skir-
mishing nearly all day among the barracks and in the brush. This made
about thirty hours' uninterrupted advance picket and skirmish duty for
Lieut. Churchill and Company A, without relief, rest, or anything to eat,
excepting the contents of their haversacks— chiefly hard bread. Lieut.
Churchill, half sick, had nothing which he could eat. Sergt. Josiah C.
Flanders of A was so pressed by thirst, when no water could be obtained,
that he was seen sucking out what moisture he could find in handfuls of
mud taken from the road-side ditch." Lieut. Churchill.
It is related of Lieut. Churchill, when his men complained to him this
morning and said they ought to be relieved, that he answered them with :
"Well, boys, if they will not reheve us, we will relieve ourselves— by
clearing out those rebels yonder." And they did I There was good
metal in Lieut. Churchill. Had his health been good, he would have
made a large mark. He was brave, prompt, faithful and thorough as a
soldier ; genial, companionable, quick-witted, and honest to a fault.
Again returning to the Regiment, wliich enters upon the battle of the
day soon after sunrise : Moving in line of battle, straight forward, from
our position on the left side of the turnpike, and under a severe fire from
the enemy's artillery, we are soon mixed up with a small detachment
from some other regiment. As the 13th advances it narrows its front,
and passes into the timber bordering on the north the field of our last
night's bivouac. Soon passing through this timber, we come out upon
lower gi'ound rather rough and broken and having a few stumps and
trees, among them large, tall pines. These furnish the men with a little
cover. The large fort of the enemy's on the hill— Fort Stevens— is
visible during much of our advance, and shells us vigorously, but the
rebel aim is bad and little damage is done. They use both shell and
grape, and another rebel contrivance that pours out two or three quarts
of bullets with a terrible whizz. One large shell cuts off two trees near
our line before it bursts. Directly in front of the 13th are the lines of
the enemy's earth-works— a long succession of trenches for riflemen —
at close range, held in part by our own picket line— Lieut. Churchill's
men — and the rest well manned by the rebel skirmishers, who are all
firing rapidly. Our own artillery, in our rear, now opens more vigor-
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ously ; and we spring up and run forward a few yards, then drop on the
ground. This manceuvre is repeated over and over again, cover being
secured, as best we may, among the little hillocks and stumps. Before
the charge is half over our men are firing from the line of battle, over
the heads of our skirmishers, at the enemy's pickets wherever seen.
The word is passed for a final rush in line of battle, and a grand
charge ensues all along our Brigade line, and by our troops farther to the
right and left ; quickly occupying the enemy's earth-works while a part
of the skirmishers of our Brigade have scarcely time to advance. The
enemy clings stubbornly to his works, and the men— Union and Confeder-
ate— for a little time fire at each other, at a few feet distance, across
the angles. The reverse of the works, however, is soon occupied by the
line of battle, and thousands of bullets are at once chasing the enemy's
men, now flying in every direction. The Thirteenth captures and occu-
pies its part of the works a little before eight a. m. The whole line is oc-
cupied, to right and left, so far as we can see, before nine o'clock a. m.
The 13th makes no farther advance, but remains along the reverse of the
captured line of earth-works. In the neighborhood of the turnpike, now
a little to our right, and beyond there, the firing is terrific— a roar.
Soon the enemy is pressed two or three hundred yards back into the
brush, followed by our skirmishers of A and I, and the line of the Reg.
is no longer in danger excepting from the enemy's shells and spent l>ullets.
As an incident of the charge this : The writer has in view a large
stump, a few yards to the front of the battle line of the 13th, as an ob-
jective point for himself in the next little rush. The time soon comes,
and just as he is taking cover behind it, a huge fellow, big as two of him,
hustles him to one side, seizes the stump for his own protection, and lies
flat on his face behind it, while the writer passes over behind another
stump perhaps a rod away. The writer's stump is small, but of oak, and
though a couple of bullets hit it, they are harmless to him. The big fel-
low's stump, however, is of pine and rotten— and soon a shell from the
enemy sends it flying. The big fellow hugs the ground, but whether hurt
or not the Avriter cannot say, as his attention is called by another incident
occurring an instant afterwards. He happens to be looking up, and wit-
nesses the unusual, though occasional, occurrence of two shells colliding
in mid-air. The larger, from the rebel fort, overbears the smaller, from
the Union battery, but they both burst almost simultaneously, and the
pieces rain down in the open field to the left of the turnpike, harmless
hut suggestive. The mid-air crash is very loud. There are no Union
troops in sight to the left of our Regiment, which advances as the ex-
treme left regiment of the 18th Corps ; and the infantry firing going on at
our left is at a considerable distance from us at this time.
To clear this account a little further it may be well to state that Lieut.
Churchill's 2:)ickets of last night advanced as skirmishers this morning, and
soon found themselves in a very dangerous position, being in compara-
tively open gi'ound and exposed to the fire of a heavy rebel skirmish line
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posted behind the rebel eavth-works to the left of the turnpike. When
ordered to charge, Lieut. Churchill and his men rushed forward and got
into the ditch of the works before all the rebel skirmishers had retreated ;
actually forming on the right flank of a part of the rebel line, while an-
other part faced them on the other side of the ridge of sand that formed
the works. As Lieut. Cluu'chill describes the situation, " We and the
rebels stood there a few minutes, dodging each other like a lot of boys
snowballing over a stone wall." This was but for a short time, however,
for the rebels ran along on their side of the works towards the turnpike,
the old barracks and the brush, where they again took position. Mean-
while the Thirteenth charged up to the works in line of battle, and occu-
pied the reverse of them, and Capt. Goss with Co, I and Lieut. Thompson
of E were ordered forward over the works, and soon united with Lieut.
Churchill's line in a sharp skirmish w4th the enemy. To return :
Immediately upon the capture and occupation of the works by the battle
line of the Thirteenth, Capt. Goss is ordered to take his whole Company,
I, over the works, drive the enemy back, and establish an advance picket
line. Capt. Goss selects Lieut. Thompson of E as an assistant, and de-
ploys his company along the part of the works occupied later (May 15th
and 16th) by the Regiment ; the right of Co. I resting at the lone apple-
tree near the second angle in the works— at the west end of the second
trench— behind which tree several men of Co. I take cover from the
enemy's bullets, and are called into line by Sergt. W. G. Burnham of L^
This is the only tree near the i)art of the works occupied by the Regi-
ment. After being deployed as skirmishers, Co. I springs quickly for-
ward over the works into the open space in front, charging towards the
turnpike, the timber and the old rebel barracks. Previous to this time
the rebels had abandoned their line of earth-works, and had taken position
among trees, and in and among these old log barracks, near the turnpike.
As soon as over the works, Co. I charges directly upon these skirmishers
of the enemy, and drives them back from the trees and old barracks,
across the turnpike and into the brush beyond ; coming upon them so
closely that when Capt. Goss's men enter the doors on one side of the
barracks, the rebels run out of the doors, and climb out of the windows,
on the other side. A few of the enemy are cajjtured. The firing during
the charge of Co. I is very sharp on the part of the enemy's pickets, Co.
I firing also, skirmishers to the right and left joining in, while a few of
the enemy's shells add their noise and danger to the general rush, hubbub,
bedlam and excitement, a part of the men— both Union and Confederate
— having a stand-up fight in open ground, and a part sharply engaged
among the stumps, trees and barracks. Lively I Company A, wlio had
been on this line, and were swinging to the left, are soon out of sight in
brush and timber, and Co. I with a few men from other Companies under
Goss and Thompson are holding the whole front of the Regiment. Un-
der the circumstances, there is, of coarse, but a limited opportunity to
^ In this I am corroborated by Sergt. Burnham liimsalf , 1885. — S. M. T.
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take note of time, or of the order of action by detachments other than
our own.
Capt. Goss's line, after this sharp bit of skirmishing, is soon posted
along the turnpike, in the trees beyond, and to the left of the old rebel
barracks. The enemy now shelling these old log-houses makes them of
no use to our men as a means of protection, but on the contrary a source
of danger from the flying timbers and splinters. The logs of which they
are made are small. Besides, the enemy's skirmishers are so near, and
so stubbornly contest the ground, that our men are greatly exposed until
dark. The enemy fires wild and high, how^ever— in fact we have never
seen his men acting more excitedly ; but the pickets under Capt. Goss
are constantly exposed to a triple danger : the fire of the enemy's skir-
mishers, his shells from Fort Stevens, and the shells of our own artillery
bursting short.
A Union field-battery of ten guns is drawn up during the afternoon in
the field, close up in the rear of the Thirteenth and the line of captured
earth-works, while a portion of the men of the Thirteenth are moved to
right and left to escape the fearful concussions caused by these guns
posted about three rods in their rear. The Second Wisconsin Battery
furnishes six three-inch Parrott guns for a part of tliis business. Twenty
pieces of Union artillery, in all, are soon playing on Fort Stevens, which
replies for a long time with apparently twelve or fifteen guns, and then
is silenced by the Union fire. We have seen their flag fall twice
during this engagement. It is intensely interesting to vpitness such a
cannonade, though all of our pickets are directly in line between the two
fires, and a little over a quarter of a mile from each, and are half deaf-
ened by the cannon and the incessant screaming of the shells flying just
above our heads. A rumor goes around that this fort is to be stormed ;
in which case we will advance as skirmishers to a point as near to the
fort as we can gain, and work upon the enemy's gunners.
Fury itself is let loose during all the afternoon, and any number of
shells, and worse still, the multitudes of pieces, fly over our heads in all
directions, smash against the trees and plow up the ground. The
stumps and trees, however, afford very fair protection for the most, and
we take advantage of every species of cover, and are firing continuously
ourselves. The last time the rebel flag falls the halliards only appear to
have been cut, the new staff standing uninjured. In place of the flag
cut down the rebels run up a new and larger one, bright and almost bril-
liant in color, which floats throughout the fight of to-day— and was still
floating when the sun went down on INIay 16th. as Company E could
plainly see from its position on the picket line. Two or three of the old
barracks are blown up and knocked to pieces by the enemy's shells ; giv-
ing out great clouds of dust, the logs being chinked with clay now dry as
flour. Several of our men are in one of them when it is struck near one
corner of the foundation by a shell and knocked into a pile of rubbish ;
and the men crawl out of the debris looking like millers— and scared
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most desirably, for they Had been ordered to keep away from those build-
ings. All are bruised but none seriously hurt. They run I — one of
them, bereft of the ampler part of his trousers, exhibiting sufficient invol-
untary flag of truce to draw from our pickets a glorious roar of laughter.
Responsive, the rebels shout derisively, " Ho ! " " Ho ! "
The enemy's pickets make several attempts to dislodge Capt. Goss's
men, but they hold their gi'ound. Capt. Goss is noted in the Kegiment
as a cool, self-possessed and clear-headed officer when in the face of dan-
ger ; a man not to be easily driven. As night comes on our pickets have
a little opportunity for rest, but scarcely any for sleep, and nearly every
man is awake all night. Under direction of Capt. Goss, Lieut. Thomp-
son and several of the men engage in a considerable scouting during the
night, and find that the most of the whole slope, from the turnpike up to
Fort Stevens, is coveied with a tangled mass of undei'brush and slashing.
Just after dark two or three of the enemy's most pushing and adventur-
ous men are captured. (For which, by the way, neither Co. I nor the
Reg. ever got any credit. The writer now, 1887, has some of the am-
munition which he took from one of their cartridge-boxes at that time,
and pocketed as a relic ; English make or pattern of bullets having a lit-
tle, well-greased '' expander," a box-wood plug, in a conical depression in
the base— a murderous little missile, capable of boring, straight through
a man, a hole an inch wide. The prisoners are sent to the rear in the
darkness, and may have gone to the 10th N. H. or elsewhere. They
were armed with heavy English rifles.)
While we are on the picket line, late in the night, when all is still, the
bells of Richmond are heard ringing— we can just hear them. They
are either striking time— a great deal of it— or an alarm ; a Long-roll
with bells for drums.
On the whole the night is reasonably quiet for an outpost picket line.
There are one or two spurts of distant firing, but it merely serves to
make the pickets on our line here still more watchful. Capt. Goss has
exercised the utmost care, all the time, that the men should protect them-
selves with the numerous trees and stumps, and as a result only two or
three serious wounds are received, among many slight ones. On the
whole a fortunate day ; the enemy firing hastily and high— making a
great deal of noise, but doing very little execution. A gi-eat many bul-
lets may fly, but a man is a small thing on an acre of ground.
A few of the staff of the Thirteenth were directed to avoid exposure
to the enemy's fire by keeping back in the rear. Quarter-master Morrison,
however, not very easily scared, followed the Regiment in, and with some
other member of it came up to the front, the bullets from the rebel
sharp-shootei's hitting the trees all about them as they came along. On
arriving at the line of the Thirteenth then under fire, some one asks him
if the rebels fired at him. Morrison replies : " I don't know — Ave were
not hit. The rebels kept firing at the trees where we were as we came
along— but we could n't see any sense in that."
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Six men in the Regiment are wounded to-day, all severely : Geo. "W.
Hutchlns of A ; Eli Huntoon, Austin Gilman and Henry Lynch of D ;
Jerry Morrow of H ; and Joseph F. Lampson of I.
Brev. Maj. Gen. A. A. Humijhreys, in his ' Virginia Campaign of 1864
and 1865,' page 147, states : "On the morning of May 14th, Gen.
Brooks's Division (in which was the 13th) of Gen. Smith's 18th Corps
occupied a part of the enemy's entrenchments on the left of the turnpike.
Gen. Gilmore's two Divisions, of the 10th Corps, occupied them on
Smith's left. About two and a half miles of the enemy's outer line was
thus held by our troops. The Confederates occupied their second line,
the right of which was well refused."
May 15. Sun. Rainy last night, and half pleasant to-day. Reg.
called at 3.30 a. m. Comparatively quiet on our immediate front-; very
noisy on the right towards the river. We of the 13th who are on picket,
last night and to-day, in the brush beyond the turnpike— that is to the
east of it— have ample evidence that the enemy is strengthening his
lines in the rear of his pickets. Staff officers are continually visiting
our picket line ; especially about the time when the bells are ringing at
Richmond, and just heard for the distance.
No one of us got any rest last night that was worth the name. Toward
this morning the enemy try twice, at intervals when all is stillest, to force
our pickets back, or to capture them, but are repulsed.
To-day the Reg. prepares the reverse of the captured earth-works for
defense, digging a ledge or banquette along the outer (southern) face of
them for the men to stand upon, a part of the ditch being filled with
water. The final assignment of position is made this afternoon, the line
of tlie 13th stretching along about one man deep, something like a close
skirmish line.
Just in front of the 13th is a clear and level space less than two hun-
dred feet wide, and beyond its farther, or northern edge, runs a road with
a bank, on its farther side, from one to three feet high, like the bank of a
sunken road. On the top of this bank are numerous stumps and trees,
and beyond them thick woods. Gen. Burnham to-night stretches along
on the edge of this bank a long line of telegraph wire (which had been
captured), winding it around the stumps and trees about one or two feet
above the ground ; a most excellent contrivance for trijjj^ing an assaulting
column, and causing it to fall headlong over the bank. Special prepara-
tions are made for the night with vedettes, pickets and an extra watch
mounted on the top of the works. We are surprised, however, toward
evening, to see all the Regiment's baggage, camp and garrison equipage,
together with the officers' baggage. Adjutant's and Quarter-master's desks,
books and papers, brought up and placed on the grass in the wide, ojien
field in the rear of our line. We have come to stay— alas, too many in
a permanent camp
!
To-day Jeff. Davis and a body of horsemen have been seen entering
and leaving the larofe fort on the bluff— Fort Stevens. Our batteries
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opened u})on them, and they made off as fast as their horses could gal-
lop, while our shells were cracking ahout their heads. Capt. Goss, using
his field glass, described some of them as '' Uniformed as for a ball."
The worst feature of the day for our pickets in front of the works is
the shelling over their heads ; the fort engaging our field batteries and
many of the shells falling short and bursting near us. The concussions
caused by the guns, and shells bursting so near, disturb our heads severely,
and several of the men have to be sent for relief to a more distant part of
the line. The same thing occurs along the regimental line behind the
works. The shelling, however, to-day is of small consequence as com-
pared with that of yesterday. There is much talk to-night of our storm-
ing the enemy's works on the hill in front, on the morrow. Since the
capture of the Confederate works early on the morning of May 14th. the
main line of our troops have had little or nothing to do, the work of hold-
ing the ground gained, or advancing a little here and there, devolving
almost wholly upon the pickets and skirmish lines.
Capt. Goss, Company I, and Lieut. Thompson of E remain on the skir-
mish and picket line until late this afternoon— thus performing nearly
thirty-six continuous hours of severe and trying work— when they rejoin
the Reg., posted along the reverse of the captured rebel earth-works.
After returning to the Reg. they have barely time to cook and eat their
supper, along the edge of the ditch, before the sun goes down ; ^ then they
immediately bivouac to gain a little much needed sleep, while Companies
H and B guard the front, in their places, along the turnpike and beyond.
A shower during the afternoon makes the ground very uncomfortable for
bivouac, and the water accumulates in deep pools in the trenches.
Fences are torn down, and the water and mud in the trenches are
bridged over with rails and boards.
As an incident of the shelling on the afternoon of May 14th, over the
heads of Capt. Goss, Lieut. Thom})son of E. and the men of Co. I on the
picket line, the writer will add this : Rails and a plank were thrown across
a pool of water, lying among several large pine-trees close to the turnpike,
a little northward from the old rebel barracks, and we sat upon them, for
this was the best cover we could find while the artillery duel was going
on. While sitting here, during the worst of the shelling, a shell from our
own battery struck a large dead pine-tree, just above the heads of Goss,
Thompson and others, with a loud noise and lodged deep, but did not burst.
During the visit in May 1885 in company with Lt. Col. Smith, the ui-iter
procured a three-inch Parrott shell dug out of the little pile of decayed
wood where this very tree had stood. A fit memento of Capt. Goss, and
the battle of Drury's Bluff. The Second Wisconsin Battery then used
three-inch Parrott guns.
May 16. Mon. The principal day of the battle of Drury's Bluff.
On Sunday afternoon, May 15111. about three o'clock, Lieut. R. R. Thomj)-
son of H with Company H and Lieut. Gafney with Company B were
^ Sergt. W. G. BurnLam of Company I corroborates. — S. M. T.
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sent to the picket line, relieving Company I. under Capt. Goss and Lieut.
Thompson of E, and have remained on the line until this morning.
Rehel pickets, captured last night, report that Gen. Beauregard has
30,000 men; and they threaten terrible things for Gen. Butler's army,
the main hne of which is here about five miles in length. About 2
o'clock this morning the rebel pickets are heavily re-enforced, the move-
ment being distinctly heard by oui' pickets.
The Thirteenth is in line ready for action before daylight, and is called
into the trenches for battle at 3.30 a. m. At which time Gen. Burnham,
Col. Stevens and other officers together pass along in rear of our Une,
giving minute directions for meeting the possible onslaught of the enemy
— matters having indicated some such movement on his part. Gen.
Burnham himself, or his aides, was on the outer picket line all last night,
so that a surprise of our Brigade is impossible.
Near 4 a. m., and still very foggy, the firing commences on the right.
Gen. Heckman's front near the James River, and rapidly approaches
along the line towards our front ; where long before 5 a. m., nearer 4.30,
our pickets are sustaining a hea%'y fire and replying briskly, and soon are
hotly engaged and holding ground and cover as best they may, against
double or treble their own number of the enemy.
At o a. m., the enemy's skirmish line, now practically a line of battle
in one close, heavy rank, charges, and our pickets, being largely outnum-
bered, fall back and come over the works into the line of the Thirteenth.
Gen. Burnham orders Lieut. R. R. Thompson of H, and the part of the
picket line that came in with him, out again into the open field, or space,
between the works we hold and the enemy ; and Lieut. Thompson, as
ordered, at once takes his men— the most of them from Company H, but
a number from Company B — straight over the works again, neither he
nor his men flinching or wavering in the least, deploys the line immedi-
ately upon passing the works, and advances with it upon the enemy—
practically a little skirmish line going out over open ground to engage a
rebel line of battle ! By rapidity, however, they succeed in securing a
position, the most of them among tlie trees that hold up the telegraph
wire ; the right of their line extending out among the stumps a few yards
to the right of the standing trees. Sergeant Thomas S. "NVentworth of B
is the last man on the right of Lieut. Thompson's skirmisli line ; and he
and the men near him find cover among the stumps, and at once com-
mence firing upon the enemy near the turnpike in and among the old
barracks, of which they again have full possession.
Soon afterwards Lieut. Thompson is wounded and falls, but succeeds
in returning to the Regiment. Not long after he is wounded, the left
wing of his skirmish line withdraws, leaving the right wing in position.
In a few minutes more the rebel line, now apparently a fuU and heavy
line of battle, fires one volley and charges. The right wing of the skir-
mish line, remaining in position, receives a portion of this volley ; and
after the rest of the volley— of bullets and buckshot— flies by, they
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break cover and oome in over the works, into the Hne of the Reg., in ad-
vance of the charging enemy, and in a Ufe and death rush, every man for
himself. Sergt. Wentworth is wounded by the volley, receiving three
buckshot, one in his arm and two in his leg ; and Levi Capen of B is
killed. The survivors of the skirmish line, as soon as they are behind the
works again, instantly fall to and commence firing with might and main,
ujDon the enemy's skirmishers wherever seen.
The writer has this concerning Lieut. R. R. Thompson's pickets and
skirmish line, from Sergt. Wentworth of B ; who does not claim, how-
ever, to know positively whether it was Gen. Burnham who ordered Lieut.
Thompson again to the front upon the skirmish line. The writer, then
in the battle line of the 13th, was told at the time that it was Gen.
Burnham. Lt. Col. Smith thinks that Lieut. R. R. Thompson happened
to retire with his skirmishers to the line of the 10th N. II., and that
Lt. Col. Coughlin, commanding the 10th, ordered them out again ; but
there appears no way of definitely settling the question whether they
were sent out at this time by Gen. Burnham or Lt. Col. Coughlin.
Lieut. Gafney with his portion of the skirmish line was not again
ordered to the front until after the charge, when they made a very gallant
and successful sortie, capturing more prisonex"S than their own numbers.
Now we turn again to the work of the regimental line : This second,
main and last day of the battle of Drury's Bluff is, in the morning, ex-
tremely foggy, quite warm, and there is a slight fall of rain. The moon
shone brightly during a part of last night, but when towards morning, the
fog come up from the James River, rolling in thick and deep, the dark-
ness fell as black as ink ; so very dark that the pickets of friend and foe
mingled together, passed to and fro, and scouted promiscuously and at
will. At daylight the fog is so dense we cannot see distinctly thirty feet.
About an hour after sunrise the fog lifts somewhat, so that we can see the
enemy's picket lines. The day clears warm, becomes cloudy again at
night, Avhen it is again very dark
As this outer line of the enemy's earth-works runs westward across the
field to the left of the turnpike, trench after trench and angle after angle,
the Tiiirteenth occupies the third trench, that runs between the second
and third angles ; the right of the Reg. resting near the second angle,
where there is one small ajjple-tree, the left resting at the third angle,
where there is a wide gunway— or passage— through the line of en-
trenchments, protected by a curtain. This long line stretches the 13th out
until it forms a line of liattle only one rank deep. The right of the loth
connects with the left of the 10th N. H. ; the most of its men being posted
similarly along the second ti-ench, between the first and second angles,
and in a line curving with the trench, and in a general way forming an
obtuse angle with the line of the' Thirteenth. This arrangement affords
an opportunity for a cross-fire upon the level, open s])ace in front of the
two regiments. The 10th N. H. also forms a similar angle with the
118th N. Y., on its right nearer the turnpike. In front of that Regt. is
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also a wide, open space. (The whole of this long, wide, open space on
our Brigade front is now, 1885, covered with a dense growth of young
pine-trees.) On the left of the 13th there appear to be no troops ex-
cepting pickets, forming the right of the 10th Corps, and but few of
them are near us.
Last night the Thirteenth slept, with accoutrements on and arms at
hand, in the open field near its baggage and along the reverse of the cap-
tured works ; preserving its battle line as nearly as possible, and all ready
for instant action upon call. About 4 a. m. the Union pickets in front of
the 13th commence fii-ing ; still earlier a few rebel bullets have come out
of the dense fog, and whizzed spitefully over the heads of the Reg. and
beaten noisily against the boxes of our baggage, piled on the grass five
or ten yards to our rear. The men of the 13th are just eating their
breakfast, and do not have time to finish. The officers' breakfast is
spread on the top of the baggage boxes, used as tables, and reniains there
scarcely touched. An extra watch is selected along the line of the 13th,
and mounted on the top of the sand that the works ai*e made of. Pretty
soon a large rebel shell plunges into the sand under one man of the
watch— Jacob Mehel a recruit of E — bursts, throws up the sand, and
nearly buries him, jarring him severely. He immediately rolls over into
the deep depression made by the displaced sand, and continues his watch
as quietly and coolly as if nothing unusual had occurred : and as a re-
ward he is at once appointed a Corporal. Later on he occupies this de-
pression to fire from, Capt. Julian loading muskets rapidly and passing
them up to him to fire. He was believed to be a German Jew.
The loud noise of heavy and rapid volleys of musketry now rolls up
from the right, nearer the James River. The picket firing in our front
rapidly increases, and every officer and man of the 13th takes position,
for action, on the earth-works. Dim and undefined lines of the enemy
can now and then be seen manoeuvring— preparing to assault our I'ight
and front. They look like shadows in the fog. Soon our pickets come
running in and tumbling over the works among us— some of the 10th
N. H. pickets in the party, the enemy's shells plunge, tear and crash all
around us, one of them bursting among the Regiment's baggage, while a
perfect sheet of bullets flies threatening, but harmless, over our heads.
The infernal rebel yell, instantly following the crashing noise of this
volley, bursts at once from hundreds of Confederate throats : " Hur-hur-
hur " — and a scream — all in a sharp falsetto, and seemingly not two
hundred feet distant in the fog, but probably at four times that distance.
AVe can now see nothing very clearly where they are, in the fog, but
instantly commence firing, every man, as fast as our guns can possibly be
loaded and fired, straight at the noisy but almost invisible enemy ; and
the grim business of the battle rages all up and down the lines of our
whole Brigade and Division with the fury of desperation and with in-
describable noise and excitement. At the same time the men are cool,
collected, determined, and do their work with extreme rapidity. The
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roar of the thousands of musket shots per minute is deafening. We have
no support ; the enemy, soon coming into view in the edge of the woods,
and at very close range, outnumber us four to one— it is a life and
death contest. We have approached too near to Richmond. It is credi-
bly reported during the fight, that the enemy is shouting : " No quarter."
They charge upon us three times, in rapid succession, each time with
three lines of battle— a column six ranks deep— in long, dim, gray
lines, with bayonets fixed ; a whole rebel Brigade dashing directly upon
the front of the Thirteenth at once, and yelling in the half impenetrable
fog more like bloodhounds than like men. It is these unearthly yells
that make troops nervous sometimes ; but they shake no nerves among
the men of the Thirteenth this morning ; though we stand but one rank
deep, we feel sure that we can hold these noisy fellows back, and are go-
ing to do it.
Our fu'e holds them in front, while the 10th N. H., on the line beyond
the angle at our right, pours in a cross-fire ; a steady, rapid, roaring fire,
as if their nuiskets were being handled by some huge piece of machinery.
When the rebels chai'ge upon the 10th N. H., we pour in a cross-fire in
turn. Still, but for Gen. Burnham's telegraph wire, the enemy's very
numbers would flood our fire, and they would run right over us, in spite
of all we can do. Fear altogether vanishes in the excitement, the fierce
and hostile array, the boom of cannon, the roar of musketry, the smoke,
the dust and the din of the battle. The work, however terrible, is allur-
ing, enticing, awfully magnificent ! The enemy's charges, one after an-
other, come up and stop at a certain point ; apparently about 100 yards
to the front of the 13th — not over 125 yards at most.
They stop, retreat, re-form, then start up with a yell, rush towards us,
then stop again ; three times this is repeated, and each time we answer
their yells with our muskets. We feel as the Quaker did with the
burglar, when he said to him : " I bear thee no ill will, stranger, and will
not kill thee in spite ; but I am going to shoot, and if thy body keejjs in
front of my gxin thou mayest get hurt— thou hadst better run."
Our guns grow very hot, are plugged, and plunged into the water of
the ditch to cool them. Officers and sergeants load, while the men fire
— a most rapid way. During one of his charges, some of the enemy's
men, in their impetuous dash, appear out of the fog, and come straight
over the works into our lines, prisoners. Twenty-three come in, in one
batch. Still others dash towards our left, to get out of our direct line of
fire. Another large squad throw down their arms, rush to our riglit for
the lines of the 10th— and disapi)ear. A number of squads of them run
northward into the brush to our left, where they find an easy escape from
the front of the 10th Corps picket line ; judged to be a thin line from
the small amount of its firing this morning. Notwithstanding the noise
made by ourselves, we can hear the mingled din of cannon, shells and mus-
kets, in the contest, on the right near the turnpike and beyond, and catch
glimpses of the troo])s and the batteries engaged. We witness the dis-
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conifiture of a Union battery in the turnpike, amid a fearful racket, and
during apparently a hand-to-hand tight.
As the fog and smoke lift, there is disclosed a most sickening spectacle
on our immediate front, and we can fully view the point— a long line—
where the enemy's chai^ges stopped and broke ; and '" where the yell
was knocked out of them," as one hard man of the Thirteenth near by
remarks. O the damnable horrors of war ! All the magnificence of a
battle fades out in the unspeakable abominations of its immediate results.
We can but pity, for it is a terrible and a most pitiful sight. On our
immediate front, along the bank of the sunken road, under the telegraph
wire and on this side of it, are lying a large number of the enemy's dead
and wounded, in a long row, apparently several hundred of them. As
they stumbled over the wire, and plunged down the bank, they bayoneted
numbers of their own men, while many of their guns, let fly, are sticking
up by the bayonets, at every angle, in the ground.
Now sorties are made. Company B under Lieut. Gafney, numbering
25 men, bring in 26 prisoners, two of them officers— a little Frenchman
having two rebels in charge. If we could now send out a regiment, we
could capture half a brigade ; a strong dash from the left upon his flank
could sweep the crippled enemy off our front. But we have no reserves.
A captured rebel officer — seems to be a Captain— as soon as he comes
within our lines, and sees how very few there are of us, merely one rank,
breaks out into cursing, and begins to shout to the enemy — now scarce
three hundred feet distant— to charge again ; but the muzzle of a gun
jjlaced against his head stops all that, and he marches off to the rear.
They say he is a staff officer, and when he was captured demanded of his
captors : " Treat me with respect ; treat me with respect— I am an
Adjutant General ! " Fifty-nine prisoners, sure, are bi'ought in to the
13th. There were probably more, as they came in at different times and
places, and amid the intense excitement of the battle. IManj^ of our Bri-
gade swore vengeance against the 44th Tennessee, for mutilating our
wounded and dead near Petersbui'g on May 7th or 8th— and execute
the vengeance to-day in dead earnest. This item is common report.
John H. Harvey of E is on the works firing, and his curiosity, as the
fog lifts, gets the better of his judgment ; he rises higher to look over,
and a rebel bullet crashes through his head, from forehead to back, and
he falls over backwards among the other men, bleeding, dead. His body
is laid under the apple-tree at the right of the Regiment.
By 8 a. m. the fog is nearly all dispersed ; and by this time too the
enemy's fierce charges in force upon our front are over, and he contents
himself with firing at us when we show ourselves in any way, sometimes
in regular volleys, and with a severe shelling from one of his batteries
run down near, or in, the turnpike. We witness the quick silencing of
this battery by the 10th N. H. The chief anxiety we now have is that
the enemy will flank us on the right, and various plans are discussed for
retiring. If a skilled hand could take us off by the left, through the
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brush, to the crown of the hill m our rear, we could sweep the whole field
with our guns, and wholly prevent pursuit. But the 10th Corps there,
and the 18th Corps here, are apparently not acting in proper unison, but
too independently. Our watch is so sharp that no one of the enemy can
show himself within rifle shot and live, so we gain a little respite to look
about us ; but every man is ready for instant action, and a constant, at
times fierce, contest springs up here and there with the enemy's long lines
as he attempts irregularly to push his advance.
We must now go back a little and widen our view of the battle, for as
the fog lifts, or rifts, and the scene changes, we can see more and far-
ther, and catch views of the enemy's long, dirty-gray lines of battle, here
and there in the brush. The battle first struck Gen. Heckman, near
the James — the enemy attacking by the river road— where he is routed
and captured. As the enemy sweeps along victoriously towards us, he
encounters the 8th Conn, on the right of our Brigade, Lt. Col. M. B.
Smith commanding ; the right of that regiment resting at a little re-
doubt in the line of works, close upon the turnpike. The 8th Conn, is
compelled to retire for want of ammunition. Then the 118th N. Y. is at-
tacked, almost in the rear, and forced back after a severe loss in killed,
wounded and prisoners. Next the enemy pounces upon the lOtli N. H.
forming an angle with the 118th N. Y. ; but Lt. Col. Coughlin has sent out
two companies of the 10th as flankers on his right and forming a little line
nearly at right angles with his Regiment. These flankers check the enemy's
advance not far from 7 a. m., and having charged upon him, secure a good
position and hold it ; and now for two hours longer, and until 9 a. m.
these two New Hampshire regiments alone, both together less than a
thousand muskets, receive the brunt of the enemy's strong and fierce
attacks, in flank and front and made by at least a whole rebel brigade,
and repulse him every time. He brings up artillery to an open space
near the turnpike and attempts to shell us out, but before he can fire a
dozen shots every gunner is shot down by the men of the 10th N. H.,
and the guns are not again manned while we remain. They stand there
as we leave the field— very quiet and peaceable guns.
We are behind earth-works six to eight feet high, ditch and all, and
they afford very fair protection. The few scattered troops on our left—
belonging to Gen. Gilmore's 10th Corps — are as yet out of range, but
if we retire the enemy will come nearly upon their rear. Lt. Col. Cough-
lin of the 10th is repeatedly ordered to retire, but in doing so he will ex-
pose the 13th, and the other troops to the left, and he bravely objects to
moving until their safety is assured ; and so finally he is left to do as he
pleases, and it pleases him to act magnificently, as one of the bravest of
the brave. The 10th has a little the best position, either to hold or to
retire from, for there is a little cover near them ; but in the rear of the
13th there is a clear, open field 400 to 600 yards wide, an almost dead
level. The ammunition of the 13th runs very low — about five cart-
ridges left per man— and no possible chance for a further supply.
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Finally, nearly or quite two hours after the two right regiments of our
Brigade have fallen back, the enemy are again seen massing on our front
with flags enough for two brigades, and preparing for a fourth assault
upon our position ; and the left of the Thirteenth swings around to the
rear, through the boxes, valises and bundles of its abandoned baggage,
property and records — needless and outrageous shame ! a few men
and officers here and there seizing what they may conveniently carry,
and our whole line sullenly faces about and marches in slow time, in line
of battle faced to the rear, and in perfect good order, across the wide,
open, level field, south of the works we have occupied, and into the
woods beyond the field, all done without any serious casualty, though we
are followed by the parting compliments of a few of the enemy's bullets.
Troops are also withdrawing on our right, and to our left infantry is re-
tiring in column of fours. The Regiment are all angry, and move with
sullen stubbornness. Col. Stevens, was present during the battle, and led
the Regiment out at the time of retiring. As it was a fight behind
breast-woi'ks, no great activity was demanded of the field officers.
" It ought to be said here that Col. Stevens had orders two or three
times to retreat before he did retreat ; as our position was a good one we
did not like to leave it." Major Stoodley.
No entire page could state the situation more properly than these few
words entered as a note by Major Stoodley, while he read the above in
manuscript. It was a rapid, determined, stand-up fight, with no need
of ui'ging or hurrying ; every man was ready and willing to strike, and
strike again, and did so.
The whole right flank of these two New Hampshire regiments was, for
nearly or quite two hours, exposed without any protection whatever, for a
clear space of more than half the distance, along near the west side of the
turnpike, from the rebel earth-works to Mr. Charles Friend's house —
a
distance of full 250 yards.
It is altogether proper, and best, that the Thirteenth should retire first.
The 10th could in retiring soon reach cover, the 13th would have to go
more than twice as far in open ground. A determined charge by the
rebels upon the left of the 13th would imperil both regiments ; so that
whether by accident or design, this plan of retiring from the rebel front
is the best for all concerned that could be devised. The 10th N. H. fol-
lows the 13th immediately, and also in line of battle faced to the rear,
south, and also in regular order ; the enemy, howevei-, follows more closely
upon the 10th, and a few men of that regiment become a little too un-
easy to please Lt. Col. CoughHn, when they are about half way back from
the works to the woods, and still in open ground. Upon this he instantly
halts the 10th N. H., faces them to the front, north, dresses them up to
line, has their flags unfurled and bayonets fixed ; and then after a minute
or two faces them to the rear again, south, and marches them off the
field, in perfect line, and steady. All this is done in the very eyes and
teeth of the enemy's troops, who are so much astounded— or pleased
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with the boldness of it— that they scarcely fire a shot, and only one man
in the 10th is hit by the enemy's fire.
In perhajis half an hour more — and after fighting for nearly six hours
— the main body of these two regiments is drawn up in line of battle, in
a strong position in the hard-wood grove about 500 yards to the front,
south, of the enemy's line of earth-works, and on ground over which they
advanced on Saturday morning. Our Brigade line is formed on the crest
of the ridge in the woods, on the west side of the turnpike, facing north
— left, 13th N. H., 10th N. H., 8th Conn., 118th N. Y., right — the
order being the same as when attacked in the morning. They remain in
this position until about noon. The front of our Brigade is protected by
a small force of skirmishers, consisting of three Companies of the 10th
towards the turnpike, and off to their left Company E of the 13th with
Capt. Julian and Lieut. Thompson of that Company. Co. E fires but little,
being short of ammunition, and at long range, but the three Companies
of the 10th, being at closer range, at times fire furiously upon the enemy
re-occupying his earth-works. The Union line now again faces north, ex-
actly where it was on the morning of May 14th.
In the afternoon the loth, leaving Company E on the skirmish line,
moves to the right, across the turnpike to the east side, and is drawn up
in line of battle in a field and facing north ; thus separating the Reg.
from Co. E by hard upon half a mile. This movement is unknown to
Co. E and it is left without orders, without support, and without any con-
nection with the rest of the skirmish line — a most awkward position ; an
independent skirmish line, practically, or an outpost picket, a wide space
intervening between them and the skirmishers of the 10th N. H.
While tl^e 13th is in this field, on the east side of the turnpike— Co.
H deployed as flankers, and a batteiy in position near by— suddenly a
body of the enemy, 200 or 250 men, sj^rings out of the woods, a short
distance from the Reg. across the field, and charges, yelling like lunatics.
In an instant Co. H and the battery fire one round, and the rebels turn
and make for the woods from which they came, rushing pell mell over
each other and leaving their dead and wounded on the field. A most
foolhardy little charge. Then a rebel regiment appears moving in the
same woods. A little later the 13th is moved forward in line of battle,
into the woods whence the rebels emerged, but finds no enemy. The
13th remains in this position until nearly night— one of the Reg. writes :
" toward night " — when it marches into the turnpike, is })laced at the
rear of the Brigade to cover the retreat, and without communicating in
any way with Co. E, retires with the rest of the forces to Bermuda Hun-
dred. The Reg. arrives there about dark — between 7 and 8 p. m. —
and goes into camp, on the old camping ground, after a long, hard, and
exceedingly dangerous day's work, dis})irited and beaten. Leaves its
baggage, records and dead in the hands of the enemy, and Co. E almost
as dangerously situated.
The most of the day's fighting is over by 2.30 p. m. Many occurrences
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of to-day clearly indicate that the connection between our Brigade —
Gen. Burnham's— in the 18th Corps, and the Brigade next on our left,
in the 10th Corps, has been very faulty indeed.
" May 16th. The rebels opened on us early. They had heavy re-en-
forcements yesterday. The right and left (of the Union line) broke, and
the centre had to retire ; which we did in good order, but with the loss of
many good men. We lost (about) all our baggage. I have lost all I have
except what I have on me, silk sash and all." Lieut. Taggard.
When a retreat appeared to be inevitable, the attaches of the field
hospital bui'ied the body of an officer of the lOod N. Y., who was killed
in the battle, close up beneath one of the parlor windows of Mr. Charles
Friend's house, carefully replacing the sods and removing all surface
traces of the burial.
Now to return to Company E. Capt. Julian, and Lieut. Thompson, the
writer : Our position is to the left of the skirmish line of the lOth N. H.
and separated from the men of that line ; we are hard upon a third of a
mile due west from the turnpike, on a high knoll among trees, and over
400 yards, and a little south of west, from the part of the works where we
fought in the morning. These works we can see, running westwardly
back from the turnpike, for quite half a mile ; we can see the first, second,
third, fourth and fifth trenches, in the zig-zag course of the line. We can
also see all the open ground both north and south of the trenches, the old
rebel barracks, a long stretch of the turnpike, and beyond it the slope all
the way up to the fort at the top— Fort Stevens, possibly three fourths of
a mile distant— a huge affair with very high parapets, and a bi'ight-
colored rebel battle flag floating high above it. We have a broad out-
look. There are no pickets near to us on our left, and Co. E is posted in
a line of squads of three or four men each, a total of about thirty men.
The rebels are seen carrying off their wounded, from the scene of their
charges of the morning on our front, and they have a large number to at-
tend to, negroes assisting, while their troops in heavy force are marching
to and fro and massing in the distance. Half a dozen guns on this knoll
could now have for a target five or eight thousand Confederates in full
view and within easy range ; it is a wonder that the guns are not here
!
Soon a body of Massachusetts troops (said to be) and of Gen. Gilmore's
10th Corps, four or five hundred strong, appears off to our left in the open
field between us and the enemy's works, and near the works on the front
or south side, and marching up in splendid order takes position on the
parapets of the fourth and fifth trenches— those next west of the Thir-
teenth's position in the morning ; the men lie down at full length on the
sand of the parapet, their feet towards us, their heads towai'ds Richmond.
The short fourth trench is almost exactly due north of Co. E's position.
While they lie there the enemy begins to re-occupy his works from which
our Brigade has just withdrawn. This is done by two bodies of Confed-
erates acting quite independently. One body of them has passed the
works from the north to the south side, and now swings from the enemy's
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left toward his front and right, coming in from the turnpike westward,
and filing along in the very ditch, on the south side of the works, which
our Brigade had occupied — nothing could be done more awkwardly by
a drove of cattle. But by so doing, four rebel regiments — at least four
large, separate organizations, each having a battle flag, the usual stars and
bars— come nearly in flank and rear of the Massachusetts men on the
paraj^ets of the fourth and fifth trenches. Now comes the other body of
the enemy, as skirmishers, ap])roaching the north side of their works from
the west side of the old barracks, and with great caution ; but pretty soon
showing their heads for a long distance close up along the north side of
their works, taking a view for a moment, and then dropping down out of
our sight behind them. These skirmishers are evidently being handled
much better than the rebel regiments moving along the south side of the
works. The results of the two movements are to man a long stretch of
the recaptured rebel works on both sides at once ; a heavy cautious rebel
skirmish line in the ditch on the north side with their faces toward us,
and a brigade of incautious rebels in line of battle in the ditch on the
south side with their backs toward us— and this we presume is what is
meant by '' holding the fort."
The rebel brigade in the south ditch halt at first and turn their backs
toward us and the 10th N. H., and face toward Richmond ; soon breaking
into a double-quick by the flank, toward the west, along the ditch, and re-
forming farther along by file into line — all not only on the wrong side of
the works, but wrong side out, and wrong end first ! Victory has turned
their heads. Every Confederate, however, as he is snapped into place,
by the file-into-line movement on the double-quick, halts, raises his musket
and fires at the Massachusetts men across the angle ; the Confederates
forming in the trench which was held by the 10th N. H.. firing across the
trench which was held by the 13th, upon the Massachusetts men on the
parapet of the next trenches westward. The Massachusetts men do not
seem to have expected anything of this sort, they have no chance to ob-
tain cover, and before the affair is over, nearly two thousand rebels get a
shot at them, and some have time to reload, and to fire a second time ;
the Massachusetts men are terribly cut up, and at once retreat west-
ward around beyond the left of Company E's position, falling as they go.
They seem to be the extreme right regiment of the 10th Corps. It is for
us the saddest sight of the whole battle, but we are too far from them
either to have given them any warning of their danger or to assist them
now. Still the Massachusetts men pluckily re-form to breast the rebel
fire, but have to fall back and are soon out of our sight altogether, ex-
cepting their dead left behind them on the field. The whole affair is one
of but a few minutes, and the range of the rebels too long for our muskets
to be used with much effect, even if we had a plenty of ammunition.
But the enemy has dtne a stupid, foolhardy and most strange and
ridiculous thing, and their numbers are rapidly increasing ; and the 10th
N. H. are now ready to strike them dead in the rear, and at once make
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the woods ring with volley after volley. These south-ditch rebels receive
the fire of the 10th, and possibly of other of our troops nearer the turn-
pike, directly in their backs as they stand in a long, dense line of battle,
and we can see them go down by dozens. We commence firing, but are
too far from them for our fire to have much effect, and we have but little
ammunition. There are now not far from 3,000 Confederates in plain
sight in that long gray line of battle. The whole view, from where we are,
is well worth traveling many miles to see. Capt. Julian shouts to his
men to fire, and exclaims : " I would give a thousand dollars now for a
big cannon chock full of grape I " The Captain has seen service as an
artilleryman. But there are no cannon hereabout now. The 10th N. H.,
however, being nearer than we are, continue a fierce fire ; and the rebels
scramble over to the north side of their works in the most hurried manner,
but we can see a long line of them lying still on the white sand, their
battles o'er, and apparently paying for their rear attack on the Massachu-
setts men by two or three to one. The survivors of them are soon in the
north ditch facing us, but lying low, and scarcely firing a shot.
During this most lively scrimmage, a rebel officer, mounted upon a large
white horse, rides up from near the old barracks and the turnpike at a
furious gallop, and drives his horse up on the top of the high bank of sand,
where the 10th N. H. were in the morning, gesticulating, waving his
sword, and shouting like a wild man ; and then, in a moment, both horse
and rider wilt down and collapse together in the ditch on the soutli side,
struggle a little, and are still. He was evidently endeavoring to hurry
the rebels over the works to the north side, where they ought to have
been all the time. The whole rebel line now faces south.
Pretty soon the colors of four rebel x'egiments are planted on the pai't of
the works where the Tenth and Thirteenth fought in the morning ; Avhile
still other rebel regiments hurry along past their rear and form, one after
another, on their right, until the whole woi'ks are manned by them so far
as we can see. Now the enemy begins to examine the Thirteenth's bag-
gage, to roll up our blankets, to eat our breakfast, to drink our coffee, to
put on our clothes, to handle sundry papers and fling them away ; one
fellow coolly sits down, throws off his shoes, and hauls on a pair of our
boots — and last, to rob our dead. One of them having just appropriated
Capt. Julian's overcoat, proceeds to rifle the pockets, and to strip the cloth-
ing from the body of John H. Harvey of E, which we were obliged to
abandon lying near the lone apple-tree, at the second angle, near where
the right of the 13th rested in the morning. This is a little too much for
Sergt. Charles F. Chapman of E, who puts the powder of two cartridges
into his gim, rams home a bullet, runs forward a rod or two to the edge of
the brush, rests his gun in the fork of a little tree, and fires ; the pilfering
rebel lies down and never once moves again— dead or badly wounded.
The range is full 500 yards.
By 2 p. m. we have in Co. E an average of less than two cartridges per
man. Capt. Julian sends men back twice for more ammunition ; but the
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men are abused by some Colonel, they say, who thinks they are stragglers,
and orders them back to us agam. The contest over by the river, now to
our right, grows very noisy— there is one tremendous burst of artillery
near the turnpike— the enemy's skirmishers are beginning to advance
into the field on our front, our position is isolated, the most of our men
have but one cartridge left, and that in their guns ; and so Capt. Julian
resolves to swing his little line around and retire to the next line of our
jjickets a long distance in our rear, before it is all too late— for it is sheer
suicide to remain here without ammunition — and we thus move back a few
rods. Capt. Julian soon has a sharp colloquy with an officer, and Lt. Col.
Coughlin of the 10th N. H. comes up to see what the matter is. Capt.
Julian says that he and his men are perfectly willing to return to liis
former position, if he is first sui)plied reasonably with ammunition ; but de-
clares : " I will not go back without the ammunition— of which there is
a plenty about here." The result is that we get a part of two boxes of the
Tenth's ammunition ; and then we return rapidly to our former position,
distributing the ammunition as we go. We indeed advance our line a
little, to better cover, among larger trees ; and here we remain until dark,
and until after all the rest of the troops on the line have retired.
Our position now is practically an isolated outpost picket. The right
front of Co. E looks into nearly clear ground, the left front into a lot of
dense small pines and underbrush. Just at dusk a single rebel scout ap-
pears about 200 yards to our right in the field, and Sergt. Charles F. Chap-
man returns him to his friends— wounding him in the arm apparently.
Soon a line of men are seen close up on our front, within about two hun-
dred feet, approaching us from the rebel side, all walking backwards, like
skirmishers retreating, and firing towards the rebel lines as they back up
towards us. We can see that they are dressed in very dark stuff— not
gray. They get very close upon the left squads of our line before they
are seen ; they do not seem to have fired much down there in the brush.
Before we can make out what they are, as they come up nearer ; suddenly
a little rebel field-battery, over near the turnpike, puffs out smoke and
fire, and instantly two shells scream and crash through the trees over our
heads, and a third shell lodges, and without bursting, in a huge black-
walnut tree, under which Cajit. Julian and Lieut. Thompson are, and about
ten feet overhead, jai'ring the tree to its roots. Capt. Julian exclaims :
" That 's direction — they 're going to charge on us " — and orders a re-
treat ; also directs Lieut. Thompson to run down to the left, and to swing
the left squads of Co. E around so as to serve as flankers— all to fight as
we retire. Lieut. Thompson starts on the run down the line, and just as
he is between the two last squads, and within hailing distance of the last
squad, on the left and orders them to fall back, that line of dark-coated
fellows, now very close, suddenly faces about, and charges with the bayo-
net on the men of Co. E and fires a few shots. They are the enemy in
blue coats stolen from our dead, and more than three to one of us— but
are just a little too late for their sharp back-action game. Kno^ving our
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isolated position, they had i)lanned to surprise and capture us all ; and
come within a moment of doing it — the closest sort of a shave.
The right of Co. E gets ofE safely, but the two squads on the left escape
only by clubbing their muskets. Of these seven men, four in the left
squad have a hand-to-hand fight. Sergt. John Pinkham breaks his mus-
ket over a rebel's head. John Riley — a sturdy Irishman— is seized by
two rebels, gets clear, runs, is pursued, cannot get time to load, seizes his
musket by the muzzle, swings it around, and lets it fly ; the butt strikes
one pursuing rebel in his chest and doubles him up like a jack-knife, the
other stops and fires, but without effect, and Riley escapes.^ Owen Mc-
Mann, a small Irishman, is the only one they capture, or seriously hurt.
McMann died in the rebel murder-pen, Andersonville.) Lieut. Thomp-
son, near, and a witness to the most of the scrimmage, expects they wiU
rush upon him, but is merely fired at ; and soon sees the escape of all but
McMann, whom none could assist without capture.
The first duty is to get all the Company safely out of the scrape and
together. Notwithstanding the very close quarters, Co. E soon forms
and moves steadily back through the trees, firing with all their might.
The enemy fires also briskly, but hits no one— not light enough to take
good aim. Company E is now sure that it has for a long time been en-
tirely alone on this advanced line— a nice little arrangement for the regu-
lar line of Union pickets ; the 10th and 13th are gone, pickets and all, no
one in sight. The picket line, of which we formed a part early in the day,
has been withdrawn, all excepting ourselves, to a new line nearly or quite
half a mile farther back. We have been practically abandoned, or left
for capture to draw the rebels on into a trap, and we have no orders
!
To say that we are angry, or even furiously mad, is to say nothing at
all. The enemy, in a strong line, now presses closer, as Co. E retires,
but firing less. Sergt. Pinkham and Riley join the Company, having
made a wide ddtour in the brush, but minus their muskets ; and for
safety we leave the field in open order as a close line of skirmishers, fir-
ing occasionally. As we come into clear ground, some Union men off to
our left toward the turnpike fire a few shots at us, all going wild over our
heads, and we shout to them to stop. The enemy follows us until he
reaches the edge of the brush, and then he halts ; we cross a wide level
space— a part of the field where the 13th bivouacked on the night of
May 13th— pass through a double line of dismounted cavalry acting as
vedettes, and then a line of pickets, and form beyond them— the field
we have just crossed being soon swept by the bullets of the contending
pickets ; and then we march out of range amid spent bullets coming over,
join the confused, retreating mass of infantry, artillery and cavalry, com-
posed of the 10th Corps, and plunge along the turnpike in the mud and
sand, it seems to us about five or six miles, and finally after making
numerous inquiries about the way we join the Regiment at Bermuda
Hundred between ten and eleven o'clock at night. The first salutation
^ See battles of Battery Five and Fort Harrison.
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we receive on arriving in camp is : " Why— you here ! We thought
you had all gone to Libby." The report having preceded us, that we
had all been captured. One account states that we arrived at Bermuda
Hundred camp at 11 p. m., and joined the Regiment ; which had already
been in camp for several hours.
Company E thus remained on advanced outpost picket from about 9.30
or 10 a. m. until after dark, most of the time short of ammunition, with
out orders and without a single word of communication with the rest of
the Thirteenth, no one so far as we know having made any attemjit to
recall or relieve us. If we were left as a bait to invite the rebels, after
capturing us, to advance, there was a chance to exchange us for more than
three times our number of the enemy, who by advancing would come
upon a double line of dismounted cavalrymen armed with the ' Seven-
shooters '— Spencer's carbines. In such a ruse we learn something about
the experiences of live bait, when one goes a-fishing. The men of the
10th N. H. were all gone before Co. E retired ; all firing along their line
had already ceased, and we passed over a part of their abandoned ground
seeing none of them. Their historian states that they continued to hold
the enemy in check until nearly surrounded, then fell back. Before Co.
E retired the enemy's skirmishers had advanced across the field from the
line of earth-works to the woods, to the i-ight of Co. E, where vSergt.
Chapman of Co. E shot one of them very near by ; and on the left of Co.
E they had come so near as to capture one man, and to have a hand-to-
hand fight with others, who escaped only by clubbing their muskets. But
for the darkness the Confederates had not stolen so closely upon us, and
but for the darkness, as matters were, they had easily shot half of us.
Companies rarely get into a worse place, and then get safely out again.
When we first leave our position, there is not a Union soldier within a
quarter of a mile of us ; for we had advanced, after getting ammunition,
to the spur of the ridge or knoll overlooking the field more clearly, and
with more safety to ourselves, than our position earlier in the day. Com-
pany E retired to Bermuda Hundred with troops of the 10th Corps, not
seeing any troops of the 18th Corps. The 18th Corps had gone many
hours before, and with our Brigade— Gen. Burnham's — among them.
When men have once been detached from their regiment, they run the
risk of falling into the hands of persons who care little what becomes of
them. The writer regrets to say so much about Company E, but excuses
himself on the plea that it is a matter of history, if not all of a general
interest, and, coupled with what Company A had to put up with, shows
a proof of reprehensible irregularity somewhere ; besides he is writing
what he knows about this Thirteenth Regiment. Co. E was probably in
charge of the officer of the picket, whoever he may have been, and the
space between the pickets on the left of the 10th N. H. and those of Co.
E he may have regarded as the space between the pickets of the two
corps.
" I arrived with my Company in the old camp at Bermuda Hundred
I
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at 10.30 p. m. on the evening of May 16th. We had no rations, and
were very hungry, and much exhausted by the long and hard day's work
of nearly twenty hours. I succeeded in obtaining two boxes of hard-bread
for the men of Company E, about thirty in number, and then Col. Stevens
furnished me with a supper. Many in the Reguuent supposed that we
had been captured by the enemy, and were quite surprised on learning
that we had come into camp. When we ai'rived the Regiment were in
bivouac and asleep." Capt. Julian*.
We now turn again to the general account of the day : During the
morning hundreds of rebel bullets were beating against our regimental
baggage, lying in the open field behind us ; demonstrating the dangers
of a retreat across that broad field all completely swept by the enemy's
shells and bullets. The prisoners came in in large squads, at one time
constantly passing through our lines to the rear. Many gave themselves
up voluntarily. There must be credited to the Tliirteenth many more
than 59 — chiefly belonging to the 44th Tennessee — as given in the
official reports. Possibly some of our prisoners have been accredited to
other regiments. Among others the Adjt. General of Gen. Bushrod
Johnson was captured by the Thirteenth. One rebel Lieutenant, who
was captured, said that his company had already lost sixty men before
he was taken, and that most of the companies in his regiment had suffered
in about the same i^roportion. The 44th Tennessee was almost entirely
annihilated by the fire of the 10th and 13th, and by prisoners taken.
The writer knows for a certainty that Company E of the 13th fired, in
the trenches this morning, and before the retreat, nearly eighty rounds
per man, besides an extra supply that its provident Captain brought in
early from among the Regiment's baggage. The 10th and 13th, together
about 1,000 men, must have fired more than 50,000 rounds of ball-car-
tridge while fighting in the morning behind the earth-works.
Our retreat from the earth-works was made just in the nick of time,
when the enemy was preparing, out of range, for his fourth charge upon
us ; consequently while retiring we receive only the fire of a few of his
pickets or skirmishers. The Thirteenth loses all of its baggage, and the
most of the officers all of their personal effects. The records, even, of
but two or three of the Comjianies are saved. Company K's records are
carried in Lieut. Thompson's valise. During the fight, about 7 a. m., a
bullet fills the well eye— he has but one — of James W. Folsom of E
with sand, and nearly blinds him. He must go to the rear, and so is
directed to take this valise to Bermuda Hundred. He shoulders the
valise, placing it on the shoulder towards the enemy to protect his head,
joins the escort of a squad of prisoners, and marches off across the field
in the rear of the 13th- He succeeds in reaching camp with the valise,
and unharmed. Lieut. Staniels, Acting Adjutant of the Tliirteenth, also
succeeds in saving his valise by furnishing a man, who had to go, with a
pass and sending him to the rear carrying the valise with him.
" As the Regiment in retreating passes through its abandoned baggage,
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Sergt. Ira A. Spofford of Co. G thrusts his gun through the strap of the
valise containing Co. G's records, and Lieut. L. C. Oliver takes hold of
one end of the gun to help carry the valise. Lieut. Oliver is not so tall
as Sei"gt. Spofford, and the valise does not ride well between them— giv-
ing so much trouble, that they drop it when about half way across the field.
When the Reg. is finally halted, Capt. Stoodley inquires about the miss-
ing valise. Sergt. Spofford exjjlains ; but being a little touched, turns on
his heel, marches straight back into the perfectly open field, picks up the
valise, and brings it in in safety, amid the cheers of the Regiment. The
enemy fire numerous shots at him, but he comes off unharmed. Capt.
Stoodley has five dollars and a few cents in his pocket, and gives Sergt.
Spofford the five dollars on the spot. The Reg. has fui-nished few in-
stances of more marked bravery than this act of Sergt. Spofford's. He
was always a very brave man." Major Stoodley.
The fight occurred near Palmer's Creek, about 8 miles from Richmond,
on the farm of the Rev. Mr. Charles Friend— owner of the brick house
— a secesh of the secesh. His house is more or less battered by shells,
but he and his family moved out before we came up.
During the fiercest of tlie fight, to the east of the turnpike, some rebels
boasted that they were of the regiment that mutilated the Union soldiers
near Port Walthall. The answer to that boast was : no prisoners from
that regiment went to the rear on that side of the turnpike, though quite
a number were taken. This is common report.
The battle of Drury's Bluff has been a long, straggling, thin affair,
though exceedingly lively in spots ; and it is no great honor to Gen.
Beauregard to have forced this long and almost single rank of Union men
back to Bermuda Hundred. But so the battle has ended, in one of the
darkest nights we have ever known, and in a retreat that comes wofully
near to a rout. The turnpike is full of troops of every arm, and teams,
ambulances, cannon and horses. The troops are very tired, dispirited,
beaten, suUen, angry, ugly, silent.
The men of the Thirteenth, many of whom have not slept for the past
thirty-six hours, have been constantly under fire, night and day— saving
now and then for a few hours of rest— since the morning of May 7th,
nearly ten days ; have had scarcely enough of fair weather to get their
clothing and blankets dry, even for once, during that time ; have lost
many of their best comrades, and all their regimental records and bag-
gage are in the hands of the enemy. We may properly quote : " We
have met the enemy— and all we had is his'n." The losses in these
ten days are thirty-one, in killed, wounded and prisoners, the strain has
been very severe upon all the Regiment, and many of the men are ren-
dered unfit for immediate service both by exhaustion and slight wounds.
Gen. Humphreys states that from 4.30 a. m. until about 11 a. m. the
roar of battle was fearful ; no sooner dying down at one ])()Int than rising
at another. In great successive waves of sound ; that the fog cleared
about 9 a. m., so that objects could be seen at a considerable distance.
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Maj. Stoodley, in a letter written to his wife on May 17, 18G4, states
that the Thirteenth fired very rapidly from 5 a. ni. until 9 a. m., and then
retired. The sun commenced shining clear at 8 a. m. Our Brigade—
after having retired from the works to the woods — was advanced again
ahout 3 p. m., but not engaged ; being sent in merely to cover the retreat
of the other forces on the right of the turnpike, that is to the east of it.
Everything has been wet for a week, and we lay every night where night
happened to find us.
The differences in time, concerning the fog, may be explained by the
fact that it was a ground-fog ; appearing quite dense when viewed from
a low point horizontally, even while the rays of the sun broke clearly
through its rifts here and there.
The trench which we occupied was about eight feet wide, and nearly
six feet deep, almost a moat, and now containing a considerable amount
of water. The trench was on the south or outer side of the works, the
eai'th taken from it having been thrown up to the north — toward Rich-
mond— to form the parapet ; showing conclusively that these works
were built by men when not under fire— and they were locally reported
to have been the work of slaves.
The attack by the enemy in the morning, just as breakfast was pre-
pared, was so sudden that many officers and men of the 13th could get
no breakfast at all, excepting what they could snatch in their hands.
One mess breakfast was spread upon the baggage boxes, but could not be
approached after the firing began. A huge coffee-pot, full of coffee,
stood there also, and presently a rebel bullet went straight through it
near the bottom, followed by two streams of hot coffee— steaming down
to the grass. This coffee-pot is said to have been found in the Halfway
House, apparently an old hotel.
Company B took 26 prisoners, and about the time when they were
passing along behind the Thirteenth to the rear, one of the captured
jH'isoners received a rebel bullet straight through both cheeks, tearing his
face to pieces, and smashing and plowing out half of his teeth. He jogged
along to the rear, clearing his mouth of blood and teeth, and — so much
as he could— cursing his own careless troops in a perfect rage.
Gen. Burnhara had two horses shot under him in to-day's battle.
The withdrawal of Gen. Gilmore's troops of the 10th Corps to near
the Halfway House by 12 noon, may in part account for the irregularities
on the front ])icket Une to the left of the position occupied by Company
E in the afternoon ; and for the terrible predicament of the small body
of Union troops— the Massachusetts men — on the parapets of the fourth
and fifth trenches, when the rebels came firing, and by file into line,
while re-occupying their works, from points near the turnpike.
During the fight in the morning, a rebel drum-corps, mere boys, came
into our lines as prisoners. The plucky little fellows threw down their
drums and stamped the heads in, and threw their fifes as far as they
could into the grass of the field in rear of the Thirteenth. The writer
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went out and secured one fife, a German silver affair, which had been
thrown away hy one of the boys ; and still, 1887, preserves it as a sou-
venir of the battle. It belonged to the 44th Tennessee.
While Co. E is retiring late at night, Thomas Harrigan of E comes
to the writer, and remarks that he has two cartridges in his gun, that he
has fallen, gun and all, into a mud hole ; and if the charges remain in the
gun until morning, they will give him a great deal of trouble, and wants
to know what he shall do. The reply is : " Fire it off now." The gun
is instantly pointed into the air and the report breaks out upon the dark-
ness almost like the crack of a Parrott cannon ; the road is full of troops
and horsemen walking in silence on the soft sand and mud, and the start-
ling discharge makes the woods ring and echo, and almost every one near
by suddenly turns to learn the cause of it. The writer instantly sees that
he has committed an error, and tells Harrigan to take to the woods—
which he does as swift as the wind. But none too soon, for a general
officer, said then to be Gen. Gilmore himself, not a rod distant, turns
quickly in his saddle, calls for the arrest of the man who fired that gun,
and declares that he will have him shot. His orderlies soon come around
inquiring who fired the gun. Fortunately they cannot inquire of the
writer— he removes !— others merely say they " don't know, the man
fired and then rushed into the woods." llarrigan is in camp when his
company arrives. A few shots like that would have given the enemy too
much information. We were at the time about half way down from the
front to Bermuda Hundred.
" Chaplain Jones, of the 13th, has written a full Diary of the Regi-
ment's affairs up to date, and it is left, with all his other effects, in the
ditch of the rebel earth-works, for the enemy to read. Chaplain Jones
stopped in one of Mr. Friend's buildings on Sunday night, and this morn-
ing, in the earliest part of the fight, the enemy rings him a call-bell with
shot and shell, and the front, where the Regiment's baggage is left, is
soon unapproachable." ChAPLAIN G. C. Jokes.
In the early morning Maj. Grantnian and Capt. Dodge are together
on our skirmish line, on the left of the Thirteenth, engaged in making
arrangements to send sundry prisoners to the rear. While they are talk-
ing together a Confederate officer rides up out of the fog, searching for
the Confederate skirmish line. Coming upon Grantman and Dodge, and
not recognizing the blue, he inquires of them : " Where is the skirmish
line ? " Quick as thought Capt. Dodge rephes : " The skirmish line is
right here, Captain ; you may as well get off that nag ! " The Con-
federate dismounts, and jjroves to be an Adjt. General on the staff of
Gen. Bushrod Johnson.
The honors and casualties of the day— omitting numerous slight
wounds — are officially given as follows : Col. Stevens commanding
the Regiment ; Major Grantman Acting Lt. Colonel ; Cai)t. Dodge Act-
ing Major ; Lieut. Staniels Acting Adjutant. Adjutant Bontwell present,
but sick and not on duty. Sergeant James M. Hodgdon Acting Sergt.
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Major. Lieut. Morrison, Quarter-Master. Morrill, Surgeon. Jones,
Chaplain. Surgeons Richardson and Sullivan on the operating staff at
the 18th Corps Hospital on the field. Prescott, Hospital Steward.
Company A, Capt. Carter commanding, with Lieutenants Hall and
Churchill, have Andrew M. Dunsmore wounded. Capture one prisoner.
B, Lieut. Gafney commanding, with Lieut. Favor, have Sergeant
Nathaniel E. Dickey wounded. Capture twenty-six prisoners.
C, Capt. Durell commanding, no casualties.
D, Capt. Farr commanding, with Lieut. Sherman, have Corjjoral John
S. Cheney wounded.
E, Capt. Julian commanding, with Lieut. S. Millett Thompson, have
John H. Harvey killed, and Owen McMann taken prisoner. Capture
three prisoners.
F, Lieut. Dustin commanding, with Lieut. Taggard, no casualties.
G, Capt. Stoodley commanding, with Lieut. Oliver, no casualties.
H, Capt. Smith commanding, with Lieut. R. R. Thompson, have Cor-
poral J. C. Walker killed, and Lieut. R. R. Thompson wounded.
I, Capt. Goss commanding, have Corporal W. B. Lewis wounded.
Capture thirteen prisoners.
K, Capt. Betton commanding, no casualties. Capture eight prisoners.
Total : killed two, taken prisoner one, severely wounded five ; prison-
ers captured forty-nine.^
Gen. Humphreys — pages 151 - 156— drawing from Confederate
sources, states concei'ning affairs near the turnpike, " that the fog sud-
denly fell, upon a moonUt night, just before day, so dense that a horse-
man could not be seen at the distance of fifteen paces." The fog cleared
away about nine o'clock. He continues : At a quarter before five o'clock
a. m. Gen. Ransom advanced in the dense fog, and completely surprised
Gen. Heckman's brigade. Gen. Beauregard says that at 10 a. m. his right
was still heavily engaged. Gen. Hoke with Johnson's and Haygood's
brigades had been hotly engaged on the turnpike. They it was who cap-
tured the five guns there. (The affair mentioned on page 297 as witnessed
by the Thirteenth.) Johnson's Brigade lost heavily— one fourth of its
numbers. Then Clingman and Corse were thrown forward, but both
were obliged to draw back. At about 10 a. m. the fighting in front of
Haygood and Johnson was stubborn and prolonged. The enemy (Union
troops) slowly retiring from Johnson's right, took a strong position on
the ridge in front of Proctor's Creek, massing near the turnpike, and
occupying advantageous ground at Charles Friend's; and Gen. Hum-
phreys adds in a footnote : " This was the position to which Smith and
Gilmore fell back." At 1.15 p. m. Gen. Beauregard telegraphed to
Richmond : " We occupy the outer lines ; the enemy is still in our front
with open ground between us. Some of the Brigades (Confederate) are
much cut up."
1 The account of prisoners captured exhibits an error on the face of it, and cannot
possibly be correct — it is much too small.— S. M. T.
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Gen. Beauregard's force, engaged in this battle, was about 20,000 men
— and his losses are put at 2,184.
Gen. Butler's force, actually engaged in the advance, was about
20,000 men also— his losses about 3,500.
"When Gen. Butler's troops landed at Bermuda Hundred, on the night
of May 5th, the force of the enemy was so weak about Petersburg that
he might have swept everything before him, captured Petersburg, and
moved to the very gates of Richmond, and may be entered and held the
city. That was possible for several days ; but by the time Butler was
ready to advance upon Richmond, Gen. Beauregard had collected an
army of hard upon 30,000 men, all told. Many thousands of Beaure-
gard's troops came up from the south, passing by the railroad and turn-
pike, directly in front of Butler's lines, and but a mile or two distant
;
which avenues should have been closed — and might have been — before
night of May 6th by one tliird of Butler's force.
The writer of ' New Hampshire in the Rebellion ' states that the enemy
charged upon the 10th and 13th three successive times in columns three
lines deep (six ranks) ; and that each successive wave broke at the line
of the telegraph wire, at the edge of the sunken road. Also refers to the
rebel battery silenced by the 10th, while trying to shell us out ; and re-
lates the incident where Lt. Col. Coughlin of the lOtli halts, faces about,
and aligns his regiment while on the retreat from the enemy's works.
The foregoing account was written chiefly before the winter visited the
field in May 1885, with Lt. Col. Smith. The outer line of Confederate
earth-works runs to the left southwestwardly where it crosses the R. & P.
turnpike ; it crosses here about one mile south of Kingsland Creek, about
350 yards north of Mr. Friend's House (now Mr. Barney's) and about half
way between the 9th and 10th mile-stones from Richmond. In this line,
on the turnpike, is a redoubt for two or three guns. The first trench in
this line of works runs from the left of this redoubt, that is from the west
side of the turnpike, nearly west, about one fourth of a mile to, and a
few yards across, a lane running parallel with the turnpike, and opened
since the war. The second trench is about fifty yards long, a mere south-
ward deflection of the line. At the west end of this trench stood a lone
apple-tree, at the second angle. The third trench is about 275 yards
DESCRIPTION OF MAP.
A. Railroad. B. Turnpike.
C. Proctor's Creek. D. Mr. Jordan's house.
E. Half-way House. I. Mr. Hatcher.
F. Mr. Charles Friend's house. G. Dr. Woolridge.
H. Clark. M. Fort Stevens— IG guns.
K. Position of Thirteenth May 14, 15, and 16, on Confederate works.
L. Sunken road, along which telegraph wire was stretched.
N. Drury's Bluff, or Fort Darling, system of defenses.
P. Kingsland Creek. R. James River.
DRURY'S BLUFF, May 14-16, 1864.
Tracing of Official Map. Scale, one and one half inches to one mile.
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long, running nearly east and west, and terminating at a gun-way on the
left, provided with a curtain and traverse. The fourth trench is about
fifty yards long, sweeping southward, to the left of which the line zig-zags
for a quarter of a mile or so until lost to sight in the woods.
During the fight, the right of the 10th N. H. rested near where the new
lane cuts through the first trench, and about one fourth of a mile from
the turnpike. Their line covered the short second trench and sweeping
around to the left occupied about one third of the third trench ; hence
their effective cross fire. The 13th occupied the left two thirds of the
third trench, the left of the Reg. coming to the gun-way between the
third and fourth trenches — the only gun-way there is. As this third
trench runs nearly east and west, the 13th faced nearly due north during
the fight. The apple-tree which stood near the second angle, at the right
of the 13th, has been cut down. Traces of the old rebel barracks still
remain, near the turnpike, in front of the trench occupied by the 13th.
To the front— north— about three fourths of a mile distant, is a
Confederate redoubt for three or four guns, located on a hill to the east of
the turnpike. One or two hundred yards to the east of this redoubt, on
very high, bold ground, stands the Confederate Fort Stevens, with plat-
forms for sixteen guns. This large fort is about three fourths of a mile
northeast from the position of the 13th, and is in the midst of a net-
work of rifle-trenches connected with the famous Drury's Bluff system of
fortifications.
There were no Union works. The Union army had turned a portion
of the captured Confederate entrenchments, near the turnpike, between
M., Fort Stevens, and G., Dr. Woolridge's house, and occupied the reverse
or south side of them. See map.
Lt. Col. Smith states that we were attacked at daylight, when we could
not see 100 feet for the fog. The first we knew of a general engagement
the enemy struck Gen. Heckman's brigade, on the right, with yells. H.
B. Gilkey of H fired 84 shots, and the Thirteenth, nearly 500 men, is
said to have fired more than 30,000 rounds. The enemy about 40 or 50
rods distant, coming nearer of course, as his charges broke at the tele-
graph wire stretched along our front. We held the trenches for nearly
three hours after the fog began to rise, the enemy on both flanks. We
retired al)0ut 9 o'clock. While crossing the field in retiring. Col. Abbott
of the 7th N. H.— in the 10th Corps— marched his regiment by the
flank at a right angle with the Thirteenth in line of battle. As soon as
the 13th was halted in the woods Capt. Smith and Maj. Grantman went to
the edge of the woods and looked back over the broad field then cleared
of troops ; while they were here the rebels began to come out over their
works and commenced pillaging among our baggage. They had on blue
coats, and Capt. Smith thought they were our own troops ; but Gen.
Read, Gen. Smith's Adjutant General, then standing near by, pronounced
them to be rebel soldiers.
The Thirteenth is especially indebted to Lt. Col. Smith for his time.
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team, intense interest in this liistory, and information given during these
visits to its battle-fields. We may add that this visit to Drury's Bluff was
made in the midst of a heavy May rain-storm— one of the real old sort
— and in the usual superabundance of Virginia mud. During this visit,
the writer asked a boy living near Fort Stevens— which is on his father's
farm — if he could tell us where we could find some old bullets ; he re-
plied : " They 're pretty well picked up now— but down by that old
road, there used to be just thousands of them ! " As he said this he
pointed to the sunken road in front of the position occupied during the
battle by the 10th and 13th N. H.
To return again to the narrative of the day
:
Capt. Stoodley, ever on the lookout for Company G, had succeeded in
DESCRIPTION OF PLAT.
. A. Turnpike. F. Position of Thirteenth in the battle of May 16th.
B. Confederate line of trenches : starting from a small redoubt on the
turnpike, and running west nearly one fourth of a mile straight
to C, which is a lane cut through the line of works since the war
;
thence continuing on as indicated, the distances given in yards.
D. Old Confederate barracks near turnpike, in front of 10th and 13th.
E. Position of 10th N. H. in the battle of May 16th.
G. Position of Massachusetts troops when fired upon by the rebels from
nearer the turnpike, as they re-occupied their works.
H. Wide, clear field in rear of 10th and 13th, where ten Union field
pieces were placed, engaging Fort Stevens— T— during all of
Saturday afternoon. May 14th.
I. Position of Co. E, on the picket Une after the battle, and until dark
on May 16th.
K. Mr. Charles Friend's house, 300 to 500 yards south of the works.
L. Place of Thirteenth's bivouac on the night of May 13th, in a little
field south of the line of woods.
M. M. Line of woods where telegraph wire was stretched along, just
north of the sunken road Y. (Only a part of the road was sunken,
the rest a mere track, now, 1885, very difficult to follow in the
dense timber grown up since the battle ; the ground was then
open between the works and the road.)
N. 10th mile-stone from Richmond. P. 9th mile-stone.
R. Kingsland Creek, nearly one mile north of the trenches held by the
13th, on May 16th.
U. Columns of rebel infantry, six ranks deep, in woods assaulting.
The arrows indicate the advance of the enemy to re-occupy the
works— on both sides at once — after the 10th and 13th regi-
ments had retired to the woods L. The arrow V shows the
course taken by their careless heavy column of infantry ; the
other arrow of their extremely cautious skirmishers.
DRURY'S BLUFF, Mat 14-16, 1864.
From a sketch made by the writer in May 1885i
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raising money enough to purchase an extra nest of three iron camp-kettles.
These were used exckisively for making coffee, and when the Thirteenth
retired, this morning, from the works, these kettles were left full of it.
Several years after the war closed, a Confederate officer was lecturing at
Reading, Mass., and related, as an incident, the capture here of sundry
kettles full of most excellent Yankee coffee. On comparing notes it was
made clear and cei'tain that this Confederate officer, and his friends, had
enjoyed this morning the coffee made for Company G— and appro-
priated their kettles. It is, no douht, very satisfactory to Co. G to know
what became of their coffee and kettles on this occasion. The Major
adds facetiously concerning this : " Our coffee was on boiling when the
rebels came on, and we left it to them, as they were having a hard time
— it is not best to be too selfish in this world."
A word here condensed from letters written from the Hospital De-
partment of the 13th : '•• May 14th. We captured the enemy's out-works
within nine miles of Richmond and two of Ft. Darling. We shelled a
large fort about three fourths of a mile distant all this afternoon, cut
down the flag staff, and silenced the fort, and our troops were expected
to storm it. Gen. Butler's Hdqrs. were at Mr. Charles Friend's house.
Asst. Surgeon Morrill and I were with the Thirteenth. Surgeons Rich-
ardson and Sullivan were at the General Hospital on the field. May
15th. Our artillery shelled the rebel fort and lines. Our baggage and
camp equipage was brought up to the front this evening. May 16th.
A dense fog prevailed at 2 a. m. About 5 a. m. the enemy massed in
large numbers, and with most hideous yells charged upon our troops
(Heckman's). Our Brigade, on the extreme left, was not exposed for some
time. Our men could see but a few feet ahead. Artillery could not be
used with accuracy. The rebels came ujion our Brigade, lying safe and
silent in the rifle-pits waiting for them, and approached within a few rods,
when an awful volley sprang from the Brigade, and as the smoke lifted
the rebels lay in windrows ; their columns broke and ran. Volley after
volley followed. The fog lifted about 8 a. m. Gen. Burnham sent re-
peated orders for our Regiment to fall back, but the orders were disre-
garded until a peremptory order came to ' fall back immediately,' which
was obeyed. We lost all our personal and regimental property.
"A rebel soldier states — verified by others— that Gen. Beauregard was
re-enforced by ten Brigades from Gen. Lee's army on Sunday, 15th, and
they were double-quicked six miles on Monday morning. IGth. Whis-
key mixed with gunpowder was freely supplied them, rendering them per-
fectly reckless. I dressed this rebel soldier's wounds. All the rebels I
saw were pleased beyond measure to get within our lines as prisoners. I
have never seen an instance where a rebel prisoner— well or wounded —
was not treated with kindness ; while the rebels rob our wounded, and
strip and mutilate our dead, as I know from personal observation.
" We have rested but three days in the last ten. Everybody seems tired
to death. There has been a great deal of rain. We have had to march
k
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through it, fight in it, and sleep on the hare ground under it. As we
retreated from the front to-day I assisted in gathering muskets, picking
them up hy the armful, piling them up against some tree and setting them
on fire, to prevent their falling into the enemy's hands. In the afternoon
we turned from the road into a field on the east side of the turnpike, lay
down flat upon our faces, just on the rear slope of a knoll, while a section
or two of a field battery took position behind us. Soon a rebel line ap-
peared emerging from the woods, and when within a few rods they were
met with a withering fire which effectually checked their further advance.
Then we arose and continued our retreat. I think the Thirteenth covered
the retreat from the front. The loss in the 13th (during the recent en-
gagements) has been 5 killed, 19 wounded, 2 missing." Prescott.
" Rev. Mr. Charles Friend in a conversation with me at his house, after
the fall of Richmond, stated that he was an original secessionist, and went
around making speeches in favor of secession. Now he knew he was in
the wrong, for had the South been in the right, God would have given
them the victor}'. At the beginning of the war he owned about forty
slaves, now only their children were left with him, and he asked me,
' "What was to become of them ? ' I replied that that question was not
for me to solve." Major Stoodlet.
During the advance Quarter-master Morrison and others rode beyond
the lines, and came to a house which had just been deserted by its
occupants and the enemy. The flight was evidently hasty, and the
house was found well supplied with dishes, cooking utensils, furniture,
etc. Fearing that all this would soon be destroyed, and thinking that
many things now in the house would be very serviceable at the Field
Hospital near the Half-way House, Morrison hurried back to Surgeon
Richardson, obtained an ambulance, proceeded with it to the house, loaded
it with beds, bedding, crockery, cooking utensils, etc., and conveyed them
to the Field Hospital, where they were used for the comfort of wounded
Federal and Confederate alike. On the retreat on May 16th. the most
of these things had to be abandoned, but they served an excellent purpose
while in our hands. Among the things he found abandoned at this house,
was a gray uniform dress-coat belonging to Col. E. C. Brabble of the 32d
North Carolina, which he preserved, and still, 1887, has in his possession.
" May 14th. Advance in line of battle at 6 a. m. Gain the enemy's
outer works at 8 a. m. Regiment remains on the outside of the works
all day and all night. Showery. 15th. Up at 3.30 a. m. Regiment
remains on outside of works all day and all night. 16th. Up at 4 a. m.
Rebels charge upon our lines at 4.30 a. m. ; and at 9 a. m. we fall back,
giving up the outer works. Fall back gradually, and at night arrive at
our old camp ; losing since leaving camp five men killed, nineteen wounded
and two missing. Lose all our Headquarters documents."
Diary of Lieut. Stakiels, Acting Adjutant.
The following extracts from letters, written May 17th-22d from
Hospital by Lieut. R. R. Thompson to his wife, are inserted as giving the
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approximate hour when the first heavy cohimn of the rebel charge struck
the Thirteenth, as Lieut. Thompson was wounded at that time. One or
two other facts are corroborated also, and after narrating several inci-
dents already entered in this book he continues
:
" Chesapeake General Hospital, Hampton, Va., May 22, 1864. On
Monday May 9th we went southward towards Petersburg, which was
about eight or nine miles distant from our camp. We approached to
within two miles of the city and there remained till the next day. We
had some fighting, and lost a few men. During the night we lay on our
arms in line of battle. Early in the evening of the 9th the enemy at-
tempted to force us from our position ; but were repulsed by the 10th N.
H., with heavy loss to the rebels. On the morning of the 12th we started
on the main object of the expedition— for Riclmiond. We found the
enemy at noon, and drove him back about a mile. During the night the
rebels fell back about half a mile, and then seemed to make a stand. It
was rainy every day from the 12th to the 16th.
" On the morning of the 16th the enemy opened on us at daylight. The
fog was so thick that a man could not be distinguished at a distance of
more than ten yards— if so far. The right of the Union line fell back
first. The action was very sharp for a while. I was wounded in my
left side about six or seven o'clock. The ball just grazed my ribs, nearly
opposite the pit of my stomach. When I left the field our forces were
retiring.^ From May 6th to 16th we were under fire more or less every
day excepting two, and at night lay on our arms. My wound is not dan-
gerous, though very sore, and I am feeling pretty well. I arrived at this
Hospital May 17th." Lieut. R. R. Thompson.
Extracts from the 10th Corps army correspondence, referring to the
battle of May 16th, and the troops of the 18th Corps : " In general the
fighting here has been bushwhacking rather than that of pitched battles.
The woods have hidden everything not in immediate proximity. The
fight of Monday 16th is represented as one of almost unexampled fierce-
ness. Telegraph wire was stretched along the front of Burnham's and
Wistar's Brigades, and the rebel prisoners agree in saying they were
greatly confused by it. The fog occasioned many mistakes. A rebel
Captain went straight in among our pickets while looking for his own
men. Rebel soldiers walked into the trenches of the 13th N. H., and
were then in an agony of fear lest they should be shot down, A rebel
Brigadier it is said, addressed a Union regiment as the 23d Virginia, and
requested them not to fire upon their friends. Burnham's brigade lost
339 men. In retiring the Union line went backward from right to left,
regiment by regiment, as the bark is peeled from a tree."
While we are thus ringing the door-bell of Richmond, and then run-
ning for dear life, leaving our ' May Basket ' hanging on the door-knob
and filled with all our best camp gear— as children play at the game
with flowers ; Gen. Sheridan with his cavalry has made the entire cir-
1 He refers here to our troops to the right of the 10th and 13th.— S. M. T.
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cuit of Gen. Lee's army, sweeping around, between the rebel host and
Richmond. I£ Gen. Sheridan had commanded these 30,000 and more
men of us here, since May 4th, we had swept tliis entire region clean of
the enemy, from Petersburg below to Richmond above, and bagged that
lively brace of towns besides. For a number of days— precious days—
we were five to one, at least, of all the men the rebels could muster.
This is the way we look at the affair.
Gen. Gilman Marston relates, 1887, that some time after the war he
met a North Carolinian, who said that he was in one of the regiments
which charged upon the Union troops at Drury's Bluff ; and the General
asked him if he remembered meeting with any telegraph wire during the
charge. The North Carolinian replied : " Yes, I remember that wire.
It cut my legs." Then he continued with many words, expressive, but
not for ears polite ; his earnest language and manner giving evidence
that he made a very intimate jDersonal acquaintance with that wire.
CAMP AT BERMUDA HUNDRED.
May 17. Tues. Misty, cloudy, chilly, some rain. The Thirteenth
is called at daylight, is moved about a little until a camping ground is
selected, and then a large detail is at once set at work on the entrench-
ments. Earth-works rise up all along the line, more as if they grew than
as if they are being made. The pickets are firing briskly all along the
line, and artillery is also busy. Many spent bullets come over among us,
and now and then a shell. War's music, however, plays loudest far over
on the right. Gen. Butler's forces here are being "bottled-up" in
very truth— and the cork well driven. The enemy on our front is in
very strong force. But see the Thirteenth ! The men look as if they
had not slept for a week, or washed for a month ; their caps are helmets
of unburnt brick, their jackets muddy cross-roads, their trousers cylinders
of clay, and their feet land's end.
When we approached this line in our magnificent holiday excursion,
on May 5th, victory promised us wonderful successes ; now she has
moved— bag and baggage— across to Gen. Beauregard, who flaunts a
hundred rebel flags in our faces— and we cannot help it.
The enemy get the range of our field Hospital and shell it savagely.
One of their shells lodges in the ground under the bunk of a wounded
man. Expecting it to burst, the man closes his eyes and faints away
;
then rouses a little, quivers a moment, faints again, and expires — killed
by sheer fright. The shell does not burst. The worst dread that ever
comes upon a soldier is the fear of another wound, or of being shot to
death, after having received the shock of a severe wound and before re-
covering from that shock. The dread is nervous, when nerves are weak-
est, as well as mental — a double strain.
Notwithstanding the keenness of indignation and chagrin with which
this army feels the defeat of yesterday, it must be borne in mind that an
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advance upon Richmond from this southern side was beset with numerous
and great difficulties. Above Trent's Reach the enemy controlled the
James, and re-enforcements could come to the enemy upon both flanks of
Gen. Butler's line and straight upon his front ; and if in strong force
could break through Butler's rear-guard, thrown out towards Petersbui'g,
and come upon his rear. The Army of the James was a mere loop of a
line thrust into the enemy's country from the James about Bermuda
Hundred and Point of Rocks ; extreme celerity of motion, before the
enemy could be re-enforced, was the only plan of success.
May 18. "Wed. Cool, showery. Every available man shoveling
muddy earth into long heaps, out of trenches filled with a network of
innumerable and almost interminable tree roots. About six o'clock a. m.,
100 men, with a shovel in one hand and a gun in the other— the shovel
the brighter metal — are sent from the Thirteenth under Capt. Stoodley,
with Lieutenants Sherman and Taggard, to the outer picket line, upon
some especially dangerous work on the entrenchments. The Reg. worked
all last night shoveling and slashing, works all day to-day, and all of this
night, without a cessation long enough to call a rest ; while the picket firing
and shelling is very heavy, and scarcely ceases for a minute day or night.
Guns are kept always at hand in momentary expectation of a battle. The
Reg. removes a short distance this forenoon towards the right. We are
encamped in a wheatfield ; and the wheat is getting thoroughly threshed
before it is ripe — like the Army of the James. One soldier of the 13th
writes home to-day: "We moved camp to-day up on a hill in the woods."
(May 1885 : Bei-muda Hundred lines not visited by the writer. Neither
he nor Lt. Col. Smith could recall any landmark there to point out our
cainp, excepting a ravine at the left and front of the Thirteenth that was
spoken of at the time — May 21, 22, 1864— as the deepest, worst and
least passable from the enemy's side, of all the ravines on the whole line
;
and that the Union line ran over a very sharp, conical hill near the ra-
vine, the Thirteenth being for a part of the time located on this hill.
Lieut. Prescott thinks that we camped, on the night of May 16th, to the
left and slightly to the rear of where, Fort Dutton now is ; moving on the
18th to the right of that fort, a short distance onlj"-, and taking position
behind a long line of rifle-pits, facing nearly north.)
May 19. Thurs. Misty, cloudy, chilly, rainy, muddy, nasty— in-
tolerably nasty. Thirteenth roused at 3 a. m. and posted in the rifle-pits,
and from that hour we are hard at work on the entrenchments all the
forenoon. In the afternoon we move towards the left, a few rods only, to
a new position on the line, and encamp close up under cover of the rifle-
trenches. Heavy firing in every direction, the rebels shelling our camp
and lines continually all the day. Near us we hear the incessant pounding
of heavy guns— big Parrotts ; part of the siege train of about one hun-
dred guns, from 100 lb. Parrotts down, and from 10 inch mortars to field-
howitzers, requiring twelve schooners to float it, sixty artillery wagons to
transport its odds and ends, and 1,700 artillerymen to man it— all
under the command of Col. Henry L. Abbott, of the 1st Conn. Artillery.
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One angle of the line now occupied by the 13th faces southwestwardly,
and looks straight down into a deep and densely wooded ravine, which
no troops but infantry or dismounted men can possibly cross to us. Our
camp is close to the right and east side of this ravine, in a level wheat-
field. About midnight to-night the enemy attacks in force, and an hour's
sharp fight ensues both by infantry and artillery — noisy, furious.
The rank and file of this army feel anything but agreeable at the sum-
mary defeat at Drury's BlufF, and the humiliating present situation here.
The fact cannot be passed. Our soldiers are so inexpressibly angry and
disgusted, that they have ceased swearing about the defeat ; and they
would fight like mad furies if let loose upon the enemy now.
Adjutant Boutwell and Quarter-master Morrison sent to the Hospital,
both very sick. The members of the 13th generally have absorbed so
much of yellow Virginia mud into the pores of their skin, and have drunk
in so much also together with malarial poison in the execrable fluid found
hereabout and called water, that their blood appears clogged, and one
half of them are sick with tlie ' yallers,' as the natives call jaundice.
There is a mine of yellow ochre not far away, and the faces of many of
the men look as if stained with it. The mud is terrible, clay mud mixed
with gravel, a thick gruel, yellow mud, ochre mud, infamous mud ; muci-
lage, gum, pitch, glue, cement are all nothing and nowhere compared
with this huge Virginia gritty viscous gulf of geological gob and gumbo.
May 20. Fri. Fine day. Reg. at work on the entrenchments
;
their guns all stacked within reach and ready for instant use. Last night
the Reg. was called into line, and prepared for action four times, the
enemy attacking each time ; Reg. not engaged. Some very severe fight-
ing to-day, and near enough for us to hear the firing and shouting, and to
catch a goodly number of the overshot shells and bullets. The Reg. not
engaged to-day excepting with shovels, and picks, and in keeping aU our
heads as low as the work will permit. The chief trouble to-day is on the
right near the James River, where the enemy have been attacking all
along the line — this forenoon— making three furious charges, but each
time repulsed. The Confederate General, W. S. Walker, in command
is captured. The 97th Penn. is said to have been badly cut up. Gen.
Butler and staff i)ass along our lines.
Chaplain Jones, of the 13th, takes the position of Chaplain of the De-
partment Hospital, City Point, under Surgeon H. B. Fowler, of the 12th
N. H. The 13th loses a good friend — a much better friend than they
think. Chaplain Jones deserves a good word at parting. He has always
been kindly to a fault. He lias cared for the regimental mail with more
faithfulness than any regular Post-master. He has written letters home
for the men who could not write for themselves. His visits to the sick
have been as regular as the day. He has written a full and heartily com-
plimentary history of the Regiment, which was lost at Drury's Bluff. His
letters to home newspapers have greatly benefited the Thirteenth, by call-
ing attention to the needs of the men. The chief obstacle to a proper ap-
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preciation by the men of his vakiable services has been his use of a formal
relifious written service. Fifty ott-hand hearty words, extemporaneously
spoken, go farther with them, than fifty pages of set prayers, no matter
how well read. Chaplain Jones was greatly missed in the Regiment after
his departure ; and in the General Hospital, he and the men of the Thir-
teenth, taken there, at once mutually sought each other.
A soldier of the 13th writes home : " Moved our camp again to-day.
Fell into the rifle-pits at 8 p. m., and again at 11 p. m."
Irreverent camp talk: " Say, Tom, I've got a conundrum for you."
" Well, Bill, out with it ; no gags now." " Why is our General like a
Major General ? " " Oh— that 's easy enough ! He has— he has— ;
Oh fudge— I give it up ; ask me something easier than that ! "
May 21. Sat. Fine day. Last night the Union gunboats in the
James shelled the enemy nearly all night ; destroying the sleep of two
armies, and sending the frogs to mud — and we guess that is about the
full effect of all the firing. The Thirteenth is called before we can clearly
see, and sets at work on the entrenchments. The boys say that " early
daylight means dark daylight down here in this hole in the mud." Sharjj
picket firing all the day. To-night, about 10.30 p. m., the enemy sud-
denly opens a masked battery on our immediate front, a battery that must
have been planted very stealthily, and commences a furious shelling, firing
with the utmost rapidity, while his pickets, strongly supj^orted, attack our
lines Avith vigoi", about one third of a mile to our right, yelling, firing, and
raising a general din. Our infantry there replies. Gen. Butler telegraphs
orders to give them a drubbing, and our whole line of artillery opens with
all its power, and there follows a regular roar of artillery and musketry,
continuing for a full half hour, the sky ablaze with brilliant and incessant
flashes of fire. The Thirteenth rush out of quarters and man the works,
and remain in the front trenches all night.
The contest in all continues for nearly an hour, when the explosion of a
magazine, or of an ammunition wagon, near the enemy's battery, silences
it, and the general firing soon ceases. The enemy is repulsed, and leaves
his numerous dead on the field. The explosion sends the enemy's shells
far up into the air, above the top of the tallest trees ; exploding there into
magnificent fire-works, and a shower of fragments, and giving us a fine
opportunity to cheer. The most of the fragments and missiles rain down
upon the enemy's own head ; but next morning— 22d— many grape
shot are picked up in our camp, and kept as souvenirs of the explosion.
A prisoner states that the enemy had his infantry massed for a night at-
tack, but our " big guns gave their battery such a terrible pelting," they
were forced to give over the purposed attempt.
The line of the entrenchments, now held by the Thirteenth, forms a
sharp angle towards the front— or a salient— at the head of a deep ra-
vine, and then trends to the left and rear along the edge of the ravine.
During this night melee, the writer is directed to mount the parapet of
the works, near the angle, and watch for the inter-line pickets, or vedettes,
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if they are driven out of the ravine. Taking the position designated, on
the parapet, behind a small jjine-tree left standing in the works, he be-
comes a witness to the whole affair. A fight with artillery, in the night,
is very grand to see ; but a little pine-tree is small defense agamst shells.
The general situation of the Army of the James, at Bermuda Hundred,
is well down in the crotch formed by the forks of a huge letter Y, formed
here by the Appomattox emptying into the James at City Point. The
lower part of the Y, is the lower James. The left fork is the Appomat-
tox, with Petersburg at the apex. The right fork is the upper James,
with Richmond at the apex. Gen. Butler's line of works crosses the
country between the forks, from points on each fork about half way its
height ; that is from Port Walthall on the left, to Trent's Reach on the
right, a line four or five miles in length. Gen. Beauregard's line crosses
a little farther up, and only a few rods in front of Gen. Butler's line ;
and he has both the railroad and the turnpike in his rear, just about near
enough for a convenient distribution of supplies along his line. Gen.
Beauregard admits that we gave his army a fearful drubbing on May
16th, and he is reported as declaring his success a barren victory.
May 22. Sun. Warm, fair day, rainy at evening. The enemy
is pretty quiet to-day, excepting his unending shelling of our lines and
camp. This morning while the Reg. is being formed for inspection, Gen.
Hiram Burnham commanding our Brigade comes along, and not pleased
with the line made by the 13th, the ground being very uneven, draws his
sword, and attempts to dress the Reg. up to line. The fault is with the
position of one of the markers — too far to the front— which causes the
right -of the Reg. to stand in the ditch in rear of the works. The
General waves his sword several times, motioning the marker back, but
the marker does not stir. The General calls to him, but the marker takes
no heed ; then the General rounds out his big voice — to be heard half a
mile : " Marker ! Are you real estate ? " The marker replies in a lower
voice, " No, Sir." " Then," says the General, " if you are not real estate
— why don't you move ? " He straightens the line to suit him. Soon
he turns to the officer of the picket, Lieut. Thompson of E, standing near
by in the trench, and demands pretty roughly, why he does not turn out
the camp-guard for a General. Lieut. Thompson explains that these men
are the pickets, a special line, not a camp-guard ; the camp of the 13th
being placed close to the earth-works for necessary pi-otection from the
enemy's continuous fire. The General, upon this, promptly begs pardon
for his demand, looks at every man along the picket Hue, and passes on.
This illustrates the man, severity and gentleness strangely combined.
As it Is the hour of inspection, the General quickly approaches a man of
this little i)icket line, brusquely and sharply demands the ])Icket's gun, and
extends his hand to receive it. The picket Instantly drops his gun to a
'charge bayonet,' and positively refuses to part A\'ith it. The General
leaves him, and then tries another man a little farther down the line. This
man's gun comes down to a charge with a quick determined snap, and
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the General receives another refusal, even more emphatic than the previ-
ous one. The men of the picket line, this morning, are not generous with
their guns ; but Gen. Burnham appears greatly pleased. He passes on
without examining any guns— but wears a very pleasant smile on his
face. Any sentinel while on duty in presence of the enemy will risk less
by refusing to part with Iiis musket, no matter who demands it, than by
giving it up to any one.
The enemy sends in a flag" of truce, desiring permission to bury his
dead. Granted. The flag approaches through the deep ravine near the
13th. We are ordered to move up and remain, night and day, as near as
possible to the rear of our front trenches ; the wide field we are in being
continually swept by shell, grape and bullets from the enemy.
" There was a very deep ravine or gulch, in front of a fort, on the
Union main line, commanded by Lieut. Day — name of fort not now
known — and this fort was built in that part of the wheatfield which
the Thirteenth occupied after the return from Drury's Bluff."
Capt. Durell,
May 23. Mon. Warm, clear. Thirteenth at work on the fortifica-
tions. Very quiet along the lines, save for an occasional shot. The
whole army here is in shelter tents with a few old walls and A's, and
every day men are seen patching or sewing up the holes made by the rebel
bullets, grape shot and pieces of shell.
A little after midnight last night, Lieut. Thompson of E is recalled
from the special picket line, after more than twenty-four hours of service
there, and put at the head of thirty-eight picked men of the 13th,
of whom several are volunteers, among them Sergt. Charles F. Chap-
man, and sent under a guide to Gen. Butler's Hdqrs. On the way
other detachments, from other regiments, join on, until the expedition
numbers about 500 men. The directions were to select * brave and reli-
able men,' and ' officers brave, cool and efficient ; ' and with this pretty
send-off we leave camp in a drizzling rain, and in pitchy darkness, ex-
pecting never to return alive. On our arrival at his Hdqrs., Gen. Butler
appears, receives us cordially, and thanking the little army for their
' commendable patriotism and zeal,' tells them that the enterprise is too
hazardous, and orders us to rejoin our regiments. The men give the
General three rousing cheers ; and then stumble back to their camps,
through the rain, the Egyptian darkness, the pools of water, the mud, the
brush and stumps. The expedition was a sort of forlorn hope ; to go on
a gunboat and attack a strong rebel outpost on the Appomattox River.
It afterwards came out that nearly a whole rebel brigade were near this
outpost ; our attacking it would jiretty surely have resulted in death or
Libby — possibly both.
To-day a large party from the Thirteenth is cutting down trees in front
of the fortifications, and another party is in line of battle near by to pro-
tect the choppers in case they are attacked. The job uses up neai'ly all
the forenoon, a very dangerous piece of work.
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A Pennsylvania Lieutenant sought peace of mind far in the rear during
the Drury's Bluff light, and the charge against him is as follows : " On
or about May 16, 1864:, he, the said First Lieutenant and Adjutant of
the Penn. regiment, did abandon his post at the first fire, and did run
back to the entrenchments— a distance of nine miles more or less." (See
June 19, 1864.)
May 24. Tues. Heavy thunder shower with a high wind this
morning— the water covering all level surfaces, filling the ditches and
paths and turning the earth into gruel. After the water had loosened the
pegs and slackened the linen canvas and hemp tent-ropes, the sudden,
sharp gusts of wind sent many of the tents flapping and flying, and soon
collapsing into tangled heaps of slimy ropes and muddy, wet canvas ;
the occupants of the tents left sitting with baggage and arms on the tent
sites in a pouring rain. Use cotton ropes and canvas when you go tenting.
Afternoon sunny, steamy, very hot. Last night the Reg., and whole camp,
was roused by a sudden rattle of noisy picket firing. Quiet all along the
lines to-day. The 13th has its tents close up to the front trenches, and the
rebel bullets frequently come ripping through the cloth. Boards, logs,
barrels and cracker boxes filled with earth, and fence rails or poles are
set up on the reb-ward side as a protection.
The enemy for a number of days past has had trains running on the
R. & P. Railroad, and sounds the engine whistles merrily as a train runs
safely by. Some of our siege guns fire at the rumble of the trains, one or
two miles distant. Rations are now somewhat deficient, and one soldier
of the 13th writes home : " I have eaten so much pork of late that I
expect to speak in grunts."
Many soldiers just previous to a fight, or a dangerous piece of work,
fall to praying and talking piety, and— we are obliged to record it—
these are not our best soldiers, nor our best men in any place. It is as-
tounding what transparent hypocrites men will sometimes make of them-
selves by religious pretense, ceremony and sanctimoniousness ; still there
are other shams, for instance : " A certain regiment of cavalry has a very
prudent Dutchman for one of its captains. Finding himself in a tight
place one day, he called a squad of his men to precede him in the dan-
gerous movement, saying to them as he sent them in aliead of himself :
' Go in there, poys — go in sbry ; petter ten men pe killed than me ! ' "
McH.
Let us record the fact right here— of which we have had ample proof
in this campaign, as well as previously : Negro slaves of both sexes and
of all ages have herded together, occupying quarters promiscuously like
pigs, sheep and cattle— a regular Africa in America— and the more
rapidly they multiply the more their owners are pleased ; they cultivate
the farms and raise produce for the rebel army ; they work in the rebel
arsenals, they shovel upon the rebel earth-works ; as soon as the battle is
passed they care for the rebel wounded ; none are much risked, and they
are not armed, because that means a personal bounty or free contribution
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by their owners of so much valuable property— a much higher bounty
or free contribution than the people of the North have been called upon
to give. Relying upon the generally inoffensive and kindly disposition
characteristic of the negro, the slave owners leave their families to the
care of their slaves, and the safety and peace of the families is almost
universally assured. The strangest features, however, of the whole slave
affair are the many cases of voluntary devotion of these slaves to their
masters, and masters' families now bending all their energies through
the aims and issues of this war to rivet upon these very slaves the chains
of a perpetual and hopeless bondage.
May 25. "Wed. Very warm. Rainy afternoon. Reg. in camp in
the front trenches. Not much doing. Jaundice, chills and fever, and
diarrhoea have invaded our camp here in force within a day or two, and
a large number of our men and officers are sick. Capt. Normand Smith
is very sick indeed, far worse off than any other officer. Almost every
one who is sick turns to a saffron color. Rev. A. J. Patterson, of Ports-
mouth, agent of the Portsmouth Ladies' Soldiers' Aid Society, pays a wel-
come visit to our camp. The wounded are especially well cared for.
A strong picket leaves the 13th under Captains Julian and Goss ; and
are enjoined to ])repare for severe fightings
Unless actually engaged themselves, the men are now so thoroughly
tired out that they drop almost mechanically behind a protecting tree,
stum]} or little defense of sand thrown up, and go quietly to sleep, as if
altogether unmindful of the whirring, crashing, roaring, uneartlily din of
the firing going on all around them. The Thirteenth has been called out
every morning at 3 or 3.30 a. m., remaining under arms in the front
trenches until daylight, has engaged in chopping, shoveling, or fighting
during the daytime, and has been frequently called out under arms
during the nights — ten days of extremely hard work.
May 26. Thurs. Rainy. Reg. at work on the largest, and nearest,
fort in the forenoon. We think this fort was afterwards called Fort
Dutton. Move out in the forenoon about one mile along the earth-works
to the left, in support of a reconnaissance in force, under command of
Col. Arthur H. Dutton of the 21st Conn. While our Brigade is across
the deep ravine, near the Appomattox river, Col. Dutton rides forward
upon the skirmish line and is severely wounded. (He dies of this wound
June 5, 1864.) He was of the Regular Army. His conspicuous uniform
presented a too prominent mark for the enemy's sharp-shooters. We re-
turn to camp about 2 p. m. Very quiet along the lines during the day.
Last night the pickets kept u}) a continual fire, and many men, unable to
sleep soundly and safely in their tents, on account of the danger from the
enemy's overshot bullets, took their blankets and laid down in the ditch
of the entrenchments. Very sensible.
The 13th has one very nervous six-footer. He was fast asleep the other
night, when one of our own batteries near by opened with bang and
racket enough to waken the dead. Without stopping to learn that there
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was no danger whatever, ' Nervy ' sprang up, seized his blankets in one
hand and his gun and some of his clothing in the other, and ran wiklly
and half-dressed for the rear. The camp-guard stopped him, and know-
ing the case, marched him back under guard at once as he was, a picture
of utter demoralization and despair. Once engaged he is brave and cool.
Signs of a move ; cooked rations ordered to be ready. Maj. Gen. Q.
A. Gilmore assumes command of the Bermuda Hundred line. The day
closes with a heavy rain storm.
May 27. Fri. A hot day. The Thirteenth is in line under arms
at early daylight. The officers and most of the men have gi-een peas
for breakfast. They are now quite plenty and cheap. An order comes
early from Brigade Hdqrs. that the sick will remain here to guard our
old camp in the absence of the command ! This promises no sport, with
the enemy in full force within easy rifle-shot ; and every man and officer,
who can stand upon his feet, resolves at once to march. The order looks
like one of Gen. Burnham's little jokes. Nothing cures malarial dis-
orders like a change in location, or the blood-stirring rush of a battle.
We break camp at 8 a. m., start at 11 a. m., march about two miles
down nearer the James and bivouac at noon, on a hill on a splendid
farm. With the exception of Ahis little march we lie about in the shade
of the trees until past noon. Here the rebel shells have plowed and
torn through everything, and many are lying about. Negroes have been
employed in gathering such of them as have not burst — ' live shells '—
and throwing them into a brook to soak.
On the march through the dense woods and brush, the Thirteenth,
alone in the Brigade, from marching by the right flank, in column of fours,
on reaching a narrow strip of clear ground swings hurriedly forward into
line of battle, at a right angle with the line of march, then breaks by di-
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visions to the front ; tlie divisions then proceed independently, threading
tlieir way through the timber and brush, all the divisions marching side
by side and by the right flank — in columns of twos. Gen. Burnham
rides back, looks the movement over, and is furious. He orders the
change corrected instanter, and the Reg. is re-formed as rapidly as the
men and officers can run, and set marching by the right flank as before,
and amid a storm and war of hard words. The marching by divisions
was by far the easiest method— but the General had not ordered it.
The members of the Thirteenth probably never laughed over a move-
ment, and the breaking up of it with a whisk and a gale, so much as over
this one, during their whole term of service. Capt. Dodge happened to
be on horseback at the time, and declares that his men ran forward, into
the colunm again, faster than his horse could gallop.
At 2 p. m. we move again, and bivouac about sundown nearer Ber-
muda Hundred, a jerky series of short marches. Gen. Kautz's whole Divi-
sion of cavalry comes in. A rougher, more torn and battered collection of
men, horses and equipments, we have never seen ; but the men are jovial,
joking and merry, and appear to enjoy thoroughly the staring by our in-
fantry as they pass. Rough riders they. Gen. Butler rides along our
lines, but is not so popular as he was a month ago— what a month for
the Army of the James !
On the night of May 5th we could have marched straight into Peters-
burg, and then turning north, have given Richmond itself— only about
22 miles distant— a severe trial, if not at once have captured it. Instead
of that, we played at pitch and toss with a rebel skirmish line until Gen.
Beauregard organized an army, and thrashed Butler's army out of its
boots and baggage, in the four to six foggy morning hours of May 16th,
and drove it mto that Bermuda Hundred corner, and has held it there
ever since. Gen. Butler's losses since May 5th are put at 4.000 men.
Gen. Beaureguard's at 3,000 men.
At Bermuda Hundred the advanced forts on the line, from the right, are
Carpenter, McConihe, and Dutton. Our first camp after May 16th was
to the left and a little to the rear of Ft. Dutton, facing southwest. On
the 18th we fell back and towards the right, behind a long line of rifle-pits
facing nearly north. This move brought us to the right of Ft. Dutton,
but still that fort was very nearly in our front. This change of camp brought
the line of the 13th upon a steep, sharp conical hill or bluff in deep woods.
It is not very important, perhaps, but our place of operations was within
the less than half a mile of space between Forts Carpenter and Dutton,
where Gen. Butler's lines swing farthest towards the front, and near the
centre of his position. The ravine referred to under May 21st and 22d
was said to be the steepest, and deepest, and worst one, on Gen. Butler's
whole line between the two rivers, and it then lay at the front and left
of the Thirteenth ; the left of the line of the Reg. running along it for
two or three rods only, the centre of the Reg. being near the head of the
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ravine. Company E was directly in the sharp angle where the front and
main line of rifle-trenches turned to run toward the rear and left along
this ravine. This camp of the 13th has been about one mile — along the
main line of entrenchments — north of the spot where Col. Button was
shot.
VII.
May 28 to June 15, 1864.
MARCH TO COLD HARBOR.
May 28. Sat. AYarm, fair clay, cool, rainy niglit. Thirteenth
called at early daylight, and has an inspection in the forenoon. At noon
is ordered to have two days' cooked rations i)repared and distributed
before 4 p. m. Dress-parade at march. Breaks camp at 5.30 p. m. and
marches to Bermuda Hundred Landing ; where we arrive a little after
8 p. m. near a cluster of old houses, and ' bunk down ' — camp language
for a bad bivouac— in the rain, and in the mud vile and knee-deep.
We are already as wet and muddy as the mud itself, and the soft mud
makes an easy lying bed ; but there is no such thing as getting dry
again, or gaining much sleep, for our shelter tents pitched in the dark
are about as good cover from the rain as so many old cotton umbrellas
with the staffs and half the ribs broken. We have a most ridiculous
night of it. This is the fifth rainy night in succession. On three fourths
of the days in the last two months we have had rain, either in showers or
storms. A rumor runs current to-night that we are retreating again, and
curses and grumblings are savage and deep. Our army feels that there
has been no need of the predicament we have been in, here at Bermuda
Hundred, and the men are neither slow nor mild in their expressions of
opinion and feeling concerning the vexatious situation. Later on, to
quiet the grumbling and disaffection, the word is passed that we are bent
upon a secret expedition and are marching under sealed orders. A lively
curiosity is thus awakened concerning our exact destination, but the secret
of it is well kept.
At whose door lies the faultiness in the recent campaign, broad history
must determine — it is not our purpose, and here we leave it. Un-
doubtedly Gen. Butler did the best he could, as he was known to be
thox'oughly in earnest to put down the rebellion. The failure appears to
have been caused by a lack of celerity ; and a want of unity in action, in
his army, after the successful attack, in the early morning of May 16th,
upon Gen. Heckman. The criticism most common in the Army of the
James at this time is : " The two Corps did not work well together."
May 29. Sun. Very warm, drizzly, cloudy, windy. The Thir-
teenth is called at daylight as usual. Breakfast is hurriedly eaten ; then
we march down to the shore, and immediately embark, at Bermuda
Hundred Landing, on the propeller ' Starlight,' with the 10th N. H., and
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move out into the stream about 8 a. m. At 10.45 a. m. we move down
the James River, and arrive off Fortress Monroe at sundown. The
propeller is crowded to excess, and is very filthy from long use in trans-
porting horses, mules, war materiel and men. We have in tow an old,
leaky barge on board of which is a portion of the men of the 8th Conn.,
who are in a rage because of their bad accommodations. This barge
causes much trouble, as night comes on, when we are near Fortress
Monroe. The wind raises quite a sea. About 11 p. m. the propeller
runs aground on a sand bar ; the tide and wind drive the barge against
the propeller with several hard thumps ; the hawser fouls the propeller's
wheel and threatens serious mischief ; so the hawser is cut, and the barge
drifts away with its unhappy, noisy crew, to be picked up later by a tug,
hauled alongside and again made fast. The remarks of a heavy profane
type heard in that barge, as it moved away in the darkness, made us be-
lieve that calling Connecticut the " land of steady habits " was no compli-
ment. The men between decks on the propeller, however, fall into a
sound sleep, when all at once, as the boat careens, a long line of the
overcrowded bunks breaks down, and spills the sleejnng men all out
sprawling on the deck, and thinking the world has come to an end— for
them. They rush up the gang-ways, and almost a panic ensues, but soon
quiet is restored below.
A large collection of the officers of the 13tli, including the writer, have
taken up their quarters and spend the night lying flat on the upper deck,
all out of doors. We have sought fresh air, and get a plenty of it, with
an occasional dash of salt spray. Sleep is impossible. We laugh at the
multitude of mishaps till we cry ; the situation is even more ridiculous
than the one we were in last night. As the propeller pitches from side
to side we roll to right and left, and sing all the songs in the army hymn
and tune book— keep it up for hours. It is cold on the bay, a wild,
wild night, and inky black much of the time. After tossing, banging
and grating on the sand bar for four or five hours, the incoming tide lifts
our little propeller, we move on, and enter the York River about sunrise,
the sea now very rough.
May 30. Mon. Very warm, clear. The Thirteenth sails again at
daylight— at which time, we can hear a heavy, distant cannonading—
reaches West Point about 12 noon, thence moves up the Pamunkey. ar-
rives at White House Landing at 7 ]). m., debarks at 8 p. m., and bivouacs
on high, clean, dry ground about 9 p. m. The ti-ansports have run
aground many times to-day, in river mud, but no serious accidents have
occurred, so far as we know. Boats seem to be constantly sailing down
past us, as we sail up the river, as river bend runs by bend to parallel
streams. The name ' Pamunkey ' must have been suggested by the in-
numerable curves, bends, doubles and twists possible to tlie tail of a pre-
hensile-tailed monkey— though for crookedness the river beats the
monkey tail altogether.
The Sanitary Commission have a gorgeous steamer here at the wharf,
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loaded with supplies — every package tied up in much red tape. See
June 12th. Our men cheer the Commission to the echo as they pass the
steamer. It is said to be moored to the very bit of shore where Gen.
Washington moored his lover's-barge, when he visited here the fair
widow, Martha Custis, who became his wife, Martha Washington.
They tell us that our camp to-night is on Confederate Gen. Fitz-Hugh
Lee's farm. Fine camping ground ! The men find an old black man in
a hut near by, who claims to be 113 years old— and he looks twice that
age. He also claims to have been chosen to serve Gen. Washington as
his special body servant, when he visited this same White House. The
impression is gaining ground that no man in the United States ever had
so many colored servants as Gen. Washington ; and serving him seems to
have had a very salutary effect upon their longevity.
The Thirteenth is now poorly supplied with camp equipage and tents,
and some borrowincj is the result. Since our regimental bao-jrao-e was
presented to Gen. Beauregard, on May 16th, we have been deprived of
many comforts and conveniences, the officers suffering worst of all. There
is no buncombe splurge and show about this trip, it has, instead of that,
a business air which, however trying, inspires confidence.
" While coming up here we have been crowded together, on this nasty
steamer, with nothing fit to drink and little to eat, and a broiling sun
over our heads. We got on shore about 8 p. m. to-night, and the first
thing I did after landing was to drink about a quart of brook water, and
it tasted perfectly delicious." Prescott.
This is the experience of many thousand men on this hasty and hurried
expedition. The rations served out on May 28th ran short, and coffee
could not be made on the steamer.
May 31. Tues. Very warm, clear. Thirteenth up at 4 a. m., and
has breakfast at once— hurried. At 5 a. m. a large detail, about 100
men, from the 13th, goes to work upon a bridge over the Pamunkey
river ; works hard until 3 p. m. and then returns to camp. Three days'
rations are drawn, cooked and served during the day. Col. Stevens in
command of the Regiment.
At 4.15 p. m., after having been ready to march for about an hour,
the Thirteenth leaves camp and starts inland ; marches rapidly until
11 p. m., along roads and through fields, pastures and brush, a terribly
rough march in the darkness. We halt near New Castle, on Washing-
ton Bassett's farm near Old Church, and as soon as the column is halted
at 11 p. m. our whole Reg. is at once marched to the front of it and placed
on picket ; Headquarters of the Reg. and reserve of the picket are settled
in bivouac about midnight.
The writer is on the picket line at a road bridge over a run a short
distance beyond Bassett's, and is awake the most of the night. We can
hear the distant cannonade at times all through the night ; the demands
of our picket work, in the prospect of a dash by rebel cavalry, allow of
little or no rest or sleep for the most of the Reg., while we anticipate a
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severe battle on the morrow. The reader should experience the situation
and witness the scenes in an army on the eve before a battle, in order to
properly judge of them, or even imagine them clearly. We are told that
we are now only twelve miles from AVhite House, and that we missed the
road, and have actually marched more than twenty miles to reach this
point. The road has been lined with the bodies of dead horses and
mules, relics of recent cavalry encounters and used-up teams.
As the night passes here, in these deep, silent woods and quiet fields,
there steals over every one of us the awful sense of coming danger for all,
of wounds for many, and of certain death for some. The question comes
quick and unbidden, dead home : " Am I to be shot to-morrow ? " Then
we contemi^late the better side of affairs ; or turn over to dream the
brooding nightmare question out of mind — and generally succeed quite
soon in doing so. We know now little or nothing of our sudden detach-
ment from the Army of the James and swift expedition here ; but sin-
cerely hope it means a stout and winning fight, and much honor to the
Thirteenth— and we are ready to try our fortunes and go in. True
courage realizes danger but hesitates not to face it.
BATTLE OF COLD HARBOR.
June 1. "Wed. Clear and very warm— very hot about noon, the air •
dry, dusty, smoky. Maj. Gen. W. F. Smith started from Bermuda Hun-
dred on May 28th, with Gen. Brooks' 1st Division of the 18th Corps, and
Gen. Devens* 2d, and Gen. Ames' 3d Divisions of the 10th Corps, a
total of about 16,000 men and 16 guns, taking steamers to White House
Landing on the Pamunkey River. He left Gen. Ames at the Landing
with about 2,500 men, and pushed on, on the night of May 31st, with the
rest of his force to join Gen. Meade's army, and arrived at Cold Harbor
with above 10,000 men and 16 guns. Gen. Butler's Army of the James
thus re-enforces Gen. Meade's Ai'my of the Potomac. The whole force
under the supreme direction of Lieut. Gen. Grant.
Gen. Smith marched until 11 ji. m. of May 31st, and then halted on
Mr. Washington Bassett's farm near Old Church, where he remained
until 6 a. m. to-day. By an error in the wording of an order, sent to him
this morning by Gen. Grant, New Castle Ferry— ten or twelve miles up
the Pamunkey, northwest— was given as the objective point of his
march, instead of New Cold Harbor— or Cold Harbor— nearly west.
He followed the course indicated by the order, until he discovered the
mistake. The error necessitated a long countermarch southward during
the forenoon of June 1st, caused a delay of four or five hours, and an ex-
tra and rapid march of about ten miles ; making on the whole a march of
full thirty-five miles, from White House to our field of battle at Cold Har-
bor. The roads a mass of dust which every puff of wind and the march-
ing troops raised in clouds, and the weather sweltering hot.
The purpose of this movement, as we learn fully this morning, is to
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continue the extension of Gen. Meade's army by the left ; to seize and
hold about one mile of the Bethesda Church road running north from
Cold Harbor ; also the very important system of roads immediately about
Cold Harbor ; anil to force the passage of the Chickahominy River a few
miles south— the 18th and 10th Corps to co-operate with the 6th Corps.
The 6th Corps had come down from the right of Gen. Meade's army,
and, during this forenoon, had taken position near Old Cold Harbor. On
the arrival of the 6th Corps, Gen. Sheridan's cavalry, in the advance here,
moved southward down near the Chickahominy, covering the left of the
entire army. The 6th Corps was all up by 2 p. m.
Gen. Smith, with his 18th and 10th Corps Divisions, arriving at Cold
Harbor not far from noon (June 1st) passed over, and near 4 p. m., formed
on the right of the 6th Corps, getting well into jjosition and ready to ad-
vance at near 6 p. m., and is placed under command of Gen. Meade.
To oppose this extension to the left by the 6th, 10th, and 18th Corps,
Confederate Gen. Beauregard, retaining upon Gen. Butler's front at Ber-
muda Hundred about 9,000 infantry, besides artillery and cavalry, sent
the rest of his troops, about eight or ten brigades, under Generals Pickett
and Hoke, to Gen. Lee at Cold Harbor, while Gen. Longstreet's Corps
moves down from Gen. Lee's left wing. A portion of Gen Beauregard's
troops, however, were sent here before the 18th Corps left Bermuda Hun-
dred— the portion not required to oppose our army thei'e.
The Confederate line of entrenchments crosses the road from Old to
New Cold Harbor, at a right angle, about one half mile west of Old Cold
Harbor, thence running southward towards the Chickahominy, and north-
ward towards Bethesda church— a line eight or ten miles in length.
The Confederate troops are disposed along this line, near this road, and
facing east, with Gen. Hoke on the right, on the road, then Gen. Kershaw,
then Gen. Pickett, with Gen. Field on the left, near and beyond the vi-
cinity of Beulah church.
Confronting these troops of the Confederates are Gen. Wright's 6th
Corps, on the left, south, the right of the 6th Corps being at the road
leading from Old to New Cold Harbor ; then Gen. Devens' Division,
north of the road, his left connecting with the right of the 6th Corps ;
next to the right of Gen. Devens' is Gen. Brooks' Division of the 18tli
Corps, in which is the Thirteenth ; while Gen. Martindale is at the right
and rear in reserve. That is to say the Confederate line, facing east, is :
Right— Hoke. Kershaw. Pickett. Field. —Left.
Left— Sixth Corps. Devens. Brooks. — Right.
Martindale— in reserve ;
for the Union line, facing west. The right of the 18th Corps, Brooks',
crosses the Bethesda church road a little to the front of Mr. Daniel
Woody's house near Beulah church, which is about one mile north of Cold
Harbor. Being thus in position, our troops merely await the order to
open the Battle of Cold Harbor with the first infantry charge upon the
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enemy's lines of entrenchments, all within a near view across the irregular
tracts of field and brush.
At 6 p. m. the whole Union line — the 6th Corps, and Gen. Smith's
10th and 18th Corps— almost simultaneously, advances to the charge, a
dash by more than 25,000 men, breaking in the Confederate line, and cap-
turing their outer line of entrenchments ; and the 6th Corps succeeds in
securing a portion of the enemy's main line near the Cold Harbor road.
The noise, roar and crash of the musketry and artillery firing is tremen-
dous ; but words are not worth using in the description of such scenes.
The whole rush is over in fifteen minutes ; the distance covered in the
charge varying from three hundred yards to a thousand yards on some
parts of the line, chiefly across open and clear ground.
Gen. Smith's leading brigade, on the extreme right. Gen. Burnham's
— in which the Thirteenth— of Gen. Brooks' Division, moves up a hill
wooded with pines, pushes across an open field on their front, into a thin
strip of wood, and then into another strip of wood more dense, captur-
ing the enemy's outer line of rifle-jnts, and driving the Confederates be-
fore them, until they come upon the enemy's main line of trenches where
they receive such a severe fire that they are compelled to halt, and move
into pine woods to the left for cover. See pages 344 and 348.
The losses in the 6th Corps are 1,200 and in the 10th and 18th Coi'ps
1,000. They capture 600 prisoners. The result of the day is the com-
plete occupation of Cold Harbor.
The above appears to be about the gist of the various accounts, Avhich
differ somewhat in detail. Though the first rush occupied but a few
minutes, the battle continued very noisy until midnight. In the Conn.
Adjt. General's Reports, the order of Gen. Burnham's brigade at the
time of the charge is given as follows : on the left, the 118th N. Y., con-
necting with the right of the 10th Corps, next the 8th Conn., next the
10th N. H., next the 13th N. H., on the right of the brigade.
Having thus made a general statement of the situation, as near as may
be, let us return to the 13th, and accompany it through the battle :
The 13th is now in the 2d Brig. — Gen. Burnham ; 1st Div. — Gen.
Brooks; 18th Army Corps— Gen. Smith ; and consists of the 10th and
13th N. H., the 8th Conn, and 118th N. Y. regiments. To the 13th falls
the honor of being the extreme right regiment of the 18th Ai'my Corps,
in the front line of the infantry charge that opens the battle of Cold Har-
bor. Col. Stevens in command of Reg.
To appreciate the extreme severity of the work and battle of the Thir-
teenth to-day, we must first call to mind the fact that the Reg. was roused
at 4 a. m. Tuesday morning May 31st ; a large number of the men and
officers were kept at work on a bridge from 5 a. m. until 3 p. m. on that
day ; the rest of the Reg. also being kept busy all day about one thing or
another ; and at 4.15 p. m., all were assembled, and marched rapidly,
over rough ground, until lip. m., and then at once placed on picket.
By the following it appears that a portion of the 13th were kept mov-
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ing for even a longer period : " May 31. Left White House at 3 p. m.,
marched till midnight, then went on picket. Very tired ; got a little
sleep." LuEY.
Very little rest could be had while on ])icket duty ; and at 4.30 this
morning— June 1st— the Reg. is ordered to assemble, hurries from dis-
tant jjicket posts into line, and about 6.30 is marched off without any
breakfast, excej^ting what the men can eat from their haversacks as they
march along. The weather is very hot, the men are suffering much from
it, and the actual marching time has been nearly twenty hours, between
leaving White House and the charge nuule to-day— much of the march
a series of jerks. The men consequently enter the battle much tired and
worn ; and with their clothing all gray from the deep, fine dust in the
roads, rising in clouds wherever the troops have moved.
When we assemble on Mr. Bassett's farm near New Castle at 4.30 this
morning, the noise of cannon is already heard in the distance, and as we
march the firing increases in volume and clearness with every mile of our
nearer approach, until long before noon there is a continuous roar, as of
dull distant thunder ; the work of cavalry, skirmishers and cannon. We
march by rapid, tiresome spurts, halting now and then for a few minutes
only ; and near one o'clock p. m. enter the Army of the Potomac in action,
and pass over a portion of the field, near the right of the 18th Corps line,
where the irregular fighting has already swept. Trees are broken, torn
off, blown in pieces, and the ground torn up, by shells, fragments of which
strew the ground ; while the bullet marks appear everywhere and on
everything, beyond numbering or estimating. The dead are lying all
about us, chiefly rebel dead ; and the wounded Union soldiers are coming
back from the front in great numbers, many of them borne on stretchers,
or assisted by other men. One General among the number. We ci*oss a
wide, open field, and halt among some little oak-trees. Here are quite a
number of the rebel dead, and a pile of their knapsacks. One C S. A.
knapsack here, being vigorously kicked, yields to the writer a new, blue
and gold, pocket edition of Scott's Lady of the Lake, that is afterwards read
by many, and read aloud for the entertainment of many more, in the Cold
Harbor trenches. The men of the Thirteenth at this little halt among the
oaks commence to lunch, but are moved on before they can finish. We
now pass through large bodies of waiting troops of the 6th Corps, who
look us over curiously, and several batteries of artillery ; a few rebel
prisoners pass us going toward the rear, all smiling and jocular, with the
air of men just relieved from duty ; mounted horsemen are flying in every
direction and at the top of their horses' speed — and the care with which
a swiftly running horse will avoid stejiping upon the body of a man lying
on the ground is truly marvelous. On the way we file around the burn-
ing ruins of a building, said to be Beulah church, near D. Woody's, on the
Bethesda church road.
Soon we enter thick brush close by the roadside, and move along by the
right flank— by fours — into a depression in the ground, a shoal ravine.
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halt, and form close column by divisions, right in front. Here we ex-
pect to rest, but soon comes the quick order, given direct by an aide of
Gen. Burnham's : " Load ! "— a sudden, unexpected and startling order,
making eyes to open and nerves to quiver. The order is repeated all
along our Brigade, by the regimental and company commanders, and just
as we are loading our muskets and calling the roll, and the men are an-
swering firmly : " Hei'e ! " " Here ! " '" Here ! " in reply to the call of
their names— in many cases their last Roll-call on earth I — a sudden burst
of heavy musketry firing rolls in from the near distance and reverberates
through the woods ; a most belligerent, threatening and suggestive sound,
especially when we know by experience just what that sound practically
means. There is no flinching, however, the Thirteenth is very ready to
take its chances and to go in, never more so than now ; and one man of
the Thirteenth coolly remarks : " Now that we have loaded, we will give
them some more of that ! "— the quiet remark provoking an approving
smile among his comrades.
The order to load is quickly obeyed Jlnd we march on by fours again,
by the right flank, into a deep ravine filled with pine-trees, face to the
left in line of battle— with a bog-hole or pond and a very wet swamp
just behind us, scattered about which are many bodies of dead soldiers,
Union and Confederate together— and with the skirmishei's from our
Reg. preceding us we move forward up a very steep hill or bluff among
the trees, and halt at 4.30 p. m., the men being directed to lie down and
secure cover for themselves, from the enemy's fire, among the standing
and fallen trees. We have been within range of the enemy's shot and
shell for a long time, but now we are near his infantry lines, and hun-
dreds of his bullets whistle and whack among the trees about us ; wliile
the rebel shells burst over our heads, and the pieces come down among
us, or else rip and tear through the trees, favoring us with the falling
branches. One large ])ine-tree is cut clean off, twenty or thirty feet
above the ground, and the great branchy top crashes down, and comes
near burying or killing Gen. Burnham, who has bai'ely time to escape it.
As we move a little farther up the hill, we see near, before us, a regi-
ment, or a long heavy skirmish line— a part of it at least composed of
the men of the 40th Mass— lying along a ' Virginia ' rail fence, and hotly
engaged ; every instant some of them are being killed or wounded, and
one officer springs up and dashes back, down among us of the Thirteenth.
Gen. Burnham, who is near by, stops him, and orders him back again, as
he is unhurt. The officer refuses to go back, when the General raises
his sword as if to strike him. At this he turns to go back, and the Gen-
eral follows him up, striking him several times with the flat of the sword,
following him through our line, and until he takes his proper place again.
TVe do not know to what Regiment he belongs.
Cai)t. Goss is struck in his ear by a IniUet, and brushes his ear with his
hand as if a bee had stung him ; and does not discover what the matter
is until he sees the blood upon his hand. He finds time to have the ear
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bound up before we charge. It is now 5 p. m. or a little later, and we
keep our position, advancing but little, for nearly an hour, catching
glimpses of the enemy here and there across the open field on our front
;
whence a heavy, long cloud of battle-smoke rolls up and moves towards
us, the nauseous and choking compound soon settling over and among us
in the dense pine timber and brush.
While we are here and waiting the order to charge. Col. Stevens calls
Lieut. Thompson of E to him, and, to use his own words, orders him :
"To act as Adjutant in rear of the left wing of the Regiment, in helping
to keep the men up m place, as the charge is made." He moves at once
to the position indicated, and during the charge he happens to be near to
Capt. Farr of D, the eighth Company from the right and third from the
left of the 13th, when Capt. Farr is shot. Capt. Farr spins around
several times when the l)ullet strikes him, hitting Lieut. Thompson as he
does so ; but soon steadying himself he asks Lieut. Thompson to take
command of Company D, which he cannot do because of Col. Stevens'
order for him to act as Adjutant. Capt. Farr at once disappears — the
whole matter is the work of ten seconds— and Lieut. Thompson as
quickly as possible runs along the line of Company D, and teUs the men
to ' stick to their First Sergeant, or whoever shall properly succeed Capt.
Farr.' This is done while the Thirteenth is under fire, advancing in the
charge, and before any halt is made. Lieut. Staniels until he is wounded
serves, in his regular capacity, as Acting Adjutant, in rear of the right
wing of the Regiment ; Col. Stevens desiring that the Thirteenth shall
remain compact, and unbroken in line during the charge, and therefore
taking these extra precautions.
After Lieut. Staniels, Acting Adjutant since April 23d, is wounded in
the charge, Lieut. Thompson of E is appointed Acting Adjutant of the
Thirteenth, at first on the field immediately after the halt in the charge
is made and before moving to the left into the point of pines, and after-
wards formally about midnight— Col. Stevens then writing the order in a
few words in pencil on a scrap of paper torn from a letter which he takes
from his pocket— and he serves in that capacity during all our stay at
Cold Harbor, and until relieved by the return to duty of Adjutant Bout-
well, at White House on June 13th. These are the simple facts of a
little vexed dispute, and they in no way or degree disparage any member
of the Thirteenth.
Two Divisions— the 2d Division, Devens', of the 10th Corps, on the
left, and the 1st Division, Brooks', of the 18th Corps, on the right —
now form the front line of the assaulting column ; the 3d Division, Mar-
tindale's, of the 10th Corps, in reserve to the right and rear of Brooks.
Our Second Brigade, Burnham's, has the right of the 18th Corps ; the
Thii'teenth has the right of the front line. This gives the Thirteenth the
right of the front line of the Brigade, Division and Corps, and conse-
quently in the charge that follows brings us under both a flank and a front
fire from the enemy, as the right surges somewhat forward of the main
line. See pages 347 and 350.
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"While we stand here waiting the ordei' to charge. Gen. Oilman Mars-
ton's brigade passes our rear towards the swamp to our right. He finds
the swamp nearly impenetrable, and personally leads his men into posi-
tion in small bodies of a few companies at a time, for no large organ-
ization can be safely and readily handled in the dense brush. He finds
on advancing tliat AUerson's road is crossed by several rows of heavy
stakes di'iven deep, standing at a low incline towards the Union lines,
and all hewn to a very sharp jjoint. To his right in the field rises a huge
rebel earth-work and long rifle trenches.
The artiUery fire increases, the skirmishing rattles louder and louder,
the smoke rolls towards us heavier and heavier in volume until the sun is
obscured, and at six o'clock p. m., and already dusky in the dense pines,
we are ordered to charge ; and in a minute more we spring out of the
pines into the clearer light of open ground, and plunge headlong into the
terrible scene of carnage, amid tlie deafening roar of musketry and ar-
tillery— opening the battle of Cold Harbor with the first infantry charge.
Our part of this work is done in less than five minutes— reliable per-
sons have said, in less than three minutes— but in this little turn of time
the Thirteenth loses sixty-seven men killed and wounded. We leave our
grove of pines, at the crest of the bluff, and dash on the run three hun-
dred yards, across an open field, to a little ridge in the field, and upon
our approach the enemy hastily withdraws from his rifle-pits dug near
this ridge. Here we are halted, and ordered to he down and do so, while
troops form in our rear, the most of them coming up into the open field
in excellent order. We do not here enter the enemy's pits, but take posi-
tion under cover of the low little ridge, and the scattered piles of sand,
thrown out by the enemy when he dug his rifle-pits. It may be well to
say here, that the nearest regiment in our rear, when we halt and lie
down, is the 40th Mass., forming from their skirmish line and approach-
ing, but not yet so far into the field as the little apple-tree (mentioned
below), that is, they are at least 200 yards behind us. Lt. Col. Smith
thinks that the 13th charged alone, or else it had no support. The writer
is sure that no support has followed us so near as a support should follow
on such an occasion. The 40th Mass. could not possibly re-form from the
skirmish line, and keep pace with our charge.
Pine timber borders the field of our charge on the left side, but the
Thirteenth gains no cover in it at all, our position throughout the charge,
and when halted, being in the open field and to the right of all the pines.
When the halt in the charge is made, the writer is near the extreme left
of the Thirteenth, and would say positively that the whole Regiment halts
in open ground ; the nearest grove of trees, into which we are afterwards
moved, being at some distance to our left. At our left the assaulting
line, during the charge, strikes the little grove of pines referred to in the
official accounts, where they are halted, and whence they are afterwards
moved to the left, to give room for the right of the line, including the
Thirteenth, to secure cover from the enemy's fire, coming upon our front
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and right. The enemy's rifle-pits, two lines o£ them, run clear across the
field from Allerson's road on our right, to and along the pines on our left.
The course taken by the Thirteenth in tlie charge formed a slight curve
to the front and left ; all the way in a clear, bare, open field.
Gapt. Durell, then Lieutenant, furnishes the writer with the following
:
" Soon after our halt in the charge June 1st and while lying in line of
battle on the bare field, the rebel bullets flying over us and their shells
cracking about, the rebels just having vacated their rifle-pits, Col. Henry
of the 40th Mass., on Gen. Brooks' Staff, rode up to near the left of the
Thirteenth, and happening to meet me first, spoke to me, asking where
Col. Stevens was. I replied that he was at the right of the Regiment.
Col. Henry then directed me to go to the right of the 13th, and ask Col.
Stevens to come to the left ; remarking that the order was to advance.
I passed along the line until I found Col. Stevens, and delivered to him
Col. Henry's order, telling him about the contemplated advance. The
firing was very severe through which I passed, and I could see the enemy,
and the general situation clearly, and I told Col. Stevens that ' to ad-
vance two rods into that field meant annihilation for the Thirteenth,' and
Col. Stevens agreed with me on that point. At Col. Stevens' direction,
therefore, I returned to the left, along the line, and explained the situa-
tion to Col. Henry. He directed that Col. Stevens hold his ground, word
was passed up the line to that effect, and then he rode away to confer
with Gen. Brooks. In about twenty minutes Col. Henry retvirned, and
directed that Col. Stevens should move the Thirteenth by the left flank,
into the pines near by, to the left and rear, which was done. The word
was passed along the line, and to avoid unnecessary exposure the officers
maintained their proper positions, as there was no need of doing other-
wise. We were lying on the field — the open, bare field — for nearly an
hour, during which the firing was continuous." Capt. Durell.
To walk twice the length of the battle line of the Thirteenth, several
hundred yards, through and across such a rebel fire as then was going on,
was extremely hazardous, and Durell may well be thankful that he was
not perforated with a dozen rebel bullets, or blown into minced meat by
the shells ; but he saved many men of the Thirteenth by the act.
" June 1st. Up at 5.45 a. m. Call in the pickets at 6 a. m. March
at 7 a. m. Warm and dusty. Arrive at the front at 4 p. m., halt and
rest. Form column by divisions and load. Form line of battle and ad-
vance through woods to open field, and ordered to charge across open
field at 6 p. m. As we are charging across the field I am pretty severely
wounded by a musket ball in my right shoulder. Carried to the Corps
Hospital, and wound dressed by Asst. Surgeons Small and Morrill."
Diary of Lieut. Staniels.
Extract from a letter :
" At the battle of Cold Harbor I acted, until wounded, as Adjutant
of the Thirteenth ; and when our Regiment was deployed in line of battle
skirmishers were thrown out, and Col. Stevens directed me to advance
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with the sldnnishevs, to see that theiv line was not broken and assist in
the movement ; the Thirteenth followed in line of battle, and we thus ad-
vanced through the woods until we came to the open field, where the men
laid down. Soon the order was given to fix bayonets and to charo-e
across the open field in front. When the line first advanced in the charge
Col. .Stevens was near the Regiment's colors, close in rear of the line, and
I was a little to his right. As we advanced I worked farther to the right,
and was in the rear of the third or fourth Company from the right when
I was hit.
" AVe had advanced fifteen or twenty rods from the woods into the
open field, and many of the poor boys had already fallen, when I received
a shock from a missile which seemed to me heavy enough to be a ten-
pound shot, it struck me so heavily. It brought me down to the ground,
and I realized that I was wounded. My first thought was to avoid being
taken a prisoner by the enemy, and I began creeping toward the woods ;
using my left hand, as my right hand and arm had become useless. I
worked gradually toward the woods, and was then helped back to some-
where near the point where the skirmish line was formed, and there Asst.
Surgeon Sullivan cut off my coat and vest, examined and probed the
wound. He suggested that he had better take my money, watch, papers,
and the address of my friends, and said he would telegraph to my friends.
I let him have my valuables for safe-keeping, but told him not to tele-
graph without my consent.
" I was then carried back to the field hospital, and was laid upon the
grass in the line of the wounded being brought in. Asst. Surgeon H. N.
Small was told that I was there, and he came and spoke to me, saying
that I should come upon his operating table, as soon as he was through
with Capt. George Farr, whose wound was then being dressed. Soon
afterwards I was placed upon the table, and Asst. Surgeon Small— a
noble and true friend, and a skillful surgeon— took me in charge, and
persevered until he had removed the minie bullet ; which he kept for me,
and which I now, 1887, have in my possession. The bullet struck my
right clavicle, shattering it, and then taking a downward course lodged
in the lower part of my right lung. Asst. Surgeon Small told me at the
time that it was one of the most difficult cases of wounds that he ever had
to operate upon ; the bullet going so deep, and lodging finally where it
did, was very hard to find, and when found his instruments were not long
enough to take hold of it without much effort.
'• While charging upon the rebel rifle-pits we advanced upon the double-
quick, and would naturally be leaning forward, which position I presume
accounts in part for the bullet taking a downward course ; striking the
clavicle first at a certain angle may also have caused it to change its
course somewhat." ^ Capt. Staniels.
' Personal accounts like this one given by Capt. Staniela— then a Lieutenant—
are of vital interest in a history like this ; and I doubt not many will regret not hav-
ing furnished tlieni when I urged them to do so. — S. M. T.
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In coming across the field in the charge, the Thirteenth first receives
the fire of the enemy's pickets, in a strong line in rifle-pits in a strip of
l)ines a little to our left, and also directly in our front, from his pickets in
rifle-pits just behind the crest of the little ridge on which we are finally
halted — on the aj^proach of our Brigade these pickets either withdraw
or are captured. Before the charge is over, we also receive an oblique
fire from a long line of battle, off to our front and right, where the enemy
have sprung to their feet, bolt upright, and are standing in line and firing
— members of the Thirteenth will recall the blaze and glare of this rebel
line of muskets — and also shell and grape from the enemy's batteries,
one to the right and one to the left.
Just before the end of the charge, when the rebel bullets were the
thickest, Capt. Stoodley's voice was heard above the din, shouting:
" Sing, ' Rally Round the Flag,' boys ! " A few men, almost breathless
from the running and shouting, strike up a note or two— but the song
is at once cut short by the order to halt and lie down. Capt. Stoodley,
active, quick and enthusiastic, has no fear except that some of the Regi-
ment may break under this terrible fire— but they do not.
We have gained the ground which we started for, and hold it ; lying
down on our faces, with guns to the front and bayonets fixed, ready to
rejjel a charge if the enemy attempts one, and receiving the fire from a
strong line of his men behind another ridge and in other rifle-pits, in the
field, still farther to our front and right. A few of our men commence
firing upon these, but are ordered to stop. The enemy had two lines of
rifle-pits running across this field, and we have captured one of them ; but
it is harder for us to lie here inactive than it was to dash in upon the
charge. While thus lying on the ground under the protection of the little
ridge mentioned above, the sheet of bullets flying over our bodies— we
would rather be firing, men do not like to lie down and be shot at— sev-
eral lines of troops form in our rear at some distance, in excellent order
and very rapidly, then march into the field in successive lines of battle,
halt and lie down. They are much exposed also, and as they lie upon
the ground we can see the frequent sudden start, shudder, and struggle,
of a man here and there among them, indicating wounds and death. A
great number of these inactive men, while lying altogether unprotected
in the open field, are killed and wounded. Probably there is no way of
avoiding these casualties.
While we are lying here, the writer cannot resist the tem2)tation to
raise himself upon his elbow a little and look around, and witnesses the
40th Mass. enacting a most tragic scene. About 100 or 150 yards to the
right and rear of the 13th, as we lay, stands a small apple-tree, with two
little trunks, both together not one foot in diameter. On coming up into
the field the 40th Mass. approaches very near this tree— the writer
thinks their line of battle was divided by it— and just then the enemy
opens upon them a fearful musketry fire, from the same line of battle
that but a few minutes before had been practicing upon us, cutting down
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many of them. The 40th swing aronnd towards the tree and many of
the men huddle together around it, and by so doing become a still
better target for the rebels, and they seem to fall by dozens. Their color-
bearer is shot down, and their colors lie on the ground ; when suddenly a
horseman, himself and horse all gray with dust, dashes at a full and furi-
ous gallop into the field from the left — Major George Marshall of Chel-
sea, and of the 40th— reaches down with his sword, and lifts the colors,
or attempts to do so. But at this very instant his horse is shot, and
plunges fearfully. The Major is unhorsed, or gets off, striking upon his
feet, seizes the colors, raises them, and makes most heroic exertions to rally
the men of the 40th— never was the action and bearing of a man under
fire more gallant than this. Meanwhile his horse turns and gallops off
the field, to the left, the way he came, straining every muscle in the
frenzy of pain, and going like the wind. He runs straight through and
over the line of one regiment of our troops lying on the ground, leaps a
high rail fence, and disappears in the distance, with reins, straps and
stirrups flying. This fence is the continuation to the left of the same
fence over which we charged, on the crest of the bluff, where the 40th
Mass. had been skirmishing. The officers of the 40th soon rally that
regiment, and bring it forward in line.
After some delay— the evening now quite dusky— the Thirteenth
moves off by the left flank, somewhat to the left and rear, out of the
ojien field, into some of the rebel rifle-jjits which the charge has captured,
and which are situated in a thin strip, or spur, of small pine-trees jutting
into the open field on the left side. "We have lain on the field nearly
an hour. From here men are sent at once to look after our wounded. A
rebel fort, or what appeared to be such as we came into the field, rising
black and high in a field about half a mile to the right and front of the
Thirteenth, fires an occasional shell during the night high over our heads
to the lighted bivouac of the Union troops somewhat to our left and rear.
We lie here in these rebel rifle-pits in the pines until some time in the
night, hour not definitely known, Lt. Col. Smith thinks until near day-
light, when we move nearly a quarter of a mile farther to the left and
rear, behind a rail fence, and thence turn towards the right and bivouac
in the same woods from which we charged and apparently about an
eio-hth of a mile to the left of the position on the crest from which we
charged. A portion of the 13th is thought to have re-occupied the same
ground. Here little defenses of sand are thrown up with bayonets and
tin dippers, a few logs piled up, and we literally bivouac among the dead
— they lie everywhere and in great numbers. More men are now sent
over the field to find, care for and bring off the wounded, and to bury
the dead, of our Regiment. Capt. Julian and a large detail fiom the
Thirteenth works all night upon the entrenchments near the scene of
our charge. Light lines of eartl>works rise all along our front.
The 18th Corps thus occupies and holds the ground it gained by the
assault, including all of the first line of Confederate rifle-pits ; merely
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extending its lines to right and left to fill the space between the corps on
its right and on its left, and co-operating with the 10th Corps.
The foregoing account was written in the main before the writer's visit
to the field in May 1885. At that time Lt. Col. Smith went with the
writer, located the place of the charge, and the lines afterwards occupied
by the 13th. and measured, paced or estimated all the distances.
The National Cemetery is on the main road from Old to New Cold
Harbor, and about half way between those places. The first ravine
north-northeast of the Cemetery leads down direct to the rear line of
the works occupied by tbe 13th, which were in the ravine, crossing it, and
stretching out on the level to the left— westward— of the ravine. The
ravine points about southeast toward Old Cold Harbor, and about north-
west to our rear line of works. The 13th passed up this ravine on leav-
ing the field of Cold Harbor, noon of June 12th.
Now to find the place where the 13th charged on the evening of June
1st : continuing almost due north from the Cemetery towards Bethesda
church, at the distance of about one mile we come to a road, leading
from the Old Cold Harbor and Bethesda church road, and from near the
old Beulah church, southwest to Mr. Albert Allerson's house, which stood
nearly half a mile in the rear of the Confederate front line of rifle-pits
which we charged upon and captured. Turning to the left and proceed-
ing southwest up this road, towards Mr. Allerson's house, we soon come
to a ravine, and in it a culvert, across the road, over a brook running
from a small pond lying some fifty yards to the left of the road, and
known as the "Old-Still" pond— a distillery having once been located
near here. The only brook, culvert and pond in this vicinity. At the
southwest side of this brook and pond is a steep bluff, 30 to 40 feet high,
and with a slope of about 50 yards, running along the ravine in a south-
eastward course for several hundred yards. If the crest of this bluff be
taken for the handle of a huge sickle, with the end of the handle resting
at the Allerson road, north ; a line of woods and a rail fence, sweeping
first southeastward and a little to the rear, and then southwestward far
to the front, and bordering the east and southeast sides of the field into
which we charged, will rather roughly represent the blade — the point of
the sickle falling near where the Confederates had a powerful redoubt, in
an open field, near a mile to the southwest of the bluff. Here were the
cannon that played upon us from the left, during our charge.
On the afternoon of the charge, the 13th came into this ravine from
the southeast, marching by the right flank ; halted, faced to the left in
line of battle, swung around a little, and marched up the slope among
large pine-trees, between the Old-Still pond and the bluff west of it, and
made the final formation, for the charge, in line of battle, near the crest
of the bluff, and facing southwest. The 13th here formed a rod or two
in rear of a rail fence, and waited for the order to charge, while the
Union skirmishers, a part of them of the 40th Mass., were behind the
fence hotly engaging the Confederates in rifle-pits 300 yards to the front
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— upon whom we were to charge— and being badly cut up. When the
order to charge was given the right of the Thirteenth rested nearly in
front of the centre of the Old-Still pond, 150 yards from the road, paced
southeast along the crest of the bluff, and 100 yards from the culvert,
paced south across the ravine and up the slope, and about 50 feet in rear
of the highest i)art of the crest ; the 13th thus occupying the central part
of the handle of the sickle. Lt. Col. Smith paced these distances in
May 1885. The 13th charged nearly due west, swinging a little to the
southwest, and almost directly toward the spot Avhere Mr. Edward Jen-
kins' house now stands, away over on the farther side of the field toward
the left. The charge was for almost exactly 300 yards (the distance
measured by a tajje line. May 1885) and done as rapidly as the aver-
age man can run that distance. The captured rifle-pits have since been
leveled, but their line is easily made out from the color of the subsoil
thrown up, as the vi^hole is now, 1885, a plowed field.
After halting in the charge, and lying down for about an hour, we
moved by the left flank, to the rear and left, about 75 or 100 yards, to
the edge of the pines, and into some Confederate rifle-pits among them,
and remained there until near morning, the 118th N. Y. on our front.
There was a scramble on the part of some of the men when we went into
these rifle-pits, and in endeavoring to preserve better order in the sudden
rush, after we reached the pits and were ordered into them, the writer
had a heavy gold ring pulled off from his finger and lost. It was a
present and loose. Bearing upon the crest of the bluff, and upon the
whole level field of our charge, with no trees of consequence or other ob-
struction to their fire, were two rebel batteries at least ; one to the right,
about one half mile to the northwest of the 13th, and near where IMr.
AUerson's house now stands, and the other to the left, about three fourths
of a mile southwest of the 13th and a little to the south of where Mr.
Jenkins' house now stands. Besides these, and running wide across the
field in our front, was a strong system of two lines of rebel rifle-trenches,
flanked by similar trenches to the right and left, all occupied by a heavy
rebel skirmish and picket line. The charge of the 13th, and of our Bri-
gade, was into a sort of broad inverted y ; the Reg. entering at the point,
the bar and arms to right and left rifle-trenches, on each end of the arms
a battery, and the enemy's gunners and riflemen well manning all. The
banks along AUerson's road were also heavily manned by rebels.
" Charles McGaffrey of I carried the National colors through the
charge unhurt, and Malachi W. Richardson of G the State colors, and
was killed. McGaffrey shook the colors out, and waved them to the
front, just as we came upon the crest of the bluff, among the dead and
wounded lying along the rail fence. Three of the eight men of our Color-
gtiard were killed. The total loss in the 13th in less than five minutes,
during the charge, was seventy in killed, wounded and missing. We
moved to the place of our charge by the road that runs from Old Cold
Harbor via New Cold Harbor to Gaines' Mill about two miles west
;
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stopped to load and called the i-oU in, or near, the road, and straight
across, about one half a mile to a mile, from the crest. AVe next moved
along the road a short distance, left it, moved to the right, towards the
north, passed around the recent ruins of a building— said to be Beulah
church— into a ravine and brush to the right, thence over much rough
ground co the position on the crest from which we charged. The 40th
Massachusetts were skirmishing on the crest in front of the Thirteenth
just before, and at the time of our charge, and Capt. Goss secured nearly-
enough of Spencer rifles thrown away, or lost, by them, to arm his Com-
pany, I, hut they were taken away from him by order of the Coi-ps Pro-
vost Marshal." Lt. Col. Smith.
The State-color bearer Ricliardson was struck during the charge, and
was found shot through the hij)s, lying with the colors on the field. He
was assisted off the field by Corporal Charles Powell of K, a Swede,
who took the colors. As Richardson did not recover from his wound,
the colors were placed in Powell's hands as a complimentary reward for
rescuing them, and he carried that flag through the rest of the battle.
Lieut. Taggard states that when we fell back after the charge, to the
little strip of pines, and went into the rebel rifle-pits, a little to the rear
and left of our line of charge and place of halting, Sergt. Van Duzee
of E was left in sight, lying on the field. A man of Co. E seeing him
there, rose up, reversed his gun, sticking the bayonet into the ground—
to indicate that he was bent on a peaceful mission — and advanced to-
wards the rebel line, and towards Van Duzee. The enemy, howevei*,
fired at him, and he was obliged to return, leaving Van Duzee on the
field.
A rebel prisoner, taken later, so described a man, whom he helped to
properly bury, that we believe it must have been Van Duzee.
Asst. Surgeon Sullivan remembers that the Reg. fell back after the
charge, and at some hour in the night, to the slope between the little pond
and the crest of the bluff, and that night, and the next day, the men ob-
tained water from a spring near the south end of the pond ; so that we
must have been, during the latter part of the night of June 1st and on
June 2d, very near the point whence we charged. As the Reg. passed
to the charge he saw quite a number of Union soldiers standing and ly-
ing, half sunk in the mud and water of the pond— dead ; all having
been shot while attempting to cross to the skirmish line, before the 13th
came up.
Under date of June 3d Charles W. Washburn of G, a member of the
Thirteenth's Band, temporarily employed at the Hospital, writes home
:
" Thousands were wounded June 1st. We had poor accommodations.
The wounded were brought back to the rear, a mile or so, on stretchers,
and laid on the gTound in a field, and we put uji bushes, the next day, to
keep the sun off a little. The Surgeons worked night and day, cutting
off legs and arms, and extracting bullets and pieces of shells, from every
part of the men's bodies. All had to lie on the ground, both before and
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after the o])erations upon them. It rained the night of June 2(1, and
many of the wounded had httle cover, and some of them no cover at all.
On the morning of June 3d the ambulances commenced carrying the
wounded to White House Landing."
June 2. Thurs. Pleasant, with light showers, hard rain in the
afternoon. Last night the enemy made desperate attempts to recapture
his works and lost ground, but in vain. The dead of the 13th buried.
The Reg. in line of battle and entrenching— along the crest near the
j)oint over which we charged, but a little to the left— with bayonets and
dippers and now and then a spade, and under a dangerous fire all day.
Severe fighting going on to the right and left, in spurts, all night and all
day, but no general engagement. We occupy a portion of the crest
about 200 yards to th^ left of Allerson's road, and are fronting a little
south of west. The 18th Corps holds the ground which it captured.
Last night Asst. Surgeon Sullivan, and Hosp. Steward Prescott, of the
13th, went out between the lines, looking for the wounded. A man ap-
pears on horseback, and demands their business ; and they, Yankee like,
demand his. And there tlie interview ends ; each parting from the other
DESCRIPTION OF PLAT.
A. Road leading from Mr. Albert Allerson's house H, eastward to
Mr. D. Woody's house and Beulah church ; with culvert N over
the brook from the Old-Still pond B.
C. C. Crest of bluff rising about 40 feet, all along the west side of a deep
ravine D, heavily wooded and containing a spring M and pond
B. A strong zig-zag rail fence, V, ran along this crest for sev-
eral hundred yards.
E. Position of Thirteenth, close under the top of the crest, awaiting
the order to charge. The right of the Reg. 150 yards from the
road, paced along the crest, and 100 yards from culvert N, and
almost exactly in front of the centre of the pond B.
F. Thirteenth halted ; after the enemy retired from his long outer line
of rifle-pits Z. The Thirteenth charged 300 yards. After the
charge and halt we moved about 100 yards to the left and rear
into rebel rifle-jiits in the point of pines at G.
I. Mr. Edward Jenkins's house built since the war. P. Edge of
woods.
K. Confederate battery to the right, distant about one third of a mile
from the crest.
L. Confederate battery to the left, distant about three fourths of a mile
from the crest.
T. Apple-tree where Major INIarshall rallied the 40th Mass., about 100
or 150 yards in rear of the Thirteenth when halted and lying
down after the charge.
Y. A second line, main line of rifle-trenches, running across the field,
and occupied by rebel infantry.
COLD HARBOR, June 1, 1864.
From a sketch made by the writer in May 1885.
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full of the suspicion, natural to such an incident, that they had met one
of the enemy. As the darkness increased, Sullivan and Prescott were
puzzled, and did not know which lines to enter ; and remained on the field
between the lines until there was enough of daylight to enable them to
decide. Both men are courageous, but such an experience no man would
care to repeat.
An errand early to-day took tlie writer about half a mile through the
woods to the left, and a more terrible picture of war can scarcely be im-
agined. The dead are lying everywhere. The bodies show but little
evidence of suffering, but the limbs ai-e stretched out stiff and at almost
every possible angle. Many bodies are bent backwards, as if the spine
were trying to touch ends that way. One body is thus arched up, and is
resting upon the shoulders and heels. The coat-capes are turned up over
many faces, other faces are bare, others hidden, tlie bodies lying face
down ; but the most lie as they fell, and are badly torn— it is a walk of
sickening and unutterable horrors. Along the line of a fence, near the
ridge, or crest of the bluff over which we charged, one could walk several
I'ods upon the bodies almost covering the ground, lying in every conceiva-
ble position, and piled one upon another. Among these are some sitting
bolt upright, gun in hand, in a posture almost as natural as life, and
appearing as if they had not moved a muscle after being shot. One lies
attentively examining the lock of his musket, his head to the" foe, and a
bullet hole through the lower part of his face. Many bodies of horses,
too, are lying among the men.
The scene of our charge presents this morning a strange sight. A
man a little apart by himself on the crest, but one of the skirmish line
through which we advanced to the charge, had his gun about half way
between the position of ' ready ' and ' aim,' when he was instantly killed ;
and there he is this morning, scarcely changed in position, but resting
quite firmly and naturally on one knee, his left shoulder against a stump,
while he holds his gun raised and cocked, his head leaning a little to one
side, peering around the stump as if about to find a good mark among
the enemy and to shoot. Those who have occasion to pass in front of
his gun, before he is removed, instinctively start, and step quickly out of
line of the aim of the dead man's gun. It does not seem possible that
any man when dead could retain a position so life-like. But this is not
the only case of similar fixed rigidity of muscles after instant death.
The field of our charge bears a little to the right this morning, and con-
tains many bodies of the Union dead lying in full view. The 13th are so
badly cut up, that they are not called upon for much duty to-day ; are
ordered to preserve silence, not to fire a shot, and to remain hidden under
the ridge or crest and the trees as much as possible, and avoid betraying
their position. Generals Grant and Meade visit our part of the line.
About mid-afternoon Gen. ' Baldy ' Smith comes up to our line, and see-
ing the Confederates %vithin close musket range, asks for a gun, and is
about to fire, when Lieut. Taggard requests him not to do so ; explaining
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that very strict orders had been given not to fire unless we were attacked.
Gen. Smith thereupon quietly returns the gun to its owner without firing
— a Major General obeying a Lieutenant's request, and possibly one of his
own orders.
The loth has been practically separated from the rest of our Brigade
to-day. After dark orders are received to move farther to the left. This
necessitates a hunt for the path through the brush ; and the writer, and
one or two other officers, can never forget that hunt— stumbling over
stumps, fallen trees and brush, and the numerous bodies of the now offen-
sive dead, everything drenched and soaked in the rain. We move about
9 p. m. in pitchy dai'kness, towards the left, along behind the same rail
fence, or what is left of it, abandoning the little defenses thrown u]i In the
twenty-four hours or so since the charge. This move takes us altogether
away from the crest, over which we charged— the handle of the sickle
— across the short bend in the blade to the rear and left, and along up to-
wards the centre of the blade, as we cross the rail fence, bordering the
field, and face more to the northward towards Mr. AUerson's road.
While crossing this fence and moving considerably nearer to the rebel
lines, some of the men — probably remembering the fearful experience
we had soon after crossing it on the evening of June 1st— hesitated and
lay down, or crouched behind the fence. Upon this Lieut. Taggard was
obliged to use some quite vigorous measures, to cause these men to con-
tinue the advance over the fence, wliich were witnessed by Maj. Grant-
man ; and the incident may have been the reason for the detail of Lieut.
Taggard to the command of Company D, a little later— about midnight.
After crossing the fence we take position about one fourth of a mile from
the crest, left, in the edge of the woods, and still fronting a portion of the
same large, open field into which we charged June 1st. We remain
here until nearly daylight on the morning of June 3d, when we move a
second time and still farther to the left, across a portion of the open field,
without casualty, and among numerous dead, and halt for a short time.
While executing this last movement we pass within, apparently, two hun-
dred yards of the enemy's lines, near which are a large busy corjjs of
rebel gray men cutting down trees ; swinging their axes as if dear life de-
pended upon their taking down half a dozen trees at every stroke. Our
backwoodsmen laugh at the spitefully rapid chip, chip, chip. As it hap-
pened they were preparing to cut down 10,000 blue men, two hours later,
in ten minutes — the awful Union charge, all along the line, at 4.30 a. m.,
June 3d. In which charge, however, the 13th do not directly engage.
To-night a ratthng musketry fire commences on the line far off to our
left— pop, pop, pop— just far enough away to be distinctly heard at
first, and then gradually growing louder, as it api)roaches nearer running
along the lines, but without increasing in volume, comes up to the line of
the Thirteenth, and there suddenly stops short. The men of the Reg., not
seeing anything worth firing at, maintain silence, but with every g^n in
the line leveled, and held ready for instant use. An affair chiefly of the
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pickets. We can now,- after more than twenty-three years, almost see
again in the half-darkness our long, grim line of men, with muskets in
hand, all ready and peering from behind trees, over logs and little hil-
locks of sand, and straining their eyes to catch the first sight of the rebel
line— if it dare dash out from yonder works.
Many of the disturbances of last night, to-day, and to-night, are occa-
sioned by changes made in the position of the corps of the Union army.
Especially as Gen. Warren's corps appears, to unite with Gen. Smith's
corps on the right near Woody's ; a mile or two down on the left also,
where it is said that Gen. Hancock's corps is forming on the left of Gen.
Wright's corps. We have been momentarily expecting to move, to one
scene or the other, but I'emain undisturbed otherwise than by listening to
the din in the near distance. Troops have been moving past our rear for
the last eighteen hours, mainly going towards the left, where there is
scarcely a minute's cessation of the noise of the fii'ing either in day or
night. Gen. Grant is carrying out what Gen. Lee calls '* Grant's crab
movement " — the perpetual extension of the Union left.
The whole Union line is under orders to attack the Confederate lines of
works, rifle-trenches and forts, to-morrow morning, June 3d, at half past
four o'clock — a grand charge all along the whole line. The Thirteenth
is so much cut up that we will not be put in, unless the situation impera-
tively demands it, but will form a part of the reserve and support ; and
remain in the front line of it, ready for instant advance— a quick reserve.
The country all about us, excepting the narrow field, nearly half a mile
long, which lies between us and the enemy's entrenchments, is a muddy,
thickly wooded, swampy jungle, extending apparently for two or thi'ee
miles in its worst features toward our right.
June 3. Fri. Warm ; a drizzling rain. The Thirteenth is called
at 3 a. m., and near 5 a. m., following close upon the charge, moves across
the field to the left, and in support, to an old line of rebel rifle-trenches.
Last night the enemy's troops were seen by us, about midnight, moving
and massing in rear of their pickets, far across the open field on our front,
an occasional distant camp-fire gleaming out upon them ; but nothing
comes of it, and the 13th with the Union line near about have a com-
paratively quiet night, excepting for our moving twice to the left and
front in the rear of our picket lines.
At 4.30 a. m., however, there is an earth-shaking roar, as of the united
burst of a hundred thunder storms — front, right, left, rear, everywhere
;
and then in a comparatively short time all is quite still again save for the
usual picket firing and the scattered cannon shots. The contest lasts for
about an hour, the noisest and fiercest part for ten or fifteen minutes—
the famous charge all along the line at Cold Harbor.
The Thirteenth follows the assaulting columns in, acting as a support,
at once occupying a line of rifle-trenches captured in the assault ; the rebel
fire still very severe, but ranging too high to seriously damage the sup-
port and rear lines.
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"We remain in these trenches at the front until between 10 and 11 a. ra.
when we are again moved and formed for an assault, massed in close order
by divisions with a large body of infantry, composed in part of Gen,
Brooks' Division of the 18th Corps. The column is thirty-two ranks deep
where we are ; a solid body of men literally covering the ground. The
front line of our Brigade is composed of the 118th N. Y., left, and the 8th
Conn., right ; the 13th in the second line on the right ; while the 21st
Conn, is in line of battle in rear of our whole Brigade ; when deployed
in the charge, the 8th Conn, is to lead the column.
We remain thus massed, and lying in timber, and undergrowth with
wide, open spaces, from about 11 a. m. until after 4 p. m., when we move
back again toward the right, to find cover from the enemy's bullets, which
came to us, while massed, over the 6th Corps— a large part of that corj^s,
about 15,000 men, being similarly massed close on our left ; while many
rebel shells flew over us into the ranks of the 6th Corps — the enemy's
infantry being near on the left front of the 6th Corps, and his artillery
farther away on the right front of the 18th Corps. The whole body of
infantry lying here massed for an assault numbered between 20,000 and
25,000 men.
Capt. Stoodley, with Company G, is acting as provost-guard, on the
battle-field, to keep up stragglers, while we are massed for the charge.
Lt. Col. Smith thinks that Company I was also absent, not yet having
returned from picket duty on the right.
As we have said, we lie here for over four hours, in a lot of dense short
weeds and underbrush, and among scattering trees, in full view of the
rebel works, high parapets, to be assaulted, not over 350 yards distant,
on the other side of an open field strewn with dead men — nothing invit-
ing about that !— and in a ravine, running through the field, we can see
the dead lying strewn thickest of all, away up to the rebel line. Caps
are removed from the muskets to prevent accidents, bayonets fixed, and
the men lie as low as possible upon their faces, in momentary expecta-
tion of hearing the order to charge. No order comes ; attack considered
too hazardous. "While thus Avaiting, two officers and eleven men in the
13th are struck by bullets from the rebel infantry. This is a trying or-
deal, but no man flinches.
Lieut. Taggard, now commanding Company D, is severely wounded in
the leg about 2 p. m., and Lieut. Durell is slightly wounded across his
throat. Lieut. Taggard and the writer are sitting side by side when he
is struck. Spending over four hours inactive, as part of such a target, is
enough to try the patience of any army of Jobs. Just after 4 p. m. we
move back to the right to find cover ; and bivouac until near daylight,
moving, however, twice during the night, a much disturbed bivouac. While
we are massed and waiting the order to charge, it is reported among us as
a fact, that some of Gen. Grant's troops flatly refused, to-day, to make
any further assaults upon the enemy's lines, when ordered so to do ; and
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this is given on the field as one of the reasons why our column does not
charge this afternoon.^
This is the chief day of the battle of Cold Harbor ; the 13th is exposed
for many hours, in fact about all day, to a severe fire but not engaged.
The other two brigades of our Division were in the assaidt of this morn-
ing at 4.30 a. m. Our brigade was then in reserve, excepting the 10th
N. H., which charged at daylight— in front of two brigades, one of Avhich
was Col. Marston's— and lost 90 men in five minutes.
Again late to-night the writer is sent into the brush, in Egyptian dark-
ness, post haste, to find a path for the Reg. to move in, an old wood-road
a short distance to the rear. Before going two rods his foot is tangled in
a vine, and he falls flat upon the ground. While getting up he feels cloth
upon the ground— an overcoat with a dead body in it. A few steps
farther on he runs into a pile of abandoned knapsacks, catching liis foot
in the straps of one of them by way of introduction to the lot. The
owners, a dozen or more, can just be made out, lying in bivouac near a
large tree— the bivouac of the dead. The wood-road is soon found, and
traced back to the nearest point to the Reg. To travel such a wood-road
among the dead, once, is enough for a lifetime. A glimpse of the pass-
ing hour. The Reg. retires a short distance to rest near this wood-road,
and before daylight again moves to another point on the line— still to the
left— and soon relieves a line of our skirmishers who had spent a part of
the night here ; this position we take between 2 and 3 a. m., and hold it
during our stay at Cold Harbor, daylight on the morning of June 4th ex-
posing us unprepared to a severe front and enfilade fire from the enemy's
near rifle-trenches, and from his batteries located about one fourth of a
mile to our right front.
The night of June 3d is exceeding dark ; against its blackness there
frequently flashes the fire-fly of a picket shot. The picket, possibly see-
ing against the sky the top of a weed waving in the breeze, imagines it to
be one of the enemy, and fires. The weed stops waving ; therefore he
knows that he has killed his man, or sent him wounded back to his lines.
Brave man. He is a hero next day. Next night the weed wiggles for
another shot— and makes another hero. War is a terrible thing in more
ways than one.
Lossing states that the Nationals charged upon the Confederate lines
at 4.30 a. m., all along the line, and within twenty minutes 10,000 men
lay dead and wounded on the field. The battle ended about 1 p. m.
So far as the 18th Corps is concerned in this morning's assault, Gen.
Martindale's Division moved down a ravine near the centre of the 18th
Corps front ; Gen. Brooks' Division moved in on the left of Martindale,
^ Gen. Grant writes, 1884-5, that no troops under his command ever refused to obey
an order given by him. Still the troops may have refused to obey some General on
this day ; and the writer will let the report stand as he heard it on the field, not an
hour before we moved out of column massed for the charge, as it in no way disputes
Gen. Grant's statement. See Greeley's American Conflict, Vol. II. page 582.
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connecting wltli the right of the 6th Corps ; Gen. Devens' Division was
held in position, on the extreme right, to protect that flank. The assault
drove in the enemy's skirmishers, and captured a large portion of liis first
line of works ; hut the 18th Corps charged into an angle similar to the
one it entered on the evening of June 1st, and was badly cut up, losing a
thousand men. The field on our front, into which the 18th Corps plunges,
is open, quite level, affords scarcely any cover, and in general is the most
exposed piece of ground crossed this morning by the Union troops. From
our position in the 13th we can see about half of this field at a glance,
and the Union troops rushing, falling or returning, all under a most fear-
ful rebel fire. But the 18th Corps is only a small part of this grand as-
sault. The Tenth, Second and Sixth Corps are in it as well, while along
the whole line almost the entire Army of the Potomac takes a hand, the
assaulting columns passing forward upon the charge amid the deafening
roar of artillery and musketry, and the terrible pelting of thousands of
missiles, falling as hail falls in a storm.
Language cannot describe the fearful picture of these assaulting col-
umns, seen here and there— and especially upon the long, open field on
our front— rushing in the mad plunge of a battle charge, with muskets
in hand and gleaming bayonets fixed, thousands of swords flashing, hun-
dreds of battle-flags waving, many hundreds of officers shouting loud their
words of command, and the men screaming and yelling their battle-cries,
all mingled with the shrieks of the poor men who are struck down in their
wild career— here in ten short minutes ten thousand of them, a thou-
sand men falling in every minute ; while along the dense battle lines of
more than four miles, huge clouds of gunj^owder smoke roll up above the
fields and forests, and in addition to the concentrated fire of hundreds
of Union cannon and thousands of Union muskets, there roars, bellows,
howls, crashes and thunders the awful and tremendous rebel artillery
fire and musketry fire that together can stop, short,— and hurl back at
once this almost invincible host of Eighty Thousand trained, disciplined
Northern soldiers. To witness the scene were well worth rounding the
whole world— still may we never see such a scene again. Confederate
Gen. Pickett's charge at Gettysburg, most brave and gallant as was that,
was small boys' play to this charge all along the whole Union line at
Cold Harbor.
Gen. Grant in his Memoirs. Vol. II. page 271, and preceding, refers to
us of the 18th Corps, as arriving at Cold Harbor on the afternoon of June
1st. tired and worn out from our long and dusty march ; and refers to tliis
field, into which the 18th Corps charged on this morning of June 3d, as
an open plain swept by both a direct and a cross fire, and as the most
exposed ground of any over which charges were made on this morning.
" June 3, 1864. The Thirteenth up at 3 o'clock a. m. At 5 a. m.
started on the advance. Charged across an open field, under fire, into
the woods, and rebel rifle-pits. Lay there two or three hours ; then
moved to the left, and into another wood, and lay on our faces. The
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order came to uncap pieces and fix bayonets. Moved to the right, and
lay down under direct fire ; here bullets flew straight over us in great
numbers. One tree just behind me had more than forty holes in it.
About two o'clock (2 p. m.) the rebels put a bullet through the fleshy part
of my right leg above the knee. I left the field, and Surgeon Morrill
dressed the wound, which is not at all dangerous. June 4th. I got into
an ambulance at noon, passed Gen. Grant's Hdqrs. at 2 p. m., arrived at
White House about 1 or 2 a. m. on June 5th. A hard ride. It hurt me,
and niust have been awful for those severely wounded. A rainy night."
Lieut. Taggard.
" June 3d. While the Thirteenth was massed by divisions in the col-
umn for assault, in the afternoon, a bullet wounded me across the throat,
not severely though it was a very narrow escape. When the column was
dismissed this afternoon, the Thirteenth moved to the right and occu-
pied some earth-works, relieving Col. Marston's brigade. When tlie Thir-
teenth moved from there, or from that vicinity, on the morning of June
4th, a Union battery took that place, and commenced firing at once. The
rebel battery replied, and the trees were cut and torn in pieces, over our
heads, as we moved away." Capt. Durell.
June 4. Sat. Very warm ; afternoon rainy. This morning be-
tween 2 and 3 a. m. the Thirteenth moves to the left to a new position
on the line, as mentioned under June 3d, and as daylight comes on it re-
veals the enemy's works directly on our front and very neai', apparently
not more than 500 feet distant— Lt. Col. Smith makes it 30 rods. We
should have been in this position and entrenched several hours earlier
but for an error in directing our Brigade so as to close the line, and the
extreme darkness of last night. The skirmishers and pickets who pre-
ceded us on this line, holding it after the charge of yesterday, June 3d,
had seized it, had made little pits, but no regular entrenchments except-
ing a short trench near the left of the Thirteenth. Our men add to these
with tin dippers and bayonets ; and it is astonishing to see how much earth
can be thrown up in this way in an hour. The bodies of the rebel dead
lying about, and the bodies of some Union men also, are piled up for a
barricade, but separately, also a few logs, and sand thrown upon the
whole— anything to keep the rebel bullets back. A rebel shell burying
and bursting in one of these horrid heaps makes a scene better imagined
than described ; the barricade is speedily re-arranged, however. The en-
emy enfilades a portion of our line as well as attacks the front, and the
right of the Regiment is almost wholly unprotected ; and in manoeuvring,
before entrenchments can be improvised, we lose several men.
During this manoeuvring and occupation of the ground before com-
mencing to entrench, a piece containing three gilt stars is cut out of our
badly tattered flag by the rebel shells and bullets. Capt. Julian, Lieut.
Thompson of E and one of the men, as the piece comes fluttering down
near them, make a simultaneous rush for it ; possession is difficult to de-
termine, all three seizing it at once, and in the moment of waiting before
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another move is made a jack-knife decides the matter as umpire, hy cut-
ting out one star for each claimant. The writer still, 1887, has one of
these stars, Cajit. Julian has another.
" When we were ordered to move, in pursuance of orders I procured
entrenching tools at Gen. Burnham's Hdqrs., and had them readv about
dark on June 3d. Later in the night I was directed to turn these tools
over to Col. Stedman of the 11th Conn. ; hence all the danger, trouble
and loss when we appeared on the advanced line this morning, without
the means of protecting ourselves against the fire of the enemy posted in
force behind their earth-works, and not 200 yards distant."
Lt. Col. Smith.
A little later in the day too, while we are entrenching, the enemy sud-
denly opens upon us with several field-pieces located off to our right—
thus enfilading our line with cannon as well as with musketry— and two
Companies ^ of the Thirteenth are extricated only with great difficulty.
However, in a few hours our entrenchments are in excellent condition for
defense— the most of the bodies of the rebel dead being well covered
with high banks of sand, and never removed ; and this point, angle, cor-
ner is held by the Thirteenth as its advanced line— advanced, too, be-
yond the general line — until the end of the battle, June 12th, and a red-
hot corner it is too !
The right of the Regiment here rests very near a muddy and very wet
bit of swamp, called Muddy Run by the natives ; a bit of swamj) two
or three rods wide which is unprotected excepting by a few trees. The
centre and left of the Reg. rises and entrenches on a small knoll but quite
high— on the whole a very prominent and salient point ; the ground in
our rear rising still higher than along the line where our works are built,
and higher than the parapet of our works at any time while here.
Our entrenchments bend around a large pine-tree standing near the
highest point of the knoll, giving room for the trench between the angle
of the eai'th-work in front, and the tree in the rear— possibly it stands
fifteen feet in rear of the parapet. This tree is about 75 feet high and
2 J feet in diameter, and the boys of the 13th call it
'" Our Pine," because
we had such a severe fight, to-day, to gain and hold the little knoll on
which the tree stands. The colors are to the right of Company E and
almost dead in front— a little to the right— of the pine. This jjine, so
near our angle in the works, is struck by hundreds of bullets, and is the
special target for every rebel gunner in this part of the Confederacy.
To burst a shell in it, or against it, is esteemed by them a higher distinc-
tion than to receive a Colonel's commission— that is, judging from their
^ The writer can vouch for the clang'eroiis and vexatious position of these two Com-
panies, for he was sent post liaste down the line with an order for the Companies to
remove from the enfiladed trench ; and after reaching them was ohliged to assist in
their removal hecanse of the absence of one Company's commander ; the trench at
that hour being- not more than one or two feet deep, and almost useless as a jjrotec-
tion against the numerous rebel shells. It was a full half hour before the rebel field-
pieces were silenced by one of the Union batteries.
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constant endeavors. The enemy commands the ground in the rear of our
trench, a covert way is needed to approach the front line, and is built a
few feet to the left of the pine, a cut eight feet deep, and about as wide.
Between our angle and the rebel entrenchments is a clear, open field,
with a slight valley running across it. The line of the Reg. curves
toward the front, but we face nearly west. Before night we render two
of the enemy's guns of no use to him, our sharp-shooters allowing no man
to approach them ; they are quaker-guns for the rest of the day.
Muddy Run at our right opens a gaj), diagonally to the right, for the ene-
my's fire and we run traverses across the ditch of our entrenchments for
every few men to prevent his enfilading any part of the curving line of
our trench. It is very difficult to cross this run, and communications are
thrown across tied to sticks and stones.
After our flag is planted on the works this morning it is shot down re-
peatedly, and the staff split, smashed and splintered so that it will not
sustain the flag. Finally, after a very spirited fusillade, it tumbles down,
with the staff in a much battered condition. Sergt. David W. Bodge, the
color-bearer, ties up the staff with strings, and straps from his knapsack,
and mounts the sand to plant it. Just as he strikes the staff into the
sand, it is again struck by a rebel bullet, and both flag and bearer come
down from the works together. Sergt. Bodge's hand and arm are so
much benumbed that he can do no more for some time, and another man
volunteers to plant the flag. \Yatching his ojjportunity, he rushes up
on the sand, and stands the flag up, leaning the staff against some little
tree tops rising above the sand in the centre of the embankment, where
it cannot again be dislodged. The enemy fires at it a long time, but
finally lets it alone. After this affair our tattered colors are less exposed.
The fact is, the enemy does his utmost to prevent our occupation of this
bold little knoll, sending us bullets and shells in plenty. See the colors
in frontispiece.
" The staff of the National colors of the Thirteenth was struck and split
just al)ove my hand as I was holding it on the morning of June 4th at
Cold Harbor, and would not sustain the flag ; I therefore took two pieces
of a barrel stave, or of a cracker box, for splints, and tied them to the staff
with a piece of rope. That, however, did not make the staff strong
enough, and I afterwards added a strap from my knapsack, which is still
upon the staff in the Capitol at Concord."
David "W. Bodge, Color-Sergeant.
(May 1885. The little tree-tops, mentioned above, of gum or some
other hard wood, are now quite large trees ; several of them growing to-
gether undisturbed in the parajiet of our old earth-works, about two rods
to the right of where our Pine then stood. The Pine is now a little heap
of rotting wood. While standing, a strip, four inches wide and eight
inches long, was cut out of the side toward the rebel lines and furnished
sixteen rebel bullets.)
To-day we have had one man killed, and six wounded. Capt. Julian
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receives a bruise on his arm, from a rebel bullet. Aaron K. Blake, of A,
is shot through the upper part of liis head to-day, a rebel bullet entering
and exposing the brain. He is laid near the Pine at first, close to the
north side of it, and breathes almost all day. He is utterly unconscious,
making no sign when spoken to or touched— every effort being made to
revive liim— and can suffer no possible pain ; yet he is strangely nervous,
breathing more quickly when a shell strikes the tree, or near him, or the
noise of the firing increases. Later in the day he is moved to the covert
way, a few feet to the south of the Pine, where about 5 p. m. he quietly
ceases to breathe ; and dies without showing any sign of consciousness or
of suffering from the time when he was struck.
Regular siege operations are commenced to-day, to force Gen. Lee's
lines, and shovels, axes, picks and spades are called to the front. Capt.
Julian takes cover behind our Pine and acts as a sharp-shooter for several
hours, at times firing rapidly, and having a man or two to load the mus-
kets for him. The whole Reg. is hard at work all day either firing or
entrenching, and late at night is relieved by the 98th N. Y., and goes to
the rear, about one eighth of a mile, to obtain a little rest, moving to the
front again just before dawn of June 5th. By night the 8th Conn., the
next regiment on our right, also have quite a strong line of earth-woi'ks
thrown uj), and a log breast-work partly protects the line across Muddy
Run, lying between our Regiment and theirs.
We are so hard at work both day and night that when an opportunity
is given us to sleep, we sleep like logs. The writer completed his duties
of the day, as Acting Adjutant, last night— June 3d— about midnight,
and well tired out laid down, covered with his rubber overcoat, to take a
nap, Avith the Hdqrs. of the Reg. and with the Reg. in bivouac on the
ground in a long line of battle. The night was very dark. The next
thing the writer knew, he was waked by the loud raj) of a stray bullet
against a tree near by him. On looking about, no Hdqrs., no Reg., and
at first no person was to be seen. It was now just in the earliest gray of
dawn. Rising and looking around in the brush for another person, if
any, whom the Reg. departing in the darkness had failed to wake, he
finds a number of men lying about, but none will wake — all are dead.
Pretty soon, as it grows lighter, he moves out into more open ground,
and sees and hears, about 200 yards distant and off toward the rebel
lines, a body of men chopping fiercely— clip, clip, clip, go their spiteful
axes at the trees of what appears to be an orchard. On api)roaching
nearer them he finds that they are a party of the rebels, and he turns
back at once into deeper woods, where he soon comes upon a man on
horseback, sitting still and intently watching the rebel choppers. Before
the man can see the writer he slips behind a large tree. The horseman
is an officer of some sort, looks safe, and after a little the writer inquires
of him the whereabouts of Burnham's Brigade. The horseman with an
oath answers that he does not know— and his tone indicates no particu-
lar interest in Burnham's Brigade. The writer has but one recourse,
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and without inquiring further, returns towards the rebel choppers, to the
place of the Regiment's bivouac, and hunts for a traiL The Union dead
are here very numerous, and the rebel dead are scattered among them.
Satisfying himself that no one of the 13th is here asleep, he follows the
broadest trail he can find, and finds the Reg. halted in the brush, and just
before it moves into the place held during our stay at Cold Harbor. The
Reo-. left the writer asleep in the pitchy darkness an hour or two before he
awoke to follow, but how the matter occurred he could never find out. His
position, when waken, was between the Union and rebel lines, the man
on horseback the only Union soldier he saw. During the first few nights
at Cold Harbor the front lines were constantly changing.
June 6. Sun. Warm, rainy. We hear considerable firing to the
right and left to-day ; but little, however, on our front. The Reg. comes
from the front at 3 a. m. and after a little time goes to work on a rear
line of entrenchments. This rear hue looks west, and is on one side of a
belt of timber, in the edge of a wide, open field ; on the other side of the
belt of timber is our front line also looking west. Many lines of earth-
works before this time are built one in the rear of the other, as far as we
can see, all up and down the Union lines — right here there are five of
them. The enemy's lines, wherever we can see them, are equally well
provided. Our rear line is fully one thii'd of a mile from our front
trenches. It is said that the effective force of our Brigade has been cut
down by more than one half since May 4th— 1,900 rifles to 800.
To-night can be heard, in the distance, the noise and shouts attending
a charge upon the Union lines. First a sudden increase of rifle-shots
among the pickets, then the crash of artillery and the incessant roar of
musketry mingled with the rebel yell follow for a few minutes ; soon the
din ceases, and we can hear the hoarse hurrahs of thousands of Northern
men — then aU becomes quiet and still again. The story is told by the
cheers ! Almost every night attacks are made on one side or the other ;
often disturbing, and sometimes rousing both armies.
Gen. Gilman Marston relates the foUowing incident : '' I was passing
along the lines at Cold Harbor one day, and observed that a private had
built a fire against a large shell, and was cooking for himself a tin pot of
coffee, while he sat near watching it. I had moved on but a iew feet
when the shell burst with a discharge as loud as a cannon, and sending
its pieces, the fire and the gravel in every direction. I was unhurt, and
turning saw that the man was also unhurt. He had not moved, and did
not appear as if that explosion under his very nose had even caused him
to wink ; but his face bore an expression of unutterable disgust, as he re-
marked indignantly : ' There— that cussed thing has upset my coffee ! '
"
" June 1st. Warm and very dusty. We marched till 4 p. m. Or-
ders to load. At sundown made a charge ; Company H had three men
killed, and nine wounded including myself. June 4. Some rain. I left
the field hospital at 5 p. m., and rode about eiglit miles. O such roads !
Slept to-night under an ambulance. June 5. Arrived at White House
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at 4 p. m. (Does not again return to the Thirteenth.) Dec. 2, 1864,
am assigned to Company E, 14th Regiment Veteran Reserve Corps."
LuEY, in Diary.
June 6. Mon. Warm, very. Reg. at the rear all clay, and at
8 p. m. resumes its former position, in the entrenchments, at the front,
and relieves the 21st Conn. Our front line, until to-night, has been al-
most unendurable ; some of the rebel dead vrhicli we used for a breast-work
have been but tliinly covered with earth, and had become extremely offen-
sive. Until to-day also, we could count 170 dead bodies— the most of
them of the 69th N. Y., of Smyth's 2d Brig., Barlow's 1st Div., Hancock's
2d Army Corps— lying unburied in the open field close in front of our
entrenchments, and which had lain there since June 3d ; some of them it
is said since June 1st, and we came here on the morning of June 4th.
There were living men among them then, and some of these were recov-
ered in the night from time to time, by the inter-line pickets ; but the
rebel commander on our front would not allow them to be visited or
helped in the daytime, nor recognize a flag of truce, and this, too, it is
said, in accordance with the orders of Gen. Lee himself. To-day how-
ever, a flag of truce is respected, and just at night, these dead near us are
removed and buried. It is evident that wounded men lived there two
or three days, on the hot sand, between the two lines, exposed to the
thousands of bullets and hundreds of shells that swept that veiy field of
hell— and lingering on, unhelped, day after day, fuiaUy died, and all
under conditions too horrible to imagine. One was taken in alive even
to-day, but soon died. The dead are buried in a long trench, in the belt
of timber, near and north of the path that runs up between our front and
rear lines, and we are told that the most of them can be identified by
their comrades. Many of the bodies would not hold together so as to be
moved in the usual manner, and were rolled upon old shelter tents, blan-
kets or canvas, and so carried to burial.
June 7. Tues. Rainy. Thirteenth came up to the front at 8 p. m.
last night, remaining at the front until evening of to-day. There is nmch
shelling and musketry firing. We cannot show our heads for an instant
without receiving rebel bullets ; and we keep the enemy down also, by
shooting through holes made under logs laid along on the top of the para-
pet. Many men are thus killed or wounded on the lines. Troops can
move from front to rear, or return, only at night. The covert way now
is a deep trench covered with logs and earth for protection while going
back and forth. Our trench is about five feet deep and more than that
in width. The main earth-work about eight feet high, and ten or twelve
feet thick. One third of the Reg. is constantly on duty. At night the
men sleep on their arms, practically in line of battle, and with their
clothing all on— ready at a moment's call to spring up and fire.
j\Iuddy Run, on the right of the Reg. is not fortified excepting by a
few logs, and to pass up or down the line there requires much care.
Jeremiah JVIurphy of E tries to approach the trench to-day from that
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direction, and is fatally wounded. Col. Stevens tries to cross Muddy Run
to the Reg., and is cornered by the rebels, when half way across, and
takes shelter behind a tree smaller in girth than himself. He draws the
enemy's fire by exposing his hat— and then runs to cover in safety. He
and Lieut. Thompson of E are also brought under fire of the enemy while
too-ether in the woods at some distance to the rear of the front line, and
engaged in writing a report, and in assorting the mail ; they have to draw
the sharp-shooters' fire, and then escape.
Asst. Surgeon Sullivan came up to the front, wearing a straw hat. The
rebel sharp-shooters took it for a target, and Sullivan removed it— and
not a moment too soon.
A log was laid on the top of the works, and little holes made under it
in the sand, to shoot through. A man fired through one of these holes,
then looked through it to see the effect of his shot, when a bullet came
from the enemy straight through the little hole, killing the man instantly.
A very noisy fight occurred about midnight last night, between the
enemy and troops of the 9th Corps, at some distance to our right. We
were cautioned to be ready to fall in, but were not called into line. It
was an attack by the enemy, and was handsomely repulsed.
One of the men behind the works has just loaded his gun, and raised it
above the parapet— perhaps a little higher than usual. The gun catches
a random Confederate bullet fired at close range, about midway the bar-
rel ; it flies out of the soldier's hands, leaving them seriously benumbed,
and assumes the shape of the gun that shoots around the corner. It is
bent perceptibly, spoiled, and the bullet that struck it falls to the ground,
flattened like a silver half dollar, with a rough thick edge. The soldier
pockets the relic ; and goes, with his spoiled gun, to procure a new one.
This caused an order never to hold a gun higher than the works. All
shooting being done through holes made in the top of the sand under
the logs. At dark the Reg. returns to its old position in the rear
trenches.
In reference to the Union wounded Gen. Humphreys states, page 192 :
" At the close of the day on the 3d of June, there were many of our
wounded lying between the lines, and very near the enemy's entrench-
ments, completely covered by the fire of his pickets and sharp-shooters.
Few of these wounded were left, but many dead were unburied, and Gen.
Grant proposed an arrangement with Gen. Lee for bringing in the
wounded and burying the dead, on the afternoon of June 5th, but no
cessation of hostilities for the purpose took place until the afternoon of
June 7th, when a truce was agreed upon from six to eight in the evening.
Very few wounded were collected. Of those not brought in at night by
their comrades the greater number had died of wounds and exposure." ^
1 There was a flag of truce on both June (ith and 7th ; but all accounts, diaries and
letters which the writer has seen, including' his own, place the burial of the Cold Har-
bor dead, which were lying on the immediate front of the Thirteenth, on the evening
of June Otli— probably the result of a limited aud special truce consented to by the
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Gen. Grant's Memoirs, Vol. II. page 273, state that the burial of the
dead took i)lace 48 hours after Gen. Grant had written to Gen. Lee re-
questing a truce for that purpose. Gen. Grant first addressed Gen. Lee
upon the subject of the burial of the dead and succor of the wounded on
June 5th ; but delays for which neither Gen. Grant nor any Union officer
was responsible covered forty-eight hours, and brought the time of bury-
ing the dead to June 7th, on some parts of the line.
A word from the Hospital Dept. of the Thirteenth is in order here :
" May 31st. We marched until midnight, and then the Thirteenth
went on picket until morning. June 1st. We marched to Cold Harbor.
The road was one complete bed of dust as dry as ashes, the atmosphere
like that of an oven, and every breath of wind seemed like the blast from
a furnace. We were white with dust. We had had little or no sleep for
three nights, rations ran short, and when we arrived in the midst of Gen.
Grant's army, we were greatly exhausted, but were immediately pushed
forward into the terrible battle of Cold Harbor, and the Thirteenth lost
seventy men, in killed, wounded and missing, before it was dark.^ In
the darkness to-night, while looking for our wounded between the lines of
the two armies, I got lost in the woods with Asst. Surgeon Sullivan and
Lieut. Gafney, and finally slept about an hour under a tree, where I was
very cold in the chilly air.
"June 3d. Rainy. A terrible battle. Thousands killed and wounded,
horrid scenes. June 4th. Our army has suffered terribly, as they have
to fight the enemy in entrenchments altogether. I have seen more than
a thousand of our men, within the past twenty-four hours, torn, mangled,
smashed, disemboweled — every conceivable wound you can imagine—
lying about our 18th Corps Hospital, exposed to the rain without shelter,
a scene of awful suffering. The 2d and 6th Corps are near us ; the 9th
Corps two miles to our right. The 2d Corps passed from right to left
this afternoon. June 6th. Warm. There was a flag of truce to bury
the dead this afternoon, during which the rebels planted a battery so as
to shell our rear. We of the Hospital Dept. got shelled out of our posi-
tion in the woods, and fell back to the rifle-pits. June 7th. The picket
line (main, front trench occupied by the 13th) is almost within a stone's
throw of the rebels. A flag of truce went out this evening. The rebels,
and our boys mounted their breast-works, and advanced out upon the
plain between the lines." Prescott.
" I have it in my record : A flag of truce out both days, 6th and 7th."
Asst. Surgeon Sullivax.
June 8. Wed. Fair. Reg. returns and remains in its trenches at
Confederate General commanding on our immediate front. The dead lying' on the
front near the Thirteenth were buried on June Oth between five and eight o'clock in
the afternoon ; the last bodies being put in and the trench being filled as we moved
past at eight o'clock while going from the rear to our front trenches.— S. M. T.
1 The number lost during the charge proper on June 1 st was sixty-seven officers
and men killed and wounded. — S. M. T., then Actg. Adjutant.
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the rear, last night, to-day, and to-night. The firing is less severe now,
than for the first few days. The duel is kept up chiefly by the i)ickets
and the artillery. As we lie here, close to the south side of the main path
to the rear, the stretchers— two poles with canvas nailed across them—
are constantly coming back from the front with their ghastly freight of
dead or wounded. During a battle there is a regular procession of
them — then of course bearing only the wounded.
The writer is coming back from the front to-day, and sees a man,
carrying two camp-kettles, approaching the rear lines, from the vicinity of
the stables— a ravine farther to the rear, where the horses are kept.
(The first ravine to the right and rear of the Thirteenth's rear line of
works.) The man is coming down hill. Suddenly a random shell, from
the enemy, screams over the writer's head, plunges straight through the
chest of the man with the kettles, and flying beyond him bursts among the
trees in the distance. The man sinks down between his kettles, and then
falls over backwards. The contents of one kettle spilled, of the other
not. It seems as if there could be no easier death. The kettles and their
dead owner remain where they fall all day untouched.
About seventy officers and men of the old Second New Hampshire, on
our right, reach the end of their term of service and start for home.
Our work at the front is irregular. "We have to furnish special pickets
almost every night, besides the regular picket service of the whole Reg. at
the front ; three fifths of the 13th are awake all night.
A few officers receive a good dinner, and go back out of the front
trenches, among the trees, to eat it. They make a fine spread on the
ground, using the immense bass-wood leaves and pieces of bark for dishes.
As they sit on the ground together eating, one of them reaches out his
hand for a large piece of bai'k lying on the ground near this inviting
spread, raises it and turns it over— hair, blood, brains, a piece of skull,
maggots ! The bark is carefully turned back, with merely the remark :
" They 're at dinner, too ! "— and the officers finish their dinner, without
moving. Thus does soldiering make the stomachs of men imperturable.
Again, last night, the enemy attacked our troops on the right most
savagely, raising a fearful din, and rousing everybody ; but, like all his
night attacks, it is a failure.
This evening the Band of the Thirteenth goes into the trenches at the
front, and indulges in a ' competition concert ' with a band that is playing
over across in the enemy's trenches. The enemy's Band renders Dixie,
Bonnie Blue Flag, My Maryland, and other airs dear to the Southerner's
heart. Our Band replies with America, Star Spangled Banner, Old John
Brown, etc. After a little time, the enemy's band introduces another class
of music ; only to be joined almost instantly by our Band with the same
tune. All at once the band over there stops, and a rebel battery opens
with grape. Very few of our men are exposed, so the enemy wastes his
ammunition ; while our Band continues its playing, all the more earnestly
until all their shelling is over.
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The Band of the Thirteenth becomes very proficient in its long term of
service, and enlivens many a dreary and dragging hour with its cheering
music, as our Regiment kills its weary time in camp or trenches, or plods
along on its muddy, tiresome marches. " And then the Band played—
and then the Thirteenth cheered," is the closing complimentary remark
in many a story of camp, and march, and field. A good Band. In a
battle the men of the bands and drum-corps are exj)ected to help take
care of the wounded, and our Band and young drum-cor2)s are very effi-
cient in that delicate and dangerous work.
June 9. Thurs. Very warm ; windy, and the fine dust is flying in
huge, dense clouds. Thirteenth remains in the rear through the day, and
at dark returns to its entrenchments at the front. There is much firing
to-night, and by the light of his numerous fires, the enemy can be seen
moving long lines of his infantry towards our right. They are at long
rifle-shot from our lines, and cross the open spaces at a double-quick.
Occasionally we can see one of them stumble and fall— struck by a bul-
let from our sharp-shooters it may be. Now and then one of our cannon
gives them a shell. They seem carelessly exposed so near our lines.
This afternoon a couple of sutlers, in an open buggy, drove towards the
front througli our lines, peddling tobacco. They have gone through three
or four lines of our entrenchments, winding in and out, in a zig-zag fash-
ion, through the o^^enings covered by curtains, when the rebel bullets
wound the horse and kill one of the men. The other man turns to drive
back, having his dead companion with him in the buggy. The horse,
frantic with pain, stai'ts upon the run, utterly unmanageable, rushes high
up over the bank of one of the entrenchments ; and dead man, live man,
horse, buggy, tobacco and all, come piling into the ditch in a heap to-
gether. The soldiers near there make a rush and scramble for the to-
bacco— after getting that, they lift out the living and the dead. The
horse has to be killed, he is so badly Avounded, the buggy is ruined, and
the pedler comes back across the wide field alone, carrying the harness
on his arm, a poorer and a less careless man.
A man of the 13th comes into the trenches laughing immoderately, and
after he is able to speak explains : " That he and this other man with him,
had just crossed a bit of ground covered by the rebel fire, when suddenly
the man fell to the ground, rolled over, groaned, swore, prayed, and
tuned his old organ-pipe a rod above high-C ; but he was n't hurt a bit
— a spent bullet had tossed a little gravel in his face, and he thought he
was killed, dead sure for sartin." Again he went off in a gale of laugh-
ter, while the imaginative sufferer sat by silent, demure, cheap, and un-
able to see anything amusing whatever.
June 10. Fri. Pleasant. Reg. busy in the front trenches all last
night and to-day, and returns to the rear to-night at dark. As this day
comes on the enemy's pickets, sharp-shooters and artillery become more
and more troublesome ; the changes which he made last night cause in-
creased watchfulness on our part, and there is severe firing all day long.
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Some unusual thing struck our Pine to-day, and many men near by
are stung by the little splinters ; and a dozen or more all at once take to
scratching themselves. Examination reveals ground glass on the pine, in
a circular depression, and fine bits of glass are found also in the men's
clothing and skin. It was a wine bottle from the enemy— and empty,
the rascals
!
Our Pine is now a shattered monument of war's doings, a mere stub
about 30 feet high. The top is a mass of splinters standing out every
way— a brush broom. On the sides toward the enemy the bark is gone
for two thirds around the tree, knocked off by his front and cross-fire,
and the wood is splintered all up and down into a coarse, white fur, full
of bullet holes three to six inches deep. A fine mark for the enemy, and
they have used it well, burying in it hundreds of bullets.
The writer has been informed that shortly after the war a Government
commission cut off a ten-foot section of our Pine, intending to convey it
to Washington for the Army and Navy Museum, but the plan failed for
want of transportation. The commission estimated— from the average
number of bullet holes per square foot in the tree— that a sheet of lead
had come over to this knoll from the enemy, about two hundred feet long,
ten or fifteen feet wide, and over half an inch thick. This, not to men-
tion the multitude of shells. The 13th were here meanwhile for a period
of at least three full days, and three full nights ; June 4th day and night,
night of June 6th and day of June 7th, night of June 9th and day of
June 10th. The writer in 1878 cut several bullets out of this pine, shot
by the Confederates, and buried from four to six inches in the wood. A
section of the trunk about ten feet long had been cut off and rolled to
one side, and was much decayed.
Capt. Julian and Lieut. Thompson of E, having had little breakfast,
and no dinner until about 3 p. m. naturally begin to feel hungry. Soon
the cook a^jpears with nice steak, potatoes, green peas, bread and coffee.
He brings cups, saucers and plates of wdiite earthenware. To tantalize
some oificers whose cook is less enterprising, this appetizing spread is laid
on large leaves in the trench, and the banqueters fall to. About one
minute later, and before scarcely anything is eaten, a rebel shell is driven
deep into the parapet of the earth-works, behind and above this hungry
party, bursts and buries dishes, dinner and all under a cartload or more of
sand, sending some quarts of it down inside the coat and shirt collars of
the eaters. Instantly a hundred muskets are busy with those rebel canon-
eers, and their vexatious, dinner-burying cannon stands in full view until
dark, silenced, no rebel can ajiproach it. The dishes with what remains
of the uneaten repast are left beneath that sand in the trench. They are
about twenty feet to the left of where our Pine stood— and there they
will lie probably till the crack of doom.
June 11. Sat. Cool. The Reg. left our front trenches at our Pine
for the last time yesterday evening at dark, returned to our rear trenches,
remaining there through the night and to day. The cooks are busy
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to-day preparing extra, cooked rations, and we are on the eve of another
march. The front is very noisy to-day at times.
For several nights past, about sunset and later, our bands have played
in the front trenches — the rebel bands replying. One man of the 13th
describes lying in the trenches to be : " digging holes in the ground from
three to six feet deep, and living, eating and sleeping in them all the time."
The enemy gets the range of a large heavy-artillery regiment crossing
the bare field in our rear, and higher up than we are, and shells it fear-
fully. Quite a number of the members of it are killed and wounded, and
the rest run for cover at the top of their speed, the shells plowing up
the ground, and crashing about them. The whole huge, red-trimmed
host— report says there are 1,400 of them— take to their heels spon-
taneously, and do not stop until they reach the timber.
Bullets come over frequently to our rear lines, after traveling nearly
or quite one third of a mile. The hum of a spent bullet is very peculiar,
often giving timely warning of its approach. The enemy's Coehorn mor-
tar shells, too. are very plentiful to-day. This is our first experience with
them, in any number, while we are within our rear trenches. The enemy
fires them high into the air whence they seem to come straight down into
the rear trenches, with their threatening " whistle-Avhistle "— " whistle-
whistle," and final crack and whirr of the pieces. Out of two or three
dozen, which have come down near us to-day, the one coming nearest
burst when about 25 feet above the line of the 13th, causing some dodg-
ing but no damage. A large piece of this one proves it to have been a
six-Inch shell. A great number have burst in the field in our rear. An
officer's bomb-proof quarters off to our right receives one of these Coe-
horns directly on the top ; where it instantly bursts, knocking the logs of
the roof about, and deluging the parties within with sand and gravel. No
one hurt beyond a few slight bruises. When the shell struck the roof of
their bomb-proof they, too sure of their safety, were singing the refrain
:
" So let the big guns rattle as they will,
We '11 be gay and merry still."
— but the song stopped, short, right there and then.
" There came to-day an order for a minute Inspection of the Regiment.
So by Col. Stevens' orders we were formed in line down in the trenches,
several feet below the surface of the ground, where we would have been
very safe, as there were some seven or eight lines of earth-works be-
tween us and the enemy, a half mile in our front ; but the Colonel, for
some reason of his own, ordered us up out of these trenches upon the
ground in the rear, which brought about one half of our bodies up above
the trenches. The Colonel commenced his inspection at the right com-
pany of the Regiment, and when he got through with that company had
its officers join him and come down the line with him. This was con-
tinued to the end of the line, the Orderly Sergeants taking the companies
away as fast as they were inspected. When the Colonel was inspecting
about the second company on the right, a bullet came over from the
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enemy and struck James Morris of E on the upper part of his breastbone
so hard that it was heard the whole length of the Regiment. Every one
heard it ; it startled many, and some turned pale. I do not think that
Morris himself fully realized who it was that had been hit, the shock of
the bullet probably partly paralyzed him. He went into the trenches,
however, when ordered to do so. He soon died. We buried him under
a tree near by, rolled in his blankets, with his name and company written
on a slip of paper and inclosed in a bottle." Capt. Julian.
" I remember this case perfectly. It was not two minutes after he
was shot before I was with him. He gasped once or twice, after I came.
The hole in his breastbone was large and ragged. A shot at closer
range would have made a smaller hole with smoother edges, and would
have gone through him." AssT. Sukgeox Sullivan.
No death in the Regiment ever gave the men a worse shock than this
one. It was in every respect a most blood-freezing affair. Morris was
a good soldier, and quite a favorite in the Regiment. Lieut. Thomj^son
of E, then Acting Adjutant, was at the time walking along in front of
the Regiment, and was nearly in front of Morris, when this bullet came
over from tlie enemy, hummed close by him, and struck Morris with a
loud blow. Morris walked into the trenches, some ten or fifteen feet, in
a dazed sort of way, but with his gun in his hand, half fell, and half sat
down, and soon died. Several other bullets came over before the in-
spection was completed, but no further damage was done. The bullet
that killed Morris ^ must have traveled nearly half a mile, and probably
came from some rebel sharp-shooter's double-charged gun.
The general plan at Cold Harbor has been for the Thirteenth to re-
main at the front for 24 hours, then to rest at the rear for 48 hours ; our
duties at the front allowing scarcely any rest at all day, or night. But
the enemy's shells have completely covered, and swept all the time, both
our front and rear trenches, and all the ground between. Besides, sev-
eral of our men have been killed or wounded, in our rear trenches, the
bullets coming over from the enemy's line — a distance of one third to
one half a mile. The rebels acting as sharp-shooters, two or three hun-
dred of them in every rebel brigade, double-charge their guns, so that if
they miss in their direct aim, the bullets may fly to a random shot among
our men in the rear trenches. These bullets come skimming and buzzing
over, all the time, at Cold Harbor.
" I was loading my ambulance one day at Cold Harbor with wounded
men to send to the Corps Hospital, when a bullet struck the near horse
^ While talking with this man, Morris, a few clays before his death, he stated to
me that no bodily harm could ever come to him because he wore an '' Agnus Dei."
Such a thing being new to me, I expressed a desire to see it. After a considerable
hesitation, he exhibited to me a leather-covered, heart-shaped affair, some two inches
across and half an inch thick, which he wore suspended by a cord upon his neck.
It looked like a neat little pin-cusliion. His faith in it was unbounded. The bul-
let that killed Morris struck the edge of that same " Agnus Dei."— S. M. T.
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just back of the shoulder, and passed through the liorse, which instantly
fell dead, then entered the oft" horse in a like manner and lodged under
the skin on the off side ; this off horse stood a moment, then fell dead on
the near horse." AssT. Surgeon Sullivan.
Gen. Humphreys states : The 18th Corps— in which is the Thirteenth
— receives oi'ders to march as soon after dark as practicable on to-mor-
row evening, June 12th, by way of Parsley's Mill, Prospect Church,
Hopeville Church, and Tunstall's Station, having the right of way over
all otlier troops, to White House, and there to embark for Bermuda
Hundred. At Tunstall's our trains and ai'tillery will join the main trains
of the army. Gen. Wright with the 6th Corps, and Gen, Hancock with
the 2d Corps, with their troops in a new rear line of entrenchments buUt
since June 9th, and running from Elder Swamp on the southward, pass-
ing Cold Harbor, and on to Allen's Mill Pond on the north, will protect
our lines while we retire. It is expected that the entire Union army will
leave the vicinity of Cold Harbor within two days. The expedition of the
18th Corps being secret, the orders to march are retained at its Hdqrs.
June 12. Sun. Clear, cool morning, hot day, warm night. Reg.
in its rear trenches, and called at daylight. Do nothing all the morning.
We are due, in regular order, at the front trenches to-night, and expect
to go there as usual. The writer, and several others, make a last visit
to our front trenches near ' Our Pine.' We see fewer troops than usual
on the way, but there is little change in affairs. Sharp-shooters and
pickets are as busy as ever. The Reg. soon receives orders to march,
and makes ready to move, but is not called into line until 10 a. m. Then
it rests on its arms for a while, on account of a delay caused by a mis-
understanding in reference to the officers' horses, kept in a ravine off to
the right, where there is a convenient and appetizing arrangement of
cook-tent and livery stable, both under the same tree.
The Reg. leaves its rear line of entrenchments, with Uie Brigade, about
one p. m. (Capt. Stoodley writes, 12.45 p. m.) and marches straight
across the wide field in the rear— following the ravine or depression,
and going nearly southeast towards Old Cold Harbor ; catching the last
glimpses of the battle-field about 1.30 p. m. As we leave the Cold Har-
bor trenches a large pile of damaged muskets, the muzzles all pointing
toward a bluff-side, with much army gear and combustible material, near
the right of our Brigade, is set on fire : and furnishes an irregular fusil-
lade heard so long as we are near enough to hear— about the last sound,
except an occasional cannon shot, that we hear as we move away in the
heat and dust.
A few miles back we pass a body of mounted staff officers and men,
by the road-side, headed by two Generals who are pointed out to us as
Generals Grant and INIeade. Dusty and ap])arently hard-working men,
looking us over intently as we march past them. About 5 p. m., while
we are on the march, heated, choked with the deep dust, and thirsty, a
boy appears from a little guard-camp by the road-side with a basket full
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of lemons. The whole are at once purchased, distributed, and eaten
down like apples, peel and all— refreshing— good ! At TunstaU's we
march through the wagon-trains of the Ai-my of the Potomac, pai-ked in
a field : '• A hundred acres of wagons." After a hard, hot, dusty march
— rarely getting beyond the stench of the very numerous dead horses
and mules lying in the brush by the way— a part of the time marching
in roads, and a part of the time going straight across-lots, regardless of
hills or hollows, woods or waters, for about fifteen miles, we reach
White House at 7 p. m. Here the Reg. bivouacs about 9 p. m. on clean,
dry ground, free once more from danger and care.
This day ends a period of 35 days, passed by the Thirteenth, almost
continually under fire, and covering three terrible battles, and as many
more of lighter moment ; nine of the days to be inscribed on our flag—
when we get the new one, not space enough on the old ones. Between June
1st and June 12th, all at Cold Harbor, the Reg. has lost fourteen men
killed, six ofiicers and sixty-four men wounded and missing— total 84.
The Sanitary Commission representatives exemjjlified themselves to-
night by furnishing freely and liberally of its stores of canned goods, etc.,
to officers of all ranks, and by refusing to give enlisted men anything at
all, unless they came with written requisitions signed by two officers, and
in accordance with the strictest red tape. This creates much ill-feeling,
and threats of mobbing the concern are freely indulged in. Fair com-
mon sense, and Uncle Sam's uniform would have appeared guaranty
enough. A rather free distribution would have been less costly, for when
the men found themselves wholly refused and the officers bountifully sup-
plied, and afterwards got orders for supj^lies for themselves, they were
hai'der to satisfy, and demanded more than they needed.
One soldier of the 13th writes: "At the Cold Harbor front for six
days the dead and dying men (in front of our lines) could be seen at any
time, when a person chose to turn his head and look. The stench aris-
ing from the dead was horrible, and mingled with odors from all sorts of
decaying matter on every side. On the march to White House, on the
12th, the roads and woods were strewn, all the way, with hundreds of
dead horses and mules."
We have several times witnessed the expert work of the Army Tele-
graph Corps. No sooner is a change made in any part of the line than
a small body of men, with a mule or two, a few bundles of wire, and a
lot of forked sticks, are seen running a telegraph wire along in the rear ;
fence rails, trees, poles, anything that will properly elevate the wire, are
brought into use, and long before the soldiers can settle down in bivouac,
communications are speeding along the wires to Hdqrs., to Washington,
and thence scattering to the world. We might, as it were, halt for a few
minutes for dinner, and before the matches can start the little blaze of a
coffee-fire, the Telegraph Corps has connected, just back in the rear, and
the news flies away on lightning wings : " Blank Brigade at dinner." But
they say nothing about our— inexpressible — beef, cooked three days
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ago and kept in a bag ever since, while the summer heat has ranged at
100° in the shade and above ; how said beef looks, how it smells, and
how it tastes— that is no news in this army.
From May 5th to June 10th Gen. Grant's losses are placed at 54,551,
and for the same period Gen. Lee's were about 20,000. Cold Harbor
being a link in that 40 days' chain of most fearful battles — May 4th to
June 15th, 1864— between the Rapidan and Petersburg. Although
the battle of Cold Harbor proper commenced on the morning of June 1st,
the preliminary manoeuvring for position by the two armies — Grant's
and Lee's— appears to have begun soon after the Union army crossed
the Pamunkey, say on the morning of May 30th, among the swamps,
creeks and innumerable by-roads, a few miles to the northward of Cold
Harbor ; resulting in cavalry skirmishes and reconnaissances in force by
infantry and field artillei-y, in which the Union losses are put at a total of
about 3,022— ' previous to June 1st and after crossing the Pamunkey.'
Following one of Gen. Humphreys' notes, page 191, quoting the Medi-
cal Director, Surgeon McParlin : " The number of killed, wounded and
missing after crossing the Pamunkey to the evening of June 12th (exclud-
ing the 18th Corps) may be estimated as follows : wounded 7,545, to which
Gen. Humphreys adds 900 ; a total of 8,445. Killed 1,420, missing
1,864 ; total 11,729. Li the 18th Corps, wounded 1,900, killed and miss-
ing 500 ; total 2,400. Grand total 14,129 ; to which he adds 3,000 sick
DESCRIPTION OF MAP.
A. Old Cold Harbor. B. New Cold Harbor.
C. Mrs. Kelly. D. C. Wright.
E. D. Woody. F. G. Williams.
G. Albert AUerson. H. Old-StiU Pond.
K. Field into which the Thirteenth charged on June 1st. No Union
earth-works had been built at that time. The Union works near
the pond H stand nearly on the crest ; those west of them are
advanced into the field across which we charged.
L. Front trench with many traverses occupied by the Thirteenth from
June 4th to 12th, facing west.
M. Rear trench occupied by Thirteenth, also facing west.
1. 2. 3. Brooks running west to Gaines' Mill pond. The right of the
Thirteenth, when in both the front and the rear trenches, rested
close upon the second brook, which was called Muddy Run.
Z. Z. Z. Confederate trenches facing east. The road from D. Woody 's
to Albert Allerson's crosses a brook over a little culvert, north
of Old-StlU Pond, referred to in other pages. The many trav-
erses in our front line at L were necessary because the Confeder-
ate batteries, to the northward, enfiladed this line as it came up
over the knoll.
Lt. Col. Smith writes in reference to this map : " Your recollections of
Cold Harbor correspond with mine."
COLD HARBOK.
Tracing of Official Map. Scale, three inches to one milei
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sent to Hospital =17,129. Deducting, however, the sick and the 3,022
rei^orted before the morning of June 1st, we have, in killed, wounded and
missing between the morning of June 1st and night of June 12th, a total
of 11,107, as the Cold Harbor losses.
Ca2)t. Phisterer gives tlie losses for the same period, killed 1,905,
wounded 10,570, missing 2,456 ; total 14,931. In this he probably in-
cludes the losses in the 18th Corps.
Gen. Humphreys says— condensed : " The lines at Cold Harbor were
so close they could be advanced only by regular approaches. The daily
skirmishing was sharp, and caused severe loss ; during the nights there
was heavy artillery firing, and sometimes heavy musketry ; the men in
the front trenches had little water except to drink, and that of the worst
kind from surface drainage, were exposed to great heat during the day,
had but little sleep, and their cooking was of the rudest character. The
army had no vegetables for over a month, the beef was from cattle ex-
hausted by a long march. Dead horses and mules, and offal were scat-
tered over the country, and between the lines were many dead bodies of
both parties lying unburied in a burning sun. The country was low and
marshy. The exhausting effect of all this began to show itself, and sick-
ness of a malarial character increased largely."
1887. It would be difficult now to find all the front lines of the
earth-works, occupied by the 13th at Cold Harbor. The front lines were
changed a little by the troops after the Reg. left them for the last time,
on the evening of June 10th. The rear line remained unchanged. But
the elements have reduced them in height and depth, and rounded all
their sharjj angles. The most direct way to find them is by the ravine
mentioned under June 1st, lying north-northeast of the National Cemetery,
and by following that ravine to our rear line of works— which was the
extreme rear line in all at that part of the Cold Harbor field and lying
to the left of the ravine and abutting on it— then turning slightly to the
left, and proceeding a little north of west, straight to the front line, on
the left side of a brook starting in that ravine and leading to Gaines'
Mill pond ; the second of the three brooks north of Cold Harbor road.
By Gen. Michler's official map, our position in the front line was the
north end of the most dense system of works shown here on that map,
where there is a long succession of little traverses, and about one half
mile due north of the point where the Union lines ci'oss the Cold Harbor
road. As shown on that map, a line drawn straight across between Mrs.
Kelly's house— marked C on the tracing— near and north of Old Cold
Harbor, and the north edge of pond, dirtectly north of Gaines' Mill dam,
would strike both our front and rear trenches, and near their centres.
The right of the Reg. when in the front trench ran to, or near, the nmddy
brook, in ravine, that drains west into Gaines' Mill pond— the left
mounting over the highest part of the knoll. The right of our rear
trench was at this muddy brook, near where it first begins. To return
:
June 13. Mon. Very fine day. Reg. called at daylight. A large
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body of rebel prisoners are here near our camp. They say that they
have lived for more than a month past, chiefly on dried fish and Indian
corn bread. Now, as they have been sujiplied with Uncle Sam's rations,
they have thrown out of their camp the former contents of their greasy,
filthy haversacks ; forming along one side of their inclosure a windrow
of such vile, unsavory compounds as would ' make any respectable hog
sneeze the rooter off his nose '— Bah ! They are hungry, tired out, and
express themselves freely as exceeding glad they have been captured. A
rope cordon has been drawn around the plot of ground on which they
are, and they make great sport of it— they would not run away if they
could. They are done with war, they say. They are exceedingly merry,
and full of boyish pi'anks and jokes. They put on the most doleful faces,
and complain of the cruelty of ' fencing them up ' in this manner— with
a half-inch rope — in such terribly hot weather. Others reverse the idea,
and sit on the ground, in the little line of shadow cast by the rope, and
thank the guard for such ample protection from the hot sun. They mark
a ' dead line ' with straws, make their wills on scraps of paper, beg the
guard not to shoot them in the head, when they attempt to run away and
rejoin the rebel army ; and in short, act like a lot of boys just out of
school for a vacation.
Adjutant Boutwell returns to duty to-day, relieving Lieut. Thompson
of E. To be hustled about everywhere, and at all times of day and
night, through such a melde as the twelve days' battle of Cold Harbor, is
Adjutant enough for a lifetime— for the writer.
Reg. remains at White House to-day until 10 a. m., when we embark
on the steamer ' Ocean Wave,' with the 8th Conn., and at once move
swiftly down the Pamunkey and York rivers. After a very pleasant trip
we arrive off Fortress Monroe at 9 p. m., move up and anchor oft' New-
port News at 10 p. m., and turn in to sleep. While on the way to the
boat this morning, at White House, we pass among some new troojjs said
to be from Ohio. One of them asks what troops we are. Thirteen an-
swers : " One Hundred days' men." Ohio replies : "• You cannot fool us
with any such nonsense as that— unless your flags have been one hun-
dred days in hell ! " — Rough, but not altogether inapt, for neither of
our flags can be unfurled, they are so torn and cut up.
We have been through three scenes of terrible slaughter of men, Fred-
ericksburg, Drury's Bluff and Cold Harbor ; and now we have a little rest
before we again take a hand— shooting and shot at. Such is war ; and
civil war is the most uncivil war of all.
June 14. Tues. Splendid day save a Httle rain. The Thirteenth
sails at 4 a. m. from off Newport News, moves up the James River, ar-
rives at Point of Rocks, Appomattox River, at 10 a. m., and anchors off
Bermuda Hundred at noon ; and here we lounge about on the boat and
doze away the half-misty afternoon. We have passed many a fine coun-
try residence on the Pamunkey, York and James rivers— and many a
lonely stack of cliimneys. The ruins of Jamestown came partly into view ;
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nothing left in sight but a few chimneys, a wall or two, one house, and an
old vine-covered jiile said to be the ruins of a church. This trip up the
James is made like a move in business ; our last sail up this river was
theatrical. We debark near Bermuda Hundred at 10 p. m.,^ march to
our old camp-ground of May 28th, and there bivouac. But we get
scarcely any rest. A large amount of work, which might have been done
on the steamer, is now attended to. Arms and cartridge and cap-boxes
are examined by firelight, and deficiencies supphed until every man has
sixty rounds of ammunition. Three days' rations are cooked and dis-
tributed. Finally, very late at night, we turn in, with the most welcome
assurance that before daybreak we shall again ' move to the front.'
The query goes the rounds : " Wonder what 's up now ? " We must
say we care little to-night what is coming jirovided only that we are vic-
torious. The fact is that the Thirteenth is now very desirous to take
part in another fight here in the neighborhood of Bermuda Hundred, in
order to amend the name and fortunes of this Army of the James— or
at least make the list of our successes a little more brilliant. Many of
our men have said to-night : ' If we get after the rebels on this front
again, we will give them Hail Columbia.' We have fought hard, done
our best, but there is an all-pervading desire now, more than ever, to make
a grand mark for The Thirteenth New Hampshire Regiment. This is
the talk of our camp to-night. The notion of being annihilated as a regi-
ment has never once entered the heads of the members of the Thirteenth
— some may fall— the most will survive.
By way of Drury's Bluff, Gen. Lee, at Cold Harbor, is only about
twenty-four miles from Bermuda Hundred.
^ The Thirteenth furnishes details for work on shore, and our steamer— as well as
others of the fleet — is moving about a good deal between City Point, Point of Rocks
and Bermiida Hundred, as if uncertain where and when to land the troops. The
troops landed in detachments, details of men were made on the boat for guards, pick-
ets, pioneers, etc., who went ashore from time to time. The writer has, in the above
liours given, followed his own record. A letter written by him while still upon the
steamer with the Reg. states : " June 14th, 12 noon, we are now at Bermuda Hun-
dred and about to land. Rains a little, otherwise pleasant." But no day has fur-
nished so many and so wide discrepancies in hours as this one.
Sergt. Major Hodgdon states in his Diary : " Arrived at Point of Rocks at 4 p. m."
Prescott states in his Diary : " Reached City Point about 3 p. m., turned into the
Appomattox, and landed at Point of Rocks about 5 o'clock and marched to our old
camp-gTound of three weeks ago."
A soldier of the Thirteenth writes home : ' ' We left Cold Harbor at 1 p. m. on the
12th, and arrived at White House at 7 p. m. We left Wliite House June 13th on the
'Ocean Wave' ; arrived at 'Appomattox Station' at 1.30 p. m., and at our old
camp at 2.30 p. m. on June 14th."
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June 15. Wed. A warm, and very pleasant sunny day. The Thir-
teenth, with Col. Stevens in command, marches with the Brigade— Burn-
ham's 2d Brig., 1st Div., 18th Corps— from camp near Bermuda Hun-
dred at 2.30 a. m., crosses the Appomattox River on a ponton bridge laid
near Broadway Landing, Point of Rocks, two miles below Port Walthall,
climbs a very steep bank, and proceeds rapidly to the rear of Petersburg,
and halts when about three or four miles from that city. While crossing
the pontons, a regiment in our rear takes up the ' cadence-step,' as if march-
ing to music, and soon sets the bridge into a rapid vibration, and a num-
ber of its men are seen to lose step, stumble, and plunge off headlong into
the mud and water ; and as they crawl laboriously ujj out of the infamous
mud, and thoroughly bedaubed with it from head to foot, they are greeted
with shouts of laughter from the other troops.
In this day's movements Gen. Smith is sent with a part of his 18th
Corps, about 10,000 men, in advance to secure whatever foothold he can,
as preliminary to the transfer of Gen. Grant's army to the south side of
the James River. Hence our rapid march from Cold Harbor to White
House ; thence by transports to Bermuda Hundred ; and now up here to
take Petersburg or ground near it, by surprise, and before Gen. Lee can
dispatch troops from about Richmond and Cold Harbor for its defense.
We begin to hear heavy firing in the distance about 5 a. m., but we do
not come within range of the enemy's fire until 8.30 a m., when a large
solid shot, or a shell that does not burst, strikes with a loud blow in a
field near the Thirteenth, but does no harm. Soon after this we come up
to the rear of some of Gen. Hinks' colored troops who have just had a
sharp skirmish with the enemy posted in rifle-pits near by ; driving the
enemy out and occupying the ground. This place is on Baylor's farm,
about two miles out from the enemy's main line of works. A number of
deatl negroes are lying about— and a dead negro is the most ghastly
corpse ever seen ; and their wounded are coming back shot in all sorts of
ways, in legs, arms, heads and bodies, but hobbling along and bringing their
guns with them. Negroes will keep on their feet, and move on, with
wounds that would utterly lay out white men, and they stick like death to
their guns. A white man severely wounded throws his gun away. This
affair at Baylor's is of but a few minutes, but very gallant and spirited.
A little before ten o'clock a. m. Gen. Hinks' negro troops — about
3,700 men— after their first brush here with the enemy, move from our
front to the left, and give us the field ; and our Brigade advances to the
front, and on both sides of the main road to Petersburg. The L^nion line
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is now : Gen. Martindale on the right near the Appomattox ; Gen. Brooks
— in whose Division is the Thirteenth— in the centre ; and Gen. Hinks'
colored troops on the left.
In brief : Kautz's cavalry about 6 a. m. first cleared the way for Hink's'
colored troops, here on the centre of the line, then moved to the left. The
colored troops then came up to the front, cleared the enemy from these
few rifle-pits, and then they also moved to the left. And now we take
the place of the colored troops at the centre front.
About 10 a. m., as we have said, we move forward to the front, the
Thirteenth being deployed as skirmishers in front of, and covering the
whole of Gen. Brooks' Division, and commanded by Col. Stevens. Our
line is consequently very long ; the enemy posted in the woods in large
squads answers our fire vigorously, and more force is considered neces-
sary to keep him moving back. The Thirteenth therefore narrows its
front, moves farther towards the left, connecting with the colored troops,
and is joined on the right by 120 men from the 8th Conn. Later the
skirmish line is further strengthened by two companies, about 40 men, of
the 118th N. Y., and 150 men of the 92d N. Y. ; Col. Stevens in com-
mand of the Thirteenth and of the skirmish line— a part of the time with
his Regiment, and a part of the time called to the right of the line.
The skirmish line, before the day was out, consisted of the 13th N.
H., the 8th Conn., two companies of the 118th N. Y. and 150 men of the
92d N. Y. — the 10th N. H. supporting the line at some distance back
in the woods.
While we are halted for a moment, among the pines, during some of
these changes, an incident occurs that sets a portion of the line roaring
with laughter. We unearth about a round dozen of rebels in rifle-pits
dug among some thick brush not far away to our right front, and they
open fire most spitefully. We are quickly safe behind trees, and they hit
no one, excepting a little, wiry Irishman in the Thirteenth ; a rebel bullet
just glancing across the top of his thumb, a little back of the first joint.
The affair is a mere bruise. For a moment the thumb is numb, and
Paddy stands still, contemplating it most studiously ; and then he sud-
denly belches out a most diabolical mixture of groan, scream and yell
combined and loud enough to raise the dead, throws his gun as far as he
can, shoots about six feet into the air, throws his roll of blankets a couple
of rods away ; and for fully a minute turns himself into a perfect little
spinning gyration of sprawling, flying legs and arms, flopping haversack,
banging canteen, and rattling tin-cup and cartridge-box, all the time yell-
ing as man never yelled before— in our hearing. He jumped, whirled,
laid down, rolled, kicked, struck out, screamed, swore and bawled all at
once. Meanwhile the little squad of rebel pickets— either thinking that
we have invented a new yell, and are going to charge, or else that we
have with us the veritable " Yankee Devil " himself, horns and all —
cease firing instant upon the Irishman's first compound scream, seize their
loose clothing and blankets in their hands, and make off towards Peters-
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burg, running as for dear life. A most amusing scene to all of the Union
troops— excepting Faddy. Soon we move on, and are too busy to note
what becomes of him and his little thumb-bumj) ; but we conclude that he
was hurt.
The skirmish line is so long, and the ground so rough, being covered
with timber and fallen trees, that Capt. Julian is called to act as Major,
and advances the left wing of the Tliirteenth a large j^art of the after-
noon. Maj. Grantman being a part of the time in command of the whole
Regiment and a part of the time advancing the right wing. It is a
crowded, busy day and duty is done wherever duty is demanded, and with-
out much regard to special prerogatives.
As the skirmish line is strengthened by the additions named, our Reg.
closes, and nari"ows its front, until we form a rather close skii-mish line ;
and in this order, substantially, our line moves foi'ward, constantly skir-
mishing, through a thick wood, and out of that into a slashing of heavy
timber, among the stumps and fallen trees, almost directly in the rear,
but somewhat to the right, of Mr. Friend's house ; and in full view of a
five-gun battery— Battery Five— with very high parapets and perched
on the top of a high hill, to the right, north, of Mr. Friend's house. We
reach the slashing about mid-afternoon, after an advance of two miles or
more from the scene of the skirmish by Gen. Hinks' colored troops on
Baylor's farm ; the line of our advance not only curving, but sweeping to
the left, close upon Gen. Hinks' right.
While back in the woods near the City Point road, the enemy gave us
many shells, from the front and from the right, and many bullets from
his skirmishers, as they retreated before our advance ; but now as he sees
us moving about in this slashing, his Battery Five plays on us alone,
vigorously, and we receive a great many bullets from an unseen line dis-
tant on our front. This makes our advance very slow. We spring for-
ward from stump to stump, and from log to log, drawing the enemy's
fire and then gaining ground before he can re-load.
Soon Sergt. Major James M. Hodgdon, who has been acting all day as
Adjutant Boutwell's assistant, carrying orders from Col. Stevens on the
right to Major Grantman and others— ap])ears, and directs Lieut. Thomp-
son of E to take thirty or forty men of the Thirteenth— taking all of
Company E and a few men from another Company— and place them as
flankers to the left of the Reg. ; in squads of three or four men each, ex-
tending the line of the Reg. toward the left, and swinging back a few
yards on the extreme left of the line, in the brush and slashing. This is
quickly done, and without accident, though it provokes a lively fusillade
on the part of the rebel skirmishers. These flankers are thrown out be-
cause the colored troops, not very firm on the skirmish line to the left,
might retreat before a heavy charge by the enemy, and imperil the left
flank of the Thirteenth.
Battery Five is one of a long line of a dozen or more Batteries— per-
haps more properly, Redans — all containing artillery, and connected by
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rifle-trenches, and protected, a hundred or two yards to their front, by
a line of rifle-pits. We can see three or four of these Redans.
As we ajjproach the edge of the slashing, troops are either withdrawn
from the skirmish line or closed to the right, for the Thirteenth here
widens its front again, by taking more open order towards tlie right,
bringing the main part of the Regiment more nearly in the direct front
of Battery Five. After a little further advance, we approach, about 4.30
or 5 p. m., as near to the edge of the slashing as is deemed prudent ; and
the men are ordered to halt, to find secure cover, to cease firing, and to
keep hidden as much as possible. The men are tired from the long day's
action, and rest upon their arms, settling down behind the large logs and
stumps. The enemy's pickets, however— following the rule of riot at
Donnybrook Fair : " Wherever you see a head, hit it "— keep pegging
away at us, and Battery Five sends us a goodly number of shells.
We have now nearly two hours of reasonably quiet observation. We
are so near to Battery Five, that we can occasionally when the wind serves,
distinctly hear the commandant's orders, " Load," " Fire," and can look
right into the muzzles of his guns, as they are run up to the embrasures,
and fired straight at us, " puff— bang ; " sometimes singly, sometimes all
at once. Our cover is so secure, however, that his firing is more inter-
esting than harmful. Away to our left, near to Mr. Friend's house, is a
long and strong line of skirmishers— colored troops— working forward
over dusty, plowed land, among numerous apple or peach trees. They
are in full view, and are having a hard time of it. They rush forward,
and are then di-iven back ; and then try again, and again ; but without suc-
cess, and quite a number of them are stretched out on the ground, dead.
Battery Five shells them severely, and they and the shells drive up a
great deal of dust. The scene is very interesting to us ; for a deter-
mined charge by the enemy upon those negroes would expose the Thir-
teenth, and bring Lieut. Thompson's flankers and the left half of the Reg.
into instant action. The negroes are doing wretched skirmishing.
Now drums are heard in our rear— a dozen loud taps— and all is
still. Immediately a full regiment of colored infantry, with colors flying
— that is battle flags — and in a splendid line of battle, moves up toward
a rail fence on our left and rear. Li a moment Batteiy Five gives them
— over our heads— three or four shells right in their faces. Snap—
bang, go the shells among them, and down go their colors into the dirt,
and back go they like wild men. Somebody's fool has blundered. A
good, thorough, handsome, elegant blunder, too !
There are near us some large piles of stove-wood, cut, split, and thrown
up in heaps to dry. Some of our men have unwisely taken cover there.
Battery Five drops in a shell ; it explodes, and sends up a beautiful foun-
tain of small stove-wood to rain down among the men. They make the
best time on record from that shower. Another body's fool has blun-
dered. None hurt, but all are considerably moved.
From some point away to our right the enemy sends us two or three
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large shells, Batteiy Five shells are small, and one of these large shells
bursts apparently dh'ectly over the right of the Thirteenth, the rest go
over.' Jordan's and Friend's houses and buildings are used as a cover
by the enemy's jjlckets, and we can see the puffs of smoke there in large
numbers ; this condemns all the buildings to destruction if need be.
While we are resting on our arms here in the slashing, about twenty
field guns— one account says sixteen— take position in our rear and
along the edge of the woods, and obtain the range of the enemy's Bat-
teries, or Redans, numbers Five, Six and Seven. The troops of Gen.
Brooks' Division, all excepting the Thirteenth and the other detachments
forming the skirmish line in front of that Division, are massed near these
guns as a support, and also held in readiness for an assault upon the
enemy's works. Later on these troops deploy in a long battle line and
follow the skirmish line. See Capt. Julian's account page 393.
A little after six o'clock, Gen. Burnham sends for Col. Stevens, Major
Grantman and other field officers in our Brigade, now on the skirmish
line, and they move back to his Hdqrs. on the wood-road in the timber a
short distance to the rear of the front skirmishers. Here they receive
instructions concerning the movement about to take place. Capt. Coitt
commanding the 8th Conn., and Major Merriman commanding the 92d
N. Y. are present at this meeting.
While these field officers are going to Gen. Burnham's Hdqrs., a cannon
ball, or shell not exploding, strikes in the wood-road and ricochets, and
just at the moment of bounding upwards from the ground strikes Major
Pruyn of the 118th N. Y. in his body and tears him fearfully, instantly
killing him.
After receiving instructions our field officers retui'n to the skirmishers
again ; and a little before 6.30 p. m. the skirmish line of Gen. Brooks'
Division, now consisting of the 13th N. H., eight companies of the 8th
Conn., and small detachments of the 118th and 92d N. Y. regiments,
is oi'dered to make ready to charge. The usual distance is at once taken
as skirmishers — about five paces between man and man— and this move-
ment of extending the line to the right— the Thirteenth being on the
left next the negro troops— carries the whole skirmish line of Gen.
Brooks' Division, excepting the Thirteenth, far to the right of Battery
Five, and brings the Thirteenth directly in front of Battery Five, and
stretching a considerable distance to the right and left of it.
The 189 men of the Thirteenth deployed as skirmishers, even at a
less distance than five paces apart, would make a line more than 400
yards in length, while the east face of Battery Five, the face assaulted,
is only about 100 yards in length.
The flankers under Lieut. Thompson of E, on the left of the Thirteenth,
are directed to come up on the line, to extend to the right and to deploy
as skirmishers in the same manner as the rest of the Thirteenth. As
these flankers rise to their feet in the low slashing, and hence come into
full view, the rebel riflemen open upon them savagely, and two or three
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of the men need at first a little encouragement. They come up into line,
however, quickly and promptly, and by so doing the most of them are
brought to the very edge of the slashing and some of them out of it
altogether and into the clear open ground of the field in front, a very
exposed position.
The Thirteenth is formed in line as skirmishers and waits but a few
moments for orders, when a furious burst of artillery tiring opens in our
rear from the field guns mentioned above, several loud voices shout " For-
ward I " there is a rush and a shout ; the flankers on the left still mov-
ing obliquely to the front and right advance a coujjle of rods or so into
the field, when Lieut. Thompson of E, the writer, is tripjjed up by a rebel
bullet striking through his left ankle and he plunges headlong to the
ground falling upon some dry grass or weeds in the field. He is struck
while crossing a sort of ' wheel-path ' extending from the wood-road —
that ran through the slashing crossing a rail fence and out into the open
field beyond two lai-ge stumps— and goes back upon his hands and knees
to one of these stumps for shelter from the severe rebel fire.
(In 1878 the writer, accompanied by young Mr. Jordan, residing near
by, readily found this spot when visiting the field, and hence could locate
the position of the left of the Thirteenth. Mr. Jordan stated that his
father had seventeen buildings destroyed on his farm near Battery Five,
by the Union and Confederate armies.)
The enemy's musketry fire is furious— it appears from this fire that
counted all along his line the enemy must have near three thousand men
— while shell come thick and fast from the enemy's Redans Six and
Seven, and still farther to his left from his cannon located nearer the
Appomattox river, and the shouting of the Northern men in the charge
grows more and more noisy.
The Thirteenth dashes at Battery Five in a long thin line, narrowing
front as they advance, striking first a line of rebel ' French rifle-pits
'
running clear across the middle of the open field, capturing these and
above a hundred of the enemy's troops, sending them to the rear, and
then advancing again towards the Battery.
In a few moments a little party of the officers and men of the Thir-
teenth, advancing rapidly, find themselves at the bottom of a deep I'avine,
now dry but forming a natural moat or ditch for Battery Five, the walls
of which loom up above them some thirty or forty feet to the top of the
parapet. Capt. Stoodley here remai'ks to Capt. Julian : " If we follow
this thing right up now, we can take this Battery." Capt. Julian an-
swers : " Then we will take it." No sooner said than done. They, Capt.
Goss and the few men of the Thirteenth with them in the ravine— the
whole party not above a dozen persons— instantly rush for the Battery ;
some straight up over the front walls, others up the north side, on bay-
onets stuck in the sand, grasping grass and weeds to assist in climbing,
striking their boots into the gravel— anyhow so it be the quickest way in ;
and as these few Northern soldiers look from the parapet down into the
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Battery they see a full hundred of the enemy. These are thrown into a
little disorder by a number of their own men who have rushed in hur-
riedly from their rifle-pits taking refuge in the Battery, and they all ap-
pear to be waiting for something — they have not long to wait ! Dashing
without a moment's hesitation into their midst our officers demand a sur-
render. Capt. Julian calls ujjon Lt. Col. Council of the 26th Virginia,
commanding the rebel infantry, to surrender, and receives his sword, also
receives the swords of several other officers who surrender to him—
among them Major Beatty and another Major.
Capt. Stoodley calls upon Capt. Sturtivant, conmianding the Battery, to
surrender, and receives his sword.
In a few seconds all is over, and the prisoners are forming to march to
the rear. Meanwhile the captured guns are found to be loaded, and our
men scarcely waiting for orders instantly turn the guns and prepare to
fire them upon some of the enemy seen retreating — but the fuse is gone.
Capt. Stoodley rather hastily asks Capt. Sturtivant for the fuse, and he
replies that he " don't want to be a pai'ty in the matter." Cai)t. Stood-
ley at once politely acknowledges the right of that.
Soon Sergeant John F. Gibbs of E, who is one of the first to enter the
Battery, and is somewhat acquainted with gunnery, finds the fuse, and
the guns are fired by Gibbs and others upon the fleeing troops of the
enemy which were not in the Battery.
Practically these three officers. Captains Stoodley, Julian and Goss,
and less than a dozen men of the Thirteenth, capture Battery Five— an
exceedingly daring performance. Affairs move quick at such a time.
Gen. Burnham, commanding our Brigade says, officially : " The Thir-
teenth N. H. Vols, captured in this work five pieces of artillery and about
100 prisoners ; and the prisoners captured in the whole affair, could not
have been less than 200."
A General who witnessed the affair, remarks : " It is equal to any-
thing that has been done in the war."
It is said that Gen. Smith— ' Baldy ' — commanding the 18th Corps,
remarked, as he realized what had been done, that he '' felt like giving a
commission to the whole regiment that did that gallant deed." One
writer calls the affair " startling audacity."
" After the Battery was captured by the Thirteenth, which occurred a
little earlier than the taking of the works to the right and left, the Union
troops continued firing for some little time ; and to stop this firing upon
our own men, Capt. Goss tied his white handkerchief to his sword, sprang
upon the parapet of the Battery, and stood there waving this white flag
until our men ceased their firing, meanwhile the cheers of victory, shouts
of battle and firing were all commingled." ^ Major Stoodley.
^ Tlie writer regrets that lie has heen unable to learn the names of all these men,
for a certainty, who composed this little force which first entered Battery Five.
Major Stoodley states that the party consisted of about a dozen officers and men in all,
when they started from the ravine to enter the Battery.
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"The only Union soldiers who entered Battery Five to-day, before
and during- its capture, and until after it had been captured with all its
guns, equipment and garrison, and had been held for some time, were
the officers and men of the Thirteenth New Hampshire Regiment — and
this was proved by a careful inquiry that settled the whole matter."
Lt. Col. Smith.
Eight Confederate officers in Battery Five suri^endered to Capt. Julian,
five of these eight are here accounted for by their arms : Lt. Col. Coun-
cil, who was in conmiand of the line of works. His sword Capt. Julian
still has, 1887, and it bears this inscription : ' Presented to Lieut. Col. Coun-
cil By the Officers and men of Companies B & C 26th Va. Regt. Jan.
1863.' He received of another officer a sword, apparently a home-made
affair, with the edge ground and whetted as sharp as a scythe. This he
gave to Sergt. James R. Morrison of K who still, 1887, preserves it as a
relic. Of another a revolver— Colt's — which he gave to Lieut. Murray.
Of another, a young naval officer, who was at Battery Five merely on a
visit to friends for the day, and just down fi*oni Richmond, a revolver
which he now has. When the officer handed this revolver, with the belt,
holster and ammunition-pouch, over to Capt. Julian he remarked : " I
wiU give you this as a special present to Old Abe." Capt. Julian still re-
tains jjossession of it, however, by prior right. It is a Colt's, of English
make, and the ammunition taken with it was made by Ela Brothers,
London.
Of another— a Major Beatty— a sword which he still preserves. An
incident connected with this sword deserves mention. Sergt. Morrison
of K had charge of taking the prisoners to the rear, and just as he was
starting with them, Major Beatty said to Sergt. Morrison that Capt. Julian
was a very brave man, and expressed a desiro to see him again before
the party of prisoners was taken away. Morrison sent a man for Capt.
Julian, who went over where the prisoners were, carrying with him his
special collection of Southern arms. Major Beatty then politely drew out
of the collection the sword which he but a few minutes before had sur-
rendered, and turning the hilt, formally presented the sword and belt to
Capt. Julian, with the request ' that in future he would wear it as his own,
and when doing so would think of him the recent owner.' Capt. Julian
accepted the gift, promising to wear it ; and during the rest of his term
of service he Avore that sword and none other, and still preserves it as a
relic of the war having a special history of a particular interest.
The results of the day give to the Thirteenth two rebel colors, one cap-
tured by Sergt. James R. Morrison of K, and the other by Corp. Peter
Mitchell of K— both of which colors are sent as trophies to the Governor
of New Hampshire, and are now, 1887, preserved in the State House, and
are the only rebel battle-flags in the custody of the State— about as many
prisoners as the Regiment itself numbers ; several ammunition wagons,
and five pieces of artillery— four handsome brass cannon, and one iron
gun— belonging to Sturtlvant's Richmond Battery ; and have broken the
enemy's main line on this side of the " Cockade City."
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The captured enemy, however, are not so happy. A portion of the
men captured are militia, armed with smooth bore muskets— it was a
round ounce bullet that struck Lieut. Thompson of E, and others of the
13th received wounds from the same sort of bullets— but the enemy
fired with great rapidity. When Capt. Sturtivant, commanding the Bat-
tery, finds how few men have caused his surrender, and how matters
stand, he is beside himself with anger and chagrin ; and exclaims in
pure Old Vii'ginia : " Here are my guns double-shotted for infantry, and
all of us captured by a Yankee skirmish line !
"
When our artillery belched out all at once so heavily, he expected an
assault by a strong column of infantry, and prepared for it by double
charges in his guns ; while waiting the onset, fuse in hand—about a dozen
officers and men of the Thirteenth gobble up the whole of his garrison,
pickets, guard, gunners, guns and all I This little party were the first
in ; but in less than five minutes they are joined within the Battery by
nine tenths of the Regiment. The Thirteenth captured in all about 200
prisoners ; and the total loss in the Reg., counting all casualties, were 4
men killed, 5 officers and 44 men wounded.
" The National colors of the Thirteenth were planted by me on the
parapet of Battery Five — the first flag planted upon it after its capture."
Sergeant David W. Bodge, Color-bearer.
Capt. Julian says : " During the advance of the Thirteenth as skirmish-
ers, through the pine timber, Lieut. Thompson, the whole of Company E,
and some other men of the 13th, were sent to the left of our Regiment as
flankers, and this deprived me of a command. I was therefore directed
by Col. Stevens to take charge of the general skirmish line on the left
;
DESCRIPTION OF FLAGS.
Upon the opposite page is a cut of the two Confederate battle-flags
captured in Battery Five. They are the personal property of the brave
captors, and are now, 1887, preserved in the Capitol at Concord— the
only Confederate battle-flags in the custody of the State.
The upper flag in the cut (worn a little) was captured by Corporal
Peter Mitchell of K ; and the lower one (whole) by Sergeant James R.
Morrison of K.
At the request of the writer, Gen. A. D. Ayling, Adjutant General of
New Hampshire, employed W. G. C. Kimball, Esq., of Concord, to photo-
graph these flags ; the cut is made from the negative, and is accurate in
every particular.
Gen. Ayling kindly furnishes the following description : The two flags
are practically of the same size (the edge of one being frayed a little),
viz. : four feet in length and four feet in width. The body is red ; the
bars six inches in width, and blue with white borders ; the stars are white,
and three and one half inches from point to point ; the border around botli
of the flags is two inches in width, and white. The material is bunting.
CONFEDERATE BATTLE FLAGS.
Captured at Battery Five.
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and practically acting as Major, I spent several hours advancing the left
wing of our Regiment. Later on, when the order came to charge. Col.
Stevens came along the line, directing the commanders of Companies
one after another to charge. The movement hung fire a little, apparently
for want of concerted action. It was a dare-devil piece of work at best.
After a few moments, when the Colonel was thus ordering a charge, I
asked him : ' Colonel, do you want this Regiment to charge ? ' ' Yes,' an-
swered the Colonel, ' The movement depends on you— every one of you.'
This little sting touched me, and I sprang forward and shouted ' Charge !
'
— with all my might. Whether I was alone in this first shout I cannot
tell, but away went the Thirteenth in an excellent line for Battery Five,
and captured it and all there was in it.
" After we had taken Battery Five we felt insecure, not knowing but
the enemy would soon charge in sufficient force to compel the Thirteenth
to relinquish the position. But while we were thinking of this, a body of
Union troops marching in one line of battle, apparently a mile long, with
all colors unfurled and every officer and man in position, emerged from
the woods, through whicli we had advanced before charging across the
field upon the Battery, and bore across the open field rapidly to the front,
in sujjport of the Thirteenth and other troops on the skirmish line ; they
came up near to the captured Battery Five and the rebel w^orks flanking
it and halted— then we felt secure, and that no force which the enemy
had hereabout could move us from our position."
Few actions ever more thoroughly demonstrated the need of a bugle,
in handling a skirmish line too long to distinctly hear one man's voice.
Probably Col. Stevens from no point could have made himself sufficiently
well heard by every officer in the extended line of the 13th on this occa-
sion. The force of the charge, however, was not in any degree broken,
and will be better understood from the fact that while the enemy main-
tained his position, both on the right and on the left of Battery Five, the
Thirteenth, in the centre, broke through one of the strongest, if not the
strongest, defenses in his wdiole line of works— capturing this Batteiy, its
garrison and cannon, and hold all they reach, before our other troops, to
the right and the left on the line, capture the works on their fronts. We
are the first to break the enemy's main line in front of Petersburg ; and
were in the front line of the infantry charge that opened the battle of
Cold Harbor— that will do.
The results of the day, on the whole line, were the capture of 18 guns,
and al)out 700 prisoners. The Thirteenth thus accomplished close upon
one third of the whole day's work in the final dash, besides leading at
the front all day. The Thirteenth captures for its Colonel one of the best
prizes of the day— the Star of a Brigadier General. The enemy's ar-
tillery swept the wdiole advance, and his rifles all the open ground. The
rebels in their ' French rifle-pits ' were almost perfectly safe from our
fire, and wholly unseen until our men in the charge ran close upon them.
The National colors of the Thirteenth were planted on Battery Five
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by Color-Scrgcant David W. Bodge (of B) ; and the State colors by
Color-Corjjoral Charles Powell (of K), and no other flags of the Union
army were planted on this Battery at all. When the five cannon — one
iron gun and four 12 lb. brass guns— captured here were drawn together
and turned looking towards Petersburg from the high brow of this bold
hill, and the Flags of the Thirteenth were set waving above them, the
scene was a hapjjy hour for cheers— three times three and a tiger.
" The prisoners, 125 or more of them, captured with Battery Five were
placed in charge of Sergeant James R. Morrison of K, who marched
them to the rear ; meanwhile Corporal John H. Mawby of K, Avho had
served in the U. S. Navy, with the assistance of other men turned some
of the captui'ed guns, which were double-shotted, and fired a couple of
rounds at the fleeing rebels who had escaped the general capture."
Capt. Betton.
The Thirteenth had on the morning of June 15th, present for duty,
fifteen officers and one hundred and eighty-nine men ; the night report
gives four officers wounded, four men killed, thirty-eight wounded and
three missing.
Capt. E. E. Dodge is wounded in the leg just above the knee, the bone
badly broken, just before reaching the Battery ; Lieut. Charles B. Gafney
in the thigh, and Adjutant Nathan B. Boutwell in the shoulder, when in
front of and near the Battery ; and Lieut. S. Millett Thompson in the
left ankle— a round ounce-bullet going sti'aight through it— while he
was moving the flankers to the front and right during the preliminary
movements in the charge. All these wounds are sevei-e, and caused by
round bullets.
The wounded officers and men of the Thirteenth are taken back to the
house, buildings and grounds of Mr. Thomas Rushmore, near the Appo-
mattox river, a little over a mile northward from the battle-field. His
whole establishment is turned into a hospital. An old piano found about
the premises, after having the legs sawed off, is used as an operating
table for our Asst. Surgeon Sullivan ; and the above named wounded
officers and the wounded men ai-e placed on it— while he skillfully plays
the instrument ! After having their wounds dressed, the officers and
several of the men of the Thirteenth pass the night in Mr. Rushmore's
house ; lying side by side, heads to the north, on the floor along the north
side of the room to the left of the front entrance to the house.
Mr. Rushmore and his little son, ten years old, were seized by the reb-
els a day or two before the battle and imprisoned in Petersburg. His
life was threatened, and Mrs. Rushmore and her two daughters were
plunged in the depths of worry, fear and despair, never expecting to see
father, son and brother again. Mr. Rushmore was from New York city.
Mrs. Rushmore and her two daughters — Augusta aged about thirteen or
fourteen years, and Virginia aged about ten or eleven years— are up all
night caring unceasingly for the wounded— the sweet humanity of it I
Tliey tear up all suitable cloth in the house, even to sheets and under-
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clothing, into bandages ; and bring milk, coffee and food without stint so
long as there is any left to bring. Through the day, and as late as she
can see to-night, little Virginia has been all about, up on the field and
everywhere, all regardless of flying shells and bullets, carrying a little tin
pail and cup and giving water to the wounded and dying ; occasionally
sitting down and crying bitterly for her little brother, who, as she sup-
posed, had been killed.
The writer fainted from loss of blood at the edge of the woods just on
reaching Mr. Rushmore's field, and while being carried back from the
battle-field, and had been left lying upon the grass in front of and near
Mr. Rushmore's house. The first thing he recalls after leaving these
woods— having a long time previously heard the tremendous Northern
cheering at the capture of Battery Five— was this little Virginia Rush-
more trying to rouse him, and then giving him a draught of nice cold
water. This could not have been far from nine o'clock in the evening.
Mrs. Rushmore had charge of the house and a few servants, and Au-
gusta brought to the officers of the Thirteenth a good supper, and next
morning a breakfast ; and when the ambulance took them away on the
morning of the 16th, she appeared with two or three quarts of rij^e cher-
ries and handed them up to the officers of the Thirteenth, who soon rode
away eating them ; and hardly anything could be more refreshing to these
suffering men than were those cherries. ' Ambulance Brown,' who was
driving, offered some of these cherries to the wounded rebel officer men-
tioned below, who a little later was placed on the ambulance, but he ut-
terly refused to even so much as look at them. His manners were not
those of a hero.
The general movement of to-day is made in this manner : Kautz's
cavalry, about 2,400 strong, though not all on this line, precede the Union
forces, meeting the enemy's vedettes about 6 a. m, and forcing them back
until they came upon a considerable body of the enemy entrenched, about
two miles out from Broadway landing, near the City Point Railroad, in
an open field on Baylor's farm, and having with them two guns ; when
Kautz moves to the left, and Hinks' colored division of infantry, which
has been following Kautz, moves up, assaults the enemy, and captures
one gun and several prisoners, losing about 70 men of the 5th and 22d
U. S. colored regiments.^ This delays the advance until 9 a. m. Hinks
now moves to the left, and Brooks' division, in which we are, which has
been following Hinks, on the Jordan's Point road, moves up and crosses
the ground just charged over and captured by Hinks, passing among his
dead and wounded, and into heavy timber beyond, and near the City
Point road. Martindale is advancing on the right along the Appomattox.
^ A negro suffers much less when wounded than a white man ; of a lower or less pro-
nounced nervous organization, the wound gives him a less exhaustive shock. To-
day the writer saw many negroes moving back with bullet holes in various parts of
them, and of such a character as would inevitably have sent a white man upon a
stretcher. The negroes walking back using their guns for canes or crutches, and
cheerily saying they were not much hurt.
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The advance is now made all along the line, through the woods and
slashing, driving back the enemy from tree to tree, from stump to stump,
until near mid-afternoon, when the skirmishers can advance no farther
except by going into open ground. Meanwhile Gen. Brooks' division
has moved up and massed near his guns. There now lies directly in
front of, and in plain sight of, the Thirteenth, a line of fortifications
;
" Forming a salient covered by a powerful pi'ofiled work, heavily flanked
with earth-works and rifle-trenches en echelon." These lines are de-
fended by Wise's Legion, and by citizen militia, home guards, etc. A
charge is decided upon at 5 p. m. by Gen. Smith ; and " towards 7 p. m."
Gen. Brooks captures these works on the salient with skirmishers. The
enemy's lines here being in our hands by 7 p. m.
The foregoing account was written in the main, before the writer's
visit to the field, with Lt. Col. Smith, in May 1885.
To find Battery Five, and our positions in the summer of 1864 : Follow
the City Point Railroad out from Petersburg, northeast, for about two
and one half miles, and we come to a range of bluffs running from near
the Appomattox river, southward. On the first bluff we come to, and on
the right hand side of the railroad, south, and around which the railroad
bends to the north, is Battery Five, mounted high on the very steep bluff,
a few yards only from the railroad, and between the railroad and Mr.
Charles Friend's house. Battery Five is in the outer line of the oldest
Confederate defenses of Petersburg, is the fifth Battery south of the
river, while south of it in the next three miles the numbers run up to
twenty or more. After this line was broken, on the evening of June 15th,
the Confederates retired, on the night of June 17th, to an inner line situ-
ated about one mile nearer Petersburg, and running south from the river
about two and a half miles to Fort Mahone, then sweeping westward.
Battery Five faces almost due east— the north face 50 yards long,
the east face, the front, 100 yards, the south face 50 yards, straight, then
curves inward along the edge of the bluff some 25 yards further ; is
nearly square with the west side, or rear, open towards Petersburg. The
parapet is very bold and high, and the work is protected by a ravine fall-
ing 30 to 40 feet on the east and north sides. Due east from the Bat-
tery, across a wide, clear field, is a line of woods about 700 yards distant;
and about half way between the woods and the Battery was a line of
Confederate rifle-trenches (since leveled) running clear across the field
right and left, north and south. The color of the thrown up subsoil
marks their position.
Now cross this field due east to the line of woods, turn and face west
towards Battery Five. The 13th lay in these woods, stretched out in a
long line as skirmishers, on the afternoon of June 15th facing west. Lt.
Col. Smith — then Captain of Company H, and commanding that Com-
pany, the third from the right of the Reg. — started in the charge from
a point (recognized) a little north of east from the centre of the Battery.
Lieut. Thompson of E, having with him about 40 men of the 13th acting
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as flankers on the left of the Reg., started in the charge from a pomt
(recognized) a little south of east ; so that the general direction of the
charge of the 13th on Battery Five was almost due west, striking the east
front of the Battery, the Reg. naturally narrowing front as they came up,
and enveloping the Battery as they captured it. The most of the Reg.
who entered the Battery mounted the east and north parapets, which
were least exposed to a flanking rebel fire.
West from Battery Five, towards Petersburg, lies a generally flat strip
of land, wide and cut here and there by ravines draining northward into
the Appomattox river. To the right, northward, is Mr. Beasley's house
in a broad field running to near the Battery ; this field was full of grow-
ing corn. Mr. Thomas Rushmore's house— where Dodge, Boutwell,
Gafney, Thompson and others were taken, and spent the night of June
15th— is about one and one half miles northward of the Battery. Mr.
Charles Friend's house stands about one quarter of a mile south— to the
left— of the Battery; this house became Gen. W. F. Smith's Hdqrs.
after the Union line was established.
After the Battery was captured, the Thirteeth were moved to the left
and stationed for that night's bivouac on the steep, high bluff-side near
and just west of Mr. Charles Friend's house. Their position here— on
a steep slope some 40 or 50 feet high, and falling toward the enemy and
Petersburg — was directly between Mr. Friend's house and a building on
the flat ground in front, and about 500 or 600 yards distant. This build-
ing and the vicinity of it, was held by the Confederates, who kept up an
annoying fire the next day. The 10th N. H. made a most gallant charge
upon them, dislodging them and capturing a number. It was in this
movement of June 16th that Capt. James Madden of the 10th was killed.
The next position of the 13th on the line, as we shah see under date of
June 21st, was nearly a mile nearer Petersburg, north of the railroad,
and in the first ravine crossed by the first bridge on the railroad west-
ward from Battery Five, confronting the enemy's new line of defensive
earth-works. To return to the narrative of the day
:
During the charge Sergt. George B. Kimball of H got within ten feet
of the Confederate rifle-trenches in the middle of the field, and saw a gun
being aimed at him by a Confederate soldier, when he instantly raised his
own gun and demanded a surrender— and Johnny surrendered like a
sensible little man.
Capt. Smith of H during the charge receives a bullet through his
blouse pocket, smashing a small vial containing extract of ginger, and
cutting ten holes in his folded pocket handkerchief— doing him no harm.
Capt. Smith puts it well when he writes : " Two companies of the 117th
N. Y. were added to the skirmish line ; they took charge of the prisoners
we captured in the ' French rifle-pits', and escorted them to the rear—
coolly claiming the credit of their capture. Meanwhile the 13th captured
Battery Five ; the 117th N. Y. took charge of some of the prisoners cap-
tured there also — but the Battery they could not take to the rear."
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A story went the rounds after the charge, that Capt. Clark, Gen. Burn-
ham's Adjt. General was asked why the assaulting column, then just going
in, was made no stronger, and he replied : " There are already men
enough in that column to be slaughtered."
Capt. Follett, Chief of Artillery of the 18th Corps, states that the
charge was the most splendid sight he ever saw, and he thought it one
of the greatest feats of the war.
It is said that the Confederate Chief of Artillery remarked when the
Battery was captured : " I expected you to mass your force and advance,
and had got the grape ready to cut you to pieces ; but the idea of a
skirmish line advancing upon forts never entered our heads."
The following is added as incidental : The writer was shot after hav-
ing received the order to charge, and after leaving the slashing ; and as
soon as he was struclv he went upon his hands and knees for a couple
of rods or that matter first to the protection of the large stumps, and
then still farther back among the slashing where his boot was pulled off
and about a tumbler full of blood poured out of it, and a handkerchief
was twisted around the ankle to stop further bleeding. The Thirteenth
meanwhile shouting and rushing upon Battery Five.
A short time after he was shot, he was being carried— sitting on a
musket borne by John Riley a recruit of E, a splendid soldier in every
respect, and another man — deeper into the woods for protection from
DESCRIPTIOISr OF PLAT.
A. Road from City Point to Petersburg.
B. Railroad cutting bluff and ravine C C, and crossing Harrison Creek
D, by the first iron bridge, about three fourths of a mile west of
Battery Five. The creek runs north into the Appomattox.
3, 4, 5, G, 7. Rebel Batteries, so numbered, in a circuit of nearly two
miles. Number 5 is on the end of a steeji bluff.
E. Face of long steep bluff looking towards Petersburg.
F. Mr. Cliarles Friend's house. G. Mr. Jordan's house.
M. Point near where Cajit. James Madden of the 10th N. H. was
killed.
L. Negro troops in the slashing an eighth of a mile to the left of the
loth. A line of their skirmishers were at some distance to their
front among the trees of an orchard, engaging the rebel skir-
mishers posted in and in the vicinity of Mr. Friend's and Jor-
dan's houses.
H. Thirteenth deployed as skirmishers near the edge of the brush and
slashing I, with flankers thrown out to the left and rear ; the
centre of the Reg. in front of the centre of Battery Five, and
awaiting the order to charge.
K. * French rifle-pits ' running across the field north and south about
half way between the slashing and the Battery. The distances
are given in yards.
BATTERY FIVE, PETERSBURG, June 15, 1864.
From a sketch maiie by the writer iu May 1S85.
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the rebel shells and bullets now flying furiously, when he comes upon a
man of the Tliirteenth standing close— as the bark— to a small pine-
tree. He orders the man to join the Regiment. The man replies that
he is sunstruck (!), but moves on. He has not moved six feet from the
tree, when a rebel percussion shell strikes it at about the height of the
man's shoulders, bursts, tears a portion of the tree into splinters and the
top comes down with a crash, while the pieces of the shell and tree fly
forward and all of us move away as quickly as possible— a close shave
for the whole party. The man's eyes stick out and dilate with fright till
they ' appear as large as saucers,' and he moves on toward the front,
dodging bullets, steering clear of trees, and looking back over his shoul-
der at Riley, who tlireatens to shoot him, laughs at his fright and shouts
at him a stream of Irish and English expletives, and observations un-
complimentary. Riley appears to have kissed the ' Blarney Stone ' on
both sides. After the man is well away towards the front, Riley turns
to the writer remarking : " He is the only man of the Thirteenth whom
I have seen shirking to-day."
Up to this time the shouting and firing of the charge had continued
incessantly ; and immediately after this affair of the man and the shell
and tree we hear the burst of tremendous cheering at the caj^ture of Bat-
tery Five. We proceed through the woods, and after seeing the open
field and Mr. Rushmore's house the writer remembers nothing further
for an hour or two, as previously mentioned. Riley and his companion
were now not to be seen, and had probably returned to the front.
The following extracts from Capt. Smith's letters, written from the front
a day or two after the battle, clearly state the main facts : " We crossed
the Appomattox about 2 a. m. June 15th. Gen. Hinks captured one gun
on Baylor's farm ; his negro troops walking off with bullet holes in them
after their charge. The Thirteenth was deployed as skirmishers about 10
a. m., advanced upon the left side of the City Point road, and went for-
ward into the slashing cut about eighteen months ago. Here the Con-
federate commander of Battery Five could be heard by the Regiment
giving his orders : ' Load— Fire ! ' Before we charged eighteen pieces
of Union artillery opened on Battery Five, and the two Batteries to the
left of it. The Thirteenth charged about 6.30 p. m., as skirmishers five
paces apart. Capt. Julian was the first man to enter Battery Five. We
captured a part of the 28th Virginia Regiment, five guns and ammunition,
and turned the guns on the flying enemy. No men were ever so wild as
ours were after the capture ; and pretty soon three lines of our troops
came up, out of the woods, and gave three cheers for the Tliirteenth New
Hampshire Regiment." Capt. Normand Smith.
The whole skirmish line num)>ered about fifteen hundred men, the
Thirteenth in front of Battery Five, and stretching wide to right and left
of it. The 18th Corps captured, in all for the day, 18 pieces of artillery,
and about 700 prisoners. Gen. Burnham, of course, reported for his own
brigade only, in giving his number of prisoners and guns. The excite-
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ment in Petersburg was most intense. The enemy fired to-day round
bullets and buckshot.
Gen. Grant, in his Memoirs, Vol. II. page 295, does the white troops
an unintentional injustice, probably following some item of serious misin-
formation, when he states : " Smith assaulted with the colored troops ; "
as if it was the colored troops alone which made the evening assault as
skirmishers. The morning assault at 9-10 a. m., upon an out-work on
Baylor's farm, when one gun was captured, was made by Gen. Hinks'
colored troops ; but the evening assault, made about 6.30 or 7 p. m.,
when the long line of the enemy's works, including Battery Five was cap-
tured, with guns and many prisoners, was made by the Thirteenth New
Hampshire with other white troops ; after which Martindale on the
right and Hinks on the left followed up the advantage gained. Gen.
Humphreys states that the Petersburg defenses, before our charge, con-
sisted of a line, encircling the city and about two miles from it, of strong
redans or batteries, connected by infantry parapets with high profiles, and
all with ditches. Gen. Brooks' division moved up along the City Point
wagon-road, and advanced to the charge about 7 p. m., after which came
the work of Generals Martindale and Hinks ; their action also brilliant
and successful. The advance was a march of six or seven miles. Gen.
Lee, to-day and to-night, is rapidly crossing the James river at Drury's
Bluff, 18 miles from Petersburg, and coming down with all dispatch. He
adds, page 207, that the force of the enemy in their entrenchments here
at this time, besides the artillery, consisted of Wise's brigade, 2,400
strong, the militia, and Dearing's brigade of cavalry.
He further states, page 208, in reference to the colored troops under
Gen. Hinks — making the account of the Thirteenth clear, and correct-
ing the error made in Gen. Grant's Memoirs : " About seven o'clock the
skirmishers (of Brooks' division) advanced, and the artillery opened
upon the salient— Redans 5 and 6 — which made no reply. The skir-
mishers met a sharp infantry fire, but carried the works, taking between
200 and 300 prisoners and four (five) guns. The lines of battle followed
and occupied the entrenchments. Gen. Brooks was formed to resist an
attack, while Gen. INIartindale on the right, and Gen. Hinks on the left,
were following up the advantage gained. Five of the redans on the left,
from No. 7 to 11 both inclusive, were captured by Hinks' division, the
last. No. 11, at the Dunn house about nine o'clock in the evening."
It will be seen, therefore, that the colored troops followed the white
troops in the evening's work ; the white skirmishers first breaking the
enemy's line at and near Batteries Five and Six. Battery Five was the
first to fall, captured, with its five guns, its garrison, and other Confeder-
ate troops who had taken refuge in it from the rifle-pits previously taken,
all by the Thirteenth New Hampshire Regiment.
The writer must here— and most reluctantly, for he desired very much
to see the war through with the Thirteenth— drop the personal part of
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the narrative, and hereafter depend altogether upon statements of other
officers and men for items fi'om the front, the battle line and camp ; while
he goes to a military Hospital for four hot summer months, with a bullet
hole through a badly smashed left ankle, and the round ounce-bullet, that
made it, in his pocket— thanks to Assistant Surgeon John Sullivan ; and
after those four long and suffering months, to be discharged the service,
for disability, and sent home, while still unable to walk a step on the
smashed hmb and obliged to use crutches. He was laid up for sixteen
months. (The wound has never fairly healed.) Since a little sketch of
this Hospital life may now be of interest to some one, he will presume to
enter an occasional item under the heading Hospital ; as of a personal ex-
perience similar to that shared by thousands of our comrades in arms.
VIII.
June 16 to September 27, 1864.
SIEGE OF PETERSBURG.
June 16. Thurs. Fair, hot, dusty. Last night the enemy occupied
a ravine near Battery Five, and attempted to entrench, but were driven
back. The Tliirteenth remains in line of battle under arms to the left,
south, of Battei-y Five, on the bluff-side west of Mr. Charles Friend's
house and in his door yard. This is a greatly exjiosed position on the
steep slope looking towards Petersburg, vehich is a little over two miles
distant. Details from the whole force here are throwing up entrench-
ments. The Thirteenth is ordered to lie on its arms night and day. No
officer or man is allowed to leave the line beyond a few rods. Attack
momentarily expected. The enemy is making almost superhuman en-
deavors to recover his lost ground here. The Thirteenth is moved into
suppoi't of a battery of nine field-pieces arranged in a semi-circle on the
bluff, thus being a little less exposed. There is a great deal of firing all
day, but it nearly ceases at dark.
At this point the covmtry appears to have been at one time the bank
and bed of the Ajjpomattox river. In western phrase, we occupy the
' bluffs,' the enemy occupies the ' bottoms." We are disposed along the
ancient river bank, now a line of bluffs thirty to seventy feet high ; the
enemy at our front is on the ancient river bed, now an immense flat, cut
up by numerous small ravines and ridges, with brooks and strips of
swampy land. To the left the enemy occupies the hills near Petersburg.
This morning Gen. Grant with his staff, and Gen. Burnside, came up
to Battery Five, captured by the Thirteenth, and passed along the line,
surveying the position for a considerable time. While standing near him,
Capt. Stoodley heard Gen. Grant say : " The taking of this strong hne
with skirmishers is one of the most brilliant actions in this war."
While all are standing here, a drunken staff officer— of whose staff
we do not learn, but not a member of the loth— dashes out over our
lines, rides down on the plain toward the rebel lines, halts, rises in his
stirrups, waves his hat at the enemy, loudly bids them defiance, and then
rushes back at a break-neck speed, both horse and rider unharmed by
the enemy's fire. Gen. Grant orders his arrest, and at once dismisses
him from his position as a staff officer.
The forces under Gen. Hancock, having relieved the 18th Coii:)S in a
part of the works in our vicinity, make an assault, together with a portion
of the 18th Corps, amid a perfect roar of artillery and musketry, forcing
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the enemy back from the whole length of the line attacked. We have
an excellent opijortunity to see what a heavy infantry charge means ; a
grand but terrible spectacle, and esjjecially so this evening when the
fighting is exceedingly fierce. Last night, after we captured the enemy's
front line, rebel troops in great numbers began to enter Petersburg from
Gen. Beauregard or Gen. Lee on the north, and to re-enforce the en-
emy's lines on our front. The bridges are in the city, and they all ap-
peared to cross there. We could hear their cheering, and the muffled
rumble of distant tramping and teams. Gen. Hancock's 2d Corps came
up near the front ; a part occupying the line we had captured, relieving
the 18th Corps, and giving our men a better chance to rest. We could
have pushed on, however, if ordered to do so, for the labors of yesterday,
though especially severe for a long time, allowed several hours for rest in
the latter part of the day- The army of the Potomac is hasting to this
front from its fields north of the James.
The whole of last night was thus used up by Clan Grant, and Clan
Lee, gathering hereabout, in the darkness, to discuss the question of
Petersburg with the arguments of war.
Hospital. The wounded officers and men of the Thirteenth are moved
about 10 a. m. to-day from Mr. Thomas Rushmore's house, in the am-
bulance — ' Ambulance Brown,' driver— and placed on board the steamer
' Hero of Jersey.' Soon after leaving Mr. Rushmore's the ambulance is
hailed, and stops to take on a rebel officer, wearing a sort of half-citizen's
dark gray suit, and wounded in his arm. The writer, the rebel, and
Brown in the centre, occupy the driver's seat outside. He treats those
who are aiding him to get up on the ambulance, with the utmost con-
tempt, and scorns to stoop to show the least regard for, or civility to, us
his fellow passengers. He is tall, slim, black-haired, black-eyed, frowning
and supercilious ; a more aristocratic, haughty, snappish, peppery, un-
comfortable creature we have never seen prior to this time. He is also
extremely dirty, has evidently been in the mud, and his only baggage is
an old cotton-cloth bag with strings, something like a haversack, once
white, but now a mess of greasy dirt. When he is helped aboard the
steamer. Brown, who had shown him several very pleasant and kindly at-
tentions, each rewarded by a snap, a snarl or a sneer, carefully takes up
the rebel's haversack and passes it into the boat — taking it up in the
most dainty fashion, as if it were poison, or he was fearful of brushing
off the tinsel— and hands it over the steamer's rail, with the remark, in
mock earnest : " Don't let us forget this gentleman's baggageJ" Brown's
courtesy is ii*resistible, and provokes a general laugh. The rebel's eyes
flash fire, but he is too angry to speak, and disappears in silence, looking
murder and malice unutterable. He is altogether the most unreasonable
and ugly specimen of a Southron we have ever seen. We think he must
have been captured by that " Skirmish line of the Thirteenth," now rec-
ognizes his captors, and does not like our methods of warfare ; or else he
is a deserter, and a scoundrel jirior to all the rest.
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A few miles down the river we are stopjDed by Gen. Grant's army
crossing the James River on a ponton bridge, and here we have to wait
until his entire army crosses. The bridge extends from north to south
across the James, from WindmiU Point, south of Wilcox's Landing, to
Fort Powhatan, nearly twenty miles from Petersburg. The river here is
2,100 feet wide, 75 to 100 feet deep in mid-channel, the current strong,
and the rise and fall of the tide is about four feet. The j^onton boats,
101 in number, are secured to ships anchored above and below. The
bridge was commenced at 4 p. m., on June 14th, and finished by mid-
night. All of Gen. Grant's army and trains, excepting his rear-guard,
had crossed by midnight of June 16th.
This immense army crossing the James river here presents a most
magnificent spectacle ; and as our steamer lies near, those of us who are
able to sit up can see it all— a last grand view of war to many a poor
fellow on the Union side ; while the wounded and other Confederates
aboard with us watch the mighty scene with intense interest, their faces
betraying no hate but mingled emotions of sternness, dread, wonder and
desperation, one of them exclaiming on the last day of our waiting :
" Great Heavens ! — is there no end to that thing ? " We have had no
view of an army on the field of a review, which would at all compare
with the view of this army hasting here to-day forward to the field of
battle. Reviews are shows ; this is business, in all the push, stir and en-
ergy of war, A living panorama, a vast army in motion, long lines of
cavalry, generals with their staffs, infantry in long, dense columns, with
all their mounted officers, furled battle flags, knots of camp-followers and
teams, wagons, cannon, flying artillery, heavy guns, bands, hundreds of
ambulances and countless army gear ; all moving rapidly, swiftly over
the low, level, floating bridge, in grand procession and all seeming to be
as it were down upon the very sui'face of the water itself.
All day long, and in the hours of night, the bridge, nearly half a mile
in length, is full, an unceasing tramp, no break in the column, but steadily,
speedily, the great host forges on, as if every organization in it were a
huge link in some immense drawing chain, that the God of war was now
sweeping irresistibly into place as an impregnable cordon around the pre-
sumptuous and turbulent Confederacy— as it is ; squadron after squad-
ron, regiment after regiment, brigade after brigade, division after divi-
sion, battery after battery, train after train, corps after corps, each with
all the appliances, ensigns, flags, arms, paraphernaUa and materiel of real
and tremendous war ; all lines and files in perfect order, place and time,
moving under the control of the master mind of that one greatest of
American men and Captains— Lieut. General Ulysses S. Grant, seconded
by his noble Lieutenant, Major General George G. Meade ; constantly
for hour upon hour appears this huge unbroken stream of men, bursting
into full and sudden view from an unseen source in the dense woods on
the northern shore, entering low down upon the bridge, crossing with quick
route-step the wide level to the southern shore, ascending the river bank,
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and instantly disappearing as they came, we cannot see whither, apparently
inexhaustible in numbers and invincible in power— the fate-holder of our
Nation, the strong right arm of our whole People.
June 17. Fri. Fair. Reg. remains in its entrenchments on the
bluff side near Mr. Friend's house until 7 p. m. ; when we are relieved
by troops from the 6th Corps, and march back, with the rest of Gen.
Brooks' Division, to our old camp within Gen. Butler's entrenchments at
Bermuda Hundred — " Camp near Point of Rocks " — arriving there at
2 a. m.— 18th. To-day a severe artillery firing and skirmishing is
engaged in along the Petersburg front, during which the Union forces
dislodge a body of the enemy from a ravine near us, which he occupied
last night. We witness the affair, without being directly engaged in it.
The fighting continues day and night, and our lines are being constantly
advanced. This evening the enemy attacked the Petersburg lines in
force soon after we left, and were fearfully cut up by the 6th Corps.
Last night about sunset the Union troops— two Brigades of the 18th
Corps on the right, the 2d Corps, and two Brigades of the 9th Corps on
the left— attacked the enemy's lines, capturing several more redoubts of
the same line that Battery Five is on— and drove the enemy back along his
whole line. This under Gen. Hancock ; and we have a notion that Gen.
Hancock would have been a better match for Gen. Beauregard, in all this
early business about Bermuda Hundred and Petersburg. In such attacks
as our force made on the evening of June 15th celerity and push are the
chief causes of success ; Petersburg were in our hands then merely by a
swift rush into it. However, so far as the Thirteenth is concerned, it is
universally conceded in camp that we have done a very fine bit of work—
snapping Gen. Lee's line just where we struck it, at its strongest point.
Hospital. The wounded still on the " Hero of Jersey,' and many of us
begin to suffer severely for want of care, and from the excessive heat.
Cold water freely poured upon gunshot wounds, allays the pain better
than anything else, and is now the only means at hand.
June 18. Sat. Fair. Thirteenth in camp at Bermuda Hundred,-
and enjoying a much needed rest. During to-day Gen. Lee has made
nine assaults on parts of Gen. Grant's lines. While we were moving
away last night the enemy withdrew fi-om their old, outer, long line of
redoubts, redans and trenches, without the knowledge of Gen. Grant's
troops (at least), to a new and much stronger line of defenses, about one
mile nearer Petersburg. The enemy in withdrawing leaves many of his
recent dead still unburied ; and the long trenches, filled with those of his
dead which he did bury, tell how very severe his losses must have been.
His old line of works along the bluffs was broken by the capture of
Battery Five and others on June loth, and is indicated by the line accom-
panied by the numbers 2 to 15, on the east side of map on page 411
:
their new line is indicated by the line, on the west side of the same map,
running between L and S.
Hospital. The wounded officers and men finally pass Gen. Grant's
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ponton bridge, and a surgeon comes on board the steamer. Late to-day,
nearly night, the steamer arrives at Hampton, and the wounded are
carried ashore on stretchers. We are at once placed in the old Scminaiy
building, now called Chesapeake General Hospital. (Soldiers' Home,
1887.) Capt. Dodge, Adjutant Boutwell, Lieut. Gafney and Lieut.
Thomjison are placed together in the same room— the first room to the
light of the head of the main stairway in the third story. Dodge and
Thompson side by side near the window, but on separate cots. We are
told that a number of the wounded died on the steamer, while on the
passage down the river and bay. The nervous fear, experienced by the
severely wounded officers while being carried up these long stairways, is
so exhausting that many are blindfolded, so that they may see no danger.
Lieut. Gafney carried the bullet that he received at Battery Five until
November 8, 1881, when it was exti'acted by Dr. Horatio N. Small of
Portland, Me., formerly Asst. Surgeon in the Thirteenth, and Surgeon of
the 10th N. H. All four of these officers were wounded by round ounce-
bullets, the enemy we met using round bullets and buckshot.
June 19. Sun. Fair. Reg. in camp. Very quiet along the lines.
Our Regiment's capture of Battery Five looms up in importance, more
and more as the facts come into view. Gen. Lee regarded the point cap-
tured, at and near Battery Five, of such strategic value, that he has since
made a move, with over 40,000 troops, to recapture it.
The Adjutant of a Pennsylvania Regiment is drummed out of camp
for cowardice— the same man refei-red to on May 23, 1864. " The
troops are drawn up in line. The culprit, with a large board fastened
upon his back on which is painted, ' Coward,' appears at the right of the
line. Just in front of him are two men with arms reversed— not as at
soldiers' funerals, but with the bayonets raised somewhat higher— and
two men behind him carrying their guns at a ' charge.' Preceding the
whole is a fifer and drummer. This melancholy procession, of six men
and the culprit, moves slowly down the entire line, the two musicians play-
ing the Rogues' March, then moves back to the point of starting ; when
his sentence of dishonorable dismissal, with forfeiture of everything in
the way of pay and allowances, is read aloud. Then a private soldier is
called from the ranks, who cuts the straps from his shoulders, and the
military buttons from his coat. After this he is escorted to the limits of
the camp and allowed to depart." Pkescott.
June 20. Mon. Fair. Reg. in camp. Very quiet. The last four
days have been devoted to resting. Orders received for us to be ready
to niavch to-morrow morning. Capt. Smith, Acting Major, commanding
the Tliirteenth. Major Gi'antman is commanding the 2d N. H. Our
Brigade has lost 760 men, out of 1,600, since May 8th.
Hospital. Four months' pay is now due us, and we are much jnnched
for money to purchase things which we greatly need. Capt. Dodge's
leg is wounded by a bullet just above the knee, a comminuted fracture
of the bone. He sutfers but little. His leg rests in a sort of trough,
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made of j)ieces of board, which can be raised or lowered at will. A chap-
lain so-called, but i-eally a fool and an ass, bores him beyond endurance
with a half hour of gloomy talk. Those who are very sick and likely to
die soon, are visited by this walking charnel-house of a chaplain— and
what little of life is left in them he can soon talk out.
June 21. Tues. Fair. Thirteenth is called at 3 a. m., has a
hurried breakfast, and at 4 a. m. again crosses the Appomattox, at Broad-
way Landing, and marches to the rear of Petersburg. We lie in the road,
in the woods, near the front, all the day— a brisk artillery duel going on
over our heads all the afternoon— and at dark we move with our Bri-
gade into the front line of the entrenchments. We set at work immedi-
ately on the entrenchments, and a covert way required in approaching our
front trenches. Co. G is on the right of the Thirteenth, and rests close
down on the river bank. The trenches now occupied by us are fully one
mile in advance of Battery Five, and on the flat to the westward of it.
Col. Stevens again in command of the Regiment. Major Grantman in
command of the recruits of the 2d N. H. that are left here after the volun-
teers have gone home. He retains this command but for a few days, and
only until the regular officers of the 2d retumi again from New Hamp-
shire to the front. The most of these recruits are foreigners, who know
but little of the English language.
Hospital. Capt. Dodge dies to-night. His life might have been saved
probably, if he had consented to have his leg amputated. His determina-
tion to save his leg cost him his life. He died of blood poisoning, and
was deceived, by the absence of pain, into believing that he would re-
cover. He died while Lieut. Thompson was asleep. As the patients in
the ward awoke, and found that he was gone, they instinctively knew the
cause— a shudder ran through them all. The Surgeons and attendants
say that he suffered no pain, and passed away without any struggle, and
like a person falling asleep.
There are two hospitals here about one fourth of a mile apart, both
under one management, with Dr. Ely McClellan Surgeon-in-charge : the
old Seminary building, with a high basement and three stories above, wnth
a massively pillai'ed broad veranda in front, and surmounted by a huge
donae ; and Hampton Hospital consisting of thirty or forty cottage-like
buildings 125 feet long, 25 feet wide and 18 feet high, of one story,
finished to the roof. Hundreds of smaller buildings and tents are on
every hand, the whole constituting almost a city — the city of suffering,
pain, dismemberment and death.
The outlook towards Fortress Monroe, Hampton Roads and the sea is
very fine ; the middle ground a vast collection of army tents, while the
training grounds are filled with bodies of troops manoeuvring in every
measure known to the oi'der of driU. Those of us who can get to the
windows, spend hours at a time watching the ever-changing scene. The
mind of a wounded man is exceedingly active, and no position for a hos-
pital more desirable and attractive than this could well be conceived.
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Again we continue with the notes made in May 1885, when visiting
these fields with Lt. Col. Smith : Following the City Point Railroad from
Battery Five westward towards Petersburg, about three fourths of a mile
will bring us to the first bridge on the railroad, an iron bridge thrown
across Harrison Creek, and the ravine in which the creek finds its way
northward to the Appomattox. Between this ci-eek and ravine, and the
Confederate lines where they come to the i*iver, is, first of all on the
Union lines, Fort McGilvery and Battery No. 8 ; and the space here
between the creek, the river, the Confederate lines, and the railroad, all
together about one half mile square, was the scene of most of- the service
of the 13th during the summer of 1864. The ravine along the creek
served for reserve and Hdqrs. camps. Towards the river to the right of
this railroad bridge were the Hdqrs. of our 1st Brigade, Col. Stevens,
low down in the ravine, and much exposed to water, mud and mosquitoes,
to say nothing of the minor inconveniences of the enemy's continuous fire.
Farther towards Petersburg, where the railroad and the carriage road
come close together and run side by side, the last front lines of National
and Confederate confronted each other ; neither side budging a rod here
for more than nine months. The Union and rebel lines here are a suc-
cession of forts, batteries, and innumerable connecting earth-works, run-
DESCRIPTION OF MAP.
A. U. S. Military Railroad. C. Mr. John Hare's house.
D. Alexander Pace.
B. City Point Railroad, crossing Harrison Creek by iron bridge, Y.
E. Battery Five in the old outer Confederate line captured June 15th,
This old line faced east. The Confederates soon after retired to
the new inner line L. V. S., see June 18th. This new line gener-
ally faces east.
W. W. Confederate Batteries north of the Appomattox.
F. City Point I'oad. G. Thomas Rushmore.
H. Mr. Beasley. I. Mr. Rowlett.
K. Heavy timber, 13th reserve camp. X. Appomattox River.
M. Fort McGilvery near Battery VIII. ; next Batteries IX. and X. ;
then N, Ft. Stedman, P, Ft. Haskell, R, Ft. Morton, all seven
on the Union main line facing west.
S. Elliott's Salient, Mine, Crater. T. Cemetery Hill.
Z. Union front line from river to railroad, and in rear of it Mr. John
Hare's liouse, C. The Thirteenth held the end of this line on
the river bank, between Mr. John Hare's house and the enemy's
lines, having its camp in the little ravines shown to the north of
Fort McGilvery.
L. A short ravine, but very deep, running between the Confederate
line of rifle-pits and their main line of rifie-trenchfis, in front of
the Thirteenth.
PETEKSBURG FRONT.
Tracing of Official Map. Scale, one and one half inches to one mile.
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ning from the river side by side southward across the country ; a vast
double net-work, with bomb-proofs, and traverses, long covert ways,
trenches, and high parapets, and the thousands of war's devices framed
in timber and iron, cut in earth or piled in sand, and armed to the last
point— to save a life, to insure a safe lookout, to secure a night of sleep
undisturbed, or to repel an assault.
Moving forward to the vicinity of Fort McGilvery, built on a bluff
near the river, we come to the house on the river bank now, 1885, owned
by Mr. John Hare— marked C on the accompanying maps— a wooden
house built on the same site where his brick house stood during the war.
This house is a number of rods towards Petersburg, westward, from Fort
McGilvery. The front line held by the Thirteenth, our " Appomattox
Line," on the river bank, ran north and south, across Mr. John Hare's
field, 200 yards southwest (on the Petersburg side) of his house ; and
confronting it, west, at a distance of less than 300 yards, was the Confed-
erate front line. Distances paced. This is close down to the bluffy river
bank ; the extreme right of Gen. Grant's lines south of the Appomattox.
Our 1st Brigade picket line extended from the river here up to the City
Point road. This narrow, disputed strip of land lying between the
Union and Confederate lines and less than 300 yards wide, is cut, close
up— almost under— the Confederate line, by a very deep ravine— 50
to 75 feet deep— having very steep sides and extending half way from
the river to the road, and is marked L on our maps. While this deep
ravine afforded most excellent cover for the Confederates to form unper-
ceived, for a dash at the lines of the Thirteenth, it would have proved an
almost impassable barrier to a force attacking the Confederate lines from
our side. The Confederates had a high dam built across this ravine near
the river, evidently flooding It — a capital moat. The 13th knew little,
or nothing, of this ravine during the war.
Long, winding covert ways were made through the bluffs to reach our
front lines in safety. The Confederate shells, received here, came mostly
from the northwest across the river. Our front lines here were several
hundred yards in front of Fort McGilvery, which played over our heads.
Mr. John Hare has leveled all the earth-works. Union and Confederate
alike, on his farm, at one time having over three hundred negroes at work
upon them. He stated to the writer that he realized money enough from
the sale of the wood and timber alone, dug out of the earth-works made
by the Union troops on his farm of 125 acres, to pay for all the work of
leveling, besides a large sum realized from the sale of the iron and lead
recovered, and the railroad rails that he found buried in bomb proofs,
and covert ways. Members of the 13th will recall, with much satisfaction,
the hard work they did here in order to thus provide the freedmen with
employment after the war was over
!
Our pickets on the City Point road were often placed as vedettes be-
tweeia the lines at night within 20 feet of the Confederate pickets ; and
the line of pickets of our 1st Division ran from the river nearly over to
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the hill where the famous " Hare House " stood, a mile or so southwest of
the river.
While the Reg. was here hy the river, a ' liver and white ' pointer dog
used occasionally to get between the Union and Confederate lines in Mr.
John Hare's field, and mistaking the flying bullets for bees, would run
hither and thither, giving u^j the chase of one when he heard the hum of
another, tacking and darting after them every which way for an hour at
a time — a clear case of ignorance proving to be bliss.
Our reserve camp was a long way in the rear of our Appomattox front
line, in heavy pine timber to the northwest of Mr. Beasley's house.
Due north from Fort McGilvery about one eighth of a mile, and east of
Mr. John Hare's house, on the bank of the river, there stood during the
war a story and a half house— marked D on maps— having a brick
basement and dormer windows in the roof and belonging to Mr. Alex-
ander Pace. The officers of the 13th found the basement very convenient
for cooking purposes, had a covert way dug to it from the main covert
way running to the front lines, and constantly frequented the house. Lt.
Col. Smith and Capt. Ladd were in this house one day, and had just
stepped away from a window, when a rebel shell came in at that win-
dow, finding its way out through the side of the house with a crash, but
injuring no one.
June 22. Wed. Hot. Reg. in front lines all day in a little ravine,
and at work on the entrenchments. Enemy very busy, and no one can
safely show his head. Our Brigade line rests close down on the river at
the right, and much of the line on wet ground. The Thirteenth is the
extreme right regiment of our Brigade, Division and Corps. The 2d and
DESCRIPTION OF PLAT.
A. City Point Railroad ; with City Point road, T, near it.
B. Heavy Union rifle-trench, with many bomb-proofs . and traverses,
occupied by the Thirteenth at the extreme north end, on the river
bank just west of Mr. John Hare's house, C. Dotted lin», a
long covert way.
D. Mr. Alexander Pace's house, nearly east of Mr. Hare's house.
E. Ft. McGilvery. VIII. Battery No. 8.
F. F. Old Confederate trenches captured.
G. Battery Five— near as the arrow points— on old Confederate
line, captured by Thirteenth June 15th.
H. Harrison Creek, with iron bridge at railroad crossmg.
K. Brooks in little ravines where were rear camps.
L. Deep ravine between the rebel trenches and their front rifle-pits.
L. V. S. Confederate lines (new) see June 18th. The Union fine faces
west ; the Confederate line faces east. The Union main line
B, and the Confederate main line L. V. S. were less than 300
yards apart where the Tliirteenth was on the river bank.
PETERSBURG FRONT.
Right of Gen. Grant's line, abutting on the Appomattox River.
From a sketch made by the writer in Ma>' 1885.
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6th Corjjs, with Wilson's and Kautz's Divisions of cavalry, move to the
west of Petersburg and towards the Weldon Railroad. Our Brigade is
expected to garrison forts and earth-works as a reserve, and not to engage
in any active field operations on the Petersburg front ; still retaining our
organization with the Army of the James.
Hospital. We all feel very badly about the death of Capt. Dodge.
He was a very efficient and brave officer, a kind friend and a genial
companion, and in losing him the Thirteenth meets with a very great loss
indeed. Capt. Dodge's wife came out here to take care of her husband,
and arrived just in time to accompany his embalmed body home. Her
sorrow was most pitiful, and she had the sympathy of every person wlio
knew of this terrible bereavement.
All four of us were severely wounded ; Adjutant Boutwell's wound is
especially severe, the bullet passing through his shoulder and breaking his
collar bone. Gangrene makes its appearance in his wound, and he is
to-day removed to the gangrene ward, a tent outside. Of these four
wounds, Boutwell's did not heal for eleven years, Thompson's has never
healed soundly at all, Gafney carried the bullet in his leg for eighteen
years, Capt. Dodge died.
June 23. Thurs. Fair, very hot. Reg. in front trenches at work
until 11 p. m., when it moves about one and one half miles to the rear
and bivouacs in dense pine woods. A great deal of shelling to-day all
along the lines. Rev. A. J. Patterson distributes to the 13th sundry
stores sent by the Ladies' Soldiers' Aid Society of Portsmouth, N. H.
This afternoon the enemy opens upon our Brigade with three large
mortars, dropping the shells almost vertically down behind our trenches.
Several men in the Brigade are struck down by the pieces of exploding
shells. One mortar shell drops and explodes in Company K's trench, a
piece of it severely wounding Sergt. James R. Morrison of K in the head.
Col. Stevens' mess — himself, Capt. Smith, Quarter-master Morrison,
Capt. Stoodley — a clerk and the Colonel's cook are in Mr. Alexander
Pace's house, some of them writing, some reading, and some eating sup-
per. A rebel shell comes down through the roof and bursts in a cham-
ber over their heads, the pieces flying about, knocking the table to pieces,
badly smashing the house, scattering the supper, and burying everybody
and everything in splinters, plaster, dust and rubbish. Strange to say
only one of the party is seriously hurt, the Colonel's cook, George H.
Weeks, who is sent to New Hampshire to recover. Andrew Hanou of
H is in the house, takes refuge by the chimney and is unhurt. A large
rebel shell soon strikes the ground very near the house and explodes
heavily jarring the house, but injuring no one.
June 24. Fri. Very hot. Reg. at the rear in thick woods. Heavy
artillery firing this morning. In the afternoon the Reg. is employed in
cutting abatis. The enemy attacks a portion of our Corps line and cap-
tures 300 prisoners. Thirteenth not engaged. The affair provokes a
terrific noise, resounding through these deep woods like the roar of con-
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tinuous thunder. Our troops assault in turn, securing a hold upon a
short line of the enemy's front trenches, and capturing 200 prisoners.
*' Almighty hot— whew! One can hardly breathe." Prescott.
Hospital. Gangrene very prevalent, and the heat of the weather is in-
tense. Wounds all through the Hospital are reported as taking a very
bad turn, and a critical examination is made of every case, to detect any
possible taint of gangrene. This disease cannot be described better than
to say that the flesh immediately in and around the wound dies, turns
dark, and rots in the space of a few hours, and when this dead mass is re-
moved, an angry red bleeding pit, or hole, is left, as if a portion of the
flesh had been scooped out; a place excessively sensitive, sore, painful
and difficult to heal.
June 25. Sat. Very hot. Reg. moves into the front trenches at
dark. The enemy's Batteries across the Appomattox, northward, enfi-
lade a portion of our line. Their fire comes upon us from several differ-
ent points at once. Capt. Smith in command of the Thirteenth. Sergt.
Major Hodgdon sick and sent to the Corps Hospital. We ojien a line of
advanced rifle-i)its during the night.
Hospital. The difference in the nerve of wounded men is astonishing.
There are men here with fearful wounds, and who suffer real tortui'e, but
who never utter a sound because of pain, and scarce a sigh ever escapes
them, even under its worst twinges. Others cry, bawl and bellow like
great hurt boys — make regular asses of themselves. Two of them in
an adjoining room groaned, groaned, groaned, and very loudly, a horrid
duet, a large part of last night. Two other wounded msn not far away,
who were suffering probably as badly as they and were kept awake by
them for a long time, at last actually laid a wager as to which one of
these two special groaners would continue to groan for the longest time.
June 26, Sun. Hot, dusty ; rain much needed. Reg. in front
rifle-trenches, and firing all day. Andrew J. Smith of I happens to rise
straight upright in the trenches this morning, and is instantly shot dead
by the rebels. The least exposure of the figure brings half a dozen bul-
lets over from the enemy.
A dispute having arisen about the capture of Battery Five, an investi-
gation is made at Division Hdqrs., and it is formally decided that it was
captured by the Thirteenth alone ; no Union soldiers excepting members
of the 13th entered the Battery at all until long after it was ca}itured
;
all its garrison as prisoners and all who had taken refuge in the Battery,
all its guns, ammunition and equipage, and all the swords of its officers,
were surrendered into the hands of the members of the 13th, as also its
two battle flags. Besides, the Battery was directly in front of the 13th and
was enveloped by them in the assault to the exclusion of all other Union
troops. So that gold-headed nail is not only driven in and through, but
also officially clinched.
Every ten or fifteen minutes a huge shell, from one of our guns mounted
near Battery Five, screams close over our heads with a sound that
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makes one's nerves crawl, to go hunting the enemy in and near the city
— " The Petersburg Express."
June 27. Mon. Very hot. Reg. in the front rifle-trenches all
day, and at 11 p. ni. returns to the rear. Prisoners captured from the
enemy state that the suffering from the heat in the enemy's trenches is far
greater than in the Union trenches, and largely because the Confederate
earth-works more generally face towards the east, the afternoon sun pour-
ing directly into the most of the ditches in rear of them ; while the high
parapets of the Union Avorks afford more protection in the way of shade
to the men in the ditches in rear of them when the sun shines the hottest
and the heat is most oppressive.
To the common reader the following diagram may be of advantage, as
showing in a general way the order of the Confederate and Union lines
now confronting each other for a stretch of twenty or thirty miles in
length. Tlie front rifle-trenches are separated from each other by a clear
space from 150 to 500 yards in width ; and between them are two ranges
— separated by 50 to 200 feet of space — of little rifle-pits for the use
of the vedettes, or ' inter-line pickets,' at night. The reserve camps and
rear trenches of both armies are ranged along in several lines, one in rear
of the other and but a few rods apart, extending back for a mile or more
from the front main lines of rifle-trenches and forts.
Confederate side, facing south and east
:
Reserve camps. Reserve camps.
Rear trenches. Rear trenches.
Forts. Covert ways. Forts.
Front rifle trenches — ' main line ' — traverses and bomb-proofs.
Small rifle-pits for C. S. A. vedettes, inter-line pickets, at night.
Small rifle-pits for U. S. A. vedettes, inter-line pickets, at night.
Front rifle-trenches— ' main line '— traverses and bomb-proofs.
Forts. Covert ways. Forts.
Rear trenches. Rear trenches.
Reserve camps. Reserve camps.
Union side facing north and west.
June 28. Tues. Pleasant, cooler. Reg. in camp at the rear.
About 1 a. m. we are suddenly called out, and at once pack ready to
march ; soon the order is countermanded, and we turn in again. Capt.
Bradley takes with him to the Governor of New Hampshire the two Con-
federate battle-flags captured by the Thirteenth at Battery Five ; one of
them captured by Sergeant James R. jNIorrison, and the other by Cor-
poral Peter Mitchell, both of K, and from Portsmouth. See official letter
of June 28, 1864, in the Adjutant General's Office, Concord, N. H. These
two flags are the only Confederate battle flags now, 1887, in the custody
of the State of New Hampshire.
Hospital. We have here, among a generally efficient corps of officers,
attendants and nurses, one fool for a surgeon, as well as one fool for a
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chaplain. They endanger lives and they would do well to start a ceme-
tery in company. This surgeon leaned over Lieut. Thompson's bed, and
thrusting a scalpel into his ankle, turned up the white end of a severed
tendon, asking with a long, stupid drawl : " Whawt 's tha-at ? " His an-
swer was a kick with the well foot— or rather a push as he crouched for-
ward off his poise— that sent him over backwards, brains over head, and
sprawling upon the floor. The dig he made at that tendon hurt like
gouging out a man's two eyes at once. This is one picture of infamous
inethciency. He hurt other patients still worse, and with even less ex-
cuse, and met with still more humiliating treatment at their hands. War
is bad enough in any event, but no words can depict the horrors and sor-
rows caused in war by ignorant and cax'eless men, and none can realize
them save those who suffer. Some of the hospital attendants and nurses
were of such as had proved useless at the front, and so drifted into these
rear positions, though by far the most were very fine fellows. Somehow
a coward appears to be the very composite of all namable inhumanities,
dishonesties and rascalities, meet him where you may.
June 29. "Wed. Hot. At dark the Reg. goes again to the front,
and into the rifle-trenches close down to the river. Fifteen men of the
Thirteenth are sent to the General Hospital to-night, all very sick.
Capt. Charles O. Bradley resigned because of long continued ill health,
his resignation was accepted to date June 10, 1864, when he was honor-
ably discharged the service. Before leaving for his home this morning
he visits the Thirteenth in the front trenches, and bids the members of it
good-by. He was a very efficient officer, expert in drill, courageous in
danger, fond of military life, firm and reliable in all places of trial, and
remarkable not only for his presence of mind in any emergency but also
for his ability to provide almost instant measures of suitable action. His
memory was marvelous. The Thirteenth greatly regrets his departure,
which is unavoidable, the climate here would soon kill him if he remained.
John A. Tuck, Esq., of Concord, furnishes substantially the following
:
" Captain Bradley was of a family furnishing a number of military men,
and this fact may account in part for his taste for a military life, and his
patriotic tendencies. Some of his ancestors served with Gen. Wolfe,
and one was killed on the Plains of Abraham. There was one or more
also with Gen. Arnold at the Siege of Quebec.
" His great-grandfather on the maternal side was a noted military man,
and bore the rank of Captain. His father was a member of the old Con-
cord Artillery until it was disbanded. Capt. Bradley was a close student
of history, both ancient and modern, and when quite young was referred
to as an authority by both old and young, whenever disputes arose among
them as to dates or circumstances connected with the history of our own
or foreign countries.
" When the recruiting office was first opened at Concord he with two
others left their work at once and enlisted as three months' men ; the re-
cruiting office was opened in the morning and he and his two friends had
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enlisted that morning before nine o'clock— thus being one of the first, if
not the first, to enlist as a soldier in the State of New Hampshire to put
down the rebellion.
" After resigning his commission in the Thirteenth, he re-enlisted Sept.
17, 1864, as Captain in the First N. H. Artillery, then stationed in Wash-
ington, and was mustered out June 15, 1865. Soon after the close of the
war he entered the regular army, receiving a commission as Second
Lieutenant in the 11th U. S. Infantry, was promoted to First Lieutenant,
and on Aug. 25, 1874, was ^Jromoted to Captain, and assigned to the 20th
U. S. Infantry, which rank he held at the time of his death. He was
stationed at different times in almost every fort and station on the frontier
from Dakota to Texas ; was long on duty at Fort Reno, Indian Tei*ritory,
later removed to Fort Maginnis, in Montana, where he died May 14,
1887, from the effects of blood poisoning."
Hospital. An indignation meeting is held, and it is resolved that the
fool surgeon shall be killed if he ever shows his head in our ward again.
We merely mean, however, to literally scare him out. The matter spreads
to adjoining wards, where similar resolutions are adopted. One officer
declares that this fool surgeon needlessly hurt him worse than the bullet
did, when it went through him, and he lays out his revolver to shoot the
fool with when he next appears. We will scare him half to death, and so
set him flying.
June 30. Thurs. Fair. Reg. in front rifle-trenches on the river
bank. Mustered for pay by Col. Stevens. About 5 p. m. the enemy
shells our lines severely. For three fourths of an hour his batteries aver-
age between forty and fifty discharges per minute. Only one man, how-
ever, in the 13th is hit, and he is hurt but little. The rebel fire covers a
mile or two of our lines. Our works are now very secure and strong.
" Water suitable for drinking and cooking j^urposes has been very
scarce hereabout during all the summer, and the best to be had at all of
late has been obtained from a sort of spring in a swamp among some
magnolia-trees. To reach this place our men have had to cross a ravine
upon which the enemy's sharp-shooters have a dead range, and therefore
have watched their opportunity when the firing has lulled a little, and
then ran the gauntlet of the enemy's fire to the spring and return ; not
always in safety, for a number of casualties have occurred, some wounds
severe, some slight.
" Providence came to the relief of our men to-day in a very singular
manner. During the heavy firing a large rebel shell lodged in a bank oh
the bluff-side very near the Thirteenth, exploded and plowed a large
hole in the ground, into which almost instantly poured a plentiful supjily
of excellent water, for the shell had struck a living spring. The shell of
an old drum was placed in the ground over the opening to the vein of
water, the supply of which was constant, clear and cool ; and the boys are
decidedly grateful to the iron monster for doing them such excellent good
service." Henry S. Paul.
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The losses In the Army of the James since May 4th have been 6,903,
killed, wounded and missing ; and in the Army of the Potomac, in the
same period, 61,400, of which number the killed and wounded are nearly
50,000 men. Such is war ! The whole Union army is tu'ed out, and
worn out, by the terribly severe duties of the last two months. The need
of rest is most urgent.
The following is given in illustration of the quick native ingenuity of
our old connnander Gen. George W. Getty : " Early in June 1864, Gen.
Getty, who had been wounded at the Wilderness, and having recovered,
was about to return to his command in the Army of the Potomac— viz.
:
the 2d Division of the 6th Corps, then just arrived in front of Petersburg
— was ordered to proceed to White House Landing at the junction of
the York and Pamunkey rivers, break up the depots there and march
across the Peninsula with the immense wagon trains, guarded by the few
troops there, to the James River, and thence to the army in front of
Petersburg. His force consisted of two one-hundred-days regiments per-
fectly green and undisciplined, an almost equally raw regiment of colored
troojjs, and about seven hundred dismounted cavalrymen ; mostly old
soldiers, recovered from wounds, who were returning to the army.
" The second day out, the convoy was assailed by Confederate Gen. Fitz-
Hugh Lee with a large force of rebel cavalry. At the first attack, the
hundred-days regiments became flurried, one fired into the other, and both
scattered and took to the woods. The enemy occupied the road in strong
force, and the capture of the entire convoy seemed inevitable. At this
juncture Gen. Getty, first handing his watch and valuables to his aide-de-
camp Lieut. Murray, with directions to deliver them to his wife in case
he fell, personally deployed the dismounted cavalrymen in skirmish order
so as to cover the exposed front and flanks ; broke up the black regiment,
and jilaced a squad of two or three negroes with each veteran white
soldier, and going along the line ordered the negro soldiers to obey the
white soldier over them, and the white veteran to hold his ground and to
make the negroes fight.
" Every one of these cavalrymen felt like a Brigadier General, and the
blacks had no recourse excejjt to stick by the white man, and fight as he
did. Every attack of the rebel cavalry was repulsed, and after striving
for several hours In vain to drive in this unique skirmish line, and get
possession of the trains. Gen. Fitz-Hugh Lee at length gave up the at-
tempt, and drew off. Gen. Getty then collected together his scattered
hundred-days men, cared for his wounded, and the next morning con-
tinued his march without further molestation."
Gen. Hazard Stevens.
July 1. Fri. Hot, dusty. Reg. In front rifle-trenches on the river.
The Band of the 2d Brig. 1st DIv. 18th Army Corps, and formerly of the
13th. is now at Gen. Smith's 18tli Army Corps Hdqrs. at the Charles
Friend mansion on Friend's Hill. The 2(1 N. H. at these Hdqrs. Presi-
dent Lincoln has visited here, and made a long survey of the lines of the
rebel army from this hill.
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Hospital. A man here has been hurt by the ' wind of a ball,' and
has somewhat lost the power of direction. He can walk about, but can-
not pursue a direct course for any length of time ; is pretty sure, after
a few steps, to rush off to the right, or to the left, or to turn short around,
and go back whence he came. He acts like a bird shot in the head. He
guides himself along the side of the room by his cane, or trails his cane
in the cracks of the floor. He is apparently as much amused by his own
involuntary antics, as the rest of us are who witness them.
July 2. Sat. Very hot. Muster-rolls being finished in the rifle-
trenches. Reg. returns to the rear at 10 p. m. The whole country round
about us roars, morning, noon and night, with the almost unceasing battle,
battle, battle.
July 3. Sun. Very hot ; dust almost suffocating. Reg. goes into
the front trenches after dark, and occupies a point farther to the left than
before— and about half way between Battery Five, which we captured,
and Petersburg— a temporary change from the right of the line.
Hospital. The wounded in our wards get no breakfast at 10 o'clock
— they usually have it early— and they send a telegram to Surgeon
General McClellan. He soon arrives from Fortress Monroe, having rid-
den at the top of his horse's speed all the way, and the case of neglect
and bad management is laid before him. He calls together before us
all the delinquents, and the neglect is proved. He is a thunder storm
generally ; now he harnesses on a hurricane and cyclone attachment, and
makes the ward ring, and ring again, with denunciations and expletives
— whew ! But that settles it, and we have our breakfast a little before
noon to-day ; and thereafter enjoy a perpetual promptness on the part of
the cooks, waiters, nurses, etc. Surgeon McClellan is very efficient,
and is popular among all the patients in the hospital ; he can be depended
upon to do the right and needed thing, in all cases affecting their health
and comfort.
July 4. Mon. Cloudy, cool. Reg. in the front trenches all day.
Rather quiet along the lines. The Fourth of July celebrated by a Na
tional salute of 34 guns, 30 lb. Parrotts, shotted. We can hear the build-
ings in Petersburg crash when the shots strike them.
Hospital. Adjutant Boutwell has a very bad case of gangrene in his
shoulder. Our Surgeon says that he can see Boutwell's lungs. His wife
is here, and her presence and help may save his life. Lieut. Thompson's
wound also exhibits symptoms of an attack of gangrene. He is flat on
his back, and has not strength enough left to feed himself. Cannot lift
his coffee cup with both hands. He has hired a special attendant, who
comes in three times a day, and washes his ankle in a strong prepara-
tion of soda — finally cleansing the wound with spirits of turpentine at
full strength. Hot is a small word to apply to fire of this kind.
July 5. Tues. Fair, warm. Reg. in front rifle-trenches. At
night returns to the rear in a grove of pines, near K on map page 411,
but not beyond range of the enemy's guns. " The rear camp is in a large
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grove of dense pines, a long way to the rear of the Apjjomattox line at
Mr. John Hare's house, and near the river, northwest of Mr. Beasley's
house." Lt. Col. Smith.
July 6. "Wed. Hot, dusty ; no rain has fallen for many days.
Eeg. removes its rear camp across a field into another body of timber.
HospitaL The wounded men here have an excellent Surgeon now ; the
fool surgeon has disappeared, and the fool chaplain also ; the hospital
steward who distributed gangrene gratis has also rejoined his regiment
in the field. An officer knocked this steward flat upon the floor one day,
either for carelessness or malice. He did an immense amount of mis-
chief as a steward ; frequently using the same sponge half washed on
half a dozen patients, distributing gangrene and blood poison from one
to another.
Practice with some huge cannon, the ' Lincoln ' and ' Union ' guns, on
the sand between us and Fortress Monroe, shakes this building we are in
very badly, and many patients are seriously injured by the jar.
Wounded rebel enlisted men here receive the same care, food and
treatment which our own men receive ; there is no difference. In the
rebel prisons and hospitals, however. Union prisoners receive only one
half or two thirds as much per man, in way of rations, as all rebel pris-
oners receive in Union prisons and hospitals ; while the quality of rations
furnished in the rebel prisons and hospitals is far inferior and the variety
less. Fearful accounts are told here, of the rebel prisons and hospitals,
by the sick and wounded Union officers and men who have been ex-
changed ; and the appearance of the sufferers on arriving here furnish un-
qualified corroboration of their most hideous and terrible statements.
July 7. Thiirs. Very hot ; a slightly showery afternoon. Reg.
moves at night into its front rifle-trenches on the river. This was done
vmder fire from the enemy's batteries, which opened sharj^ly about sunset.
No one hurt.
There is a staff officer in the division who is brave but nervous. He
would lead a charge upon the enemy with evident pleasure, but would
dodge at a spent bullet. Aware of this nervous trait. Gen. Burnham oc-
casionally amuses himself by slyly sending a nail buzzing past this man's
head, just for the fun in seeing him dodge, and step aside to avoid the
apparent danger. The General has tried this buzzing-nail experiment on
a number of persons besides, and seems to find great amusement in the
play, laughing heartily when a man dodges.
Hospital. There is a rebel Brigadier General here who has lost one
foot. He has a special servant at Uncle Sam's expense. There are four
rebel officers in the ward next to ours, all of them badly wounded. They
receive the same care, rations, treatment, everything, that are furnislied to
the Union officers ; and that, too, free, while we pay $1.00 per day for
our accommodations here.
This is a long narrow building, and on each floor rooms open out of a
long hall-way. This hall is exercising ground, and resounds from morn-
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ing till night with the stamp, stamp, stamp, of men on crutches. The
building is but a feAV rods from the shore of Hampton Roads, so we have
a fine sea breeze for much of the time, and it is especially strong and
and welcome at night.
The ward where we are is called the " Hai)py Family," because we
are inexpressibly unhappy and make everybody else so when we are neg-
lected, and will not submit to anything whatever which threatens our
interests. We are now having a race neck and neck, with death, and do
not jjurpose to be handicapped with any ill-treatment, on the part of
nurses, cooks or any one else, and especially not from cheap surgeons.
July 8. Fri. Excessively hot. Reg. stewing and uncomfortable in
the front rifle-trenches all day. ' A sky of brass, an earth of ashes, the
air of a furnace,' day in and day out, and scarcely any relief at night.
Rumor has it that we are to storm the enemy's works to-night, our Bri-
gade to lead. About 5 p. m. the enemy assaults our lines held by the
brigade next on our left, and a furious fight ensues. The enemy there is
repulsed, and immediately after the repulse the enemy in front of our
Brigade suddenly springs uji behind his works and fires one volley—
over our heads, of course. A new dodge.
July 9. Sat. Very hot. Reg. in the front rifle-trenches all day.
During the whole time along here the enemy's sharp-shooters, pickets, ar-
tillery, and mortar-batteries have made our position at the front one of
great anxiety, care, and danger ; demanding the utmost vigilance. One
third of the army is awake all the time, the rest sleep by their guns, ready
for work at instant call. The Reg. is called into line at 2 a. m., and re-
mains under arms for about two hours, the enemy expected to make an
assault. The Thirteenth can now muster only about 150 men fit for duty,
but these are equal to 500 new troops. The troops have made hundreds
of holes about as large as barrels, in the banks of earth, into which they
can crawl and be secure from enfilading shot and shell.
July 10. Sun. Very hot. Reg. still in the front rifle-trenches on
the river, and many are led to repeat the refrain : " — why did I go for
a military man ? " Deserters state that our operations— by regular ap-
proaches— upon the enemy's lines, make life in their trenches almost
unendurable. They suffer far more than we do. The Confederates are
very desirous to exchange newspapers ; on our side ordei's are very
strict against such exchanges. At night our vedettes trade and converse
a great deal with the enemy's vedettes ; they stand their hostile watch in
friendly attitude, and but a few yards apart.
Jtlly 11. Mon. Very hot. A little rain toward night. Reg. re-
lieved in the evening, and returns to its camp in the rear trenches. En-
emy shelHng the whole camp. Capt. Forbush starts for home on 20 days'
leave, going by reason of sickness in his family. "We witness some splen-
did 11-inch mortar practice, and can see the effects of the explosion of
these huge shells at points within the enemy's lines, causing a scattering
among his tx-oops, and throwing up great clouds of earth and dust in his
forts and trenches.
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Jvily 12. Tues. Very hot. Reg. in the rear rifle-trenches. Quar-
terly returns being made up. As we are now in a dense grove, here at
the rear, we are for a few hours relieved from the intense heat. It is
like a furnace in the trenches at the front. The regular order for our
service now is four days in the front lines and two in the rear lines.
Hospital. Lieut. Gafney has suffered exceedingly from an abscess.
When it burst he was sleeping, and on waking thought that he was bleed-
ing to death. Hickey was his attendant and a good one, and Gafney
roused us all by calling, " Hickey ! Hickey ! Come ! — For God's sake,
what am I coming to ? " Hickey came on the run, only to find— as all
the rest of us had guessed— that Gafney had found the best kind of re-
lief. Gafney was very low, but we all must laugh at his fright. The
Surgeon tells Lieut. Thompson, this morning, that he will not be able to
take a step for five months
!
July 13. Wed. Cooler, with a little rain. Reg. inspected in the
morning by Capt. Julian, on the staff of 2d Brigade. We have an un-
usually quiet day. At night the Reg. goes forward into its front rifle-
trenches near the river. The rebel invasion of Maryland creates intense
excitement in Gen. Grant's army here.
July 14. Thurs. Pleasant. Reg. in the front rifle-trenches. All
quiet along the line here. Many of our men sick. Several of our offi-
cers sick in Hospital at City Point. To-night, Capt. Stoodley has com-
mand of our Brigade vedettes in front of the works. The rebel vedettes
not thirty yards distant, and in plain sight. Men are thus sent out, dur-
ing the night, between the Union and rebel armies, to insure against a
surprise. These inter-line pickets or vedettes rarely disturb each other
except in the case of a charge. On moonlit nights the vedettes look like
two long lines of rather darkly-clad ghosts. Frequently, however, much
chatting and chaffing is indulged in between the vedettes of the two
armies here ; all limited, however, to commonplace affairs or nonsense
;
no information can pass.
July 15, Fri. Fair. Reg. in the front rifle-trenches. The enemy
shelled our lines furiously last night and this morning after 3 a. m. We
have bomb-proofs covered with two tiers of railroad rails, and earth piled
deep on top of all— quite safe. No picket firing after dark. We can
plainly see the rebels in the clear moonlight to-night. A rebel detail going
out on picket, each man carrying a bundle of straw to sleep on, makes
an odd procession when marching in single file. Asst. Surgeon Sulli-
van is very sick, and goes for treatment to Hospital near Point of Rocks.
Hospital. Many of the wounded officers have been trying in vain to
obtain leave to visit home. So they enter upon a concerted movement,
and about three hundred api)ly in one list ; and they have a promise of
approval. Lieut. Taggard called here at Hospital on July 13th, to see
Lieutenants Gafney, Thompson and Clmrchill. The soldier, wounded
or sick, while in a Hospital enjoys a call made by a comrade more than
at any other time.
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July 16. Sat. Fair. Reg. still at the front. Hard work in these
front rifle-trenches, no sleep at night worth the name, and we are bur-
rowed in the earth like rabbits— no comfort at any time. Deej) wells
are being sunk for water. The surface water near the army is very bad,
the river water also.
July 17. Sun. Very hot again. Reg. in the front trenches all
day ; relieved at night by men of the 3d Brigade, and returns to camp in
the rear lines. A little after dark every night the vedettes of both armies
go silently and without firing a shot, like long lines of shadows, over their
respective works, down upon the plain between the two armies and ap-
proach to within a few feet of each other ; and there sit down in little
riile-pits, or stand behind protecting trees, and watch each other until
near daylight, when all assemble as silently and return. This is done in
safety — but a few minutes before, or after, these movements, no person
can show his head.
July 18. Mon. Very hot. Reg. in camp in rear trenches. Very
little firing to-day. There has been no rain of consequence since July
came in, and no copious rain for more than a month, and every move-
ment of troops is accompanied by clouds and columns of dust. The huge
mortars are thundering all day to-day on every hand. Special watchmen,
in each little gathering of soldiers in the trenches, are set to give warning
of a coming rebel mortar shell.
Hospital. We are indulging now in liberal quantities of iced lemonade
prescribed at our own expense — and no ' stick ' allowed in it. We also
have all the fruits of the season in great abundance, inexpensive and of
excellent quality. The most of us are allowed to eat almost anything we
can get to eat.
July 19. Tues. Heavy rain all day. Commissions given out, all
dated July loth. Major Grantman promoted to Lt. Colonel. Capt.
Normand Smith to Major. First Lieutenants Durell and Saunders to
Captains. Second Lieutenants Sawyer and R. R. Thompson to First
Lieutenants. First Sergeants Wheeler and Ferguson to Second Lieuten-
ants. At dark the Reg. goes to the front in its old rifle-trenches— and
finds them very muddy, and no chance to drain them. In the covert
way, approaching the trenches, the mud is knee deep.
Maj. Gen. E. O. C. Ord is to-day assigned to the command of the 18th
Army Corps, in place of Maj. Gen. W. F. Smith.
July 20. Wed. Clear, hot. Reg. in the front rifle-trenches, and
repairing them where damaged by yesterday's rain. The enemy's sharp-
shooters very busy. Coehorn shells are coming over often.
The effective force of the Army of the James is about 26,000, and of
the Army of the Potomac about 48,000 ; and of Gen. Lee's army about
48,000 according to Confederate reports. The Confederates, while behind
such entrenchments as they now have, can resist a siege made by twice the
number of Union troops now in front of Petersburg and Richmond. The
whole situation is now that of a siege, along lines of huge earth-works
twenty to thirty miles in length.
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July 21. Thurs. Very warm. The 2cl Brigade Band, William
Critchley Jr., Leader— formerly 13th— returns to our Brigade from
Gen. Smith's 18th Corps Hdqrs. Men of the 2d N. H. and of the 24th
N. C. have, to-night, a long bantering confab across the Appomattox,
near Mr. John Hare's house. So big words are thrown across the river,
as well as big shells. The river here very narrow. Reg. in front rifle-
trenches all day and night. Heavy cannonading— at us and over our
heads. As one writer says, substantially : " We have a month of siege
work ; lying in the trenches ; eying the rebels ; digging by moonlight ;
broiling in the sun ; shooting through a knot hole ; shot at if a head is
lifted ; shells passing and reiDassing ; lives endangered by shells from both
sides ; officers falling ; comrades dying ; evei'ybody wearied by the mo-
notony, and exhausted by the heat and watching ; numbers growing less,
but hope never dying ; constantly under the enemy's fire, whether at the
front, or in the rear ; sharp-shooters, shells and mortars busy upon us
everywhere ; and in return, we play it all back, and burrow under
ground." Chaplain Moses Smith, 8th Conn., M. & C. H. Conn. 618.
July 22. Fri. Pleasant. Reg. in front rifle-trenches. Thunder
of artillery is continuous, and shells are falling beyond number. The en-
emy shelled us this morning, between 12 and 1 a. m., most furiously, the
shells at times so numerous as to baffle all counting.
Hospital. The dry, hot, clear weather of July helps the wounded men
here very much. Lieut. Thompson, the writer, can now sit up ; June 14th
weighed 166 pounds, to-day weighs 120 pounds only ; sleeps at night on a
cot raised upon another, a quite common arrangement in the Hospital to
secure increased coolness, and with his wounded foot on the broad sill of
a window that looks towards Fortress Monroe and the sea. Pieces of bone
are coming out of the ankle, which has furnished of late about a dozen
abscesses for the Surgeon's lancet ; the first output were three abscesses
at once where the leg bone was split. Still he cannot complain— his
wound is not so bad as hundreds here. Lieut. Gafney has gone home
When all is still here at night we can hear the cannon at Petersburg,
distant sixty or seventy miles ; the water assisting probably in transmit-
ting the sounds. Sometimes the discharges are so distinct we can readily
count the throbs ; and we entertain ourselves in trying to learn how many
separate discharges we can distinguish before the sounds mingle in a sort
of dull distant reverberation.
July 23. Sat. Fine day. Reg. in the front rifle-trenches all day ;
relieved at night, and returns to its camp in the rear. This rear camp
again shelled by the enemy, between 12 and 1 o'clock this morning. The
bursting of these large shells near by makes one feel as if his ears were
' boxed ' with a pair of sledge hammers, and his head struck by a pile-
driver plump on top — and all at once— and the pieces and small shot
scatter with a whirr like a scared covey of jiartridges. A large shell clips
howling and screaming, straight through Lt. Col. Coughlin's tent, in the
10th N. H., just over his head, but does no harm — except to the tent.
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One of the rebel mortar-shells bursts near a large beech-tree, tearing the
bark entirely oif one side of the trunk and limbs, utterly blasting one half
the tree, and studding the wood all up and down with many dozen small
shot and jjieces of shell ; besides this the roots are broken and torn up on
one side of the tree with tlie ground about them ; a striking exhibition
of the destructiveness of mortar shell.
Hospital. Lieut. Thompson can take about ten steps on crutches ; and
orders are received that he and about fifty others are to report at once at
Annapolis, Md., for '• liglit duty ! " We have a meeting, talk the matter
over, and decide tliat our duties will be light— here or elsewhere ; and
that we will not be removed from here for any duties whatever, excepting
it be by force, so long as the surgeon reports us sick in hosi)ital, and while
we are in our present condition. There are not a dozen out of tlie fifty ^
who can lift ten pounds, or walk a rod ; and suggestions and exjjressions
here must sound much like those of a certain army in Flanders. These
things may be un-military, but the necessity of saving our life and limb is
now our first law— so far as we can enforce it. This ward is filled with
a set of very determined men, bound to have tlie benefit of every advan-
tage ' consistent with the interests of the sei'vice.' It is a question of life
and death with many of them.
July 24. Sun. Cool day, and a rainy night. Reg. in the rear
trenches ; where the enemy shells our camp again this morning, beginning
soon after midnight and continuing till about 2 a. m. This is the worst
shelling we have ever experienced here. They send over every kind of
shell, some of them huge. We get behind the trees and any other cover
which we can find. Bomb-proofs are now necessary at the rear trenches,
and are decided upon. Lt. Col. Grantman's horse is killed by a piece of
shell — the only death compassed in our Brigade by all this shelling. No
man of the Thirteenth is injured.
The old 2d Brigade 1st Div. ISfch Army Corps— 13th and 10th N. H.,
8th Conn, and 118th N. Y. regiments— which has held together and
fought togetlier through six battles — Walthall Road, Swift Creek, Kings-
land Creek, Drury's Bluff, Cold Harbor and Battery Five— is to be
broken up and Col. A. F. Stevens is to command a Brigade— the 1st
Brig. 1st Div. 18th Army Corps.
The Corps on the Petersburg front have connected from right to left as
follows : On the right the 9th Corps, Gen. Burnside, at the Appomattox,
relieved the most of the time by men of our 18th Corps ; next the 5th,
Gen. Warren ; then the 2d, Gen. Birney (Hancock absent because of an
old wound breaking out afresh) ; then the 6th, Gen. Wright, flanking
south to protect the left wing.
July 25. Mon. Cool, a heavy rain all last night. Reg. in rear
trenches. The 1st Brig. 1st Div. 18th Corps consists of the 13th N. H.,
81st, 98th and 139th N. Y. regiments. Col. A. F. Stevens now command-
ing. The Thirteenth now in command of Major Normand Smith.
^ After a few days we learned that a clerk made a mistake in sending in these
fifty odd names— and then the clerk heard ' a few remarks.' — S. M. T.
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The enemy has shelled the camp here severely for three nights, or
mornings rather, in succession : 23d, 24th and 2oth. Their signal is a
huge ' Whitworth screamer ' sent over ahout midnight, immediately fol-
lowed by a grand shell and cannon chorus for two or three hours, all up
and down the line. The main purpose, and effect, being to keep our men
awake. Bomb-proofs are being built in our reserve camp ; they are a
sort of cellar 10 or 20 feet long as the number of men require, 6 or 8 feet
wide and 6 feet deep, roofed over with logs, a few with railroad rails for
main stringers, and earth piled deep over all.
Before moving out of the rear camp to-day to take our place in the
1st Brigade, the officers of the 13th make a grand collection of unex-
ploded shells thrown over here by the enemy. Capt. Julian seems to
have the largest and most dangerous collection, numbering over forty, of all
sorts and sizes. He extracts the powder from a number of these shells,
pours it into an old boot, buries the boot in the ground, fires the powder,
and enjoys a mine explosion after the most apj^roved miniature style.
Maj. Gen. David B. Birney to succeed Maj. Gen. Q. A. Gilmore, in
command of the 10th Corps.
July 26. Tues. Pleasant, warm. Reg. in the front rifle-trenches.
Notwithstanding its honors, the Reg. regrets parting with its bluff old
commander, Gen. Hiram Burnham, and with its many old and tried friends
in the 2d Brigade. Nothing has been too good for the 13th, in Gen.
Burnham's opinion, since they captured Battery Five.
The troops have to pass a very exposed and dangerous place while going
for water to use in cooking and drinking. Two men of another regiment
have been killed there by the rebel sharp-shooters. All the picket posts
now consist of a corporal and three men. The vedettes are usually re.
lieved about every hour in the night, to insure wakefulness. Camp and
garrison guards stand for four hours at a time.
July 27. "Wed. Pleasant, hotter. Reg. returns at dark to its rear
trenches. Is very near to its old capip here, and in a position no more
secure. Capt. George A. Bruce appointed Actg. Asst. Adjt, General, and
Capt. George N. Julian Actg. Asst. Inspector General on Col. Stevens'
staff of the 1st Brigade.
July 28. Thurs. Very hot. Reg. remains in camp in the rear
trenches ; at work fitting up its new quarters. Furious shelhng all night
— but not on our front. We can also hear the enemy's cars running all
night on the Richmond & Petersburg Railroad.
Long practice in the service brings great skill in sharp-shooting and all
gunnery work, but this is counterbalanced in great part by the skill and al-
most intuitive carefulness gained by long experience under fire. Men
know what bullets and shells can do and cannot do. know what risks to
venture with them and how to avoid them ; while the contrivances for
protection against them are numberless, ingenious and sure. With all the
skill which experience and practice gains, it may be said, with great truth-
fulness, that Veterans are not in half the danger of loss by death and
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wounds, that new and raw troops are. This accounts in large part for the
fact that so many men pass unharmed through such terrific storms of
rebel missiles as now break upon our lines hereabout.
Hospital. Lieut. Thomijson's camp bed— an iron, folding, single-ln-
width contrivance— is on the shady side of the building, and he has not
seen the sun or moon for more than a month. He could not move far
enough, excepting in the few first days here, to get a glimpse of them.
Has been for the most of that time unable to sit up in a chair— thanks to
that fool surgeon, and the lazy hospital steward who peddled gangrene
gratis. Moved far enough to see the sun to-day.
Every day and night death has come in among us, and removed his own
to the realm of light ; and the bed and the ghastly corpse of its occupant
have been silently removed, to make space for another suffering soldier-
candidate for the spirit land. Men within an inch of death look calmly
on, without so much as a visible quiver in eye, face or nerve. Experi-
ence has accustomed us. We wake at night and hear the careful foot-
steps of men in stocking-feet. They approach a cot, they turn the sheet
up over the face of the body that lies there, and stepping around, one at
each end of the cot, they silently bear all out of the room ; a soldier has
passed his final muster here— died that his country might live a Nation,
the grandest on earth.
THE PETERSBURG MINE.
July 29. Fri. Very hot. Reg. remains in the rear trenches all
day. Lieut. Staniels reports for duty again, though his wound has not
healed and his arm is in a sling.
At 3 p. m. we receive orders to march at dark, with two days' cooked
rations. At 7 p. m. the 13th is relieved, with the 18th CorjDs to which
we belong, by the 2d Corps, and we march during the night to the rear of
the 9th Corps. After marching and countermarching until long past mid-
night, we finally relieve the 9th Corps, at 3 o'clock Saturday morning,
four miles from our camp, towards the left of the line. There is a high
crest in the rear of the Confederate lines, the possession of which is de-
sired. The 9ih Corps is to charge, as the centre, our 18th Cor2)s is to
hold these front lines, in support, with orders to fire all along our line
when the mine is exploded.
Lt. Col. Pleasants of the 48th Penn., a regiment of miners in Gen.
Burnside's 9th Corps numbering about 400 men, proposed to run a shaft
under Elliott's Salient, held by Elliott's Brigade of Gen. Johnson's Divi-
sion, a fort of the enemy's, near the centre of the 9th Corps front, mount-
ing six guns. The work was commenced June 25th, and mainly com-
pleted July 23d, the last work being done about 6 p. m. of July 27th.
The shaft is, in round numbers, 5 feet high, 20 feet below the surface of
the ground, and 520 feet long, with lateral branches, and having eight
magazines beneath the enemy's fort, which is 140 yards from our lines.
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The magazines are charged with 8,000 jjounds of gunpowder. The earth
has been carried out of tlie shaft chiefiy in cracker boxes, and dumped in
a neighboring ravine. While the mining was being done the 6th N. H.,
in the 9th Corps, occupied the trench in our Unes where the shaft opened ;
the men were not allowed to leave the trench at all, and the officers were
placed under the strictest orders not to reveal the secret. Gen. Grant
has brought up about ICO heavy guns, many of them of the largest cali-
bre, and placed them in commanding positions. The plan is to explode
the mine at 3.30 a. m. to-morrow ; then immediately to open with every
gun along our lines, and in the midst of the confusion to assault the
enemy's works.
July 30. Sat. The hottest day of the season. The Reg. is called
at daylight, remains in the second line of trenches from the front, and is
held with the rest of the 18th Corps as a support to the assaulting col-
umns. The mine was to have been exploded at 3.30 a. m., and our troops
were in readiness at that time, but the fuse is damp and must be renewed.
The mine explodes at 4.40 a. m., and an immense and exceedingly dusty
fountain of earth mingled with cannon, caissons, timber and the 300 men
of the garrison, shoots up into the air to the height of 200 feet, spreads
abroad there, like an enormous umbrella, into a huge cloud of dust, and
in falling throws outward and leaves a ' crater ' about 150 feet long, 60
feet wide, and 30 feet deep— "A vast bowl of crumbling earth." The
earth jars heavily where the men of the 13th stand, less than half a
mile from the crater. Instant upon the explosion our batteries open all
along our lines— we can locate about sixty of the guns in full view— and
for an hour there is one continual and deafening roar of artillery. After
some little delay we can see a portion of the 9th Corps charging into the
crater near where they capture a part of the enemy's line ; but the
enemy has time to rally from his surprise, and our movement miscarries.
The negro troops charge, and fall back ; the white troops mass together
in the crater ; the enemy charges upon them ; he trains his cannon upon
the disorganized crowd, and the crater is turned into a slaughter pen
from morning until noon ; by which time the most of our troops, who
were engaged in the assault, are either killed, wounded or withdrawn.
About 2 p. m. the enemy charges in force, captures the remainder of our
unfortunate men, retakes his fort and trenches, and the affair is over.
• Altogether one of the most appalling sights we ever witnessed.
Until after the charge of the 9th Corps, the position of the 13th is in
the second line of battle from the front— the 18th Corps being formed
in two lines — and behind a little breast-work thrown up in the sand, and
acting as the support of the 9th Corps, while they assault. The day is
very hot, and our men can get no water. There is no shade, and the
sand but reflects the burning heat of the sun. The breast-work held by
the 13th is low, and dry as a heap of hot ashes. Here quite a number
of men in our B)igade faint from the intense heat, and are carried to the
rear. The men are weighed down by their accoutrements, army gear,
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and sixty rounds of ammunition per man. The enemy's shells are flying
over all the time. After the repulse of the 9th Corjis, the 13th is moved
forward to the front part of the line, remains there until 10 a. m., and is
then moved down to the front line of trenches in the support. Here no
man can show his head. This forward movement brings our Reg. into
the front trench, where the shaft of the mine opens. Cajjt Stoodley, who
has been jirostrated for about two hours by the heat, and several men of
the 13th who have fainted, are now able to move forward with the Reg.
arid are all with it again before two p. m., when the enemy's troops
make their counter assault.
About 5 jj. m, a flag of truce is displayed from this trench, to treat
concerning our men wounded in the charge ; but the enemy will not allow
us to help the wounded, and they are necessarily left to die, or live, as
they may. One hundred and seventy bodies of our men, dead and alive,
can be seen near our regimental line, and are left to lie there all day. A
flag of truce moves out, and while our officers are consulting, the officers
from both sides meeting midway between the lines, some of the rebels
come down over their works with canteens, and give water to a few of
our wounded men — then load themselves with the blankets and effects
of our boys, and return to their entrenchments ! It was Artemus Ward
who called the Confederacy a Conthieveracy.
" Early this morning I was directed to see that certain horses were
properly transferred from our Brigade, and while engaged in that duty
witnessed the assembly of the 9th Corps, and its formation in the assault-
ing column. The opportunity was purely accidental and could have oc-
curred to but few that morning besides myself ; and this silent gathering
of many thousands of men in the dim, early hours of the morning and
their movements, all as steady and regular as if on drill or review, and
yet for one of the most bloody assaults made in the whole war, was the
most grand and impressive scene I ever witnessed. They came up and
formed, regiment by regiment, with the precision of machinery. The
day was excessively hot. Having little to do, I thought I would see all
that I could of what was going on. Near the Brigade were quite a num-
ber of our dead, both negroes and white men. I stepped aside to look at
them. They had been lying there but a few hours, but the white and
black were now scarcely distinguishable in color.
" Soon after this I was looking northward toward the rebel lines near
the Appomattox, when a rebel cannon was run out and fired. I had a
sort of presentiment that the missiles— they used shrapnel— were com-
ing where I was, and instinctively, or from what cause I know not,
crouched or leaned forward, bending both knees considerably. Instantly
the balls were flying past me on all sides ; and upon looking at my cloth-
ing I found that one of the balls had cut two holes in each leg of my
pantaloons just back of the knees, merely grazing my legs as it passed
through. Had I remained standing upright both of my legs would have
been broken, or fearfully cut. It was about the narrowest escape I ever
had." Capt. Julian.
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Rev. Mr. Augustus Woodbury, in his ' Burnside and the Ninth Army
Corps,' states that— " The mine exploded at precisely sixteen minutes
before five a. m. The ground heaved and trembled ; a terrific sound,
like the noise of great thunder, burst forth ; huge masses of eai'th,
mingled with cannon, caissons, camp equipage and human bodies, were
thrown up ; it seemed like a mountain reversed, and enveloped in clouds
of smoke, sand and dust."
The point charged upon by our troops— the crater, where stood the
enemy's fort— is in a re-entering angle of the enemy's line, and directly
beyond it is Cemetery Hill. The prevailing opinion is, that had the
Union charge been more determined, and the deployment within the
enemy's lines and about this hill— which were reached— been more
promjjt, the enemy's works would have been rendered untenable for a
long distance both to right and left, and possibly he could have been
forced out of his entrenchments altogether. But amid accidents, delays
and blunders, there is " A feeble assault ; a mournful slaughter— an utter,
terrible failure."
Our losses are placed at not far from 5,000 ; the enemy's at about
1,000. Gen. Humphreys states that the mine was under a redan held
by Elliott's brigade of Johnson's division, and opposite the centre of the
9th Corps. The explosion overwhelmed the whole of the 18th and a part
of the 23d South Carolina infantry regiments, and, the battery in the redan.
On our side about 80 heavy guns, and as many field guns opened at once.
Our losses he puts at 3,500 to 4,000. The losses in Elliott's Confederate
brigade were 677.
July 31. Sun. Very hot. Reg. in the front rifle-trenches, where
the shaft opens, all day ; and about 500 feet distant from the crater of the
mine explosion. A flag of truce is run up to treat for burying the dead ;
the enemy very slow to answer. The lines quiet to-day. To-night the
Reg. is relieved here by the 6th N. H., and returns with our Brigade to
its old camp in the rear lines, on the right by the Appomattox ; arriving
there about 11 p. m. well used up.
The point occupied by the Thirteenth in these two days is in the front
trench of the Union works— those nearest to the crater. The 9th Corps
farther to the rear in support to-day. When we leave to-night the Union
dead and many of the wounded lay on the field of yesterday morning's
assault and about the crater, and between the lines of the 13th and the
rebel works. The Confederates were seen also to give the wounded
negroes water to drink— and then to carry away their blankets and
clothes. For a proud Confederate to wear the clothing of dead negroes,
is at least peculiar. Lieut. Staniels returns to the front, and visits the
13th, finding it in front of the 9th Corps. His wound is not healed, and
he returns to the field hospital again at night.
Aug. 1. Mon. Very hot. Reg. in rear trenches resting— " If men
can rest in such weather." Reg. inspected by Capt. Julian. At 10 a. m.
under a flag of truce our wounded, who have lain on the battle-field of
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the Mine explosion uncared for since the morning of the explosion, day
before yesterday— over 48 hours— are removed. Out of about 4UU
only twelve are found alive. The fact is the enemy has removed as
prisoners nearly all, excepting those fatally wounded and not likely to
recover. The Reg. is now located very near the Appomattox river bank.
Aug. 2. Tues. Hot. Reg. in rear trenches all day. At night re-
sumes its old place in the front rifle-trenches, the right resting on the
river. " Expect to be blown up before morning," writes one man of the
Thirteenth. The failure of the mine explosion makes a great stir.
Everybody is blamed in general, and the Division commanders in particu-
lar— " They had better gone in ! "
Aug. 3. "Wed. Very hot. Reg. in the front rifle-trenches. Quiet.
Dee}}, large wells have been sunk to obtain water for cooking and drink-
ing. One day a horse accidentally fell into one of these wells, and re-
mained a long time in the water, thrashing about, and otherwise doing
after the manner of horses. One of the men came there for water to use
for cooking purposes, and seeing the horse at the bottom of the well,
merely remarked : '' Why— I did n't know that this was a watering-place
for horses ; " drew up his pailful of water and went his way, as if nothing
in particular had occurred.
Hospital. Many prisoners are sent here from Libby, and it is said that
a wounded rebel is occasionally smuggled through with them — of course
receiving better treatment here than he could get at home. Some of the
cases — of Union men— received here from the rebel prisons present a
terrible condition. There is such a case now in the next ward. He is
undergoing an operation for the extraction of maggots from a deep wound
in his thigli. They have to be scooped out of their comfortable domicile
with a spoon-shaped instrument. Nothing that he could possibly bear
would kill them, and they must be removed mechanically. He is very
low, but will probably recover. He maintains the theory that the mag-
gots saved his life, by neutralizing poisonous matter which his system
was not in a condition to expel. Tough theory— tougher practice!
After this when a man complained that his wound was killing him, some
cruel wag would suggest, as a remedy, " Put in some maggots— to neu-
tralize the poison."
Aug. 4. Thurs. Very hot and dry. Reg. in front rifle-trenches
all day, relieved at night, and moves a short distance to the rear and en-
camps in a ravine close up to our second line of works. We have shelter
tents on poles, and open at the end. Considerable rebel shelling— no
one of the 13th Is hurt. This reserve camp is much nearer the front lines,
and more exposed than the old reserve camp in the pine gi-ove ; we are
to occupy this position for quite a period, alternating with the position in
the front rifle-trenches, and hence call It our ' Ravine ' camp.
Aug. 5. Fri. Very hot. Reg. fitting up Its quarters In the Ravine
camp near the second line of works, and five minutes' walk from the front
line of the Union works near the river. About 5 p. m. the enemy ex-
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plodes a * mine,' a quarter of a mile from the Thirteenth, towards the
left. It is a sorry piece of engineering, not being under any work at all,
but several rods in front of our works and in an open field— a most
ridiculous farce. The enemy follows up his ' explosion ' by a demonstra-
tion on our lines, but makes no assault. A brisk cannoniide ensues. The
Thirteenth immediately falls in, and marches to the front ; when all is
quiet marches back again — not engaged. The affair is not of much
consequence, but this matter of mining adds, to the discomforts which the
men are already enduring, the imaginary and dreaded horror of being
blown to the sky or buried alive. Our canq) is now in a depression or
ravine in the side of a gravelly knoll, and we have no shade whatever ex-
cepting that of our shelter tents. These are stretched on poles, tacked to
stakes driven into the ground, drawn over the trench as awnings and set
up in every way that ingenuity can devise, to afford a bit of shade into
which the men can get, down upon the sand of the trenches, and avoid a
literal baking alive in the fierce sunshine.
Aug. 6. Sat. Very hot. This unceasing hot, burning, dry weather
makes our army inexpressibly uncomfortable and miserable. Sunstrokes
are a matter of every day occurrence among us. The Reg. remains in
its Ravine camp during the day, and at night returns to its front rifle-
trenches. It is reported that the rebels can be heard mining underneath
the front rifle-trenches where we are. Rather a nervous bit of news ; but
doubted so much that no one appears disturbed by it.
Aug. 7. Sun. Very hot. Reg. in the front rifle-trenches. A flag
of truce run up by the enemy's pickets, who want to exchange news-
papers— refused. Lieut. Murray goes home, with Gen. Burnham, on
20 days' leave.
Aug. 8. Mon. Very hot. Reg. remains in the front rifle-trenches
during the day, and at night returns to the old reserve camp about one
mile from the front. There are four principal Union lines of defenses,
and camps, along this part of the works abutting on the river. First, the
extreme front line, running south from the river across Mr. John Hare's
field a little west of his house. Second, in the first ravine east of his
house, less than one quarter of a mile from the front— where our Ravine
camp is located. Third, in a ravine about one mile fi-om the front, where
we are to-night. Fourth, about one and one half miles from the front,
a complicated system of earth-works, trenches, rifle-pits and bomb-proofs,
in a grove of heavy pine timber.
Hospital. One Abbott, having casually looked in upon these gilded
sepulchres of the living dead, writes an article of fulsome flattery for a
Northern publication ; and we write him a letter, and send him our com-
pliments, inviting him to shoulder his gun, like a true patriot, go to the
front, get one or two bullets through him — then come here and take an
inside view for himself experimentally. The Hospital does well — Abbott
does too well.
Aug. 9. Tues. Exceedingly hot. Reg. moves into the Ravine
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camp, nearest to the front line ; and at night 113 men from the Reg. go
to work on a new fort just in the rear of our Brigade trenches. The
whole force of shovelers is 600 men. During the afternoon, a heavy
duel is fought, with large mortars, off toward the right. Two ammuni-
tion boats are blown up at City Point, the result of an accident. The ex-
plosion is heard, and the jar felt, in our lines, at the front. It destroyed
several vessels, and buildings, and killed and wounded a large number of
men. Lt. Col. Grantman goes home sick. Has a 20 days' leave. INIajor
Smith in connnand of Thirteenth.
Aug. 10. Wed. Very hot and dusty. Reg. imj^roves Ravine
camp ; at night goes into the front rifle-trenches, and relieves the 81st
N. Y. The Union vedettes, sent out between the lines at night, cannot
go out farther than 150 feet ; the rebel vedettes come out about the same
distance from their front trenches. The Union vedettes are ordered, if
attacked, to fire as rapidly as possible, and then to lie down, even at the
risk of being captured, and not to attempt to return to our lines. This
plan gives a clear field for our lines in front to use their rifles and cannon,
and avoids the danger of these vedettes being shot by our own men. Last
night a large force of our troops were massed in our rear, the enemy ex-
pected to attack us.
From the Hospital Dept. of the Thirteenth : " July 8th. The 13th has
four days of service in the front rifle-trenches and two out, alternately
;
always going in after dark. The majority of our men who are hit are
shot tlirough the head ; along the line of our Division the casualties aver-
age fifteen or twenty a day. The mortars on both sides make great
havoc and are a terror. I have seen men almost completely torn to
pieces by them. When our Parrott shells strike Petersburg, we can hear
the bricks crash, we are so near the city. One of our guns— ' The
Petersburg Express,' a 100 lb. Parrott — sends a shell into Petersburg
every fifteen minutes. The shells from that gun go directly over the
Thirteenth's rifle-trenches. Last Sunday night, July 3d, I was in the front
rifle-trenches. It was dark. I had just got up to go into another rifle-
int, when a blinding flash rushed past my eyes, and a fierce scream rang
in my ears. Then something hit me, with a sharp rap on my leg, bring-
ing me to my knees. Capt. Goss picked me up. No blood could be
found. The skii"t of my coat was torn badly in several places. I was
hit by the lead ring from the shell of ' The Petersburg Express.' ^
My whole thigh was black and blue for a long time afterwards, and I
was very lame, but luckily I received no permanent injury.
" There is no Hospital now with the Thirteenth— it is impossible to
have one in or near the front rifle-trenches. If a man is sick or wounded
he is taken to the Field Hospital about one mile to the rear ; and from
^ The lead ring is used arovmd the base of an iron or steel shell, fired from rifle-
cannon, to fit the grooves in the bore, and is thrown off with great force during the
early flight of the shell. Many men in Gen. Getty's Division were killed and wounded
by these lead rings at Fredericksburg during the day of Dec. 13, 1862. — S. M. T.
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there, if in bad condition, he is sent to the base Hospital, at City Point.
A Surgeon's call is held once a day in the front rifle-trenches, a Surgeon
and Hospital Steward being required to be present. The rebel trenches
are but a few rods in front of ours, and they and our boys at once fire
when a hat is seen moving about in the opponents' trenches. It is sure
death on either side for a man to show his head above the works, which
are pierced with numerous small holes to watch and shoot through.
" I was sent for duty in the Commissary Dept. at the Field Hosjjital by
Surgeon Richardson, but do not like the change ; would prefer to be with
the Regiment. This Hospital is about one mile in rear of the Thirteenth's
trenches, in a prominent rebel's house, standing close besile the City
Point Railroad. Our troops have here a 13-inch mortar, called the ' Dic-
tator,' mounted on a platform car in a little i-avine near this house. To
load they pour into the mortar twenty pounds of powder, loose. Then the
hollow ball of iron— the sides of it two inches thick— is filled with seven
pounds of powder and five hundred and twelve one-ounce rifle balls. The
fuse of the shell is then driven in and sawed off at the proper length.
The whole weight of the shell when charged is 235 pounds. Four men
are required to lift it into the mortar. A fuse is placed in the vent of
the moi'tar, lighted and the men step back. When fired the shell can
be seen for quite a long time in its curving up and on through the air
;
the air resists the sharp rending and shrieks fearfully. Sometimes scrap
iron, nails, stones, etc., are put into the shell with the bullets.
"Wednesday, July 20th, a shell from that mortar struck fairly within
the rebel fort ' Archer,' making a huge cloud of dust and blowing one
angle of the fort away. The rebels say they can stand ordinary shelling,
but when we go to throwing at them whole blacksmith's shops, anvils,
tools, bellows and all, it is rather too much.
" A terrible disaster occurred at City Point Tuesday, Aug. 9th — a barge
loaded with ammunition was blown up. More than 200 persons were
killed and wounded. The ground about the wharf and for a long distance
back was covered with the debris ; which with shells, balls, timbers and
mutilated human bodies had been thrown high into the air and falling
had scattered far and near. I was there at the time of the explosion.
Had gone down to the wharf for ice, in charge of six army wagons and a
detail of a Sergeant and ten men. The ice was in a schooner lying at
the wharf, and was a gift of the Sanitary Commission to the soldiers in
the trenches. I narrowly escaped with my life. My own horse was
lost, and several of my men were severely injured. I succeeded, however,
in securing several wagon loads of ice, which was delivered at the Field
Hospital.
" An old Surgeon here, who has lived in South America, says he never
suflfered more, from the heat, than he has here during this summer. I
went on duty at the Field Hospital on July 4th, and returned to the
Thirteenth on Aug. 29th, meanwhile frequently visiting the Regiment."
Pkescott.
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Aug. 11. Thurs. Very hot. Reg. in the front rifle-trenches day
and night. Four deserters from the enemy come into our lines. Heavy
artillery engagement to-day.
The army salt-beef is anything but appetizing in this fearful heat.
The boys call it salt-horse because they say that iron horse shoes and
mule shoes have been found in the barrels, with the meat, but never an
ox shoe. The salt-beef is generally a fair article.
Hospital. A poor fellow, a Lieutenant, appears in the Hospital tem-
porarily crazed. He was, it is said, a member of Col. Pleasant's 48th
Penn., and went into the mine on the morning of July 30th to repair or
renew the fuse, just before the explosion. He mistook the sound of some
earth falling near him for the explosion, and thought that he was cut oflE
from escape in the shaft and buried alive. The shock unsettled his mind.
He walks about the Hospital, wringing his hands in abject fear, and re-
peating, in a sad, low, frightened, sing-song tone, over, and over, and
over again, by the half hour : " Mammy, will the dog bite ?— No, child,
no." He will exhibit his usual intelligence for a few moments at a time,
and begin a story or statement, breaking off suddenly in the midst of it,
and sometimes in the middle of a word, with his regular refrain, mixing
things most ridiculously and laughably. He is expected to recover.
Aug. 12. Pri. Very hot. Reg. in the front rifle-trenches. A fu-
rious artillery duel this morning at 4 a. m. Several men wounded in our
Brigade. At night the Reg. is relieved by the 81st N. Y., and goes back
to its Ravine camp. Surgeon Richardson's Corps Hospital is an immense
spread of canvas, covering two acres or more.
Aug. 13. Sat. Very hot. Reg. in Ravine camp, and building
bomb-proofs. Dui'ing our stay here on the Petersburg front, whether in
the front rifle-trenches, or in the resex've camps, we, together with the
whole force along our lines, are divided in two grand reliefs ; one relief
keeping awake and under arms until midnight of every night, then turn-
ing in, while the other relief is called up, and kept awake and under arms
until the morning. Tremendous shelling to-day ; in the afternoon a
regular, incessant roar of artillery.
The troops have access to an excellent spring of water near by, just
around the hill, but two or three rods of the path to it are covered by
the enemy's sharp-shooters. On some days they molest the water car-
riers, occasionally shooting one of them, and on other days watch them
sharply without firing a shot. The Confederate soldiers appear capri-
cious. Our men go for water and return about as unconcernedly as they
would go to the spring or well on the old farm at home.
Aug. 14. Sun. Extremely hot. Since July 26th the thermometer
has often indicated during the days from 100° to 105° in the shade, and
the most of the nights have been but a little cooler. Reg. in Ravine
camp— second line from the front ; at 7 a. m. goes into the front rifle-
trenches. At inspection, this morning, several men fall out of the ranks,
overcome by the terrible heat. The air is a double concentration of all
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the vile stinks, and of all the unutterable rot, that a camj) at the front
can possibly be heir to, besides dead men and dead horses not far away.
We have two days at the front, alternating with two days at the rear.
Reg. in bad shape for service. Only ten line officers present for duty.
Company B has only its Captain and four men present. As many men
are detailed for orderlies, clerks, teamsters, special guards, i)ioneers,
sharp-shooters, etc., as are present for duty. An afternoon shower cools
the air a little.
Hospital. Gen. Butler's light-duty order, of a month or so ago, not
having been enforced, Surgeon Gen. McClellan, a brother of Gen.
McClellan it is said, now and sensibly deems it imprudent for the
wounded, who are doing pretty well, to remain here while such extremely
bad cases are coming in from the rebel prisons ; and therefore a large
party of us are transferred to-day to Annapolis, Md. We are to travel as
we please, and twenty or more of us decide to visit Baltimore for a day
or two, and then go down to Annapolis.
One of the party, now rapidly recovering, has had a most singular
wound. A minie bullet entered his right eye, and came out at his right
ear, demolishing both ; and, as it were, " knocked them all out of sight and
hearing," as he facetiously describes the affair. He is a merry fellow,
and undoubtedly will survive. Among wounded soldiers the rule holds
good, almost without exception, that the hopeful and the cheerful men re-
cover, while the man who gives up dies.
Aug. 15. Mon. Warm. Reg. in the front rifle-trenches just west
of Mr. John Hare's house, on the river bank. The heavy rain of last
night, and a sudden, severe shower to-day, causes much damage to the
trenches, flooding the lower parts of them, and several men are drowned
in the trenches near us. The lines we occupy are so situated as to be
incapable of proper drainage, and nothing at all can be done to them
until after dark, and our men are standing in water up to their middle.
The water is three feet deep in several places in the trenches now oc-
cupied by the 13th. Some of the covert ways are half full of water.
A new sutler appears to-day ; sutler Holmes has not been with the Reg.
since we left Camp Gilmore last April.
Every evening nowadays there is an artillery duel. The huge shells
appear like balls of fire flying over our heads in every direction and over
the lines as far as one can see, all up and down the two armies — a splen-
did sight. The most of the shells, which we of the 13th receive, come
from the rebel batteries to the northward across the Appomattox. The
9th Corps, next on our left, are and always have been the noisiest on our
lines, banging and pounding away almost incessantly.
The men of the 10th N. H. in their trench are standing in mud and
water up to their arm-pits, holding their haversacks and cartridge-boxes
up over their heads— " in the position of a soldier."
Hospital. The party bound for Annapolis via Baltimore, go u]) on a
small steamer. Lieut. Thompson can walk on crutches for about five
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minutes, then collapses. Last night, while attempting to go on shore at
Baltimore, liis crutches slipped, and he fell on the steamer's deck.
Attempting to use the lame foot— which had no strength in it— he sat
down upon it very heavily. The broken pieces of bone severed an artery,
and he would soon have bled to death but for the prompt action of a
young surgeon who chanced to be on board the steamer. The artery
cannot be tied and a tourniquet is fitted on. A carriage is sent for, and
he is taken to the Eutaw House.
This party of twenty or tliirty officers makes up a procession almost
laughable. Arms in slings, heads in bandages, legs bundled up, feet in
white wrapjiings, crutches stamping, attendants supporting, stretchers here
and there, one express wagon packed full ; all the officers chatting, jok-
ing, laughing and merry as a class of school boys just out for a vacation.
The wounded man, as a general thing, is bound to be jolly if he can,
Aug. 16. Tues. Cool, rainy. Reg. in the front riile-trenclies, and
repairing them wliere damaged by the rains. The water cannot be gotten
out of the trenches, and the men are in mud and water all the time. No
relief to-night. The plan has been for the Reg. to be in the front rifle-
trenches two days and then have two days at the rear— that is on two
and off two— but now we are on duty in the front rifle-trenches right
along day after day and night after night w^ithout relief. Heavy shower
at 3 p. m. Water three feet deep in the Thirteenth's trenches, and the
banks of them caving in ; a terrible night, no rest, and the rising water
causes the men to expose themselves greatly to the rebel fire. The tents
are useless, the roof of our house is the sky, the moon and all the stars
are mere holes for the water to run through upon us, there 's a rebel shell
coming with every gallon, and ten rebel bullets with every pint ; the head
of our bed is a sand bank, the foot a hole in the ground, the mattress is
of mud stuffed with gravel stones, the jiillows are a mortar trough, the
coverings are sheets of water— we are right in the swim !
Aug. 17. "Wed. Cooler, rainy. Reg. in the front rifle-trenches.
Every one soaking wet. Rebel batteries shell our lines from 1.30 a. m.
until morning, and their sharp-shooters are very busy after daylight. A
shell bursts in the soft mud near three men of the Thirteenth, deluges
two and literally buries the third ; he is hauled out of the mortar blow-
ing, ' spluttering,' and saying several things much nastier than himself.
Scene for laughter, and that is all. Hundreds of the situations are most
ridiculous. The 18th and 9th Corps on this front ; the 2d and 5th Corps
are north of the James.
Hospital. Lieut. Thompson at U. S. General Hospital, Naval Build-
ings, Annapolis, INId. About 20 officers with him in the same ward, con-
taining thirty beds. Surgeons Vanderkieft and Sweet decide that his
foot must be amputated. The patient replies : " No, the foot must be
saved ; else the whole body must go into the same box, all in one piece."
While he was at the Eutaw House the proprietor furnished him an at-
tendant free, deducted one half of his bill upon settlement, sent him to
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the steamer in a hack and sent two men to carry him aboard, also free.
This was connnendable generosity, and altogether unsought.
Aug. 18. Thurs. Showery. Thirteenth in the front rifle-trenches,
and in tlie water and mud as usual. Muddier men were never seen, and
we cannot show our heads above the works without instantly receiving
from one to a dozen rebel bullets. An old felt hat raised on a stick and
moved a little— to make it a])pear as if it contains a head — is perfo-
rated with three rebel bullets instanter. The enemy oi)ened his batteries
about 10 o'clock last night, and siielled our trenches severely for nearly
three hours. A terrific noise, and the crack of multitudes of shells is the
result. No one hurt in the Thirteenth.
Assistant Surgeon John Sullivan resigns his commission— much against
his inclination, as he would prefer to remain with the Regiment— and is
honorably discharged the service. While our Surgeon Richardson has
had charge of the 18th Corps Hospital, Assistant Surgeon Sullivan has
been doing all the duties of a Surgeon at the front for almost a year.
The severe duties, cares and the climate are surely killing him. He
has been granted a leave of absence and sent home from the army
twice, under the order that restricted leaves of absence to causes where
absence from the front was deemed necessary to save life.
He has always been very efficient and very popular in the Thirteenth,
and his place cannot be filled again as well easily, if indeed at all. His
great sympathy fpr, and unwearying, kindly care of such men as really
suffer, and his quick and almost intuitive detection of shamming, are
decidedly desirable qualities in an army Surgeon. We shake his hand at
parting here, with a most unwilling good-by.
John Sullivan, our Asst. Surgeon, recently resigned, was of Exeter,
N. H., and the great-grandson of Major General the Hon. John Sullivan,
LL. D., of the Continental Army, in the Revolution. He first enlisted as
a private in the 2d N. H. Vols., and served in that regiment in the first
Battle of Bull Run, July 21, 1861. After the retreat from that battle-
field to Centreville, he assisted in performing the first capital operation
of the war upon a New Hampshire soldier. The patient was Sergt. Isaac
W. Derby of Company A, 2d N. H. V. severely wounded in the arm. No
anaesthetics were used. Derby consenting, he was held down by a fence
rail, and the arm was cut off. The operation was performed at night, and
the only light was afforded by a tallow candle and a brush fire. Derby
fought it through manfully, never entered the Hosjjital at all, and after a
few days was attending to such duties as a one-armed man could do about
the camp. Sergt. Derby has stated to the writer that : " having one's flesh
cut is a small matter, but to have one's bones sawed in pieces is a very
serious business." See N. H. Adjt. General's Report for 1866, Vol. ii.
page 427.
While serving as a private in the 2d N. H. V., Sullivan was examined
in the Surgeon General's office in Washington, and received the appoint-
ment of Medical Cadet U. S. A. ; in which capacity he served in the
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army Hospitals in Missouri and Kentucky from September 1861, until
October 1862, when he joined the Thirteenth. Here he has served under
commission as Assistant Surgeon for nearly two years, but more than half
the time as Acting Surgeon. About three weeks after his resignation his
services were needed in the U. S. General Hospital at Troy, New York,
where he was tendered and received the appointment of Executive Offi-
cer. That Hospital contained twelve hundred beds, and was in charge of
George H. Hubbard, Surgeon U. S. Vols., who entered the service as
Surgeon of the 2d N. H. Regiment.
Aug. 19. Fri. Showery all day. Thirteenth in the front rifle-
trenches. Much shelling and picket firing. The only way to dodge the
enemy's mortar-shells— which the boys call * mortal-shells,' as they drop
into the trenches and explode — is to rush behind the traverses. The
only casualty in the 13th, though many of the enemy's shells have ex-
ploded in our lines, is the wounding of Corporal Augustus Boodry of G.
His is a very peculiar wound and extremely painful. A piece of shell,
1^ inches long, 1| inches wide, is driven through his leg below his knee,
and between the bones, instantly widening the space between the bones,
and tearing the tissues for sevei-al inches.
Hospital. A man now here has had a minie bullet driven straight
through his head — going in near the right eye and coming out below the
right ear. He is doing well. He says he neither saw nor felt anything
unusual when the bullet struck him, all was done and over so quickly.
The first thing he felt was the blood running down his face and neck, the
parts near the wound having been benumbed by the stroke of the bullet.
This is the second case the writer has seen of wounds very similar— a
bullet entering the eye or near it.
Aug. 20. Sat. Cool, cloudy. Reg. in the front rifle-trenches by
the river bank. The enemy commenced his usual shelling again this
morning at one o'clock. We have to lie low in the mud and water, and
have not been dry for a week. The Union artillery just in rear of our
line opens fire with a terrific din, and keeps it up for half an hour or so,
over our heads, and everywhere. A brigade, with the 10th N. H., moves
about a mile to the left of our Division, and near the lines opposite the
rebel ' Hare House ' Battery.
There are many hours when the men and officers have literally nothing
to do, but to ' while away ' the time as best they may. They take old
musket barrels, enlarge the vents, load them heavily with i)Owder from
some unexploded shell, put in one or two bullets, set the battery up in
the sand, and fire it— the bullets falling a third or half a mile away
within the enemy's line. Possibly the enemy employs a similar means,
for one of the men of our Brigade was killed while sitting with his back
leaning against the inside of our earth-works, a bullet penetrating the top
of his head in such manner as if it had fallen straight down out of the
sky. Our men play with still another ' battery ' where the lines are very
close together. A stout stick with a small stone on one end is balanced
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upon a log, the opposite end of the stick is struck a heavy blow with an
axe, and the stone goes far over towards the enemy's line — and some-
times it is claimed that a particulai-ly lucky blow will send a stone within
them. A reproduction, for amusement, of a very ancient device.
Tlie following extract from a letter describes one situation of the Thir-
teenth in the Petersburg trenches :
" In the Trenches near Petersburg, Va.
August 20, 1864.
" We have been in the front trenches here for a week, and are having a
hard time of it. It has rained eveiy day. The water is two and a half
feet deep in the trenches where the men of the Thirteenth have to stand
and wade. About one mile from us the men are in water up to their arm-
pits. It literally floods the trenches. If a man rises up so as to be out
of the water, a rebel bullet is sure to be after his head. I have not had
my clothing dry for a week, night or day, and am covered with mud from
head to foot. The men are still worse off than the officers. The rebels
open with artillery between 12 and 1 a. m., and continue shelling for
about two hours, and as a matter of course we can get no sleep. W^e
have to lie in the trenches at night, and have no covering except a rubber
blanket to shield us from the weather. All the troops that can be spared
have now gone to the left, where the 2d and 5th Corps are operating.
Rough work this ; I feel almost worn out. To be wet, go without sleep,
and feel in danger all the time— for there is constant danger of being
shot— is anything but pleasant ; but I get along so much better than the
most of the enlisted men I feel quite satisfied with my lot. If anything
will make a soldier think of home, wife and children, this kind of life will
do it." Lieut. R. R. Thompson.
Aug. 21. Sun. Showery. Reg. still in the front rifle-trenches ; the
right Company, G, in the trench nearest the river, and practically about
twelve feet under ground. The enemy shells us as usual, opening to-day,
however, at about one o'clock in the morning, and continuing until after
five o'clock— over four hours of racket, boom and crash. A soldier of
the 13th writes : " It has rained water for a week, and shells for four
nights, all along the lines ; the rain and the shells do about an equal amount
of damage. The boys say of the enemy's large elongated shells : ' Look
out ! There comes another pork-barrel with the bung pulled out.'
"
About 11 a. m., all along the lines here in our immediate vicinity, our
troops in the front trenches— some 3,000 men— commence firing as
ra])idly as possible. The enemy replies, and soon the discharges of mus-
ketry blend in a continuous roar. Pretty soon also the artillery on both
sides joins in the fray, and the noise becomes tremendous, continuing for
an hour or two in all. During the affair eighty men of the 13th have
fired over 4,000 rounds of ball-cartridge— about 50 rounds ])er man. At
the same average the 3,000 men must have fired above 150,000 Ijullets at
the enemy's lines. It is wonderful how very few men are struck amidst
the shower of flying lead and iron. This demonstration appears to be
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made by the Union troojjs liere for the purpose of covering sundry move-
ments on the Union left, to which point a large force has been dispatched
from our vicinity, and whose firing we can hear as our own fire slackens.
The enemy here replies, scarcely knowing why. Supposing that a gen-
eral engagement threatens, our camjj-followers stampede pell-mell for the
rear. They are a spry and amusing peoi)le. In a mortar-battery, di-
rectly in our rear, a 13-inch mortar is playing upon the enemy ; the huge
shells rounding high in air through an immense curve above our heads,
hissing in a rapidly repeated warning sound : " Ketch you — ketch you,"
as they go.
" The musketry firing going on about two miles to our left sounds like
heavy wagons driven rapidly over very stony ground. The artillery firing
sounds like huge bass drums beaten very fast, but without regai'd to time.
After a while the firing settles down to a slow, continuous rumbling and
throbbing all along the line." Charles W. Washburn, Band.
Aug. 22. Mem. Cool— a few showers. Reg. in front rifle-trenches.
Enemy gave us no shells this morning. We have been all day momen-
tarily expecting him to assault our lines — but all remains quiet now
at 9 p. m.
Hospital. A Major is here from Michigan, who is in a sad state of
mind and body. His horse's backbone was cut in two just back of the
saddle, on which the Major was sitting at the time, by a large piece of
shell which stnick upwards from the ground. The Major was not even
bruised, but the jar caused a partial 2Jaralysis of his spine— and nearly
jerked his head off. He is gaining, but very slowly.
Aug. 23. Tues. Fair. Reg. in front rifle-trenches. The enemy
fired a few shells this morning, and wounded several men in the 2d N. H.
Twenty men of the 2d N. H. are mustered out *f the service— a capital
time to emigrate from this corner of Tophet. New Hampshire is a good
State to emigrate to, just now. The whole Reg. were turned out last
night, cooks, clerks, sick and all, and manned the trenches to meet an
attack, but the enemy did not appear.
Hospital. The wounded are having the gangrene cut out of their
wounds with a ' caustic preparation of iron,' as it is called, and it burns
like an iron red hot. One man near by, mad with pain, lost his nerve
and actually yelled for half an hour like a teething baby. The Naval
band was playing at the same time out of doors, and his yells spoiled the
music for the rest of the patients— in fact he overdid it, and in a meas-
ure lost sympathy. Possibly thousands have suffered more and not even
sighed, for his was not an unusually bad case.
Aug. 24. Wed. Fair, very warm. Reg. in the front rifle-trenches,
which are nearly dry now, but we cannot show our heads above them.
We are all day, and all night, and all the time, at the mercy of the
enemy's front, reverse, and enfilading fire from his river batteries— and
how it is that we escape being blown into inch pieces is past our compre-
hension. Every man in the Reg. seems to have a ' charmed life.' We
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are in one incessant battle, long and constant, with the men under fire
and at close range more than half the time. However, a man is a small
thing on an acre of ground, and the swift hare is a hard shot. To-night
the enemy is massing on our front, and our line here is very weak. Every
available man is at work refitting the trenches, where they have been
damaged by the rains ; and every man who can lift a musket is ordered
into the front rifle-trenches.
Aug. 25. Thurs. Warm, fair, rain at night. Reg. in front rifle-
trenches. A great deal of anxiety, enemy expected to attack here. Or-
ders come for us to be ready to move at a moment's notice. Every man.
at his post. No move to-day. The infernal hubbub prevents. We do
not know what is coming next. Now it is proper to call us " Northern
Mudsills." We have been in the mud here until we are embedded and
fixed. This morning we got all ready to move out of the trenches for a
rest, and the teams at camp were loaded with our baggage ; then came
an order for us to remain, and prepare for action, an lattack threatened
;
and here we are to-night, every man in the trenches, headquarters' guard,
cooks, sick and all. We would prefer a fight to this sort of life.
Hospital. Two Brass bands every fair day furnish an abundance of
stirring and excellent music. Peaches, berries, melons, tomatoes, and all
the fruits of orchard, field and garden abound, and can be had for a trifle,
and we live as never before while members of the army.
Lieut. Thompson, much prostrated by a bad turn taken by the wound
in his ankle owing to his fall upon it, has lived chiefly on peaches for the
past ten days. As he is unable to do much toward feeding himself, he
and three others here, all in as bad, or a worse plight, are fed, almost as
children are, at every meal, by Miss R. S. Gove, of Elmira, New York,
an elegant lady. God bless the women who went down to the army Hos-
pitals as nurses for the suffering soldiers I
Aug. 26. Fri. Foggy and hot. The whole 9th Corps moves out
before 9 a. m., and marches to Point of Rocks. Reg. as usual, in the
front rifle-trenches.
" Rained water and rebel shells all last night ; no sleep, no breakfast
— cooks all put for the rear— and the Johnnies shelling us like fury all
the morning." SerCxT. Major Hodgdon.
The Thirteenth has had a hard measure of service here in these front
rifle-trenches that run across Mr. John Hare's field ; constantly under the
enemy's musketry and artillery fire ever since the morning of August 14th
— thirteen days and twelve nights— and in very bad weather, generally
hot or rainy, wet and steamy, and much of the time we have been half
buried in mud and water. And now comes a job that caps tlie climax of
all our misery's worst abominations— an all night march. At 10 p. m.
the Reg. is relieved from duty in these front rifle-trenches by troops
from the 10th Corps, with which the 18tli Corps is to exchange positions ;
and with our Brigade we march to the rear, and on, and on, in the rain
and deej) mud, stumbling and grojiing along anywhere and anyhow, in a
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darkness where nothing can be seen ; tired, drenched, weighed down with
guns, equipments, clothing, blankets, tents, they wet and therefore extra
heavy, and we bedraggled, chafed, foot-sore, ugly— and finally at 3.30
a. m., arrive within Gen. Butler's fortifications, north of the Appomattox,
on the Bernmda Hundred lines, and bivouac near our old camp-ground.
There is no one now hereabout who sings the song, " Tenting on the Old
Camp-Ground." That song is especially dedicated to the brave and stal-
wart home-stayers ; while they do furious battle with the ferocious min-
now, the deadly trout, the blood-thirsty angle-worm and the awe-inspiring
bull-frog, along the bold and dangerous shores of New England summer
mill-ponds and meadow brooks. For real soldiers all the color such songs
ever had is just now washed out witli an ocean of mud and water.
This night mai'ch is a fit ending of our " Petersburg Front " experi-
ences, from June 21st to date— 67 days— all the time under fire ; our
rear camp shelled as furiously as the front, and often more dangerously.
For nearly two months we were scarce a day out of the range of the
enemy's musketry fire. Still the soldier at the front indulges in many a
merry hour, though the big guns may rattle as they will.
BERMUDA HUNDRED.
Aug. 27. Sat. Fair, warm. We lie down here about four o'clock
this morning, and rest an hour or two, when the enemy's batteries open
on our lines near by, our batteries reply, and the old play of the Appo-
mattox river bank, in Mr. .John Hare's field, is played over again here at
Bermuda Hundred. Lieut. Taggard returns to the Reg. late to-night
fi'om the Hospital, his wound nearly healed.
The Reg. remains at its place of bivouac until dark, when we move to-
wards the left and occupy an exposed, salient jjosition about midway be-
tween the James and Appomattox rivers ; our camp is called " Butler's
Front above Point of Rocks."
There is one custom in the army that does no little mischief. A is de-
tailed for a bit of hazardous work. He goes to B and hires him to ' vol-
unteer ' for this special service. B volunteers to take A's place, is ac-
cepted, and A escapes all the danger. The pay for such ' volunteering '
substitution among the men is anywhere from fifty cents to five dollars
and more. One of these men, with more money than courage, asked a
comrade thus to take his place. The comrade felt insulted and replied
:
" Go in yourself ; the sooner rich cowards like you get shot the better."
Then turned on his heel with the remark : " Money goes with an awful
mean streak." A remark too often proved true.
Hospital. An Adjutant recently arrived here from a four months' so-
journ in Libby, has cut out of his shoulder to-day a piece of shell over two
inches long, three fourths of an inch wide and half an inch thick, weigh-
ing between three and four ounces. He is from West Virginia, by name
McLaughlin, and the rebel surgeons refused to take the jagged piece of
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iron out. He has carried it there, in a festering wound deep near his
shoulder blade, for over four hot summer months. He declares that
:
" It would have killed me long ago ; if I had n't been so— awful— mad
all the time."
Aug. 28. Sun. Cooler, rainy at night. Since coming from the
Petersburg front, we have camped near where we were last May. This
morning the Reg. removes and encamjis near Battery Six. Later in the
day moves again, to a point between Batteries Three and Four, and again
encamps. Companies C, Capt. Durell ; F, Capt. Forbush ; G, Capt.
Stoodley ; H, Lieut. Ferguson, and I, Capt. Goss ; with Lieutenants
Wheeler, Churchill and Taggard, remove to Redoubt Button, the redoubt
nearest to our camp, and which has a garrison of about 100 heavy ar-
tillerymen. Capt. Stoodley in command. The 18th Corps Hospital
moved across the river, taking the place of the 10th Cordis Hospital.
To-day Gen. Grant issues an order offering special inducements to de-
serters to come in from the rebel army.
Aug. 29. Mon. Warm, fair. The little force of five companies,
which went forward to Redoubt Dutton yesterday, rejoins the Reg. this
afternoon. They were calculating upon a fine time, had a splendid camp
and many conveniences in prospect, and are much disappointed. All
quiet on this front. The pickets of both armies mount the front lines of
their earth-works, and remain there with impunity. A large number of
men rejoin the Reg. from the Hospitals. Capt. E. W. Goss of I detailed
to-day as commander of the Division Corjis of sharp-shooters. We of
the 18th Corps have taken the jilace of the 10th Corps. A splendid
spring of water near the camp of the Thirteenth. No one but a soldier,
or a traveler, can fully appreciate good water.
Hospital. A medical board has again decided that Lieut. Thompson's
foot must come off ; and the owner holds to his decision that it must
stay on. This is the third time. These special examinations have a very
bad effect. The examiners send a shiver of terror through a ward, the
instant they appear ; and visions of the ' vivisection ' table, or the fearful
probing for bullets in old wounds, or a return to the front before recovery
— something undesirable is suggested to every patient.
Aug. 30. Tues. Showery, cold night. Reg. in camp, and at work
on the defenses. Pay-rolls being made out. The enemy sends one shell
straight into our camp, where it bursts among the tents — no one hurt.
Quiet on the lines. Dress-parade at evening. Our camp-ground is low
and wet. Rebel prayer meeting and band heard all the evening.
Aug. 31. "Wed. Cool, fair. Reg. inspected and mustered for pay
by Capt. Julian, on Brigade staff. Quarter-master M. L. Morrison de-
tailed as Brigade Quarter-master. There is trouble about rations. The
hard bread is wormy ; very little of berries, fruit, peas, corn or gar-
den produce can be had ; butter is 75c. per pound, ham 26c., cheese
50c. ; tea $2.25 ; eggs 60 cents a dozen, other extras in proportion—
and our sutler can clear only 3300 per month.
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Hospital. A Lieutenant from New Jersey is here, with his mother
and sister to take care of him. They fill many orders for us for fruit,
etc., in the town, purchasing at wholesale prices. The Lieutenant's
wound is sixteen inches long, extending from the hip, along near the
bone, to the knee, a bullet hole.
Sept. 1. Thurs. Cool, fair. Reg. moves to a new camp again at
the front. Capt. Durell with Company C detailed to garrison Redoubt
McConihe— also called Battery Three. Lieut. Taggard commences
acting as Adjutant. Quiet along our lines. To-night the pickets from
the 13th go out between the lines as vedettes. The lines are so near,
that Capt. Stoodley, having some news specially aggravating to the rebels,
ties a newspaper to a stick and tosses it over within the rebel picket line.
A rebel picks it uj)— and is at once arrested and marched off to the rear.
We came over here to rest, and are now moving our camp for the fifth
time since we arrived. We have one night on picket at the front, and
one night o£E. The 2d N. H. leaves for Fort Powhatan on the .James.
Sept. 2. Fri. Cool, fair. Reg. in the front trenches all day ; at
dark is relieved and returns to camp in the rear. Very heavy firing
down about Petersburg. Very quiet here.
Sept. 3. Sat. Cold, fair. Reg. in camp. All quiet here. Heavy
firing at Petersburg. The sounds come up here a dull, distant, throbbing
roar ; like a distant railway train crossing a bridge, the wheels striking
every sleeper.
Sept. 4. Sun. Pleasant. Reg. in camp. Brigade Lispection from
10 to 12 a. m. Brigade Dress-parade at 4 p. m., and religious services
at dark, conducted by Rev. Mr. Herbert of Mt. Vernon, a member of
the Christian Commission. Dress-parades are now very infrequent. Capt.
Forbush brigade officer of the day. No firing here now on our picket
lines. Both our own pickets and those of the enemy are sitting about on
the works to-day, staring at each other. The lines about 200 yards apart
— in one place not much over 100 yards. The privates, when the offi-
cers are absent, have numerous communications, tying scraps of paper to
bullets and throwing them across to one another. Circulars, inviting the
rebels to desert, are distributed all along our line, and tossed over to
the Confederates ; they are also rolled in balls and shot over from cannon.
Hospital. Miss Maria M. C. Hall, of Washington, D. C, is Directress
of this Hospital. A refined, educated, highly accomplished, beautiful
and attractive young lady. A younger sister of hers is often here also.
An officer from Northern New York is here slowly recovering from the
work of a minie bullet that bored holes through three parts of him — and
then went on its way rejoicing— he says it sang a regular tune. His
wounds have six openings. Thirty beds in our room ; twenty occupied
by wounded men, nearly all of whose wounds are very severe.
Sept. 5. Mon. Pleasant, warm. Reg. in camp. At work on the
entrenchments in the afternoon. All quiet here. Our pickets are very
near to the enemy ; at one point, here at night they have held one end
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of a fallen tree, and the enemy's pickets held the other end. The reliefs
of both, when off duty for three or four hours, have met unarmed, and
enjoyed social games of cards together ; the reliefs on duty meanwhile
preserving the strictest watch. We can hear the rebel officers' commands
within the enemy's main lines. The rebel bands were playing to-day,
and our men were sitting on the top of the earth-works listening. One
of their bands is again playing and deUghtfuUy, this evening. This is
the way quiet reigns on the Bermuda Hundred front ; this big ' bottle '
ajDpears to be filled just now with a soothing syrup.
Sept. 6. Tues. Cold, rainy and windy. Reg. in camp. Gen.
Grant visits our camp and line. Commissary Sergeant G. W. Ferguson,
mustered as First Lieutenant of Co. H, and Sergeant G. Bruce of Com-
pany D appointed Commissary Sergeant.
Sept. 7. Wed. Fair. Reg. in camp. Lieut. C. C. Favor of B
honorably discharged the service by Special Order 244 (Sept. 5th), from
Maj. Gen. E. 0. C. Ord, commanding Dept. of Va. and N. C. Division
review by Maj. Gen. John Gibbon. Dress-parade by IStli after the re-
view. The nights are growing cold, and Capt. Betton is sent to Norfolk,
to look after the Regiment's surplus baggage stored there last spring, and
to see that it is hurried to the front.
Hospital. Miss Dix, tall and stately, issues an order that the nurses
will dress in sombre colors, grays or drabs, and will make no display of
ornaments, jewelry, etc. As a proper reply to such an order. Miss Hall
and other nurses appear in the wards, dressed as elegantly as they jiossi-
bly can ; and every officer who can rise sits uj) or stands up, and we all
cheer these attractive, pure, beautiful, sensible, human women, as they
pass from room to room. That settles it ; and Miss Dix retreats with her
sombre colors, grays and so on, as best she may. She is a good woman,
but sometimes grievously mistaken in some of her notions. Many of
these officers and men now in the hospitals were reared among, and have
been for a life long accustomed to, all the elegancies and refinements of
life in America's best society ; why offend them now— and here on the
shai'pest line between life and death— with a lot of women coming about
dressed like cheap house-maids or scullions?
Sept. 8. Thurs. Pleasant, warm. Reg. in camp. Very quiet-
Last night the Union vedettes between the lines stood their watch only
separated from the enemy's vedettes by about three rods.
Now and then a soldier's letter puts a matter strong and sharp ; chang-
ing the rough words a bit, we here have a specimen : " Murder is awful,
horrid ; swindling, theft and cheating are a fearful curse ; but of all the
crimes known to God or man the worst is the crime of lying, and the
basest of all criminals is the liar— I would give more for one good hon-
est man than for all the pious liars the world ever saw."
Sept. 9. Pri. Cold, cloudy. Reg. in camp. Heavy details sent
out for work on the trenches, and for picket duty. One of the Reg.
writes : " Lieut. wet his commission." The rebels suddenly burst out
with loud cheering to-night, but we do not know the reason for it.
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" The State colors of the Thirteenth were carried by myself continu-
ously from June 1st, at Battery Five, Mine explosion, and in the Peters-
burg trenches, until we returned to the Bermuda Hundred front— where
I thought we were at peace with all nations, and even with the rebels on
our front— when I turned in my old flag to Major Smith, then com-
manding the Thirteenth, and acted as right general guide until we went
to the Fort Harrison battle, when I received a new Springfield rifle and
went back to the color-guard. Our flags suffered worst of all at Cold
Harbor. When turned in at Bermuda Hundred the State colors were
useless for field purposes, the bunting a little tattered strijj, the staff
battered and split, and the pieces I had tied together with strings and
straps." Charles Powell, Color Corporal.
Sept. 10. Sat. A fine day. Reg. in camp. A board of survey in-
vestigates the matter of a ' Deficiency in the Brigade's commissary stores.'
Nearly the whole Reg. has a bath in the James River. " One of them
took his swim in a box— pretty full. (Hie!)" The gunboats on the
right in the James are booming loudly to-day.
Hospital. A wounded officer— a Union man— from West Virginia,
has been in the habit of saying a great many spiteful and bitter things
here against the Yankees — the burden of his talk for a month has been
against them. One day he received a new dressing-gown, but was feeling
unusually bitter and sour, and was more than usually abusive in his talk
about the Yankees. The writer thought it was about time, in some good-
natured way, to change that current, and commenced by asking him to
look and see where the bedstead, that he lay on, was made. New Eng-
land. He was next asked to look at the sheets, blankets, mattress, a
mosquito net, a folding chair, a table, and so on with a dozen articles or
more ; and all alike were found by him to be from New England— all
made by the Yankees. Then last of all he was asked to see where the
new dressing-gown was made — for the writer had just received and ex-
plored the ins and outs of one like it— and he found that that was also
made in New England. Thrusting his hands into the pockets, the officer
drew out a letter, written as a random shot by the young lady who made
that gown to the soldier in the hospital who might receive it. It was very
well written, a very sympathetic, tender and sisterly letter. The officer
opened it and began to read. Soon the tears came to his eyes, and be-
fore the letter was half read he broke down utterly, and fell back upon
his pillow crying like a child. He aftei'wards read that letter a good
many times ; but he scolded the Yankees no more.
Sept. 11. Sun. Pleasant. Reg. in camp. Inspection at 10 a. m.
Brigade Dress-parade at evening— the whole command caught in a
shower. Lieut. Dustin returns to the Regiment. The little circulars con-
taining Gen, Grant's invitation to the enemy to desert and to come within
our lines are thrown, bound to a stone, from our lines over within the
enemy's lines. Also thrown up into the air to blow across the lines when
the wind serves, also passed out by our vedettes. It is said that the
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enemy metes oat very severe punishments to any of his men canght read-
ing these circulars. It does not seem to have entered the heads of the
rebel authorities to send a counter invitation to the Union soldiers to de-
sert to the Confederates ; they may be rash, but they escape attemjiting
that one impossibility, at least.
Sept. 12. Mon. Pleasant, cool, rains about noon. Reg. in camp.
A quiet day. Comj^ared with the Petersburg front, this place is in a per-
petual Sunday— or we form a sort of rendezvous camp.
Sept. 13. Tubs. Pleasant, cool. Reg. in camp. Battalion drill in
the forenoon. Capt. Goss, now commanding the Division sharp-shooters,
states that one dark night recently when he was posting vedettes between
the lines, he saw a convenient tree, and marched his vedette up to it
;
just as he was about to give him his instructions a rebel vedette rose up
on the other side of the tree and disputed possession, declaring : " This
tree belongs to we 'uns. Is'e got here fust— a long time, er'ekn."
Capt. Goss concluded that neither would run off with the other and left
his man ; and there they remained through the night— Confederate on
one side of the tree. Union on the other side. Why should n't even a
tree laugh, while men thus play the ' awful game of war ' around its
roots ! No ' vexed Bermoothes ' this, nowadays.
While speaking of trees it should be added that the deep shade fur-
nished by the dense pine foliage, however pleasant and grateful it may
seem during a hot, sunshiny day, is indeed most treacherously unwhole-
some. The damp ground, the decaying vegetation, in the absence of the
sun's purifying rays, produce a dangerous state of the atmosphere under
these trees, and half the malaria may well be attributed to shade-aria.
Sept. 14. Wed. Fair, cool. Reg. in camp. Asst. Surgeon Mor-
rill takes a leave of absence. A severe fight on the Petersburg front.
Fever and ague becoming prevalent in the Regiment, on account of our
swampy camp-ground. Our pickets are now pushed out more than half
the distance between the lines. The enemy's sharp-shooters now rarely
send a bullet into our lines.
Hospital. ' The flag-of-truce boat ' lands at Annapolis, this morning,
about 400 Libby prison skeletons— fruits of the rule of Davis & Co. and
their infernal gang. These Union prisoners are covered with vermin,
ragged, starved, uncared for, rotting alive ; have been neglected, treated
inhumanly, and made to suffer for months the tortures of the damned.
Some of them, from sheer emaciation, cannot move hand or foot, mere
skeletons. There are no words to meet the case ; one look at them were
enough to elicit the sympathies of. and to provoke friendly interposition
and kindly offices from the devil himself. Horrible, terrible.
Apropos to this are the resolutions of sympathy for rebeldom freely
offered by the New Hampshire copperheads ; and their recent disti-ibution
up North of 2,000 Enfield rifles among the peace-at-any-price fellows.
And the selectmen of one New Hampshire town, at least, were base
enough to defraud soldiers of their legal right to vote at home last spring
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— and were fined $50 apiece for it. A fitting place for Northern cop-
perheads is found at last : they should go wounded, as common prisoners
of war, to Danville, Libby and Andersonville.
Sept. 15. Thurs. Cool, clear. Reg. in camp. Battalion drill.
Two rebel deserters come into our lines this morning. Much trading be-
tween the pickets. The rebels throw over tobacco — some of it very
choice, and our men repay in jackknives, pocket books, pipes, pictorial
papers, and such other things as the rebels express a wish for, and are
not contraband. Col. Donohoe returns to the 10th N. H., relieving Lt.
Col. Coughlin of the command, which he has held for about a year past.
Sept. 16. Fri. Quite warm. Reg. in camp. All quiet here. A
regiment of the 9th Corps, on going into action a few days since, held a
mock auction of flesh wounds, and the bids ran from $5.00 to $50 ; a
slight flesh wound promising the only relief from constant fighting. This
shows how much some of the men hanker after a battle.
Sept. 17. Sat. Very pleasant. Reg. in camp. Details out on
work and picket every day. Regular monthly inspection by Capt. Julian.
Very quiet here. Now and then a 200 lb. shell from the Howlett House
battery screams through the air, making a fearful noise. Lieut. Part-
ridge's signal station received a few of them several days ago. He and
his men had to run for shelter. If one of these shells strikes advanta-
geously, it instantly does an immense amount of damage, the concussion
feared as much as the fragments.
Sept. 18. Sun. Fair, cool, showers. Reg. in camp. Inspection by
Capt. Betton, temporarily commanding the Thirteenth. C. F. Winch,
regimental sutler, boards several officers of the Thirteenth.
Sept. 19. Mon. Fair, cool. Reg. in camp. Large detail shoveling.
Brigade review by Actg. Brig. Gen. A. F. Stevens. The irreverent,
because the Brigade is so small, call it a " Brevet Review." Major Smith
and Lieut. Oliver return from Norfolk ; a four days' trip made for pay
and clothing. The whole army is short of cash ; the longer the war lasts
the slower are the Government payments. Lieut. M. L. Morrison Bri-
gade Quarter-master. The 13th owe a debt to Quarter-master Morrison,
they can never pay. He sees the bright side of everything. With him
the moon and stars are never far away on the blackest night, and the
days are more than half sunshine through the worst of storms. He must
have been born about sunrise on a Avarm, fair and cloudless morning.
Secretary of War Stanton's order to draft men for the army, in all
places where quotas are not already filled, goes into effect to-day.
Sept. 20. Tues. Clear, warm. Reg. in camp. No drill. The
Reg. cheers for the news from the Shenandoah valley. The officers start
their new ' improved ' mess ; an attempt to secure the best of supplies at
wholesale prices. Exceedingly dull times along here. The 13th has 621
men on its rolls, and draws 273 rations for men present for duty. Eighty
men to a Company are necessary to muster a Captain ; sixty to muster
a First Lieutenant.
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Hospital. The most cheerful sufferers a person ever saw are the
wounded men and officers. They feel that they have done their duty,
and in most cases look upon their wounds as ' glory-marks.' As one
Western man puts it : " It is bang-up proof that we have been thar."
The Hospitals have their bright sides as well as their dark ones. Cards,
chess, checkers, stories, reading, lively chat and songs cheerily while away
many an hour, while we wait for nature to rebuild the tissues cut by rebel
bullets and shells, and sloughed out by gangi-ene ; all largely a simple
matter too of growth and science of materials— why should we fret ?
Sept. 21. W^ed. Cool, a rainy night. Reg. hurried out this morn-
ing and manned the works at an early hour— no engagement. Drill
during the day, Dress-parade at evening. Officer's mess board now costs
about $5.00 per week. A foraging party from the Thirteenth secure a fat
pig, and very muddy, as most pigs like to be. The lucky soldier when
he struck the pig down remarked : " Here goes the last Southern dynasty."
Sept. 22. Thurs. Cold, a heavy rain in afternoon. Reg. in camp.
All quiet. The men had to-day the first touch of fun for a month, over
the misfortunes, antics and ' monkey-shines ' of a most stupid negro mule-
driver, who upset his team and wagon in a heap, in a deep, wet ditch.
Negro-like, he made the most of the accident, and entered upon the most
childish and awkward methods to extricate his charge. As usual, all
the men stand around and laugh— and none volunteer to helj). He is
left to his own resources, and finally gains the road and moves on with
his charge ; mules, harnesses, wagon, load, himself and all well besj^at-
tered, streaked and plastered with mud.
Sept. 23. Fri. Showery. Reg. in camp. No drill. At work on
the entrenchments in the afternoon. On picket at night.
Hospital. Among a boat-load of officers arrived from Southern pris-
ons are several men so fearfully emaciated by their inhuman treatment
that now they can scarcely move either hand or foot— mere skin-covered
skeletons. One of this large party, however, an officer of the 5th N. Y.,
by name Leatz, is still quite strong, though badly wounded and suffering
severely. He is an elegant personage, a tall, straight Norwegian, with
heavy blonde hair and whiskers, and so nobly bears himself that he is
called the Count. Soon after his arrival he sees, set up at the end of the
room, a pair of boxes hinged together, and provided with sundry shelves
and upon them books— so called. Across the top in gilt letters are the
words ' Soldiers' Library.' He goes to the pretentious affair, while we
curiously watch the result, and selects an elegant volume in covers of
blue and gold, and returns to his couch to read it ; opens the book, gives
it one look, of unutterable disgust, and then throws it as far as he can.
We all laugh, of course, for every man in the ward hns been similarly
cheated by the outward fine appearance of this very book. *' These
pretty covers will please the soldiers ; " probably said some precious piece
of stupidity when he sent it. It was written, like many other gilded
books of its class, by Miss Antiqua Maiden Pious, of Giggle-hollow,
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authoress of ' Moon Ray Winglets,' ' Zephyr Wafts of Rill Foam,' etc.,
is all about some little goody-goody Johnny What's-his-name, who had
the world in high consideration and died as young as he could, and the
covers of the ' book ' are a hundred times the most valuable part of the
whole mess of stuff, but a fair sample of the entire lot of books.
Almost the whole ' Library ' is juvenile ; a lot of books too poor to keep
in some generous families or religious Sunday schools, and so sent to the
poor soldiers and officers in hospitals, hundreds of whom could write
books a thousand times more valuable and not half try. What in the
name of common sense do the kid-glove and lace-edging people up North
think the Union army is made of ? These books are rather too weak for
a kindergarten. These outrageous shams weary and pain hundreds of
good men. The merry wags here, however, make a deal of sjiort with
this particular ' Library ; ' reading the silly books aloud, in tones of
wrapt admiration, deepest emotion and unending burlesque. One book
of ' poetry ' in this ' Library ' has been set to music, with variations, and
the stuff is sung by the patients in unison ; each one composing the music
and singing the words after his own fashion. A few minutes of this
indescribable, horrid medley serves to 'bringdown the house,' and the
singers also, with roars of laughter.
Sept. 24. Sat. Showery. The whole camp is roused at 2 a. m.,
to hear the glorious news from Gen. Sheridan— tremendous cheering.
At 7 a. m. a salute, with shotted cannon, is fired all along the lines and
forts, from every gun and mortar, in honor of Gen. Sheridan's victories
in the Shenandoah valley. The enemy replies spitefully with shot and
shell. Hurts no one here. The salute is fired from at least 100 guns,
aimed with all possible precision at the enemy and his works. Thirteenth
on picket all day. For several days past the enemy's pickets have re-
fused to trade, or to exchange newspapers. To-day a paper containing
an account of Gen. Sheridan's victories is rolled around a stone by a man
of the Thirteenth and thrown within the enemy's lines. A rebel soldier
picks it up, and is immediately arrested— an officer seizing the paper.
Sept. 25. Sun. Clear, very cool. Thirteenth in camp. Brigade
picket guard-mounting, and Brigade inspection— the whole lasting until
noon. Religious services at 2 p. m., conducted by Rev. Mr. Herbert.
Brigade review. Brigade Dress-parade at 4 p. m. Too much, altogether
too much. If there is ever again, in this country, a necessity for an army
to take the field, it is to be hoped that common sense, if nothing else,
will so prevail that the common soldiers, when it is possible, may have
at least* one half a day of rest in each week, and that on Sunday.
We must not pass " Nigger Joe," the man of all work, in the Hos-
pital Dept. of the Thirteenth, big, black and not handsome. Swearing
was his especial horror. Hearing any one swear strongly, he would
drop on his knees in the road, or wherever he happened to be, and pray
long, loud and fervently for the swearer ; and of course he had a very
constant practice for his faculty. Having done his duty at praying, he
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would rise to his feet, mingle with the crowd he had collected — and pick
the pockets of his heavers. True type of talky-talky piety.
During- the battle of Fredericksburg he found in the city a large trunk,
filled it with women's wearing apparel, shouldered it, and presented him-
self, with his most sanctimonious face, at the ponton bridge ; and repre-
senting that he had hospital stores in the trunk much needed across the
river, and telling the guard tliat : " De good Lord would bless de dear
guard for not 'taining him," he was allowed to cross. Once over the
river he dumped the contents of the trunk in the nearest clump of j)ines,
took the trunk to the old camp of the Thirteenth, and sold it for $5.00 to
a man of the 13th left there in charge, and then returned to the city for
more plunder.
" He stretched his mouth so much with his ' prayers,' that his mouth
looked like a yard of red flannel drawn across a coal-bin." This is Lieut.
Sawyer's description. He stole so frequently, and made so much mis-
chief in the Brigade that Col. Stevens had him dismissed ; and thus the
Thirteenth lost one of its most unique followers.
Sept. 26. Mon. Quite warm, clear. Reg. in camp. Battalion
drill. Brigade Dress-parade. Six deserters come in, all direct from Rich-
mond. They state that there is a great deal of suffering for want of
food, clothing and medical care and supplies in that city. Ponton bridge
at Point of Rocks is taken up. Lieut. Sawyer starts for Norfolk on three
days' leave.
Sept. 27. Tues. Very cool. Reg. in camp. Drilling. Dress-pa-
rade. The Bands play all along the line to-night. A rebel First Lieu-
tenant deserts to our lines.
All the work done by us here on the Bermuda Hundred front, since we
came over from the Petersburg front on the morning of Aug. 27th, has
been reasonably light, but continuous, and giving little chance for rest.
This is considered a very important position, and our Brigade has fur-
nished continually details for outpost picket duty, and for labor on the en-
trenchments. These lines, however, have been quiet, there has been but
little firing even between the pickets, and we have not been required to
be awake and under arms half the night, as we were when in front of
Petersburg. On the whole a stupid, lazy and uninteresting month. We
have drilled for a few days, Company drill in forenoon and Battalion or
Brigade drill in afternoon. The Sundays have been the busiest days of
all, crowded with ^reviews, inspections and parades.
Lieut. Gafney reports for duty, having arrived here from home on
Sept. 22d. The wound in his leg is quite well healed, his robust phy-
sique has proved, after a long period of rest, to be in good order, and ap-
parently all right, and so he returns to duty ; but sooner than he ought,
for it is a dangerous experiment, the bullet not having been extracted.
We think he ought to be written the merriest officer in the Thirteenth.
Extracts from letters w^ritten at the front
:
" Sept. 18th. Orders are now made very strict against trafficking ^^ath
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the rebels— pickets with pickets. The rebels are very anxious to get
illustrated pa2)ers ; as I suppose because they want to see the pictures, for
few of them can read.
" The rebels cheered tremendously when they received the news of Gen.
McClellan's nomination for the Presidency. They tell our boys that he
will be elected, and then the war will be over very soon. The enthusiasm
was as great in the rebel army as it was in the Chicago convention itself.
The rebels cheered, threw up rockets, speechified, their bands played, and
they made such a noise nearly all night that we could hardly sleep.
"They have prayer meetings two or three times a week, and we are so
near we can almost distinguish the words when they sing. One of their
preachers we can hear. He was telling them the other night about the
sacredness of their cause, and the necessity for every man to shoulder his
musket and drive back the invaders, etc., etc. ; and said that if any refused
to do so they should be forced to do it, or be shot as recreants and trai-
tors. This apparently did not meet the views of some of their vedettes
out in front, nearer our lines than he was, for they hooted at him and
hissed him at a great rate.
" A rebel Lieutenant recently offered one of our Corporals SoO in Con-
federate money, for a dozen cakes of hard-bread. The Corporal gave
him fifteen but would take none of his money.
" Sept. 25th. A salute with shotted guns has just been fired. There
have been several of them of late. Our troops turn out under arms and
take position at their breast-works, the extreme front line, when the can-
nonade opens first upon the left, then rapidly runs up the line to the
right, and then the whole line keeps up the incessant blaze and roar for
about an hour. The rebels to-day replied with two shots only, in front
of the Thirteenth, their shells going over harmless.
" Lieut. Taggard is acting as Adjutant of the Tliirteenth, and makes a
very good one indeed." Prescott.
IX.
September 28, 1864, to February 28, 1865.
BATTLE OF FORT HARRISON.
Sept. 28. "Wed. Very fine clay. Reg. in camp. Last night or-
ders were received to prepare two days' cooked rations, and to be ready,
this morning, to march at a moment's notice, and in light marching order.
Major Normand Smith is in command of the Thirteenth, and Col. Stevens
in command of our Brigade— 1st Brig., 1st Div., 18th Corps— consisting
of the 13th N. H., 81st, 98th and 139th N. Y. regiments.
Company C, Capt. Durell, is garrisoning Redoubt McConihe, and re-
mains behind ; the balance of the Reg. moves out of the entrenchments
at Bermuda Hundred at 8 a. m., with the Brigade, and halts a short dis-
tance to the rear while other troops move into our place.
The troops moving in are fresh soldiers from Pennsylvania ; some of
whom are said to have received §1,500 in bounties to induce them to en-
list. One of these freshmen in war college, while we are halted here,
asks Andrew J. Robbins of G if the Thirteenth are now going to a battle,
and the following colloquy ensues : Robbins in reply. " O yes ; we never
move without going into a fight." Penn. " Do you suppose that we, too,
will be ordered into a battle ? " Robbins. " No indeed. They won't
put you in— you cost too much to be risked in a battle ; we did n't cost
anything— so they stick us in everywhere." Penn. thinks he sees the
point, and the boys have a laugh with wliich to begin the day.
At 9 p. m. we move off, and after a rapid march of about thi-ee miles
bivouac near the James, and nearly opposite Aiken's landing, on a very
rough piece of ground but dry and clean. This landing is eight miles
above Deep Bottom, and two miles below Dutch Gap. The advance—
10th N. H. and 118th N. Y. — cross the river on pontons, a little after
midnight, and move out upon the Varina road as skirmishers. Our
Division soon follows.
This movement is for the purpose of surprising and capturing Fort
Harrison, the key to a long portion of the enemy's line, situated on Chaf-
fin's farm, about one mile from the east bank of the James River, six
miles from Richmond, and nearly opposite Fort Darling on the west bank
of the James. The garrison is said to be about 3,000 men. The work
consists of one square fort, mounting 8 or 10 guns, the ditch ten feet
deep and the sides of it nearly vertical, above which tlie walls of the fort
rise some ten or fifteen feet more. From this strong fort heavy rifle-
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trenches stretch out to right and left, intersected by numerous small re-
doubts and redans mounting one or two guns each, commanding and en-
filading the approaches in every direction. The works mount 22 guns in
all. The approach is also commanded by the rebel gunboats in the James
above Dutch Gap. Just about these two bluffs— Drui'y's and Chaffin's
— an area of three or four square miles is closely filled with heavy earth-
works ; one of the strongest and most easily defended outlying systems of
fortifications on the entire Confederate line. The enemy's pontons here
bridge the James, and his fleets hold a safe and secure anchorage.
Our assaulting force consists of Gen. George J. Stannard's First Divi-
sion of the 18th Corps, sixteen regiments, about 2,000 men ; co-operating
with Gen. Heckman, farther to the right, having also a force of about
2,000 men. All from the Army of the James.
Gen. Birney moves at the same time from the Petersburg front, with
about 10,000 men, to invest or attack the Confederate lines north and
east of Forts Harrison and Gilmer, both of which are connected by sev-
eral heavy lines of trenches and numerous redans and redoubts with the
Confederate works at Chaffin's Bluff,^ a mile and a quarter distant on the
James. Gen. Kautz, with cavalry, is to move still farther north, along
near the Darbytown road.
Sept. 29. Tliurs. Fine day, clear, cool. The Reg. is called at
2 a. m., breakfasts, crosses the James river at Aiken's landing about
3 a. m., on a ponton bridge covered with hay and earth to deaden the
sounds of tramping men and horses. The 10th N. H. and 118th N. Y.
now armed with Spencer rifles, ' Seven-shooters ' — the 10th having yes-
terday received 150 of them— are deployed as skii-mishers covering the
front of our Division, and under command of Col. Donohoe.
The Thirteenth with the rest of the Division marches by the flank —
by fours— up the road above Aiken's house and there forms close column
by divisions, the 13th having the right of our Brigade, and the right of
the 13th resting on the Varina road.
The firing commences, between our skirmishers and the enemy's pickets,
at eax'ly daylight, just when we first enter the woods. Our advance is
made very rapidly for three or four miles, though the enemy's strong line
of skirmishers contest every inch of the ground, and at times most stub-
bornly. Now and then the contest seems like a regular engagement, as
the rapid shots from the Spencer rifles drive the enemy back from cover
to cover, until he finally falls back within his entrenchments. The rebels
have no language sufficiently strong to satisfy them, while condemning :
" That infernal Yankee gun that shoots seven times at once."
The whole distance from Aiken's landing to Fort Harrison is nearly
six miles, taking in all the windings of the road, and about four miles as
the crow flies. Speaking in general terms, we approach the fort from the
south side, driving the enemy up the James river.
^ Though this name frequently appears as Chapin, it is properly Chaffin. A
redoubt is a small isolated fort enclosed and defensible on all sides. A redan is a
salient angle, or small fort, open and indefensible on at least one side.
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Col. Donohoe commanding our Division line of skirmishers, has his
horse shot under him, and other mounted men volunteer to carry his
orders, and conspicuous among them is Capt. James A. Sanborn of the
Tenth New Hampshire.
On arriving at the belt of j)ine woods running between Henry Cox's
and J. K. Childrey's houses, our skirmishers make a splendid charge on
the double-quick and run, clearing the timber of the enemy's skirmishers
and driving them into the open field and part of the way across it ; and
secure excellent positions on the flanks, from which they can effectually
cut down the enemy's gunners while our Division assaults the works.
The Division halts for a few minutes in this belt of pines, while slight
irregularities in the lines caused by the rapid, hurried march are cor-
rected, and the solid columns of the men, massed in divisions, secure the
best ground from which to rush upon the assault. It is only the work of
a moment, when the column again moves forward, the right of our Bri-
gade resting upon the Varina road. As the column advances and
emerges from the wood, all at once the high walls of Fort Harrison come
into view, occupying a very high crest of land, a strong natural position,
nearly a mile distant. We have already been liberally treated with the
enemy's large shells, but at quite a long range ; and now, as our skir-
mishers, moving directly in front of the column, gain the extreme edge
of the brush and advance into the open field, and we, in the column, come
into view from Fort Harrison, the enemy oj^ens upon us with eight or
ten of the most prominent guns in the fort. Whatever we do at all must
be done very quickly.
Here we are in brush and slashing, on the edge of a wood. Directly
in front of us, and stretching up to the walls of the fort, is a broad, open
field nearly a mile wide and swept by the enemy's guns— on the two
gunboats in the river, in redoubts to the left, and in Fort Harrison itself,
high on our front, surely by guns in one fort and in three redoubts—
how many guns in all we know not, but evidently we are in range of
more than twenty, besides those on the boats in the James. Added to
the fire from all these, comes an occasional and very large shell from the
right — the rebel works nearer Fort Gilmer.
Fort Harrison, as the special object of our attack, blazes away at us
with all its might. Added to the artillery, are the enemy's sharp-shooters
and infantry, manning the long lines of his rifle-trenches, laid in full sight,
in long zig-zags, for a full mile and a half, to right and left of Fort
Harrison ; and we can see the enemy swiftly concentrating, running in
together along his lines, upon our front. Their ' saw-horse ' battle flags
are unfurled, the staffs planted in the sand of their high parapets of fort,
redoubt and trench— they have not been surprised.
The prospect is terrible ; however, the lines of our skirmishers are
pressing forward, our assaulting force — the First Division— advances
in close column by divisions ; the Tliirtcenth, the third Regiment from
the front of the main column, is steadily leading our First Brigade ; caps
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are removed from all the muskets and bayonets fixed— the bayonet alone
is to win this battle ; and in a few moments the Division emerges in a
body from the brush, with aims at a ' right shoulder,' and almost jauntily
and with confidence and fearlessness— Veterans these ! marches straight
through the field for the fort. The men are urged to double-quick, but
refuse — saying that they are ' going to keep their wind sound for this
job.' The Tliirteenth goes in, a little body of only 187 guns.
We are now a special target for every gun which the enemy can possi-
bly bring to bear upon us. Huge shells come tearing and screaming up
from his gunboats into our left flank ; the redoubts to right and left
plunge in their cross-fire ; while Fort Harrison, directly in our front, plies
us with shrapnel, solid shot and shell, and as we approach nearer the rebel
riflemen shower upon us their hail of lead ; their severest fire coming
from the brush, trees and trenches upon our left. Some of our men fall
riddled with bullets ; great gaps are rent in our ranks as the shells cut
their way through us, or burst in our midst ; a solid shot or a shell strik-
ing directly will bore straight through ten or twenty men ; here are some
men literally cut in two, others yonder are blown to pieces— and the
horrors of an assault in force, the storming of a fort, are repeated over
and over again. Despite the carnage in the ranks, our Division moves
forward with wonderful steadiness, though many of our skirmishers and
the assaulting column are all merged in a body together ; all our officers,
and especially those of the line, being of course more directly among the
men, moving and working with almost supei'human courage and energy.
The men need no urging, were never more ready for a fight, but the
ranks need closing and correcting in line as they are broken by the
constant falling of the killed and wounded.
Now our Brigade is deployed in lines of battle, and when we have ad-
vanced to within about one hundred yards of the fort, the enemy's fire is
so terrific that the wasted and shattered column wavers a little— the task
seems impossible. Our column has now marched nearly a mile in the
very teeth of the fearful storm, and the worst of the battle is still ahead.
A little to our right and front is a ridge of land, within striking distance
of the fort on its crest ; and our Brigade, with the rest of the column,
now cut down by more than one third already killed or wounded, moves
towards the right obliquely in behind this ridge, and for a moment is
sheltered from the direct fire of the fort in front. Here we take breath
for a minute — the Spencer rifles in the hands of our skirmishers are set
at work with all possible rapidity— and this little respite of time and
shelter saves to us the day.
The pause of the assaulting column here is but for a little time — esti-
mated at from three to five minutes— when the officers and men of the
whole column in a body, almost regardless of organization, mount the
ridge with a rush and a shout, make directly for the high front walls of
Fort Harrison, again receiving the enemy's full fire, dash rapidly across
the intervening space, and all as one, officers and men, plunge together
I
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into the deep moat, spread instantly to right and left to secure working
space uncrowded on the walls, thrust bayonets into the walls of sand and
gravel, and all clamber upon the parapet of the fort— some mounting the
high works upon their comrades' shoulders, and then getting firm foothold
draw their comrades up after them— and in a minute more the staffs of
our battle flags are planted in the sand of the parapet— that of the Thir-
teenth being among the first. Some claim it was the first. The Thir-
teenth carries only its National colors in this battle.
The men and officers of brigades and regiments mingle indiscriminately
in this last dash, and so near are the contestants, that when we climb up
on one side of the walls, the enemy's men are in their places on the other
side— we look straight down upon the points of their bayonets, and upon
their sallow, savage faces — and a fierce hand to hand conflict ensues ;
but we ai'e atop, and at the show and use of oar bayonets, the enemy
seeks cover within and behind the soldiers' barracks within the fort and to
the rear of it. There are from fifty to a hundred of these buildings of all
sorts, and here our rifles come into play for the first time ; up to this
point the assaulting column has not fired a shot— the bayonet alone has
won this battle. The enemy is driven out, or captured, only after a stub-
born resistance. The firing is at such short range, that some of our men's
faces are actually burned and blackened by the flashes of fire from the
muzzles of the enemy's rifles. The enemy is dislodged, however, and
our victory is complete by 8 a. m. All his dead and wounded falling into
our hands, all the armament of the fort, and a large number of the de-
fenders and garrison as prisoners.
As soon as the contest is over, the works are immediately manned in
every direction by our troops, and the guns of Fort Harrison are turned
upon the enemy fleeing to right and left, and seeking cover in the dis-
tance, while our men make the air ring with cheer upon cheer. A strong
skirmish line— made up in part by men of the 13th— at once presses
forward, out beyond the rear of the fort, and drives the enemy back quite
a distance into the brush, where a sharp contest ensues late in the day,
and Col. Donohoe, in command on the left, is severely wounded, when
about one quarter of a mile to the left of the fort. The balance of the
Union force take position in the fort and trenches, for immediate action
in case the rebels make a counter assault.
" When we had captured Fort Harrison, myself and a number of other
men of the Thirteenth who were among the first to enter the fort and
barracks, found in the rebel officers' quarters an excellent breakfast all
prepared and set out ready to be eaten. The rebel officers did not have
time to eat their breakfast, and we heated, hungry, begrimed with powder-
smoke and dirty, just as we were, sat down at the earliest moment we
could and ate their breakfast in their stead, and arose feeling much
obliged to them for it." Erastus Newton", Company I.
Fort Harrison is a large square work without any walls on the rear
side— the side towards the river— being protected here by rifle-pits
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only ; and the enemy continues to shell us, while within the fort, both
from his gunboats and from the vicinity of Fort Gilmer. But our
men on gaining possession of Fort Harrison at once set at work throwing
up entrenchments and defenses across this rear side. The enemy had
a quantity of baled hay for his horses stored in the fort, and this is rolled
out and placed in line as a breast-work ; timber and logs are used also,
and barrels and boxes are set up and shoveled full of earth. Every avail-
able man is at work all day and all night without rest or sleep, and
before morning a strong breast-work is made across the rear of the fort
;
the works are reversed and put in a state of complete defense, and the
troops are stationed to meet whatever may come on the morrow.
" Eight guns are captured in the square fort, two of them 100-pound-
ers." Major Stoodley.
The track of the advance of our assaulting column, across the field, is
thickly strewn with the dead and wounded ; and as soon as the fort is
taken, details of men are sent to care for our own wounded, and those of
the enemy also. Our dead are gathered, and buried within the fort.
No one is allowed to leave the fort, and front line, excepting the special
details to care for the wounded, and to remove the dead.
While crossing the field in the assault, the Color Sergeant of the Thir-
teenth, David W. Bodge of B, is severely wounded while the flag is in his
hands. When he falls a member of the Color-guard picks up the flag and
bears it on. The National colors, only, are carried in this assault. Every
one of the men of the Color-guard of the Thirteenth is either killed or
wounded in the assault, the most of them being shot in the left side, by
rebel sharp-shooters posted in and among trees, and the colors are 2)assed
from hand to hand as they come up.^ It is stated officially, that the Thir-
teenth at the time of the capture claimed that their colors were the first
planted on the fort, but not claiming too much, it is enough that our colors
were planted among the very first on a captured fort of the great size and
strength of this Fort Harrison.
Col. Stevens, commanding our Brigade, falls in the assault when a few
rods from the fort, and lies there until the battle is won, and is then
carried from the field. He has commanded the Brigade since July 25th.
Major Smith commanding the Thirteenth is wounded in the head, re-
ceiving a scalp wound nearly three inches in length, during the assault
and when near the moat, and is assisted in, out of range, by Sergt. Major
^ The writer endeavored to trace the course of our colors through the assault, nam-
ing the men, who bore it, in order ; but found statements conflicting, the matter
mixed, and fearing to do injustice forebore further mention. In the three Brigades
were twelve to twenty flags ; in the last dash the flags and their bearers were falling,
and the flags were being picked up by almost any one who chose to do so. During
this last dash Color Corporal Charles Powell of K and an officer of the 9Sth N. Y.
seized the fallen flag of the Thirteenth very nearly simultaneously, a tussle ensued,
but Powell got the flag. There are discrepancies in the number of cannon captured,
but the field-pieces were turned, run to the rear of the fort and fired upon the retreat-
ing enemy ; the square fort had at first eight guns. — S. M. T.
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Hodgdon ; the command then devolving u}3on Capt. Stoo<lley. Major
Smith's fellow officers state that he bore himself throughout the assault
with great gallantry and utter fearlessness, and worked with almost super-
human energy until he was shot down.
On entering the fort the men of the 13th gather at once around their
colors, and soon tui'n two of the enemy's guns and fire them several times
ujion his troops in retreat. Again, soon after this, the loth are assembled
and posted in line of battle on the left of the fort ; that is to say on the
right of the Union line at the north end of the fort, where late in the
afternoon we commence entrenching. About 10 p. m., we move and join
the Brigade in line of battle in the rear of the fort, that is between the
fort and the new position taken by the enemy toward the river ; but
soon return to nearly our former position, and throw out pickets in ad-
vance ; and the most of the men of the Reg. are at work all night on the
entrenchments running from the fort toward the river, and on the line
running across the open rear of the fort itself. There is no abatis in
front of any part of the fort ; the presence of it would have utterly jire-
vented our capturing it at all.
One account states that : " The line officers captured Fort Harrison."
On Gen. Michler's Official 'Map, the woods near Mr. J. K. Childrey's
house, where the Division formed for the assault, nearly a mile southeast
of Fort Ilari'ison, are represented as growing along a small fork of Three
Mile Creek ; and the little hill near the fort where the assaulting column
halted to take breath before the final rush, falls upon another small fork
of the same creek, both these forks crossing the Varina road. The 13th
assaulted on the left— west— side of this road, which runs almost di-
rectly towards Fort Harrison until within about one third of a mile from
it, when it bends quite short to the right— north.
Sergt. Thomas S. Wentworth of B states that the Thirteenth entered
upon the assault formed in column by divisions closed in mass, and was
the third Regiment from the front. The first shot received from Fort
Harrison struck among the color-guard of the first regiment in the col-
umn. The third shell that hit the Thirteenth exploded so closely to
"Wentworth's face that his eyes were injured by the concussion, flash and
glare, and he was knocked over and thrown several feet. During the
charge seven men were wounded in Co. B. Sergt. David W. Bodge of
B, Color-bearer, carried the National colors into the charge, but was badly
wounded soon after the Reg. deployed in line of battle. The colors
passed from one man to another in the color-guard, as the bearers were
severally shot down, finally coming into the hands of Color C()r]K)ral
Charles R. Coburn of D, who was the last man of the coloi*-guard shot
during the charge. He had climbed upon the parapet of Fort Harrison,
where he was severely wounded, and rolled over within the fort.
Tliomas S. Wentworth was sixteen years old on February 28. 1862,
and enlisted on August 18, 1862. One of the youngest, if nottlie young-
est of the boys in the Reg. who served as soldiers. The drummer boys
were a little younger.
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Pollard (Confed.) states that Fort Harrison was very sti'ong, and its
loss was a serious disaster to the Confederacy ; and that Gen. Butler sur-
prised and captured the Fort while a Confederate force was on the
double-quick to re-enforce it.
The capture of this fort, with many of the garrison and twenty-two
cannon in the fort and lines, is said to have created the greatest excite-
ment ever known in Richmond, and every male between the years of 16
and 60 was hurried into the defenses.
Lt. Col. Normand Smith, commanding the Thirteenth, reports offi-
cially : " We advanced, under a heavy fire of musketry, into the outer
ditch of the foi-t without firing a shot. The entire color-guard of the
Thirteenth— six in all— were killed or wounded (during the charge),
four of them with the colors in their hands. The Regiment claims that
their colors were the first planted on the fort, which was carried a few
minutes past seven o'clock in the morning."
The evening report of the Thirteenth gives the casualties in the Regi-
ment to-day as two officers killed, and six wounded : six men killed, and
forty-one wounded. Total loss 55. The Reg. entered upon the assault
with 187 muskets.
Capt. George A. Forbush, and Lieut. R. R. Thompson fall, instantly
kUled in the assault. Both were exceptionally brave men, and faithful,
true soldiers, who have shared in all the Regiment's labors and battles
from its first organization.
" I suppose I heard the last words spoken by Capt. Forbusli, which
were : ' Come on, boys ! ' It was just as I passed him on my left hand,
and he had turned towards some men who had thrown themselves upon
the ground, and were apparently unhurt. He fell about two rods from
the ditch (during the final assault) and outside of the fort."
Edwin Ware, First Sergeant Co. G.
Lieut, Robert R. Thompson was born in Rumford, Oxford Co., Me.,
Dec. 17, 1822. A graduate of Bowdoin College, Class of 1849. A
Civil Engineer by profession. He was active in the enlistment of Co. H,
in which he enlisted as a private, Aug. 15, 1862. He remained on duty
with the Thirteenth until Aug. 11, 1863, when he was ordered to report
to Capt. F. M. Follett, 4th U. S. Artillery, Chief of Artillery of the
Dept. including Norfolk and Portsmouth, Va. He had served in the
ranks, and as First Sergeant of Co. H, excepting when acting as Lieu-
tenant, and was commissioned as Second Lieutenant July 23, 1863.
He remained in the Engineer Corps until April 24, 1864, when he
rejoined the Regiment. He was severely wounded in the side May 16,
1864, at Drury"s Blufi^ while performing one of the bravest acts done in
the whole war, and again rejoined the Reg. from Hospital about July 1,
1864. See page 293. July 19, 1864, he was promoted to First Lieu-
tenant in Co. D, and from that time acted as Adjutant until about Sept.
1, 1864. At this time the 13th numbered about 140 effective men pres-
ent for duty.
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Capt. Farr being in Hospital, Lieut. Thompson returned to the com-
mand of Company D ; and led that Company in the assault upon Fort
Harrison, when he was killed just in the moment of victory. He was an
excellent soldier and officer, and a true man in every relation of life.
Captains Saunders and Bruce, and Lieutenants Ladd, Hall and Wheeler
are wounded.
Lossing states that Gen. Ord captured 22 guns and about 300 prison-
ers. About 700 Union men were killed or wounded in the assault. Gen.
Weitzel succeeded to the command of the 18th Corps, after Gen. Ord
was womided.
Gen. Hiram Bui-nham is mortally wounded by a bullet striking him in
the stomach, while within the fort and after its capture. He was at the
time giving orders to Sergt. Major Hodgdon of the 13th, to send some
men to drive the enemy's sharp-shooters from among the farther barracks.
Hodgdon sent two men to carry the General to a more secure place within
the fort, where he soon died. This the writer has upon Sergt. Major
Hodgdon's own statement.
Some confusion having arisen in the order of casualties, it may be well
to say that Col. Stevens, acting Brig. General commanding 1st Brigade,
was wounded during the charge across the field, and before reaching the
fort ; Gen. Burnham was killed within the fort, and after its capture.
Each was commanding a separate Brigade in Gen. Stannard's Division.
The force under Gen. Heckman, farther to the right, did not assist in
the capture of Fort Harrison, nor join in the assault upon it ; but after
the capture of this fort he attacked Fort Gilmer, or the works near it,
with his Division, and was repulsed with heavy loss.
Gen. Humphreys, page 284, gives the general plan of the attack sub-
stantially as carried out.: Stannai'd's Division captured Fort Harrison ;
Heckman's Division struck the Confederate position to the right of Fort
Harrison ; and the 10th Corps moved up still farther to the right. Gen.
Humphreys states that Gen. Ord had about 4,000 men, in all, from the
18th Corps — 2,000 from the 1st Div. under Stannard, and 2,000 from
the 2d Div. under HeckiTian. He adds : By half past seven (a. m.) Gen.
Ord had reached the open ground around Fort Harrison, the strongest
work on the enemy's main line, and the artillery of the fort and adjacent
works opened upon him. Gen. Stannard's Division, Gen. Burnham's
Brigade leading, was to push forward on the left of the Varina road, in
column of divisions, over the open ground in front of the works (the south
front of course is meant) preceded by skirmishers. The distance it had
to traverse was about 1,400 yards. Gen. Heckman was to move his
Division, as soon as it came up, along the edge of the wood that skirted
the Varina road on the right, until he was opposite Fort Harrison, and
then to attack it on the front toward the wood— the east front. Re-en-
forcements were now seen entering Fort Harrison fi-om the enemy's left.
Gen. Stannard's Division advanced in quick time, and when they
reached the foot of the hill which Fort Harrison crowned, Gen. Burn-
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ham's brigade ran up the hill under a severe fire of artillery and mus-
ketry, and after a sharp encounter captured the work with sixteen guns
and a number of prisoners, including the Lieut. Colonel in command of
it.^ Gen. Burnham was killed in the assault ; Col. Stevens, the officer
who succeeded to the command of the brigade, was sevei'ely wounded,
and his successor also.^
The Division lost 594 killed and wounded during the day. The en-
emy was next driven from the entrenchments on the right and left of the
fort, including two lunettes six hundred yards apart, which were captured
with their artillery— six guns. (Total 22 guns.) Gen. Ord now en-
deavored to sweep down the captured entrenchments to the remaining
redan, which was on the river bank (to the left), but the attempt was un-
successful. In making it, Gen. Ord was so severely wounded in the leg
as to completely disable him, and the command devolved upon Gen. Heck-
man. Fort Gilmer is three fourths of a mile north of Fort Harrison.
The foregoing account was written in the main before the writer's
visit to Fort Harrison, with Lt. Col. Smith, in May 1885.
The general line of the James river from Dutch Gap, on the south,
to Chaffin's Bluff and a little past and opposite Fort Harrison, on the
north, may be called northwest. The general line of the Varina road
from Aiken's landing is also northwest, and nearly parallel with the
James, and at an average distance of about two miles. The Confederate
line of works from the James at the south end of Chaffin's Bluff to Fort
Harrison and beyond run generally northeast— diagonally across from
the James to the Varina road. The Union troops, therefore, going up
from Aiken's landing, approached Fort Harrison from the south-south-
east, with the James River on their left— west. Our troops, of Gen.
Stannard's Division, in the assaulting column, came up the Varina road,
formed on the left of the road, in the edge of a belt of pine timber run-
ning between Mr. Henry Cox's house and Mr. J. K. Childrey's house,
and, measured by the road, one half mile north of Henry Cox's house.
When formed the column of troops faced due northwest, and they rushed
straight at the southeast and longest and highest face of the fort.
Fort Harrison is a very irregular earth-work, on the tojj of a ridge or
hill curving outward towards the southeast, the parapet nearly following
the curvature of the hill. Commencing at the northernmost point— the
extreme left of the work —W in sketch, a strong rifle-trench provided
with platforms and embrasures for several guns runs southwest 500 feet,
1 These are both serious errors ; and are repeated in Gen. Grant's Memoirs, Vol. II.
page 333. The facts were these : Col. Stevens was wounded, disabled, before the fort
was captured. Gen. Burnham was shot within the fort, and after its capture. Be-
sides, each of these officers commanded a separate Brigade ; and Burnham' s 2d, Ste-
vens' 1st, and Roberts' 3d, brigades, having united at the foot of the hill referred to,
joined together and moved simultaneously in the final rush that captured the fort and
works, spread along the ditch to secure working space, and climbed the parapet man
by man indiscriminately— all trying to see who would be the first to enter the works.
See account of Lt. Col. Smith. — S. M. T.
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and faces southeast, until it reaches the main square fort at a point where
there is a gun-way, and a bridge over the deep ditch. For convenience'
sake we will call this 500-foot line the first line, and the angle at the gun-
way the first angle. With this line for a handle the fort forms a huge
sickle, cutting north and west. At the first angle, at the gun-way and
bridge, a line, forming nearly a right angle there with the 500-foot line,
runs almost due southeast 150 feet, and faces northeast. This we will
call the second line, and the angle at the end of it the second angle— K.
At the end of this 150-foot line, at the second angle, commences the
principal face of the main fort — the great southeast face, struck and
mounted by our Brigade in the assault. This principal face or line com-
mencing at the second angle, runs almost due southwest 435 feet, then
sweeps back toward the west in a line 125 feet long, and then again
sweeps still farther back toward the west, in a line 150 feet long, thence
continuing, as a rifle-trench, more to the southward and toward the river
below Chalfin's Bluff.
The principal southeast face of the main fort, 435 feet long, is provided
on its inner side with a huge traverse, 30 feet wide at base, 18 feet high,
and 10 feet wide on the top, running straight back, from a point 150
DESCRIPTION OF PLAT.
A. Varina Road— shortened. Near the fort the road turns north.
B. Thirteenth with 1st Brigade, and two regiments of the 2d Brigade,
leading, formed in pines for the assault— a mile from the fort.
C. Rail fence thrown down by the column while advancing.
D. Assaulting column halted under bluff— 100 yards from the fort.
E. Fort Hai'rison. F. Old Confederate barracks.
G. Bridge over ditch, and entrance to the fort. K. Second angle.
H. Large traverse. I. Gen. Grant's traverse.
W. Extreme northern point of the fort— a large rifle-trench 500 feet
long.
M. Line of Thirteenth in battle of Sept. 30th. The square enclosure,
N, was not then built, and the Thirteenth occupied the clear
ground of a large open field, the right of the Reg. coming up to
the entrenchments, the left thrown a little back— almost the iden-
tical ground on which the north wall of the square enclosure,
N, was built after tlie battle.
P. Confederate lines formed in the ravine just before their charge on
Sept. 30th.
R. Old Confederate bake-house. Arrow points southward to James
River, where the Confederate gunboats were, distant about one
mile from the fort.
Col. Roberts' 3d Brigade moved down on the right of the Varina
road ; the arrow indicates the course that brigade followed. The
distances marked on the fort are in feet— measured.
FORT HARRISON, September 29 and 30, 1864.
From a sketch made by the writer in May 1885.
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feet south of the northern end of this principal face, for a distance of 100
feet, northwest into and across the fort— leaving about one third of the
great square enclosure of the fort to the north of this traverse, and about
two thirds to the south of it.
Several days after the capture of the fort a rectangular enclosure was
built on the northwest or inner side of the 500-foot first line ; and the
northern wall of this enclosure starts out from a point about midway of
this 500-foot line. On Sept. 30th, the battle line of the 13th was on the
ground in the then open field, soon afterwards and now occupied by the
north wall of this enclosure, the right resting on the rear— or inner—
side of the 500-foot line where the north wall now joins it, their left ex-
tending beyond the space now occupied by this north wall, and sweeping
back a little to the rear, while the Reg. faced almost due northeast.
Lieut. Taggard, of the 13th, relates the two following incidents, which
he witnessed : " I was very near Gen. Burnham when he was shot, the
ball penetrating his stomach ; he placed his hands over the wound, ex-
claimino- : ' Oh ! Oh ! Oh I ' spun around a moment, and then fell. It is
possible, however, that he suffered little beyond the shock that first un-
nerved him.
" Lieut. Gen. Grant appeared in Fort Harrison within two hours after
its capture— about 10 a. m. — the soldiers remarking when they saw
him : ' He, for one General, is not far behind his men.' After looking
about a little he sat down on the step of the small traverse jutting back
from the great southeast, 435 foot, face of the fort— and the nearest
small traverse to the south side of the great traverse — took paper and
pencil from his pocket, and commenced writing a dispatch on his knee.
"Just then a large shell— the kind the soldiers call a ' three-gallon
demijohn '— came up from a Confederate gunboat in the James, passed
with a howl very near over Gen. Grant's head, and with a loud thud
struck on the side of the great traverse— toward which the General was
then facing— directly in front of where he was sitting, rolled down into
the open space towards him, and stopped within a few feet of him, the fuse
still burning and threatening an instant explosion. There was immedi-
ately a lively stampede, and a scattering among the officers and soldiers
standing near by, for cover behind various parts of the works, and a num-
ber instantly laid flat upon the ground ; but" Gen. Grant sat perfectly still,
merely looked at the shell a moment, and then resumed his writing, all as
unconcernedly as if nothing unusual had occurred. The shell, however,
did not explode, though there was every reason for expecting that it would
do so at any moment." Lieut. Taggard,
This was undoubtedly the dispatch which Gen. Grant wa-ote so quietly
while the fuse of that rebel shell was hissing at his feet, and while other
officers, and the men, were scampering for cover
:
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" Headquarters, Chapin's Farm,
10.45 a. m. Sept. 29, 1864.
" To Major General Halleck :
" General Orel's Corps advanced this morning and carried the very
strongly fortified long lines of entrenchments below Chai)in's farm, with
some fifteen pieces of artillery and from 200 to 300 prisoners.
" Gen. Ord was wounded, though not dangerously.
" Gen. Birney advanced at the same time from Deep Bottom, and car-
ried the New Market road and entrenchments and scattered the enemy in
every direction, though he captui'ed but few. He is now marching on to-
wards Richmond. I left Gen. Birney where the Mill road intercepts the
New Market and Richmond road. This whole country is filled witli field
fortifications thus far. U. S. Grant, Lieut. General."
The name of the fort, though changed in honor of Gen. Burnham, to
Fort Burnham, remains in general history as Fort Harrison. The men
called Gen. Burnham, familiarly, " Old Grizzly," from his heavy iron
DESCRIPTION OF MAP.
A. New Market Heights. E. Varina Road.
B. Fort on New Market road, D, the main traveled road from Rich-
mond direct to Deep Bottom and to Jones's and Curl's Necks.
C. Laurel Hill church, and Mrs. Pierce's house.
F. Henry Cox. K. Fort Harrison. G. J. K. Childrey.
H. Thirteenth with column formed for assault on Fort Harrison.
M. Three Mile Creek. A little brook under the bluff in front of Fort
Harrison, where the column halted a moment before the final
assault, appears to run into this creek. L. Fort Gilmer.
S. Cross-way of Union works on New Market road, D.
T. O. Aiken's house. Gen. Devens' Hdqrs. winter of 1864-5.
V. Mr. James's house on road, W, leading due north to Mr. Jordan's
house on the Darbytown road, not shown on this map.
Z. Last camp of the Thirteenth at the front, on the line of works lead-
ing from Fort Harrison around to Deep Bottom. See April 3,
1865. The arrow at the left points to Chaffin's Bluff on the
James about one mile distant.
Y. Y. Y. Confederate earth-works. A portion of the Confederate
lines, 2, 3, and 4, near Fort Harrison, were rendered untenable
by our capture of that fort, and the enemy threw up a new con-
necting line to the westward ; the Confederate lines being much
changed after the official map was made.
X. S. B. The Union line running up to Fort Harrison, and thence
curving northward in a huge loop, was all built after the cap-
ture of that fort.
FORT HARRISON, September 29 and 30, 1864.
Tracing of Official Map. Scale, one and one half inches to one mile.
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gray hair and whiskers. He was at one time extremely severe with the
13th, for some reason or other, but was never known to use a cross or
unhandy word in addressing a member of our Regiment after we cap-
tured Battery Five. Capt. Clark, Asst. Adjt. General on his staff, re-
signed immediately after Gen. Burnham's death.
The wound received to-day by Col. Stevens is of such a character as to
make his return to the service very improbable.
He served as Major in the First New Hampshire Infantry, which
breaking uj) early in the war furnished so many officers for succeeding
regiments. He had been a prominent lawyer in Nashua, and at the close
of his term of service in the 1st N. H. returned there to his legal practice.
Commissioned as Colonel of the Thirteenth, he commanded the Regiment,
or the Brigade of which it formed a part, in nearly all of its battles up to
this battle of Fort Harrison in which he is wounded. He stood well with
his personal staff, and was a good officer. His position has been men-
tioned before, in the body of the book, and needs no repetition here.
Major Stoodley was near him to-day when he was hit, which occurred
when the Brigade was near the brook, just before the oblique movement
was made under the little hill or bluff, a few minutes before the fort was
stormed. As soon as he found that he could not recover sufficiently
to return to the service, he wrote to the officers of the Thirteenth that
he would resign and thus give Lt. Col. Smith and Major Stoodley,
and of course other officers, the opportunity of promotion, but these offi-
cers, upon consultation, declined to receive promotion at his loss.^
It is not the province of this history to follow men into civil life, for
space cannot be found for an account of one tenth of the actual services
rendered by the members of the Thirteenth in their military life, but a
few instances may be pardoned. After the war Col. Stevens— with the
honorary title of Brevet Brigadier General— held numerous minor public
offices. He was also Post-master at Nashua for several years, and served
two terms as Representative to .Congress from New Hampshire. He
suffered for two or more years from Bright's disease of the kidneys, and
from this cause died at Nashua May 7, 1887.
Lewis F. Hanson, Co. G, 10th N. H., relates the following incident of
the assault, which he witnessed : " While the first of our men were scram-
bling into the fort, the rebels trained the gun, at the left angle of the fort
near the gunway and bridge over the ditch, directly upon a body of our
troops in the field, not fifty yards from the gun, and the rebel gunner al-
ready had the lanyard in his hand, ready to discharge the gun ; but a man
of Co. I in the 10th had got upon the works, near and within reach of
this gunner, and called to him to stop, and not fire that gun. The rebel,
however, made the motion to fire— but not quick enough ; the man of the
10th drove his bayonet clear through him, and the gun was not discharged
^ Major Stoodley, having been with the Reg-iraent during Col. Stevens' entire term
of service, was requested by the writer to furnish an article upon Col. Stevens, and
gave the above.— S. M. T.
I
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at the Union troops, but turned the next minute, and its contents sent
crashing among the enemy and his barracks in the rear of the fort."
When the garrisons and gunners of the Confederate army had well
learned the hard fact that the Northern bayonet and sabre never hesi-
tated, then the Union cause was more than half won.
Because of the fragmentary and somewhat conflicting accounts, official
and otherwise, of the capture of Fort Harrison, the writer asked Lt. Col.
Smith, commanding the Thirteenth on that occasion, to make a definite
statement of the affair, which with his papers, letters and memoranda
condensed, is as follows: "When we started on the morning of Sept.
29, 1864, I looked at my watch as we commenced crossing the ponton
bridge over the James at Aiken's, and found it was then 3 a. m. We
crossed raj^idly in column of fours, myself and Adjutant Taggard on
horseback. It is about one fourth of a mile from the ponton landing to
Mr. Aiken's house. We left our horses there in care of orderlies. We
were formed for the advance very quickly, but of course it takes a little
time to put a couple of regiments of skirmishers upon a line in the dark
and on wholly new ground. Gen. Ord was not the man to tarry on such
occasions ; and Col. Donohoe of the 10th N. H., in command of the skir-
mish line, was another man who never let grass grow under his feet.
" The head of our column was kept close up to the skinnish line. After
crossing the wide flats, and reaching the top of the bluff to the second
flat, our skirmishers struck the rebel skii'mishers. At this time the dark-
ness had in no way decreased, and the firing was rapid, but there were
not many bullets from the enemy coming past us. The lOtli N. H. and
118th N. Y., on the skirmish line, were armed with Spencer rifles, and
they now used tliem for about ten minutes for all they were worth. We
advanced rapidly until we reached the woods a fourth of a mile farther
on ; and here it began to be light. A good many stray bullets were com-
ing back, and before reaching Mr. Cox's house Lieut. Henry B. Wheeler
of I was struck in his foot.
" When the column was advancing on both sides of the Varina road—
Col. Roberts' 3d Brigade on the right-hand side, Burnham's 2d Brigade
and Stevens' 1st Brigade, with the 13th, on the left-hand side— we came
upon a Confederate brigade encamped in an oak grove across the road
from Mr. Henry Cox's house. The most of the Confederates were ab-
sent, probably on their picket lines, the rest were driven out of their camp
by our skirmish line, in view of our main column. They left their camp
with their breakfast on the fires.
" We made no halt until we reached the edge of the large wood, when
we halted to rest ; and here caps were removed from all the muskets in
the assaulting column. Here also, about one half a mile beyond— north
— of Mr. Henry Cox's house, all irregularities in the column were cor-
rected, and the order of and formation for the assault was arranged as
follows : Roberts' 3d Brigade formed on the right-hand side of the road.
On the left-hand side of the road were, first, the 10th N. H. and 118th
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N. Y.. of the 2d Bingade, deployed, in front of the whole Division, as
skirmishers with Col. Donohoe in command. The 96th N. Y., of the 2d
Brigade, were deployed in line of hattle next in rear of the skirmishers.
Then came the 8th Conn, in close column by divisions.
" Then came our 1st Brigade also formed in close column by divisions,
the Thirteenth leading our Brigade. This brought the 13th the third
regiment in the column, after the skirmishers. It may well be described
as a column of Brigades, each formed in close column by divisions.
" While we were halted here I went forward to the edge of the pine
woods and met there Major Theodore Read, Chief of staff to Gen. Ord.
We could see Fort Harrison very plainly, and began commenting upon
the situation. Our skirmishers were now slowly advancing into the wide
field, but not firing much, and away in the distance the rebel pickets
were slowly retreating with their guns at ' right shoulder shift.' A big
puff of smoke now appears in Fort Harrison, and a shell strikes near us
to the right.
" Near the point where Lieut. Wheeler was hit. Col. Donohoe came rid-
ing by, his gray horse covered with foam, and his face lighted up as a
man's face can be only when he is in the excitement of battle and every-
thing is going well. As he passed Gen. Ord he exclaimed : ' We are
giving it to them to-day, General ! ' and in an instant more he was out of
sight among the leaves and underbrush, as he dashed away.
" The formation above given was first made soon after crossing the pon-
ton bridge, excepting that the troops were then in the road, and was held
as nearly as possible, being finally corrected here in the pines fully one
and one fourth miles due southeast of the main southeast wall of Fort
Harrison. The course of the assault was therefore to be northwest,
across an open field a mile wide ; sweeping first down a gentle slope,
then rising abruptly to the fort on the crest of a bluff.
" We were soon moving again toward the fort, Col. Stevens commanding
our First Brigade, myself commanding the Thirteenth, and Capt. For-
bush commanding a division (two Companies of the 13th) in front of our
Regiment, all three of us marching nearly side by side. About the time
when we reached Mr. J. K. Childrey's house our skirmishers left our
front— I think going to the left and acting as flank-skirmishers. After
leaving the woods behind about one third of a mile, the column came to a
heavy zig-zag rail fence leading from the left side of the Varina road
along the lane to Mr. Childrey's house, and was halted for a brief mo-
ment while the fence was thrown down. After throwing down this fence
we advanced without a halt ; but at no time at a double-quick, although
Capt. Elder on Gen. Stannard's staff came to us ordering us to double-
quick. Upon this order came the quick response of the men : ' No ; we
will not double-quick, it is too far— but we will go all the same !
'
" Preserving their formation the men moved over the prostrate fence,
and across the open field— under a most furious and murderous rebel
fire, of all arms and missiles, raking the whole field— to within 100
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yards of the fort, without firing a shot in reply. When they halted here
and laid down to take breath, the Tliirteenth rested at a point under the
hill directly in front of the huge traverse which divides the main fort into
two parts ; leaving one third north, and two thirds south. In this hol-
low in the field, under a hill or blufl: 15 to 20 feet high the fire from the
fort was ineffective by reason of the enemy's inability to sufiiciently de-
press his guns. Up to this point, however, the enemy's fire, rapid and
severe, had swept the whole plain across which the assaulting column had
advanced.
" Just before we reached the bend in the Varina road Col. Stevens was
shot, and at once removed outside of the advancing column, but no halt
was made until we were under the little bluff near the fort, when it seems
to me every one laid down at once without orders. As soon as we had
halted here, I went back at once and told our senior Lieut. Colonel— John
B. Raulston of the 81st N. Y.— that he was in command of the Brigade,
Col. Stevens having been shot. He turned over the command of the 81st
to the senior officer present, and came to the front of our First Brigade
with me, lying down close by my side.
•' Now as to the final rush and the capture of the fort : The 1st Division
of the 18th Corps was formed between 4 and 5 a. m. near Mr. Albert
Aiken's house as follows : First, as skirmishers the 10th N. H. and 118th
N. Y., covering both sides of the Varina road. Second, the 96th N. Y. in
line of battle, the 8th Conn, in column by divisions. Third, our First
Brigade, in column by divisions, commanded by Col. Stevens. It was
his invariable rule to place his command as follows : commencing with
the lowest numerical number and increasing to the rear. This always
brought our Reg. to the front being 13, followed by the three New York
regiments— 81st, 98th, 139th. So the Thirteenth was the second Regi-
ment in column of divisions behind the 8th Conn., to the left of the road.
The 3d Brigade (Col. Guy V. Henry, 40th Mass, in command usually,
but at this time absent on leave in Massachusetts) was under command
of Col. Samuel H. Roberts of the 139th N. Y. of our First Brigade, and
was in column on the right of the road. We thus advanced, and when
we came to the bend in the Varina road, the 3d Brigade had crossed from
the right side of the road to the left, joining the 1st and 2d Brigades on
the right, thus bringing the whole Division together again into a compact
column for assault before we reached the little bluff beneath which we
laid down to take breath.
" We laid under this little bluff for perhaps five minutes— not more ;
and it was Col. Samuel H. Roberts who gave the order to advance from
this point upon the fort. Our three Brigades were all together lying
mixed up on the ground. Col. Roberts was a tall, oldish looking man,
apparently fifty years of age, with a thin, dyspeptic looking face— I can
see him so plainly even now ! He gave the command in a slow, drawling
and an even, monotonous voice : ' Come, boys ; we must capture that fort
— now get up and start ! ' We all together almost instantaneously
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obeyed the command, and the cohimn suddenly sprang forward as one
man, charged up the hill in a solid body, and rushed straight over ditch
and parapet of the long southeast face into the main fort. The advance
was made in quick time, all the regiments in the assaulting force being
more or less mixed up until the fort was captured. There was no abatis
in front of the fort, and the men jumped into the moat, now dry, drove
their bayonets into the front side of the walls of the fort up to the muz-
zles of the guns, then placed the gun-stocks upon their shoulders, and
other men climbed upon them up into the fort. Soon we had the fort,
garrison and guns— six of them in the main fort, and some say eight.
" Capt. Forbush and Lieut. R. R. Thompson were shot near the moat
before entering the fort. I was wounded in the head — a three inch
scalp wound, merely such as to compel me to be off duty for four or five
clays — while trying to cause the Thirteenth to oblique to the left, so as
to enter the main fort south of the traverse — which would be nearer the
centre of the fort. After being wounded I was very faint for a few min-
utes, and got into the moat for safety, and there remained and witnessed
the capture. Later while returning, wounded and bleeding very badly,
down under the little bluff in front of the fort, I found several men loiter-
ing behind, and ' sent them up into the fort, ^^^len I was shot the com-
mand of the Thirteenth devolved upon Capt. Stoodley. Soon after the
capture I was sent back to the rear in charge of the prisoners captured,
and when about opposite Mr. J. K. Childrey's house, I met Gen. Heck-
man's Division advancing northward on the right-hand side of the Varina
road, in column of divisions. So that it is impossible for any man of
Gen. Heckman's command to claim any share whatever in the capture of
Fort Harrison.
" Gen. Hiram Burnham's brigade did not capture Fort Harrison ; any
more than Col. Stevens' brigade or Col. Roberts' brigade did. These
three brigades were mixed together lying on the ground under the little
bluff ; at Col. Roberts' command these three brigades sprang to their feet
simultaneously and almost as one man, and rushed together into the moat
of the fort, spread along the moat to the right and left to secure working
space, and the men and officers of all the regiments in our First Division
in the assaulting column alike and at the same time clambered up the
walls and into the fort, all as quickly as they possibly could. Gen. Burn-
ham did not go with his Brigade, Stevens and Roberts led theirs. Col.
M. T. Donohoe belonged to Gen. Burnham's brigade, and after Gen.
Burnham was killed succeeded him in command of that brigade. Col.
Donohoe was wounded in the afternoon when our troops were forced to
retire from some captured rebel entrenchments near the James river.
Col. Stevens did not belong to Gen. Burnham's brigade at all, but com-
manded his own brigade until he was shot.
"After the capture, our 1st Brigade turning somewhat upon its right as
a pivot swung through the fort and the barracks to the rear of it and ad-
vanced, while the Confederates disputed every inch of the ground. This
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turning movement brought the right of the Thirteenth near the rear, or
northwest side, of the 500-foot first line, or face, of the earth-work— the
heavy rifle-trench leading northward towards Fort Gilmer— the right of
the Reg. resting at a point about midway of that trench. About 9 a. m.
a heavy skirmish line was sent out from the Reg. which skirmished all
day, and remained on picket until the morning of the 30tli. Gen. Ord
was wounded while standing on the southeast end of the great traverse in
the fort. During the night the Reg. was set at work for a time building
the line of rifle-trenches that ])oints from the southern part of the fort
directly toward Mr. J. K. Childrey's house ; this line confronting the
rebel line of rifle-trenches running from the southern end of the fort to the
James river." Lt. Col. Smith.
Sept. 30. Fri. The second day of the battle of Fort Harrison.
Rainy, drizzling, chilly. The Thirteenth has been at work all night.
Last night it was clearly evident that the enemy was being heavily re-
enforced by troops drawn, apparently, from Petersburg ; and this threat-
ened renewal of the contest to-day has spurred every man to do his
utmost in preparing our defenses.
Last night the Thirteenth was moved into a part of the field which
we crossed in the assault, remained there an hour or so, and then was
moved back again within the foi't. We also moved to the rear of the fort
towards the James. Aside from these moves, occupying not much over
two hours in all, we worked on the defenses, running across the open rear
— the northwest side— of the fort and towards the river, all day yester-
day, after capturing the fort between 7 and 8 a. m., all last night, and all
this morning up to 11 a. m.. without rest or sleep ; and all the time, when
he could see us, under the fire of the enemy. By this time to-day, we
have succeeded in throwing up a strong line of defenses for ourselves—
the second line made by us since we captured the fort ; when suddenly,
at 11 a. m. our Brigade is assembled and moved off towards the right into
a wide, clear space next to the colored troops, and posted in line of bat-
tle. The movement, and posting the various regiments, occupies a con-
siderable time.
Our right rests now about midway of the 500-foot line of the fort, and
on the rear, or northwest side, of this line. We have here no cover
whatever, as our line forms a right angle with that 500-foot trench. Capt.
Stoodley has command of the 13th to-day, and at his direction we all set
at work at once with dippers, bayonets and sticks, each man for himself,
throwing up little mounds of earth for protection. A few small logs are
also made use of for the same purpose. But we have not been in position
here twenty minutes, when, about 12 noon, the enemy opens upon our
lines with every gun he can bring to bear from field batteries, forts, mor-
tars and gunboats ; the din is terrific. This firing keeps up for about an
hour, while our guns scarcely make any reply ; but every man in our
lines makes ready for what he knows is surely coming— a furious rebel
charge. We face northeast, and are out beyond all the improvised breast-
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works thrown up across the rear of the fort ; and are in a smooth, open
field, ahiiost entirely unprotected during the whole engagement of the
day. The enenay's charges are directed a little west of south, where he
strikes our front, and as he comes over from the James river.
Soon the enemy can be seen advancing without skirmishers, in long
lines of gray, and as steadily as if on a gala day parade ; he emerges
from the woods with flags flying, and the swords of his officers waving
and flashing, and moves down over a slope into a ravine. He threatens
a fierce fight, and our lines and men are placed in the very best possible
condition for defense. The 10th N. H., and other troops, having the
Spencer rifles are distributed along the weaker jjarts of our position.
Our flag is at once planted in the sand, unfurled, and all along our
lines flag after flag is rapidly unfurled, until every bit of available color
and bunting is set waving in the breeze as a challenge to the enemy to
come on. These flags spring up like magic ; and with them instantly a
single loud, strong, clear voice, near by the 13th strikes up ' The Battle
Cry of Freedom,'—
" Yes, we '11 rally round the Flag, boys, we '11 rally once again,
Shouting the battle cry of Freedom,"
— and the whole line takes up the song spontaneously, as it was begun—
all joining whether they can sing or not.
An officer, who witnessed this scene of the flags and heard the song,
says : "It seemed to me as if the whole rebel army and the devil himself
could not have captured those flags."
All is the work of a few swift moments. The enemy re-forms in the
ravine, marches steadily up to the crest of the hither slope, in such order
as to exhibit his whole long solid columns almost at once, then dashes
into a double-quick and run, with bayonets fixed and gleaming, straight
for our lines, yelling like an army of demons, and soon is within close
range ; when, at the sound of a single musket shot fired on our side—
apparently an accidental shot and not a signal— the song stops as sud-
denly as it began, our men drop down behind our hastily improvised
cover, and their awful work of the day commences, in dead earnest, with
one unbroken blaze and crash of musketry, a solid volley, every man fir-
ing after a steady deliberate aim— not a random shot on the whole line.
At the first fire the enemy's front lines seem to wilt and sink down into
the ground, as if it had suddenly opened beneath them ; their columns
waver a moment, then fall back in confusion. Our men meanwhile load-
ing and firing at will, and as rapidly as possible.
The firing quiets down. The enemy rallies, forms and charges again
;
again receives a volley followed by a rapid rattling fire, and is hurled
back. Again, and still again — four times — he forms and attempts to
advance ; the first three charges by the troops of General Hoke and
Field, 18 full regiments, under the eye of Gen. Lee himself, and the
fourth charge by fresh troops ; but all in vain, he cannot recapture the
works. His fresh troops cannot be again successfully rallied. A body
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of his troops have rushed into a depression from which they can neither
advance nor retreat. The advantage is seen, and a sortie is made by men
of the 10th and 13th, and five hundred prisoners come in at once. Capt.
Goss of I, now commanding the Corps of sharp-shooters ^ of our 1st Divi-
sion, captures the colors of three of Gen. Clingman's regiments, and a
large number of prisoners ; for which he is specially complimented in
General Orders. Lossing states that Clingman's brigade is almost en-
tirely wiped out. Seven rebel battle flags in all are captured by the Un-
ion troops.
During these three successive charges, and the less threatening fourth,
battle cries, cheers, yells, shouts of command, the crash of volleys of mus-
ketry, the thunder of cannon and the crack of shell mingle together in a
terrific roar. The enemy charges up very near. No one of our men, in
the excessive excitement, feels any sense of fear or danger, and all work
together with the utmost coolness and rapidity. Tlie enemy's fourth at-
tempt to rally and charge ends in a complete fizzle, and his men turn
and run for cover, every man for himself. They strike a snag.
At the enemy's final discomfiture, our men seize their flags and wave
them, swing their caps, scream, hurrah, and shout themselves hoarse, at
this most important victory.
One North Carolina brigade— Clingman's— is practically annihilated,
either killed, wounded or captured, flags and all. The battle continues
from twelve noon until dark ; but the severest part, the enemy's fierce
chai'ges, covers but a short time, two or three hours.
Fifteen rebel regiments— counted by their flags — were massed on our
Brigade front, and in advancing received our front fire, and a sharp and
effective fire, from right and left, in both flanks ; they dashed into the
curvature of the sickle blade, and were cut down. One large batch of
prisoners are virtually deserters. They state that Gen. Lee commanded
in person, and was willing to sacrifice a large number of his men if he
could possibly wrest from us this Fort Harrison — one of the strongest
forts upon his entire line, and whose loss is counted a very great disaster
to the Confederate cause.
Capt. Stoodley states that after the cannonade the enemy moved to
the assault at 1 p. m. Fifteen rebel regiments upon our Brigade front.
Gen. Stannard was shot about 1.30 p. m. The battle lasted from 1 p. m.
till dark. The enemy charged three times. The officers of the Thir-
teenth present in to-day's battle are Capt. Stoodley and three Lieuten-
ants. This is the coolest, sharjiest, most deliberate, and most ' business-
like ' battle the Thirteenth has been engaged in. We meet sui)erior
numbers in open ground, advancing with desperate courage and dogged
determination over and over again ; and besides this and the enemy's
infantry fire, we are all the time under a severe fire from the enemy's
* Capt. Goss' men charged with fearful yells into the mass of disorganized rebels
;
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field batteries, his guns nearer Fort Gilmer, his mortar batteries and his
gunboats in the James.
Pollard states that the enemy's assaulting force on us to-day are Ander-
son's. Bratton's and McLaw's Brigades, of Field's Division.
When these two fearful days are over, our 1st Division of sixteen regi-
ments of infantry numbers but 1,300 men present for duty, and the
Thirteenth is cut down by almost one half in dead, severely wounded
and disabled. The casualties of these two days in the Thirteenth are
two officers and thirteen men killed, seven officers and fiftj^-nine men
wounded ; a total of 81, about the same number as the loss in the twelve
days at Cold Harbor. Eighty-one out of one hundred and eighty-seven
is a severe loss indeed.
One of the most wonderful cases of wounds received in the war was
that received to-day by Sergt. Major James M. Hodgdon of the Thir-
teenth. He was lying down during the enemy's third charge, when a
rebel sharp-shooter's bullet— a ' square-ender,' longer, but a trifle smaller
than a minie bullet— struck his right eye, entered, and passed downward
inside his temple, smashed the end of his jaw, thence down his neck, and
finally brought up against his right shoulder blade, breaking it badly.
He did not lose consciousness for a moment. Lieut. Curtis gave him a
glass of raw whiskey as he lay on the ground, the stimulus of which may
have saved his life.
He came very near dying while in the hospital. At one time all hope
of his living was given up by the Surgeons ; but nothing could damp his
own good spirits and hope. When the Surgeon at Hampton Hospital
frankly told him that there was but one chance in a hundred for him to
recover, Hodgdon tapped the Surgeon on the arm familiarly with his fin-
ger, and rather confidentially and good-naturedly replied: "Well, Doc.
I \vill take that chance ; " and the brave fellow did ! lie recovered. Has
a wife and fine family now, 1887, and has charge of the weaving rooms
at Manchang Mills, Mass. He says that he can compare the sensation,
when the bullet struck him, with nothing but the pleasant feeling experi-
enced when a piece of warm flannel is laid against one's eye.
He was able to leave the hospital for home on Dec. 20, 1864, after
being in the hospital but 80 days. The bullet was cut out March 12,
1865, having worked down to the middle of his back, and touching the
spine. It is a wonder of wonders that a man could survive such a wound.
Yesterday morning the Thirteenth went into the fight with 187 mus-
kets ; this morning Capt. Stoodley, in his field report, reports 89 men as
present for duty. Hosp. Steward R. B. Prescott is the only representa-
tive of the medical staff of the 13th present in all this expedition— the
Surgeons all detached and absent on other duties.
The capture here of the Confederate muster-rolls shows how terribly
the 13th and 10th cut up — nearly annihilated— the 44th Tennessee,
during the rebel charges in the fog at Drury's Bluff on the morning of
May 16, 1864.
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A man of the lOtli N. II. was sitting down during some part of
the battle to-day with his back to the eartli-works, and holding his gun
between his knees ; when a shell thrown from a Confederate gunboat
burst near him, and a piece of it broke his gun and cut his spine in two.
He merely leaned back a little more, without any show of pain or hurt,
and remained sitting against the works nearly as before. The thing was
done in a flash. A man instantly killed, if he is sitting or lying down,
makes but little change in jjosition.
Gen. Stannard says that the enemy — Gen. Anderson commanding
Gen. Longstreet's Corps, and assaulting with Law, Anderson, Bratton,
Clingman and Colquitt— opened with twelve guns on his centre and left,
the enemy's infantry advancing on his right. That he held his fire, until
the enemy emerged from the thick underbrush in front, when he repulsed
them with musketry alone. The enemy charged three times. The enemy
acknowledges a loss of 2,000 men ; and their loss has been estimated at
3,000 and above.
Yesterday, 29th, Gen. Birney with the 10th Corps and a body of
colored troops of the 18th Corps carried everything before him at Deep
Bottom before 9 a. m ; and before noon swept around upon the New
Market road, advanced and established communications with the right of
Gen. Stannard's Division, north of Fort Harrison, as had been arranged.
Gen. Birney, however, could not dislodge the enemy on his front, though
his troops, and esj^ecially the colored troops who made an assault, be-
haved with great gallantry. Their charge was witnessed by us from Fort
Harrison. Richmond therefore cannot now be entered from this side, as
was hoped, by a surprise, and the chief gains of the attack centre about
Fort Harrison, captured and held by Gen. Stannard's 1st Division of
the 18th Corps. A large force of the enemy is now entrenching on an
inner line, on our front, while our lines are being made as strong as possi-
ble. Gen. Ord's wound, received after we entered Fort Harrison on
the 29th, caused a serious delay in the general movements of the day.
As the line of trenches extended northward beyond the northern end
of the 500-foot line, it reached a little redoubt on the main line (not
the three-cornered affair now, 1885, seen in that dii'ection) distant 300 to
400 yards from the right of the 13th, as they were placed on Sept. 30th.
During the battle the Confederates charged up to this redoubt, captured
it, and held it until dark, delivering a very annoying fire upon our lines,
at close range.
Almost due north of the front of the 13th, and about 500 yards dis-
tant, is a ravine running from right to left across the field, and just
beyond it stood an old Confederate bake-house. (The ruins of it now
visible, 1885.) About mid-afternoon, Gen. Clingman's brigade charged
up into this ravine near the old bake-house, and found it very didicult
either to advance or retire from ; and Capt. Goss of the 13th charged
ujjon a portion of Clingman's command, with his sharp-shooters, and
captured the large number of prisoners and the three battle flags as men-
tioned.
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A Confederate skirmisher used an upper window of this old bake-house
for a convenient place to shoot from during the fight, was killed, and his
body hung over the window sill for many days after the battle.
The colors of the Thirteenth was planted in the sand to-day, and Color
Sergeant Charles Powell, of K, was standing beside it holding the staff
in his hand, the most of the Regiment lying down in line of battle, when
a rebel sharp-shooter hidden behind a little log-house fired at him, and
the bullet cut through his left wrist while the flag staff was in his hand,
disabling him for any further service in the army.
Powell wlls obliged to go to the rear ; but with the true courage of a
soldier, and of a Color Bearer, too, though under a murderous fire and
severely wounded, the wound bleeding profusely and very painful, he
calls coolly and carefully upon a comrade at his right to take care of
the colors, and after having seen it in safe hands, goes to the rear to have
his wound attended to, leaving the colors as he had planted it, the flag
unfurled and the staff firmly set in the sand.
During the fight to-day a soldier of the Thirteenth is in the act of put-
ting a cap on his musket, when his arm is suddenly jerked back, and he
turns to a comrade near, and commences scolding him, remarking in-
dignantly that ' this is no time to be fooling.' The comrade tells him to
look at his hand ; he does so, and finds the blood flowing over it from a
serious bullet cut in the arm, a flesh wound. Like thousands of other
cases, the blow was so instantaneous as at first to cause no pain whatever.
The following is condensed from Prescott's letters from the Hospital
Dept. : " The Thirteenth left camp at Bermuda Hundred at 9 p. m. Sejjt.
27th, marched nearly to the James, then turned aside into the woods and
obtained a few hours of sleep. Our 1st Division of the 18th Corps crossed
the muffled pontons at Aiken's about 1.30 a. m. Sept. 29th, and reached
the crest of a hill about one mile from the river at early daylight. Here
a part of the 2d Brigade deployed as skirmishers and advanced, closely
followed by the rest of the 2d Brigade, and by the 1st Brigade, in which
was the 13th, and also by the 3d Brigade, the most in column by divi-
sions. The enemy retreated, keeping up a brisk fire with our skirmish-
ers. When we emerged from the woods the black guns in Fort Harrison
were looking down the road toward us, while the fort was flanked with
breast-works interspersed with redoubts mounting other cannon.
" Here a brief halt was made. Gen. Ord surveyed the position, and
ordered an assault. While we were waiting the rebels let fly a few
shells, one of which struck a gun wheel in our column, glancing and killing
three men and four horses. Two brigades moved into the field at the
left of the Varina road, and one brigade to the right, and then ensued
one of the grandest charges in the history of the war. The troops moved
firmly and steadily in close column by divisions, and at a ' right shoulder
shift arms ' until more than half the distance was gained, when an oblique
movement was made, which took the troops partially out of range of the
heavy guns of the fort. In a few moments more our men were swarming
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over the parai)et, capturing eight cannon, two of them heavy pivot guns,
and about one hundred prisoners. Col. Stevens was struck by a bullet
when below the foi't (before entering), and was taken away in an ambu-
lance with the body of Gen. Burnham, who commanded the 2d Brigade,
and who was killed by a sharp-shooter after the fort was taken. Two
rebel iron-clads steamed down the river a few hours after we captured
the fort, and threw 200 lb. shell at us all the afternoon, and at intervals
during the next day. Some of the rebel barracks w^re torn down, and
the logs piled into breast-works.
" Sept. 30th. Yesterday Gen. Lee, Jefferson Davis and .others were
plainly seen from the parapet of Fort Harrison ; wliile standing on the
parapet with Capt. Goss we both distinctly saw the party. Deserters
who came in last night report that Mr. Davis said that this jDosition must
be re-taken if it required the entire Confederate army to do it. This
forenoon we could see columns of the rebels massing, and working parties
apparently planting artillery, on our front. Meanwhile our men were
impatiently awaiting the arrival of shovels and picks. It was noon be-
fore these arrived, and hardly a shovelful of earth had been moved,
before the enemy opened vigorously with artillery, and soon after with
their shrill yells, charged down upon us. Our men lying flat upon their
faces fired a volley which checked the rebel charge and then repulsed
them, cutting them up fearfully. They charged twice afterwards, each
time with the same result. They tried the fourth time, then gave it up
and retreated to their entrenchments. During the firing our men swung
their cartridge boxes to the front and poured a part of their ammuni-
tion out in little piles on the gi'ound before them for greater convenience.
" I was at this time Hospital Steward of the Thirteenth, and was the only
member of our Medical Department present during the whole two days'
fight. Sergt. Major James M. Hodgdon and I took advantage of a small
obstacle to the rebel fire, when the enemy charged, but it did not afford
sufficient protection for both of us. I was on his right, and left him and
went through an opening in the line of trenches— leading northward
from the fort— where the colored troops were stationed. Here I found
the Hospital Stewax'd of the 8th Conn. While conversing with him he
fell, shot in the head. Gen. Stannard, standing but a few feet away, lost
his right arm ; and in a moment more, poor Hodgdon came through the
opening before mentioned, his right eye hanging by a shred on his cheek.
I gave him a stimulant, bound up his face, and assisted him to a place of
shelter a few rods in the rear.
" First Sergeant John F. Gibbs of E performed prodigies of valor to-day
during the rebel assaults to re-take Fort Harrison. The ammunition run-
ning short, and the teams being unable to come up by reason of the rebel
sharp-shooters killing the mules, Major Stoodley called for volunteers to
go back for the boxes. Sergt. Gibbs started instantly, and worked nobly
lugging the heavy boxes of ammunition ^ in the face of a heavy fire, for a
^ The boxes contained 1,000 rounds of ball-eartridses, and weighed above eighty
pounds each, while Gibbs is a spare man of medium height. — S. M. T.
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considerable distance (over open ground) from the wagons to the battle
line. He deserved promotion for it." R. B. Prescott.
Some idea of the depletion of the Thirteenth in its term of service may-
be gained from the following statement made by Major Stoodley : " In
the fight to-day, acting as Major commanding the Thirteenth, I stood alone,
the only conmiissioned officer present with the Regiment, of the original
thirty-seven officers who left Concord on October 7, 1862."
Major Stoodley.
Lieut Taggard, acting Adjutant, writes in his Diary : " Thursday,
Sept. 29th. We started at 9 o'clock last night ; crossed the James at
Aiken's. We captured Fort Harrison Sept. 29th, meeting with much
loss. Sept. 30th. About noon the enemy made a severe attack on us,
but were repulsed with great loss. We took, in the two days, twenty-two
guns, 1,500 prisoners (a great number of them wounded men) and four
colors. The losses in the Thirteenth were two officers and thirteen men
killed, seven officers and fifty-eight men wounded, one missing."
Lieut. Taggard.
" At Fredericksburg on the evening of Dec. 13, 1862, I received a
' clip ' in the shoulder, and another bullet tlu'ough the thigh, when within
about four rods of the sunken road at the foot of Marye's Heights, but
succeeded in leaving the field. On Sept. 28, 1864, Col. Stevens' bri-
gade was relieved in the Bei'muda Hundred trenches by Pennsylvania
troops, and at 9 p. m. the entire brigade with the exception of Co. C, 13th
N. H., which garx-isoned a redoubt of our advanced works, moved in light
marching order with its Division commanded by Gen. Stannard to assault
Fort Harrison. The 10th N. H. and 118th N. Y. were deployed as skir-
mishers after we crossed the James on the morning of the 29th. Capt.
Goss of the 13th, commanding his corps of sharp-shooters, was also on
the skirmish line.
" The column advanced to within about 40 rods of the fort when Col.
Stevens was struck. Soon after this the column obliqued to the right,
and the enemy, supposing that we were about to attack their left flank, or
the open side of the fort, sent a body of their infantry out of the main
earth-work to protect that flank. They made another mistake. They
had a six-inch Rodman gun mounted a little to the left of the centre of
the fort, which had fired upon us repeatedly and with savage execution
while we were crossing the open field in the assault ; and just as the
last of our Division were safe under the cover of the little bluff, that
gun double-charged with grape was fired, accidentally or otherwise, and
the grape shot tore up the ground and shrieked over our heads with-
out hitting a man. This heavy and harmless discharge dismounted the
gun. A moment later the Division with a cheer rushed up the slight rise
in the ground. We struck the fort near the left hand corner— the sec-
ond angle— leaping down into the six-foot moat, and climbing the walls,
which were ten or twelve feet high. The fort with the garrison and guns
was soon in the hands of our assaulting party. About dark the 13th was
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moved to the open rear of the fort, where we worked nearly all night
'throwing up entrenchments.
" There is good reason for my remembering the six-inch Rodman gun
above referred to. As we were advancing during the assault, a shot from
it had plunged into our column to my left, and I watched the rebel gunners
as they re-loaded it ; saw them step back, and the puff of smoke as the
lanyard was pulled. I was exactly in line, and in the centre of the flame
there seemed to be a little black ball coming directly toward me. I gave
a warning cry and sprang to the right — a thing that I could easily do,
being then in the line of file closers— and a moment later Reuben L.
Wood, a recruit in Co. G, who was directly in front of me when the gun
was fired, was struck squarely in the centre of the body, the shell passing
through him and flying on its way. Strange to say the shell did not
knock him over backwards, but cut a round hole in the back of his over-
coat (I remember but one other man who wore an overcoat that day) ;
and so true and clean was the circle cut, that apparently there was not a
fragment of the cloth half an inch in length left projecting into it. He
fell on his left side, terribly perforated.
"I entered the fort a few feet to the right of the second angle, passing
the Rodman gun on my left. At that time a squad of rebels at the first
angle were firing into the ditch where our men were for a moment before
climbing up the walls of the fort. After getting inside the fort the first
thing I did was to order two running rebels to halt and surrender, but
they seemed to have urgent business elsewhere, and I fired my first shot
at one of them. We got into the fort without firing a shot.
"On the 30th the 13th was moved about 1 p. m. to the extreme left—
and rear of the main fort, the right of the Reg. resting on the entrench-
ments— but these were of no use to us in the assaults that followed.
Line of battle was formed, guns stacked, and the men set at work build-
ing a defense of a few logs about six Inches in diameter upon which a little
earth was thrown, merely enough to keep them in place and forming a
shelter about one foot in height. Presently I heard an officer of the
picket line say to Major Stoodley commanding the Thirteenth : ' Your men
will have to stand firm ; the enemy are massing on your front, and will
charge in a few minutes.' In about twenty minutes from the time when
we stacked arms here, the enemy opened on us with artillery. Gen,
Field's Division of Gen. Longstreet's Corps, under the supervision of Gen.
Lee, soon charged upon us ; and came on four times in succession, but
were repulsed each time with a terrible loss. We exhausted the sixty
rounds of annnunition per man with which we commenced this day's
fighting, and the men were again supplied. The enemy could not recap-
ture the fort. We lost no prisoners.
" The little Confederate redoubt for two guns, on our right towards Fort
Gilmer, played a prominent part in this day's fight. From here also a
Confederate rifleman had fired several shots at us over the top of the re-
doubt. Sergt. Albert M. Smith, Daniel W. Osborn and myself rested our
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guns upon the little log in front of us, and when he raised his head again
to fire, we fired simultaneously— and silenced his little battery. It was
from the angle, where this two-gun redoubt started from the main line,
that another rebel fired later and hit Sergt. Major Hodgdon in the eye.
Hodgdon's head when struck was within a foot of my feet. I presume it
was the same rebel who fired and hit my right side."
Edwix Wake, First Sergeant Co. G.
" Lieut. Edwin Ware was mustered as Third Corporal, and rose by
promotion to First Sergeant. He was wounded twice at Fredericksburg,
Dec. 13, 1862, once at Cold Harbor, June 1, 1864, and again here at
Fort Harrison. Unlike many who clung to hospital life, he would return
to his Regiment sooner than he ought, after his several wounds. He
was commissioned as Lieutenant by the Governor of New Hampshire,
but was not mustered as such owing to the early mustering out of the
Thirteenth. He was an intelligent, brave soldier, and universally liked
by the officers and men of our Regiment." Major Stoodley.
Capt. Betton states that he entered Fort Harrison during the assault
on Sept. 29th, near the bridge at the northeast corner of the main fort,
and then climbed up the great traverse ; the flag of the Thirteenth lay
there and he picked it up and thrust the staff into the sand. The enemy
at this time had not all retired from the south end of the fort. Soon after
going down from the traverse into the southern part of the fort, John
Riley of E stepped up behind Capt. Betton with the Thirteenth's flag in
his hand. Cajjt. Stoodley gave his attention to assembling the men of the
Thirteenth, while Capt. Betton, by mutual consent, formed a line of men
of the 139th N. Y. and others, it being necessary at this juncture to have
every fighting man in hand for immediate and continuous action.
As our troops entered the fort John H. Mawby of K with the assist-
ance of other men turned the captured guns, but having neither fuse nor
gun-caps touched the guns off with matches, and in this way fired a num-
ber of times at the retreating enemy.
After the fort was captured, Capt. Betton approached Gen. Stannard,
who was near the traverse, and requested the use of an ambulance to
convey the bodies of Capt. Forbush and Lieut. R. R. Thompson to City
Point. Gen. Stannard then ordered Capt. Betton to take an ambulance,
put in it these two bodies and the body of an aide to Gen. Stannard who
had been kiUed, and accompany them to City Point. Capt. Betton exe-
cuted Gen. Stannard's order, arriving safely at City Point ; again leaving
there he crossed to Bermuda Hundred, procured a horse, and though
stopped while on the way by Gen. Heckman was afterwards allowed to
proceed, and rode back to Foi"t Harrison, where he rejoined the Thir-
teenth in action during the second rebel charge. He had the long ride to
City Point and return, and had slept none for nearly forty-eight hours.
Oct. 1. Sat. Cold, a heavy rain falling. The Thirteenth has less
than 70 men present for duty this morning. Reg. at work in the rain all
the day upon the entrenchments, preparing for defense, all in battle order
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with arms stacked at hand. The enemy is equally busy on an inner line ;
and the pickets of both armies are in constant collision all along the lines.
The enemy shells us briskly also from mortars, gunboats and batteries.
We are suddenly called to take arms at 2 p. m. ; the enemy threatening
but does not attack. Our skirmishers, advancing to-day, drive in those of
the enemy over a portion of the field covered in their assault of yesterday.
The rebel dead are not yet buried— 282 bodies now lie in sight in front
of our Brigade.
Maj. Gen. Godfrey Weitzel succeeds Maj. Gen. Ord in command of
the 18th Army Corjjs.
Extract from a letter written to-day at the front : " Our Color Bearer
was shot yesterday (30th, Charles Powell), being the sixth one this sum-
mer. I have now given the colors to a recruit (John Riley of E) in whom
I have noticed great bravery. Our colors are but a few tattered shreds
any way, but we love it, and shall stick to it." Major Stoodley.
Oct. 2. Sun. Cloudy, cold. Reg. at work on the entrenchments,
every man pressing to his utmost strength preparing to resist attack.
We are assigned as a part of the garrison of the captured fort. We have
had scarcely any sleep for three days and three nights. Constant shell-
ing is going on between Fort Harrison and the rebel batteries. The
enemy must have worked in these last two nights with almost superhuman
energy, his earth-works loom up all along in vast banks of sand.
The cajjture of Fort Harrison plunged the people of Richmond in the
depths of despair ; the terribly costly attempt to re-capture it, on the next
day, anchored them in almost utter hopelessness.
" I have been without sleep so long I am almost used up ; to-day seems
the least like a Sunday of any day since I have been in the army."
Lieut. Taggard, Actg. Adjutant.
" When Sergt. Major Hodgdon was shot, I detailed Sergt. M. C. Shatr
tuck of B, to act as Sergeant Major. He had passed as best soldier in
our Division at the first inspection, and obtained his furlough."
Lt. Col. Smith.
Hospital. To-day in the Hospital at Annapolis, Lieut. Thompson re-
ceives a morning paper, in which it is stated that the Army of the James
has fought a furious two days' battle, winning at every point ; capturing
the enemy's Fort Harrison with a large number of guns and prisoners.
That the Thirteenth was in the thickest of the fight, and " covered itself
with great honor and glory ; holding its ground against all odds, though
its former Colonel, and Lt. Col. commanding (Major Smith acting Lt.
Colonel) were cut down with nearly half of its other officers and men."
He is congratulated upon the victory by thirty or more officers present,
and three rousing cheers are given for the " gallant Thirteenth New
Hampshire." So even a military Hospital has a bright moment now and
then ; but usually, as in this case, at a terrible cost.
Oct. 3. Mon. Rainy. Reg. filling in with breast-work, ditch and
abatis the open space near where we fought on Sept. 30th, and mak-
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ing a regular fort looking towai'ds the enemy. The rebel gunboats send
about us many of their huge shells. We, the target's bull's-eye, watch for
their coming, dodge when they come too near, and quietly smile while we
wait another's coming. If any men dodge too much they are I'idiculed,
and told to get a new backbone, while the boys shout to them— as to
stand up : " Set up them pins ! " Our troops bury 260 bodies of the
rebel dead, and for want of time leave above ground, on our immediate
front, about 100 more, all killed in the battle on Sept. 30th.
Oct. 4. Tues. Showers. Reg. at work on the entrenchments.
Lient. Jonathan Dustin honorably discharged the service. An excep-
tionally brave, capable and efficient officer is thus lost to the Thirteenth.
"We shall see him no more, when called to do any difficult or dangerous
piece of work, settle firmly on his feet, straighten up, look his superior
officer straight in the eye, listen attentively, catch every syllable of the
order, merely answer " Yes, sir ; " then go and execute that order to the
very letter. As a carpenter might say, he was exactness trued-up.
Hospital. Lieut. Thompson of E, at Annapolis, " Honoi^ably discharged
the military service of the United States on account of disability because
of wounds received in action." So runs an unwelcome, and in being too
early, an unjust document received by him to-day. He cannot bear any
weight upon his wounded foot, cannot move about at all excepting upon
crutches, and then but a short distance, is hardly in a condition to travel,
and therefore must remain here a few days longer.
Oct. 5. "Wed. Fair, warm. Reg. at work on the entrenchments
and building bomb-proofs. The rebel gunboats about a mile distant have
been shelling us severely ever since we captured Fort Harrison ; fewer
shells came over from them yesterday, and very few to-day. During a
little truce between the pickets, our men find in the brush and bring into
camp a rebel soldier wounded across his eyes, destroying the sight of both.
He had lain there four days. Was from South Carolina. It is believed
that he will live.
Oct. 6. Thurs. Cloudy. Reg. at work on the entrenchments. The
enemy has concentrated the fire from his mortars on Fort Harrison for
several days, but without doing much damage, or deterring our men from
their work. Watchmen give timely notice of a coming shell, and the men
are generally able to secure cover before it strikes and bursts. These
shells plow deejj, and spread gravel by the cart-load.
Major Smith, in the absence of Lt. Col. Grantman. who has been at
home sick since August 9th, has been in command of the 13th excepting
for short periods of absence and for a few days after being wounded on
Sept. 29th, and yesterday wrote to the Governor of New Hampshire urg-
ing sundry promotions in the Regiment. Only six officers present for
duty. No Company has men enough to guarantee the muster-in of a Sec-
ond Lieutenant, — and there are less than 600 men on the regimental
rolls, all told. Major Smith vigorously protests against any idea or plan
of consolidation with any other Regiment.
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Oct. 7. Fri. Cool, clear. Reg. still at work on the entrenchments,
and kept in readiness to move at a moment's notice. During all this fore-
noon the enemy shells our lines with all the guns he can bring to bear.
The colored troops move to the right at noon. We are moved into Fort
Harrison in the evening, and our men work all night to-night, tearing
down the old front line of works, and building bomb-proofs. Re-enforce-
ments come in. The enemy threatens an attack, but is quiet during the
night here on our front.
The enemy attempts to turn the right flank of the Army of the James,
but is repulsed with a severe loss near New Market. Tlie Union loss is
about 500 men ; the enemy's loss much greater, and he abandons the cen-
tral road. The part of our lines attacked was held by Gen. Kautz's Cav-
alry ; who are said to have been surjirised at daylight. Kautz met with
a severe loss — nearly all his artillery and many men.
" From one standpoint in front of our Brigade, 280 rebel dead could be
plainly counted. (These were killed while assaulting our line on Sept.
30th.) The last of them are buried to day. Twenty-three deserters
come into our Brigade lines to-night." Prescott.
Oct. 8. Sat. Cold. Reg. still entrenching. Move into the fort
and work all night upon bomb-proofs. The pickets of 1)oth armies join
together— a picket truce— and bury all the enemy's dead to be found
between the two lines. Sixty-five bodies are buried of those killed on
Sept. 30th.
The commencement of this picket truce is thus related : A Lieutenant,
said to be a Lieut. Guild of a New York regiment, being on duty on the
outer Union picket line, and unable to endure the horrible stench arising
from the Confederate dead, takes a newspaper in his hand as a flag of
truce, and makes a dare-devil rush towards the rebel picket line. He is
not fired upon, parleys with the rebel pickets a little while, and then they
and the Union pickets procure spades, join together and bury 560 bodies
— all of Confederates. The bodies are scattered here through the dense
brush, and but for the stench would be difiicult to find. It is believed
that fifteen hundred Confederates were killed near our lines on Sept. 30th,
to say nothing of a much larger number wounded, as the case usually is.
It will never be possible to tell how many more Confederate soldiers
perished in the Reljellion than have ever been reported from the Con-
federate side ; but there must have been very many thousands of such un-
reported rebel dead, scattered all over the Confederacy.
Oct. 9. Sun. Very cold. Reg. entrenching all day. We are in
great exposure and privation ; heavy details at work night and day ; the
utmost vigilance and activity are demanded ; the enemy opposes our work
in every possible manner ; arms are stacked close at hand at all hours
;
and the enemy's fire, chiefly artillery fire, plunges about our lieads con-
tinually. Deserters say that Gen. Lee and Jeff. Davis came within half
a mile of Fort Harrison to-day, examined the ground and discussed the
situation for five mortal hours. Ten deserters came into our Brigade
lines last night.
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" The enemy has shelled us severely from his mortars and gunboats.
His 200 lb. shells go screeching overhead, or bursting and plowing great
holes in the gi-ound. His lines of works are very near ours. Eleven
deserters came in to-night ; the most of them belonged to the ' Richmond
City Battalion,' and came from there when we took this place. For two
days of the past week it rained, and we had no shelter whatever, day or
night. Then it cleared very cold, and we had to sleep on the ground un-
der the sky, or walk about to keep warm. We nightly expect to be at-
tacked, and for five nights the men hardly slept a wink. We now occupy
the rebel barracks inside of Fort Harrison." Prescott.
Hospital. We live well here. No hotel need be ashamed of such a
table as the one set here every day. We have the best the market affords,
all generally well cooked and served. The Naval Buildings, where we
are, are clean and roomy. The Severn furnishes excellent soft-shell
crabs in abundance, and most delicious oysters. The only drawback about
the oysters are the numerous pearls, ruinous to the teeth that strike hard
upon them. Dr. B. A. Vanderkieft is Surgeon in Charge of Hospital.
Dr. Joshua B. Sweet is Surgeon in Charge of Section 3, wards A-B,
where the writer is. Both kindly and efficient men. We have interesting
religious services Sunday afternoons and evenings. Bible classes on
Thursdays. Visitors are admitted to see the patients l)etween 12 noon
and 6 p. m. Miss Maria M. C". Hall of Washington, D. C, is Directress.
A most attractive and popular young lady. A paper, '' The Crutch," is
published every Saturday, and contains much matter of interest to the
patients. On the whole an excellent Army Hospital.
Oct. 10. Mon. Fair. Reg. at work on the fort, and acting as its
garrison. Admiral Farragut, and Generals Grant, Meade and Butler
visit Fort Harrison to-day. " They inspect the rebel works, and are in-
spected in turn by every Union soldier who can get near them."
Firing on the picket line has been much less for a day or two, and ex-
cepting for the numerous shells, it is to-day quite safe to go almost any-
where along our lines. Desei'ters say that the people of the South regard
the election of McClellan for President of the United States as the only
hope for the success of the Confederate cause. Such a weight of woe to
our Nation does now the mere name of Democracy threaten.
Oct. 11. Tues. Pleasant. Reg. on outpost picket. Twelve desert-
ers from the 18th Georgia come in. Since the battle of Sept. 29th and
30th the 13th has been constantly under fire.
Soldiers' food— how to prepai'e it : Make a little fire on the ground
of dry, quick-burning wood — if you can get it. One fire will serve for
half a dozen men. Stand on the smoky side, for all sides are about equally
smoky. Put a pint of Virginia water— from the wayside brook or
puddle — into your tin pint-pot, and boil in it for about ten minutes a
tablespoonful of coffee ; putting a little green stick across the top of the
pot to prevent the rich water from boiling over. When your coffee is
nearly done, soak in it for a minute six or eight crackers— ' hard tack '
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— and lay them on your tin j)late, being careful not to shake the worms
out ; they eat better than they look, and are so much clear gain in the
way of fresh meat. Worms rarely infest poor bread. Next cut off a
slice of salt j)ork, put it on a stick, and broil it over the fire, dripping tlie
scorched lard, yclept gi'avy, on your hard-bread. When your pork is
cooked, your meal is ready to eat. Now take it, while your eyes are
smarting with smoke, your fingers smutty and burned and your face no
fairer, your clothing and evei'ything begrimed, dirty and greasy ; go,
sit down in the dirt, and eat your mess like gentlemen and hogs, with a
soldier's appetite for your sauce.
Oct. 12. "Wed. Fair, cold. Reg. in camp. Inspection. Three
deserters come in. Gen. Grant's invitations to desert are being accepted
by the enemy's men, in fact growing quite popular— sensible for once
in their lives. About 3 a. m. some of the enemy's men attempted to de-
sert, and were fired upon by their comrades. This firing roused our
army, and we all turned out under arms in a twinkling— grumbled, and
turned in again. Recently a Union man by name Day was wounded in
his back, and the boys, hard up for a joke, urged their Surgeon to report
Day as wounded in the ' afternoon.'
Oct. 13. Thurs. Cold, rainy last night. Reg. in camp. A general
court mai'tial convenes. Three deserters come in, the enemy firing upon
them. Last night the 2d Brigade of our Division was sent over to sup-
port troops of the 10th Corps. This morning troops of the 10th Corps
made a reconnaissance in force on the Darbytown road, and provoked a
spirited little fight. The 13th not engaged, but turned out at noon and
remained several hours under arms in the front trenches, and ready for
action. Gen. Butler tried to dislodge the enemy from a new line of works
they were building, and lost heavily.
Oct. 14. Fri. Cold. Reg. in camp. All our baggage and camp
equipage is at the old camp at Bermuda Hundred. Our shelter tents are
much worn, and the nights are growing very chilly and cold. The enemy
captured a lot of negro troops, and set them at work upon the fortifica-
tions, whereupon Gen. Butler selected an equal number of white rebel
prisoners, and set them at work upon Dutch Gap canal — sending to the
rebel commander advice not to fire upon his fi'iends at work there.
Oct. 15. Sat. Clear, warmer. Reg. in cam]i, in Fort Harrison.
Eight deserters come in from the enemy ; and one more shot, l)y the en-
emy, while running toward our lines. Almost every morning there is
held a ' Deserters' Povvow ' so called, at our garrison camp-fire, where all
deserters from the Confederates are welcomed, warmed and fed. The
road to the poor rebels' hearts runs through their stomachs — it is a lux-
ury to see them eat. They give hunger's best evidence of short commons
in the rebel army.
Hospital. Last item. Lieut. Thompson left Annapolis Hospital Oct.
10th, leaving over thirty pieces of his ankle bones — several of the pieces
half an inch across, and one of them still larger— on the banks of the
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Severn. Went to TVasliington and settled up accounts. On Oct. 13th
saw President Lincoln, in the White House, for the last time. lie stood
close by an open window, apparently holding a reception, and occasionally
turning and looking out. It was the second window to the left of the
front entrance door ; and Lincoln stood as it were a full length portrait,
the huge window casings serving as a frame. The writer was too lame,
and in too much pain to go in. To-day rode from Washington to New
York, in the kindly care and company of Mrs. Henry Clay Trumbull
and her two little daughters. Chaplain Trumbull is well known as
Connecticut's ' Fighting Parson.'
Oct. 16. Sun. Fine day, cool. Reg. in camp. Moves camp from
one side of Fort Harrison to the other. The 2d Brigade Band — for-
merly of the Thirteenth— has remained at Bermuda Hundred until
within a day or two ; and now the Bands begin here to make our camp
life more cheerful.
Lt. Col. Grantman honorably discharged the service. He had command
of the Thirteenth, for the most of the time, after Col. Stevens was
placed in command of our Brigade on July 26th ; but was sick much of
the time, when the command of the 13th devolved upon Major Smith.
August 10th Grantman went home on sick leave for 20 days. This was
extended, but not recovering from his illness— chills and fever— he re-
luctantly resigns his commission and leaves the service.
Lt. Col. William Grantman was mustered as a Private May 23, 1861,
in Co. H, 1st Mass. Vol. Infantry. About the middle of June that regi-
ment went to Washington, and from there found its first engagement in
the first battle of Bull Run. Three Companies of the 1st Mass., Co. H
among them, opened the action July 18th, at what is known as Black-
burn's Ford. In this action Grantman was wounded in the left arm, left
side and left groin. After a period spent in Hospital he returned to ser-
vice in October. His regiment spent the winter of 1861-2 at Buell's
Ferry on the Lower Potomac, as a part of Gen. Hooker's Division. The
brigade in which was the 1st Mass. was first commanded by Gen. Hooker ;
afterwards Gen. Sickles' Brigade and the New Jersey Brigade were
joined with it, constituting Gen. Hooker's Division. It was on the Vir-
ginia side of the Potomac opposite this Division's winter camp, where the
rebels established their blockade— so called.
In the first part of April 1862, Gen. Hooker's Division joined Gen.
McClellan on tlie Peninsula, and was engaged upon the fortifications in
the vicinity of Yorktown. On the morning of April 26tli, three Com-
panies of the 1st Mass. were designated to assault a redoubt held by the
enemy. Company H supported by the other two Companies led the as-
sault, which was successful. Here again Grantman was wounded, receiv-
ing two bullets in the upper part of his left thigh.
Recovering from these wounds, he was in Wakefield, N. H., when Presi-
dent Lincoln issued the call for 300,000 volunteers, under which the Thir-
teenth enlisted. The citizens of Wakefield, N. H., came to him and urged
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him to acce])t a Captaincy ; and as a result of the patriotic endeavors of
himself and others, who afterwards became officers in that organization,
Company A of the Thirteenth was raised, and Capt. Grantman marched
back to the war at the head of it, carrying with him ' the marks of four
rebel bullets and a buckshot.
After the war he returned to his former business — furrier — in Bos-
ton, and has expended much of his time and means in assisting the
worthy sui'vivors of this war who are sick or reduced in circumstances,
and also the families of such, and of the Veterans who have died.
A quiet, gentlemanly man, intensely interested in tlie good fortunes of
the Thirteenth, both when in the service and afterwards, ready for any
honorable duty or action, generous, clear and cool headed, brave and firm ;
his long, faithful services and many battle scars command silence to
every verbal enlargement and encomium.
Oct. 17. Mon. Fair. Reg. in camp. A squad of deserters come
in retailing, at wholesale, a most doleful account of affairs in Dixie ; ap-
parently making all things appear as bad as possible. Like all deserters
from the enemy, however, these men are fearfully hungry.
The Southron as a deserter is only too happy when he reaches the Un-
ion lines, happy as never before in his life ; but he is cautious about mak-
too much of an exhibition of his happiness. Besides, the conscious dis-
grace of having done a desertion broods over him like a little bluish mist,
in which his eye wanders a l)it, and the tones of his voice drag a trifle
husky. Not so the state of the Southron as a prisoner. Next to bride-
grooms in their honeymoons, the happiest men the writer ever set eyes
upon (and he has seen many hundreds of them in all), have been the
men captured from the Confederate army by the Union army in this war.
What they may be in prison he knows not— though none there have been
reported as dying of melancholy— but down here in the two years be-
tween Fredericksburg and Petersburg, and thence on, these captured fel-
lows exhibit unqualified happiness. Every one of them may have ' spoiled
for the fight,' after the description of Southern writers, and no one dis-
putes their bravery when in clanger ; but he evidently prefers the peace
and comfort that Uncle Sam's retirement camp affords, to any battle he
has ever seen. The ancient boast was that any Southerner could whip
three Yankees, some of them five ; but of late it seems as if each South-
ern soldier would rather live on Union army rations than whip four
Yankees, or even half a dozen of them. There may be exceptions, but
to the vast majority, evidently, capture is a consummation of battle
chances most devoutly to be wished. Southern writers have trussed up
and padded a great many paper knights, but the most of the Southern
soldiers are wonderfully human after all.
Oct. 18. Tues. Cloudy, cold. Reg. in camp. Paid off for six
months. The rebel flag-of-truce boat carries a white flag at her fore ; a
white flag with the red Union at her top, and the diagonal cross of the
Confederacy aft. It is a small river steamer bringing prisoners of war
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for exchange. A rebel band frequently comes down upon the boat play-
ing Southern airs, to Union and Confederate alike. The boats passing in
the James are in plain view from Fort Harrison, for a narrow S2Jace. One
deserter comes in at noon.
Oct. 19. "Wed. Fair, cold. Reg. in camp. The condition of some
of the boxes, sent by friends at home to men at the front, when they ar-
rived, after a two or four weeks' trip, would make a pig squeal, and
even a soldier swear : Rotten apples, pears, gi'apes and plums, mouldy
cakes, pies past their prime, cheese all wiggle-wiggle, doughnuts rancid
;
chicken needs no carving, jam fermented and " got loose," cordial weep-
ing, candy in a muss, all mixed topsy-turvy, butter melted and I'un all
over everything, bugs and creeping things holding a grand high carnival
— and clothing smelling like the last rose of summer.
Oct. 20. Thurs. Cloudy. The officers of the Thirteenth have for
a long time desired to have the Spencer rifles, but doubted if they could
obtain them. Gen. Devens sends for Major Smith, without solicitation,
and proposes to arm the Thirteenth with Sharps breech-loading carbines
— a most agreeable surprise.
A grand salute fired, of five rounds from each cannon on our line all
shotted and well aimed at the rebel works, in honor of Gen. Sheridan's
latest victory. The enemy feebly replies with only a few mortar shells.
" A few days since I went out with Major Stoodley from our picket
line to exchange newspapers with the rebel pickets. I waved a New Yoi"k
Herald, they answered my signal with a Richmond paper. After the
usual custom of such errands, each party started to advance half way for
a meeting between the lines ; and we had nearly completed the distance,
when a rebel officer came out and ordered his man back, and we could
not make the exchange. Their orders are now very strict against ex-
changing papers." Prescott.
Oct. 21. Fri. Cool, clear. Five deserters come in, all fired upon
by their own side. Four Subs desert to the rebels from the 2d N. H.
Brigade Review— another ' Brevet Review.'
Oct. 22. Sat. Pleasant, cool. Reg. in camp. Gen. Grant visits
Fort Harrison. Five deserters come into our lines to-night, and forty
more come in at a short distance to the left of us. Our gunners get the
range of the rebel gunboats in the James and start them up the river,
after a noisy contest. The rebels cheer loudly to-night.
Oct. 23. Sun. Pleasant. Reg. in camp. Usual Sunday duties.
For a week or two past our lines here have been very quiet, and nothing
of particular note has occurred. Since the fortifications were satisfactorily
strengthened, the firing between the pickets — by a sort of common con-
sent— has been discontinued, all along the line here, though in the region
about Dutch Gap canal the firing has been continuous. The canal is 2j
miles below Fort Harrison. It is about 300 feet long, 75 wide and 40
deep. Saves seven miles of travel. Many rebel prisoners are now at
work on the canal, in retaliation for the rebels' treatment of our colored
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troops when captured hy them. The enemy are continually shelling the
shovelers, and men and horses are killed almost every day.
Oct. 24. Mon. Cold. Reg. in camp. Our lines here are now pro-
tected by a moat and abatis. The enemy has no force to risk in recap-
turing them. Out in front also our pickets are strongly entrenched. A
newspaper exchange is arranged between our Brigade and the enemy —
the pickets making the exchanges. Thus we have the Richmond morn-
ing papers, and the enemy's men can read the Northern papers, can re-
flect, grow wiser, and desert to the Union lines, as they are continually
doing.
Of the 1,040 men who left New Hampshire Oct. 7, 1862, and of all
the Recruits received besides, raising our numbers to nearly 1,300, but
610 men are now on our regimental rolls ; 200 of these are absent sick
and wounded in various Hospitals, 200 are detailed, the remainder are
present. We turn out for duty now about 100 men.
The 8th Conn., our good friends and formerly of our Brigade, now re-
duced to 90 muskets, Capt. Charles M. Coitt commanding, are head-
quarters' guard for the 18th Corps. " An easy piece of hard work."
Chills and fever quite prevalent in the Thirteenth, and the force gener-
ally ; and a man suffering from their ' disintegrating ' effects feels, as it
were, like an old barrel with the heads half out, the hoops working off,
the staves all awry, and the whole thing ready — and infamously willing
— to collapse into a shapeless heap of rubbish.
Oct. 25. Tues. Clear, windy, cool. Reg. in camp. Up to this
time the Thirteenth has remained in, or in the vicinity of Fort Harrison,
strengthening its fortifications, and furnishing the usual quotas for picket
and outpost duty, but not engaging in any special battle, service or ex-
pedition. The spirits of the men are revived by the period of rest, and
their numbers somewhat increased by the return of absentees and con-
valescents. A body of negro troops moves in to-day, and mans a portion
of the line at Fort Harrison. A Union vedette near the 1.3th is scooped
out of his little rifle-pit by a large Confederate shell, which bursts, blows
him to pieces, and scatters the pieces all over the field. Asst. Surgeon
Morrill returns to the 13th this evening, Six deserters from the enemy
came in last night.
Here is a little illustration of the uncertainties of war : " About Sept.
25th I served as a member of a court martial at Gen. Ord's Hdqrs. at
Bermuda Hundred. The court adjourned and all the members with
one exception went with their regiments to the battle of Fort Harrison.
After the fight we finished trying the case that came before us, convening
at Mr. Henry Cox's house near Fort Harrison, minus four of our original
membership, of whom three had been wounded and one mustered out.
I had been wounded also, but was able to attend to my duties after a few
days." Lt. Col. Smith.
Oct. 26. "Wed. Fine day. Reg. breaks camp at dark, marches
about one and one half miles to the rear, halts on Mr. Henry Cox's farm,
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bivouacs, and receives orders to prepare three days' cooked rations, and
to be ready to move at 5 a. m. to-morrow. Here we are joined by the
rest of the garrison of Fort Harrison and neighboring works, consisting of
our 1st Division of the 18th Coi*ps, now commanded by Gen. Gihiian
Marston of New Hampshire ; and also by a Division of the 18th Corps,
which has come up from the works at Bermuda Hundred ; all together to
form an expeditionary corps under Maj. Gen. Weitzel. Major Smith now
commands the loth, and our 1st Brigade, consisting of the 13th N. H.
81st, 98th and 139th New York regiments, is in command of Col. John
B. Raulston of the 81st N. Y. Much disturbance and several severe fights
occur to-day among the men of our Brigade, who are made drunk on whis-
key obtained from commissaries and sutlers.
To-morrow the whole Union army is to be set in motion, and leaving
only a small garrison along its thirty miles of fortifications is to make the
most powerful demonstration yet attempted on the enemy's present lines
;
if possible, to turn his right flank south of Petersbui'g, and gain possession
of the Southern railroads. The purpose of our force, now here on Cox's
farm, is to gain the nearest possible point to Richmond, and to prevent
the transfer of Gen. Lee's troops from there toward his Petersburg lines ;
and if his left wing can be turned, to march into Richmond. Among the
men and the lower grades of officers this movement is regarded as of
greater import than any made for many months ; and many a man lies
down for a short rest to-night, in the strong belief that to-morrow will
bring the end of the war in Virginia. More has been said ' at the front
'
about this ' general movement,' than of any other since Gen. Grant
crossed the James last June.
The 10th Corps, Gen. Terry, is to make a demonstration on the Charles
City and Darbytown roads ; while Gen. Weitzel's force of the 18th Corps
is to push through the White Oak Swamp at Hobson's crossing, move up
to the Williamsburg pike, and then attack. Consequently the 18th Corps
will pass in the rear of the 10th Corps, and along to the right of it, then
face to the left and advance.
BATTLE OF FAIR OAKS— NO. 2.
Oct. 27. Thurs. Clear and cool a. m. ; rainy p. m. This affair,
however disastrous, deserves a special title; and is accounted the 2012th
engagement of the war under the above name. At 4.30 a. m. the Thir-
teenth is assigned to the position of skirmishers leading our 1st Division.
The column moves from Cox's farm at 5 a. m., now about daylight, first
swinging around towards DeejD Bottom, then passing over New Market
Heights, then marching across the country by the most direct route, until
we reach the Charles City road near White's Tavern at 10 a. m. Here
a short halt is made, and then the column pushes forward across the coun-
try by obscure roads and paths until our Brigade, which leads the column,
comes out upon the Williamsburg pike near that part of the Fair Oaks
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buttle-field where Gen. Silas Casey was attacked, and driven back, on May
30, 1862, just previous to the great battle of Seven Pines and Fair Oaks.
As we come out upon the right of the 10th Corps, its skirmisliers are busily
engaging the enemy. The order of march this morning was for the troojjs
to march three miles an hour, resting ten minutes in every hour, but this
order has been maintained for only one hour— the first. Tbe troops are
mucli wearied by the long, rapid march of some twelve or fifteen miles,
and are now unfit for battle. A severe rain storm sets in at noon, con-
tinuing all the rest of the day and neai-ly all night.
On reaching the Williamsburg pike, the Thirteenth is deployed as skir-
mishers across the pike, and moves along on both sides of it toward Rich-
mond. We first meet the enemy's skirmishers, in any force, on the pike
beyond the field known as Seven Pines, where we quickly drive them
back, and our Brigade is formed in line of battle across the pike at 1.15
p. m. The Division sharp-shooters, under Capt. Goss of the 13th, with
the 118th N. Y. and the 10th N. H. are tbrown forward between 1.30
and 2 p. m., all being armed with Spencer rifles. They advance to a posi-
tion within 100 yards of the rebel earth-works, and there lie down. The
Thirteenth is then placed on the right of our Brigade line, as flankers,
near and fronting the York River Railroad, north of the pike.
The enemy has hurried up troops, upon the run, from his lines confront-
ing Fort Harrison, and heavily re -en forced his lines within his entrench-
ments here, rendering them imj^regnable to any assault that can be made
by our force now present on the field. This is not distinctly known, how-
ever, and about 3 p. m. our two brigades move forward to the assault
;
the 13th being held in reserve as flankers in a grove of pines, under fire
but not engaged. While we are here the enemy runs a battery of three
guns down on the York River Railroad, and shells us severely. Many
trees are cut off, and one of them in falling wounds two men. This shell-
ing somewhat draws our attention from the assault, which can be seen only
in part, but is extremely noisy, showing that the enemy is present in
heavy force. The assault is made most gallantly, but our troops are re-
jiulsed, and retire with heavy loss.
The 10th N. H., in the 2d Brigade of our Division, loses eight officers
and seventy-four men. It reaches a point within a few yards of the
enemy's works, from which it can neither advance nor retreat, and the men
lie down and wait for night in wlilch to escape. A sortie from the enemy,
before night, captures the most of them. The 10th destroys its colors,
and so prevents their capture. The 2d Brigade enters upon the work
of the day with about 500 men, and at night is almost among the things
that were.
The expedition merely results in preventing re-enforcements from being
sent to Gen. Lee's right, south of Petersburg, and at night our troops are
all withdrawn. We advance to within less than four miles of Richmond
a mile nearer than Gen. McClellan went, and nearer than any of our in-
fantry have i)reviously gone.
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Capt. E. "W. Goss commanding the sharp-shooters of our First Division
of the 18th Corps was killed while taking part hi the assault, and his body
fell into the hands of the enemy. His body was never recovered, nor
is its resting place known. As near as can be learned, however, Capt.
Goss was killed about twenty yards to the left of the Williamsburg road,
and about 100 yards in front — east— of the outer line of Confederate
works where they cross that road.
A volunteer, a Captain, was wanted last August (29th) by Gen. Dev-
ens, to command a corps of 200 sharp-shooters, picked men from the
different regiments in our First Division, and Capt. Goss volunteered for
the duty. An extremely dangerous position when advancing on the field.
The 1st Division, however, contained but few officers of such bold daring,
cool courage, sound sense and clear grit, all combined in one individual,
as Capt. Goss always evinced.
G. W. Johnson of I states that " he met a Confederate Capt. Catlett, and
he stated to Johnson that he was in command of the Confederate skir-
mishers at Fair Oaks, Oct. 27, 1861 ; that he saw the commander of the
Federal sharp-shooters — Capt. Goss — approach his (Confed.) line and
station his men— all the time under a severe fire— as coolly as if on
drill ; in fact he said he never saw any man act so bravely while under
fire as Capt. Goss did on this occasion, and he himself passed the word
along the Confederate skirmish line not to shoot this officer because he
was so gallant and brave. After posting his men Capt. Goss stepped be-
hind an apple-tree for protection, but in the contest that followed he was
killed. This Confederate Captain was one of the burial party, and took
for his own use Capt. Goss's gauntlet gloves."
Lieut. Murray on the staff of the 1st Brigade is captured and goes to
Libby Prison. He is held as a hostage for a time, for a rebel condemned
to be hung by our Government. He is confined in the same cell, and for
the same purpose, with Capt. George N. Bliss of the First Rhode Island
Cavalry. The cell, in which they were for the most of the time confined,
is in the basement, under the northeast corner of the building, and at the
corner of East Carey and Twentieth Streets. The same cell in which
Dick Turner, commandant of Libby, was afterwards locked up (after
the Union occupation of Richmond), and from which he escaped, and was
never afterwards captured.
Five men of the 13th are also taken prisoners by the enemy, and two
men wounded. Our troops are withdrawn from the front only with ex-
treme difficulty. It is impossible to send orders to the skirmishers on
the front, and those of the loth are necessarily left with the rest to their
own resources. As night comes on, they conclude that they must with-
draw or be captured, so they come off quietly, as many as are able to do
so, and rejoin the Reg. late at night.
The heavy rain renders the roads exceedingly muddy. The night march
on the retreat is one of the hardest we have ever had. Everything is
mixed together, the very darkness making order impossible. Utter con-
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fusion reigns ; teams, artillery, ambulances and infantry all jumbled to-
gether, and all heavily loaded ; mud and water in many places knee-deep
in the roads, the niglit pitchy dark, the rain pouring in torrents, the enemy
reported close on our heels, commands are separated, teams are stuck in
the sloughs, wagons are tipj^ed over and smashed, the contents scattered
and run over, horses and mules ugly, drivers hurrying, noisy, swearing,
quarreling, mad, feet of the men blistered, many sitting by the roadside
used up ; and so the affair goes on for four or five miles, and about mid-
night the Thirteenth, keeping together as much as possible, but much
broken up and drenched through and through, bivouacs in the rain and
mud, near the Charles City road, and waits for daylight.
Our men are completely jaded out by the march, the fight, the exposure
to the enemy's fire, the excitement, the retreat in the nmd, rain and dark-
ness ; and also much depressed by the sense of the utterly blasted hojje of
gaining Richmond, and lie down with very gloomy forebodings for the
morrow. The men, probably, have counted upon more success to-day,
than those in charge of the movement. The name of this ugly affair
should be placed on the colors of the Thirteenth, however, for they did all
that was required of them, and were in no way responsible for the result.
A short account of the affair states that while the 10th Corps engages
the enemy, the 18th Corps passes along to the Williamsburg road. The
rebel skimnishers make a determined stand near Fair Oaks, and the 118th
N. Y. drive them back to the entrenchments. The First Division ad-
vances to within about 1,000 yards. Now occurs a delay of one and a
half hours. After which time the Second Brigade— about 500 men—
Col. Cullen commanding, charges through a severe fire, to a point from
which it can neither advance nor retreat. The 10th N. H. hi this charge
loses 74 men out of 100, and 8 officers out of 10.
" On the afternoon of Oct. 26th, we were withdrawn from the works,
and encamped near Mr. Henry Cox's house. There was a sharp frost
that night, so that when the troops were moving next day — 27th— the
ground, as it thawed, was very slippery for marching. We moved
over New Market Heights by a cross-road to White's Tavern on the
Charles City road, thence past Allen's and Hobson's. At Hobson's we
turned to the left and followed the road to Seven Pines. The Thirteenth
had the lead, with Capt. Goss's sharp-shooters and the General's staff,
only, ahead of us. Spear's 11th Penn. Cavalry had preceded the column,
and were out of sight. The cavalry were drawn up in a grove of pines
to our right near the W^illiamsburg road, when we arrived there.
" Capt. Goss moved forward in skirmish line on the left of the Williams-
burg road, and the Thirteenth moved by the flank up the road. Gen.
Gihnan INIarston was conmianding the Division. The last time I saw
Capt. Goss he was in the open field not far from INIr. Kuhn's house.
About this time a charge on the right of the road, made by two compa-
nies of the 11th Penn. Cavalry, took our attention and I saw or heard no
more of Capt. Goss. I think a Richmond paper had his name and Lieut.
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Murray's in the list of captured prisoners ; and we knew nothing definite
about him until the return from Andersonville of some of our sharp-shoot-
ers who were captured here. Sharp-shooter Bannister of Co. H was
never accounted for, except as missing.
" We marched by the flank toward Richmond, and deployed in line of
battle on the right of the Williamsburg road in the woods, where our
Brigade remained during the day. The Thirteenth were deployed as
flankers, in the edge of the woods, and facing the York River Railroad.
The charge on the Confederate works by the other troops was made on
the left hand side of the Williamsburg road. The enemy was within
his works, and not in his front line of rifle-pits. His large fort, a little
south of the York River Railroad (S. on accompanying map), was en-
gaging our field batteries in the Wilhamsburg road, the shells flying both
ways directly over the Thirteenth, cutting the trees in all directions, and
some of our men were injured by the splinters. This action should be
called ' Williamsburg Road,' and not Fair Oaks, as only colored troops
went there. About 3 p. m. it grew very foggy and dark, and although
the rebel battery had been in sight it was soon obscured ; and it com-
menced raining hard, the rain continuing nearly all night.
" About 8 Tp. m., after posting a picket, we were withdrawn, leaving the
picket. The cavalry joined us on the right and followed us out, and we
retraced the road to near White's Tavern, where we remained during the
rest of the night. I never expected to see the men of that picket again,
and would have withdrawn them even without orders if I could have
taken them without disturbing the pickets of other regiments. It was
said that the officer of the day would relieve them but he never came
;
and they withdrew on their own responsibility about 3 a. m. on the 28th.
" So far as I know, we did not handle spade or pick. If any earth-
works were occupied by us, we did not make them, and our Brigade had
none I know. It was some time after dark when we withdrew from
the Williamsburg road, and we halted for the night, on the Charles
City road, at some distance toward the city from White's Tavern. The
next morning we were moved into the woods, as this road is almost a
straight line to Fort Lee, marked Z on the accompanying map, and we
were exposed to a raking fire as we lay in the road. I thought at the
time that Gen. Marston expected to entrench at that point.
" The 10th Corps, which had demonstrated here while we were on the
Williamsburg road, had their skirmish line between us and the rebels at
this time, and were not withdrawn until after we had finally retired to
Fort Harrison. There was a garden at the house— W. Jordan's near
X on the map— just in front of the cross-road, on the Charles City road,
and Quarter-master M. L. Morrison and myself followed up the picket
line to this garden, and there filled our haversacks with cabbage, toma-
toes, etc. We did not consider ourselves much demoralized that day by
the rebel fire ; and as we had had no fresh vegetables for a long time, you
can imagine what a good dinner we had the next day.
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" The east line of my farm is between one and two miles toward the
city, up the Charles City road, from Fort Lee ; and near this fort is the
first station east of Richmond on the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad, also
called Fort Lee." Lt. Col. Smith.
While we lay in the woods during the shelling by the rebel batteiy on
the railroad, there occurred one of the most singular casualties and escapes
known in the war. As a man in our Brigade was lying down upon his
face, a large, white, splintered chunk of a tree set flying by a bursting
shell, swept along his back from shoulders to feet, like a flash of light-
ning, carrying everything before it, leaving the man minus the back-side
half of nearly all of his clothing. The shock dazed him, but caused him no
serious injury beyond a small abrasion. He instantly whirled over upon
his back, the rough ground did not feel agreeable, and he turned back as
quickly upon his face again ; then raised his head and gave himself one
glance, swore a fearful oath, seized his gun, sprang to his feet and rushed,
a literal tatterdemalion, to brush at the rear. The last seen of him, he
was retreating in the distance, in quick route-step, wrapped in a blanket
a la Indian. Fair Oaks proved foul oaks to him.
Gen. Humphreys states that Gen, Weitzel, commanding the 18th
Corps, having passed through the White Oak Swamp at Hobson's cross-
ing, arrived at the W^illiamsburg road at 1 p. m., near the Seven Pines
battle-field, and came in front of the rebel works after advancing on that
road a mile and a half. He assaulted with two brigades, CuUen's and
Fairchild's. Col. CuUen's 2d Brigade of the 1st Division was formed on
the right of the road, supported by the 1st Brigade (ours) and 3d Brigade
of that Division, the Division commanded by Gen. Marston. On the
left of the road, in line of battle, was Fairchild's Brigade of the 2d Divi-
sion, the Division commanded by Gen. Heckman. This force, preceded
by skirmishers, advanced over the open ground at 3.30 jj. m. They got
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close to tlio enemy's works, but were repulsed with a considerable loss,
each of the two assaulting brigades losing three colors.
Shortly after dark, Gen. Weitzel began to withdraw to the Charles
City road, the rain, darkness, mud and narrow road making the retreat
very fatiguing for the troojjs, who were marching all night. The losses
in the whole movement, by the 10th and 18th Corps in killed, wounded
and missing, were about 1,100 men. The enemy met here, who had
just arrived from Gen. Ewell's lines north of the James, were Gen. Field's
Division, assisted by, or co-operating with. Gen. Gary's Cavalry Brigade.
The enemy's losses were very small, his defense having been made behind
the best of entrenchments, the heavy system of Richmond defenses.
Oct. 28. Fri. " Nice day. Rained last night and did not hold up
till morning." In coming down from the front last night, the men were
much scattered, a result largely due to the almost impenetrable darkness
(there was no rout, we were not pursued) and were arriving at the place
of bivouac singly or in small squads all night long. The rain of yester-
day and last night has made the roads exceedingly muddy— the glory
of this expedition is reduced to mud and water. The Reg. leaves its
bivouac on the Charles City road about 9 a. m. When the Reg. arrives
at camp a little after dark, we find our old quarters occupied by other
troops, and take a new camping ground about a quarter of a mile farther
to the right, outside of Fort Harrison, and behind the rifle-trenches.
One soldier writes : " We fugled about in the woods all the forenoon
on the Charles City road, in view of a rebel fort. Slashed several trees
across the road, then retreated. Reached our old quarters about dark,
footsore and thoroughly played out."
From the Medical Department of the Thirteenth (condensed) : " We
were called about 4 a. m. Oct. 26th, marched back about one mile and
camped in a large field where the entire 18th Corps gathered during the
day. At 4.30 a. m. on the 27th we started towards the right, passing the
10th Corps in their rear. We halted on the Fair Oaks battle-field, hav-
ing gone around the rebels' left flank, leaving many of their works behind
us. The 10th Corps was now heavily engaged to our rear and left.
Capt. Goss here advanced with his sharp-shooters. Our cavalry charged
at a full gallop driving back the rebel pickets— a grand sight. The lOtli
N. H., armed with Spencer rifles, and under command of Capt. Timothy
B. Crowley of Nashua, moved in on our left. This was about 3 p. m.,
then raining. Our Brigade deployed in the woods to the right, and ad-
vanced in line of battle. The musketry firing was already severe, and
now the enemy opened upon us with artillery. We laid flat on the
gi'ound. The 2d Brigade charged with loud cheers. The firing was
awful, a roar. Our men went close up under the rebel guns, but could
not penetrate the strong abatis. Then we heard the rebel yell, as the
enemy charged down upon the 2d Brigade, gobbling the greater part of it.
Capt. Crowley was wounded in the leg, and taken prisoner, but while the
rebels went after a stretcher for him, he crawled off and hid. Capt. Goss
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and all but ten of his sharp-shooters were taken jjrisoners or killed. We
then advanced a few rods and laid down again. The rebels ran a battery
down the railroad and shelled us. Here Otis R. Marsh of I was wounded
in the head with a piece of shell. It was now dark.
" About 7 p. m. we started to retreat. It was very dark, and raining
hard, and the road was soon like pudding. Everybody was wet, tired
and cross ; the rebels were all around us ; the mud almost pulling off
boots and shoes at every step ; every vehicle, every arm, inextricably
mixed together in the road— and how everybody did swear ! It beats
all description. The men dropped out all along the way. We halted in
the woods about midnight, and had four hours to rest. We went on at
4.20 a. m., a little rain still falling. At daylight we were again in the
Charles City road, and then we moved up that road toward Richmond
a mile or two, when a rebel fort ^ loomed up in the road about half a
mile ahead. We moved into the woods (to avoid its fire) and remained
there all the forenoon, while details of men felled trees across the road.
W^e finally reached Fort Harrison about dark. Took the position on the
right of the fort, formerly occupied by the 2d Brigade, turned in, and were
soon asleep." Prescott.
Oct. 29. Sat. Clear. Reg. moves its camp still farther toward the
right from Fort Harrison. The negro trooijs occupy a portion of the line
as garrison of the fort ; they having furnished a part of the garrison,
while our Division was absent on the expedition toward Richmond. The
10th N. H. is this morning commanded by a 2d Lieutenant.
In the 10th N. H , or some other regiment that formed a part of the
Fair Oaks expedition, and was much cut up, one of the Companies had an
Irishman for its First Sergeant. At the first Dress-parade this First Ser-
geant came to the front to report the condition of his lost Company.
"When his turn came to report he hesitated, and scarcely knew what to
say. The Adjutant hurried him, when he blurted out in full brogue :
" Company G all right, bedad— I 'm the only one left ! "
Oct. 30. Sun. Clear, cool. Thirteenth on picket all day. " On
the eve of a move like the recent one, botli officers and men will laugh,
joke and appear gay, merry and glad of an opportunity to meet the
enemy ; but when they take a friend to one side, whose duties do not re-
quire him to go into a battle, and pass over to him their watch, money,
etc., and say a word to him for the friends at home— the fun of the
thing fades out." Charles ^Y. Washburn, Band.
Oct. 31. Mon, Clear, warm. Thirteenth mustered for pay by
Major Normand Smith. In the afternoon we move our carap farther to
the right.
Nov. 1. Tues. Clear, cool. Thirteenth in camp, fitting up new
quarters.
Nov. 2. "Wed. Cold, a little hall turning to rain. Thirteenth in
1 Lt. Col. Smith writes that this was Fort Lee, the first fort on the C. & 0. Rail-
road below his fami (1887).— S. M. T.
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camp. Commissions received to-day, all dated Oct. 28, 1864 ; Major
Smith promoted to Lt. Col. ; Capt. Stoodley to Major ; Lieut. Curtis to
Captain. Second Lieutenants Taggard and Sherman to First Lieutenants.
Hosp. Steward Royal B. Prescott to First Lieutenant. All these officers
are mustered for the unexpired term of the Thirteenth's original three
years' enlistment.
With the exception of a short absence on account of sickness, and while
detailed for a few weeks at the 18th Corps Hospital, Hospital Steward
Prescott had served as such with the Thirteenth, during its entire term
of service, without so much as a furlough to visit home. In the absence
of Asst. Surgeon Morrill, Prescott was the only medical officer with the
Thirteenth, in care of the Hospital, the sick and the wounded, for a num-
ber of weeks including the two battles at Fort Harrison. His term of
medical study had been so limited that the law did not permit of his ap-
pointment as Surgeon or Assistant Surgeon, notwithstanding the fact that
his long practical experience as Hospital Steward had fitted him excel-
lently for those positions. Major Smith commanding the Thirteenth, and
others of its officers, thought that his long, faithful and valuable services
should receive a special recognition— hence his commission as First
Lieutenant.
At dark orders are received to cook three days' rations, and to be ready
to move at a moment's notice. Daring the night two regiments of our
Brigade move out, leaving us to man the works. There has been heavy
firing on the left all day.
Nov. 3. Thurs. Rainy, cold. Thirteenth in camp. Transferred
to the 2d Brigade. In the afternoon we again move, to a new camp-
ground farther to the right. These successive moves to the right take the
13th away from Fort Harrison, out upon the wide curve in the Union
lines tliat sweeps eastward across the New Market road, and then on
southward towards Deep Bottom. The Thirteenth has remained in and
near Fort Harrison until to-day.
Nov. 4. Fri. Very stormy last night ; clears this morning. Thir-
teenth in camp. Drilling resumed. Company drill forenoon ; regimen-
tal and brigade drill afternoon. The non-commissioned officers are to
meet in school twice a week. Many troops sent North to protect the fron-
tier. The most of the 1st Brigade have gone. The 3d N. H. have also
gone. Three men deserted from the Thirteenth last night, scared by the
evidences of a movement in the Union lines.
Nov. 5. Sat. Clear, cold. Thirteenth in camp. We are camped
in nothing but shelter tents, and our bed is the ground. No fires can be
had in the tents, and none outside when it rains. Thirteenth transferred
back to the 1st Brigade.
Nov. 6. Sun. Fine, cool. Reg. in camp. Very particular Inspection.
Nov. 7. Mon. Rainy a. m. Reg. in camp. Our Brigade under
arms— an attack expected. One third of the army under arms all night.
Many of the New York regiments have gone away, we expected to go
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with our old 1st Brigade, and had orders to prepare three days' cooked
rations, hut were transferred to tlie 2d Brigade instead. And then again
were put in the 1st Brigade, consisting of two regiments, 13th N. H. and
139th N. Y.
Nov. 8. Tues. Cloudy. Reg. in camp. Voted for President of
the United States. The vote in the Thirteenth stands 104 for Lincoln,
and 41 for McClellan. The 2d N. H. gives fifty odd votes, four of them
for McClellan. The enemy threatened mischief for to-day, hut has kept
quiet. The 13th under marching orders, hut does not move.
Nov. 9. Wed. Cloudy, warm, rainy. Reg. in camp. Log-houses
commenced for winter quarters. They are ten feet long, seven feet wide,
with walls five feet high, and covered with shelter tents for roofs. Two
bunks are placed crosswise, one above the other, at the back end, each
bunk for two men. At the front end is a door, and at one side a fireplace,
the chimney outside the house, and built ujj of sticks and mud. The log
walls of the houses chinked and plastered with clay. Very comfortable
houses. Very heavy and rapid firing below Petersburg heard here this
evening. No notice taken of it here.
Nov. 10. Thurs. Cloudy, warm, showery. Thirteenth in camp.
A quiet day.
Persistent gi"umbling in the Northern army is a habit confined cliiefly
to hirelings. A question principally of character— or of no character.
The habit appears to be a sort of relief to an unoccupied mind. There
are men who grumble while they eat, or drink, or sleep, or play, or sing,
or laugh, or dance, or cheer ; and while they imbibe their whiskey rations
and while they fight. Gi'umbling runs in waves ; on stormy days the
grumble wave runs high, in fair weather the wave is low. But seven out
of every ten of the common grumblers are the stuff cowards, bounty-
jumpers and deserters are made of.
Once on a time there was born to a certain man's kennels, of a small
cross-breed of dogs, a puppy half white and half black, the colors divided
along the median line from the end of his nose to the tip of his tail ; he
was an odd looking scamp with one eye white, the other black. In the
daytime it was difficult to tell which half of him was coming first, and in
the night he necessarily appeared only half a dog. He grew a solemn,
deaconish, long-faced, sorry-eyed dog, and rarely wagged his tail. He
knew little, and could be taught little. He was a curious bicolor-dog.
But what made him a source of abiding interest was his habit of speech.
He rarely or never barked— did not have time— but whether asleep or
awake, dozing or dreaming, chasing or sitting in the corner, playing or
working, eating or drinking, or whatever he was doing, he kept u^) an
ugly, frequent, almost unending cry, an uncertain mouthing mixture of a
growl, a whine of half starvation, and the '' Whi— ii ! " of a poodle dog
stung by two hornets at once. He never let up in that thing for a whole
day during the two years or so of his life ; and the more he ' grumbled
'
the healthier he grew. His owner kept him as a curiosity, until he could
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be endured no longer. We merely mention him as a fair type of the
common gi'umbler, in the army or out of it.
Nov. 1 1 . Fri. Clear. Thirteenth in camp. Fashion invades
even a military camp in the field. White gloves and white collars are in
demand : " Turn down coUars will do — but the garotte, the choker, is
by far the most fashionable," writes one member of the Thirteenth.
Nov. 12. Sat. Showery, p. m. clear, cold. Thirteenth in camp.
Lieut. Churchill goes home on a twenty days' leave. Gen. Grant sup-
presses sundry New York papers, ordering a wholesale destruction of all
of them that come to City Point. We are thus deprived of our regular
daily paper, and probably of some of the most interesting reading of the
season. All communication between our pickets and those of the enemy
are now strictly prohibited.
Nov. 13. Sun. Very cold, clear. A snow squall in afternoon.
Thirteenth in camp. Usual Sunday duties. Cyrus G. Drew of B receives
a thirty days' furlough by special order. He has acted as clerk at
Hdqrs. for much of his term of service ; and as clerk of Company B when-
ever with the Regiment. A first class clerk, and an excellent penman. It
may properly be said that officers leave camp on a " Leave of absence,"
while enlisted men go on " Furlough," both terms meaning practically the
same thing so far as absence is concerned.
Mess board now costs $5.00 per week, and that for the commonest
necessaries, few luxuries are to be had at any price ; an unending round
of pork, beef and potatoes, bread, coffee and beans, and none very good.
Nov. 14. Mon. Clear, cool. Reg. in camp, and at work on winter
quarters.
Nov. 15. Tues. Clear, sharp, frosty. Reg. in camp. The pinch
caused by the scarcity of officers on duty in the 13th is very severely
felt. Our officers are practically forced to do double duty.
Recruiting for the 13th is especially up hill work. Recruits seem to
di'ead the 13th because of its rejxitation for hard fighting. The average
man at home nowadays is more fond of dollars than of war. Lieut. Pres-
cott assigned to the command of Company E this afternoon. New cloth-
ing issued to the men of the 13th.
Nov. 16. "Wed. Clear. Reg. in camp. Drilling. Log-houses are
rapidly going up for winter quarters, all along the line. Six deserters
come in ; and all of them who now come in say that there is no danger
of a rebel attack on our lines here, they are so strong.
Nov. 17. Thurs. Rainy. Reg. in camp. Capt. Staniels returns
to duty. Regular monthly inspection. Asst. Surgeon Morrill commis-
sioned Surgeon of the 1st N. H. Heavy Artillery. Receives his com-
mission Nov. 23d ; leaves the Thirteenth Nov. 26th.
Nov. 18. Fri. Rainy. Reg. in camp. Heavy musketry firing
heard this evening on the right of the Bermuda Hundred lines near the
Hewlett House. The occasion is the attack upon, and capture of, a por-
tion of the Bermuda Hundred line (where the 13th were stationed last
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August and September, before coming to Fort Harrison), by Confederate
Gen. Pickett's troops. The garrison of Redoubt McConihe— including
Co. C — are not driven out, though the redoubt is considerably advanced
beyond the main line of our eai-th-works. A few men of the garrison are
pushed out to form a corps of observation, and one of them, John C. Palmer
of C, is captured by the enemy. (Palmer was taken to Richmond, after-
wards made his escape, and came into our lines near AVilson's Landing.)
We are ordered to be in readiness ; and turn in at night expecting every
minute to hear : " Fall in— fall in ! " Turning out in the cold is far
more dreaded than any light we are likely to be called into ; to fight (and
win) is glorious, to shiver with the benumbing, ague-breeding cold and
dampness is a mean experience.
Nov. 19. Sat. Very rainy, cold. Reg. in camp. A very fine
camp we now have, with many modern conveniences. The officers'
houses are similar to those of the men, only a little larger. See Nov. 9th.
This rain, however, washes out the clay between the logs, which had
scarcely dried, and all the huts leak badly.
Capt. Staniels appointed Acting Asst. Adjt. General on the staff of
the First Brigade, First Division 18th Army Corps.
Nov. 20. Sun. Rainy, all day. Reg. ordered to remain in quar-
ters. Ammunition issued, and special preparations made to resist an ex-
pected attack by the enemy. Six deserters came in to our Brigade last
night, a fair nightly average. Lieut. Taggard, Adjutant of the Thirteenth,
renders himself popular by promptness and efficiency ; and by his custom
of being particular, exceedingly minute and reliable in all matters concern-
ing rolls, orders and reports. Capt. Farr, absent from the Reg. since his
wound was received on June 1st, returns to duty to-day ; the wound, how-
ever, is only partially healed.
Nov. 21. Mon. Rainy, warm. Reg. in camp. What is left of
Confederate Gen. Early's Army of the Shenandoah is now massed on
our front. They expect an attack ; so do we. We can count three lines
of abatis in front of the enemy's works, and the spaces between those lines
are reliably reported to be thickly planted with torpedoes. We shall
never assault that combination.
Sundry huts built of stakes with brush woven in among them, all well
packed with turf and clay — a method of construction known as 'wattle
and daub '— in the absence of frost to solidify the structure, are made
by this storm most unattractive heaps of twigs and mud. The man who
introduced them receives no praises. They prove worse than similar
huts did at Frederick s])urg — meaner than a musk-rat's nest, shabbier
than a broken beaver dam.
Nov. 22. Tues. Very cold. Reg. in camp; everybody and every-
thing soaking wet. We have had a steady rain for four days, clearing
to-night cold with a heavy frost. It is most miserable weather, and the
Thirteenth is in unfinished quarters— al-most a repetition of the Falmouth
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camp. The mutl plastering— ' chinking ' — of the walls and chimneys
had only partly dried when the rain came on ; this soon washed out, and
many of the clay-and-sticks chimneys fell down, each leaving a huge
muddy hole in the wall, instead of a fireplace, where the storm beat in
and no fire could be built. About half the huts in the Thirteenth are in
this condition to-night. This evening two deserters from the enemy come
in to the Thirteenth.
Nov. 23. Wed. Very cold, clear. Reg. in camp. Our surplus
baggage is still at Bermuda Hundred, though very much needed here.
The men have recently suffered severely while on picket, and in the fre-
quent changes of camp. All furloughs and leaves of absence have been
temporarily suspended, the troops all being needed at the front.
Nov. 24. Thurs. Cool. Thanksgiving Day. Capt. Julian's par-
ents, and with them Miss Charlotte Vinal of Exeter, visit camp.
Gen. Ord has formed a special fund from the savings of the men in
the matter of rations, and with it, through Capt. Witherbee, Corps Com-
missary, has supplied poultry, fruit, nuts, cranberries, etc., in abundance,
for the men of the Thirteenth and other regiments, but officers are ex-
cluded by special orders from the use of articles purchased by this fund
;
consequently the men have a good dinner, while the officers are waiting
for supplies. One officer of the Thirteenth writes that he had hard bread,
butter and a cup of chocolate for his dinner, and that was the best he
could get. Another reports having cod-fish and potatoes, as the best that
he could muster.
" Pleasant day. Thanksgiving. Cod-fish for dinner."
Lieut. Prescott.
Nov. 25. Fri. Clear, cool. Reg. in camp. To-day a bountiful
supply of turkeys, also crackers, cakes, apples, cranberries and knick-
knacks, arrives from New Hampshire for the officers and men of the Thir-
teenth. A team has waited at the James River landing three days for
this shipment ; the steamer bringing it having run aground. The poul-
try now on hand averages about four pounds for every member of the
Regiment. " It is Thanksgiving for a week," writes one man of the Thir-
teenth. The cranberries are a source of much amusement. The ration
of sugar, served to the men, is barely enough to sweeten their coffee ; and
how to make cranberry sauce or pies without any sweetening is a puzzle.
One man made a long string of beads of his portion, and wore them
around his neck as long as they held together.
Nov. 26. Sat. Cold, clear. Reg. in camp. Many officers are be-
ing mustered out on expiration of their three yeai's' term of service. Our
Brigade thus loses eight officers this week. Generals Grant, Meade and
Butler and the Hon. Henry Wilson visit our camp. The mails average
about three days' time in coining from Concord, N. H., to this front. Gen.
Grant is very particular about the mails for his command, because, as he
puts it : " Regular correspondence with friends at home relieves the sol-
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dievs of much fret and worry, and makes them more cheerful, healthy
and steady."
Nov. 27. Sun. Clear, Reg. in camp. The officers of the Thir-
teenth take their Thanksgiving dinner to-day, at the quarters of Lt. Col.
Smith, who has charge of the hanquet, and all are seated strictly accord-
ing to rank. Twenty are present besides Lt. Col. Smith, comprising all
the field, staff and line of the Thirteenth now in camp. Two fine large
turkeys, which have come to camp directed to Col. Stevens, do duty with
others on the well spread table.
Nov. 28. Mon. Pleasant, fine. Reg. in camp. Reader— did
you ever eat a Thanksgiving dinner while serving as a soldier, in an
army, in active service, in the field ? If not, you know not how to eat
;
nor how badly a fellow can feel next day !
Nov. 29. Tues. Cloudy, warm. Reg. in camp. The chief specu-
lation in camp is in reference to what will happen when the bulkhead is
blown out of the end of Dutch Gap canal. Some there are who expect a
furious battle— the final struggle for Richmond. The bulkhead is mined,
the rebels have heavy batteries opposite. The work on the canal has been
done under the direction of Maillefort, who blew up Hurl Gate in New
York harbor.
Nov. 30. "Wed. Pleasant, warm. Reg. in camp— " Camp in
front of Richmond." And so is England in front of France— but the
stormy channel roars between.
The ruins of a house, with chimneys standing, is in front of the picket
line on the Varina road (near where Dr. Aiken's house now stands).
Major Stoodley wants some brick from these chimneys, and himself and a
few men go near the ruins to get them. There is every prospect of suc-
cess, when a squad of Confederate pickets suddenly rise up by the roadside,
uncomfortably near, and show fight. The Major retires with his men,
jocularly remarking that " he guesses he don't want any of those brick."
One thing is certain, however, when Major Stoodley is forced to give up a
dangerous job, all other men will find it for their interest to let it alone.
Dec. 1. Thurs. Very pleasant. Reg. in camp. Lieut. Morrison
sick with fever at the field hospital. Lieut. Churchill ajipointed Adjutant
of the ' Substitutes' Camp ' at Concord, N. H.
Dec. 2. Pri. Warm, cloudy. Reg. in camp. An uneasy day.
The enemy shells Dutch Gap, and our batteries near it, tremendously with
heavy mortars. In the afternoon the Reg. is placed under arms in the
front trenches. Orders are issued that neither officer nor man is to sleep,
even for a moment, during the night while on picket, and no fires are to
be lighted. This is most severe, and on long stormy nights the men and
officers suffer greatly. Between 10 and 11 ]). m., very heavy musketry
firing is heard rolling up from the Bermuda Hundred right, and continu-
ing for nearly an hour, the James river serving as a huge sounding board.
" Major Stoodley made a ball-alley to-day." The first in the Thirteenth.
Dec. 3. Sat. Cold with snow. Reg. in camp. The 13th assigned
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to its new Brigade — 1st Brig. 3cl Div. 24th Corps. The 1st Div. of the
18th Corps becomes the 3(1 Div. of the 24th Coi'ps. The Tliirteenth en-
gaged all day in digging a ditch and in planting abatis in front of the
works. Lieut Sawyer returns to the connnand of Company E.
Maj. Gen. W. F. Smith— ' Baldy ' — commanded the 18th Corps from
May 2, 1864, to July 19, 1864 ; Maj. Gen. E. O. C. Ord from July 21,
1864, to Oct. 1, 1864 ; Maj. Gen. Godfrey Weitzel from Oct. 1, 1864, to
Dec. 3, 1864. To-day the old 18th Corps is broken up, and the white
troops of the 18th and 10th Corps are to form the 24th Corps — Gen.
E. O. C. Ord commanding, while the colored troops of these two corps
will together form the 2oth Corps. The 10th and 18th Corps being dis-
continued.
Dec. 4. Sun. Clear. Reg. receives orders to move, but remains in
camp. The whole army is turned out before daylight, so as to be ready
to repel assaults. All very quiet along our lines. Colored troops come
in this afternoon.
Dec. 5. Mon. Clear, warm. Reg. moves farther to the right, on
account of the reorganization of the corps, to ground previously held by
colored troops of the 10th Corps, and encamps. We thus become the
right of the line of the Army of the James. The negi'o troops of the
10th Corps holding the left of the line.
The Thirteenth is now commanded by Lt. Col. Normand Smith, and
our 1st Brigade, consisting of the 11th Conn., 13th N. H., 19th Wis.,
81st, 98th and 139th N. Y., is commanded by Lt. Col. John B. Raulston
of the 81st N. Y.
Dec. 6. Tues. Cloudy, cold, stormy. Thirteenth in camp, and
fitting up quarters. The 24th Corps is the right of the entire army in
the field, and our 3d Division is the left of the Corps line, bringing the
13th about one mile to the right of Fort Harrison. We were called this
morning at 5.30 a. m., and at daylight exchanged quarters with the colored
troops. The 6th Corps arrives on this front. The numerous changes of
camp subject the men and officers to great inconvenience and discomfort
;
some of the quarters occupied are filthy beyond description.
Dec. 7. Wed. Cold, rainy. Thirteenth in camp. We, with the
rest of our Division, are under orders to remain in readiness to move at
an hour's notice, with two days' rations and sixty rounds per man of am-
munition. The Reg. is called into line at 5.30 a. m. as a regular order.
The quarters, of the colored troops, now occupied by the Reg. are inferior,
and this storm comes on before they can be properly refitted.
Dec. 8. Thurs. Very cold, cloudy. Thirteenth on the front picket
line, without fires, and suffering sevei'ely from the cold. The fires on our
picket lines have been discontinued, by general order, for about two weeks
past, while the enemy's pickets have large, warm fires in plenty, and have
had them all the winter.
" I have seen the general officer of our picket going about and extin-
guishing the tiny fires of a few twigs kindled behind some rock or shel-
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tered nook, around which our })oor frozen fellows, on the picket line, were
trying" to warm their benumbed fingers." Lieut. Prescott.
Dec. 9. Fri. Very cold. Snow, rain and sleet at night. About
two inches of snow falls, and is covered with a stiff, sharp crust. This
cuts the horses' feet to bleeding, and tears the men's army shoes to pieces,
as they march through it.
The officers now in charge of our picket lines are required to stay on
the picket line for 24 hours, and to keep awake all night. A battle Is
liable to commence at any hour, and the sleepless vigilance required is
ruining the health and vigor of both officers and men. Picketing was
never before so strict. The Brigade officer of the day is on the picket
line for 24 hours continuously. The Division officer of the day goes
along the entire line twice in the daytime, and twice at night ; and the
Corj)s officer is constantly on hand to see that all the duties are attended
to according to orders. The worst burden, however, falls upon the en-
listed men, besides being watched by the eye of every official grade above
them— every officer and man is watched by a dozen others.
Dec. 10. Sat. Cold, a little snow, much mud and slush. The Thir-
teenth suddenly called into line for action ; turned out three times during
the day, remaining in the front trenches until dark. The enemy again
pounding away with heavy mol-tars, especially about Fort Harrison, and
also making a demonstration on the right. Nothing serious occurs near
us, but Jourdan's Brigade, on our right, loses 25 men killed and wounded.
The officers of the Thirteenth, and other regiments in the Division, go
to Hdqrs. and enter complaint against the order prohibiting picket fires.
If attacked, they state, our men could not possibly defend themselves ;
they could only fire one round and then retire, for their hands are so be-
numbed they could not possibly re-load their muskets. The result of the
complaint is that the picket fires are renewed ; and our pickets again
have an even chance with the rebels. The pickets go out at 4.30 p. m.,
and remain on duty for 24 hours ; some of them in the front rifle-pits,
and some as vedettes on the open ground beyond.
Dec. 11. Sun. Very cold, rainy. Thirteenth called into line in the
trenches at 5 a. m. ; at daylight returns to camp.
The Thirteenth now has upon its rolls only 21 officers and 580 men,
though it has been increased by nearly 300 recruits. We now have 225
men present— less than 200 fit for duty— 125 detached, and over 200
sick and wounded in various hospitals.
Dec. 12. Mon. Very cold last night and to-day. The utmost vigi-
lance Is now demanded here. The force Is short. As an instance : The
Brigade officer of the day is required to remain on the picket line all
night, and to keep awake. He must be moving constantly up and down
the line during all of both day and night. There are but five officers now
in our Brigade who are eligible for this duty ; to be awake all of one
night in every five Is hard work— when added to all other regular duties.
All the other officers, and the men, are equally hard pressed. Thirteenth
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and other troops turn out in line of battle at 5 a. m. every morning,
regularly, then stack arms and return to quarters, remaining until late in
the morning with equipments on.
Dec. 13. Tues. Clear, cold. Reg. in camp. Gen. Meade and staff
visit our lines, and make a most particular inspection of them.
Gen. Butler is on his way, with Gen. Weitzel in immediate command,
to attack Fort Fisher at Wilmington, N. C. ; by some considered the
strongest fort which the enemy has, or wdiich has been attacked during
the war. The Army of the James furnishes for the expedition Gen.
Ames' Division of the 24th Corps, and Gen. Faine's Division of the 25th
Corps (colored), a total of about 6,500 men. Admiral Porter goes with
37 vessels, carrying upwards of 500 guns, the most formidable fleet as-
sembled for any special expedition during the war.
Dec. 14. "Wed. Pleasant, some rain. Reg. in camp ; turned out
only for company drill. Six regiments now in our Brigade, eighteen regi-
ments in our Division— and no Brigadier General.
Dec. 15. Thurs. Pleasant. Reg. in camp. Under arms at 5, or
5.30 a. m. The rebel gunboats and rams, about a mile distant, are blow-
ing tlieir steam whistles far more noisily than usual.
A large pine-tree in front of our works is provided with spikes driven
in to facilitate climbing, and serves for signal tower and lookout. Rich-
mond is plainly visible from it.
Dec. 16. Fri. Pleasant. Reg. in camp. A large detail from the
Reg. and Brigade— about 300 men in all— at work on the New Market
road, now being covered with long stretches of corduroy.
Lieut. Prescott assigned to the command of Company C, and placed in
command of Redoubt McConihe on the Bermuda Hundred front. He
reports for duty there this forenoon.
Dec. 17. Sat. Pleasant. Reg. again settling down in winter quar-
ters— snug little log-huts. The 24th Corps still holds the right of the
line of the Army of the James ; and our Third Division holds the left of
the Corps line— about one mile to the right of Fort Hai'rison.
Dec. 18. Sun. Showery, Reg. in camp. Inspection. Under an
order granting furlough prizes to the best soldiers, Sergt. M. C. Shattuck
of Co. B receives the first furlough granted in our 3d Division of the 24th
Army Corps. The Division comprises over 6,000 men. Heavy firing
going on near Petersburg all this morning— throb— throb— throb.
Dec. 19. Mon. Pleasant day, rainy night. Reg. in camp. The
joke rattles round the camp that the 13th are now " Nine months' men,"
having nine months more to serve. The 13th has furnished 20 men for
musicians in bands ; 07 for the navy ; 20 for commissions in colored regi-
ments ; 15 for heavy artillery— Penn. Battery — and is represented on
almost every staff in this Department.
Dec. 20. Tues. Very rainy, chilly. Reg. in camp. Capt. Betton
starts for home on 20 days' leave.
Dec. 21. "Wed. Rainy, clear in the afternoon. Five deserters
from the Union army shot on our right.
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Dec. 22. Thurs. Very cold and windy. Reg. in camp.
Dec. 23. Fri. Clear, cold. Reg. in camp. A commissioned officer,
a little fellow, appointed to a special duty quite dangerous and important,
swelled with confidence and pride, and called for\olunteers to accompany
him, in these words : " Them as is gwine — g long with mee ! " He then
waited awhile, heard no response— except laughter— and finally was
provided with a special detail of men, whom he marched out of camp with
the air of a hurt grandee. He was not of the Thirteenth.
Dec. 24. Sat. Pleasant. Reg. in camp. No stockings hung up
!
Dec. 25. Sun. Pleasant. Reg. in camp. Usual Sunday duties.
A fine Christmas dinner for all. There are, too, the hackneyed sports of
the camp ; foot, sack, wheelbarrow, and horse races ; greased pole to
climb, greased i)ig to catch ; mock review, sham parade, etc.
This story of the loth comes around, condensed : Norfolk plum pud-
ding heated over, large, for fifteen guests. Pint of sutler's best brandy
poured over pudding, while the odor fills the tent and all the guests re-
mark upon the waste of good brandy. Brimstone match applied, goes out,
then anothei', then others, all go out ; brandy no burn. Candle, a tallow
dip, applied in forty places, rancid tallow dripping over each place ; can-
dle slips out of turnip candlestick and stands head down in platter beside
pudding ; brandy no ignite. " I can make that brandy burn," remarks
a guest. He brings a torch of pitch-wood with a great smoky flame.
Torch applied in twice forty places— black smoke rolls up, pitch and
soot rolls down, over each place. Guests make remarks suited to the fes-
tive occasion, laugh till they cry, roar themselves hoarse, shout them-
selves deaf, yell themselves blind ; brandy no take fire. Give it up.
Smoke, brimstone, tallow, dirt, pitch, soot, etc., scraped off plum pud-
ding— but the supreme quintessence of all of them had run most liberally
into it. Guests served ; one mouthful taken by each, result : a hideous in-
stantaneous ex])losion of remarks, essence of all of above, expletives and
the names of all the high dyked towns in Holland. Guests disperse.
All declare that they could not remove the taste of that pudding, etc.,
etc., out of their mouths for a month ; and the sutler has no further
market for his ' 1n-andy.' The pudding was old, mouldy, had soured, a
store pudding.
Dec. 26. Mon. Rainy, foggy. Reg in camp. News of the fall of
Savannah, Ga., read to the troops this morning at reveille— 5.30 a.m.
This dispatch arrived here at 1 a. m., and turned the night into a jubilee.
The Thirteenth is the first regiment of our Brigade to be in line at this
morning's reveille, to hear the news and to cheer. The men feel that
when a rebel prop now goes down, it goes down not to rise again. The
cheering sounds right merrily as it runs along the line, taken up by reg-
iment after regiment, repeated rapidly and loudly. It is still very dark
at reveille ; invisible troops cheer, and invisible drums, bugles and bands
are ])laying in every direction— save one ; the rebels have gone out of
the jubilee business this morning.
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Savannah, 150 heavy guns, and 25,000 bales of cotton, is Maj. Gen.
Sherman's ' Christmas Present ' to the President of the United States.
The day is to be observed by the Union army as a special holiday, so far
as possible, after the silute is fired this morning with shotted cannon in
honor of Gen. Sherman's victory.
Dec. 27. Tues. Cloudy, misty, rainy, foggy ; clearing at night.
" On Dress-parade the Thirteenth received its new colors, with its Bat-
tles inscribed on them." Hiram C. Young of H, Color Corporal.
" We drew a flag with a deep, heavy fringe and tassels, elegant lancc-
wood staff, and other appointments complete ; but the price demanded
for lettering was too high, and we had to return it, and take a much less
desirable flag from the State." Lt. Col. Smith.
The old flag of the Thirteenth, which the Regiment has boinie through
dozens of skirmishes and picket fusillades, hundreds of exposures to the
enemy's shell, grape and canister, the hail of thousands of bullets, and a
long list of severe battles, now war-worn, torn, tattered, used up, and
worthless for further active field purposes, is placed on the retired list,
and returned with all the honors of war to the custody of the State of
New Hampshire.
A new color— one flag— and none too good, is sent from Concord,
Dec. 14th, inscribed by order of Maj. Gen. B. F. Butler with the follow-
ing list of battles, and terms of constant fighting, and exposure to the
enemy's fire :
" Fredericksburg, Dec. 13, 1862.
Siege of Suffolk, April and May 1863.
Walthall Road, May 7, 1864.
Swift Creek, May 9, and 10, 1864.
Kingsland Creek, May 12, and 13, 1864.
Drury's Bluff, May 14, and 16, 1864.
Cold Harbor, June 1, and 3, 1864.
Battery Five, Petersburg, June 15, 1864.
Battery Harrison, Sept. 29, and 30, 1864."
Dec. 28. "Wed. Very rainy. Reg. in camp. A very strong picket
line sent out. The men have no shelter. About noon there falls a breezy
bit of excitement. Aides come rushing about camp, and all our troops
are hurried into "the front trenches. The pickets in rifle-pits are ordered to
resist an assault, if made, with all their might, and if compelled to fall
back, to dispute every inch of ground as they retire. But the enemy re-
mains quiet, our troops are dismissed, and go back to camp. One man of
the 13th writes : " All the blamed rebs wanted was to get us wet."
Dec. 29. Thurs. Snowy, cold. Reg. in camp. Surgeon Richard-
son was chief operating Surgeon on board of Gen. Butler's boat in the
Fort Fisher expedition, and visits our camp to-day. The first intimation
we had here of the Fort Fisher fiasco was the cheering of the rebels on
our front. They held a jubilee after the fasliion of our celebration of the
Savannah victory.
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The spree is a reversion to animalism and the savage state, a drain
upon body, mind and life ; and thousands of soldiers have ' spreed ' them-
selves into Hosjiitals, Invalid Corps or premature graves. The sick fi'om
reasonable causes, the wounded and hurt, are to be honorably excepted
;
but outside of their numbers and the honorably discharged, the present
survivors of our Regunent as a rule are of the sober, quiet, steady-going
class of men, who exercise the greater care of themselves. As the Thir-
teenth becomes reduced in numbers, the sport, jovialty and fun decreases ;
and that too even in a greater proportion than the fall in numbers. This
is not an evidence of the depression of the spirits of the men ; though tired
of the war, the Northern army, of which we are a part, is determined to
win. The rough, coarse fun, the wild, high times in camp, the ' roaring
camp-fires,' the picturesqueness of the Regiment are fast falling away to
the stern and sturdy business of the war ; while the wide range of personal
characteristics, in our original thirteen hundred men, is narrowed to al-
most the definiteness of one special class— the steady and sober men.
Camji life grows dull, and still more dull, with every turning month.
Dec. 31. Sat. Heavy rain, with hail and snow about 10 a. m., and
the year goes out with an exceeding cold wave at night. Reg. in camp.
Mustered for pay by Capt. Stimpson of the 81st N. Y. Inspection post-
poned on account of the cold storm. This month has been a quiet one
for us, excepting much hard work on the picket lines, and within and
upon the entrenchments.
" The work of 1864 is done. An eventful year. God be praised for
all his mercies." Major Stoodley, in Diary.
In the discussion, now so common, of the relative abilities of Gen.
Grant and Gen. Lee, it should be said that while no one can do Gen.
Grant any credit by disparaging or disputing the great abilities and
achievements of Gen. Lee, history can never write them on the same
level ; Gen. Grant will forever hold the higher place. We must bear in
mind that since the Battles of the AVilderness, and that of Cold Harbor in
June 1864, Gen. Lee has been operating practically on the defensive, and
on inside lines, and shut up in a citadel surrounded by swamps, rivers and
high bluffs and made as strong as engineering skill, and the labor of
thousands of negro slaves, added to that of his troops, can make its natu-
rally strong walls ; while Gen. Grant has been operating on the offensive,
trying to enclose, invest or batter down the walls of that citadel, all the
time on outside lines, and practically in the ojjen field. The oijerations
have been those of a vast siege.
How these two men would act in an exchange of situations, no one
can tell. Their two situations cannot be compared. They are all con-
trast. The time too for comparing the abilities of these two men ceased
before the battle of Cold Harbor — even if not at the first start from the
Rapidan, after which Lee swung nearer and nearer to his ca])ital and
citadel. At Cold Harbor, at 4.30 a. m., on June 3d, the first attempt to
storm that citadel was made — upon Gen. Lee's entrenchments. He had
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previously entrenched, and had been attacked, when within his defenses,
on June 1st, but there was much field work besides. Since that battle
he has been, and now is, shut up in a citadel. East central Virginia is a
vast pocket or a jug without a handle, and heroic and brave Gen. Lee,
and his no less brave and heroic army, is in it, and cannot get out and
away. Gen. Lee knows, and every intelligent Southerner knows, that
that dash on the early morning of June 3, 1864, at Cold Harbor, was
the most tremendous, and efEective, Northern thi-eat in this whole war,
whether a material gain or not ; a threat unmistakable to uttex-ly crush
Gen. Lee's army at one blow, if he ever again dares to risk it in the open.
A threat that deters lives a near neighbor to the battle that wins. Even
the incurred loss of one Union soldier in every eight of the assaulting
force on that morning, and the failure of the movement, may be more
than compensated by the moral gain : the convincing every Southern sol-
dier, from Gen. Lee down, that he must maintain forever a goodly pile
of saud between himself and such bold Union bayonets.
Gen. Grant builded even better than he knew on that morning. Hence-
forth the Southern soldier must shovel for a living ; and the Northern
soldier can shovel as fast and as much as he. The Northern troops soon
forgot their failure to break through Gen. Lee's entrenchments at Cold
Harbor. Twelve days later they hesitated not to assault his heavy en-
trenchments in front of Petersburg— to do it as skirmishers, and to cap-
ture them too, forts, armaments, garrisons and all.
But to turn the story that has no end : The Thirteenth, though so
much cut up in the charge on the evening of June 1st that they could
not fairly be put into this June 3d assault— less than thirty-six hours
later in the battle— still we as a quick reserve held our part of the bloody
front bank of the ravine, while our assaulting columns dashed past us
out upon the most exjjosed ground of all covered by the assault of that
morning, and over upon the heavy Confederate ranks and trenches a very
few short yards beyond ; held it while the air resounded and the ground
trembled and shook with the awful thunders of that charge, the Union
cannon, and the combined artillery and musketry fire of the entire Con-
federate line ; and while the forest all around and over us was crushed
and torn, like a field of reeds, with the thousands upon thousands of bul-
lets, grape-shot and shells, amid the roar and crash of one of the most
stupendous blows ever struck in modern war ; ready, waiting and desir-
ous, if a rebel counter-charge was attempted, to stand up and to do our
best part to meet it ; and before the echoes of the first Union onset had
died away we moved forward over the field of the assault, under fire, as
a support— passing nearly over, but a little to the left, of the very crest
and field where we charged on June 1st with heavy loss but with success.
Surely the Thirteenth may well claim, and long remember, with just
pride and honor, their share in that fearful assault of June 3d, as well as
in all the Cold Harbor battle. The simultaneous rush of eighty thousand
men, in one combined charge, is no small affair, the hail of bullets, shot
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and shell from fifty thousand muskets and three hundred cannon, all in
full play, is no small storm ; and men who will dash through it all upon
heavily manned entrenchments, as dashed these Union columns on that
June morning, will little hesitate to strike steel on steel in the open field.
Tlie battle of Cold Harbor will grow more and more important in com-
parison, will have more and more of just credit for its effective results,
as the mist of mere bigness and dimension blows off Gettysburg.
" The General Hosjjital at Point of Rocks was located on a level plat
of ground on the north side of the Appomattox, and was about seventy-
five feet above the water of the river. I was detailed as master builder
of this hospital when it was first established. Surgeon Fowler was Sur-
geon-in-charge, and Surgeon Munn was executive officer. The bluff of
the river bank was very steep and it was very difficult to get supplies
for the hospital up from the boat-landing. Having charge of a large
number of men, I suggested an inclined railway u-p the face of the bluff
from the landing to the hospital, and to the front of Surgeon Fowler's
and other officers' quarters. We had neither rails nor wheels, and con-
sequently laid a double track of trees hewn sti*aight and square and tree-
nailed to sleepers imbedded in the clay of the bluff. Two cars were built,
with platforms about eight feet long and six feet wide, and so constructed
that tlie platforms would be level when the cars were on the track. The
wheels and axles were made of wood.
" On the premises was an old machine, which I suppose had been used
for threshing grain, and which had a wheel about six feet in diameter
attached to a shaft and frame. This machine we embedded in the earth
at the upper end of the tracks ; and secured blocks on the wheel for ropes
to wind upon, in such manner that when one rope was winding up tlie
other was unwinding. The cars were arranged in such a way that when
one was running up the incline the other was running down. The mo-
tive power was a mule which traveled first around one way of his path and
then around the other, as the car running up demanded. This incUned
railway was a success. It was used continuously for freight and passen-
gers until it was worn out. When on visits to this point Gen. Grant and
staff and other officers made use of this railway to ascend the river bank,
from the steamers on the river. When worn out it was superseded by
another arrangement provided with iron rails and wheels.
" My gang of men, numbered from 25 to 200, most of them taken from
the convalescent wards, and in addition to these I had a whole regiment
of new troops in the winter of 1864. We built three hospital buildings
here 50 feet wide and 250 feet long, which were occupied. Other build-
ings were })lanned and laid out, but when Gen. Grant began his last cam-
paign, the most of my men were ordered to the front, which put a stop to
our work in a great measure. When the war closed of course we did not
need any more hospitals, and our work soon ceased altogether. I re-
mained engaged in this work on the hospitals until mustered out with the
Thirteenth." Hexry S. Paul, Company K.
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1865.
Jan. 1. Sun. Fair, very cold. Reg. inspected and reviewed by
Capt. Stimpson of the 81st N. Y. Dress-parade at 5 p. m.
The last bulkhead of Dutch Gap canal blown out— but the work is
not well done. The canal has been dug chiefly by negro troops. The
enemy has a strong battery so planted as to sweep the whole canal, ren-
dering it useless, and its completion next to impossible.
Jan. 2. Mon. Very cold. Reg. in camp.
Nature has fixed a gulf of prejudice, and generally of mutual personal
distaste, between the black man and the white. The less they mix their
blood the better. The black stain will revei't even after the tenth gen-
eration it is said. The blacker the negro the more fitting he seems to
be, and the more acceptable, as a rule. The white and negro soldiers
are generally good friends. There is little friction between them, and
quarrels are comparatively rare. But the negro accepts the superiority
of the white man, the white man feels it, and knows it, through and
through, and to the last demonstration ; and this tough fact utterly
knocks out the veiy keystone of true fraternity even more than color
;
for the colored soldiers are of every shade from tan to ebony.
Nothing is more natural, and good-natured too, than the chaffing be-
tween these two ' arms of the service.' The negroes call the white, ' poor
faded men,' ' white livers,' ' cotton-faces,' etc. While the white men call
them the ' unbleached,' ' curly-tops,' ' ivory boys,' ' black roses,' ' geranium
bottles,' ' silhouettes,' and all that. The latter term is pretty good ; for
a company of negro troops, standing in line, under the order : ' Eyes
right I ' were a picture funny enough to make the Egyptian Sphinx
laugh four thousand years ago. The average negro on his own ground
and level is amiability itself ; out of his natural sphere he is quite apt to
fail for want of sufficient staying power to hold him through any severe
trial. As soldiers they are a great credit to their race. The negro is
now led and governed by instinct, rather than by reason. The black
man needs education first of all things ; it is only upon that foundation
that he can build. Ignorance systematically enforced upon a people for
many generations breeds one thing ; education and mental training breeds
quite another thing. To this date the negro has originated nothing.
Jan. 3. Tues. Cold. Three inches of snow. Reg. in camp, and
trying to keep warm before fires of green pine wood.
The 2d Division of our 24th Corps receives orders to march with five
days' cooked rations— destination Fort Fisher. We expect to go also.
Confederate Gen. Hoke's Division, which went down and thwarted the
former Union attack on Fort Fisher, return to their works on our front
to-day. We can hear the rebels cheering lustily.
Jan. 4. "Wed. Pleasant. Very muddy. Reg. in camp. Officers'
mess board averages now $5.00 per week.
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Jan. 5. Thurs. Cold, clear. Reg. in camp. A Lieutenant in our
Division is claiming : " The rebel commander of Fort Harrison offered
to me his sword, as I rushed into that fort over the high parapet ; " but
which end of that sword the Confederate offered to him, the Lieutenant
lias failed to state. His is not the only claim of the same import. What
a swath of grass some men can mow down in January !
Jan. 6. Fri. Cold, blustering ; rainy afternoon. Reg. in camp.
The Reg., however, is constantly cut up by large details for shoveling and
picket duty. Tough work soldiering this winter. England expects every
man to do his duty ; America expects every duty to ' do ' its man ! The
pickets leave camp for the front lines at 10 a. m., and remain out twenty-
four hours, and the strictest vigilance is maintained. Little or no drill
nowadays. Deserting is quite frequent, and the offenders, if caught,
are to have speedy trials, and to be shot within twenty-four hours of con-
viction of the crime. It rarely or never occurs that a man of any stand-
ing or position at home deserts from the Union army. It is the riff-raff
that deserts.
Jan. 8. Sun. Very cold, clear. Many men frost-bitten. The night
work of policemen in cities is mere child's play compared with the work
of these winter-night vedettes, standing the long hours of their watch
alone, unprotected, unsheltered and without fires, on the open ground,
midway between the outer fortifications, earth-works and the lines of the
two ai-mies.
One man, and a good soldier, writes : " My application for furlough
comes back disapproved — the third time— by Gen. Butler." And
then he ex])resses much indignation, in most vigorous camp language.
Maj. Gen. B. F. Butler is succeeded in the command of the Army of
the James by Maj. Gen. E. 0. C. Ord. Maj. Gen. John Gibbon to com-
mand the 24th Corps, and Maj. Gen. David B. Birney the 25th Corps.
Jan. 9. Mon. Pleasant. Heavy rain last night. Reg. in camp.
Chaplain Jones visits the Thirteenth from his post at Base Hospital,
Point of Rocks. The Reg. had no Chaplain present, in place of Chaplain
Jones, after he was detailed for duty at the hospital.
Jan. 10. Tues. Very rainy, a thunder storm. Reg. in camp.
A Confederate soldier, captured in a skirmish, said he had no objection
whatever to being taken a prisoner ; but he cursed the repeating rifle
most roundly, and said he would like to see that gun which the
Yankees loaded upon Sunday, and kept firing off all the rest of the week.
Jan. 11. "Wed. Fair. Reg. in camp. Much suffering from the
cold, scarcely dry wood enough to be found for kindling the fires. Or-
ders received that no more furloughs are to be granted for the present.
Jan. 12. Thurs. Pleasant. Reg. in camp. Inspection of arms
by Capt. Julian.
Jan. 13. Fri. Very pleasant. Reg. in camp. Early in the winter
of 1864, after the Thirteenth received the Sharps carbines — breech-
loading— Lt. Col. Smith was ordered to drill the Reg. as skirmishers.
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Not having a bugler in the Regiment, he sent to New Hampshire and after
much trouble enlisted Daniel Johnson, a discharged bugler of the 5th N.
H. and of Stewartstown. Johnson had been with the Reg. scarcely a
week when he was detailed as bugler at 1st Brigade Hdqrs. tiardly a
commendable proceeding.
Jan. 14. Sat. Warm, cloudy. Reg. in camp. Lt. Col. John B.
Raulston, 81st N. Y., commanding our Brigade, is mustered out.
All veterans will recall the negro camp-follower. A negro appears
with nothing to do, and is at once hired as a servant, and greedy devourer
of odd and unattractive scraps of rations. Possibly a private hires him
for the march, and pays him ten cents in advance, writes his own name,
company and regiment on a piece of paper, and gives it to the negro, so
that the employer may be found. Then the negro carries the traps of
half a dozen men for a while. Within a few hours the negro is gruffly
asked whose ' boy ' he is. Now comes the importance, and pomposity of
him, in full measure. The negro straightens up, puts on ineffable dignity,
and replies : " Dunno, sah. S'pose um Kurnid, sah. May be Brig'dier.
Look-out, better not 'pose me, sah ! "' and starts along. He is stopped,
the card is shown, the private's traps are returned to him — the ten cents
of course being kept by the negro— and the camp-follower goes into the
service of a Lieutenant, with card, but no money in advance — or at any
other time. In a few days the negro is promoted— " 'p'moted, sah " —
to the service of the Major or Colonel, is dressed up finely, and cannot be
touched with a forty-foot pole. But during the various grades of his ser-
vice he has trudged along, sweating and puffing, with a load of a hun-
dred pounds or more, canteens, haversacks, blankets, odd guns, etc., and
the higher grade he serves the less money he gets.
Early in the war we knew one of these black boys whose employer, in
a thoughtless moment, gave him a new half-a-dollar. The negro tied it
up in a rag, polished it three times a day, and showed it to all his ' cullud
f'wends ' for forty days and forty nights ; and that mischievous fifty-cent
piece cost the Brigade more money than the lucky black owner was worth
— the black boys began to ask money for their services. But they are all
happy ; and that seems to be about all their present life is made for.
Jan. 15. Sun. Pleasant. Reg. in camp.
Jan. 16. Mon. Pleasant. Reg. in camp. The rebel tune of
'Bonnie Blue Flag,' the principal rebel song— unless 'My Maryland'
stands first— is said to be an adaptation of an old air, ' He 's gone to the
arms of Abraham.' Its music, however, is flat, and the rebels have worn
the stuff in it all to rags. Col. Edgar M. CuUen, 96th N. Y., assumes
command of our 1st Brigade.
Jan. 17. Tues. Clear, cloudy, snowy, windy, mixed, disagreeable.
Reg. in camp. Review of Division by Gen. Gibbon. News arrives of the
capture of Fort Fisher by Gen. Alfred Terry and Admiral Porter ; and
a salute with blank cartridges is fired all up and down the Union lines.
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This most gallant affair is another feather in the cap of the Army of the
James. Gen. Terry with the same force from our front that Gen. Butler
had in the former attack, and one Brigade more— a total of 8,000 men,
with Admiral Porter and the same fleet, captures the fort after a most
desperate contest, lasting from 3 p. m. until 10 p. m. The Union army
lost 646 men, killed and wounded, and the navy 309. The Confederate
garrison of 2,500 men were all killed or captured. The fort mounted 75
guns, the outworks 94, total 169.
Jan. 18. Wed. Cloudy, cold. Reg. in camp.
Jan. 19. Thurs. Fair, cold. Reg. in camp. New quarters being
built. A change in the position of Companies. The Thirteenth has re-
cently been highly complimented, for general efficiency, by both our Di-
vision and Corps commanders.
In the division of duties one of five officers in our Brigade is appointed
each day as camp brigade-officer, to see that the six regiments are
promptly in line at 5.30 a. m., at Reveille, that they are all out on the
regular terms of drill appointed for the day, and to see to the brigade
prisoners and deserters from the enemy. They also act as trial justices
;
taking the place of regimental courts martial.
Jan. 20. Fri. Cloudy, cold. Reg. in camp. Battalion drill. A
great change for the better in the appearance of the troops. New
clothing, better rations and quarters work wonders in a few days among
the men. Our Reg. and the 139th N. Y. — furnishing together about
160 men besides usual details— are to be consolidated in one battalion
for purposes of drill. After the various details are taken out, fe.w regi-
ments have in cam^i, for drill, so many as ten men in a company.
Jan. 21. Sat. Cold, snowy and rainy, the rain freezing as it falls.
In accordance with an order issued by Gen. Gibbon, commanding the
24th Corps, granting one furlough of 20 days, at each inspection, to the
best soldier in each Division, the Thirteenth receives a liberal share of the
honors. The first furlough granted under this order was given on Dec.
18, 1864 to Sergeant M. C. Shattuck of B ; no small compliment in a
Division of 20 regiments and over 6,000 men.
The plan is this : Every foui'th day, at inspection, each commander of
a Company selects the man whom he considers the best soldier he has.
These men go before the commander of the Regiment, who selects one
man from among them for examination by the commander of the Brigade.
The commander of each brigade selects one man from all those sent to
him belonging to his brigade of four or five regiments. These men ap-
pear before the commander of the Division, who selects one of them to re-
ceive the furlough ; his name is then announced to the whole Division.
Under a similar order, the best appearing regiment, in the Corps, pres-
ent at the weekly general inspection is exempt from picket duty for one
week, and furnishes the guards for Corps Hdqrs.
Jan. 22. Sun. Rainy. Reg. in camp. Ex-Quarter-master Person
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C. Cheney, E. M. Tubbs, A. P. Morrison, J. H. Ames, and Messrs. Scrip-
ture, Parker and Spaulding, all from New Hampshire, visit the camp of
the Thirteenth. The Reg. receives Quarter-master Cheney with welcom-
ing cheers.
Jan. 23. Mon. Rainy, and exceeding muddy. The entire coun-
try, wherever troops move, is a quagmire as soon as the soil is disturbed
by the action of feet, hoofs and wheels. The guests of the Thirteenth
visit Fort Harrison, our lines of works and the Dutch Gap canal. At
night the Thirteenth is suddenly called out into the front trenches, and
our whole Union force mans the works.
To-night— or rather, in the early morning of the 24th— in the pursu-
ance of a grand scheme to gobble the entire Army of the James, and to as-
tonish the world, the rebels mass a large body of infantry on our right,
and their rams and gunboats steam down the James to the lower end of
Dutch Gap, having succeeded in breaking a chain thrown across the liver
near the Gap. Tliree of these vessels run past Fort Brady to near the
Howlett House Batteiy. The fleet consists of the iron-clads Richmond,
Virginia and Fredericksburg, five gunboats and three torpedo boats. The
gunboat Drewry runs aground, is abandoned, and as it keels over, it is
blown up by a large shell from Battery Parsons ; the rest of the fleet es-
capes up the river towards Richmond at night. Our shore batteries badly
damage the whole fleet, while the huge guns of the iron-clads nearly de-
stroy several batteries. The noise of the contest is tremendous. The
rebel infantry make no attack. The whole affair is a failure.
Company C, numbering thirty-two men, has been during all the fall
and winter on detached service in Redoubt McConihe on the Bermuda
Hundred line. This redoubt is several hundred feet in advance of the
main line, and occupies the sharp conical hill on which the Thirteenth
encamped on May 18, 1864. It is a little less than a mile from the
James. Its position is very exposed, close up to the rebel rifle-trenches
;
the enemy, however, have no fort on its immediate front. In front of
the redoubt is a strong, dense abatis, and a wide, deep ditch encircles it.
The enemy has harassed the garrison every night with attacks or feints
— making himself as ' unchivalrous and as ungenerous ' as possible ; but
the capture of the redoubt would be of small consequence to him, for a
large Union fort near it, to the rear, could knock it all to pieces in a few
minutes. The garrison has consisted of Co. C 13th, and a Comjiany
from a Pennsylvania regiment of heavy artillery, with four brass ' Najio-
leon ' guns. The total a garrison of about 100 men. The negro troops
occupy the positions to the right and left. The whole garrison has turned
out every morning at five o'clock and manned the works, the cannon
ready to fire, the muskets at the loop-holes, and so remained until day-
light. A messenger is sent to the Thirteenth, at Fort Harrison, once a
week— a sixteen mile tramp. Capt. James M. Durell took command of
this redoubt and garrison on Sept. 1, 1864 ; but was appointed on the
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staff of Gen. Graham, and Lieut. Royal B. Prescott was placed in com-
mand, in his stead, on Dec. 16, and remained there until Jan. 23. Here
is a bit of his experience, given in a letter dated Jan. 7, 1865, a sketch
of the pressure on thousands of guardsmen at the front
:
'' I am under the very strictest orders ; am confined to these narrow
limits day and night without relief ; am responsible for the redoubt and
everything in and around it ; it is my duty to take every precaution to
guard against a surprise ; I must employ eveiy means for its defense,
and must regulate and determine every feature and movement of all the
2)roceedings, day and night. I hear every little noise that occurs during
the night, and am in a half conscious state all night long. I hear the
tread of the sentinel at the gate of the redoubt, and startle at the sound
of his musket as it strikes the ground at varied intervals ; while the
sound of a musket-shot on the picket line brings me up in an instant.
When I think of the situation here, I almost think I am not myself, but
some other fellow. The rebel band played ' Dixie ' one evening, when
the negi'o troops on our left struck up ' Rally Round the Flag, Boys,'
rendering the chorus with a great deal of vigor." Lieut. Prescott.
Lieut. Prescott and Company C are relieved to-day, and rejoin the
Thirteenth at Fort Harrison, crossing the James over the lower ponton
bridge at Deep Bottom. Their whole march of about ten miles is made
in a drizzling rain and through almost liquid mud knee-deep, the men
heavily loaded with muskets, equipments, tents and camp utensils ; and
the whole day, from ten o'clock a. m. until five p. m., is required to make
the journey. " When they arrived they all looked as if they had been
rolled in a brick yard."
Jan. 24. Tues. Pleasant, a little rain. Thirteenth in the trenches
all day, and severely shelled— some rebel shells even reaching us from
Fort Gilmer. A demonstration is expected from the enemy's left upon
our right. The most of the enemy's shells to-day are directed upon Fort
Harrison. About dark the Thirteenth, with our Brigade, leaves the front
trenches and returns to camp, not having fired a shot. The trenches are
wet, however, and the men come in well bespattered with mud.
Jan. 25. "Wed. Clear, cold. Thirteenth in camp. Orders re-
ceived this morning for the 13th to have two days' cooked rations, and
eveiything in readiness to move at a moment's notice. The guests of the
13th go to the Petersburg front ; having visited our camp at a most in-
teresting time, when they could enjoy a touch of real war at the front,
hear the roar of cannon, the crack of shells and the whistle of bullets as
much as tliey pleased.
The men thoroughly enjoy teasing an unpopular First Sergeant. He
calls the roll of the Company morning and evening ; often when it is dark
he must needs use a candle— a tallow dip— and frequently makes a
mess of the roll in more senses than one. The men on such occasions
insist on having their exact names called before they will answer
:
" Here." We must borrow a story to illustrate this kind of sport.
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First Sergeant (calling the roll). " Ebenezer Jones." No reply, and
Jones stands in his place dumb as an oyster.
1st Sergt. '' Jones— why don't you answer to your name, sir ? "
Jones. " My name is Eben, not Ebenezer."
1st Sergt. " I see no difference."
Jones. " Well, I do, a heap ; and Ebenezer is not my name. Now
Sarjunt, your name is Peter Gamble, is it not ? "
1st Sergt. "Yes, it is."
Jones. " Well — would you answer to the name of Peternezer
Gamble ? "
1st Sergt. " Of course not."
Jones. " That settles it ; my name is Eben Jones— Heere ! "
The Company laughs ; and that was all that Jones was aiming at.
Jan. 26. Thurs. Very cold. Reg. in camp. Musketry practice
with blank cartridges.
Jan. 27. Fri. Cold, snowy. Reg. in camp. Lieut. Prescott starts
from camp on ten days' leave ; visits Baltimore and Philadelphia, but
does not go to New Hampshire. A business trip.
Jan. 28. Sat. Very cold. Reg. in camp. There has been of late
a little 2)ieket firing near us, the spent bullets coming over. A spent bul-
let, turned from its course by a twig or other slight obstruction, flies to
the earth with a final sharp, spiteful snarl like that of a small hurt cat
;
but for vicious music in the air a ramrod shot from a rifle surpasses all.
They come whirling end over end, and every way, whijiping out of the
air a multitude of sharp screeches and cutting sounds, which, were their
cause unknown, might well be attributed to the infernal imps themselves.
Jan. 29. Sun. Cold, fair. Reg. in camp. Inspection.
Jan. 30. Mon. Fair. Reg. in camj). The rebels the other day
struck up ' My Maryland,' when a bad lot of Union men near by answered
them loudly with the same air accommodated to a verse composed almost
wholly of the vilest possible profanity. The rebels were disgusted and
quit. Our men then sang another verse in the sweetest words and terms
they could invent. Tliis re-assured the rebels, who were for once outdone
in profanity, and they soon renewed the original concert.
Jan. 31. Tues. Pleasant. Reg. in camp. The Reg. has remained
in camp the most of this month furnishing details for woi-k on the fortifi-
cations, and for picket duty. We have drilled on all days when the
weather and mud would permit, and had a Dress-parade on almost every
afternoon during the month. Generally quiet along the lines here. On
the whole one of the stupidest months since the war began.
Feb. 1. Wed. Cold, clear. Reg. in camp. Battalion drill ; 238
men present for duty. Orders are received to prepare four days' cooked
rations, and to have sixty rounds of ammunition per man.
Capt. George N. Julian honorably discharged the service because of
expiration of his term of enlistment for three years.
When a little over twenty years of age he was mustered as a private,
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July 31, 1861, in the Second Battery of Massachusetts Light Artillery —
known also as Battery B, and as Nims' Battery, having heen organized
by Capt. Ormand F. Nims, May 15, 1861. With this Battery Julian
enjoyed the privilege of a plenty of sharp artillery practice on that ever
memorable occasion when Commodore Farragut ran the rebel batter-
ies at Vicksburg June 28, 1862. Nims' Battery was most hotly engaged
at that time behind the levee opposite that city. This was the only im-
portant contest this Battery was actively engaged in while Julian was a
member of it ; but the Battery was in position when Commodore Farra-
gut sailed down past the same rebel batteries.
July 30, 1862, Julian was discharged to receive promotion to a Lieu-
tenancy in an unspecified New Hampshire Regiment. A higher rank
awaited him, and co-operating with Dr. William D. Vinall of Exeter he
enlisted such of the men of Company E as came from Exeter and vicinity,
and was in due time commissioned as Captain of that Company, which he
commanded until the summer of 1863, when he received the appointment
of Acting Assistant Inspector General on the Brigade Staff, as this his-
toiy previously recards.
In the capacity of Acting Asst. Inspector General, he exercised a
most microscopic scrutiny into every bit of war materiel that passed
through his hands, while he compelled a thorough cleanliness, and the
greatest possible care, of clothing, arms and equipments ; gaining the
name of being too particular, if he erred in any direction.
No man of the army ever saw this man flinch or quail in the face of
danger ; on the contrary he kept at the front, was bold and daring to the
very verge of rashness, strong, and quicker than a flash. " The quickest
officer in the Thirteenth Regiment ; and more often too prompt than not
prompt enough." Lt. Col. Bowers.
Feb. 2. Thurs. Warm, clear. Reg. in camp. Flour and corn
meal are now easily obtained, and tin kitchens, or 'Dutch ovens,' are im-
provised to bake the wonderful cakes upon. Forms are made of boards.
A few old fruit cans are unsoldered by heat to furnish a tin covei'ing for
the forms. Half the cakes baked upon them before the fires are almost
utterly indigestible. A part of them, however, made by skillful hands,
are quite an agreeable change in the way of rations. Half a canteen un-
soldered by heat, and held in a split stick, makes an excellent little fry-
ing-pan ; the tin soon burns off, leaving only the thin iron.
Feb. 3. Fri. Cloudy, snowy. Reg. in camp. The talk about con-
solidating the old I'egiments into five companies each, and mustering out
all Colonels and Majors, retaining Lieut. Colonels, causes much uneasi-
ness and mischief. A worse thing could not be done the service than to
break up these old regiments.
Feb. 4. Sat. Pleasant. Reg. in camp. An ingenious fellow fas-
tens upon his shoes strips of hoop-iron, and enjoys as much of ' skating
'
on them as the interests of the service will permit.
Feb. 6. Sun. Fair. Reg. in camp. For several days and nights
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an almost continual cannonading has been heard going on in the neighbor-
hood of Petersburg. We remain under marching orders. Inspection to-
day gives us the position of guard for one week at Maj. Gen. Gibbon's
24th Corps Hdqrs. ; for which service a Captain, a First Lieutenant, a
Second Lieutenant and 100 men are detailed. Lieut. Prescott returns to
camp from leave, and is at once detailed with this guard.
Some one chaffing an old negro, among other things asked him when
we were again to have peace. The old man answered : " Well, Vol., I
rek'n when dey stops de fightin', sah— sartinly not afore, sah."
Another asked an old negro deacon if he thought negroes belonged to
the human race. He replied instanter : '' Fo' de Lor', yas, sah ! Doan
de good Book done say to de people, ' Increase de multiply ' ? I done
preaches dat Torgy, sah. Dey 's people shu' 'nuff ! "
Feb. 6. Mon. Fair, cold. Reg. in camp. The pickets were treated
to a shower of hail last night. Last week the enemy's forces fell
short by 80 deserters at this point, — all of them sick of the Confeder-
acy's war. Brigade drill in the afternoon by Col. CuUen commanding
our Brigade.
Feb. 7. Tues. Cold, rainy, snowy, sleety, wretched weather. Reg.
in camp. Somehow the negro slaves manage to get past the Confederate
lines, and come around our lines here in large numbers. They are gener-
ally ill clad, suffering and half starved ; and to-day hundreds of them
are seeking shelter from the storm, and begging for food and clothing all
through the Union camps. The negro question is a terribly tough one.
Feb. 8. Wed. Cold, clear. Reg. in camp. Lt. Col. Smith takes
a leave of absence for twenty-five days.
Two substitutes are hanged for desertion and other crimes. One of
them selected his grave ; merely remarking coolly, as he looked it over :
" It is a rather pinched up affair."
The appearance of a regiment which has just received a new outfit of
clothing, caps and shoes is most woefully ridiculous. Manufacturers of
army clothing stretch a man out upon a sheet of paper, mark around him
with chalk, and cut the figure out for a pattern ; they all agree that there
are no taU men who are lean, and no short men who are fat. Trousers
long enough for the lean six-footer give tent room in their amplest parts
for the small man too, Avith more or less of space to spare ; while the
short, fat man can hardly be squeezed into the pair of trousers that are
of the right length for him— his legs looking like two large links of sau-
sage, sky blue, stuck side by side into a larger link. Thus the short men
are " tighty," and the long men are ' baggy ; " cloth must be put in, and
cloth must be cut out. The pants, too, are often cut preponderous for-
ninst ; like the boy's trousers which did not signify whether the wearer
was going to school or coming home. Besides, all the clothing, packed
like waste paper in huge boxes, comes out wrinkled, creased, puckered,
shriveled, t\visted, cram-sided and out of joint enough to make a Jew old
clo' dealer blush for shame.
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No man ever saw a pair of narrow army shoes ; they may be short but
never narrow. The smaller sizes are nearly square, or a broad oval, so
that small feet can almost turn around within them. One little fellow in
Company E 13th used, while on drill, to kick the toes of his shoes to the
front— after he had got there himself. The army caps— ' skull covers,'
as the boys call them — make the men look like natural born fools, grow-
ing fooler and fooler every day while they wear them ; and pass from
man to man, over and over again, in the vain hunt for a head, and a face,
caricatured enough to fit them. The poor men, conscious of their gro-
tesque appearance in the general rig, go about looking aslant, downcast,
beseeching, shame-faced, and appearing as much as to say : ' We know
we look bad— like blue chimpanzees and idiotic baboons ; but please
don't laugh at us, we are Union soldiers, we cannot dress any better.'
It is the same all through the list. Overcoats ' dress-coats,' blouses
and pants must visit the Company tailors — of whom how many takes it
to make a man ?— to be made over, only to return looking worse than
aforetime. The shirts, drawers and stockings are worst of all, past com-
ment, and a scarecrow Avould play high dandy to any man dressed in them
alone, while the rebels would take him for tlie Yankee devil himself.
The prime trouble is that the clothing is all ' theoretical regulation,' while
the soldiers had practical, and very many different styles of fathers.
Feb. 9. Thurs. Fair, cold. Reg. in camp. A man of the 13th
writes: "At 1 p. m. the 2d Brigade Band escorts a man to his own
funeral." A man of the 12th N. H. shot for desertion. The 3d Division
of the 24th Corps is formed in a hollow square open on one side. The
band precedes, followed first by 20 guards, next the prisoner, next ten
men detailed to shoot him, one of their guns being loaded with a blank
cartridge. These executions are horrible ; but what can be done ? De-
serters unpunished would soon destroy the efficiency of the army ; the
bad must go to save the good, and subserve the cause of freedom.
Feb. 10. Fri. Pleasant. Reg. in camp. Brigade drill. Evening
schools instituted for officers. The Subs, have been very troublesome of
late. They are many of them representatives of a peculiar, a sort of half-
abandoned, class of men— a class that the most of us regular volunteers
knew nothing about before we enlisted. The better class of recruits are
as reliable as volunteers.
Feb. 11. Sat. Cold, clear, muddy. Reg. in camp. Division re-
view this afternoon, on the New Market road, by Maj. Gen. Devens.
News received to-day of the' discharge of Brev. Brig. Gen. A. F. Ste-
vens, formerly Colonel of the 13th ; honorably discharged on account of
disability, caused by wounds received in the charge at Fort Harrison.
This discharge was considered premature, and he was afterwards reim-
bursed in pay and emoluments.
Feb. 12. Sun. Cold, clear, windy. The dust bloAvs through the
men's quarters in camp as if they were sieves. Reg. furnishes guards for
24th Corps Hdqrs. for one week. Our 24th Corps reviewed by Generals
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Ord and Gibbon on the New Market road at 10 a. m. Wind blowing a
gale ; the men clad in dress-coats and frozen skins. The review is buried
in clouds of dust. One soldier of the 13th writes : '' We went without
overcoats on, and we nearly froze to death."
Feb. 13. Mon. Fair. Reg. in camp. Our pickets and the rebel
pickets are less than 100 yards apart in many places. They indulge in
long confabs every day, picket firing being quite generally suspended by
a sort of common consent. A part of the 13th, 2d, 10th and 12th N. H.
Regiments come on duty together to-day.
Feb. 14. Tues. Fair. Reg. in comp. Drilling again. Company
drill forenoon, Battalion drill afternoon.
Feb. 15. Wed. Rainy day and night, rain freezing as it falls. Reg.
in camj).
Prisoners tell us that when a deserter or other criminal in the rebel
army is executed, his brigade is drawn up without ai-ms, and forming
three sides of a hollow square, the fourth open. The deserter with the
firing party, marches around the whole line, inside the square, preceded
by a band usually playing the ' Dead March in Saul.' The deserter is
then tied to a stake in the open end of the square, and shot ; and left
hanging to the stake. After which the whole brigade file past him to
their quarters.
Feb. 16. Thurs. Foggy. Reg. in camp. Capt. Farr— an officer
whom all the Thirteenth Regiment likes— leaves camp for Fortress Mon-
roe on a military commission. His wound not having healed sufficiently
to enable him to engage in field duties. Very heavy cannonading heard
in the neighborhood of Petersburg. A member of the Thirteenth finds a
part of an old, broken white marble grave-stone, breaks it in pieces, piles
the pieces in the fireplace of his hut and sprinkles them with a little red
ink ; he says ' they warm him, and cheer him up, just as well as green-
pine firewood does.'
When a soldier has a visitor to entertain, he selects hard bread, not
broken, and the best he has, soaks it in the best pot of coffee he can make,
fries it, then covers it with the moist brown sugar, and jilaces this as the
principal dish before his guest. The true soldier serves his coffee in
pots ; and, by the way, the parade of pots of coffee, and negro attendants,
at first class hotels, is after all nothing but an old army custom.
Feb. 17. Fri. Very rainy. Reg. in camp. Inspection at 10 a. m.
A Captain in the 11th Conn, says if he ever finds himself desiring to re-
turn to the army, he will strap on a knapsack, dig a hole in the ground,
get into it, throw up a work, hire a man to shoot buckshot at him if he
shows his head above ground ; and he thinks one night and one day of it
will cure him of the desire. Fifty-one desei'ters from the enemy have
come into the lines of the 25th Corps between the James and Fort Harri-
son, within the last 48 hours. The Chivalry are thus running for refuge
to the " neeg-urs " — as they call the colored people. But neither does
the best element in the Southern army desert.
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Feb. 18. Sat. Clear, warm. Reg. in camp. The rebel flag-o£-
triice boat runs afoul of one of their own torpedoes, sunk in the James
river just above Fort Brady, and is blown up. Since the meeting of the
Peace Connnissioners, desertions from the rebel lines have largely in-
creased. Many rebels desert to flee persecution, or to save their lives
•from danger caused by local feuds perjietuated wherever the inimical
parties meet, in the army or out of it— the old vendetta.
Feb. 19. Sun. Clear, warm. Reg. in camp. Inspected by Lt.
Col. Kreutzer of the 98th N. Y., now commanding our Biugade. He is
teacher of the officers' militaiy school.
Feb. 20. Mon. Clear and very warm. Reg. in camp. Drilling.
George H. Pomroy of H receives a 20 days' furlough, as the result of last
Wednesday's inspection. At the last Division review the 13th was spe-
cially complimented by Gen. Ord ; and Capt. Betton, in temporary com-
mand, is very greatly pleased. Capt. Betton has high ideas of military
matters, and does his best to carry them out. Two hundred and forty-
eight men present for duty in the Thii-teenth. Lieut. Murray has been
exchanged for a nephew of Confederate Vice President Stephens.
A member of the 13th writes home : " Our turn of picket comes once
a week nowadays, for 24 hours, on the Varina road. No firing on the
picket lines now— which in some places are not over 40 yards apart—
except when some one tries to desert, a thing which occurs pretty often on
both sides, almost every night. If we stop a man who is attemi)ting to
desert, we get $30 reward, and a thirty days' furlough. The rebels desert
and come in every day. In one night last week 100 lebel deserters came
in. We drill every day when in camp. This is the coklest winter we
have seen in the South. The ground is frozen from 12 to 14 inches in
depth."
Feb. 21. Tues. Clear. Reg. in camp. Salutes of 100 guns with
blank cartridges are fired this noon from every battery on our lines, in
honor of the re-taking of Fort Sumter and Charleston, S. C, Feb. 18,
1865. Extremely noisy, and all the Union troops are cheering like men
wild with joy. Close to our Regiment is a redoubt mounting eight guns,
with two more on the outside. These are numbered 1, 2, 3, etc., and are
fired in turn, and then all together, until they fire ten rounds each. The
other batteries, including Fort Harrison, are likewise sounding the same
high grand psean of victory. The rebel lines are as dumb as oysters. A
member of the 13th writes : " Between the discharges here we can hear
the faint boom of cannon away down on the Petersburg front."
Feb. 22. Wed. Cold, rainy. Reg. in camp. The day is observed
as a holiday, so far as possible, by the entire Union army ; while the roar
of cannon fired in salutes fills the whole land. But the rebel army in
Virginia do not celebrate Gen. Washington's birthday. Gen. Washington
did some noisy work in his time ; but he commanded a mere handful of
soldiers compared with this modern Union army of nearly three millions
of men, divided here and there into masses of 150,000 or so, and
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armed with thousands of cannon. How the day does always find its
man
!
Two rebel deserters celebrate the day, as well as they possibly can, by
coming over into the lines of the Thirteenth, siiouting and cheering like
men possessed when they arrive ; and soon are well fed and cared for in
all their wants and needs.
Quoting from a letter written at the front on Feb. 25, 1865, we have
here a scene ^ enacted by the mother of Presidents on her own ' sacred
soil,' on the birthday of her most illustrious son : " Wednesday last, Feb.
22d, was the anniversary of Washington's birthday, and a special order
from the Hdqrs. of the Union army made it a general holiday. It was a
rainy day. About nine o'clock in the forenoon Quarter-master Morrison
and myself started olf on horseback for Cox's landing on the James river,
where the exchange of prisoners takes place every day at ten o'clock.
We visited several points, and arrived at the landing a few moments be-
fore the rebel flag-of-truce boat, and watched its ajjproach. It had the
Confederate flag flying at the stern, and was towing a barge filled with
our sick soldiers, the boat itself being a dirty affair.
" In a few moments more, six hundred of our men, half of them com-
missioned officers, including two Brigadier Generals, were on the shore
;
and those of them who could walk immediately started for Aiken's land-
ing, at some distance below, where our flag-of-truce boat lay. The rest
filled a long line of ambulances, and fully two hours were consumed before
they were all transferred to our own boat. Such a looking set of men I
never saw before, and hope never to see again. Hatless, shirtless, shoe-
less, wrapped up in old bed-quilts of as many hues as Joseph's coat ; their
feet wound with rags, and many of them barefoot (and the wintry, ice-
cold mud six inches deep), their clothing in tatters, their hair long and
matted, dirty and unshaven, and all looking as pale and thin as though
wasted with consunq^tion or fever. Many were carried on board our boat
on stretchers, too weak and sick to stand. I talked with numbers of
them— one of the Thirteenth, captured Sept. 30, 1864.
" These men left Richmond at eight o'clock that morning, and showed
me the day's ration drawn just before they left. It was simply a solid,
heavy piece of corn bread, about six inches long, three wide, and one and a
half thick. It was made of a sort of meal, ground up, corn, cobs and all
together. Whole and partially broken kernels could be seen in it. This
with water was all they had. They had tasted salt meat in minute quan-
tities twice since Christmas, and then it was taken from the citizens. Just
before our boat moved ofP, the Naval Band on one of our gunboats
struck up the ' Star Spangled Banner,' and the poor emaciated fellows
1 A gentleman, a highly esteemed friend of mine, now a resident of Providence,
R. I. , then a Second Lieutenant in the 39th Mass. Infantry, Charles Henry Chapman,
was a member of this party of exchanged prisoners, and corroborates this sketch in
its worst particulars ; remarking in addition, that the suffering was too terrible for any
language to depict with full justice to the subject. — S. M. T.
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tried to cheer. They were too weak to give a very loud one, but I never
heard a more impressive cheer in my life." Lieut. Prescott.
Feb. 23. Thurs. Very rainy all day; heavy thunder at night.
Reg. in camp. Regimental or Brigade drill every fair afternoon except-
ing Saturday. Schools for officers meet on one evening in each week.
Feb. 24. Fri. Cloudy, Reg. in camp. Ordered to prepare to march
— but do not move. Salutes fired with shotted guns. A body of colored
troops of the 25th Corps, broke camp last night and silently made off in
the darkness — an appropriate season. The 3d Brigade is under march-
ing orders. Lively times appear to be in prospect for us.
Feb. 25. Sat. Cloudy, cold, rainy. Reg. in camp. We appre-
ciate a very marked difference in feeling now from that which pervaded
our army one year ago. We know not how to express it better than to
say, that the light of advancing peace seems to forecast its rays over
and around us ; while we live in a constantly abiding sense of probably
plunging into the final and closing crash of war— our last battle whether
we die or live— at the very next hour we see. One describes it as : 'a
vast uncertainty fall of tremendous good promise sure as to-mori"ow's sun.'
Feb. 26. Sun. Clear, warm. Reg. in camp. Inspected by Capt.
Betton. A host of deserters from the enemy have come in during the
past week ; 127 came in within one day.
Feb. 27. Mon. Cloudy, warm. Reg. in camp. Three officers
and 100 men of the 13th are selected for guard duty at 24th Corps Hdqrs.
for one week.
Maj. Gen. Philip H. Sheridan marches from Winchester to-day, with
two Divisions and one Brigade of cavalry — a force 10,000 strong ; with
Generals Merritt, Devin and Custer, to join Gen. Grant's array in front
of Petersburg. His orders, and route of march, contemplate sweeping a
girdle of waste and devastation, to the northward, all around Gen. Lee's
army ; and the crossing of a hundred rivers, and a thousand swamps, in
the worst season of the Virginian year. The supplies for Gen. Lee's
citadel are to be cut off.
Feb. 28, Tues. Rainy. Reg. in camp. Mustered for pay by
Capt. Betton. Another quiet month has been passed in our winter quar-
ters. But the camp is full of evidences of terrible business near ahead.
X.
March 1, to April 12, 1865.
LAST CAJVIPAIGN.
March 1. Wed. Cloudy, cold. Thirteenth in camp. Capt. Hall
receives his commission, also Lieutenants Oliver and Hardy. The Thir-
teenth furnishes a Captain, two Lieutenants and 100 men for guard at
24th Corps Hdqrs. Twenty-seven deserters come in bringing their mus-
kets with them. They are now the jolliest set of men we have seen for
many a day. The U. S. Government pays deserters from the Confeder-
acy §10 apiece for their muskets, to induce them to bring them in.
Both men and arms are thus a dead loss to the Confederacy, which can-
not replace them.
March 2. Thiirs. Very rainy all day. Thirteenth in camp.
Twelve deserters come in — nine of them bringing their guns with them.
Col. Abbott, Chief of Artillery of Gen. Grant's army, reports that the
daily average weight of iron— with gunpowder in it, for the most were
shells— thrown at the enemy, along our lines in front of Petersburg and
along the James, has been : August 1864, 5.2 tons ; September 7.8
tons ; October 4.5 tons ; November 2.7 tons ; December 2.1 tons
;
January 1865 1.6 tons ; Febuary 1.1 tons. Aggregating 793 tons in
all, or 37,264 rounds. (M. & C. H. Conn. 684.) These are mere initial
thunder-figures of Union cannon in action.
'• Recently while on picket, one dark night about midnight we were
suddenly startled by a loud cry for help from the darkness in our front.
Rushing to the spot with one of the pickets we discovered a rebel de-
serter stuck fast in a swampy place. Reaching out his musket to us, by
means of it we soon puUed him out of the mud hole and took him to our
line. He was a man about sixty years old, and until forced into the rebel
army had been a physician practicing his profession somewhere in North
Carolina. He was enormously fat, he wore a wig and spectacles and
false teeth, all of which he had lost in the mud hole, was covered with
mud and dirt, and you can easily imagine what a ludicrous and pitiable
spectacle he jjresented. After he had wiped the mud from his face and
eyes and blown it from his mouth, he drank a dish of coffee, drew a long
breath, looked around upon the circle of our pickets and then proceeded
in the most deliberate and solemn manner to deliver his opinion of the
Confederacy. The Lord Cardinal, in Ingoldsby's little poem the 'Jack-
daw of Rheims,' cursing the thief who stole his ring, made a feeble effort
compared with the energy with which this North Carolina doctor anath-
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ematized the Southern Confederacy. He cursed it individually, from
Jeff. Davis and his Cabinet down through its Congress and public men to
the lowest })ot-house jjolitician who advocated its cause ; he cursed its
army from Gen. Lee down to an army mule ; he cursed that army in its
downsittings and uprisings, in all its movements, marches, battles and
sieges ; he cursed all its paraphernalia, its artillery and its muskets, its
banners, bugles, and drums ; he cursed the institution of slavery, which
had brought about the war, and he invoked the direst calamity, woe and
disaster upon the Southern cause and all that it represented ; while the
earnestness, force and sincerity with which it was delivered made it one
of the most effective speeches I ever heard, and this together with his




March 3. Fri. Cloudy, cold. Thirteenth in camp. Lieut.
Churchill honorably discharged the service. His health is very poor, the
climate undermining his constitution.
We may add here, properly, that after suffering for many yeai's from
rheumatism contracted in the service, Lieut. Churchill accidentally had
his leg broken. His vitality had been so much reduced that the broken
bone would not knit, and he died soon after the accident, on March 19,
1885. The case was very singular. He was employed in the U. S.
mail service, having charge of the malls at the railway station in Concord,
N. H. Early one evening he went from his work to his home, and sat
down to take off his boots. They were of the ' Congress ' pattern, and
while removing one of them, the elastic sides clinging somewhat, by a
sudden jerk he broke the bone of his leg just above the knee. The bone
was shattered, pieces soon began to come out, and blood poisoning ensued.
Lieut. Churchill said that a shell had come very near, or grazed this leg,
and he had always felt a degree of lameness in it after that occurrence.
Adjutant Boutwell also honorably dischai'ged, for disability because of
wounds received in the service. He was detailed as Acting Adjutant of
the Thirteenth on the field at the battle of Fredericksburg, afterwards
commissioned as Adjutant ; in whicli capacity he served continuously,
excepting when sick, until he was wounded at Battery Five, Petersburg.
He has never recovered from this wound sufficiently for liim to return to
active service. He was for a time Adjutant of the Substitutes' camp at
Concord, N. H., and afterwards held the position of Asst. Adjt. General
on the staff of Major Whittlesly commanding rendezvous.
Both were able, brave, prompt and efficient officers, and are a great
loss to the Thirteenth. Both genial, breezy and social, they have con-
tributed no little to the cheerfulness and life of the Regiment. There
seemed to be no tune which the Band of the Thirteenth could play that
Boutwell could not accompany with his voice either with words or notes.
He had a very fine tenor voice, loud and clear ; and manj^ a time, when
the Band was playing in one part of the camp, Boutwell's voice was heard
rendering the same air in another part ; sometimes he seemed rather out-
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doing the Band in sound and melody. Generally this accompaniment
was a little more agreeable to the camp than to the Band.
A rebel picket boat comes down the James to-night, our pickets along
the shore fire upon her, she replies with artillery, and the noise rouses
our entire camp. Twenty-seven deserters come in this morning also,
bringing their guns, ammunition and equijjments with them.
March 4. Sat. Rainy. Reg. in camp. Confederate money has
dropped in value to less than two cents on the dollar ; $50 in ' White-
bellies ' (as the Confedei-ates call their money) being nearly equal in pur-
chasing value to a $1.00 Greenback. In Richmond the price of flour is
$850 per barrel ; corn meal $80 per bushel ; chickens $10 to $13 apiece ;
and everything else in the way of food is in the same proportion, when
paid for in Confederate money.
March 5. Sun. Clear, cold. Reg. in camp. Inspected at 4 p. ra.
by Lt. Col. Kreutzer of the 98th N. Y. commanding our Brigade. Lt.
Col. Smith returns from leave.
The average prices paid for supplies by the ' Quarter-master's mess *
— Goss, Morrison, Taggard, Sawyer and R. R. Thomjjson, and others
who were members of it— and a fair average for the year ending with to-
day, is as follows, the items taken from the account book of tliat mess
and others : cheese 25 cents per pound, butter 44 (sometimes 75), fresh
poi'k 12^, sausage 15, tea 1.60, sugar 14|, corn meal 2^, ci-ackers 20,
raisins 32^, lard 8 ; milk, quart, 17^, eggs, dozen, 28, potatoes, bushel,
80, oysters, quart, 25, condensed milk, pint can, 50, chickens, each, 50.
All the officers were limited in their subsistence to bare necessities, for
no luxuries could be had ; the running expenses for raw materials, as
above, amounting to from four to six dollars for each officer per week.
March 6. Mon. Warm, pleasant. Reg. in camp. Brigade drill
in the afternoon. About all the firing of late along our lines here has
been in the way of salutes in honor of Union victories. The guard fur-
nished from the Thirteenth for 24th Corps Hdqrs. returns to the Reg.,
having been relieved by men from the 12th N. H.
March 7. Tues. Clear. Reg. in camp. Brigade drill in after-
noon ; dress-parade at evening.
A regiment prepares to march in this manner : About sunset the regi-
mental drummer beats an officers' call ; commanders of Conqjanies gather
at once at the Colonel's headquarters ; an order is read : " The Thirteenth
will march at six o'clock to-morrow morning, in light marching order,
with three days' cooked rations and sixty rounds of ball-cartridge per
man." Captains inform their men, examine arms and equipments, see
that every man has his blankets, his shelter tent and a complete uniform.
Lieutenants and Sergeants attend to rations and other matters. Raw
rations of beef and pork are drawn by the Conimissaiy, brought to the
several company cooks' tents, and at once put over the fires. A few
pieces of raw pork are cut up and distributed among the men, for some
of them 2)refer to receive it raw, and to broil it on a stick, oV spider, over
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some little bivouac fire, or at a halt in the march. Boxes of crackers,
' hard tack,' arrive, and a fixed number of the crackers is counted out to
each man. Some men need more, some less, and the ' divvying,' and
' evening-up,' is accomj^lished among themselves. Boxes of ammunition
arrive, each box, containing 1,000 cartridges and weighing from 60 to 80
pounds, is lugged by two men. The Captain, if he is wise, will attend to
the distribution of the ammunition himself, and see that every man takes
his 60 rounds. If possible the camp-guard is changed, weak men and
those capable of performing only light duties relieve the strong and able
men, so that all who are to march can have a good night's rest before
starting. The whole affair of getting ready to march occupies a few
hours only of the evening, and the men turn in at the usual hour. No
one knows what may come on the morrow, and all 2)repare for the worst.
Next morning the Regiment is called at 4 a. m. The roll is called.
At the Surgeon's call or previously, it is determined what men are able
to march, and what men not, and who may be depended upon to guard
the camp in the absence of the command. The command is at once
made up, a trusty rear-guard selected, breakfast eaten, the cooked rations
distributed, an informal inspection made of every man and his belongings,
blankets are rolled, each man's blankets in a long roll, the ends of the
roll brought together and tied, forming a sort of ' horse-collar,' all is
made ready and the muskets are stacked along the several company
streets. Servants will carry the line officers' tents and blankets.
Due notice is given, the di'ums beat a quick assembly, the men fall into
line along their musket stacks, the roll is again called ; and by this time
the name, status and duty of every member of the Regiment has been
made a matter of written record. The colors are brought out, markers
are placed to designate the line, Comjianies take their arms, march to
the regimental street — ' front street ' — and the line is formed. In a
veteran regiment an assembly of this kind is made strictly according to
Regulations, but to the casual observer appears absolutely informal ; and
to men and officers all degrees of liberty are allowed within the bounds
of promptness and efficiency. If to move in heavy marching order the
men take knajisacks and all, the teams carrying the officers' baggage.
AVhen all is ready the Colonel takes command, gives the order to
march, places himself with staff at the head of the column, and at the
quick step of a lively march played on fife and drum, or by the Band, the
command moves out of camp in column of fours, by the right flank,
guns on the shoulder, each man with his roll of blankets thrown diagonally
across his shoulders ; every haversack, canteen and cartridge-box is full—
and too many sly flasks also— and the dusty blue column moves away ;
soon the music ceases, the route-step is taken, the files spread apart till the
road is well filled, and the jaunty, joking, merry, laughing host passes
out of sight— to fell or to fall.
"Whether the numbers of the Thirteenth be large or small, they thus
form no holiday pageant strutting across a city square or a village green
;
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but a body of armed men trained to swing out of marching column into
an instant battle line and to fight, and marching, battling in actual war
with every energy devoted to its immediate business.
March 8. Wed. Heavy rain, all day and all night. Reg. in camp.
The pickets come in drenched by the rain, and bedaubed with mud, the
results of a night spent in an old cornfield, without fires, cover or shelter
of any kind.
March 9. Thurs. Rainy, clearing about 10 a. ni. Reg. in camp.
Quarter-master Morrison starts for home on a twent}^ days' leave. Capt.
M. T. Betton assigned to the command of the 81st New York regiment.
This assignment was a very great compliment both to Capt. Betton
and to the Thirteenth. The 81st N. Y. was in a demoralized condition,
bordering uj)on open mutiny, and to Capt. Betton fell the task of their
discipline. He succeeded not only in satisfying his superior officers, by
bringing the discordant elements in this regiment into order and effi-
ciency, but also gained the good will of the members themselves.
March 10. Fri. Rain a. m., hail at noon, clears at night. Reg. in
camp. Evening school for field officers continues its sessions.
Lieut. O. M. Sawyer honorably discharged the service by Gen. Ord.
Everybody likes Lieut. Sawyer, and it is hard to part with him. A brave,
efficient and good officer, always ready, always willing ; a genial com-
panion, a true friend— and a right good fellow too.
March 11. Sat. Fair. Reg. in camp. Three officei's and one
hundred men from the Thirteenth again sent to do the guard duty for a
week at 24th Corps Hdqrs. Lt. Col. Smith in command of the Thir-
teenth says he will gain that jjosition by the Regiment right along, if
cleanliness, drill and general efficiency can secure it. As it is, no other
regiment receives this honor so frequently as a complimentary reward.
March 12. Sun. Fair, warm. Gen. Grant reviews a Division of
troops on our left. One writer says : " Gen. Grant is a business man, of
correct methods and a fixed will ; " and that is just what he appears to be
to-day. Brigade Dress-parade at sunset.
March 13. Mon. Very pleasant. Brigade drill. "Gen. Sheri-
dan set his dogs of cannon barking at Richmond to-day. The people
hear them, and are woefully scared." So says a man of the Reg., an ex-
changed prisoner, who came down on the flag-of-truce boat. A rebel
Lieutenant, who deserts to our lines, states that Gen. Sheridan came
within eight miles of Richmond ; the people expected him to enter the
city in force and burn it, and the consternation there was fearful.
March 14. Tues. Pleasant. Reg. in camp. Generals Grant and
Ord, and Sec. of War Stanton, visit our camp to-day. Grand Review of
the 25th Corps (colored). New Hampshire State election. Legal voters
in the Reg. vote for members of Congress — 117 Repubhcan, 10 Demo-
cratic. A very particular inspection is made of clothing, equipments,
camp, arms, ammunition and men in the 24th Corps. Signs of a battle.
The 9th Corps cross the James to our lines on the north side, and a
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large fleet of Union gunboats moves up the river above the drawbridge.
Brigade drill in afternoon. A man of the Thirteenth writes : " If you
want to drive the devil, throw him ice— freeze him out. "
March 15. "Wed. Very pleasant, a little rain, windy. Reg. in
camp. Little doing beyond camp and guard duties, inspection, etc., a
dull day. Company drill in forenoon. Battalion drill in afternoon.
Army life is rough, hard, forbidding, and still is crowded to the full
with almost every species of amusement, singing, playing, fun, jokes,
practical and impractical, games, stories and ludicrous incidents and situa-
tions. There has been endless sport with words, puns, ' gags ' and rhymes.
The army laughs far more than it weeps. The soldiers have amused
themselves continually by making sport of everybody, and of almost every-
thing, coming in their way. Camp jokes are common property. The fun
is frequently rather rough and coarse, but as a rule is made in good nature,
and remarkably spontaneous when we consider the terrible strain upon
the men — and half of them mere boys— incident to the sudden plung-
ing of these hundreds of thousands of them, from the quiet life and occu-
pations of peaceful citizens, into the wild whirl, abandon and crash of
army life in the field, in such times, places, climate and circumstances.
The Thirteenth has had its full quota of nicknames, too, all decidedly
pat, but we have space only for one or two : ' Old Bones,' the very strong
man. ' Grunty,' the weak man. ' Old Yarn,' the man of too many stories.
' Johnny Spry ' and ' Slipper,' quick and lively men, up to all sorts of
tricks, pranks and adventures, and rarely or never caught— certainly
never caught napping. 'Tommy-Toddler,' the very little short man.
' Lengthy,' between whose legs runs the drummer boy and shouts aloft
:
' Say — whawt 's the weather up there ? Throw us down a chavv-terbak-
ker, will yer ? ' ' Smellee,' who is seen always to smell of everything set
before him before he tastes, drinks or eats. ' Burdock,' whose root is
perennial, whose lies are as huge as that plant's leaves, the vicious burs
clinging to everything ; ill-fortune always catches men of this sort, their
stories have loose places like those of the man who declared that cedar
bean-poles would last forever— for his father had tried them twice with
that result ; and last of all ' Quij^pee,' the manufacturer and rattler of
big terms, sometimes disagreeable, who spits out, like a mad cat. ' Ityaal '
:
I think you are a liar ; and who calls a Southern thunder shower
' Awaterofluidamskythunderaceouscataractionarydelugination— wet,' and
thinks he has said something very funny.
March 16. Thurs. Warm ; exceeding windy. Reg. in camp. No
drill. The mud has been very deep, and about all the teaming is done on
corduroy roads, of which there are miles on miles, all up and down the
rear of all the camps and lines. Gen. Grant evidently believes in good
roads. The earth is drying now, and to-day the dust is flying in clouds.
Many boxes arriving from home for the men and officers. Twelve
hundred boxes in one day, for the 24th Corps, is not an unusual arrival
;
one day brought over 2,000 of them.
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March 17. Fri. Clear, warm, windy ; heavy rain last night. Reg.
in camp. Review of the 24th Corps, by Lieut. Gen. Grant, accomj^anied
by E. M. Stanton, Secretary of War, Admiral Farragut, the Secretary of
the Navy, and other visitors and ladies. The cavalcade, with nearly a
whole cavalry regiment for an escort, ])asses at a trot. Some of the ladies
are in carriages, others on horseback. This review is one of the finest we
have ever seen ; all the troops in heavy marching order, with knapsacks,
blankets, shelter tents and all. Thirteenth at Corps Hdqrs. and not in the
review. Capt. Buel C Carter is Acting Quarter-master on the staff of
Maj. Gen. John Gibbon.
March 18. Sat. Clear, windy, cold. Gen. Kautz's cavalry left here
last night to co-o})erate with Gen. Sheridan in the region about Cold Har-
bor. Admiral Porter has a very large fleet of monitors and gunboats in
the lower James.
The rebels are on their works in great numbers and in full sight, wit-
nessing the sports in the 10th N. H., now celebrating St. Patrick's Day—
the review yesterday causing a postponement of the celebration. '• The
pole was made so greasy that no one could climb it and get the S25 prize
on the top. A darkey and mule race was very funny. Negroes rooted
in a half-bushel measure of meal to find a silver half dollar ; found the
prize, and had their heads and faces wliite with the meal." So one man
of the Thirteenth writes about the sports of the day.
A large detail from the Thirteenth has been at work all day on a
corduroy road near the ambulance train. We receive to-night our full
complement of Sharps breech-loading carbines, and all the Springfield
muskets are to be turned in to the U. S. Government. The badge of
the 24th Corps Is adopted to-day— a heart within a heart.
March 19. Sun. Warm. Thirteenth in camp. The 3d Brigade
of our— Gen. Devens'— 3d Division is at White House, on the Pamun-
key, to receive Gen. Sheridan on his return from his ' North-of-Richmond '
raid, and to replenish his stores. Inspection at noon. Brigade Dress-
parade at night.
" Head Quarters Department of Virginia,
Army of the James.
Before Richmond, Va., 19th March, 1865.
" Special Orders No. 78 :
The commanding officer of the Thirteenth New Hampshire Volunteers
will make requisition for one hundred and twelve Sharps carbines, on
receipt of which he will turn in to the Ordnance Depot an equal number
of Springfield rifles.
By command of Major General Ord,
Theodore Read,
Assistant Adjutant General."
The above order was accompanied by another directing the 118th New
York Vols, to receive one hundred and twelve Spencer carbines, and to
turn in an equal number of Sharps carbines. Lt. Col. Smith states that
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these 112 carbines were sufficient to arm the Thirteenth, so greatly was
the Regiment reduced in numbers at this time. The loth received the
carbines from the 118th N. Y., not new ones. They weigli 10 pounds,
the cahbre 52, for a one-ounce conical bullet— minie, and the charge of
powder is 45 gi'ains. A formidable weapon.
Miirch 20. Mon. " Pleasantest day of the season." Thirteenth
in camp. " Sharjis breech-loading carbines received by all the Thir-
teentli
;
" writes a member.
Orders are received late in the evening for the Thii-teenth and other
Regiments to be ready to move to-morrow at 8 a. m., with four days'
cooked rations in haversacks, and sixty rounds of ball cartridge per man,
tents to be struck, and all the troops to move in heavy marching order.
Surplus baggage to be packed for storage.
A person must lug his food about in a dirty bag for three or four days,
through all the exposures of a military campaign, to realize the condition
that rations get into — usually the half is spoiled before the time comes
to eat them. Thousands of the enlisted men are made sick by the care-
less management of the ration supply.
March 21. Tues. Clear a. m., rainy p. m. Thirteenth in camp.
Ammunition issued at daylight. Strike tents at 6 a m. and get all ready
to move, in heavy marching order, at 8 a. m. Do not move. Eighteen
deserters came in last night. A heavy rain sets in about noon to-day.
After loafing about in rain and mud till near night, the men of the
Thirteenth are ordered to their old quai'ters, with permission to spread
their shelter tents again over their huts, now thoroughly wet inside and
out. About midnight the rain begins to pour in torrents, a heavy gale
sets in, blowing the hastily fitted shelter-tent roofs off the luits, and the
rest of the night is spent in cold, wet and discomfort.
Gen. William T. Sherman's army is now near Goldsboro, N. C, about
180 miles distant from Richmond.
March 22. Wed. Cloudy, cold, rainy, windy; an ugly day.
Twenty-one desei-ters came in here last night. Thirteenth strikes its tents
again this morning, packs up ready to move, and marches up to the
" Cross-way " about 9.30 a. m. Here it is announced that our First Bri-
gade is to hold the lines of both the 1st and the 2d Brigades, and we pass
the day in the trenches.
The Cross-way is where the Union works cross the New Market road,
one and one fourth miles southeast of Laurel Hill church ; confronting
the Confederate lines crossing that road farther up towards the church.
See map, page 473. The Second Brigade marches farther down to-
wards the right and rear. The Thirteenth is assigned position about
thirty rods in the rear of the front trenches, in the New Market road,
and held as a reserve. All with knapsacks on, and with four days' rations
in haversacks. We realize that the spring campaign has opened in ear-
nest— vnth terrible work in prospect. But the men instinctively feel that
Gen. Grant will end the war this year. Large bodies of troops are mov-
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ing away. At night the Thirteenth goes back to its old quarters, now
also all thoroughly wet, and bivouacs in them again.
Col. Edgar M. CuUen starts for home, and Col. Edward H. Ripley of
the 9th Vt. assumes command of our First Brigade.
March 23. Thurs. Cold, clear, very windy and dusty. Thirteenth
in camp ; if we may call it camping where every man is half squat, like a
grasshopper, with legs bent, all ready for a spring to arms when the drum
beats. " Evei'y man must be kept ready to move at a moment's notice,"
is the standing order of the day. All surplus baggage has gone to store,
or has been sent North. Thirteenth sent to the picket lines at evening in
heavy marching order.
A trip along the Union lines reveals an immense region of deep, wide
streams and lofty, clayey bluffs ; the whole country a succession of hun-
dreds of high-banked creeks, gravelly knolls, sloughy marshes and swamps
thickly wooded and filled with brush, briar and vine ; long stretches of
low, cold, sandy, pine-land flats, here densely wooded and there utterly
bare ; interspersed by large cultivated farms, with buildings destroyed or
half ruined — about the same kind of country all the way from Fort
Harrison, here north of the James, to Hatcher's Run south of Petersburg.
The vedettes are increased in number. Extending for more than thirty
miles, two parallel lines of these wide awake fellows, a few yards apart,
stand throughout the nights between the two armies, watching each other.
Back of them the pickets, back of them the battle lines, artillery, camps,
stores, and the ojien country.
March 24. Fri. Clear, very windy, a little snow. Thirteenth in
camp. The men are greatly pleased with their Sharps carbines. They
inspire confidence in defense.
The Thirteenth along at the first of its term of service had few excel-
lent mai'ksmen, and for a year or so less attention was given to individual
training in target practice than should have been ; but later an interest in
the matter was fostered, and the result of practice was to develop great
skill, and the men of the Thirteenth soon had few equals as marksmen,
with the Springfield rifle, among the infantry regiments. The change to
carbines has had but little adverse effect, the men soon become familiar
with their use, and the majority are recording good shots made with this
new weapon.
In every year, while the Thirteenth has been in the South, they have
been treated to a snow storm about this time in March. In 1863, Mar.
20th ; in 1864, Mar. 22d ; in 1865, Mar. 24th.
Running along in the rear of the Union lines is a wide, straight cordu-
roy road, so constructed as to reach all prominent points on the shortest
possible line, and to bid defiance to rain, snow or frost. An aide or
courier on horseback, the lightest ambulance, and the heaviest wagon
trains, and artillery, can move over this road with equal freedom from
mud, slough, accident or delay. An immense amount of labor has been
expended on this road, and its branches, and thousands of heavy logs are
laid upon it, and embedded as firmly as stones in a city street.
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March 25. Sat. Cold, cloudy, some rain. We man the works
about 9.30 a. m. and about noon return to camp. Reg. strikes tents
again this morning, under orders to move in heavy marching order, but
remains in camp or along the earth-works all the day. President Lincoln
and wife and Gen. Grant visit Fort Harrison, and our line of works.
Gen. Grant wrote yesterday ; " Gen. Weitzel in command noith of the
James will keep vigilant watch upon his front ; and if found at all prac-
ticable to break through at any point, he will do so." This order results
in our keeping awake for a week, ' about twenty-seven hours out of every
twenty-four,' as the boys have it.
The ' Independent Division,' consisting of Gen. Foster's 1st and Gen.
Turner's 2d Divisions of the 24th Corps, Gen. Birney's 2d Division of
the 25th Corps, and McKenzie's cavalry, formerly Kautz's, with Gen. Ord
chief in command, marches from our front here to-day towards the left
of Gen. Gi'ant's army, southwest of Petersburg. Gen. Gibbon goes with
Gen. Ord. This movement is made with such secrecy that Generals Long-
street and Ewell on our front, and Gen. Lee, do not learn of it until
April 2d. These troops go to find a position near or beyond Gen. Lee's
right flank, which, it is expected, he will extend from below Petersburg
more and more towards the southwest ; and it may properly be called
" Gen. Ord's Flying Corps." They have before them a march of more
than thirty miles, to reach the left of Gen. Grant's line below Petersburg.
" Last Tuesday night, March 21st, a substitute in the 81st N. Y. went
in company with another fellow. They stole their Quarter-master's and
Surgeon's horses, a sash and sword, which one of them put on, and about
midnight rode out to the picket line, and in answer to the challenge of
the vedette, the one wearing the sword and sash announced himself as
' Corps officer of the day,' and waiting until the vedette turned to walk to
the other end of his beat, struck the spurs into the horse, and dashed
across to the rebel lines. The other man, who acted as his orderly, was
not quite quick enough to elude the vedette, and was caught.
" On Friday morning, 24th, about 8 o'clock a man deserted from the 11th
Conn. He was on the vedette line— the outer picket line. His com-
panions probably assisted him to escape. Two shots only were fired after
him. The Brigade officer of the picket ordered the vedette nearest the
deserter to pursue him, which he did. the officer and myself also joining
in the chase. We chased the fellow about a third of the distance between
the lines of the two armies, but he escaped to the rebels. While re-
turning from this chase, we found between the lines two skeletons in
blue clothing
; probably of two Union soldiers killerl last September at
the capture of Fort Harrison. The 10th Corps charged at that time
across this field, where we are picketing, and was repulsed."
Lieut. Prescott.
March 26. Sun. Cold, clear, windy. Inspection at 10 a. m. At
1 p. m. the Thirteenth witnesses the execution of a deserter, a man of
the 81st N. Y., the next regiment on our right ; the same fellow who
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stole the horse and was caught in the act of desertion Last Tuesday
night.
" Our Brigade was formed on three sides of a square (the fourth side
open). The funeral procession entered : a band, six soldiers bearing a
rough pine coffin, an ambulance containing the prisoner guarded by six
soldiers, three on each side, and the firing party, twelve men of the 81st
N. Y. commanded by a Sergeant. They halted, the prisoner stejjped
from the ambulance, the Provost Marshal read the sentence of the pris-
oner, who sat down on his coffin, and a cap was drawn over his eyes.
The firing party took position, the commands were given by signals of
the sword ; twelve muskets were fired (in a volley) at the deserter's
heart, and he fell over upon his coffin, dead. The whole affair occupied
hardly half an hour." Lieut. Prescott.
This afternoon about 5.30 p. m. our 3d Division, Gen. Devens com-
manding, is again reviewed by President Lincoln, who is stopping at
City Point with Gen. Grant. Gen. Grant takes position just on Lincoln's
left. Mrs. Lincoln is present, with her little son " Tad " on his pony.
Mr. Lincoln is exceedingly fond of this boy. Many visitors, and an im-
mense cavalry escort, accompany Lincoln and Grant. The country
here has been tramped over so much, that there is no grass to cover and
hold the soil ; and it is either very dusty or very muddy, as the weather
serves. To-day the dust blows fearfully, like snow in a gale, blinding
every one who has to face it. Nearly all the white troops, excepting
our 3d Division, are moving away from this front to-night.
March 27. Mon. Clear, fine. Thirteenth moves farther towards
the right, taking the place of the 100th N. Y., Col. Dandy, which
marched to the left of Petersburg under Gen. Ord. Major Stoodley,
to-day Division officer of the day, has charge of the picket lines to the
James at Deep Bottom, a line nearly ten miles in length. He takes Lieut.
Prescott with him, and they ride together down over the entire line, and
return by it, and the trip uses up nearly the entire day.
There are now on these lines only our 3d Division of the 24th Corps,
and a small force of colored troops on our left about Fort Harrison, the
whole under command of Gen. Godfrey Weltzel ; and he is all up and
down the lines and everywhere at once, seeming to neither eat, drink, or
sleep. Our 3d Division does all the picket duty from the right of the
25th Corps, near Fort Harrison, to Deep Bottom. Watchfulness, vigi-
lance, has here gone stark mad ; * everything sleeps wide awake, and
with both eyes open— men, horses, guns and all.' The order is repeated
every hour, day and night : " See that your men are ready to move at
any moment."
Gen. Ord's Flying Corps, which commenced moving on the night of
March 25th, all leaves our front during to-night ; quietly moving away
under cover of the darkness, and without the enemy's knowledge.
March 28. Tues. Warm, pleasant. Reg. in camp, fitting up
quarters— the same that were abandoned by the 100th N. Y. '' We are
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carefully cleaning around camp," writes one ; " and waiting on our guns
under marching orders for a move now — and all the time — expected
to occur at any moment."
The lines of troops here are exceedingly thin, and all our fires, and all
our calls on both bugles and drums, are kept up as if the whole of the
two army corps were present. Mounted buglers dash from Hdqrs. to
Hdqrs. sounding call after call, while drum corps run from regiment to
regiment and play the same farce. The bands play at their respective
stations ; their audience a few men, a few mules, a few grinning darkeys,
and a wide, barren waste of deserted camps.
March 29. "Wed. Very pleasant day — severe rain at night.
Reg. in camp. Were our garrison, now garnishing these lines of earth-
works north of the James, evenly distributed along our front lines, the
men would probably stand about one rod apart. Of course our cares
and labor have increased as our numbers have lessened. Our Division
does all the picket duty for the 24th Corps, and the turn of the Thir-
teenth comes around every third or fourth day. Confederate Gen.
Ewell's Hdqrs. at Laurel Hill ai'e in full view, one and one quarter miles
distant. Two Divisions of the 25th Corps (colored) hold our old lines at
Bermuda Hundred.
March 30. Thurs. Showery. Very rainy last night and this
morning. Reg. in camp, ready to move at call. All through last night
and this morning we have been hearing a very heavy and rapid cannon-
ade going on, along Gen. Grant's lines near Petersburg. Very quiet
here on our front. Our camp is now more than a mile to the right of
Fort Harrison, and a mile nearer Richmond than that foi't is. Our Third
Division, Gen. Devens, is scattered along from Foi't Harrison to the
James at Deep Bottom, a very long line. If we were now attacked by
any considerable force of the enemy, we would have but one recourse—
that of falling back under cover of the gunboats ; but since our lines run
behind strong defenses we could make a stout fight all the way. A pe-
culiar confidence pervades our army ; we somehow feel stronger than
the enemy, and are not as doubtful concerning him as we were at the
opening of the spring campaign in 1864.
March 31. Fri. Rainy ; has rained almost continually from mid-
night of Wednesday (29th) until noon to-day, at times pouring down in
torrents. Reg. in camp, but almost every man is detailed on guard or
picket duty. The Paymaster— appearing as usual on the eve of a move
— commences paying off the Reg. ; " all paid off except H, I, and K."
All quiet here, but very noisy southward.
Few persons in civil life can appreciate the dangers and severe duties
connected with picket duty in the field, especially in the case of vedettes.
The extreme front, no one near to consult with, the drenching rain or the
blinding snow storm often adding their discomforts to the night of pitchy
darkness or benumbing cold ; no fires allowed, no knowing in one minute
but that a rebel bullet may crash through one's head in the next, the dan-
1
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ger, and dread too of a wound that may cause a lingering death with no
one near to help, and may be one's body never found ; the awful re-
sponsibility that really rests upon the true sentinel's shoulders, possibly
the fate of a thousand men, or indeed of the whole army ; the waving
bushes, In the distance of half darkness, in the dim vision of the sentinel
appearing like the enemy advancing in force ; or perhaps he comes, with
a sudden rush and yell— the pickets are of course struck down first of
all. The picket fires his one shot and falls shattered with a dozen bullets,
or is captured— for the chief hope of a picket's safety in such case Is that
the enemy does best to capture and not to kill — and Is reported missing,
and is next heard from as a prisoner of war, or as having died in a rebel
prison. A charge rushes over the pickets as if they were so many
worms ; fifty of them perhaps run down In a minute by two or five thou-
sand men. Nowhei-e on earth can a man stand and feel his safety and
his danger, his importance and greatness and absolute littleness, and the
burden and force of doubt, uncertainty, and the enemy's bitter hate, so
very keenly and all at once, as when he thoughtfully stands, at dead of
night, alone, an outpost, vedette or picket, between two hostile armies in
active campaign in the field. If there Is anything at all in him, tills
work will find It.
Organization of Maj. Gen. Charles Devens' 3d Division, 24th Army
Corps, Gen. John Gibbon commanding, on March 31, 1865 :
First Brigade,^ Col. Edward H. Ripley.
11th Conn. Major Charles Warren.
13th N. H. Lt. Col. Normand Smith.
81st N. Y. Capt. M. T. Betton.
98th N. Y. Lt. Col. Wm. Kreutzer.
139th N. Y. Major Theodore Miller.
19th Wis. Major Samuel K. Vaughan.
Second Brigade, Col. M. T. Donohoe.
8th Conn. Major Wm. M. Pratt.
5th Md. Lt. Col. Wm. W. Bamberger.
10th N. H. Capt. Warren M. Kelley.
12th N. H. Lt. Col. Theodore E. Barker.
96th N. Y. Capt. Geo. W. Hinds.
118th N. Y. Lt. Col. Levi T. Dominy.
9th Vt. Lt. Col. Val. G. Barney.
^ After Col. Stevens -was wounded at Fort Harrison, the 1st Brigade passed tinder
the command of Lt. Col. Raulston, then to Col. Cullen, then to Lt. Col. Ripley of the
9th Vt., all •without any change in regiments. The 19th Wisconsin came into our
Brigade when the white troops were changed from the left to the riglit— exchanging
positions with the colored troops on the Union lines north of the James River on Dec.
5, 1864.— S. M. T.
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Third Brigade, Col. Saral. H. Roberts.
21st Conn. Lt. Col. James T. Brown.
40th Mass. Capt. John Pollock.
2d N. H. Lt. Col. J. N. Patterson.
58th Penn. Lt. Col. Cecil Clay.
188th Penn. Lt. Col. Geo. K. Bowen.
Engineers. Mounted Band. Cavalry.
Corps of Shar^vshooters. Pioneer Corps.
3d U. S. Battery. 1st N. Y. Battery.
5th U. S. Battery. 3d N. Y. Battery.
4th Wisconsin Battery.
April 1. Sat. Foggy — clears bright. Reg. in camp. Paid off
for four months— up to Dec. 31, 1864. We have to exercise the utmost
vigilance day and night, and are so held and disposed as to be ready at
any moment for instant action, if these lines are threatened or assailed,
or the enemy appears to be evacuating his works on our front. Not
knowing what is coming next, we chafe and fret under the strain of forced
inaction and anxiety. The lines under our charge are now so extended
as to require nearly all of a day, or all of a night, for the general officer
of the day, or of the picket guard, to make his rounds. Very quiet along
our lines, but Gen. Grant's lines in front of Petersburg are engaged, and
making a gi-eat amount of noise. The incessant, fearful and hideous din
growls, rumbles, jars, and throbs, hour in and hour out. The Bermuda
Hundred lines are more quiet ; but their guns can be heard mingling with
the rest. At night, from high points along our line, the flashes of the
cannon and the bursting shells are distinctly visible far down the lines to-
ward Petersburg. The Thirteenth holds a Dress-parade just at night —
the last Dress-parade at the front.
The ' Rebel Yell ' is probably nothing new, but older than Anglo-Saxon
history— as old as the word ' Hur-rah.' As near as can be made out, it
is the first syllable of the word hurrah— hur— repeatedly and rapidly
given explosively in the roof of tlie mouth, a high, sharp falsetto note ;
possibly the sharpest and loudest sound of which the human voice is
capable. It is the rapid repetition of the rebel yell, by hundreds and
thousands of rebel voices, that gives to it its vibratory, vicious, piercing
character. Any one can easily sound this famous yell after a little prac-
tice. As a distinguished Southern writer ^ says : " A man can holloa
the rebel yell all day ; it does not exhaust the voice."
1 Hon. T. W. Dawson, a gallant Confeflerate officer, now Editor of the Charleston,
S. C, News and Courier. The writer had a short correspondence with him in connec-
tion with the Prickett affair, see pag-e 277, and made an inquiry of him concerning
the rebel yell. He described it so that the writer could ' pick it up
;
' but added,
facetiously, that ' since the war was over he had been " hollering" so much for the
old flag and an appropriation, that he liad neaxly forgotten the old tune.' — S. M. T,
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The Northern cheer places the greatest stress upon the deep, broad,
last syllable— rah ; and now at last the ' Rahs ' are to have it all their
own way.
Ten thousand men together, one half screaming, as the rebel yell, hur,
and the other half roaring, as the Northern cheer, rah, each man for him-
self, could probably produce a medley of sounds more hideous and intimi-
dating than by the use of any other two syllables in the English language.
April 2. Sun. Clear, warm. Reg. in camp. •' Many men write
home, as on the eve of a battle." The morning opens with what seems
to us an early, wild, loud alarum on the bells in Richmond, and not like
the usual Sunday bell ringing there. We have been flattering ourselves
that formerly we were vigilant ; but the pressure of strict watching last
night, to-day, and to-night along these lines, exceeds anything we have
experienced since we have been in the army.
Last night a furious bombardment was kept up all along the Union lines
in front of Petersburg and below ; a line of hard upon twenty miles of
the most severe firing. Shells were dropping in almost every quarter of
the city, bursting, and scattering showers of brick and of pieces of shell.
No man here can forget the deep, distant rumble, growl, and throb of
that night-long, terrific cannonade, by every gun on Gen. Grant's lines
;
rolling up toward us, as the wind served, continuous, incessant, hour
after hour, and boding sui"e death to the Confedei'acy.
Such a night it is all around us, while all is very quiet here on our own
lines, after midnight. From early evening until midnight, all the bands
in Gen. Weitzel's command here, and apparently as many more in Gen.
Longstreet's lines on our front, join in a musical contest ; ' Dixie ' vies
with ' Hail Columbia,' ' America,' with ' My Maryland,' and the ' Star
Sjjangled Banner ' dips full notes with the ' Bonnie Blue Flag.' All very
fine— but exceedingly deceitful.
News arrives in the night that Gen. Grant's army has captured 10,000
prisoners— Cheers ! We receive telegrams here about two hours after a
movement has been consummated on Gen. Grant's extreme left.
Lieut. Prescott goes out to-night in command of our 1st Brigade picket
and vedette lines ; a very careful, prompt and efficient ofl&cer being re-
quired for that most important position at this time.
The last camp of the Thirteenth at the front
:
" Last Monday, March 27th, the Thirteenth moved into the abandoned
camp of the 100th New York regiment, Col. George B. Dandy, which
marched to the left of Petersburg with Gen. Ord's Flying Corps."
Lt. Col. Smith.
The Union line of entrenchments comes up to Fort Harrisori, on the
left, and thence runs northeast, and toward the right, to and across the
New Market road, at a place called the Cross-way, w^here there is a large
curtain on the road. This Cross-way is about one and one fourth miles
southeast from Laurel Hill church, one mile due east from Fort Gilmer,
nearly two miles north from Fort Harrison, and one mile almost due
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north from Mr. O. Aiken's house, which was Gen. Devens' Hdqrs. See
map on page 473. From the Cross-way the line runs north, east and
south, forming a curve, or loojD, all north of the New Market road and
about two miles in circuit,— re-crossing the New Market road again
farther down and sweeping southeastward to Deep Bottom. This curve,
or loop,, is cut about midway of its circuit by a road (the next road of any
importance east of the Varina road) which leaves the New Market road
at Mr. James's house and runs north i)ast Mr. H. Jordan's house to the
Darbytown road, and is marked W. W. on map.
The last camp of the Thirteenth was close up to the rear, south side, of
this curve in the entrenchments, a few rods to the right and the first camp
to the right, east, of the point where this James and Jordan road cuts
through the line. The camp faced northward and was half a mile north-
east of the Cross-way. The camps of the several regiments in our Bri-
gade were very far apart, scattered along the lines north of Fort Harrison
and east, and southeast, and south, and on towards Deep Bottom.
SURRENDER OF RICHMOND.
April 3. Mon. Clear, pleasant, warm. Capt. Hubbard W. Hall
regimental officer of the day.
" Broke camp, and marched to Richmond without opposition. Entered
the city about 8.30 a. m.— our Regiment leading the column."
Major Nathan D. Stoodley, in Diary.
Few men of the Thirteenth slejjt last night. South of the Appomattox
river there was the usual artillery fire, its deep throbs rolling continuously
and incessantly up the misty valley of the James, and heard by us for
hour after hour. The enemy's picket fires were burning as usual along
his lines on our front, and with undimmed brightness ; but all was very
quiet on our own lines. There was too much care and curious question,
however, among us to make sleep even desirable, the very air seeming
to whisper of great events. As we were under orders to move on the
morrow at daylight, the night seemed like the night before a battle with
most of the anxiety removed, and a strong promise of victory added. But
for the sullen boom of huge cannon in the distance, the night were best
framed for dreaming wide awake.
Few men, except the pickets and watch, saw anything very unusual
going on within the enemy's lines, until well into the night. P^very man
in the Thirteenth was held in readiness for an instant move, the men
turning in under arms, but there seemed less pressure of foreboding and
anxiety than we have felt for a week past ; and so the night wore slowly
away with all excepting the officers and men on the picket lines and out-
posts ; but upon no morning, since the war began, have we felt as we do as
this morning comes on. As the pressure of watching and anxiety, experi-
enced for a month past, now falls away, the troops hail with gladness the
opportunity to move, and march out of camp with feelings similar to those
in which a prisoner indulges when the fetters are struck from his feet.
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As telegrams from Gen. Grant's front at Petersburg have been received,
and read to the troops here within an hour or two after every one of his
successes, cheers upon cheers have rung along our lines until the men are
surfeited with cheers ; or else they feel the terrible cost in blood, and
limb, and life, to their brethren in arms, of those very successes ; or else
a desire, mingled with impatience, has taken them, to be moving also
themselves, instead of playing too much the part of tail to all this most
glorious and magnificent kite ; or else, and more probable, they have a
combination of all these feelings, and so they preserve a stolid, almost
sullen silence, most strange in young men, and remai"ked of all. Their
deepest thoughts none may know ; but enough of feelings and emotions
— now to business !
Suddenly, in the midst of the almost universal stillness, about 4.30 a. m.,
probably a little earlier, this morning, the strange quiet is broken by a
tremendous explosion, occurring on or near the James river, rending the
air, and shaking the very ground here beneath our feet, and blazing out a
broad noon-day glare over the trees ; then another explosion, and a sud-
den glare of flame, occurs nearer our line, then others upon our front,
then others to the right ; all following each other in rapid succession from
our left, until, growing duller and duller in the distance, the sounds die
away in the vicinity of Richmond ; only to rise again with louder and
more awful thunders, around near the city, and in the city itself, among
her arsenals and gunboats, while, soon, immense and steady fires gleam
out upoii the sky above the woods. A Long-roll of exploding powder
magazines, at one and the same time arousing our troops to action, and
self-celebrating the downfall and destruction of the Confederacy, its army
and its capital ; a Long-roll calling to arms nearly two hundred thousand
men, Union and Confederate, or causing them to clutch their arms in
hand with most nervous grasp ; one half of them destined to incomparable
victory, the other half to shame and loss and defeat ; but ultimately to
gain untold, for the American Nation is the Phcenix arising from this
day's tremendous flame.
Soon to the southward, and away to the northward again, red flames
light up the sky in every direction. Along the James the enemy's fleet
is on fire, and there, too, explosion follows explosion, until the earth shakes
again and again, and we know that our intimate acquaintance, the famous
James river fleet, is no more.
Deserters come in — two from the 12th Virginia, among others— and
announce the evacuation of Richmond ! Then an aide to Gen. Weltzel
dashes along our lines at a breakneck speed, giving orders direct, for our
entire force here to be in instant readiness to move at call. Another
aide rides wild to the pickets, to order them to advance ; but he is a little
too late— they have marched toward Richmond. Mounted men, officers,
aides and orderlies are flying in every direction, troops are springing to
arms ; while the camp followers, as usual, prepare to go ahead, or ske-
daddle, as the case may for them demand. The whole scene is mingled
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in event, and crowded into the space of a few minutes of time, in the
misty, darkly defined hour that just precedes the dawn ; and now comes
back upon our memories, over the slow and winding road of more than
twenty peaceful years, like a fearful and fitful dream, a strange vision, or
the sudden, vivid glimpse of a land of chaos and destruction not our own.
But of all the life excited by the events of this morning, the liveliest
resides in the negroes. There is scarce a negro antic and caper in all
Africa that these overjoyed fellows do not cut up, exclaiming : " Marsa
Lee, an' Ole Jeff, done got it now ; the whole ting done gone up—
I-golly !
"
Lieut. Royal B. Prescott, Co. C, loth, has command of our First Bri-
gade jiickets, and vedettes stationed as usual in front of the main line of
works in little semi-circular rifle-pits, and immediately ujion the first ex-
plosion that is heard he is hurried forward toward the rebel lines. His
is the extreme front line, there being no Union troops between his line
of men and the enemy. His pickets thread their way through the abatis,
and the numerous buried torpedoes, without accident, pass the enemy's
works— here immensely strong and impregnable to assault— and con-
tinue on without opposition until they reach the top of Tree HiU, and
here they halt for a few minutes to view the burning city. Soon they go
down the hill, following the turn2)ike, and halt again near Gillie's Creek.
Here they meet the Mayor of Richmond, coming out of the city in a car-
riage, who tenders to Lieut. Prescott the surrender of Richmond. Lieut.
Prescott declines, and refers the Mayor to Gen. Weitzel just then seen
approaching in the turnpike. The Mayor rides forward to meet that
General. Gen. Weitzel receives the surrender of the city, and then the
pickets under command of Lieut. Prescott, move up the streets direct to
Cajntol Square, arriving there about 7 a. m ; having entered the city
nearly two hours before the formal entry of the First Brigade led by the
Thirteenth.
Lieut. Prescott has kindly furnished the writer with the following
statement, as the account of his experiences and duties on this eventful
morning ; the hours given, and the main points, are those written in his
Diary at the time, and in his letters written in Richmond on April 4th
1865, now, 1887, in the writer's hands
:
" It was my fortune to go on the picket line in command of the pickets
of the 1st Brigade, 3d Division, 24th Corjis, on Sunday morning April
2, 1865, about 10 a. m., for the usual term of twenty-four hours. The
men under my conunand were about sixty in all, possibly a few more
than that number, all white men, and were from all the regiments in the
1st Brigade. The opening in the Union line of earth-works through
which these pickets passed to their line was considerably to the left of
the camp of the 13th N. H., and only a few rods to the right of the 1st
Brigatle guard-house. The position of the pickets on their line was in
the woods, tall pines, in front of the Fort Harrison line of Union earth-
Works ; in a belt of woods continuing from the vicinity of the New Mar-
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ket road, through a marsh to the left, and on toward the James river.
This belt of woods was not very wide, nor dense, for we could see,
through it, the Confederate picket posts, their main line of earth-works
and their camps generally.
" We were to the left of the New Market road, which ran up through
the Confederate works to join the Osborne pike nearer the city ; that is
to say my picket line extended from a point at some distance from the
main works of Fort Harrison to marshy ground that continued down to-
ward the James. My line was the extreme front line of the pickets and
vedettes— no Union soldiers being between us and the rebels— and was
about 100 yards in front of the main line of fortifications ; and the rebel
pickets were very near on our front, being distant less than 200 yards.
" I stationed each one of these pickets and vedettes at night, and as he
took his lonely post, transmitted to him the same instructions that had
been given to me, viz. : that especial vigilance was to be observed during
all the night, and instant report made of any unusual movements occurring
within the rebel lines.
" We were daily, hourly, expecting an attack from or to advance upon
the enemy, and during the afternoon of Sunday April 2d, we observed a
somewhat unusual activity and bustle within the enemy's entrenchments ;
we could hear their frequent drum-caUs for officers or First Sergeants,
and the rumble of tlieit artillery, and many men there were busily load-
ing wagons, which were rapidly moved away as soon as loaded. Upon
this, I wrote a note and sent it in to the 1st Brigade Hdqrs., informing
Col. Edward H. Ripley of the 9th Vermont, now commanding our 1st
Brigade, of what was going on within the Confederate lines. He re-
turned to me a note with instructions to observe unusual vigilance, watch-
ing the rebel movements as closely as possible during that night, which
we did. There was also an unusual activity in the rebel camp that night.
Their religious meetings were continued longer than usual, their singing
and praying were louder, their picket and camp fires were kept burning
later ; and many means employed to deceive us as to their Intentions.
" The first indications I had of the enemy's evacuating his lines, were
at half past four o'clock on the morning of April 3d— 4.30 a. m.— when
the Confederate gunboat in the James river and their magazines in the
vicinity of Drury's Bluff, between one and two miles distant, were blown
up. The concussion was terrific. The earth shook where we were, and
there flashed out a glare of light as of noonday, while the fragments of
the vessel, pieces of timber and other stuff, fell among my pickets, who
had not yet moved from the position where they had been ]iosted for the
night watch. Fortunately no accidents occurred from the falling pieces.
" Immediately after this explosion occurred, Lt. Col. Bamberger, of the
oth Maryland, acting that night as Division officer of the day, came gal-
loping up ; and his horse, terrified by the exjilosion, reared and plunged,
and gave Lt. Col. Bamberger considerable troul)le before he coidd be
controlled, and quieted enough to stand still. He ordered me to advance
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my pickets without delay, but to use the utmost caution. The men were
on the extreme front line, and were all ready to move in a moment ; and
in a few moments after the explosion my whole picket line was moving
through the narrow belt of woods. I had been awake for several hours,
in fact all night, and this explosion was the first of the long series that
followed along the Confederate lines, and the James, on that morning,
each with a similar glare and jar.
" As directed by Lt. Col. Bamberger, my men were held well in line,
ready for instant action, and but a few feet apart, forming quite a strong
line ; and moving in this manner we were soon past the narrow belt of
timber, and out of it upon hard, clear, dry ground, much trampled
by the Confederate troops. We bore somewhat to the left, as we ad-
vanced. While we were moving through this belt of woods the first
fires burst out in the direction and vicinity of Richmond, and in the en-
emy's lines. One of my men here had his thumb blown off by the acci-
dental discharge of his rifle, the lock catching in a bush. This was the
only casualty of the day among my pickets.
" On reaching the main Confederate line of earth-works, with its ti'iple
line of abatis, I noticed bits of bright-colored cloth attached to little
sticks, rising a few inches above the ground, a short distance in front of
the rebel works. Suspecting that these marked the location of torpedoes,
I halted the line, went down along it, and cautioned the men to step over
them very carefully.^ No accident occurred, and we were soon inside the
Confederate works.
" We entered first the fort, the large earth-work, immediately in front
of Fort Harrison, having to climb very high walls in so doing. Many
heavv siege guns were here in position, unspiked, and the ammunition
piled ready for use ; and as I passed by I seized a primer from one of
these Confederate guns, which I now, 1887, have in my possession as a
souvenir of that morning's occupation of Fort Gilmer. I halted my line
here within Fort Gilmer, as a measure of precaution, and conversed with
several Confederate stragglers, and negroes, who were still lingering
about the works, and by them I was informed that Richmond was being
evacuated.
" I then advanced my line, formed as before, turning somewhat to the
right, until I came to the turnpike ; the first highway we met after pass-
ing the enemy's main line of works, and leading northward. On coming
near this highway, I waited a moment for the stragglers and breathless
men to come up, then formed my men, for a rapid march, in a column
of fours, obliqued to the right a little, entered the turnpike, and advanced
rapidly straight up towards Richmond.
" We saw no Union colored troops, no Union white troops, and no or-
ganized Confederate troops whatever, during the whole morning, until
we were joined by Lieut. Keener's men after we had reached the high
hill near the city, as mentioned below ; after a march of about five miles,
^ Only seven pounds weight was required to cause one of these torpedoes to explode.
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or more, from my picket line in front of Fort Harrison. We met on the
way, however, Uttle knots of Confederate soldiers, all unarmed stragglers,
and a few colored people, all of whom reiterated the statement that Rich-
mond was being evacuated ; and later on we met some who stated that
the city had been already evacuated and abandoned by the Confederate
troops and Government.
" Following the turnpike, and marching by the right flank, all the way
in, we advanced rapidly until we came upon the crest of the high land
known as Tree Hill, sharp and steep, very near to Richmond, and sepa-
rated from it only by a deep gorge or valley containing a brook or two.
Here we halted for a few minutes to take breath, and to look down upon
a city in flames. Soon after halting here, we were joined by Lieut.
David S. Keener, of the 5th Maryland, and a small squad of his men.
They had come up from some point still farther to the left than we had
been, between my picket line and the James. His men joined mine,
making in all a company of about sixty or seventy men, and I led them
all down the hill, all the time marching in the turnpike, until we came
to Gillie's Creek bridged by a few planks, on which were stationed three
white cavalrymen, who disputed my further progress into the city, and
claimed that they were acting under orders of the General commanding.
" We therefore halted at Gillie's Creek, on the south side, and without
crossing, stacked arms, and the tired men threw themselves down upon
the ground to rest. While we were here, a gunboat in the James, near
by, in full sight, blew up ; this was the second explosion we had witnessed
this morning, the first one being at 4.30 a. m. Another gunboat blew up
some time afterwards. A few of the men, who had fallen out because of
our rapid marching, joined us here.
" While we were halted here at Gillie's Creek, the Mayor of Richmond
came down from the city in his carriage, and I held a conversation with
him. This was, as near as I can determine, between six and a half and
seven o'clock in the morning (6.30 and 7 a. m.), and the place where I
conversed with the Mayor was a few rods south of Gillie's Creek in the
turnpike. The Mayor here then tendered to me the surrender of the
city of Richmond, and offered to place in my hands a package, in the act
of so doing, containing, I presume, papers and the keys of the public build-
ings. I was about to take the package, but just then I saw Gen. Godfrey
Weitzel, with his staff, coming down the hill, riding along the turnpike,
and I at once referred the Mayor to him, as the proper officer with whom
to treat. The Mayor then proceeded southward down the turnpike to
meet Gen. Weitzel.
" A few minutes only after my conversation with the Mayor, Gen. Weit-
zel came up to the creek where we were waiting, and ordered me to fol-
low him into the city, which I proceeded at once to do, crossing the creek
into a wide street, or road, where we immediately came into Richmond.
We soon, however, lost sight of Gen. Weitzel in the dense smoke of the
burning city, and while he turned off to the right, I deviated to the left
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toward the river, probably down 29th or 30th street, until I saw a sign
'Main St.' on a lamp post, when I turned my little column of men into
that street, and marched along.
" The crowd of people was soon very dense, and we had much difficulty
in forcing our way through it. The people pressed their way into the
ranks, tried to relieve the men of their loads, of blankets, etc., urged liquors
upon them, and testified their joy at seeing them, in every conceivable
way, and by the most extravagant expressions and actions. I smashed
several vessels of liquor with my sword, to prevent its effect upon the men.
" The heat at the corner of Fourteenth and Main streets was so intense
that we were forced to turn aside again to the right toward Franklin
street. There was a drug store at this corner, and the proprietor was
standing on the steps as we came up. I asked him to direct me to the
Capitol, which he did ; and he volunteered the further information that
the Confederate General had just passed up Broad street at the head of a
body of Confederate cavalry. The city fire engines were burning in the
street, having been abandoned to their fate, the heat being so great that
they could not be worked. We had to double-quick as fast as possible,
as we passed on, to escape the heat, and our whiskers, hair and clothing
were singed by it. It was now near seven o'clock (7 a. m.), and we were
almost suffocated with the smoke and heat, were fatigued and hungry.
Turning out of Main through Fourteenth street, and then proceeding
along Franklin street, in the direction indicated by the gentlemanly pro-
prietor of the drug store, we soon saw the Capitol near by on our left.
We marched at once to the Capitol, and I ordered the men to stack arms
and rest in the Capitol grounds. Our whole movement in entering the
city was very hurried.
" I arrived in the Capitol grounds at seven twenty o'clock (7.20 a. m.),
as set down in my diary at the time. There was no flag visible on the
Capitol, and no flag of any kind whatever on the flagstaff on the Capitol,
when I arrived.
" As we marched into the city behind General Weitzel, the sound of the
trains, conveying the last of the rebel troops out of the city was distinctly
heard, and they had barely time enough to get away.
" The appearance of the city, and of the people, along our entering line
of march, beggars all description. The condition of the poor people was
pitiable in the extreme. Women barefoot and thinly clad, with tears
streaming down their cheeks, cried ' Thank God ! ' ' Thank God !
'
One poor woman, who had four little, pale, starved children clinging to
her skirts, herself shoeless, bonnetless, miserably clad, grasped my arm,
while the tears ran down her cheeks, and begged for something to eat,
saying that her children had tasted no food since Sunday morning, and
then only a little meal. She said she was sick, and that she was so was
too plainly evident. I gave her the contents of my haversack, others
gave of their supply ; and one man in the ranks, William H. Gault of H,
a large, brawny man, dashed his hand across his eyes, then gave her his
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entire three dayti' rations of hard bread and meat, and then thrust a ten
dollar greenback -— all the money he had with him— into her hand,
swearing like a trooper all the time by way of relieving his feelings.
" The air was full of the cinders, smoke and ashes of the burning city,
and the bursting of shells in the arsenals and storehouses of ordnance was
incessant for many hours.
'' The first body of Union troops that entered the city of Richmond on
the morning of April 3, 1865, was my detachment— the pickets from
the First Brigade.
"It is customary when troops are advancing, for a line of skirmishers
to precede, sweeping the country before them, picking up Confederate
stragglers wherever met, but I saw none of such skirmishers. My men
wei'e of the picket line and not skii'mishers. I was in advance of all the
skirmishers, pushing forward with my pickets of the First Brigade in a
little solid column of fours, along the New Market road directly toward
Richmond. The only Union soldiers that I saw in or near Richmond,
excepting my men, Lieut. Keener's, and Gen Weitzel and staff, were the
three white cavalrymen at Gillie's Creek ; and the only orders I received,
during all that morning, were from Lieut. Col. Bamberger of the 5th
Maryland at the moment of starting, and later on Avhen just outside the
city limits, from Gen. Weitzel himself.
'' There was no flag visible on the roof of the Capitol Avhen I entered the
grounds, from the point where I entered them— the southward corner ;
and there was no flag whatever then on the tall staff on the roof ; but
within a few moments a flag was run up on the Capitol. It suddenly ap-
peared on the flagstaff on the roof, and immediately afterwards I had a
conversation with the man who raised it, and took down his name and resi-
dence. He was a light colored boy, apparently about seventeen years of
age, and he gave me his name as Richard G. Forrester, living at the cor-
ner of College and Marshall streets. He was In no way connected with
the Union Army. He stated to me that when the State of Virginia
passed the Ordinance of Secession, he was a page, or errand boy, em-
ployed in the Capitol. The Secessionists then tore down the very flag,
which he had just now re-hoisted on the Capitol, and threw it among
some rubbish under the eaves, or roof, in the top of the building. At the
first convenient opportunity afterwards, he rolled this flag in a bundle,
so that he could remove it undiscovered, carried it to his home, and placed
it in his bed, where he had slept on it nightly since that time. This
morning, he said, as soon as he dared after the Confederates left the city,
and — as he put it— ' When I saw j'ou 'uns comin',' — he drew this old
flag from its hiding-place, ran to the Capitol with it, mounted to the top,
and run this flag up on the flagstaff, whence the Confederate flag had
been so lately removed ; and this, he claimed, was the first flag hoisted
in Richmond after its evacuation by the Confederates.
" After talking with him, I went up through every room in the Capitol
and found it entirely deserted, not a person to be seen in it.
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" During the few minutes while we waited in the grounds, a few of the
men had passed across the street, and were sitting among the trees near
the old Powhatan Hotel. Hearing a wordy altercation going on among
them, I went across to investigate the cause of the disturbance. Here I
found that William H. Gault of H, a quick, impulsive man but withal
generous-hearted— the same man who gave the poor woman the ten dol-
lars and his rations as we came into the city— had been listening to a lot
of secession talk, made by a citizen, until his indignation could enduie
such stuff no longer, and he had taken the citizen to task for starving the
poor people of Richmond. Hard words ensued. Gault suddenly sprang
to his feet, seized his gun, aimed at the citizen, and possibly would have
shot him then and there, if I had not interfered and struck up his gun.
Gault's indignation, at what he regarded as sheer hypocrisy, knew no
bounds.
" Soon after arriving in the Capitol grounds, the men resting themselves
at full length on the grass after the fatiguing march and exciting scenes
through which they had passed, an orderly rode up with orders for me to
report immediately to Gen. Godfrey Weitzel at his Hdqrs. in the house
recently occupied by the absconding President of the late Confederacy.
Arriving in Gen. Weitzel's presence, he turned to me and in severe tones
inquired : ' Are you the officer who was in command of the men I met
at the outskirts of the city early this morning ? ' 'I am. Sir,' I replied.
' And did I not tell you to follow closely behind me on entering the
city?' he further inquired. To this I replied that I had done so until
the smoke had become so dense and suffocating that I could not follow,
and could no longer see clearly in any direction, and that under these
circumstances I had deviated somewhat from the course he had taken,
and so had failed to keep up with him. I then narrated to him all the
circumstances that had befallen me since I had parted company with him,
at the close of which he expressed himself as being perfectly satisfied
with my explanation, and then inquired where I had left my men.
" After being informed he ordered me to take a squad of from six to ten
men, to patrol the streets, arresting every person found in Confederate
uniform or bearing arms, and to conduct them to his Hdqrs. ; and also
to order all colored persons to their homes on pain of arrest. He further
ordered me to divide the remainder of my men into small squads of about
BESCRIPTION OF FORRESTER PAPERS.
Lietit. Prescott still, 1887. preserves the two papers received this morn-
ing from young Forrester. The larger paper is apparently a piece torn
from one of the C. S. A. Government's common blue envelopes ; the
smaller paper is a leaf from a small pocket memorandum book or diary.
The writing is in pencil but clear and legible, though evidently the writ-
ing of a person of limited education. The cut opposite is correct and
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ten men each, and to dispatch them upon a similar patrol. This I did
at once on returning to the Capitol grounds, and while making my first
patrol, T came upon a column of Union troops, all white troops, the Thir-
teenth New Hampshire Regiment at their head, marching up Franklin
Street with their colors flying and their drum-coi-ps playing ' Yankee
Doodle.' 1
" Excepting my pickets, these were the first Union troops to enter the
city after its evacuation by the Confederates ; the Flag of the Thirteenth
was the first Flag of the Array to come in. On coming near this body
of troops we immediately halted, on the west side of the street, presented
arms, and saluted the passing column. There was a mutual recognition,
and remarks and cheers naturally incident to such an occasion. After
the column passed us, I proceeded on the duties of my patrol. In this
duty of patroling the streets of Richmond, I was engaged for the greater
part of two days. Changing the men every two or three hours, I collected
large numbers of Confederate officers and soldiers alike, and marched
them to the place indicated ; from whence they were consigned to Castle
Thunder and Libby Prison, until those two famous buildings would hold
no more— being literally packed from cellar to roof.
" As soon as Gen. Patrick was appointed Provost Marshal, which hap-
pened very soon after our occupation of the city, I was ordered to take
my prisoners to him, and among the arrests I remember a number of
prominent and influential citizens of Richmond and vicinity ; among them
the Second Auditor of the Confederate Treasury, on April 4th, the two
Editors of the Richmond Examiner, on April 8th, and the Editors of the
Richmond Times, all of whom were sent to Castle Thunder."
Lieut. Royal B. Prescott.
1887. Lt. Col. Smith has recently looked over the ground with special
reference to the incidents of Lieut. Prescott's early morning march to-
ward Richmond on April 3, 1865, and says : " I am sure Lieut. Pres-
cott did not halt at Ahnon Creek, for the hill is winding and steep be-
yond there, and he could not have seen any distance at that point. Just
above the junction of the Osborne and New Market roads, toward the
river and city, and between the road and river, is a depression and an-
other rise beyond, on which stands Tree Hill the residence of Mr. Stearns.
This bli.ff extends with the depression to near the flag of truce bluff—
the point where the Mayor of Richmond set up his white flag that
morning— where it terminates. This bluff, Mr. Steai-ns', is nearly in
line with the road past the brick yards. The brick yards, where the col-
ored troops were halted by the roadside, are between the flag of truce bluff
and Gillie's Creek. When coming round the hill myself, with the Bri-
gade, I saw the explosion of the dispatch boat Allison at Rocketts wharves,
^ Observe that this meeting must have been at some distance from^ the Capitol
toward Rocketts, because it ocemTed before Major Stoodley had changed the tune
to ' The Battle Cry of Freedom. ' See page 57-4.
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aiid at the same time saw the burning bridges across the James. Gillie's
Creek bridge is near these wharves, the section was not covered with
buildings as it now is, and Lieut. Prescott could have seen a considerable
distance to his rear from this point." Lt. Col. Smith.
To return to the narrative of the day :
Even at the risk of repetition, the following from the pen of Henry A.
Pollard, and published by him editorially in his paper, ' The Richmond
Times,' in the issue of April 28, 1865, which now, December 1886, lies
before the writer, seems appx'opriate to enter under this day. The copy
is given here word for word, and the statement in the article passed un-
challenged :
" THE TROOPS TO FLRST ENTER RICHMOND.
" In the comjjilation of our narrative of the scenes and incidents attend-
ant upon the late evacuation of Richmond, we purposely refrained from
deciding or saying anything as to which were the first troops, or organ-
ized body of soldiers to enter the city. The simple fact that it was a
matter of dispute, and seemed not to be definitely settled, rendered this
the most proper course for us. Since then we have come into possession
of information from a most trustworthy and authoritative source, which
would appear to decide the question.
" The truth of the matter seems to be about this : On the night before
the evacuation, the Federal picket lines opposite the defenses, upon the
north side of the James, were respectively held by Lieutenant Royal B.
Prescott, commanding Company C, Thirteenth New Hampshire Regi-
ment, of the First Brigade, Thii'd Division, of the Twenty-Fourth Army
Corps, and Lieutenant David S. Keener, commanding Company F, Fifth
Maryland Regiment, Second Brigade of the same organization. Lieu-
tenant Prescott's line being on the left of the First Brigade joined the
line of Lieutenant Keener, who occupied the i"ight of the Second Brigade.
The first intimation they received of the evacuation of Richmond was the
exjjlosions of the magazines at Drewry's Bluff, as well as the glare of the
fires just commencing in the city, about half past four a. m. The Divi-
sion officer-of-the-day ordered Lieutenant Prescott to advance immediately
his picket lines, which he did. On arriving at the Confederate lines he
discovered that the pickets had been withdrawn, when Lieutenant Pres-
cott and his men continued to advance until reaching the small bridge
over the stream which flows close to Stearns' establishment, just outside
the city. They were confronted here by three of the New York cavalry,
who informed them that they had been posted there with orders to allow
no troops to enter the city until the commanding General came up. Lieu-
tenant Keener with about thirty men here joined Lieutenant Prescott's
squad, which numbered about the same. After a halt of some ten min-
utes General Wilde ^ rode up, attended by his staff, and proceeded to
advance into the city — the city having been previously surrendered by
the INIayor.
^ Gen. Wilde probablj' accompanied Gen. Weitzel. — S. M. T.
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" Thus Lieutenant Prescott and his squad of men were thefirst ^ troops
to enter the city. Their line of march was up Main street, coming at a
'double quick.' The city was then a sea of flame, and arriving at Four-
teenth street, they were compelled, by the intense heat, to turn up from
Main street— pressing up Fourteenth street to Franklin. Thence they
immediately made for the Capitol grounds, which they reached about 7
o'clock, just as the flag was being raised over the building. Stacking
their arms and resting for a short space of time, they were then ordered
out to patrol the streets and suppress the pillaging, and aid in subduing
the flames.
" The first bodi/ ^ of troops to enter Richmond was the First Brigade,
Third Division of the Twenty-Fourth Army Corps, followed by colored
troops. The first regimental organization was the Thirteenth New Hamp-
shire, they holding the right of the Brigade. They entered the city with
colors flying and their bands playing ' Yankee Doodle.' These facts
are to us narrated with a degree of accuracy which admits of no doubt.
" Lieutenant Prescott, who may be considered one of the first to enter
the city, has been on duty of various kinds in and around the city since
its occupation by the United States forces, and has commanded the good
feelings of the citizens by his general courtesy and considerate de-
meanor."
Extract from a letter dated Richmond April 29, 1865 : " The Editor
of the Times, of which I send the copy of April 28th, is the same
Mr. Pollard whom I arrested in April, while he was at supper in the
Spottswood Hotel. I arrested him by special order, and have preserved
both that order and the receipt I received when I delivered him up to
tho keeper of Castle Thunder, and propose to keep them as remembrances.
Mr. Pollard was released, and allowed to continue his business as Ed-
itor of this paper." Lieut. Prescott.
Gen. Grant in his Memoirs states that Gen. Weitzel took possession of
Richmond at about 8.15 a. m., April 3d.'- That the rebel civil Govern-
ment left the city about 2 p. m., April 2d ; and he does not fix the respon-
sibility of firing the city upon any person in particular.
We will now return to the Thirteenth ; the main facts concerning the
march to and into Richmond and the route of march have been fur-
nished to the writer by Major N. D. Stoodley, and by Lt. Col. Normand
Smith ; with the latter of whom the writer visited the ground, in May
1885, and also with him went over both the route and the account entire
and in detail.
The Thirteenth was encamped, on the day and night of April 2d, in
its last camp at the front. In the afternoon of April 2d, Lt. Col. Smith
read a telegraphic order from Gen. Grant directing Gen. Weitzel to as-
sault the works on this front at daylight of April 3d. With this in mind,
1 The italics are Pollard's in both instances. ^ Probably the " formal surrender "
at the Mayor's office, as mentioned in numerous accounts. — S. M. T.
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and tlie Tliirteentli having been designated to lead our Brigade, Lt. Col.
Smith has the Tiiirteenth drawn u]), in the New Market road at the
Ci-oss-way, on this morning of April 3d, all ready to assault, or to march
for Richmond, nearly half an hour before the rest of our Brigade comes
into line. The Thirteenth are standing in the road, at a rest, close up
to the curtain at the Cross-way, and at the head of our Brigade when the
final order to march is received. We are now about six miles from the
Capitol in Richmond.
As our Regiment is armed with the Sharps carbines, we prepare to
form in line of battle in front of the Brigade, or to skirmish, as the case
may demand. But Lieut. Prescott has advanced over the ground to the
left— west— of the New Market road, and no enemy appears. Of
course if no enemy is found to the left of the New Market road, all of his
troops must needs have withdrawn from the right front— east of that
road— because they were farther from the pontons in the James to be
crossed in their retreat.
Our column is fairly in motion about an hour after daylight. The en-
emy has left many of his torpedoes planted along in front of his works,
and our men follow the beaten paths to avoid exjiloding them— a rebel
deserter serving as a guide. Bits of bright-colored doth are found tied
to sticks and set up to mark the location of the buried torjiedoes, and a
number of the torpedoes are removed to prevent accidents.
We pass the works of Fort Gilmer, which is surrounded by three strong-
lines of abatis and one line of torpedoes. In his haste to evacuate the
works, and to secure secrecy, he has left his camp standing nearly intact
;
the heavy guns are all in position, and not even spiked ; some of his light
field batteries are also left intact, and even much of the furniture in the
officers' quarters is left undisturbed.
Our line of march is followed up rapidly along the New Market road,
in column of fours, until the exceeding strong lines of the Confederate
defenses are passed, when it appears that the colored troops may reach
the city first. We hurry forward, a part of the time at a double-quickj
and the race is kept up until the colored troops, coming in on the Osborne
pike, are halted.
While on the march toward Richmond, and after we have passed the
Confederate works near Fort Gilmer— about 6.30 or 7 a. m. — Lt. Col.
Smith is detailed as General officer of the day, and the command of the
Thirteenth devolves upon Major Stoodley. Lt. Col. Smith does not have
his sash with him, and hurries about through our whole Brigade, on a
fruitless hunt for an officer's silk sash ; finally having to borrow a First
Sergeant's worsted sash, of some one in the 13th, to wear while caring
for the dire needs of the Confederacy's proud capital city, on this awful
April morning.
The Thirteenth, followed by our 1st Brigade, hurries along the New
Market road, keeping in that road all the way, toward the city, until
they come to its junction with the Osborne pike. A strong line of Con-
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federate earth-works crosses these two roads near their junction. Here
at the junction, some of the colored troops, probably the best marchers
among them, having come up on the Osborne pike, crowd into the road
in an unorganized condition, and march along by the side of the white
troops ; who preserve their own organization compact, and are marching
by the right flank — in column of fours— as they have been all the
morning.
We press on, now along the Osborne pike, still preserving both our
regimental position and organization complete, and the Brigade likewise,
despite the colored soldiers scattered along in the roadway beside us, until
we reach the brick yards, about half way between Almon's and Gillie's
creeks, when Gen. Devens, probably seeing that it is not best for an un-
organized body, of any kind of soldiers, to enter the city at tliis time,
halts the colored soldiers at the brick yards, allowing the white troops to
pass on toward the city ; the 13th N. H. leading our 1st Brigade, which
is composed entirely of white troops.*
We have marched up all the way by the right flank, momentarily ex-
pecting to be deployed as skirmishers, or to swing into line of battle, the
deserter's statements concerning the evacuation of Richmond not being
fully credited ; but our last battle has been fought.
As we come along, the white flag of truce hoisted by the Mayor of Rich-
mond is still flying from a pole set up on a spur of Tree Hill ; at the
point where the pike bends around it, before reaching Gillie's Creek.
Before starting from camp this morning our Regiment and the other
troops expected a hard fight when they should advance, and carefully
prepared for it, besides keeping a perfectly compact organization on the
whole march. The most dangerous incident of the morning, however,
was the passing and removal of the enemy's torpedoes. They were buried
about three or four feet apart, between the lines of abatis, in front of the
enemy's earth-works, and just merely covered with a thin layer of earth,
so that a pressure of seven pounds only was necessary to explode one of
them. No accidents occurred with them, however, and theu- removal
merely served to delay the march a very little. We have moved so rap-
idly that our advance to the city is practically a. forced march, and we
have not fired a shot this mornino-.
The city corporation now, 1865, extends only to between Nicholson
and Denney streets, where they abut on Rocketts street and Williams-
burg avenue.
Capt. Rufus P. Staniels, of Company H, was appointed Nov. 19, 1864,
Actg. Asst. Adjt. General on the staff" of the 1st Brigade, 1st Div. 18th
Army Corps, the Brigade then commanded by Lt. Col. John B. Raulston
^ The colored troops, organized or unorganized, were not allowed to be the first to
enter Richmond this morning- for many obvious reasons. Collisions would have been
almost inevitable
; while the state of the city at this early hour demanded the stronger
and steadier hand of the white troops, in order to restore order and maintain peace.
Some colored troops marched into the city about 10 or 11 a. m. — S. M. T.
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of the 81st N. y. Jan. 15, 1865, Lt. Col. Raulston was mustered out of
the service, and on Jan. 16th Col. Edgar M. Cullen of the 96th N. Y. as-
sumed command of the 1st Brigade, and on March 22d Col. E. H. Ripley
of the 9th Yt. succeeded him in that command. Cajit. Staniels remained
in the same jjosition, on the staff of each successive commander belong-
ing to the 24th Corps, and makes the following statement
:
" On the morning of April 3, 1865, I was Actg. Asst. Adjt. General
on the staff of Col. E. H. Ripley commanding the First Brigade, 3d Div.
24th Army Corps. Our Division, commanded by Gen. Charles Devens,
approached the city of Richmond by the New Market road, Col. Ripley's .
— the First— Brigade leading. As we came to the junction of this road
Avith the Osborne turnpike, the colored troops were seen approaching on
,
that road. Our position, however, was in advance of theirs, and before
the head of the column of colored troops arrived at the junction of the
two roads, the First Brigade, the Thirteenth New Hampshire leading,
had passed the junction by more than half its length.
'' A member of Gen. Devens' staff came to Col. Ripley and ordered
him to send an officer to remain at the junction of the two roads, and
when the commanding officer of the colored troops came up to that point,
to direct him not to break in upon our Brigade, but to march parallel
with our column in the fields beside the road, and thus prevent confusion,
for there was not room enough in the road for the two columns to march
side by side. The colored troops were not standing ujjon the order of
their going, but were rushing, while the white troops— of Gen. Devens'
Division — were much in advance, and marching in a compact column.
" Col. Ripley sent me to deliver this order. I rode back, took my
place at the junction of the two roads, and when the head of the column
of colored troops came up, I delivered Gen. Devens' order to the com-
mander of it. After a little hesitation he complied with the order, and I
remained in front of his advance until the white troops had all passed the
junction. After seeing that Gen. Devens's directions were complied with,
I left the colored troops, and again joined Col. Ripley at the head of the
Brigade and the colunni of white troops, which maintained its advance
and order in the march, the Thirteenth the leading Regiment, and entered
the city alone ; the colored troops having been halted outside of the city
near Rocketts.
'
" I had been sent back once before on an errand this morning, and was
anxious to be one of the first to enter the city, and my impatience can
well be imagined as I sat on my horse waiting for the negroes to be halted
and the General's order to be carried out ; the instant that was done I
galloped to the head of the column of the white troops again, and was in
time to enter the city as I had desired, in my proper place in the colunui."
Capt. R. p. Staniels.
Now conies the final entry into the city — more rapid than fox'mal. The
Thirteenth leads our Brigade, and the order to march is given at the point
where the Osborne pike passes the brick yards, and we move rapidly
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straight along into the city. Major Stoodley, commanding the Thir-
teenth, first orders the drum corps and 1st Brigade Band to play ' Yan-
kee Doodle,' but after a little changes it to ' The Battle Cry o£ Free-
dom ' ; that being, in his opinion, the tune most approjjriate for the
occasion.
From the brick yards we march along the Osborne pike to near its
junction with the present Nicholson and Denney streets, where we turn
to the left across ' Old Field,' entering Rocketts street at its junction with
Nicholson street. Thence along the following streets : Up Rocketts to
Main, up Main to 17th ; where the heat of the fire is so intense and the
smoke so blinding, that the column is forced to the right up 17th to
Franklin ; thence we move up Franklin to Governor, up Governor to
Capitol, along Capitol to the main entrance to the Capitol grounds oppo-
site 10th Street, where Ave enter the Cajjitol grounds, halt and stack arms
on the grass plat between the Governor's mansion and the Capitol. The
time of arrival here a little after 8 a. m.
As soon as we arrive in Capitol Square, Br. Brig. Gen. Edward H.
Ripley, formerly Colonel of the 9th Vt., now commanding our 1st Brigade
receives orders to patrol the city, restore order, and to put out the fires.
Soon the 13th is sent on Provost-guax-d and patrol duty, to various parts
of the city.
Entering at once upon our duty as patrols, before we have been in the
city an hour, we mai'ch through the streets, in squads and Companies—
the total force of the Reg. present to-day not exceeding 200 men— being
neither molested, insulted nor disturbed on the way, and occupy, near the
city lines, seven of the roads leading out of the northern side of the city,
besides furnishing guards for pai'ticular stations. We have orders to
allow no one to pass into, or out of, the city. Our posts are all taken on
these streets, and stations, some time before 9.30 a. m., and we remain
on them until 5 p. m., when we return to Capitol square, and are assigned
quarters in the St. Claire Hotel, opposite the northeast corner of the
Capitol grounds, and opposite the north end of Capitol street. Many of
the men of the Thirteenth are on duty all night.
A few incidents of the entry and occupation of the city may be of in-
terest : As the Thirteenth, leading the 1st Brigade, comes up the street,
near the centre of the city, some one in the distant crowd shouts : " The
Yankees ! The Yankees ! God bless the Yankees ! " and in thousands of
throats the frantic screams of the mob are instantly changed to acclama-
tions of welcome. We are Richmond's saviors this morning. The col-
ored population has turned out and gathered by thousands, and their
demonstrations of gladness and joy know no bounds. " God bress da
Yankees ! " " We 's free— we 's free ! " " Bress de Lord— O bress de
Lord ! " "0 Lord— we knowed you was a-comin' ! " and similar shouts
are heard on every hand. The negro slave, a little along in years, is the
most demonstrative religious specimen of mankind on earth ; and like his
white over-demonstrative brother in that thing, can lie and cheat, and
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steal chickens— or anything else— without a single prick of conscience
in all his life. But the ex-slave is genuinely hapjjy all over on this April
morning, when pops the first spring bud of his new freedom. The negroes
offer to carry our men's blankets and knapsacks, their guns — anything,
so they may help or favor their deUverers. They offer fruit, food— per-
haps their last morsel— and, in many instances, liquor, and the officers
have to seize it, and dash the vessels and bottles in pieces on the ground,
or with their swords, to prevent drunkenness.
As one writer truthfully says : " The negroes seem to think that the
' Day of Jubilee ' has fully come ; they shout, dance, sing, wave their rag
banners, shake our hands, bow, scrape, laugh all over, and thank God for
our coming."
Richmond contains nearly double her usual population, and the half
are negroes. A huge, motley crowd, with here and there a scowling son
of mischief, but by far the most part in wild ecstasies for joy, lines the
streets as we pass along.
Our drum corps and Band play the popular Union airs of the war, as
we march along the streets— somehow the Richmond negroes have
learned these tunes, and now sing them— and many a little National flag
is waved over us from the balconies, windows and house tops. It is a
triumphal procession in miniature. The multitude of little U. S. flags is
most surprising ; hundreds of them not more than a foot long, and many
wrought on silk, are fluttering along the streets.
The worser side of life is not wanting here by any means. Hurrying
off, along the side streets and alleys, are many vehicles, of every describ-
able variety, filled to overflow with people and goods ; drayloads of mer-
chandise ; handcarts and wheelbarrows and hundreds of people loaded
down with furniture and household goods and stores of every sort ; all
seeking a refuge from the spreading, threatening fires, or a hiding-place
for their plunder.
As we march into Capitol Square, we find it strewn and covered with
furniture and household implements of every style and kind, which have
been dragged here and deposited, in this most convenient open space, to
save them from destruction in the burning buildings ; and here, huddled
together among these last relics of many a burned-out home, are large
numbers of women and children, black and white together, hungry, des-
titute and helpless.
Lieut. Prescott's pickets, and possibly a few cavalry vedettes, in all
scarcely one hundred men, have preceded us ; but our Thirteenth is the
first organized body of Union soldiers to bring its colors into the city, and
our First Brigade are the only troops here.
The fires at this time— between 8 and 9 a. m. — are raging with un-
abated fury, and the shells are continually exploding in the neigh1)orhood
of the arsenal. Our troops organize fire companies, pressing in the white
and the black citizens together, to work with them, and succeed in stopping
the fires in certain directions— but the task is herculean. Stores, mills,
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warehouses, bridges, depots, houses, acres upon acres of buildings of every
sort, are burning on every hand ; dense volumes of smoke, flashing
masses of flames, and clouds of fiery cinders, and burning brands, fill the
air, which resounds, jars and vibrates, with the incessant explosions of
vast numbers of shells, and the stores of gunpowder ; so noisy is it all
that our troops left behind at Fort Harrison think we are having a fierce
battle in the city. By night, however, the fires are under control, or cease
in those districts where there is nothing more left to burn.
The enemy in his haste took little care of stragglers from his lines, and
we capture above a thousand Confederate soldiers in the city ; and in the
hospitals, and in private houses here we find about 5,000 of his men, sick
and wounded. The able-bodied rebel soldiers and officers are packed
into Castle Thunder and Libby Prison ; which is said to be mined, and
the mine charged with gunpowder enough to blow the whole structure,
with all its inmates and contents, to the very skies.^ Our First Brigade
are the only Union troops quartered and on duty in the city ; but other
Union troops are surrounding the city on all sides. The 2d Brigade
halted outside the city, and went into camp on the Williamsburg pike
near Gillie's Creek. Several batteries of Union artillery follow our trooj)S
to the city, and halt in advantageous positions near Rocketts about 9 a. m.
The colored troops halted at the brick yards, and went into camp. A
small body of them entering the city, and going out again, about ten or
eleven o'clock in the morning.
One soldier of the 13th writes home : " We marched into Richmond—
and the rebels cleared the way."
The torch was applied to Richmond about daylight, the rebel soldiers
were coming into the city all the morning, hundreds of them hiding and
deserting the Confederate flag, the balance passing over the James to fol-
low the fortunes of Gen. Lee, and a little after sunrise the bridges over
the James were fired.
No language can adequately describe the scenes and incidents of last
night, and of to-day, or the woeful appearance of Richmond as we enter it
on this pleasant April morning. All through the latter part of last night
— after the first crash which occurred near the hour of daylight, about
half past four (4.30 a. m.), probably a little earlier, there was an almost
incessant series of tremendous explosions ; their huge flashes lighting up
the country for miles around, while the earth quivered and trembled even
at gi'eat distances. An explosion may have occurred still earlier near
Petersburg, but near us the first note in the awful scale was struck near
4.30 a. m., when the rebel gunboat in the James not far from Drury's
Bluff — some think it was the floating magazine or powder-boat— was
blown up. That unexpected, sudden and terrible crash burst out upon
^ It appeared, however, upon examination that the powder had been removed be-
fore this time ; but the excavation for the mine — made and filled with gunpowder
about the time of the Dahlgren affair, which occurred March 4, 1864— remains in
evidence of the plot.
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the quiet night, resounded, roared and echoed far and wide, and blazed
and glared also, like the sudden eruption of a small volcano. Then fol-
lowed in rapid succession, the explosions of the magazines of numerous
forts encircling Richmond, besides many more on the enemy's long lines
running out south and west. Then burst the vast stores of powder and
fixed ammunition — on board the gunboats, and the iron-clads, in the
laboratories, store-houses, and arsenals, and in the outlying places of se-
curity — a rapid series of terrific explosions, with the noise of many thun-
ders, following close one upon another, until the fearful and deafening
crash of hundreds of tons of powder, and of thousands upon thousands of
shells, flashed their blinding glare on every hand, rent the air, and shook
the very hills.
" In Richmond, when about 5 a. m. the powder magazine blew up, the
earth seemed to writhe as if in agony, houses rocked like ships at sea,
w^hile stupendous thunders roared around ; it would almost have awakened
the dead." So writes a citizen.
Large buildings were crushed to ruins by the concussion, as an eggshell
can be crushed in the hand. Block after block went down, blown to
shapeless piles, and strong walls of brick and stone, at great distances,
were cracked and rent from eave to foundation. IMany houses were piled
bodily in the streets, others tipped over at every angle from their founda-
tions ; while hundreds of chimneys fell over, and went rumbling down the
roofs to the ground, thousands of glass windows crashed, rattled, rang
and fell throughout the city, and the air was filled with huge volumes of
blinding smoke, and choking dust. Rarely in civil life are people so ex-
posed, or so dangerously threatened by countless objects falling every-
where along the streets, and a more direful din never pelted human ears.
This explosion was the first great gun in the city. Then followed the
arsenal, said to have contained 750,000 loaded shells, their incessant ex-
plosions continuing for several hours, and sounding at times like a grand
battle of all the nations of the world in arms ; while the thousands of
pieces of the shells rained down, over the whole contiguous district, like
the countless drops from some huge fountain— if such a simile can be
used. Great fires instantly ensued, and hundreds of the people dashed
out and ran for their lives, scarcely knowing which way to run, and a
large number were killed. Soon one third of Richmond's finest edifices,
and hundreds of outlying buildings, were huge, roaring and unapproach-
able masses of flame ; the smoke of which rolling up in dense masses of
black covered the city and near vicinity like a vast pall, and shutting out
the light of the sun.
In the very midst of this scene of indescribable confusion, noise and
destruction, Lieut. Prescott of the Thirteenth, with his sixty or more
pickets from the 1st Brigade, was hurrying into the city. About an hour,
a little more, after Lieut. Prescott came in with his pickets, the Thir-
teenth followed, while the storm of fire and shell was scarcely any abated,
and amid the heat, smoke and flying cinders.
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But as the Thirteenth came into the city, notwithstanding the fearful
and terrific noise, fire and confusion, there were, in the outskirts of the
city, cattle quietly browsing in the pastures, men at work in the gardens,
and digging in the fields, and women hanging clothing upon their lines to
dry ; the cattle, the women and the men, all apparently about equally
moved by the awful events of the morning — that is, not moved at all ; a
most laudable case of strict attention to business !
All through the night, too, before the Union troops came in, the city
had been given up to sack and pillage, and the fury of the mob. Stores
were gutted, and their contents strewn in the streets. The militia and
city police seem to have broken all bonds of order and restraint, and
joined hands with the worser remnant of Gen. Lee's army left straggling
in the city ; and all three together apjiear to have vied with the meanest
rascal and the lowest slave, in the hell and license of indescribable mis-
chief— all filled and crazed alike with the abundant liquor, that was
seized and poured out like water, to be dipped up and drank without stint.
The Confederate military authorities had in retreating— between daylight
and sunrise — caused to be fired the huge flouring mills and warehouses,
among the most extensive in the world, the vessels in the James, and the
bridges over the river ; in short almost everything combustible that could
be of use to the Union forces. There was no fire brigade fit for duty,
and the fires, from the huge mills and warehouses, spread unchecked on
every hand, in the densest parts of the city, until five or six hundred
buildings were destroyed.
We will now add a few special statements made by officers of the Thir-
teenth, and by other persons who held positions of authority in the city,
at the time of its surrender and occupation. Lt. Col. Smith acting dur-
ing April 3d as General officer of the day.
Lt. Col. Smith writes as follows : " Before Richmond April 2d. I
have just seen a dispatch, of to-day, from Gen. Grant to Gen. Weitzel,
in which he says : ' A heavy battle is going on to-day. The 6th and 9th
Corps are inside the enemy's lines. The 2d and 5th Cor])s are sweeping
around to the west. Everything is working gloriously. If any weakness
is exhibited near you, push. U. S. Grant.'
"
And again, the next day, Lt. Col. Smith writes : " City of Richmond,
April 3, 1865. We fell in at daylight this morning. The Thirteenth
had the lead. The picket lines advanced, and found the enemy were
gone. Excepting the picket lines, my Regiment was the first in the city
;
and we marched in with my drum corps playing ' Yankee Doodle'. I
have posted the first picket and patrol in the city of Richmond. No
troops but this (1st) Brigade are in the city. It is now 11 p. m. The
city is quiet. The explosion of shells, in the burning buildings, yester-
day, was incessant. Our troops, left behind us in Fort Harrison, thought
we were having a battle. Jeff. Davis's Ordnance and Quarter-master's
accounts are pretty well settled." Lt. Col. Smith.
Lt. Col. Smith also states : " Color Sergeant Van R. Davis of H car-
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ried onr colors into the city on the morning of April 3d." This was the
new tlag with the list of battles inscribed upon it ; the other color of the
Thirteenth— the old State flag— was carried into the city this morning
by Color Coi'poral Hiram C. Young of H.
The passage through the streets, on entering, was necessarily slow, and
we halted in Capitol Square some time before 9 a. m., so that the Thir-
teenth must have crossed the city line very near to 8 a. m. ; one account
states that the Brigade reached Capitol Square at 8.30 a. m.
Maj. Gen. Charles Devens, in a letter written by him to Governor
Smyth of New Hampshire, and dated at Richmond, Va., June 22, 1865,
speaking of the Tenth, Twelfth and Thirteenth Regiments of N. H. Vols,
states : " On the formation of the Twenty-Fourth Corps, all these Regi-
ments formed a part of the Third Division, to which, they have, until
now, belonged ; and were of the fix'st column that entered Richmond on
the morning of April 3,1865— the Thirteenth New Hampshire being the
first Regiment of the army whose colors were brought into the city."
In a letter written to his wife, from Richmond, under date of April 5,
1865, Major Stoodley states : " While entering Richmond on the morn-
ing of April 3, 1865, our Thirteenth Regiment led the column of troops,
and was the first Regiment in. Some few cavalry, and a part of our
picket line were in before us (Lieut. Prescott's pickets as related above)
— but Ours was the first Flag. I caused the drum corps to play ' Yankee
Doodle,' thinking that the best tune for the occasion, and from that
changed to ' Down with the traitor and up with the Star ' — the good old
* Battle Cry of Freedom.'
" The sides of the streets were crowded with people, mostly negroes.
They shouted, they danced, cried, prayed, sang, and cut up all manner
of wild capers. The most common expression was ' Thank God, thank
God, deliverance has come.' I state what was a literal fact, the people
were in a state of starvation. The rebels had set fire to the warehouses
and workshops, and the fire had got under great headway before we
entered the city, and we heard one rebel ram blow up, after we came
into the city. It is estimated that 600 buildings were destroyed. No
warning at all was given of the purpose to fire the buildings, and the ex-
plosion all day of large quantities of shells and ammunition sounded like
a grand battle. Many of the people were burned to death. In one place
lay three bodies of little girls, five or six years old, burned to a crisp.
In a house near by, seventeen persons were killed by the explosion of the
powder magazine— which was (also) fired without giving any warning
at all. Destitution prevails here to an alarming extent.
" Ours is the only Brigade in the city, and keeping order is no play.
(1st Brig. 3d Div. 24th Array Corps.) We are doing provost duty. Lt.
Col. Normand Smith of the Thirteenth was Division officer of the day,
the first day, April 3d, and I relieved him, and took it yesterday, April
4th. ^ I patrolled the streets myself the most of last night, taking what I
^ This was a verj* unusual proceeding, and a great compliment to Lt. Col. -Smith,
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considered the worst districts under my own eye. Very many of the
best citizens have told me, yesterday and to-day, that the city has been
more quiet and orderly since we have been here, than for many weeks
before, and that they feel safer under our rule than they did under their
own. Capt. M. T. Betton of K has command of Libby Prison. Gen.
Weitzel occupies Jeff. Davis' former Hdqrs. Gen. Devens occupies the
Government House where Gov. Smith resided.
" While marching into the city we were greeted, from many and many
a window, with the waving of the Old Flag, and our troojjs cheered
whenever one was displayed. As soon as our column halted in front of
the Capitol, on the morning of April 3d, I was ordei-ed to take the Thir-
teenth through the city, and occupy the roads leading from it. And our
little Thirteenth, with less than two hundred men, marched alone through
the princii)al streets unmolested, and without any insult being offered to
us. I put our little force so as to control seven roads, and on the princi-
pal one, on that (north) side of the city ; and held them from nine thirty
o'clock a. m. (9.30 a. m.) till five o'clock p. m., allowing no one to pass
out or in. Scores of wealthy citizens came to me for jirotection, — ' From
what ? ' I asked them ; but they did not seem to know. But to sift all
down, I found their fears grounded in a dread of the lower orders of their
own population, and perhaps, a very natural one, of the colored troops-
" President Lincoln visited this city yestei'day, April 4th, the next day
after we took possession. He looked very much gratified. The disjjlay
made by the negroes, on seeing ' Marsa Abraham,' was very amusing.
Some of our gunboats got up here yesterday.
"April 6th, morning. All quiet here now. I go alone around all
parts of the city in perfect safety, and unmolested. Gen. Lee's family is
here. We have a guard (a part of the time from the Thirteenth) at his
house, to protect his family from any rudeness or molestation."
Major Stoodley.
" April 3d. Receive orders at 4 a. m. to be in readiness to move at a
moment's notice. March through breast-works at 6.15 a. m.^ March
into Richmond at 8.10 a. m., and immediately post men, and commence
doing Provost duty. The Thirteenth N. H. V. the first Regiment to
enter." Capt. Staniels, in Diary.
The Richmond Whig of Thursday April 6th states that by 7 a. m. on
April 3d nearly the whole of the city south of Main Street, between 8th
and 15th streets and 20th and 23d streets, was one great sea of flame.
Gen. Gary, in command of the Confederate cavahy (rear guard of Gen.
Lee's army), passed up Main Street not five minutes ahead of the Federal
troops."^ The fire was under control— so far as further sjireading was
concerned— by three o'clock in the afternoon.
Major Stoodley and the Thirteenth. Usually this duty passes, from day to day, among'
the fiekl officers, around from reg-iment to reg'inient ; but Lt. Col. Smith and Major
Stoodley were the right men in the right place, and the day demanded strong hands
and level heads. ^ Meaning the Cross-way on the New Market road. '^ By these
the Editor must needs mean Lieut. Prescott's pickets. — S. M. T.
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A writer of the time states, possibly of April 3d : " As a large body
of colored cavalry approached the Capitol Square in Richmond, amid the
dense throngs that crowded the streets, they suddenly, as by a common
impulse, rose in their stirrups, their white eyes and teeth gleaming from
their lines of dark visages, waved tlieir flashing sabres in exulting frenzy,
and rent the air with wild huzzas ; a scene of barbaric fury savage enough
to make one's blood chill in his veins."
In the conflicting statements that have been made about the surrender
and first occupation of Richmond, and about the ' hoisting of the first
flag upon the Capitol,' Lieut. Prescott's account must be accepted as the
true one (see page 554 et seq.) ; among other reasons because he was the
first of all to meet the Mayor of Richmond, was the fii-st Union ofiicer
on the ground at any hour near the time of raising the first flag, has no
personal interest whatever in the raising of any flag, and was in the
Capitol grounds before any flag was to be seen on the Capitol.
C. C. Coffin, in his ' Four Years of Fighting,' pages 506-7, states that
a little past four a. m. Maj. A. H. Stevens, 4th Mass. Cavalry, moved
over the entrenchments ^ and toward the city, and a mile and a half out
of the city met a party— the Mayor of Richmond in a barouche, and
five men mounted and bearing a white flag— and these tendered the
surrender of the city.^ He went into the city. He jiroceeded to the
Capitol, ascended the roof, pulled down the State flag which was flying,
and raised the two guidons of ComiDanies E and H, 4th Mass. Cavalry,
upon the building. Mr. Coffin adds, of himself, that he did not enter the
city until the afternoon.
Mr. Coffin was not in the city at the time when the guidons were
raised, and must have given here the report of some other person.
But note particularly here that a ' State flag ' is said to have been pulled
down, and that act done, too, after the surrender had been made at Tree
Hill, and probably after the more formal surrender in the City Hall at
8.15 a. m. Mr. Coffin states that he left Petersburg this forenoon arriving
at City Point at noon, and from there proceeded on horseback via Broad-
way on the Appomattox, and Varina on the James, approaching the city
by the New Market road, overtaking the 25th Corps (colored) on the
outskirts of the city, and reaching the rebel capital at five o'clock in the
afternoon. (Correspondence Boston Journal.)
Gen. Humphreys states, page 372, that the formal surrender of Rich-
mond was made to Gen. Weitzel, at City Hall, at 8.15 a. m ; and that
Lieut. Johnston De Peyster, a young man eighteen years old, had carried
a U. S. flag on the pommel of his saddle for several days, for the pur-
pose of hoisting the same on the Cajjitol in Richmond, when the city
should be captured ; and he with the assistance of Capt. Loomis L. Lang-
don, U. S. Artillery, raised that flag on the Capitol this morning; the
hour is not given.
^ The Union entrenchments are meant, necessarily, for the Mayor on his way from
the city had already passed Lieut. Prescott before meeting Capt. Stevens. — S. M. T.
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Gen. Weitzel telegraphed to Secretary of War Stanton : " We entered
Richmond at 8 a. m." In Gen. Grant's Memoirs, Vol. II. page 462, it
is stated that Gen. Weitzel telegraphed to Gen. Grant that he took pos-
session of Richmond *' at about 8.15 o'clock."
The sum of the matter is undoubtedly this : Lieut. Prescott with his
pickets had advanced to Gillie's Creek, and there had halted at the in-
stance of three white cavalrymen. About 6, or 6.30, a. m. the Mayor of
Richmond appears there, and would surrender the city to him, but Lieut.
Prescott refers him to Gen. Weitzel, and the Mayor jiroceeds farther
down the road from Richmond, to near Tree Hill, sets up his white flag
— still flying an hour or two later when the Thirteenth comes up the
road, as Lt. Col. Smith has informed the writer— and there surrenders
the city to the U. S. military authorities. After the surrender the Gen-
eral and his staff, the Mayor, Capt. Stevens of the 4th Mass.- Cavalry,
and it matters not who else, forming, however, but a small party in all,
turn and enter the city. As they enter the city, the General and his
party turn to the right ; while Lieut. Prescott is forced to separate from
them by the heat and smoke and turns to the left, hurrying with all
speed to the Capitol grounds by the more direct route, and arrives there
at 7.20 a. m. A more formal surrender is now consummated at the
City Hall at 8.15 a. m ; and Gen. Weitzel fixes upon the hour of 8 a. m.
as the hour of entering the city.
Lieut. Prescott with his pickets reaches the Capitol grounds at 7.20
a. m., at which time no flag whatever is on the Capitol ; and soon after
Lieut. Prescott's arrival young Forrester hoists his flag there— which
must have been the old State flag, a modification of the United States
flag. Lieut. Prescott is then called away. The cavalry commander now
appears, and seeing Forrester's flag, and supposing it to be the "• State
flag which was flying," as if left flying by the retreating Confederates,
hauls it down, and ties up somehow his two cavalry guidons. Next rides
up Lieut. De Peyster, and taking little note of cavalry guidons, or not
seeing them at all, goes upon the Capitol and hoists his flag, that he had
carried on his saddle.
Each of these in turn appears to have hoisted flags, or what should
pass as such ; each doing his work independently and unknown of all the
rest, and each departing as soon as it was done — in order to give the
next comer a fair chance undisturbed ; while the hoary old Capitol once
more begins to feel good, at home, at peace with aU the world, and smiles
all over in the morning sunshine at the thought of better days a-coming ;
and the colossal statue of Gen. Washington, near by in the grounds, rises
in his stirrups, and sternly points out the course, down through old Ches-
terfield, taken by the Confederates in their hopeless retreat.
The whole thing seems to work like a play managed by a master hand,
and is one of the best arranged affairs on record. Since Capt. Stevens
with his cavalry did not enter the city, or hoist his two guidons on the
Ca])itol, until after he had met the Mayor a mile and a half out of the
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city, the few scattered cavalrymen who first entered the city were proba-
bly men out of organization for the time being, adventurous men moving
upon their own account, or else a few scouts or cavalry vedettes, preced-
ing Capt. Stevens by a considerable time.
The facts put the Thirteenth ahead ; and in at this point properly falls
an incident of the occupation, tliat still further honors the old Thirteenth
Regiment in the person of Capt. William J. Ladd, the first Union soldier
to enter Richmond on the morning of April 3, 1865 : " It was the cus-
tom of Gen. Devens to have one of his staff officers on the picket line all
night ; and Capt. Geoi-ge A. Bruce of the Thirteenth was the staff officer
of the picket in front of the 3d Division on the night of Ai)ril 2d. Capt.
Bruce sent for me, at that time at Gen. Devens' Hdqrs., to come out to
the picket line where he was, about 3 a. m. on the morning of April 3d.
I believed that Richmond was already evacuated by the Confederates
;
and soon after going out to the picket line. Major Joseph C. Brooks of the
9th Vt., myself, and a few other mounted officers and men, a party of
about half a dozen in all, started by the most direct route for Richmond,
and arrived there several hours before the Mayor surrendered the city
to the Union military authorities. As Richmond came into view we be-
gan to run our horses to see who would be the first to reach the city.
My horse outran the rest, and I finally entered the city without molesta-
tion or opposition ; and entirely alone rode directly up the streets and
entered the Capitol grounds through the street in rear of the Governor's
house. Near the grounds was a bridge running across the street from an
old hotel, the Ballard, I think. At this bridge was a squad of Confeder-
ate soldiers on the sidewalk. One of them drew an old navy cutlass,
ran out and made a lunge at me as I came up. I drew my sabre, in de-
fense, and charged upon him, when he retreated, and his companions
merely laughed without assisting him or opposing me. I think he was
intoxicated.
"I was in the Capitol grounds as early as 5.30 a. m. I saw no flag on
the Capitol at that time. After looking about the grounds and vicinity
for a few minutes, and realizing that I was alone in the city, I rode back
toward Rocketts, and when near there met a white Union cavalryman
— the first Union soldier I had seen in Richmond that morning. We
tied our horses, took a skiff and rowed out to a rebel war ship in the
James, and captured the two Confederate flags then flying ujion her. I
pulled down the larger flag, the cavalryman the smaller one, and we
rolled them up and tied them to our saddles. These were the first and
only flags of any kind — Federal or Confederate — that I saw in Rich-
mond that morning. I still, 1887, have this flag. Soon after we secured
these flags the vessel blew up." Capt. Ladd.
Capt. Ladd was at this time serving as a member of Gen. Devens' staff.
Our last campaign may be regarded as occupying one hour : one half
of that time while the Thirteenth was massed in rear of the Cross-way
curtain on the New Mai'ket road, this morning, and waiting for the Bri-
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gade to assemble, all preparing for an assault on the enemy's lines ; the
other half in finding out and realizing that there was no enemy to assault
— and cheers to match the situation.
April 4. Tues. Clear, warm.
" Richmond, Va., April 4, 1865.
Dear Mother, — Richmond is ours without the loss of a man. I had
the honor of commanding the first Company of troops that entered the
city (yestei'day morning) — two hours in advance of any other troo2)S.
(Signed) Royal B. Prescott."
Thirteenth in Richmond, and quartered at the old St. Claire Hotel.
Major Stoodley relieves Lt. Col. Smith as Division officer of the day, by
special order of Maj. Gen. Devens— a very marked compliment — and
has charge of the guards throughout the city. Quiet is now restored.
The citizens say that Richmond has not been so quiet in two years past
as it is to-day. The fires are out or confined. The citizens appear more
pleased than otherwise with Northern occupation, and are for the most
part very friendly.
Lt. Col. Normand Smith is appointed Acting Asst. Provost Marshal
of the First District of Richmond — about the centre of the city— with
his Hdqrs. in Picinis' Building on Broad st. between 8th and 9th streets.
The Hdqrs. of the Thirteenth is in the same building, and the flag of
the Thirteenth— the National Stars and Stripes — floats from a window
out over the street. A few of the rebel army officers, having openly and
contemptuously scorned to pass along the sidewalk under this flag, are
put under guard, and marched backward and forward under the flag,
until they learn to treat the flag of the United States with due respect.
Dangerous now, in Richmond, to turn oflt the sidewalk, with a sneer and
a scowl, just before coming under that little flag ; and besides that, the
act shows a very bad spirit, and small common sense, on the part of such
persons as must needs receive the U. S. army rations or starve.
" Yesterday morning, April 3d, a lady came to me in Capitol Square, in
deep distress because of the insolent behavior of her colored servants.
She inquired the whereabout of Gen. E. O. C. Ord, saying that she was
his relative, and desired him to give her a guard. (Gen. Ord was with
Gen. Grant south of Petersburg.) I could render her no assistance then,
but took her card promising to do what I could to assist her later. When
I met Lt. Col. Smith that evening at supper, I related to him the inci-
dent, and received permission from him to call upon her. Lieut. Taggard
requested to accompany me. We were most heartily welcomed. We
served as a guard for the house, and met with no disturbance. The
family were evidently wealthy and respectable, and resided in a large
brick house on Grace st. The family name was Maben. This morning
on being invited to take breakfast with the family, we were offered the
best the house coidd afford : nothing but plain flour biscuit, crust coffee,
and a little fried pork— no butter, no sugar, no milk, no sauce. The
straits to which this family have been reduced differ but little from what
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the best families have suffered in all Richmond, the fearful deprivations
of the poor passing all description." Lieut. Pkescott.
President Lincoln is being cheered in the streets of Richmond ! Such
a whirligig is time. On learning of the fall of Richmond, President
Abraham Lincoln, at City Point, embarks on a gunboat, with Admiral
D. D. Porter, and steams rapidly up the James to Rocketts, a mile below
the city, and is rowed thence in a small boat to the whai-f in the city.
Here he lands, and proceeds on foot to Gen. Weitzel's Hdqrs. — Jeff.
Davis' mansion— in this wise : First, six sailors armed with carbines
precede; next. President Lincoln leading his little son "Tad" by the
hand, and accompanied by Admiral Porter and a few officers ; next C.
C. Coffin, army correspondent, then six more sailors armed with carbines
— twenty persons in all.
Not much triumphal buncombe about that way of a " conqueror's enter-
ing the capital city of a great and conquered people ; " but the route of
this little procession, from one end to the other, literally roars with wel-
coming cheers and shouts, and in that welcome, most thoroughly gen-
uine as it is, lies the grandest of human triumphal honors.
After obtaining a carriage. President Lincoln rode somewhat about
the city. Gi*eat was the desire to see him on the part of the colored peo-
ple. They crowded about the carriage by hundreds at one point where
it stopped, and the little fellows unable to see through the press, climbed
upon the top of the carriage, laid flat down and peered in upon the Presi-
dent. On looking up and seeing the row of woolly heads— little fuzzy
reddish-black knobs, with the usual supply of white from teeth and eyes
— festooning the front of the carriage, the President settled back in the
carriage and laughed almost immoderately in spite of himself.
April 5. Wed. Pleasant, rather cloudy. The Thirteenth enjoys
its visit to Richmond very much indeed. Major Miller, 139th N. Y.,
officer of the day, relieving Major Stoodley. Capt. M. T. Betton, with
his 81st N. Y., has charge of Libby Prison and Castle Thunder ; where
he receives cordially, and with a becoming, quiet, dignified smile of genu-
ine welcome ; and places in their vile and filthy lofts all Confederate
soldiers and officers found in Richmond. They indulge in the experi-
ence of— "Now you know how it is yourself." The tables are turned ;
but are not so outrageously empty as our poor boys have always found
them in this same Libby. These Confederates are now supplied with
full L^. S. army rations well cooked and served.
The defensive works around Richmond consist of a circle of field forts,
seventeen in number, mounting about three hundred heavy guns, and
placed from one to two miles out from the city. No. 1 is down on the
James river, east side, a little below Peyton's Creek, two miles south of
the city ; No. 2 on the Osborne pike ; No. 3 on the Williamsburg road ;
and thence the line of them runs around the city, liy the east, north and
west, to No. 17, near Ward's Race-course, on the west side of the James,
a mile below Manchester, on the Richmond and Petersburg turnpike.
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Outside of this circle of forts, in an irregular belt, nearly two miles in
width, run various lines of interlacing defenses, with rifle-trenches and
small redoubts. A very strong system of fortifications. ' Not a knoll
for miles around but mounts a cannon. Every avenue of api:)roach is
strongly fortified, and an immense number of cannon has fallen into our
hands.'
Jeff. Davis, down at Danville to-day, sets up the Confederate nine
pins, by proclamation— a tremendous foundation, that ! As Gen. Lee's
army is now so near, and yet so far, and the Confederate caj)ilal is in
Union hands ; Jefferson's proclamation, so long, limber and furry, with
now and then a bristle, much— and some may think he, hkewise— much
resembles a tail with the cat cut off.
" Our soldiers are glutted with Confederate money. Thousands of dol-
lars of it were found, and it is as common as dirt. The baggage of the
Thirteenth will be brought up from our Fort Harrison camp this morn-
ing. I saw Libby Prison yesterday, April 4th, and the sufferings of our
men there have not been one whit exaggerated. I saw there the hole
where the rebels planted the mine of many tons of gunpowder to blow all
the prisoners to atoms. Richmond contains about 40,000 inhabitants.
Our soldiers here have behaved like gentlemen, I have not heard a word
of complaint concerning them. The Richmond ladies will not pass un-
der the United States flag, if they can help it, but turn into the middle
of the street." Lieut. Prescott, April 5, 1865.
" Head-Quarters U. S. Forces,
Richmond, Va., April 5, 1865.
" By command of Major General Godfrey Weitzel the following rules,
regulations and orders are established for the government of the city of
Richmond, and the preservation of public peace and order.
Par. IV.— Extract.
District Provost Marshals.
For the First- District,
"Lieut. Col. Normand Smith, commanding Thirteenth New Hamp-
shire VolunteersT
G. F. Shepley,
Brig. Gen. U. S. Vols.,
Military Governor of Richmond."
April 6. Thurs. Very pleasant. Reg. doing provost duty. A
guard from the Reg. protecting the house and family of Gen. Lee ; and
other squads of its men are scattered, as guards and patrols, all over
the city.
A Confederate officer, arrested for wrong enthusiasm, claims immunity
on the ground that he is re-constructed all over ; and that the " Confed-
(hic)-rebcy has done goned to th-(hic)under." And he is sent carefully
to his home in a carriage, the first, or among the first of the re-constructed
in Richmond. His method, however, jilaces him in the minority.
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April 7. Fri. Rainy. Reg. in Richmoiul, on provost duty. Presi-
dent Lincoln again visits Richmond, with Mrs. Lincoln, Vice President
Johnson, and a large party.
It is enough to melt a heart of stone to look over this once beautifiU and
delightful city, the home of many of tlie best people the vforld ever knew.
Now battered, burned, blackened, marred, neglected, blown to pieces,
torn up and torn down, rent and plowed ; its good people starved, de-
spoiled, beggared, half murdered, sick, hungry, destitute, discouraged and
humiliated to the last degree ; and now coming, in the flood tide of their
unspeakable misfortunes, to the United States authorities for food, medi-
cine, clothing, care and protection. Thank God, they go not empty away !
Gen. Grant has between twenty and tliirty tliousand rebel prisoners at
City Point— several acres of them.
April 8. Sat. Cool, windy, very warm at noon. Reg. in the city
engaged in provost duty. The destitution here is appalling, and sickness
rapidly follows the half starvation. Medical supplies and Government
rations are distributed free, and almost without limit ; and to all classes
and colors, rich and poor alike. A procession, made up exclusively of
citizens, gathered in honor of deliverance, marches through the principal
streets ; a gay and stirring affair, with music, banners, flags, mottoes, and
cheers, ad libitum— ad infinitum.
Gen. Devens this afternoon reviews the 3d Div. of the 24th Corps
at 2 p. m. — 17 regiments, a corps of sharp-shooters, 5 batteries — in
fi'ont of Jeff. Davis' mansion, now Gen. Weitzel's Hdqrs. The first re-
view of Federal troops here. The 10th, 12th and 13th N. H. Regi-
ments are in the line. About 12,000 troops present. One soldier of the
Thirteenth writes : " All Richmond turned out to see it." Another
:
" We marched all over the city of Richmond." Another : " The citi-
zens said they thought we had a 'master heap of cannon in the city.' "
April 9, Sun. Fine, a little rain. Reg. in the city, and inspected
this morning in the Capitol grounds, surrounded by an immense collec-
tion of tlie citizens and people — a curious, motley, staring, gaping crowd.
It is proposed by way of a joke that a goodly number of these knocked-
np Confederate bonds and bank bills, thousands upon thousands of ' dol-
lars ' of which are now being kicked and wind-blown about the streets
of Richmond, like so many scraps of waste paper, be put uj) in packages
and sent up North to notorious copperheads and rebel sympathizers, with
the T-equest that they cash them at sight at their face value, and that the
proceeds be applied to assisting, feeding and educating the ex-slaves ; the
copperheads ought to do something for their fellow countrymen.
After Aug. 28, 1864, there came into the lines of the 13th, and near
by, over five hundred rebel deserters, and probably as many more un-
counted by the person who tried to keep the account of them.
Gen. Lee surrenders the Army of Northern Virginia to Gen. Grant.
The parole includes 28.356 officers and men — the rest are scattered
everywhere. News of the surrender is received to-night. The troops
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cheer. The negroes are wild with delioht. Hundreds of the citizens
express their satisfaction at the result, but as a rule the sympathies of
the citizens are with Gen. Lee's army, and most naturally.
April 10. Mon. Rainy. Reg. in the city. Dr. J. C Emory joins
the Thirteenth. A salute of 100 guns is fired in the Capitol grounds this
morning in honor of Gen. Grant's final victory : " The capture of Gen.
Lee's army, and the surrender of all Virginia." The citizens begin to
take the oath of allegiance, and many are very anxious so to do.
A Provost Marshal's office is a mixed-up afEair— the city dumping-
ground. Here is a sample morning job : A party of a dozen or more
citizens come in to take the oath of allegiance ; soldiers want passes to go
into the country for duty as guards ; rows in the street to be quieted ; land-
lord and tenant differences (on account of the change in the currency) to be
settled offhand ; liquor stores to be closed ; houses of ill repute to be shut
up ; the inmates to be fed ; stolen goods to be found ; a stolen mule found,
an order wanted by the owner to take it ; sentences to be passed on persons
arrested for sundry misdemeanors ; guards to mount ; a man wants some
non-paying tenants ejected ; a poor woman appears begging for some-
thing for her starving children to eat ; some one has thrown a dead negro
baby into a back yard, and it must be buried at once ; paroled Confed-
erate officers asking for rations ; Confederate soldiers to be sent with
suitable orders to Libby ; man wants a guard to protect his property
(more probably he is afraid of his " neeg-urs," and wants his head pro-
tected) ; Northern visitors want to be escorted to all '' points of interest
"
at once ; a bevy of beautiful young women (and Virginia girls are pass-
ing beautiful) come in asking for a guard for their houses, and to see
what sort of creatures these Yankees are ; a permit to sell goods (and
bads) wanted by a man-looking thing from Judea, via New York, and
mostly nose ; fifty-one negroes, with one hundred and two complaints ;
several persons with quarrels to be settled ; all callers impatient with
waiting— and all wanting to be attended to first— and this pile is
about half the deposit ; while the office is packed and jammed with people
half the time, and occasionally smelling like the Black Hole in Calcutta.
There is an awful state of society in Virginia now. The negroes are
almost in open insurrection, idle, indolent and insolent. There are numer-
ous cases where the wives of absent Southern soldiers, and the wives of
negroes also, have thought their husbands dead, and have married again,
some having children by this second marriage. The original Benedict
now turns up, blue ; and Enoch Arden is played again, with peace or
with war.
Wm. H. Spiller of Company C was one of the very few men of the
Thirteenth who went with Gen. Ord's Flying Corps sent to head off Gen.
Lee in the Appomattox valley. He states : '' The column had a plenty
of marching and some hard fighting. I was very tired on the night of
April 1st, having been in the saddle for a large part of three days in
succession, but slept soundly through the fearful cannonade that pounded
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all that night upon Gen. Lee's works surrounding Petersburg. About
daylight on the morning of April 2d an advance was made all along our
front, on the rebel works. Gen. Gibbon, commanding the 24th Corps
contingent, had two very serious fights, first he captured Fort Alexander
with a rush, but his first attack upon Fort Gregg was repulsed ; but he
finally took it with thirty or forty of its brave defenders, some one hun-
dred and fifty of them having been killed or wounded. Gen. Gibbon lost
about 500 men that morning. Our troops now held the outer line of the
Confederate works.
" On the morning of April 3d I saw our troops preceded by skirmishers
advance upon the Confederate inner line — but the enemy had fled. We
expected a triumphal entry into I'etersburg ; but Gen. Grant was in
command, and there was to be no picnic so long as Gen. Lee's army held
together. The advance was stopped, breakfast was eaten, and an horn-
later the chase commenced, Gen. Lee having the start by several hours.
Gen. Ord's column advanced along the Southside Railroad, and Gen.
Meade south of the river, while Gen. Lee was north of the river.
" I was at this time serving as Orderly to Brev. Brig. Gen. Theodore
Read, Asst. Adjt. General Army of the James. The first incident, that
I recall, of this day's march, occurred about noon : Gen. Ord and staff
had left the head of the column, and had ridden into a grove of pines by
the roadside to rest, and allow the troops to pass ; as was his custom
while on the march, in order, I presume, to see for himself that they kept
well closed up. Gen. Ord and staff formed one group, we orderlies an-
other, and the cavalry escort a third— all quite close together. All were
dismounted. Soon cheering was heard from far down the line, and
rapidly coming nearer and louder, when Gen. Ord said : ' Gen. Grant
must be coming. Gentlemen mount, and give the General three cheers!
'
All mounted, and a few minutes later Gen. Grant and staff rode into the
grove. Three cheers were given him with a will ; Gen. Grant acknowl-
edged the salute, talked a moment with Gen. Ord, and then turned to
one of his staff and asked him to read a dispatch— it was from Gen.
Weitzel announcing the fall and his occupation of Richmond ! We in-
stantly made the woods ring with our hurrahs ; the troops now marching
past caught up the glorious news, passed it along, and we could hear their
loud cheers pass to right and left, ringing up and down the line, until the
sounds were lost in the distance.
After hearty congratulations had passed between the parties. Gen.
Grant took his leave. AVhen Gen. Gi*ant rode out of the grove into
the road, a baggage wagon was going by, from the rear end of which a
turkey had flopped out, and was fluttering and struggling along, with
one of its legs fastened to a rope that hung from the ribs of the wagon.
As Gen. Grant rode past he smiled, and jocularly remarked to the men
on the wagon : ' Boys, everything is lovely— but your goose hangs low.'
" A few moments after this Gen. Ord and staff mounted, and started
on a gallop toward the head of the column.
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" During these rides from the rear to the head of the cohimn when on
the march, we used (when possible) to take to the fields and woods along
near the road so as not to bother the troojjs with dust or crowding, and to
save time. We had to jump fences and ditches, dodge trees and duck
under low hanging branches. I rode a little black Kentucky mare, cap-
tured from a rebel Major, near Fort Darling, by Gen. Read, that was
equal to any emergency — she was a ' daisy ' and could run like a deer.
" We halted at Nottaway Court House for about two hours to rest,
and I wandered down the street on a foraging expedition. I was aliout
to open the door of a small building on my left, ajjparently unoccupied,
when I saw Gen. Grant sitting alone, on the piazza of a house on the
opposite side of the street. His staff were in the house, their orderlies
and horses at the rear ; but there sat the grand hero Grant, the com-
mander of all our armies, and at that hour at the head of a victorious one,
close upon the heels of an enemy, and in one of the most exciting pursuits
known in modern warfare, quietly smoking his cigar as usual, and appar-
ently as unconcerned as any private in the ranks. I can never think of
Gen. Grant without developing this picture, all as vivid as I saw it then.
I saluted him, he recognized it, and then I quietly withdrew.
" On the evening of April oth we reached Burkesville, and there en-
camped for the night. The next morning at an early hour I called Gen.
Read, and he made preparations to perform a duty assigned him the
previous evening by Gen. Ord ; and that was to take a small body of
about 500 infantry and cavalry, and proceed with dispatch towards Farm-
ville, either to cut off Gen. Lee's retreat in that direction, or, if too late
for that, to save the bridge for our pursuit. As Gen. Read mounted his
horse to depart upon this expedition, I asked him if I was to go also, and
he replied : ' No — you follow with Head-quarters.' Little did I think,
as he rode off, that that would be the last time I should ever see him.
" We moved an hour or so later, and were met by the rumor that Gen.
Read had been killed, and his force all captured or killed. I hurried for-
ward to the spot where the engagement took place, and there met an old
colored man, a slave on the plantation where the fight occurred, and he
told me the story of the fight as he saw it. He said that Gen. Read
attacked the enemy very gallantly — ' but dar was a heap mo' rebels dan
of de Yankees.' Gen. Read had struck the advance brigade of Gen.
Lee's army. He fell while at the head of his men, and being outnum-
bered and overpowered, those who were left of them had no recourse but
to surrender. The old colored man told me where the General's body
was. He said that the rebels stripped the l)ody ; and I heard afterwards,
from the parties who removed the body, that such was the fact. Some
of Gen. Ord's staff came up, and the body was sent at once to City Point.
I felt very sad at the General's death, for I had been with him a year,
and he had always treated me with great kindness and courtesy.
" I recently (Nov. 4, 1887) met John Atkins, who was Orderly Ser-
geant in the battalion of cavalry stationed at Gen. Ord's Hdqrs., and who
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was taken prisoner at the time Gen. Read was killed. Atkins says
:
' Gen. Read was shot while making a speech to his troops. His body fell
into the rebels' hands, and they stripped the body of everything, as also
the body of Col. Washbm-ne, who was killed a few minutes after Gen.
Read fell. They also stripped me (Atkins) of all I had on me except
my shirt and drawers, and on the night of my capture by them I nearly
froze in the chilly air.'
" Gen. Read was brave to rashness. One afternoon, just before sunset,
a few days before the Mine explosion, at Petersburg, he mounted his
large white horse, lighted a cigar, rode out to, and up on the top of the
Union earth-works, and sat there smoking for several minutes, oblivious
of both shells and bullets, and I stood watching him (at some distance to
the rear), fearing that he would be shot, and indignant at such a risk.
He seemed to feel that he was going to be killed, and courted death at
every chance. He had been married but a short time before he was killed,
and I think he left his bride at City Point, when he started upon this, his
last campaign.
" After the death of Gen. Read, I was ordered to join Gen. Ord's pri-
vate orderlies, as one of them, and we proceeded, as soon as troops enough
came up, to drive the rebels from our front. We moved with great
rapidity during the whole pursuit, and marched nearly aU of the night of
April 8th. On the forenoon of April 9th we maintained a rapid pace.
Evidences of Gen. Sheridan's work were plenty all along the road. I
rode up to one abandoned rebel caisson, behind which lay a dead Con-
federate officer, and upon opening the ammunition chest found a Sharps
carbine, which I now have, 1887. It had probably been captured from
our cavalry.
" As we were going forward at a good pace on April 9th, suddenly
Gen. Custer came riding up to Gen. Ord in great haste, and pointing with
his sword off a little to our front and right, said in a kind of triumphant
shout : ' Go in. General, and give it to them ; General Sheridan has got
them sure ! ' and wheeling his horse, was off again to the front like a flash
of light. Gen. Ord instantly hui-ried staff officers and orderlies to different
parts of the column ; and in an incredibly short period of time solid ranks
of our infantry were forming in rear of our line of dismounted cavalry.
When all was ready. Gen. Sheridan withdrew his cavalrymen, and there
stood the Veterans of the old Eighteenth Corps, now 24th Corps, and
the gleam of their sharp bayonets made the now discoui-aged and beaten
Army of Northern Virginia ' Stop, short,— never to go again.'
" The day was fine, and that afternoon this famous Confederate army
was massed in a large field, with woods on either side of it, on a hillside
north and east of Appomattox, while our army lay upon the hills over-
looking, and to the south and west of the ])lace. Generals Ord and Gib-
bon rode down to the McLean house, where the surrender was made.
While the surrender was taking place, the officers and men on our side
— not knowing what was going on — commenced talking of the situa-
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tion, and were speculating how long it would take to clean the rebel army-
out just as it now lay, and wondering what was coming next. For an
hour or so everything was quiet ; then suddenly a long, loud shout went
up, which was quickly echoed from hill to hill by our exultant troops, and
several bands began to play ; but in a few moments this all ceased and
quiet reigned again. Whether this cessation of outward jubilation was
from a spontaneous desire on the part of our men to show respect and
l)ity for their fallen but brave foe, or was caused by an order from Gen.
Grant, I know not.
" The rest of that eventful Sunday afternoon was passed in quiet ; in
congratulations, letter writing, telegraphing and in sending dispatches and
accounts of this Last Campaign.
" After the many years of war it seems reasonable that the Northern
army should have gone nearly wild with joy— but we did not. I remem-
ber how our men sat there on the high hillside, after the surrender was
made known to us, and looking over where the remnant of Gen. Lee's
army was lying, their artillery and teams parked for the last time ; I
remember how we sat there and pitied, and sympathized with those cour-
ageous Southern men, who had fought for four long and dreary years all
so stubbornly, so bravely and so well, and now whipped, beaten, completely
used up, were fully at our mercy— it was pitiful, sad, hard, and seemed
to us altogether too bad.
" After musing upon, and talking of the situation for a time, I rode down
to the McLean house. I saw quite a number of Confederate officers
there, and among them Gen. Pickett. I regarded him rather the most of
all, because, no matter where our Division (Getty's) was— at Fredericks-
burg, Suffolk, Cold Harbor, or at any other place— it was always Gen.
Pickett's Division of Gen. Longstreet's Corps that confronted us.
" I had but little time to look about, for Gen. Grant at once ordered
Gen. Ord to Richmond, to take command of the Department. Starting
immediately we reached Richmond on Wednesday Ajjril 12th, and took
up our quarters in Jeff. Davis' house ; where I slept that night on a mat-
tress, for the first time in three years. I remained as a private Orderly
for Gen. Ord until mustered out with the Thirteenth in June 1865. Gen.
Porter's article, ' Grant's Last Campaign,' published in the November
Century, 1887, which I have read since writing the above, confirms my
statements in many particulars." Wm. H. Spilleb, Company C.
April 11. Tues. Cloudy, misty, rainy. Reg. still doing provost
guard duty in Richmond. While Richmond is as quiet, and possibly
much stiller than most New England cities, suddenly there bursts from
Capitol Square a salute of 200, guns shaking the city, and making the
rebel element turn pale. These tremendous salvos of artillery are re-
peated in every military Department, post and arsenal, within the author-
ity of the United States, all over land and sea, in honor of Gen. Grant's
recent victories.
A white scamp whom the Provost Marshal cannot make behave himself
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is punisliecl by having his head, face, neck and hands smeared all over
with molasses, then he is tied to a post in the public square, while the
flies eat off the molasses. He is a sight to behold— but it cures him;
and certainly such punishment does him no bodily harm.
April 12. Wed. Cloudy, rainy. Reg. doing provost duty in the
city. Capt. M. T. Betton in command of the remnant of the 81st N. Y.
stiU has charge of Libby Prison, and has had within it nearly 3,000 rebel
soldiers as prisoners ; all taken in and about the city, and held awaiting
parole. These are mostly stragglers, ' beats ' and skulkers. Gen. Lee's
best troops stuck to him like men, in the retreat.
Praise of Gen. Lee may be regarded by some persons as out of place
here, but simple justice wrongs no man. This afternoon, with a few
members of his staff, he rides on horseback into Richmond, and goes un-
disturbed and unmolested to his house, where his family await him. A
special guard, a part from the Thirteenth, has protected his property and
family ever since we have been in the city.
He appears dispirited— a disappointed man ; but the great chieftain
though beaten, preserves all his dignity. The weather is wet, cloudy,
gloomy, and the burned, blackened, battered and dirty city necessarily
appears to him as in its worst estate. However, under no form of pro-
cession, escort, or parade could Gen. Lee have returned to Richmond
and to his home, with such exquisite dignity, good taste, and manly
honor, as in this way that he does ; his great army lost, his cause gone
forever, himself under a military parole ; now a Southern gentleman and
a private citizen, though the first citizen of Virginia, he simply and quietly
rides from his camp to his home with a few of his friends.
Peace is now reasonably assured, and the Union army agrees pro-
foundly with the Confederates in the feeling that the war is practically
over, though collisions farther south may still occur ; and ninety-nine out
of every hundred soldiers, on both sides, are brimful and running over
with unspeakable gladness, that this huge and terrible war is ended.
This is unreserved, free and common remark. Surely Virginia now
stands free ; and the Southern army confronting Gen. Sherman and still
others farther south must soon furl their banners.
XI.
CLOSE OF THE WAR— PEACE.
April 13. Thurs. Rainy. Thirteenth moves from the city to Con-
federate Battery Number Ten, and bivouacs for the night. This Battery
is on the inner line of the rebel earth-works, on the north side of the city,
on Deep Run turnpike, and beyond Cam^j Lee (Confederate). Up to
this time the Reg. has been quartered in the city, at the old St. Claire
Hotel— quarters dingy and dirty.
The better element in Gen. Lee's army, all who were able so to do,
clung to his fortunes to the last. But it contained a class gathered
from the worst, and which grew still worse when free from all social and
civil-law i-estraints. They are numerous now in Richmond as laggards,
skulkers and stragglers, and we have seen enough of them : " Men with
sallow, dirt-begrimed faces ; dull, fishy eyes ; long, yellow, uncombed
hair ; meaningless expression of countenance ; clad in rags ; at home in
filth ; " huddled together about the Provost Marshal's offices. Poor white
trash in very fact ; descendants of England's outlaws and criminals de-
ported to her American colonies, and always the rangers and curse of
Southern mountain, forest and swamp.
April 14. Fri. Clear, warm. Hdqi-s. of the Thirteenth moved
from St. Claire Hotel at 5.30 a. m. to the camp near Battery No. 10 ;
then the Thirteenth goes into the Hospital Barracks at Camp Lee, two
miles north of the city, on the Fair grounds ; but finding a most populous
army of gray-backs in possession— and which did not retreat with Gen.
Lee's army, but waited here for United States rations— the officers de-
cide that any open ground is far preferable to a house with such hosts
for entertainers, and we therefore move out, speedily, and bivouac near
by, on the road-side. We furnish numerous guards for houses on the
outskirts of the city.
Confederate Gen. Johnston, in North Carolina, sends a flag of truce to
Gen. Sherman, upon an errand of surrender or parley, and hostilities be-
tween their two armies are suspended.
The Flag of Fort Sumter hauled down Sunday April 14, 1861, is
again hoisted to-day, April 14, 1865 ; also on the same eventful Sunday
in 1861, President Lincoln himself penned the proclamation calling
75,000 militia men into service for three months.
This night about ten o'clock, Abraham Lincoln, President of the United
States, was assassinated by J. Wilkes Booth, with a pistol, in Ford's
Theatre, Washington, D. C
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April 15. Sat. Forenoon very rainy, afternoon clear. Thirteenth
still in bivouac by the roadside near Camp Lee. On the whole we have
been enjoying our Provost duty in the city, and would prefer to continue
it. One Brigade of our Division is now in Manchester, three miles
from liichmond ; one on the road to Fort Harrison, three miles out ; and
ours here north of the city, two miles out. Col. Mosby, the guerilla
chief, and his band ai-e reported to be near Richmond. The Thirteenth
during to-day temporarily occupies the old rebel barracks at Camp Lee,
as they afford a better protection from the storm, but they are exceed-
ingly dirty, and unfit for use. The men protect themselves against the
numberless vermin by applying to their clothing the medical mercurial
preparations, even pulverizing the ' blue pill ' and using that— the mer-
cury an absolutely efficacious protection.
A heavy picket line is sent to-night to the main line of the old Con-
federate earth-works, and cavahy vedettes farther out.
A member of our Band writes : " Band in the city. Officers are too
fond of music. They want us to blow, blow, blow."
April 16. Sun. Very pleasant. Thirteenth moves about half a
mile from Camp Lee, to Robinson's grove, on Grove Street leading to-
ward Hollywood Cemetery, and about one mile from the city.
"We had just staked off ground for a camp, and pitched a few tents at
the grove, this afternoon, when orders came for us to march into Rich-
mond. We march in at 6 p. m., and are quartered in the City Hall.
The officers of the Thirteenth take up quarters in the Council Chambers.
The city guard is increased by 700 men as a precautionary measure.
Col. Mosby is expected to attempt a raid into Richmond. The paroled
officers and men who have come in from Gen. Lee's disbanded army far
outnumber all the Union troops in the city, and mischief is feared. The
most, however, are orderly.
The rebel officers go about in full Confederate army uniform, many of
them with much swagger and importance of manner. The result is a
closer watching and less freedom. The first overt act will precipitate a
fearful riot, in which offenders will enjoy but short respite, for the Union
soldiei's are roused to the utmost stretch of indignation by the assassina-
tion of President Lincoln, for which they instinctively hold the Confed-
eracy in some way responsible.
The writer was in Boston in April 1865, and finds among his notes an
item or two that may not be out of place here, as glimpses of the day :
April 3d. Boston very excited at the news of the fall of Richmond,
and the hasty retreat of Gen. Lee's army ; and the fever of excitement
increases hour by hour as Gen. Grant chases the swift fugitives up the
Appomattox valley.
Ai)ril 10th. All places of business closed at noon, and the day and
night given over to one vast, grand jubilee. Processions mai'ched, bands
played, cannon roared, people shouted, steam whistles blew, bells rang—
until the din became a nuisance, and at night the entire city was a bril-
liant blaze of illumination.
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April loth. A paper published about daylight gave the ne\vs of the
murder of President Lincoln ; and copies of the paper sold faster than
they could be handed out. Boston quickly put on the deepest mourning.
As the news flew through the city, it seemed as if the tremor and shudder,
running through the minds of the people, could be felt in the very air and
surroundings, so deep and terrible was it. The principal streets were
soon an endless succession of black-bordered flags, festoons and drapings,
and long floating streamers in black and white.
Amid the profusion of its draj^ings, the front of the Boston Theatre
presented a large white sheet, with these words in great black letters—
from Shakespeare, Macbeth, Act 1, Scene VII.
:
He " Hath borne his faculties so meek, hath been
So clear in his great office, that his virtues
Will plead, like angels trumpet-tongued, against
The deep damnation of his taking off."
Sunday April 16th. Attended church in the Old South. Dr. Man-
ning came into the pulpit, as usual, wearing the black gown of his service.
He opened a book and was about to read, when glancing up he saw no
emblem of mourning whatever in the church ; nothing to relieve the dead
uni-color of the whiting finish. He laid down the book, and in the most
deliberate and dignified manner unclasped the large gown at the neck,
and then swung it gracefully, broad over the whole pulpit, threw his
white handkerchief upon it, and again taking his book jiroceeded with the
service. Possibly a more impressive scene never took place in the Old
South church ; and rarely a scene when man, manner, time, place, cir-
cumstance and act so aptly combined for effect. — S. M. T.
April 17. Mon. Pleasant, clear. Reg. remains in quarters in City
Hall during the day. Among the citizens this is a season of stupid rest.
There is no business ; everything is at a dead stand-still ; few have any
money ; there is nothing to do ; and many spend the most of their time
sitting on the door-steps, and discussing the past, the present and the
future. To a large number all is equally blank and promiseless ; choking
down wliatever rising pride they may feel, they form an endless proces-
sion to and from the places where U. S. army rations are distributed.
April 18. Tues. Clear. Reg. returns from the city at 1 p. m.,
and fits up a ])ermanent camp, at Robinson's grove on the ground we
staked off last Sunday. Just before arriving in camp we are thoroughly
wet in a shower. We are here ordered to make use of unoccupied sheds,
etc., and to pick up other suitable lumber, wherever it may be found ; and
we make for ourselves roomy and comfortable huts, with shelter tents for
roofs. We are in an oak grove, about half way between the city limits
and the inner line of rebel earth-works, where we have stationed a strong
line of pickets.
Col. Ripley goes home on fifteen days' leave, and Col. Nichols assumes
command of our 1st Brigade.
April 19. Wed. Pleasant, a very warm afternoon. Reg. at work
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on new camp at Robinson's grove. The assassination of President Lin-
coln spreads a gloom over the Union army, as well as over the entire
North. The citizens of Richmond for the most part also feel very badly
about it. All honorable men condemn it. The people here are very
severe upon Jeff. Davis. Gen. Lee keeps at his house, closely shut in.
Several of our men have been jioisoned since we came into the city.
Minute guns fired in Richmond during the funeral of President Lincoln.
Duties susjjended as far as possible.
April 20. Thurs. Pleasant a. m., showery p. m. Reg. In camp.
All food supplies are high in price. Some of the peojjle have lived on
corn bread and water, month In and month out. Mr. Robinson, the
wealthy owner of this grove, states that he has not had coffee, for use in
his family, half a dozen times in these last two years.
April 21. Fri. Very warm. Regular monthly Inspection by Capt.
Curtis of tlie Thirteenth, acting Asst. Adjt. General on the staff of our 1st
Brigade. The Thirteenth was sent on picket to the outer lines yesterday,
returning to camp about 10 a. m. to-day.
Col. Mosby, to-day, holds a formal review of his rebel guerilla band
of about 600 men ; tells them that disbanding is preferable to surrender
;
and simply saying : " I am no longer your commander," — he and they
depart, no one knows whither. He remained in hiding until Gen. Grant
succeeded in sending him word that he might avail himself of the privi-
leges of parole extended to the soldiers of Gen. Lee's army.
April 22. Sat. Cloudy, cold. Reg. In camp. Richmond Is very
quiet, but the unstable element Is immense. The larger number appear,
however, to be exceeding glad that the war is over, and are peaceful
and quiet. They all need watching though, for the paroled soldiers by
tills time outnumber three times over all our white troops hereabout, on
duty as provost guard.
April 23. Sun. Windy, chilly. Reg. in camp. The Mayor of
Nashua, H. T. Morrill and other guests of the Thirteenth, visit Fort Har-
rison, and other points on the line, in company with Quarter-master Mor-
rison, Adjutant Taggard, Lieut. Prescott and other officers of our Regi-
ment. Gen. Lee's paroled troops have been passing our camp all day
and Falstaff's nondescripts were beaus, fops and dandles to these dirty,
ragged, sour, whitey-yellow, thin, haggard, dejected creatures. The poor
fellows have had a hard time of it. Our soldiers entertain for them a
genuine sympathy, and extend to them a great many kindly courtesies.
April 24. Mon. Clear. Reg. in camp. There Is no Brigade sta-
tioned in the city now. Our 1st Brigade 3d Div. 24th Corps Is about
one mile out, on the Fredericksburg road ; the 2d is In Manchester about
one mile from Richmond ; the 3d is scattered to various points around
the city, sending in detachments every day for Provost duty.
April 25. Tues. Very warm. Thirteenth called at 4.30 a. m.,
leaves camp at 6 a. m., and with the 3d Division of the 24th Corps, as-
sembling from the various Brigade camps around the city, receives the
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other two Divisions — 1st and 2d— of the same Corps on Broad Street
in Richmond. They ai"rive and marcli into the city about noon to-day.
The reception lasts for several hours, while arms are presented, colors
dipped, cheer follows cheer, crowds gather and stare, and negroes shout.
After the reception, the whole Corps moves together to a new camp in
Manchester, about two miles from Richmond, on the Broad Rock road,
near the race-course.
We venture to say that no corps of the army will enjoy a more en-
thusiastic reception than these men who marched to the left with Gen.
Ord. These 1st and 2d Divisions of the 24tli Corps constituted a part of
Gen. Ord's ' Flying Column,' which marched from Fort Harrison March
25th, to head off the retreating columns of Gen. Lee's army, accomplish-
ing the feat at Appomattox Court House. In their final rush in that
most exciting chase, they marched April 6th, 18 miles ; 7th, 22 miles ;
8th, 27 miles ; 9th, 37 miles.
On April 9th Gen. Sheridan had thrown a thin line of cavalry across
Gen. Lee's route of retreat, and just as these men of the 24th Corps
swept around into line of battle in rear of the cavalry. Gen. Lee was about
to continue his retreat. Our troops had not an hour to spare. As Gen.
Lee's advance guard approached the cavalry vedettes, they withdrew from
before his front ' as a curtain is drawn aside,' revealing the long lines of
Gen. Ord's infantry, which now no present rebel power could pass, and
the surrender immediately followed. Surgeon Richardson of the Thir-
teenth had charge of the field Hospital, and he states that ten hundred
and sixty wounded men, belonging to these two Divisions and the Fly-
ing Corps, passed through his hands during the expedition, to say nothing
of the killed, and of the men who fell out, used up by the forced march.
In returning to Richmond the two Divisions marched by way of Lynch-
burg, a distance of 120 miles, and arrive exceedingly dusty, bronzed,
dirty and ragged. A few days in camp, however, will repair all that
;
and greetings are now cordial and congratulatory beyond description.
The 24th Corps is to perform the agreeable office of ' mine host,' and re-
ceive in Richmond all the visiting corps, as they march through the city
on their way to Washington.
The homeward march, along Virginia's chief thoroughfares, of these
two or three hundred thousands of dusty, bronzed and war-worn Veterans,
moving in huge, solid masses from their two thousand and more of battle-
fields, is no inconspicuaus scene in the large, grand moving panorama of
this eventful month of April. While hasting away, to every town and
hamlet in the South, there spreads the constantly dividing stream of the
beaten, dispirited and unfortunate men in gray ; organized, unorganized,
troops, bands, companies, squads, twos, singly, they pass off the broad
stage of their awful drama— and disappear.
April 26. "Wed. AVarm, clear. Thirteenth fitting up a camp two
miles southwest of Manchester, on the Broad Rock road, near the race-
course, and the rebel Battery No. 16, a little west of the Petersburg
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turnpike. A very pleasant camp in shelter tents pitched on an open,
grassy plain. The ground, however, is a trifle low and damp. Dry
weather will soon remedy that difficulty.
Sundry officers of the Thirteenth call, in a friendly way, upon the
family of Mr. Lipscomb, a farmer living near our camp, and his daughter-
in-law, to entertain the visitors, regales them with music on the piano,
and sings a few secession songs— 'Bonnie Blue Flag,' ' Farewell to the
Star Spangled Banner,' and others. Major Stoodley, as well as the
others, fails to appreciate this kind of entertainment, and all the officers
leave the house. Now, of course, the Confederacy is a mere matter of
history, but it is hard for the people to realize that fact. We note this
circumstance as a mere indication of the popular feeling.
General Joseph E. Johnston to-day, at Durham's Station, North Caro-
lina, surrenders, to General W. T. Sherman, his army numbering about
30,000 men.
April 27. Thurs. Pleasant. Thirteenth in new camp. The ladies
of Richmond give an entertainment for the city's poor. Tickets $2.00.
Tableaux are the chief feature. The 2d Brigade Band — formerly Thir-
teenth— furnishes the music for the occasion. A large building has been
fitted up for homeless negroes, hundreds of whom are flocking into the
city. They find no employment, and are soon in a destitute and starv-
ing condition. A hungry negro is apjiarently as void of delicate taste as
an animal ; he will eat almost anything that is eatable, and not wince at
taste, condition or appearances. The blacks will fatten where white peo-
ple would starve.
April 28. Fri. Pleasant. Thirteenth in camp. After the excite-
ment of the last six weeks, this camp life falls exceeding quiet, monoto-
nous, stale and flat. Our troops are scattered all through the country, as
guards to protect property and life and to preserve order.
It cannot be denied, the evidences are too exact and too numerous,
that a deep-seated and ever-abiding dread pervades the whole ex-slave-
holding class— with scarcely an excejition— that somehow, in the dark-
ness of night or in the light of open day, they know not when or how,
the ex-slaves will avenge their wrongs, will resent their stripes, will claim
their rights so long denied, and may plunder, destroy, burn, maim or
assassinate. The ability resides in this now mixed race— and the half
white are the worst— to do an incalculable amount of mischief. AVill
they strike ? Will they not strike ? Where ? When ? How ? These
are the fear-born questions, and common talk everywhere about here
among the white peo])le.
April 29. Sat. Rainy, windy and fair. Thirteenth in camp.
April 30. Sun. Pleasant. Showers last night, and very much
needed. Thirteenth in camp, and mustered for 2)ay at 9 a. m. Dress-
parade at evening. The boys have a cool way of quieting the yarn-spin-
ner. If any story does not meet their approval, they express their opin-
ion, at the close of it, by remarking sarcastically : " Then the Band
played— and then the Thirteenth cheered I "
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May 1. Mon. Clear, cold. Thirteenth hi camp. Capt. Betton re-
turns to the Thirteenth, from his command of the 81st N. Y. and charge
of Libby prison. By orders of Gen. Devens, Capt. Betton has sent to
Gov. Andrew of MassacTiusetts the lock and key of the outer door of
Libby, and they are preserved in the State House, Boston.
News received that the War Department has issued an order relating
to the reduction of the Volunteer army. The men are very jubilant at
the prospect of a speedy return to their homes.
May 2. Tues. Very cold and chilly. Thirteenth in camp. Com-
pany drill in afternoon and a Dress-parade. We have recently had hun-
dreds of evidences of what has been previously noted in these pages, viz :
the Southern people are the more religious : talk, ceremony, devotion,
prayerfulness and all that ; the Northern people the more Christian :
kindly work and sympathy, practical help, human nature Christianized.
May 3. "Wed. Clear, cold. Thirteenth in camp. These are the
days when great mails go North— everybody wi'iting letters.
May 4. Thurs. Windy, rainy and clear. Reg. in camp. A dis-
gusted teamster apjjears to the commander of the Thirteenth, and wants
to go back to the ranks. He says he has been kicked, by the mules,
upon every j^art of his body excepting one spot about an inch square just
over his heart— ' if a mule should kick him there, he would be instantly
killed.' He is relieved.
Gen. Richard Taylor surrenders, to Gen. E. R. S. Canby, all the Con-
federate forces remaining in arms east of the Mississippi River, at 7.30
p. m. to-day, at Citronelle, Alabama.
May 5. Pri. Rainy. The Reg. with other troops of the 24th Corps,
leaves camp about 7 a. m. ; moves as far as the Ponton bridge, on the way
to Richmond, to receive the 2d and 5th Corps, of the Army of the Poto-
mac ; but the reception is postponed on account of the weather, and the
troops return to camp. A six-mile march for nothing, save a drenching
in the cold rain, and a liberal coating with the mud.
The 5th Corps encamps near us. These two Corps passed the camp of
the Thirteenth while coming in, and presented for two days an almost
uninterrupted stream of cavalry, artillery, infantry, teams and ambulances.
A war-worn and weather-beaten host. About 40,000 troops are in Rich-
mond to-day.
Many of these troojjs having no arms march with old brooms, and hun-
dreds of little broom-corn clothes brushes are stuck in the muzzles of the
muskets and borne aloft — the broom the emblem of a clean sweep. War
songs are sung in the very grandest of choruses — by the victorious war-
riors themselves.
May 6. Sat. Very warm. Reg. turns out at daylight, and at an
early hour assembles with the 24th Corps, goes to Richmond, and re-
ceives the 2d and 5th Corps of the Army of the Potomac. The column
is seven hours — from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m. — in passing a given point.
There are about 50,000 troops in all, and the movement is very slow.
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Our receiving column stands in line, the 24th Coi'ps extending along
Broad Street for nearly a mile, and as each General passes at the head
of his troojis, our men give three cheers, present arms, and dip their
colors. Occasionally several thousand voices join in some loud chorus,
or grand old army song. We also cheer every regimental flag that passes
;
at least two hundred sets of three cheers each, though some are con-
siderably flatted. A long, hard, noisy, hoarse job.
One soldier of the 13th writes home : " While the troops were passing
Gen. Lee's house, the house was kept closed."
May 7. Sun. Very pleasant. Reg. in camp. Inspection a. m.
Everybody hoarse and sore, from giving orders and cheering yesterday.
Lieut. Murray returns to the Reg. from parole camp. Dress-parade at
evening. The Thirteenth not so large, now, as three of its com})anies
were when the Regiment first entered Virginia. The 14th Corps, in Gen.
Sherman's army, are passing our camp to-day.
May 8. Mon. Fine day. Reg. in camp. Regimental drill in
afternoon. " The men take no interest in drill, camp duties or anything
connected with a soldier's life, they are simply almost crazy to go home,"
— writes a man of the 13th.
May 9. Tues. Showery— afternoon. Reg. in camp. Drilling
now is voted a nuisance, and declared off. The men go through a few
manoeuvres, then are allowed to stack arms and rest ; and they rest very
slowly because they are very tired of drilling. They sit on the grass,
and toss pebbles at the stalks of dead weeds ; which exercise they now
regard quite as important as the drilling for a war that is over and done.
It is like singing that old song : ' Rally Round The Flag,' now that there
is no need to ' Rally once again,' or ' Shout the battle cry.'
May 10. Wed. Pleasant ; rainy at night. Regimental drill.
Gen. Custer's cavalry pass through Richmond.
May 11. Thurs. Very warm, thunder showers. Reg. in line at
4.30 a. m. and with the 24th Corps goes to Manchester and receives the
14th and 20th Corps, of Maj. Gen. Wm. T. Sherman's army, while they
are marching into Richmond, on their way to Washington. The Thir-
teenth stands for six hours on Main Street, in the intense heat, while
these two Corps march past. His whole army passes through the city,
occupying three days in the passage. They have marched up from Ra-
leigh, N. C, since April 30th, a distance of 150 to 175 miles. They have
many pack mules with them carrying the men's baggage, as well as that
of the officers. On one of these mules are riding two little girls, with
light hair, blue eyes and fair complexion — liberated slaves, to be taken
North and educated. The chief interest of the day centres in Gen. Sher-
man— ' Old Tecumseh ' — as he rides at the head of his army. At 2.30
p. m. the Thirteenth returns to camp.
Of the war songs now sung in the armies of the Potomac and James,
' Old John Brown,' and in Gen. Sherman's army ' Marching Through
Georgia,' are by all means the favorites. Both have spirited, stirring
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music, and have a roll, swing, rhythm and general sentiment good for all
time, war or peace, and both are magnificent, though simple, tunes for
troops to sing while marching.
May 12. Fri. Pleasant ; heavy rain last night. Regimental drill
this afternoon— for a few dull minutes ; then we stack arms and toss
pebbles.
The lath and 17th Corps^ of Gen. Sherman's army, pass through Rich-
mond, followed by two Divisions of Gen. Sheridan's cavalry. These now
are surely rough riders. Our Brigade does not go into town to receive
them, and so escapes an exceedingly fatiguing piece of work.
May 13. Sat. Veiy warm. In compliance with the request of
Major Stoodley, commanding the Thirteenth, Gen. Devens gives our
Regiment a holiday. He furnishes us with transportation, and we visit
Fort Darling, and our old battle-field at Drury's Bluff ; leaving Rich-
mond at 7 a. m., and returning about 6 p. m. We find the lines about
Drury's Blufl: but little changed. It is a year since our severe engage-
ment there on May 14th, loth and 16th, 1864. The field of that affair
is still deeply marked with the evidences of the conflict. Trees battered,
ground dug up ; shells, shot, ai"my gear, and human bones scattered about
in plenty. The rebel dead were poorly buried, and the bones have in
many cases been dug out and scattered by animals.
May 14. Sun. Very fine day. Inspection at 9 a. m. We talk
over the trip of yesterday, and vote a perpetual thanks to Gen. Devens.
A battle is a mere incident in the soldiers' life, often an accident, their
real work is to drill. Turn to the right, turn to the left ; face this way,
face that way ; dress up, align, touch elbows ; eyes front, toes square ;
move forward, sidewise, backward, oblique ; turn about, wheel about,
and do just so— then do it all over again, four thousand times ; ' hold
up your gun up, plunk it down ' ; manualize, evolute. quick, slow, double-
quick, inextricably commingled. Drill is a shirky business ; dryer than
chips, more lifeless than the awkward squad and duller than army stories
told the fortieth time. The boys say, ' drill begins with a big, big D,
and has more 1 in it twice over than the whole universe calls for.'
May 15. Mon. Pleasant. Reg. in camp. The troops of Generals
Grant's and Sherman's armies, in passing thi-ough Richmond northward,
march up to Manchester through Chesterfield County, cross the James on
pontons below Mayo's bridge, into 17th Street, pass through the city
along Main or Broad Street, and out on the Brook turnpike, toward
Charlottesville, going to Fredericksburg. Immense crowds of citizens,
of all classes, pack the sidewalks, fill the windows and balconies, and
cluster upon the roofs of buildings, while the trees are full of boys, black
and white together.
Many of these organizations now passing shout sundry ' war-cries,' or
what serve as such. The Thirteenth, to the writer's knowledge, never
formally adopted any war-cry, for use in battle or elsewhere. Whenever
roused or excited in the natural love of combat, adventure or danger,
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the men have frequently shouted to one another, and even to the enemy,
after the common manner of usmg slang phrases : "• Set up them pins ! " —
and this call, in its various applications, prohably comes about as near to
a war-cry as the Thirteenth ever had any need of approaching.
May 16. Tues. Pleasant. Reg. in camp. Chills and fever again
very prevalent here among the troops. First— freeze and shake ; sec-
ond— burn with fever ; third— perspii'e like rain ; fourth— feel used
up for a week ; then repeat. New clothing issued to the men. Drill,
all da3^ Dress-parade at evening.
May 17. Wed. Very warm ; tliermometer indicates 90" in the
shade. " I saw, at Hollywood Cemetery to-day, the skull of one of our
soldiers, on which was written : ' The skull of a Yankee — may his soul
rest in hell.' Signed by three rebels." Lieut. Pkescott.
May 18. Thurs. Rainy, warm. Reg. in camp. The custom con-
tinues in war, and in peace the same : The bands play ' Smith's March,'
or the ' Dead March in Saul,' on the way to a soldier's burial ; and
' Pickerel Reel,' or some other tune equally lively, on the return.
Many of the men are now so uneasy that discipline necessarily grows
very strict. No one is allowed to visit the city, or even leave camp,
without a pass, which is scrutinized by three or four lines of guards be-
tween the camp and the city. Passes are granted with caution, and only
to men regarded safe, and as a reward for good behavior.
May 19. Fri. Showers, warm. Reg. in camp. Monthly inspec-
tion at 8 a. m. A short term of drill.
Visit the fields, and woods, have nothing to do, and nothing to trouble
you, and you will not find, in all the wide world, anything so inexpressi-
bly inviting to exquisite, delicious, ineffable laziness as the gentle, mild,
soft, sunny, Virginia May day. This climate clips the wings of all push
and energy. As a wordy free negro puts it : " Wlien de warm spring
comes on, I 'sperience a degree of drowsy lassitude ; but when de cool
autumn 'preaches I begin to recuperate."
May 20. Sat. Warm, showers, thunder, wind. Reg. in camp.
No drill nor parade. Congress advanced the piiee of rations from 30
cents to 50 cents per day, and a servant's pay from $10 to $16 per month,
to date from March 1, 1865, thus materially advancing the pay of offi-
cers. All officers, also, who serve until the end of the war, are to receive
thi'ee months' additional pay.
An Irishman in the Thirteenth inquired of a negro what part of the
country he came from. The negro replied " The Island " — naming
some island along the coast. The Irishman misunderstood him, and
thinking that the negro said he came from Ireland, fired u]) instantly
and exclaimed : " Out wid yes ! There 's niver a nagur in all Ireland,—
an' did n't St. Patrick druv um all out, begorra— wid the snakes, frogs
and sich ? " Refusing to listen for a moment to any explanation, he
forthwith chased the negro out of camp.
May 21. Sun. Clear, cool. Reg. in camp. Inspection a. m. The
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Thirteenth was never so uneasy, and so impatient to return home, as now.
Discontent is very outspoken, too. Farmers are especially uneasy, for
they are losing their spring's work on the home farm. The citizens here,
however, feel so insecure that they terribly dread the departure of the
Union soldiers. Dress-parade at evening. The day closes with a heavy
and windy thunder storm, drenching everything, and everybody, in tents
and out— a shower well worthy of Quippee's longest word.
May 22. Mon. Showers. Reg. in camp. Dress-parade at even-
ing. For about a week past, we have really done little besides eating
and sleeping. Drilling is exceedingly unpopular. Our Reg. is blamed
for not drilling with all its might. Our argument and feeling against
much drilling now is that we have comjileted all the work which we en-
listed to do, have done that work well, and there is not even a shadow of
use or sense in preparing for that which surely is not coming ; having
thus decided the whole case in our own favor, we stack arms and rest—
toss pebbles— until the drill hour is up. Then return to camp, brush
off the dust, read the papers, write home, and plan for civil life, when
once more we reach our New Hampshire homes.
Jeff. Davis, partly disguised, was captured at Irwinsville, Irwin County,
Georgia, 75 miles southeast of Macon, on May 10th ; and goes to a case-
mate in Fortress Monroe, to meditate uj^on the mischief he has done.
May 23. Tues. Clear. Thirteenth in camp. Company drill in
afternoon. Dress-parade at evening. So many Northern people are
now visiting Richmond that the streets present much of the appearance
of a Northern city. It is as quiet as a country village.
May 24. Wed. Clear, cool. Thirteenth called at 4 a. m., goes to
Manchester and Richmond with the Third Division, and receives the 6th
Corps on its march to Washington. More standing in line for hours,
more presenting arms, more dipping colors, more repetition of orders,
more cheers, and more hoarseness. Nevertheless, it is on the whole a
most glorious spoi't. There is a meaning now to the tune and words of
' Hail to the chief who in triumph advances,' that we Veterans can feel.
Thirteenth returns to camp at 11 a. m.
While these two days pass, dull enough here at the best, 200,000 of
our fellow Veterans in this war pass in Grand Review, in Washington,
before Gen. Grant and the President. Gen. Meade's Army of the Poto-
mac on May 23d, and Gen. Sherman's Army on May 24th. These
armies each require about six hours in passing a given point.
May 24, 1861, at Fortress Monroe, Gen. B. F. Butler first gave to the
escaped slaves a legal status as ' Contraband of War '— hence their name
' Contraband.' Now at the tap of every Union drum they literally
swarm. All questions between the races in America are to be settled
m the times when the questions rise. Now the ex-slaves are Freed-men
enveloped in a sort of halo, but they multiply most rapidly ; and we are
thinking that on some coming day, here in the South, the negroes will
prove a band contra to peace, or provocative of war. No state half
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white and half black can maintain a perpetual peace. The white man,
as natm-e's highest and best type of man, must rule, should rule— and
will rule, or both fire and wool will fly.
May 25. Thurs. Showery. Thirteenth in camp. A large detail,
the first from the 13th, at work repairing Mayo's Bridge over the James
— leading from Hull Street, Manchester, to Fourteenth Street, Richmond.
The men most heartily despise this job, and grumble about it exceedingly.
' They declare they did not enlist to work out road-taxes here ; nor to
repair the enemy's highways and bridges for his use again. Better com-
pel the disarmed enemy to do this work. This is one of the three bridges
over the James that the rebels burned on the morning of April 3d,
after their troops had crossed in retreat. A vast host of the rebels late
in arms are this day straggling, loafing, begging, stealing, all over the
late Confederacy, from the head of it in Virginia to the tail of it in Texas,
and there are several thousands of them here within easy call— the
devil take their bridge.' And so the men grumble, for now they want
to go home. The Union army is now using two ponton bridges near
this highway bridge, but they are being so frequently damaged by the
swift current of the river and hard usage, that it is deemed best to repair
this bridge of Mayo's.
Lieut. Prescott, Quarter-master Morrison and Adjutant Taggard to-
day visit the old lines of the two armies, below Petersburg. They find
many of the rebel dead still lying unburied ; in one place are fifteen or
twenty of them with clothing and equipments on, lying just as they fell.
The works which they visit are scarcely changed in any way. Little
has been done to repair the breaches and damages done to the city of
Petersburg.
May 26. Fri. Very rainy last night and to-day. Reg. in camp,
about four miles from the city, doing nothing but a little guard duty.
Gen. E. Kirby Smith, at New Orleans, surrenders to Maj. Gen. E. R.
S. Canby his forces in Texas ; and the last armed force of the Confed-
eracy disbands and disappears. After the rebels cease to be rebels, the
term Confederate is the more appropriate.
The War of the Slaveholders' Rebellion is concluded. Slavery, the
' Corner Stone of the Confederacy,' is no more. The Union army line
from Mexico to Maryland is assembled and assembling to the north and
east as a curtain is drawn aside. The Confederate line, lately confront-
ing it, is scattered and scattering to the four winds. As they all with-
draw, the wide country opens to light and freedom, and peace resumes
her true vocations.
May 27. Sat. Very cold, rainy and gloomy day. Reg. in quar-
ters. One soldier of the 13th wi-ites : " We are within three miles of
Drury's Bluff ; but now we are on the other side of the breast-works, and
the rebels are not so plenty hereabout as they were last year at this
time."
May 28. Sun. Pleasant, cool. Reg. at work on the bridge. The
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13th has about 100 men sick in hospital. One of Col. Mosby's guerilla
Captains wants to sell to Lt. Col. Smith a thorough-bred horse— former
owner not cited
!
May 29. Mon. Pleasant, warm. Inspection in the morning. Reg*
at work on the bridge. A visit to BeUe Isle reveals a horrid scene of
filth, and shows how terribly our men must have suffered when confined
there as prisoners ; at times as many as 13,000 of our soldiers were there
crowded upon about two acres of land, and some of them so 2)oorly housed
and cared for that they froze to death.
We are asked to describe a ' Copperhead,' but the task is extremely
inconvenient if not altogether impossible ; we recall no good word in the
English language that roundly ajjplies to him, scolding is out of our line,
and we are morally persuaded not to use such awfully bad words as would
properly meet his case — if indeed any such competent words there be.
He is a little or big politician, of marked double-dealing propensities, liv-
ing in the North, but wiggling for the South, and still too big a coward
to go down there and fight for it— hence thoroughly despised by both
sections. He not only sits ' upon the fence ' so as to save his head by
jumping either of two ways, as personal danger may suggest, but he
mounts a fence-crossing, that he may have four ways to jump ; and sits
hissing at freedom, Union and everything Northern, glowing all over in
hapjjy resplendency with slavery and everything Southern, and snapping
his venomous jaws at the back of every Northern patriot and soldier.
May 30. Tues. Pleasant, warm. Reg. at work on the bridge.
Orders have been issued for the muster-out of all Union troops whose
terms expire before Oct. 1st— about 500,000 men. One member of the
13th writes : " Soon we shall all be citizens, and forget that the war ever
existed."
May 31. Wed. Reg. moves down near Mayo's bridge at the James
River early this morning, so that the men may more conveniently work on
the bridge. Detail at work.
The 2d Brigade Band goes on a serenading tour in Richmond this
evening. Plays at six different places. The Richmond papers speak of
it as : " The very splendid Band attached to Gen. Devens' command." So
the boys of the Thirteenth, now remaining in this old Thirteenth Band,
are complimented. Here at the bridge the Thirteenth occupies the camp
of the 188th Pennsylvania regiment.
June 1. Thurs. Clear, hot. Reg. in camp. A detail of about
one third of the Reg. at work on Mayo's bridge. National Fast Day.
Very quiet in Richmond. Captain Lewis P. Wilson returns to the Reg.
from the charge of our 3d Division Ambulance Corps.
June 2. Pri. Very warm. Detail from the 13th at work on
bridge ; and the weather is so hot our men can work but half the day.
The officers have to go in charge of the work every day.
June 3. Sat. Very warm. Reg. in camp. Our 3d Division of
the 24th Corps reviewed this afternoon by Gen. Devens.
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The last review of his Division. He makes a fine sj^eech, his farevv^ell
address. The Division is soon to he broken up. The affair doses with
tlu'ee rousing cheers for Gen. Devens, whom the soldiers have always
liked. After our troops are dismissed, the officers of each regiment in
the Division are invited to a reception at Gen. Devens' Hdqrs. The 2d
Brigade Band furnishes the music. Five other bands in this Division.
" Because of the work on Mayo's bridge, the Thirteenth do not appear
on this review. Prices are enormous here now, and we have to pay
fabulously for everything we eat." Lieut. Prescoit.
June 4. Sun. Very warm. Reg. in camp at the bridge. Inspec-
tion a. m. Dress-parade p. m. Major Stoodley, Captains Betton and
Hall, Lieutenants Ferguson, Wheeler, Taggard, Hardy, Prescott, Sher-
man, Quarter-master Morrison and Dr. Emory visit Belle Isle, and wit-
ness evidences of the intense suffering and awful misery of the Union
prisoners who were confined there.
June 5. Mon. Clear, hot. Reg. in camp. Lieut. George H.
Taggard mustered in as First Lieutenant and Adjutant.
He was first mustered September 19, 1862, as Commissary Sergeant.
It ought to be said of him, though he would prefer no particular mention,
that the Thirteenth is greatly indebted to him for his conscientious and
efficient care in seeing that the Thirteenth w^as not imposed upon in the
many distributions of rations. There were those who would show favorit-
ism if they could, but any attempt to do this against the interests of the
Thirteenth was sure to arouse Taggard's indignation, and to meet with
his instant denunciation and exposure. His efficiency was constant, posi-
tive as well as negative, and day, night, cold, heat, fair weather or storm
found him on hand all the same, with his busy pencil and memorandum—
and his two and two always counted plump four. He was as quick to
speak for the Thirteenth to a Major General as to private Bangs ; and in
his position as Commissary he was an unqualified success.
On March 16, 1864, he was promoted to Second Lieutenant in Co. F
;
and on November 3, 1864, he was promoted to First Lieutenant in the
same Company. He commenced acting as Adjutant of the Thirteenth on
Sept. 1, 1864, and on May 30, 1865, he was commissioned by Gov. Joseph
A. Gilmore as First Lieutenant and Adjutant, in place of Adjutant
Nathan B. Boutwell resigned, and discharged on account of disability
because of wounds received in action.
In Taggard's position as Lieutenant and Adjutant he is mentioned in
the body of the history ; but it is fair to add that the commanding
officers of the Thirteenth have mentioned him with unstinted praise.
June 6. Tues. Cloudy. Reg. in camp. The Reg. as a whole has
not worked on the bridge continuously day after day, but has furnished
large details for that work for nearly two weeks, when the weather has
been suitable for men to work in at all. The labor is hard and the ma-
terials heavy to handle.
It is astonisliing how very brave some men are now that the war is over
!
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Surprising, too, to see how great a thing can be made of a little— and
that little borrowed. Steep reminiscences began to sprout within three
seconds from the moment of Gen. Lee's surrender at Appomattox, and
before the ink he wrote with was dry ; and have since grown and flour-
ished like a Japanese yam, and are about as bodiless and brittle. The
boasting rear brave is the front coward. In the theatre of this war has
been presented the drama in which the noble have played the noble parts,
.
and these other amusing gentlemen the bits of comedy and roaring farce.
June 7. Wed. Very warm. Our 3d Division reviewed by Gener-
als Ord and Gibbon on the Fairfield race-course, about one mile northeast
of Richmond. All together a very long march. Much suffering from
the heat. Thirteenth relieved from work on the bridge that it may ap-
pear on the review ; and receives a special commendation from Gen. Ord,
' as one of those Regiments that become prominent and useful in every
position where they are placed.' All Richmond turns out. An immense
crowd of people.
Men of the Thirteenth on guard, at city residences and farm houses,
report many instances of provisions laid by for the day when the very
worst should occur. A barrel of flour, a small quantity of corn meal, or
other edible that would not readily spoil, packed carefully away among
old boxes and bundles in a store-room, out of the probable reach of Con-
federate searching parties ; all awaiting the hour when starvation should
make their use an absolute necessity.
June 8. Thurs. Very warm. Thirteenth is relieved from the
work on the bridge, by the 40th Mass., this morning, and at once moves
back to its old camp-ground on the Broad Rock road. As the Thirteenth
passes through Richmond nowadays, the crowds that line the streets
often cheer us as we pass along. The negro especially cannot be demon-
strative enough in his own peculiar way. His oil-polished ebony face
lights up with white of eyes and white of teeth, while he gives a most
hearty negro chuckle, and a " Goo' Mornin'," as he meets a familiar face
among us. The negroes point to the Thirteenth and remark : " Dere
goes the fus' Reg'munt dat done came inter Richmond." We have a
high standing in their regard. He is a rare and a bad darkey who ' goes
back ' (as his expression has it) on a Northern soldier. The writer has
never heard of a case of the kind.
The old plantation negroes have a peculiar chuckle, a guttural, rolling,
deep-toned sound, brimming over with good nature, just as if they were
literally too full for utterance, in selected words, and so break out all over
in nature's own expression, a hearty, whole-souled, bubbling-over chuckle.
Letters cannot express it, though it is something like " Er-hurckh ! " given
in the lowest possible tones of the voice, and accompanied with good-na-
tured laughter. When some old black couple have first found themselves
safe within the cordon of Uncle Sam's bayonets, that chuckle invariably
follows the first wild expression : " We 's free — bress de Lord, we 's
free I " Freedom means a whole new world to them ; but in less than
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two generations that hearty chuckle will disappear, as something smack-
ing too much of " Ole Slave'y times, you know, sah."
June 9. Pri. Very warm. Thirteenth in camp, and the men rest-
ing. The muster-out rolls are received to-day with orders to fill them out
at once ; and the commanders of Companies and their clerks spend the
entire day upon them.
The occasion for having so many First Lieutenants in the Thirteenth
was this : After the fall of 1864; no Second Lieutenant could be mus-
tered in a Company having less than 80 men on its rolls, hence some First
Sergeants and members of the non-commissioned staff were mustered in
as First Lieutenants, in order to have a proper number of line officers in
the Regiment. An irregular proceeding, but unavoidable under the cir-
cumstances.
June 10. Sat. Stormy, cool. Thirteenth marches from camp at
7.30 a. m. to the review ground—the same Fairfield race-course— arriv-
ing about 10 a. m., but the review is postponed on account of the storm.
The whole 24th Corps assembles here, and the men lounge about in the
woods until 3 p. m. A heavy thunder shower then comes up, drenches
every one of us to the skin, and spoils every new suit in the command.
The rain continues to pour for over two hours. Sucli a streaked and
bedraggled crew— the very darkies laugh at us ! The march is full ten
miles to go and return, and the Thirteenth does not arrive in camp again
till about 8 p. m. " The men are as ugly as dogs, and do a good deal of
hard swearing about this day's work," writes an officer of the Thirteenth.
June 11. Sun. Warm, murky. Inspection at 9 a. m. Dress-
parade at 6 p. m. No troops are to be mustered out until after a review
of the Corps. Gen. Patrick is relieved from the duty of Provost Marshal,
succeeded by Gen. Turner.
As one of the many proofs that familiarity breeds contempt, the follow-
ing has been observed by Adjt. Gen. A. D. Ayling, who has served in
this war in both the artillery and infantry : Artillerymen are most dis-
turbed by and most dislike bullets, while infantrymen are most disturbed
by and most dislike shells ; a curious illustration of the desire of men to
meet a foe armed with their own familiar weapons.
June 12. Mon. Cloudy, close. Thirteenth in camp. We have
furnished, all along, a large number of guards for the plantations here-
about. A pleasanter position is not easily found, if the proprietors are
agreeable. A horse-race to-day at the Broad Rock course is attended by
all who can get out of camp.
June 13. Tues. Very hot, showers in afternoon. Thirteenth
leaves camp at 12 noon, marches to the review-ground, appears on the
review with the 24th Corps, and returns to camp, arriving at 9 p. m.
The review is held at .5.30 p. m. on the Fairfield race-course, Mechanics-
ville, by Maj. Gen. John Gibbon, who to-day delivers his farewell address
to his troops — the 24th Army Corps. We form a straight line, when
in line of battle, over a mUe in length, and are on a splendid field. Our
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last Grand Review ; and a very fine display notwithstanding the heavy
rain. On arriving in camp at night the men are bespattered with mud,
and there is scarcely a dry thread in the clothing of any of the troops.
The 9th Vt. and 118th N. Y. are mustered out to-day, and will start
for home to-morrow morning. Brev. Brig. Gen. E. H. Ripley bids our
1st Brigade adieu, and will go home with his regiment.
June 14. Wed. Hot. A heavy thunder shower at night. Thir-
teenth in camp, and everybody half used up. Reviews are quite as labo-
rious as the average of battles. The entire Union army is still in mourn-
ing for President Lincoln. The officers wear on their left arms a crape
rosette about two inches across, the men a similar rosette but smaller.
These emblems of mourning are to be worn by members of the army,
for six months from the date of President Lincoln's death.
June 15. Thurs. Hot, misty. Thirteenth in camp. Lt. Col. Noi--
mand Smith returns to the Thirteenth from his special duty as Provost
Marsbal of the First District of Richmond. He was appointed April 4,
1865, and has served until to-day. The chief officers of the Confederate
army, and the more prominent citizens, have taken their oaths of alle-
giance before him. In his absence the command of the Thirteenth de-
volved upon Major Stoodley, who has held it ever since we came into
the city. Cyrus G. Drew of B and Sergt. John P. Haines of C have
been serving as clerks for Lt. Col. Smith in the Provost Marshal's office.
June 16. Fri. Rainy, sultry. Thirteenth in camp. Captains
Farr and Durell return to the Thirteenth from detached service.
June 17. Sat. Warm, rainy. Reg. in camp. The 40th Mass.
and 21st Conn, start for home this morning.
June 18. Sun. Very warm. Inspection by Lt. Col. Smith, Com-
pany by Comjiany. No Dress-pai'ade— weather too hot. Reg. in camp
— and the uneasiest set of do-nothings who ever sat and waited for
something to turn up. A little guard duty in camp ; no drill, no picket,
no war ; the most onerous duty that falls to us is to eat our army rations,
of which we are thoroughly tired, and to do the heavy standing ai'ound.
We are prisoners of war. We play cards -and other games from morn-
ing until night. Cannot go anywhere, have nothing to do ; and so we
lounge about the camp and merely exist, and wait for the muster-out.
While the men are idle, the officers are compelled to employ all the time
they can get upon the muster-out rolls.
The departures of regiments are quite informal. Not much parade
about it. The men pack up, fall into line as if to start upon an ordinary
march, and move off, amid more or less cheering, and many hearty fare-
Avells from the soldiers who remain in camp, and who gather informally
at the roadside while the departing regiment passes by. Thus the Veter-
ans part, probably never to meet again.
June 19. Mon. Showery, very wai'm. Reg. in camp. The Thir-
teenth assembles now, officers and all, about 300 persons.
It is due to the fair history of the Thirteenth to say that in no case
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were the men of this Regiment ever plied with whiskey, or any other in-
toxicant or stimulus, to specially nerve them to duty or to hattle. They
have been too brave, too willing, too patriotic and too efficient in all re-
spects to need anything of that sort. Whiskey rations were issued in
canip to counteract the effects of climate, over-work or malaria, but never
for any other purpose ; and even for those medical purposes hot, strong
coffee would have been better.
The 139th N. Y. mustered out, and starts for home this afternoon.
Capt. William J. Ladd visits our camp this afternoon, and examines the
muster-out rolls of the Thirteenth.
June 20. Tues. Very warm. Thirteenth in camp. RoUs are be-
ing prepared for the final nmster-out, a very slow and difficult piece of
work. Ten separate rolls are required for each Company. Every offi-
cer and man who ever belonged to the Thirteenth must be entered with
his entire military history ; battles, wounds, pay, arms, ammunition, and
equipage of each man, and the entire accounts of each officer must be
squared up ; in short the rolls cover everything concerning the military
life of each officer and soldier, and all army gear to him pertaining.
Our Broad Rock camp is located close up to the race-track, and the
road to camp runs southwest from Manchester, and west of the Rich-
mond & Petersburg Turnpike and Railroad. Our First Brigade Hdqrs.
are at Mr. David Mc Daniel's house.
June 21. Wed. Very warm. The Thirteenth Regiment of New
Hampshire Volunteer Infantry is this evening, at Broad Rock camp,
mustered out of the military service of the United States by Capt. Ladd.
" Battalion drill this afternoon. After which the mustering officer
came over (from the city), and during the evening we were mustered out
of the United States service." Lieut. Prescott.
The Reg. has been in that service thirty-three months ; a long, hard
term. Those who are unfortunate enough to read this Diary through
may have some realizing sense of that length and hardness ; though, may
be, less as to that, than as to this.
The war is over— now for Home. The mustered-out officers and
men are now war Veterans— the American Nation's truest noblemen.
They may pass down no gorgeously emblazoned coats-armorial, but better
far, an American soldier's name, and honor too, all untarnished.
It takes about three hours time to muster out a regiment ; and our
Regiment is one, of a total of 2,050 regiments who have served in this
war— if all organizations were reduced to infantry regiments.
The Thirteenth has been in the First Brigade — consisting of the 13th
N. H., 11th Conn., 19th Wis. and 81st, 98th and 139th N. Y. regiments
— and in the 3d Division of the 24th Corps, since Dec. 3, 1864.
The Thirteenth is to report to the State authorities at Concord, and
therefore retains its organization, arms and equipments complete. INIany
l)urchase their guns at $6.00 apiece, to preserve at home as souvenirs of
the jrreat civil war.
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The Recruits of the 10th, 12th and 13th N. H. V., about 400 men,
whose term of service will not exjjire until Sept. 30, 1865, will go into
the 2d N. H., which remains near Richmond in the 2d Brigade, 3d Div.
24th Corjis. When these Recruits of the 13th were transferred to the
2d N. H. they did not want to go, and it required strong nerves, on the
part of the guard and its commanding officer, to carry out the order
transferring them. They naturally and properly desii*ed to go home
with the Regiment, and threatened hard things, but finally yielded.
Our sutler, for a number of months past, Charles F. French, of Peter-
boro, remains in Richmond.
June 22. Thurs. '' A splendid day." The Thirteenth breaks
camp— our last camp in Virginia— on the Broad Rock road, at 4 a. m ;
at 5 a. m. forms line ; is joined in Manchester by the Tenth and Twelfth
N. II. Regiments ; marches to Richmond ; embarks, together with the
lOtli and 1 2th, at Rocketts, on the Steamer ' State of Maine ; ' and starts
from the wharf at 8 a. m. for home ; arrives at City Point at 11 a. m., at
Fortress Monroe at 5.15 p. m., stops half an hour, then sails north.
We form a provisional— Homing— Brigade, consisting of the lOth,
12th and 13th, N. H., under command of Brevet. Brig. Gen. Michael T.
Donohoe, Colonel of the Tenth.
As we sail quietly and slowly down the James River, this clear summer
morning, among these many frowning forts and batteries, we can hardly
realize our own identity. A few days ago we saw them swarming with
hostile soldiers, and belching a murderous fire of shot and shell ; now
they are mere Virginia clay banks, half buried in rank grass, weeds and
trailing vines ; are dilapidated, weather-worn, silent, uncared for, and of
no possible use — as worthless as the mud at the river bottom. While
tlie soldiers who manned them — and are now surviving at all— are
scattered to the four corners of the late Confederacy, having thrown away
four years or more of the best part of their lives. Much difficulty is ex-
perienced in working the boat through the obstructions placed by the
rebels in the James, but we pass through them without accident.
The James River is now a curiosity. Here are boats scuttled and
sunk, the masts standing above water, while funnels and smoke-stacks
point to other wrecks down below ; there the broadside of a large vessel
;
yonder on the shore a huge piece of a blown-up gun-boat or iron-clad ;
higher up a cannon, sent toward the skies and then crashing down among
the trees, lies half bui'ied in the sand, with the muzzle end up ; picket
pits, and huts of the river guard, tucked in like rabbit warrens, or crows'
nests, all along the banks ; embrasures, cut as low as possible for de-
pressed cannon, look straight down at us from the forts ; now we come
to a grove of trees battered and torn with shells, as if a lightning storm
had swept through them ; log-barracks of numerous camps in the fields
and great numbers of shed-roofs over ledges or holes dug in the bluffs
a few huge cans stranded on the shore— once floating torpedoes
;
ponton
bridge landings, and wharves, thrown deep into the stream to navigable
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water, their inimnierable piles in long rows, cribbed and ballasted with
stone ; their shore ends flanked with remains of large camjjs, and point-
ing to roads leading up amotig the bluffs — roads so infernally rough and
bad that the rebel teamsters' profanity must have continued to rumble and
echo along them for several weeks after Gen. Lee's army had left these
pai'ts ; the whole region speaking of an immense amount of human labor
expended, of property destroyed to a value untold, and of unnumbered
animals and men dead and vrasted— but the anguish cry of the slave is
heard here no more forever.
Our boat winds in and out among the rows of piles set to block any
rapid navigation in the channel, dodges the sunken hulks, crosses the
river over and over again, and brings us off Fortress Monroe about 5
p. m., and we soon leave there for the open sea and home.
June 23. Fri. Fine day. True to the pursuing instinct— to chase
everything that appears to be running or retreating— that has ruled all
Vii'ginia for the last four years and more, a school of porpoises follow our
boat, like a body of skirmishers, far out to sea from Hampton Roads—
all and the last we can see of Hampton's Black Horse Cavalry.
After a pleasant sail up the coast, we arrive in New York harbor at
7 p. m., and drop anchor at 8 p. m. Many of the officers go on shore,
having permission to remain in the city until 2 a. m.
June 24. Sat. Fine. This morning the steamer hauls up to the
Government coaling station in Jersey City. Nearly the whole force
aboard are here detailed to wheel coal on board the vessel. Many of the
men, however, leave their barrows at the coal-bunkers, go up town, and
take aboard another abundant means of getting up steam— ' Jersey light-
ning.' The steamer leaves Jersey City at 4.45 p. m. for Boston— " All
hands drunk," one soldier writes.
Gen. Donohoe in command of our Homing Brigade is presented this
evening with an elegant sword, sash and belt suitable to his rank.
June 25. Sun. Fine day. " Was officer of the guard to-day.
Had a good deal of trouble with some of the men who were drunk. Lt.
Col. Smith ordered me to search the boat for two of the men, and to tie
them up on deck. The Regiment swore that it should not be done, and
violence was offered. The men were found, however, and secured from
doing further mischief." Lieut. Prescott.
There are, among all gatherings of men, a few who make trouble for
all the rest. After some of these of ours are secured so they can do no
further mischief, the voyage proceeds quite agreeably to the end. We
enter Boston harbor about sunset. We arrive in Boston about 9 p. m.,
proceed to Faneuil Hall, and there pass the night.
All are sober now ; the Jersey lightning flashed, and was expended in
the deep. Many friends, and ex-members of the loth, as also of the 10th
and 12th, are present to receive our Homing Brigade. The officers are
quartered at the City Hotel.
AVhile in Boston the men of the 10th, 12th. and 13th are free to go
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about as they may please, and the Jersey City programme is not repeated.
At night, while our Brigade is quartered in Faneuil HaU, it is very hot,
and tlie most of the men of the Thirteenth go out and spread their blan-
kets upon the steps and passage ways and sleep there. About two o'clock
next morning the employees of the market appear, and rouse the whole
command with their noise, and of course the men must get up and remove
from the steps. The men of the Thirteenth take the matter good-na-
turedly, however ; but remark : " This is the only position from which
the Thirteenth New Hampshire, when alone, has ever been driven."
The soldier is proud to return home bearing his shield ; and is received
in this gold-capped, brown old city by the sea with every token of honor,
respect and welcome.
When the Great Father of nations and of men resolved to bring about
the settlement of America by the Northern white men— the best j^eople
He had on the earth for that purpose — He decided to have the very best
city in all America's broad commonwealth, founded and controlled by
that race who had English for their language ; and to have it located far
eastward on the Atlantic sea-coast, whence that city's good and grand in-
fluence, life, moral and educational jurisdiction and power might pass
free and be felt througliout the entire Nation— and He called that choice
city's name, Bostox.
June 26. Mon. Fine day. Reg. leaves Boston at the Lowell
Station with the Brigade, at 9 a. m., goes to Nashua by rail, arriving be-
fore noon, has a public reception, and remains in Nashua all night. Here
the Reg. enjoys a splendid entertainment. The officers of the Brigade
assemble at the Indian Head House, and Brev. Col. Geo. A. Bruce, on
the staff of Gen. Donohoe, in behalf of the assembled officers of the 13th
presents to Brevet Brig. Gen. A. F. Stevens, formerly Colonel of the
Thirteenth, a sword, sash and belt suitable to his rank. Gen. Stevens
appropriately replies.
In the afternoon the Reg. and Brigade is reviewed on Main street by
Col. Stevens. No picture of war's work can be more striking than the
one presented by these three veteran Regiments, as they march, at full
regimental distance and company distance, along Main street, Nashua,
to-day. Now thirty broken, straggling, squads, a few hundred men in all
— the 10th, 12th and 13th having been depleted each in about the same
proportion ; three years ago, while on their way down to the war, thirty
full companies, of a round one hundred men each, a total of three thou-
sand strong.
The Thii'teenth comes home numbering 321 officers and men all told
— Officers, 24 ; Non-commissioned staff, 4 ; Musicians, 9 ; Company A,
27 men ; B, 35 ; C, 31 ; D, 25 ; E, 26 ; F, 29 ; G, 24 ; H, 30 ; I, 33 ;
K, 24— a Regiment whose ranks have numbered, volunteers, recruits
and all, a total of nearly 1,300 men.
While waiting at the station in Boston this morning, an officer, not of
high rank, in one of these regiments, gives the following order : " Say—
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Sarjunt ! You hold on to this eend of ther Rig-ermunt— while I go down
to ther bottom of thei" colyum."
The following is said to have occurred while our Division was march-
ing from Fort Harrison to Williamsburg pike on Oct. 27, 1864 : A
few bummers from a regiment preceding the Thirteenth had entered a
house a little off the road, seeking forage. The good old woman of the
house said to them : " There is nothing in my house that can be of any
use to you, the soldiers have already taken all they could ; but there is one
thing I have which no one can ever steal from me — that is my religion."
" Don't be too sure of that," replied the awful bummer, " the Thirteenth
New Hampshire is coming along just behind us— and they need religion
more than anything else! " The good woman threw up her hands with
an expression of despair, immediately fled to her attic, barricaded the
door and hid herself until the column of troops had passed the house.
June 27. Tues. Reg. leaves Nashua at 10 a. m., goes to Man-
chester by rail, arriving before noon. Here we have a vei-y fine dinner
at the grove, followed by many congratulatory speeches. Reg. leaves
Manchester for Concord at 3.30 p. m. The cars run off the track a little
below Hooksett, and the Chaplain of the 12th and several men in the Bri-
gade are injured. Two hours' delay here. The Reg. arrives in Concord
a little before sunset— between 6 and 7 p. m. An immense crowd of
citizens have here gathered at the depot, and welcome the Veterans with
cheers on cheers. The regiments form at the depot, and are escorted by
the Veteran Reserve Corps, and the Concord Brigade Band, through Main
Street to the front of the Capitol, where they are addressed by Gov.
Frederick Smyth, and others.
Lt. Col. Smith has eight men in the Thirteenth who have no guns ; in
fact having been detailed on sundry special duties— all, however, neces-
sary and honorable— the most of them have scarcely ever used gun, pick
or shovel during their entire term of service ; so the Lieut. Colonel en-
joys a little sport, and makes these eight men useful and ornamental at
the same time, by forming them into a pioneer corps and providing them
with picks and shovels ; and now they come marching home, and parad-
ing in the revieAvs and processions, with these arms — all doubtless enjoy-
ing their position as much as any men in the Regiment.
The Brigade keeps together ; and the citizens of Concord receive all
the men and officers with the most flattering attentions, courtesies and
honors. The most of the men and the officers find entertainment with
friends or at the hotels.
Probably an extract from Gen. Devens' letter to Gov. Smyth would be
most appropriately entered here :
" Headquarters Third Division, 24th Corps.
Richmond Va. June 22, 1865.
" Sir
:
The Tenth, Twelfth and Thirteenth New Hampshire Regiments are
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temporarily organized as a provisional Brigade under command of Brev.
Brig. Gen. M. T. Donohoe. . . . The Thirteenth New Hampshire being
the first Regiment of the Army whose Colors were brought into the city
of Richmond.
'' You will see by their thinned ranks the terrible ravages war has
made. Their tattered ensigns will recall the many night marches, the
wet and dreary bivouacs, and the fierce and desperate conflicts. These
men return inured to the rugged toils of war, and bronzed with the
smoke of battle. . . .
" Charles Devens,
Brig, and Brev. Maj.
Gen. U. S. V. Comdg."
Some time after the war closed, by direction of the State authorities
there were inscribed on the window of the cabinet containing all the
flags of the Thirteenth, in the State House at Concord, New Hampshire,
the names of the battles placed on the flag of the Thirteenth, and given
on page 519 of this book, and these two in addition :
" Fair Oaks, Oct. 27, 1864.
Richmond, April 3, 1865."
And also this legend :
" The 13th N. H. headed the column that entered the city of Richmond,
April 3, 1865 ; and their colors were the first carried into the city."
To these thei'e should be added :
Siege of Petersburg — in the trenches sixty-seven days in the summer
of 1864. Burnside Mine Explosion, July 30, 1864.
Jxine 28. Wed. Clear. Thirteenth early this morning moves out
to the barracks of the Substitutes' Camp. Returns to the city again at 11
a. m. with the Brigade, and turns over its colors to the custody of the
State during a review held by the Governor at 12 noon, after which the
men receive a furlough until the night of Friday, 30th. Gov. Smyth
holds a reception this evening, a very crowded but brilliant affair.
June 14, 1864, John M. Woods of I was detailed at Point of Rocks
in charge of a dozen or more of men of the Thirteenth to guard and take
care of a park of cannon. Soon afterwards he was appointed to take
charge of commissaiy supplies, under direction of Capt. Geo. C AYitherbee,
Division Commissary, and was engaged in this duty until Aug. 15th, when
he returned to the Regiment.
Again, a few days after the battle at Fair Oaks, Oct. 27, 1864, he was
called to the same post to attend to the proper shipment of the fresh bread
for the army, and remained there until he was mustered out of the ser-
vice. The Thirteenth and other regiments may know now, if not before,
who attended to their fresh bread supply, a very important duty, and saw
it properly and timely forwarded to the several commands in our Division.
When it rained shoulder-straps what an immense body of the most faith-
ful and best men in the army were not to be caught in that shower !
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The Army of the Potomac is disbanded to-day.
June 29. Thurs. Very warm. Reg. quartered at Substitutes'
camp, but the men are scattered everywhere.
When the Thirteenth went to the front in October 1862, the citizens
of Nashua presented Col. Stevens, and Lt. Col. Bowers, each with a fine
horse — both large, dark bays. Both these horses served their term in
the war, always with the Regiment, and returned to Nashua ; and both
have lived there since the war, and died of old age. Col. Stevens kept
his horse, so long as he lived, in his possession at Nashua. Lt. Col.
Bowers' horse, while in the army, passed successively from his possession
to Major Storer, Lt. Col. Grantman, Lt. Col. Smith and Major Stoodley.
After the war, Col. Bowers hunted up this old war horse, and kept him
at Nashua until he died of old age. Here indeed were a pair of strong,
excellent, noble war horses, worthy of a better mention, and a more ex-
tended history. In the most of the severe engagements, where the owners
of these horses for the time being were present, they fought dismounted
after reaching the immediate field of action.
June 30. Fri. Pleasant. Reg. quartered at Substitutes' camp.
Camp and garrison equipage of the Thirteenth turned in to-day.
When at Richmond, the key of the office, or Hdqrs. of the rebel com-
mandant of Libby prison, came into Major Stoodley's possession, and he
now keeps it as a souvenir. An old-fashioned iron key of medium size.
Ex-Governor Gilmore holds a reception at the Phenix Hotel this even-
ing— no copperheads present.
The Northern co])2ierhead is hated and condemned in the North, and
thoroughly despised in the South ; but that class of persons in the North
known as War Democrats deserve an especial praise. When the Union
and the Flag were assailed, they broke away at once from the political
and social affiliations and sympathies nurtured and prized by them for
their whole life long, and by their fathers before them, and turned their
entire interests without reserve to the cause of the Union. American
history in these last five years finds hundreds of these worthy citizens
rising high in the army and in the State. They deserve a place of great
honor, and will receive it without stint or qualification, when the passions
and bitterness of the day have run out.
The following personal items it seems best to enter here. Many per-
sons have been quite fully mentioned in the body of the book. Accounts
of living persons are open to pit-falls and objections, and the writer here,
as well as in other pages of the book, acting impartially and from good-
will, presumes u^ion the considerate lenience of his comrades.
Capt. George Farr enlisted as a private and with Lieutenants Edward
Kilburn and Marshall Saunders recruited Company D. Lieut. Kilburn
was, however, the chief recruiting officer of the Company.
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Capt. Farr was present in all the marches and battles of the Thirteenth
until the battle of Cold Harbor June 1, 1864, when he was severely
wounded in the shoulder, during the charge upon the enemy's rifle-pits,
and while commanding Co. D.
In January 1865, he was, by order of Gen. Ord. placed upon a Mili-
tary commission at Norfolk, Va. He served upon this commission or as
a member of courts martial until the close of the war, crossing every
day to the military hospital at Portsmouth to have his wound dressed.
The wound did not heal sufficiently to allow of his return again to active
duty with the Regiment.
After the war he served in numerous imj^ortant public positions, and
was Department Commander of the Grand Army of the Republic in
New Hampshire for the year 1886.
" Phenix Hotel, Concord, N. H., June 8, 1887.
Dear Thompson :— I send within a biographical sketch of Major Car-
ter. Sincerely Yours, Charles B. Gafney."
" Buel Clinton Carter was born in Ossipee, N. H., January 20, 1840
he attended the common school, ' The Old Academy ' at Wolfboro, fitting
for college at Phillips Academy, Exeter. He entered Yale in 1858,
graduating in 1862. He was a classmate with the Rev. W. H. H. Mur-
ray, Joseph Cook, and D. H. Chamberlain of South Carolina. On his
return home from College his services were offered in organizing Com-
pany A, 13th N. H. Vols., and he was mustered into the service as a
First Lieutenant. At the battle of Fredericksburg Dec. 13, 1862, he
was severely wounded. In Jidy 1863, he was commissioned as Captain,
and in 1864 as Captain and Acting Quarter-master, and assigned to duty
in the Artillery Brigade of the 18th Army Corps. In 1865 he was
brevetted Major, and was mustered out of the service at the close of the
war ; and was subsequently Deputy Collector of Internal Revenue for
Southwestern Virginia.
" He was married May 16, 1866, to Ellen F., daughter of Hon. James
M. Burbank of Saco, Me.
" On his return from the army and his official duties in Virginia, he
commenced the study of his profession in the office of his father Sanborn
B. Carter Esq., a prominent lawyer in northern New Hampshire, and
after admission to the Bar, located at Wolfboro, where for ten years he
had a lucrative and successful practice, holding for several terms the office
of prosecuting attorney for Carroll County.
" In 1878 by reason of failing health— ' the sequence of exposure in
army life ' — he Avas compelled to relinquish business temporarily, and
removed to Rolluisford (to a farm two miles northeast of Dover) where
he sought to regain his health and strength by devoting his time to out of
door pursuits. In 1879 he became a member of the law firm of Carter
and Nason, and practiced his profession in Dover. In 1881 he was ap-
pointed Bank Commissioner, and held that office at the time of his death,
which occurred, at his home in Rollinsford, Dec. 11, 1886.
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'• Major Carter was an officer who merited and received the esteem and
friendship of his comrades ; he was beloved by the men under him, and
while exacting in matters of discipline he was courteous in his dejiort-
ment and forgiving in his dis2)osition. He was a 2)rominent Mason, and
in religious belief a Congregationalist, but in this as in all other matters
he was broad in his views and exhibited great liberality and honesty of
purpose in reasoning with those who did not agree with him.
'' His comrades, and those who associated with him in civil life in the
active duties of an honored profession, will remember him as a faithful
soldier, a sincere friend, an able lawyer and an honest man. Noble
and generous in all the acts of an active and useful life, this brief tribute
from a friend adds but a leaflet to the bright laurel that rests on his
name."
Brev. Lt. Col. George A. Bruce served with the Regiment until Jan.
9, 1863, when he was appointed Acting Asst. Adjt. General on the Staff
of Col. Dutton, commanding 3d Brigade, 3d Division, 9th Army Corps.
July 1863, appointed Actg. Asst. Inspector General in the same Brigade
then commanded by Brig. Gen. W. H. P. Steere. Januaiy 1864, ap-
pointed Asst. Inspector Genei-al of all the troops defending Norfolk and
Portsmouth, Va., then commanded by Gen. George W. Getty. A])ril
1864 a^ppointed aide to Brig. Gen. Hiram Burnham commanding 2d
Brigade, 1st Division, 18th Army Corps.
July 1864, apjiointed Asst. Adjt. General on the staff of Col. A. F.
Stevens commanding 1st Brigade, 1st Div. 18th Corps. September 1864
appointed Asst. Adjt. General on the staff of Gen. Gilman Marston com-
manding 1st Div, 18th Corps, and continued in the same position wliile
that Division was subsequently conunanded by Gen, J, B. Carr and Maj.
Gen. Charles Devens. While that Division, as the 3d Div, 24th Corps,
was commanded by Gen. Devens he served as Judge Advocate on his
staff.
After the occupation of Richmond he served as Recorder of the com-
mission appointed to try all criminal offenses in that city. He was pro-
moted successively from First Lieutenant of Co. B to Captain of Co. A
May 30, 1864 ; to Major by brevet April 3, 1865 ; and to Lieut. Colonel
by brevet April 3, 1865.
Since the war he has held numerous civil offices, and among them that
of Judge of the Police Court of Somerville, Mayor of Somerville for 1878,
1870 and 1880, Massachusetts State Senator from First District for 1882,
1883 and 1884, and was President of the Massachusetts State Senate
for the session of 1884.
Capt. James M, Durell was mustered in as First Lieutenant in Co, E,
having assisted in recruiting that Company. He acted as Adjutant of
the Thirteenth for a time in the latter part of 1863, previous to his pro-
motion to the j)osition of Captain. He commanded Co. C from the time
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of his promotion until he was detached with his Company, and placed in
command of Redoubt McConihe on Sept. 1, 1864. This Redoubt is six
or eight hundred yards from the James, on the Bermuda Hundred line.
About Sept. 15th, Capt. Durell was appointed a member of a General
Court Martial convened at Gen. Stannard's Hdqrs, There were about
ten officers in this court, which was adjourned on account of thg battle of
Fort Harrison. Capt. Durell was ordered back to Redoubt McConihe ;
the rest went into that battle, and eight or nine of the number were
either killed or wounded. The smoke could be seen, and the cannonade
heard at Redoubt McConihe, while the battle was going on.
Nov. 27, 1864, Capt. Durell was appointed Acting aide de camp on
the Staff of Brig. Gen. C. K. Graham, commanding Defenses of Bermuda
Hundred, and afterwai'ds in command of the Naval Brigade.
Gen. Graham and Staff were invited by Gen. Butler to accompany
him while on the first expedition to attack Fort Fisher, and did so, Capt.
Durell being one of the party.
A flag of truce appeared from the rebel lines in front of a fort, built
in the corner of the wheat-field where the 13th were encamped May 22,
1864, and now commanded by Lieut, Day. Capt. Durell was sent to
meet the rebel officer bearing the flag, between the lines, and to do so
passed through the deep ravine in front. On this occasion Capt. Durell
received a letter from Gen. Lee to Gen. Grant, concerning an exchange
of prisoners, and returning with it to Gen. Grant's Hdqrs., gave it to a
member of Gen. Grant's staff, who read it, and then passed it to Gen.
Grant, who happened to come into the tent while he was reading it.
Gen. Grant at once read the letter, and then referring to the second attack
upon Fort Fisher remarked : *' Terry is going to take Wilmington— but
we will allow the exchange to be made." He then replied by letter to
Gen. Lee, and Capt. Durell again passed through the lines, and this ra-
vine, and delivered the letter to the member of Gen. Lee's staff appointed
to receive it.
March 3, 1865, Capt. Durell was ordered to proceed on board the
gunboat ' Chamberlain,' and notify the commanders of gunboats ' Moss
Wood ' and ' Jessup ' to report at Fortress Monroe. The three boats
were to move from Fortress Monroe by noon on March 4th, upon an
expedition to Fredericksburg, under command of Gen. Roberts. Capt.
Durell then proceeded in the night to the mouth of the Rappahannock
to notify the commander of the naval forces there that the troojis for
the expedition would be up by midnight that night. As Capt. Durell's
gunboat was approaching the guard-boat, on duty there, within hailing
distance, the commander of the guard-boat trained his guns and made
ready to fire, thinking that Durell's gunboat was approaching a little
too near, and shouted that he would blow them out of the water if they
advanced another fathom, or less polite words to that effect, and com-
munication had to be made from an open row-boat approaching under
the rifles of the guard-ship's ' marines.' Capt. Durell, as aide, represented
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Gen. Graham on this expedition, which proceeded ta Fretlericksburg,
destroyed twenty car loads of tobacco, toi'e up a portion of the raih-oad,
and burned a large amount of supplies collected for the rebel army.
From this expedition Capt. Durell was ordered to report at White
House Landing, to Gen. Sheridan by 10 a. m., on March 24th. Here
Gen. Sheridan ordered Durell to remain in the river until his entire force
of cavalry was out of sight, then to return to Bermuda Hundi'ed. While
at White House Gen. Sheridan and his staff, and other officers in his
command, were very short of provisions, and DurelFs boat steamed to
Yorktown and 2)rocured supj^lies, and among the lot were several barrels
of oysters procured especially for Gen. Sheridan and his staff.
April 2d Capt. Durell was appointed Actg. Asst. Adjt. General on the
staff of the Naval Brigade, where Capt. Nathaniel Low Jr. was serving
as Asst. Quarter-master.
May 9th he was appointed a member of a board of three officers
convened to examine the list of indigent persons receiving Government
aid at Portsmouth and Norfolk, Va., from which duty he was relieved on
June 8th.
Having served on several other special duties, in boards of survey, ap-
praisal, etc., Capt. Durell was relieved from his position on the staff of
Gen. Graham and the Naval Brigade, in order to be mustered out of
the service ; and being furnished with letters of high commendation, was
ordered on June 14, 1865 to report to the Thirteenth.
Capt. Lewis P. Wilson was mustered into the service as Second Lieu-
tenant of Co. G. He served with the Regiment tlirough the Battle of
Fredericksburg, Siege of Suffolk, and the Battle of Providence Church
Road. Here he was severely bruised by a spent bullet, but continued on
duty and was not reported as wounded.
In July 1863 he was ordered to report with a detachment of three offi-
cers and six men for duty at the draft rendezvous at Concord, N. H., Gen.
Hinks commanding the Post. Here Lieut. Wilson had a varied series
of duties, on court martial and guard duty, as Post Adjutant and Com-
missary of recruits, etc., until April 16, 1864, when he was ordered from
there to report for duty to Gen. Devens at Galloujj's Island. On the
23d he was ordered to proceed to Fortress Monroe with a party of re-
cruits. He then reported for duty to the Regiment at Yorktown.
May 3, 1864, he was by order of Gen. W. F. Smith, commanding
18th Corps, appointed Cliief of Ambulance Corps of the First Division
18th Army Corps, in which duty he served until the end of the war. He
had about 150 men. Acting for a long time in this capacity in the 1st
Div. 18th Corps, which afterwards became the 3d Division of the 24th
Corps, Capt. Wilson had the pleasure and honor of serving in succes-
sion on the Division staffs of Generals Brooks, Marston, Stannard and
Devens commanding Division, and on Acting Corps staff with Generals
Smith, Ord, Terry, Gibbon and Weitzel, commanding Corps, and was
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with the command in every fight the Corps had. He took his ambu-
lance corps also into Richmond at the earliest moment.
During the more than a year of this service, Capt. Wilson states that
he was enabled to avoid leaving a single wounded man on the battle-field
over night, excepting once. On October -8, 1864, in the flank movement
to Fair Oaks, though he had over forty ambulance wagons and also used
all the baggage wagons there were to be had, he could not transport all
the wounded ; and left two hospital tents standing, and many wounded
men in them, in charge of a Surgeon, who was captured, taken to Rich-
mond, and in a few days released and sent within the Union lines.
Capt. Wilson was specially commended by Surgeon General Barnes,
who inspected his ambulance train, while the Corps was operating in
front of Petersburg. Turning to Dr. Sukely, Medical Director of the
18th Corps, Surgeon Gen. Barnes remarked that " Capt. Wilson's Ambu-
lance Corps and train was the best one in the whole army ; " and this was
considered a well deserved compliment.
On June 20, 1865, he rejoined the Regiment, was mustered out with
it the next day, and placed in charge of all the muster-out papers, blanks
and records of the Companies and Regiment, and turned them over to
Major Silvey, chief mustering officer, in New Hampshire.
Capt. Charles H. Curtis of C served with that Company in the Battle
of Fredericksburg Dec. 1862. When Lieut. M. A. Sliav/ of I was
wounded Dec. 13th, Lieut. Curtis was placed in command of Co. I on
the battle-field, and retained the command until some time in January
1863, when he was relieved at his own request, and rejoined Co. C. He
remained on duty with Co. C until Sept. 1863, meanwhile commanding
it on the raid ujj the Peninsula in June and July, and serving frequently
as Judge Advocate of regimental courts martial. In September 1863, by
order of Gen. Getty, commanding 3d Div. 9th Corps, he was detailed as
Judge Advocate of a General Court Martial convened at Portsmouth, Va.
On completing that duty and shortly after rejoining the Regiment, he
was detailed by order of Gen. Butler as Judge Advocate of a General
Coui't Martial convened at Norfolk, Va. On completing that duty in
February 1864, he was granted a leave of absence, and went home to New
Hamjishire to vote.
On the day the leave expired, he was detailed to command the ])rovost
guard stationed at Portsmouth, Va., the guard being composed of about
one hundred men and Lieutenants Sherman and Dustin, all of the Thir-
teenth. The accident to this detachment while on its way to Yorktown
is mentioned under date of May 11, 1864. While on his way to rejoin
the Thirteenth he was by order of Gen. Burnham detailed as Actg. Asst.
Quarter-master on his staff. This service continued until the Brigade
was reorganized in July 1864, when he was appointed temporarily as
acting regimental Quarter-master by Lt. Col. Smith, then commanding
the Thirteenth. Soon after this he was promoted to Captain, axad as-
sumed command of Co. F.
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He was appointed Actg. Asst. Inspector General by order of Col.
Edgar N. CuUen, commanding 3d Brig. 3d Div. 18tli Army Corps, tak-
ing the position vacated by Capt. Julian's expiration of term of service.
His services were continued in this position by Brig. Gen. E. H. Ripley,
who succeeded Col. CuUen in command of the Brigade, until his muster-
out on June 21, 1865. Capt. Curtis says— as well he may : " The
greatest satisfaction I have in thinking of my army experience is from
the fact that I was always in good health, ready and able to do any duty
when my services were required, during my entire term of service."
Capt. William J. Ladd, when Second Lieutenant of Co. K, was ap-
pointed Ordnance Officer on the staff of Gen. Getty, at Suffolk, Va., in
AjH-il 1863.
Just before Gen. Getty was succeeded in the command of the Third
Division of the 9th Corps by Gen. Heckman, Lieut. Ladd was appointed
assistant Commissary of Musters by the Secretary of War, and held that
office until the close of the war.
May 30, 1864, he received a commission as First Lieutenant.
He was appointed aide on the staff of Gen. Brooks, commanding the
1st Div. 18th Army Corps, in place of Capt. Parsons, who was killed in
the Battle of Cold Harbor, and served on Gen. Brooks' staff until he re-
signed.
He was promoted Captain United States Volunteers by brevet, for
gallant and meritorious services, to date from March 13, 1865.
First Lieut. Milton H. Hardy, Co. G, was mustered as a private, and
rose through the several non-commissioned grades, while serving with his
Company, to First Sergeant, being appointed as such August 20, 1864.
In October 1864 he was detailed fi*om his Company to act as Sergeant
Major of the Thirteenth, and served in that capacity for a considerable
time, in jilace of Sergt. Major Hodgdon, who was wounded Sept. 30 at
Fort Harrison. March 9, 1865, he was commissioned as First Lieuten-
ant of Co. G, and immediately took command of that Company in the
absence of Capt. Wilson ; and retained that position until mustered out of
the service with the Regiment.
Jan. 16, 1864, he was, by command of Gen. B. F. Butler, detailed to
report to Capt. Brown, at Norfolk, Va., and by him placed in charge of the
famous Sylvester Farm, bordering on the Dismal Swamp. Here his
duties were to look after and provide for the colored people, about fifty
In number, an irregular band who were quartered upon the farm, and also
to cultivate the farm as much as possible. The work was done, mostly,
by colored help and condemned horses. With this ii-regular sort of help,
however, Sergt. Hardy succeeded in bringing about 300 acres of the farm
under a luxuriant crop of corn and grain, when August 16, 1864, he was
relieved and joined his Company in the trenches before Petersburg ; there-
after remaining with the Regiment until mustered out of the service.
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Lieut. Nathan D. Chapman was mustered In as a private in Co. B, and
served through all the grades of Corporal and Sergeant to First Sergeant
of his Company, and while First Sergt. of Co. B he served for seven or
eight days as commander of Co. D, during the Battle of Cold Harbor.
He served with his Company and Regiment in every one of its battles
and marches during its term of service, and commanded Co. B after the
occupation of Richmond, in the absence of Capt. Marshall Saunders, who
was detailed on sjjecial service. June 15, 1865, he received a commis-
sion as Second Lieutenant of Co. B, but owing to depletion in the num-
bers of the Regiment he could not be mustered.
At the first competitive examination for prize furloughs under the
orders of Gen. Gibbon, Sergt. M. C. Shattuck of B received the prize
due to the Thirteenth. See Jan. 21, 1865. At a later examination
an amusing scene took place at Division Hdqrs. Sergt. Nathan D. Chap-
man of B, the subject of this sketch, and another soldier in the Division,
were sent there on March 5, 1865, to compete for the prize furlough.
They were a well matched pair, and had already baffled the discrimina-
tion of the Brigade commander. Arriving at Division Hdqrs. the Gen-
eral commanding put them through the entire manual of arms several times
apiece, stood them up together and turned them to all views while they
drilled, and in his puzzled frame of mind would probably have ordered
them to stand upon their heads, if that had been regarded as a military
exercise ; finally after a long drill and examination, the lookers on being
as much puzzled as he was, in sheer desperation at his inability to justly
decide between the two, the General cut the knot by passing out a twenty
days' furlough to each competitor, and directed them to report to their
connnanders forthwith.
The Medical and Surgical, or Hospital, Department of the Thirteenth,
from the beginning to the end of its term of service, was honorably offi-
cered and ably managed, and never referred to as second to that of any
other regiment. This Department was organized with Dr. George B.
Twitchell of Keene as Surgeon, Dr. Samuel A. Richardson of Marlboro
as 1st Asst. Surgeon, Dr. John Sullivan of Exeter as 2d Asst. Surgeon,
and John J. Whittemore of Nashua as Hosjsital Steward. Whittemore
was the first to withdraw — having been taken seriously ill on the first day
the Reg. spent in Virginia. His place was filled soon afterwards by Royal
B. Prescott, of Nashua, as Hospital Steward. Dr. Twitchell was called
to a higher position early in 1863, and his place was taken by Dr. Rich-
ardson as Surgeon ; Dr. Sullivan moving up to First Assistant.
Of Surgeon Richardson, Prescott— Hospital Steward — writes as fol-
lows : " He was detached from the Regiment a great deal, both as Bri-
gade Surgeon, Surgeon of special expeditions, and as Surgeon-in-chief of
the Corps Hospital at Point of Rocks, on the Appomattox, but he made
frequent visits to the Reg., and was always glad to extend to it whatever
privileges and favors it was in his power to bestow. There is not a sur-
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vivor of the Reg. who does not reniembev that jovial soul with feelings
of the liveliest gratitude and pleasure. He was as a father to all of the
' boys.' and his interest in them never wavered nor abated. The sick
looked forward to his visits with pleasure, and took fresh hope and cour-
age from his inspiring words ; his expansive smile was in itself sufficient
to light up the entire hospital. He was universally beloved for his
geniality, his deep and ready sympathy, and his boundless charity and
generosity."
In the absence of its own Surgeon while Surgeon Richardson was near,
either at Brigade or Corps Hdqrs., he interested himself in all severe
cases of wounds or sickness occurring among the members of the Thir-
teenth, and thus a feeling of confidence was inspired. The men believed
that somehow " Dr. Rich " would take care of them. His promotion to
Surgeon took place April 1, 1863. On April 25, 1864, he was appointed
Acting Medical Director of the 2d Brigade, 1st Division, 18th Army
Corps. Dec. 6, 1864, he was assigned to duty at the Corps Hospital,
following in the same position in the 24th Corps, and on June 8, 1865,
was appointed Surgeon-in-charge of the same. He died at Marlboro,
N. H., June 19, 1884.
Surgeon Richardson had a most remarkable faculty for story telling,
and for finding and 'drawing out ' the odd characters among the citizens,
soldiers and negroes ; they were always ready to talk with him, and to
exhibit to him their peculiar traits without reserve.
He enjoyed repeating his side-splitting accounts of this or that affair,
to the patients in Hospital— declaring that a hearty laugh would do a
patient more good than a pint of medicine.
Dr. Horatio N. Small came to the Reg. in May 1863. Upon his leav-
ing the Reg. in the following August, to accept promotion as Surgeon of
the 10th N. H., his place was supplied by Dr. Ezekiel Morrill, of Concord,
until Nov. 1864, when he was promoted to Surgeon of the 1st N. H.
Heavy Artillery. Meanwhile, in August 1864, Asst. Surgeon SuUivan
had resigned because of long continued ill health.
Hospital Steward Prescott received promotion Oct. 28, 1864, to a First
Lieutenancy, after over two years of incessant toil, and care of wounds,
breaks, burns, cuts, smashes, crushes, perforations, amputations, and all
the ills that the flesh of thirteen hundred soldiers can possibly be heir to
— to say nothing of the special gratuities ; and the only furlough, vaca-
tion or respite he had in all that time was a brief detachment as patient
in the small-pox pest house. Even after his promotion as Lieutenant, he
was called upon to prescribe in numerous cases of sickness, in the absence
of Surgeons.
The Thirteenth in the changes and losses in its Medical Department
was deprived of medical servi(!e, for long periods, by its own skilled and
experienced medical men, and had to ' borrow ' from other regiments.
However, by this time the survivors present for duty were so tanned, in-
side and out, and callous on all surfaces, like hand-palms inured to con-
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stant contact with rough and hard materials, that it mattered little what
the doses were, or whether the drugs were taken allopathically or homoeo-
pathically ; at retail or at wholesale ; it was safe to practice on the rule
that " A pint is a pound the wide world round." One memher of the
Quarter-master's department (13th) could with impunity take quinine hy
the spoonful, and wash it down with any fluid that first came to hand.
Daniel W. Butterfield succeeded Prescott as Hospital Steward (and
we think his family, to this day, somewhere, has possession of the medical
chest and its apparatus belonging to the Thirteenth Regiment, and sev-
eral books and records besides). Butterfield had a long experience as
assistant about the hospital, and as nurse, and became very proficient, and
far better qualified than many Hospital Stewards.
Prescott writes of him in this capacity : " A man was brought to the
hospital sick. Butterfield took the first prescribed dose of medicine to
him. The man inquired what it was ; ' 'T ain't none o' your b-b-b-usiness
what it is,' stammered Butterfield, taking his short black pipe out of his
mouth, ' that is the d-d-doctor's affair. All you have got to do is to
t-t-t-take it.' ' I won't have it,' retorts the man, ' itsmells nasty and I won't
take it,' and he set down the cup in a determined manner and laid his
head wearily on the pillow. In a moment more he raised his head and
said : ' I 'd like some of that gruel, though.' ' All r-r-right,' said Butter-
field, and taking up the rejected cup of medicine he started for the cook-
house for the gruel.
" Arriving again at the hospital door, Butterfield slyly poured the medi-
cine into the gruel and advanced briskly to the bedside stirring the villan-
ous mixture vigorously with a spoon as he went. ' H-h-here you are now ;
drink it right down while it is h-h-ot,' remarked Butterfield, and the man
drank it to the last drop without a word. Receiving the bowl again,
Butterfield turned away, a smile of triumph lighting up his face, remark-
ing : ' T-t-there 's more than one way to k-kUl a c-c-cat. The c-c-country
would go to the d-d-dogs pretty quick, if these fellows were allowed to
h-h-have their own way about things.' "
Butterfield served as Hospital Steward to the end of the Regiment's
term of service, and was mustered out with it. He had small mercy
with ' playing sick '— malingering. One morning at a Surgeon's call
the writer heard a man — a malingerer— say that he was too sick to
be in his tent and ought to be sent to the hospital, and went on describ-
ing his diseases, a long list of them. Buttei-field near by remarked :
" Y-y-yes, Doctor, send him in. Any man who w-w-w-wants hospital, ouglit
to have all the h-h-h-hospital he wants— that's m-m-miiitary."
Manson S. Brown of C carried the Hospital knapsack upon all marches
and battle-fields. He represented a traveling drug store, stocked and
provided, from the inside of his boot legs up through all his pockets to
the lining of his cap, with medical materials and appliances of every de-
scription known to the army practice. No one would have been much
surprised at any time to see him pull a stretcher, or a hosj^ital cot-bed
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of some folding pattern, out of liis capacious pockets. What he carried
with him no one knew — hut whatever was wanted he could somehow
produce at once ; straps, strings, handages, bottles, paper, thread, twine,
needles, plates, knives, spoons, tumblers, surgical instruments, and drugs
in almost any variety.
Surgeon Horatio N. Small first entered the United States military ser-
vice as Asst. Surgeon in the 17th New Hampshire, which was consolidated
with the 2d N. H., April 16, 1863. He was commissioned Asst. Surgeon
in the 13th N. H. May 7, 1863, and served with the Thirteenth until
August 20, 1863, when he received a commission as Surgeon in the 10th
N. H. For a part of the time while the 13th was in the 9th and 18th
Corps, he acted as Brigade Surgeon. He was also a member of the
operating sui-gical staff of the 24th Corps until the close of the war.
During the hard work and exposure of the spring and summer of 1864,
he contracted the prevalent malarial disorders in a severe form. Early
in September 1864 he was ordered upon a tour of Hospital inspections,
with orders to report to the Surgeon General at Washington. On his
arrival there he was suffering from chills and fever to such a degree that
he was granted a leave of absence for twenty days from September 8th,
instead of being ordered upon any service. He went home to Lancaster,
N. H., but had been at home only a few days, when the news came of
the two battles at Fort Harrison, and the severe losses in the 10th and
13th Regiments. His leave had already been extended, as he was still unfit
for duty ; nevertheless, he resolved to start immediately for the front,
and did so as soon as he could. It troubled him greatly that he was not
there. To use his own words : " The boys at the front need me. I
have promised to look out for them. I must go back at once." He left
home for the front about October 8th, and before the extension of his
leaA'e had expired. He was really unable to travel, had to take short
distances, and did not reach the Regiment until October 17th. He re-
mained with the 10th Regiment and Brigade nearly all the time after
this until the end of the war ; and after leaving the Thirteenth he was
many times called upon in the interest of sick and wounded men in the
13th, always responding with a willing hand.
After peace was restored he settled in Portland, Maine, where he soon
acquired an extensive medical practice, and to the day of his death justly
occupied a foremost place among the practitioners in that city and vicin-
ity. In 1866 he was appointed one of the United States Pension Ex-
aminers, which office he held mitil 1885, when he resigned. In 1874 he
was appointed Instructor in Portland Medical School, which position he
held until he died. In 1878, when the Marine General Hospital was es-
tablished, he was elected Attending Physician on the Hospital staflF, which
position he also always retained. He was also Asst. Surgeon on Gov.
Connor's staff.
He was intensely devoted to his profession, and to the interests of his
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patients, quickly winning the confidence of all persons with whom he
came in contact. The clieerfulness of his face and voice was but the out-
ward manifestation of his happy disposition, and this with his sterling
qualities made him always welcome in every company. He maintained
a most lively interest in all his old army comrades and acquaintances,
with ever an open and helping hand and heart for all who needed his
aid or assistance. His conduct through all was marked by the qualities
which ever distinguish a pure, noble and exemplary life. As his work
grew hartler with the incessant calls of his ever extending practice, and
of his public jiosition, the malarial infirmities contracted in the army
increased, and he died, in Portland, December 29, 1886, from a brain
disease caused by malarial poisoning and excessive hard work.
Lieut. S. Millett Thompson was born in Barnstead, N. H., April 27,
1838, the son of Stephen Jones Thomjjson and Nancy (Griffin) Thompson,
of Durham, and Lee, N. H. Besides the families here mentioned, he is
descended from Hon. Thomas Millet, of Dover, N, H., prominent in Col-
onial affairs, Capt. AVilliam Gerrish of Berwick, the Emerson, Waldron,
and several other families of Dover district ; and it maybe proi)er to
add is a lineal descendant of David Thompson, Gent., Scotchman, the first
permanent white settler in Massachusetts Bay, he having settled there
on ' Thompson's Island,' in Boston Harbor, in the spring of 1619, and
in 1623 was leader of the Laconia Colony settling at Piscataqua, New
Hampshire.
On both the paternal and maternal sides his ancestors were officers and
soldiers in the Indian wars, the war of the Revolution, and later on in
the New Hampshire militia organizations ; besides others his father (S.
J. T.) having between 1832 and 1835 risen from private to Captain in
the Sixth Company of the old Tenth Infantry ; and his great-grandfather
John Griffin having served as an officer in the Continental Army under
Gen. Greene, and later holding commission in the New Hampshire
militia, with rank of Lieut. Colonel, under Maj. Gen. John Sullivan.
See also page 199.
Lieut. Thompson fitted at Phillips Exeter Academy for the Sophomore
class at Harvard, studied medicine for a year with Dr. Ira Allen, at Rox-
bury Mass., and then enlisted as a private in the Thirteenth. Four
months' sojourn in a military hospital so utterly disgusted him with the
medical profession, thqt after his discharge from the service he went to
work as a book-keeper, being unable from lameness caused by his wolind
to engage in any more active calling. Later he engaged in business con-
nected with machinery and steam work, still later in Insurance and as
Treasurer of a Western Land Company.
He was present in every march, skirmish and battle in which the Thir-
teenth was engaged until wounded, and then compelled to leave the ser-
vice much against his will. Some time before this, sympathizing strongly
with Capt. Charles O. Bradley, who did eventually join the regular ser-
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vice, he h:ul commenced a course of study with a sj)ecial view of joining
the regular army. Though having, previous to the battle at Battery
Five, received three bullet holes through his clothing, and a small slit
in his cap from a piece of shell, he somehow felt almost as sure he would
not be killed in battle as if he had received a special revelation to that
effect. With the excej^tion of taking the compulsory whiskey rations
two or three times while an enlisted man, he let intoxicants alone while
in the army ; and to this day feels that he owes his life to his temperate
habits and strict abstention from intoxicants and alcohol in every form
;
he would under no other circumstances have recovered from the wound
received at Battery Five, and the severe attack of gangrene while in
hospital.
The Band of the Thirteenth was first organized at Concord, by select-
ing the two musicians belonging to each Company, which gave a member-
ship of about twenty men to commence with. There were many changes.
The Band remained with the Reg. until Jan. 20, 1863, when it became
a Brigade Band, with the understanding that the Band should always re-
main in the same brigade with the Thirteenth. This was done in justice
to the 13th, who had contributed about S700 for the original purchase of
the instruments. The Band thus remained with the Reg. nearly all the
time, and came home with it at the last.
William M. Critchley was Band Master and Leader during the three
years. Charles E. Graham served as Sergeant of the Band for the first
year and a half ; he received a commission as Second Lieutenant in a
colored regiment, and for the balance of the three years Charles W.
Washburn served as Sergeant. Henry G. Parshley, by some considered
the best nuisician in the Band, died of diphtheria. Henry Snow, Albion
K. P. Shaw, and one or two others, were discharged the service because
of sickness. A few members of the Band were supplied by other regi-
ments in the brigade.
The Dirge most frequently played at funerals was the ' Dead March
in Saul.' The Band played that march through nineteen times at the
funeral of Lieut. Sanborn, who was shot by Dr. Wright of Norfolk. His
remains had been sent home several days before this funeral was cele-
brated. All the colored troops in the Department were present at the fu-
neral and our Band was engaged to play by the First Regiment of U. S.
colored ti'oops.
The above items about the Band were furnished to the writer by Sergt.
Charles W. Washburn, who adds : " We had the good fortune to be in
the first Division to enter Richmond, and to blow our horns."
" When the Band was mustered out of the service each man was
given the instrument which he had used, and I have mine to-day " (1886).
James M. Caswell.
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" Company K, Thirteenth, was organized in Portsmouth, N. H., in the
months of August and September 1862 ; 135 men enlisted for this Com-
pany, 115 of whom went to Concord to be mustered into the service. It
was intended at first that the Company should join the Ninth Regiment,
but Jacob I. Storer having obtained a commission as Major of the Thir-
teenth requested that these men be retained for that regiment, which re-
quest was granted, and 98 men of the 115 were, assigned to Company K
in the Thirteenth. Of the remaining number William J. Ladd was mus-
tered as Sergeant Major, Edwin Lesley was appointed Cor])oral, after-
wards Sergeant, in Company F, five or six were assigned to Company E,
and the rest returned to their homes.
" Of the 101 officers and men who constituted this Company, 42 were
enlisted by Capt. Betton, 22 by Lieut. Goss, 18 by Lieut. Coffin, 2 by
George W. Towle and 1 by J. N. Brown ; 77 went from Portsmoutli, 17
fi-om Rye, 6 from Newington, and 1 from Seabrook.
" Sergeant Robert M. Spinney and Corporal Jacob Ormerod were jiro-
^ Took Henry G. Parshley' s place after he died.
2 After Abel Jackson was discharg-ed. There may have been other members of
the Band, but this is the most authentic list that can now be found. — S. M. T.
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moted to commissioned officers of colored troops. Benjamin F. Winn
was promoted to First Lieutenant of Co. B, but was not mustered because
of the early muster-out of the Regiment. William M. Critchley Jr. was
appointed leader of the Band of the Thirteenth— afterwards a Brigade
Band— and Nathan Whalley second leader ; six men in all from Com-
pany K, were members of this Band.
" Company K was a good Company, second to none ; and I always felt
highly honored by having been the commander of such a patriotic, brave
and efficient body of soldiers." Capt. Betton.
Three men of Company B — Corporal Charles B. Saunders, Sergt.
David E. Proctor and Sergt. George T. Woodward — occujiied the same
tent, or hut, in the winter camp at Fort Tillinghast. Proctor proposed
that all the three apply for commissions in colored regiments. The other
two ' sat down ' upon the proposition — heavy. Then one of them re-
pented and projiosed the same thing in return to Proctor ; the result of
their plans was an earnest study for examination. All three were success-
ful, and received commissions, Sanders as Fii-st Lieutenant, Proctor and
Woodward as Captains. The three were assigned to the 30th U. S. C. T.
Capt. Proctor left the Thirteenth and joined the 30th C. T. March 3,
1864, two days before he was twenty-one years of age. The 30th with
other colored regiments had charge of the wagon trains on the march from
the Rapidan to the James, arriving in front of Petersburg June 18th. It
belonged to the 4th Division of the 9th Army Corps. It was engaged
continuously in the operations carried on in front of Petersburg during
the summer.
"At the explosion of the Mine July 30th," writes Capt. Proctor, "we
went in three hours after the mine was fired. The 30th was the leading
regiment. I had command of the first division of two comjianies, and
such position brought me in the advance of the Avhole charging column. It
was bloody work. My Company went in with 58 men, and 33 of that
number were killed, wounded or missing."
The 30th did duty with the 9th Corps until Nov. 27, 1864, when it
was transferred to the Army of the James, in the 3d Div. of the 10th
Corps. Also took part in both of the Fort Fisher expeditions. Then
joined Gen. Sherman's army in North Carolina. AVas mustered out Dec.
10, 1865.
Nov. 28, 1864, Capt. Proctor was severely wounded in his right hip,
while in command of the picket of the 30th near an old mill upon a creek
which flows into the Appomattox — Proctor's Creek (but so named an-
ciently), — and rejoined his Regiment, after many weeks of suffering and
hospital life. May 28, 1865. He was promoted Major by brevet, to date
from March 1.3, 1865, for gallant and meritorious conduct.
Charles B. Saunders served with the Thirteenth in all of its marches and
engagements until March 1, 1864, when he was discharged, and commis-
sioned a First Lieutenant in the 30th U. 8. C. T. He served with this regi-
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ment until mustered out on Dec. 10, 1865. Dui'Ing the march from the
Rapidan to the James the 30th was frequently hurried out of cohmin into
battle order to repel rebel attacks, but did not come to any engagement,
except at Old Church, Va., where the picket line alone was attacked by a
small force of rebel cavalry, which was easily repulsed.
The 30th was brought under fire frequently, during the summer, on the
Petersburg front, up to July 30th, when it engaged in the charge succeed-
ing the Mine explosion. Here Lieut. Saunders was captured, and with
the exception of about a week at Petersburg and Danville, Va., was held
as a prisoner of war at Columbia, S. C, until March 1, 1865, when he
came into the Union line at Wilmington, N. C, under parole.
When Richmond was surrendered he was on a leave of absence as a
paroled prisoner, and completely broken in health. After his return to
his regiment in May 1865, he was urged by its Colonel to accept a Cap-
taincy, his health, however, was very poor, and not feeling equal to the
additional duties necessarily demanded in that higher position, he declined.
He served as Adjutant of the 30th from June 1865 to the time of mus-
ter-out Dec. 10, 1865. He received no wounds while in the service, but
suffered in health severely for a long period because of the rigors of the
southern prison life and from starvation, exposure and chronic diarrhoea.
He is now, 1887, a physician of extensive and lucrative practice in Acton
Centre, Massachusetts.
Sergt. George T. Woodward served vnth the Thirteenth until March 1,
1864, when he was mustered out, receiving a commission as Captain in
the 30th U. S. C. T. He followed the fortunes of the 30th with his com-
patriots Proctor and Saunders, the three also always tenting together, up
to the Mine explosion, when he was severely wounded in the arm. Re-
covering and rejoining his regiment, he was present in both the Fort
Fisher exj^editlons. At the capture of that fort he commanded the
courier line established by Brev. Maj. Gen. Charles J. Paine command-
ing 3d Div., 10th Corps, in which position he earned and received the
highest commendations of that Genei-al and of the other officers. He
received promotion as Major by brevet, to date from March 13, 1865, for
gallant and meritorious conduct.
Jiily 1. Sat. Rainy. The Tliirteenth is paid off for six months by
Paymaster Henry McFarland, and the members receive their final dis-
charge from the service in the forenoon. In the afternoon they turn in
their guns and equipments, form their last line of battle in the rear of
their stacks of arms, hear— and obey— their last military command :
" Break Ranks — March .' "
Just three years and a day have passed since the call of President Lin-
coln for volunteers was issued under which enlistments immediately com-
menced for the Thirteenth, the survivors of which at the close of this day
are speeding to their homes.
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The members of the Thirteenth now form part of a body of 800,000
men, who like themselves have been discharged the military service of the
United States within a few recent weeks ; men, who have fought in hun-
dreds of battles — 2,261 the record runs— some of them ranking high
among the greatest battles of history ; men, who are now hurrying home-
ward to every city, town and hamlet in the whole East, North and West
;
men, who are passing at will, without guard or escort, without violence or
jar, and all as quietly as if their immediate four years of tremendous war
were but a natural and commonplace incident of an American citizen's
life ; men, who but a few short hours ago stepped from out the most grim,
terrible and destructive lines of battle the world has ever seen, to enter at
once upon all the quiet paths, vocations and industries of profoundest
peace, — in the land they have freed, in the Union they have saved, in
the mighty Nation their hard blows have welded when never so hot ;
and men who now as citizens will sternly but kindly hold all they have
so firmly welded, until it cools. Of such another scene history is dumb.
" The only National Debt we can never pay, is the Debt that America
owes to these victorious Union Soldiers."
New Hampshire Adjt. General's Report. Vol 2, for 1865, page 339 :
" The Thirteenth bore an honorable part in fifteen engagements, the
names of which are inscribed on its colors. No officer of the command
has ever been cashiered or dismissed the service. One half or more of
its officers are on detached service in various capacities in the army,
while the general intelligence and honesty of its men have won for the
Regiment a character for trustworthiness, efficiency and integrity in the
discharge of their duties, second to none in the service. It has captured
five pieces of artillery in one charge, and with its Division taken sixteen
pieces more ; has captured three battle flags, and taken more prisoners
from the enemy than the number in its own ranks ; and has never been
driven from the field, or from its positions by the enemy."
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OFFICIAL MONTHLY REPORTS BY COMMANDERS OF THE
THIRTEENTH.
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The Thirteenth served all its tenii in Virginia, excepting the few days'
march through Maryland. It was present in engagements where nearly
50,000 Union soldiers were officially reported killed or wounded.
From the best information the writer can obtain, it appears that the
average age of the officers and men of the Thirteenth was a little under
twenty-five years ; average height, five feet eight inches ; a great major-
ity of the members having blue eyes, darkish hair and light complexion.
The Thirteenth was in :
The Defenses of Washington, Gen. Silas Casey's Division, from our
arrival in Virginia on October 9th, up to the march to the Battle of
Fredericksburg on Dec. 1, 1862.
Ninth Corps during the Battle of Fredericksburg, and until June 19,
1863. Badge : Shield with anchor and cannon crossed.
Seventh Corps from June 19, 1863, to Aug. 1, 1863. Badge : Cres-
cent, the horns enclosing a five-pointed star.
Eighteenth Corps from Aug. 1, 1863, to Dec. 3, 1864. Badge : ' Clo-
ver-leaf ' cross, with two small triangles.
Twenty-fourth Corps from Dec. 3, 1863, to close of the war. Badge
:
Heart enclosing a heart.
The First Division of a Corps wore the badge in red ; the Second, in
white ; the Third, in blue.
The total number of enlistments in the Union army were, according
to the Century, 2,778,304. Capt. Phisterer, in his ' Statistical Record,'
states that the total number will exceed 2,850,000.
The South, with a population nearly half as large as that of the North,
and pressing into the Confederate army every boy and man it could
between the ages of 16 and 60, probably had a force more than half as
laro^e as that of the North, all acclimated and fighting on its own soil.
It is stated that the Union army which put down the Rebellion was^
as an average, not quite twenty-two years old— the Boys did it
!
VISIT SOUTH.
Having been provided by the Secretary of War, Hon. Robert T. Lin-
coln,^ and later by Hon. William C Endicott, with a ' Letter of introduc-
tion to Commanders of Departments and Posts, and Superintendents of
National Cemeteries,' I went to Virginia in May 1885, and spent several
weeks among the old camps and battle-fields where the Thirteenth was dur-
ing the war. I stopped at Lt. Col. Normand Smith's house for a week,
and with him visited the fields of Cold Harbor and Fair Oaks, Peters-
burg Front, Battery Five, Drury's Bluff, Fort Harrison, and the place of
entry into Richmond, April 3, 1865, following that march from the front
into the city.
He assisted in locating places and in measuring, pacing or estimating
1 Robert T. Lincoln was my classmate at Phillips Academy, Exeter, and I had the
pleasure of being: the first person to inform him of his father's first nomination for the
Presidency. — S. M. T.
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distances. The Thirteenth is greatly indebted to him for his time, his
team, his numerous notes and facts, and for the assistance that made the
sketches in this book possible. All was done by him with the whole-
hearted and generous cheerfulness characteristic of the man. His farm
is on the Charles City road, two or tlu'ee miles below Richmond. When
Fort Harrison was captured the Union cavalry penetrated to this farm,
for the purpose of attacking a large earth-work situated about one third
of a mile northward from where Lt. Col. Smith's house now stands.
While clearing the farm of brush after the war, he found several human
skeletons, but could not tell whether they were of Federals or Confeder-
ates. A portion of his land was occupied as a camp by Gen. Wade
Hampton's famous Black Horse Cavalry. This old cavalry camp is now
Lt. Col. Smith's favorite garden tract, where liis plow frequently turns
up sundry bits of Confederate army gear, together with saddle iron, mule
and horse shoes, and soldier's clay tobacco pipes— and now and then an
arrow head, an ancient memento of the dusky warriors of the famous old
Indian, King Powhatan.
From Richmond I went on a steamer down the James to Norfolk, and
from there visited the Soldiers' Home at Hampton— in war time the
Chesapeake Hospital— where now 1,500 Veterans are provided for;
saw them all seated at dinner, the most of them gray-haired men. In the
Cemetery, connected with this Home, are buried thirty-one members of
the Thirteenth, twenty-nine of them buried there in 1863-4. From
Norfolk I visited Fortress Monroe, obtaining there several convenient
maps. Afterwards visited Suffolk and vicinity, and went thence by rail
to Fredericksburg and Washington ; at the latter place receiving from
Maj. Gen. John G. Parke, for a long term commander of the 9th Corps,
the official maps traced in this book-
While in Virginia I talked freely with the citizens, and, with one ex-
ception, met with no one who in any way or degree appeared at all cross-
grained ; and this fellow was a mere little upstart of about twenty
summers. All others were pei'fectly cordial and gentlemanly ; in fact
the Southern soldiers, and people generally, are very agreeable for the
Northern soldiers to meet. The most expressed themselves as glad that
the war turned out just as it did. Several said expressly : " We now see
it was all for the best." One citizen of Richmond said : " The South
was educated to the States' rights idea, the North to the National idea ;
now we are all one, that root of evil, slavery, is gone, and we are all glad
of it. Before the war and during it here, the poor white man of the
non-slaveliolding class had little or no redress for mischiefs, insults or
wrongs done by the rich man's negro— but now any white man is just
as good as any nigger." The people were very free with reminiscences
of the war— and quite impartial as to which side they would talk upon
— but the most are quite out of place here.
The men I met discussed the war freely, holding that the Cold Harbor
battle was very important and the chief turning-point, forcing the war
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into a hopeless siege. Several held that the South should have estab-
lished a frontier, the one most easily defensible as against the North, and
then bent every energy to maintaining it ; keeping witbin its own terri-
tory, leaving losses of domain here and there for final treaty adjustment
in the event of Confederate success. There were similar mistakes made,
where in all the South lost 50,000 men beyond her legitimate borders, but
Gettysburg was the crowning blunder of all— the great Confederate
mistake. I will venture to add : Whenever a person shall ask the his-
torical conundrum : " At what battle did Gen. Lee surrender ? "— answer
:
At Cold Harbor.
It seemed to me that the South has a most troublesome and a fearfully
dangerous legacy inherited from slavery. There are good negroes, but
there are also great numbers whose life is dominated by their animal
propensities, immoral to the last degree ; we have no class like them here
in the North, and can form little idea of actual affairs from the press of
the South. The negroes swarm ; every bullet planted in the war seems
to have sprouted into a little negro ; and every shell, case and canister
shot turned into a dirty negro hut, ready and willing to burst with a
numei'ous tribe of more little negroes. One remai'k made to me by a
respectable native white man near Suffolk, I will give as a notion of
trouble ahead : "Neeg-urs here are gwine ter git erbuv 'emselfs fore soon,
er'ekn — 'f ther don't look-out."
Of the present condition of the old camps, battle-fields, forts and lines
of trenches, I may say they are as tame as the gorilla that was ' starved
to it ' a day too long— heavy, dead, limp, flat and uninteresting. They
are like champagne and soda, with all the ' sizz ' off. Their stillness is
jjositively painful. Trees, underbrush and vines have covered them, and
all their steep sides and sharp angles are rounded into huge ridges and
banks of earth ; they need forty cannon, two dozen drum corps and ten
thousand muskets, all in full snap, to make them seem at all natural.
On the whole my journey was to me very agreeable and interesting, as
was a similar but shorter trip in 1878 ; and I would earnestly advise
every Veteran, who can avail himself of the jirivilege, to visit the old
camp-grounds and battle-fields where he served while a soldier.
It seems best to the writer to add one fair, plain word in closing this
book. Altogether too much has been claimed for the Union army, in the
way of representing it, or parts of it, as all the time s})oiling for a fight,
anxious to meet the foe, eager for battle, cheering on the eve of an oppor-
tunity to wipe out the rebel army, enthusiastic heroes, glorying in gore,
tremendously given to ' chewing flint and steel and s])itting fire '— and all
that sort of bosh ; thus painting us as an army of ancient Jews, Arabs,
Bazouks, heathen and savages, and not as Christian soldiers. All that is
neither courage nor a commendable bravery, it is all a mere gross animal-
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ism, the way of dogs and bullies — any brute can act like that. Better
leave all that kind of stuff to those who love to write thus about the men
of the Southern army— and they would better quit ; it is no praise, but
the worst possible detraction from their manliness. Bloodthirstiness and
hate is no jiatriotism.
To fight for the sake of fighting was contrary to the spirit and genius
of the Northern army in this struggle — to build a Nation was the real
issue ; there was no instance, however, where combativeness was required
where our Regiment, at least, failed to furnish it in abundance ; and such
instances were extremely rare in the army in general. Beware the hand
of a man, slow to anger, when once you have roused him.
Excepting a few men, and they for the most part the floating ' soldiers
of fortune,' who were thrust in among the regular volunteers, the men of
the Union army were sustained by a high jjatriotism, and by the conscious-
ness of the justice, honor and right of their cause — they felt it through
and through ; and went into battle with the same cool, stern feelings with
which any sane and good man encounters danger to his life and limb :
because the honorable necessity is laid upon him. With all its faults, the
Northern army as a whole was good, honest, honorable and of clean grit.
There was much loud cheering over victories, no matter what the cost to
either side ; but no cheers, not one, that army ever gave over the rebel
wounded or dead, and no jeering at or insulting pi'isoners taken. A
clear sense of danger and a high purjiose is necessary to a noble courage
— this can face danger down ; this characterized the Northern army.
Curiously enough, after making the final copy of this page for the
press, the writer's attention was called to Maj. Gen. W. T. Sherman's
contribution to the Century Magazine for February 1888, in which he
writes (condensed) :
" We veterans believe that in 1861-5 we fought a holy war, with abso-
lute right on our side, with pure patriotism, and achieved a result which
enabled tlie United States of America to resume her glorious career in
the interest of all mankind."
Of himself and Gen. Grant he adds : " We were as brothers— I the
older man in years, but he the higher in rank. We both believed in our
heart of hearts that the success of the Union cause was not only necessary
to the then generation of Americans, but to all future generations. We
both professed to be gentlemen and professional soldiers, educated in the
science of war by our generous Government for the very occasion which
had arisen. Neither of us by nature was a combative man ; but with
honest hearts and a clear purpose to do what man could we embarked on
that campaign."
He also adds a description of our old campaigning methods, that is too
good and clear to be passed by : '' A regiment, brigade, division or corps,
halting for the night or for battle, faced the enemy ; moved forward to
ground with a good outlook to the front ; stacked arms ; gathered logs,
stumps, fence-rails, and anything which would stop a bullet ; piled these
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to their front, and, digging a ditch behind, threw the dirt forward, and
made a parapet which covered their })ersons as perfectly as a granite
wall."
As to the Thirteenth the writer does not act as a critic ; does not draw
any invidious comparisons between man and man ; does not decry one
nor exalt another ; he merely endeavors to give the facts with the utmost
possible exactness, and with an impartial hand. There was a remarkable
evenness among the officers, and also among the enlisted men. It is
fortunate that no pet hero stands for the Thirteenth, that no mere in-
dividual name overshadows this organization with a great, a buncombe or
a bounceful personality. This is no one-man regiment ; any member of
this regiment is mentioned only as the incidental, fortunate or unfortu-
nate part of the one grand whole. The Thirteenth is a historic Regi-
ment, in which ' I ' goes to the rear, and ' We ' stands at the front.
Of the members of the Thirteenth each one had his own natural way
of acting his part ; all could not excel in any one direction, but all found
a useful place — and take them for all in all it is doubtless safe to assert
that thirteen hundred better men and soldiers did not fill any regimental
organization in the Union service in the war of 1861—5.
In civil life the worst enemy the Union Veterans have among them-
selves is General Blab— the big talker who does not talk truly ; the
worst enemy outside of their own numbers, the meanest opponent, the
least trustworthy and shabbiest person generally, w'hom the Union Veteran
soldier now meets, knows, or has anything to do with, is the Northern
man of near his own age, who w^as then able-bodied for military service,
bat vrho ignobly, cowardly, and without honorable cause or reason shirked
the war of 1861-5,— in anything whatever trust him not at all. The
writer speaks from a long and a most unsatisfactory personal experience
with, and observation of, many persons of this class, native born, but still
unworthy of American citizensliip.
Widening our view again, the men of tbe Southern army were of the
same race as the Northern, differing only in training, education and in
the hotness of temperament that a hot climate seems to provoke in Eng-
lish stock ; and nine out of every ten men of both armies now, 1888, meet
as friends, and are as proud as can be of nuitual prowess, honor and grit.
This now national kindliness and fraternity of spirit, that comes of kin,
as well as from other sources, is increasing wherever persons of the two
sections meet, at home or abroad, and the old soldiers of both armies, and
of all grades of rank, take the lead in it ; and the schemer for jjersonal
ends who works against it, should be held as unworthy of public official
place, should be reckoned a consummate fool, a mischief-maker, and no
American— he ought to be pitched ignominiously head-foremost into the
nearest goosp-pond, and there be left to cool off. In the language of
our noble old commander, the world's first Genei'al, Ulysses S. Grant
:
" Let us have peace."
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This book is no place for a sermon, but the oft repeated remark that,
comparatively sj^eaking, the Southern army was more religious than the
Northern army— as if that were any great credit— ought not to be passed
in silence, for religion may be this thing and may be that thing, from
Confucianism to Voudooism, or better or worse, and Christianity be alto-
gether another thing ; and it is always far better than aU else combined.
The South was led wrong. Bring together in like circumstance, cus-
tom and habit the white people of the North and of the South, and they
of the two sections would scarcely be separable.
There was a fearful bar to unity between these English peoples ; and
when God, the father of us all, found slavery as the political corner-stone,
and the economical and social corner-stone, of the Southern Confederacy,
standing as a determined bar to the Gospel of Jesus Christ in this great
American commonwealth— and there is no disputing that— He gathered,
in the free Northland, ninety-nine out of every hundred of her best young
men, formed them into a compact body, and hurled them at a stroke
against this system of human slavery, crushed that Confederacy's corner-
stone to powder, and scattered it to the four winds ; and all the world,
and gradually this very Soutliland also, rose up and said Amen ! The
Old South passed out into history and tradition.
That the most of those ninety-nine out of every hundred of the best
young men of the entire North were Christians needs no proof. Their
life before, during and since the war, their every thought, word and act
of truth, hoaior, kindliness and right, is proof direct to the point — they
are our fellow citizens. He must be a blind, narrow and bigoted person
indeed who cannot, or will not, see the workings of the providence of
God, and the advance of Christianity and the best interests of mankind—
and these two are a unity— in the events and issues between 1860 and
1888, this one generation, nearly, of the white people of these United
States. Probably the most of the story of the differences in and be-
tween the peoples of the two sections in 1860-5 can be written in one
sentence — the South was the more religious, the North was the more
Christian. The New South is now free to build upon a new foundation,
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REUNION OF 1887.
In view of the dislike entertained by many members of the Thirteenth
for the crowded reunions at Weirs, in view of the residence of many
members near Boston, in view of having a downright good time without
a single drawback, or an incident to mar the occasion, and in view of
publishing a history of the Regiment, Assistant Surgeon John Sullivan,
John M. Woods of Company I, and Sergeant Thomas S. AVentworth of
Company B, all residing in or near Boston, were appointed at Weirs, on
August 26, 1886, to arrange for a Reunion in Boston on April 3, 1887 —
the twenty-second anniversary of the Thirteenth's entry into Richmond.
As this anniversary fell upon Sunday, the following Tuesday, April 5th,
was fixed upon.
A spirited circular was issued in September 1886, by the gentlemen of
this committee, to every surviving member of the Thirteenth whose ad-
dress could be found. The addresses of the members had previously
been found in considerable numbers by Lieut. Thompson, the writer of
this account, by advertising in newspapers, by circulars, and by sending
to nearly every Postmaster, and to every Grand Army Post, in New
Hampshire, a conspicuous poster to be put up and read of all men— this
while gathering data for the history. He had also in May 1885, while
in Washington, made arrangements with Gen. John C. Black, Commis-
sioner of Pensions, for an exchange of addresses of the Thirteenth. A
few days before the Reunion, Asst. Surgeon Sullivan in Boston copied
his list of addresses which he sent to Lieut. Thompson at Providence,
who added sundry names and then sent the full list by special-delivery
post to Quarter-master Cheney, then U. S. Senator and in Washington ;
the list was immediately placed by him in the hands of Gen. Black, and
the result was a speedy addition of nearly one hundred addresses, received
in time for those members to be notified of the Reunion, and for some of
them to attend.
Over five hundred invitations had been sent out to as many surviving
members of the Thirteenth. The most of them could not accept, many
because of sickness ; the early morning trains, however, centring in Bos-
ton, brought in numerous happy groups of members, and at the hour
of reception, ten o'clock, parlors numbers one and two at the Revere
House were crowded by our Veterans, and there was heard repeated on
every hand the good old salutation of army days— ' How are you ? '
Sheets of paper had been provided, and as each Veteran of the Thir-
teenth arrived the clerk secured his signature. There were present
among others :
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William Grantman, Lt. Colonel. Nathan D. Stoodley, Major.
George N. Julian, Captain. George Farr, Captain.
Rufus P. Staniels, Captain. Lewis P. Wilson, Captain.
Charles H. Curtis, Captain. George A. Bruce, Captain.
Hubbard W. Hall, Captain. James M. Durell, Captain.
William J. Ladd, Captain. Royal B. Prescott, Lieutenant.
Nathan B. Boutwell, Adjutant. Geoi-ge H. Taggard, Adjutant.
Person C. Cheney, Quarter-master. Mortier L. Morrison, Quarter-master.
John Sullivan, Asst. Surgeon. W. H. H. Young, Lieutenant.
Charles M. Kittredge, Lieutenant. S. Millett Thompson, Lieutenant.
Nathan D. Chapman, Lieutenant. Benj. F. Winn, Lieutenant.
James M. Hodgdon, Sergt. Major. Thomas S. Wentworth, Sergeant.
John M. Woods, of Co. I. Manson S. Brown, Principal Musician.
Charles W. Washburne, Band. William Critchley, Band.
James M. Caswell, Band. Nathan Whalley, Band.
David W. Bodge, Color Sergeant. Charles Powell, Color Corporal.
D. E. Proctor, Major, C. T. Charles B. Saunders, Captain, C. T.
Co. A, 6 Veterans ; B, 15 ; C, 6 ; D, 2 ; E, 6 ; F, 7 ; G, IG ; H, 6
;
I, 18 ; K, 15 ; total (with a few whose names were not obtained) 140.
Invited guests
:
Maj. Gen. Charles Devens. Gen. M. T. Donohoe.
Gen. Hazard Stevens. Gen. A. D. Ayling, Adjt. Gen. N. H.
Lt. Col. W. H. D. Cochrane. Chaplain Alonzo H. Quint.
Col. George H. Patch (Representing also the Boston Globe).
At 11a. m. the Business Meeting was opened by Asst. Surgeon Sulli-
van, who called the gathering to order, and read this address of wel-
come :
" Comrades : The committee appointed at the Weirs to arrange for a
Reunion here have sought the address of Comrades, and sent circulars to
them, in the East, South and West. We hope no Comrade has been
omitted, or has failed to receive a notice of this Reunion. The number
present make glad the hearts of your committee. There are to be with
us to-day one hundred and thirty-five Comrades, gathered from the
Canada line to Washington, D. C., and from the great lakes to the
Atlantic.
" Now, instead of a Reunion at the Weirs, where but few of us ever
assemble, and are soon lost among the thousands of civilians who congre-
gate there, we have arranged for the use of these elegant apartments,
where we can meet as gentlemen as well as Veterans, and enjoy ourselves
in a manner impossible at the Weirs. At one o'clock we shall have a
Revere House banquet— how different it will be from the ' banquets
'
we existed upon from 1862 to 1865 !
" Never since we returned from the war in 1865, have we had so many
Comrades together. Some will meet here to-day who have not shaken
hands for twenty-two years— hands that when last they grasped, were
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mere skin and bones, bronzed with a Southern sun, or begrimed with
gunjDowder ; young men whose waists were no larger round than the
waist of a young lady, poor, emaciated, reduced by hardship, sickness and
misery known only by those who have lived for months and years in the
Southern climate and in the face of a deadly foe.
" To-day we meet as Veterans of a terrible war. The empty sleeve,
the single eye, the limb which never moves but with a twinge, the wounds
which often break out afresh, the diseases contracted in the rifle-pits, the
deep trenches, or on the borders of the Dismal Swamp in Virginia, the
gray hairs and -grizzly beards which have come to us with the two decades
and more that have passed since we returned to the peaceful vocations
of civil life, all go to make up the reality of the Veterans that we are. "
" The once familiar faces and voices of many members of our Regiment
who returned with us are not to be with us to-day ; our old commander,
Gen. Stevens is an invalid in Florida ; Lt. Col. Smith is sick at his home
in Richmond.
'' There are others, noble fellows, who have been transferred to another
department : Lieut. Churchill, always ready for a fight or a frolic ; Sur-
geon Richardson, whose burly frame was scarcely large enough for his
big heart ; Capt. Carter, a good soldier and a model citizen ; Surgeon
Small, always so kind and considerate with the sick and wounded ; these
and others have been transferred.
" But we still have with us some whose fingers are not drawn out of
shape with rheumatism, and whose voices are as strong in tone as they
always were. I see among you Comrade Critchley, who can still blow
his horn ; and Adjutant Boutwell, whose voice was not shot away with
the bullet that went through his shoulder ; Lieut. Kitti-edge, just from
his position in charge of the Insane Asylum on the Hudson ; ]\Ianson
S. Brown, whose grip would subdue the best business leg of an army
mule ; and Webster Barnabee, who used to sing so sweetly and so well;
they are all here with us to-day ; and with these to lead us, we want first
to salute the Old Flag by singing, ' Rally 'round the flag, Boys.'
"
This song then rang out with a will— reminding us all of the old war-
scenes in the forests of Virginia. After the song came three rousing
cheers. The meeting then organized with Asst. Surgeon Sullivan as
President, and Lieut. Prescott as Secretary. Quarter-master Cheney was
chosen to preside at the banquet.
Lieut. Thompson was then called upon to present the matter of the
regimental history, which he did briefly, and substantially as follows
:
" Comrades : Thinking it not necessary, I did not prepai'e any elabo-
rate speech concerning tlie history, and upon the whole think I will not
say much about that ; or anything else, in a general way, beyond con-
gratulating you all most heartily upon your continued life, health and
prosperity which together have made this Reunion possible, and upon the
pleasures, enjoyments and genuine fraternal spirit of this meeting.
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" Nearly a quarter of a century ago you were engaged in making
American history— volumes of it — far more volumes of it than can
ever be written by the pen of mortal man. Of your part in the life and
death struggle which took place in those days— the great South War—
I have gathered a Diary covering nearly every day of your term of ser-
vice. Our amiable friends, Stoodley, Sullivan, Prescott and Woods, who
have read the manuscript, call it a History ; it is not for me to say much
about it. The writing thus done for you should speak for itself ; and
there appears but one way to gain that end, and that way is to publish
the work ; and I now come squarely to the point : I wish a few of you,
who can afford the use of the money as well as not for a little time, to
place in my hands the sum of fifteen hundred dollars to use toward jDub-
lishing that work in book form. It is thought that with that sum, and
the sales that may be made meanwhile, the work can be cari-ied through.
We have calculated the whole affair, amounting to about 600 pages 4X7
of print— the size of the pages of the circular distributed here — as
closely as possible, and to the members of the Regiment and their families,
and to the families of deceased members, the price is placed at $3.50 per
copy carriage paid ; tliere are to be no free lists, no deadheads, no go-
betweens — the whole business is to be managed upon a cash basis."
Tlie call was then made for subscriptions, and in about thirty minutes
the sum named for the fund was subscribed, and several hundred dollars
paid in.
This done, the Veterans at once formed by Companies and marched
into the dining-room in order— forming there in single rank behind the
chairs at table as we formed behind the sand of the captured rebel para-
pets at Drury's Bluff just before daylight began to break on the foggy
morning of May 16, 1864,— in both cases the Veterans ' meant business.'
After a fervent prayer and grace, said by Chaplain Quint, the banquet be-
gan. A temperance banquet it was, as befits Veterans ; there were nu-
merous courses, and all served in the best style that pertains at the Revere
House. There stood beside each Veterans' plate a colored engraving,
printed upon heavy card-board, of the Thirteenth's battle flags (the same
as the frontispiece in the history) and bound with it, by a bit of ribbon,
the menu of the banquet together with a bivouac scene highly suggestive
of the straits of campaigning life.
After the banquet was concluded Quartei'-master Cheney rose and
spoke as follows : —
" Comrades : We all feel that the pleasure of this occasion is very
much lessened by the absence of our Colonel and Lieutenant Colonel,
both of whom are detained at home by severe sickness. Resolutions of
sympathy have been prepared by Lieut. Thompson, and I will now ask
him to read them."
The resolutions were then read and adopted, and the meeting rose and
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stood for a few minutes in silence ; an impressive act of resjiect for tlie
memory of our departed Comrades.
Quarter-master Cheney proceeded : " I am much pleased and gratified
by meeting the large number present. In recounting as briefly as possi-
ble the early and eventful days of the Thirteenth New Hampshire, I may
say at this time, that the impressions made upon my mind, during that
trying ordeal, are lasting, and can never be effaced. This Regiment, like
others from the North, was an offering in response to a summons from a
Government that had exhausted every peaceful method to preserve intact
the Unity of the States. Not until it had been humiliated beyond meas-
ure by foes without and traitors within ; not until a defiant foe had pro-
claimed starvation for, or the surrender of the loyal band at Fort Sumter,
followed by actual hostilities, did our Government and the Nation awake
to the fact, that if it would longer exist, it must continue only by an ap-
peal to arras. A hostile Government had been formed and large armies
organized. We had been attacked and our Flag captured. There was
absolutely no other alternative left us — we must fight in self-defense, or
cowardly surrender.
" If this peril had come to us through a foreign enemy, to be repelled
by a united people, as in the earlier days of our history, this struggle
would have been divested of its very worst features ; but this was not so to
be. This Republic, founded only upon God-given rights, was to receive a
baptism of blood flowing from the arteries of a people who had shared
a common inheritance — sealed by the blood of the Fathers. We had
received and enjoyed this bequest ; would we regard it as sacred and
hand it down to our children's children unimjiaired ? This was the ques-
tion of the hour, and one which was uppermost in the minds of the people,
when the call was made for ' Three Hundred Thousand More.' Never
did a people respond with greater alacrity. The emblem of our National-
ity, although riddled with shot and shell, must not trail in the dust, but
must be borne triumphantly into the very citadel whose pride it was to bring
it dishonor. Could we at that time have lifted the veil that obscured our
vision from a glance at the Thirteenth Regiment's future glories, we
should have discerned at the very top of the roll of honor the enchanting
and soul inspiring words : ' Thirteenth Regiment of New Hampshire
Volimteers ; the first in Richmond April 3, 1865,' under a picture of its
battle-flag torn in shreds, but forgivingly resuming its old time place of
Talisman for a re-united and suffering people.
" It was a bright October day, just twenty-four years and six months
ago to-day, when we bade adieu to our loved ones, and left home for
W^ashington and the seat of war. The heart-struggles, the tears and
convulsive sobs, together with the fervent prayers that rose heavenward
for divine aid, even now cause the heart to swell with emotion. In
Washington we were presumably received with open arms. We were
consigned to a Tentless Field for our first night's experience. We had
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arrived too late to make a requisition for our supplies, and we kept our
first ' night-watch ' amid the fog and miasma that arose from the turbid
Potomac.
" At early dawn your Quarter-master was in the saddle to make a fight
for the best of ' what there was left.' As a whole we were reasonably
successful. The matter of securing good teams was important. Our
choice lay between the rattling wild mule, who assumed the defiant airs
of his native heath, and whom we found in process of taming by being
securely fastened at one end of a long rope, while playing away at the
other end were a group of laughing, singing darkies. These mules, like
their former owners, were for ' Secession,' and were trying to kick them-
selves into a greater freedom, but they also had failed to count the cost,
and the colored man took the advanced position. We could take our
pick from these wild mules, or from the broken-down horses and mules
that had been turned back into the Department as unfit for service. We
made our selection from this last class ; the nmles predominating in num-
ber. We had heard that mules never wore out nor died from old age.
We got our teams into camp and commenced a more careful inspection.
We found almost every conceivable ailment quite evenly distributed
among them ; and I suppose it was the length of the requisition for medi-
cines, with which to treat these ailments, that brought from the bluff old
Quarter-master General the emphatic declaration : ' That it was the first
time he had ever seen so much doctoring for a mule.' But we had
chosen wisely. We were not kicked ; and their evening lullabies, and
early dawn echoes, were in harmony with the music of the Union. They
were loyal to the flag, and if the stripes were sometimes too conspicuous,
it was that the stars might twinkle all the more brightly.
" On Dec. 1, 1862, we broke camp at Fairfax Seminary to take position
in the great Army under Gen. Burnside in front of Fredericksburg. The
efiiciency of the Thirteenth had been recognized, and it was classed as
veteran, although it had scarce received two months' drill. I joined you
a few days later at Aquia Creek, being obliged to remain behind to care
for what we could not take with us. The lamented Chaplain Arthur B.
Fuller of the 16th Mass., and known to many of you, was my companion
on the steamer down the river. The next Saturday week there entered
into the heavenly rest one of the brightest and purest of spirits that ever
blessed earth or heaven. This brave Chaplain, with musket in hand, had
fallen on the field of Fredericksburg.
" The impregnable position of the rebel centre, and Gen. Sumner's
attack upon it, I will not dwell upon, for its results carried consternation
to every heart in the loyal North. On the twenty-second anniversary of
this battle, Dec. 13, 1864, in company with two other New Hampshire
officers I visited this historic ground under tlie escort of a Confederate
officer now a resident laAvyer in Fredericksburg. He wondered at the
reckless bravery of Meagher's Irish Brigade, and their mid-day dash in
an unbroken line of attack through an open field upon the rebel infantry.
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It was a matter of interest to us all, that, as he pointed out to us the most
advanced spot where our men fell in their assault upon Marye's Heights,
to hear him say it was their (the rebels') general belief that Meagher's Irish
Brigade, who held the post of honor (at the Union centre, in the day-
time assaults), must have become reckless by whiskey, so foolhardy did it
seem to them to rush into the very gates of death. By our own measure-
ments they had come within 24 paces of the rebel infantry, who were
massed in the highway between the stone walls, and covered by heavy
guns in their rear on Marye's Heights. But how absurd the rebels' con-
clusion ! These brave men of Meagher's had received their inspiration
from the fountain of a fearless manhood. Their consecration to duty had
been through tlie revered symbols of a patriotic ancestry ; and most nobly
did they honor the call of their adopted country. Their lips are sealed
in death, but their memories will ever be sacred in the hearts of a grateful
people.
'' The Thirteenth delights to bear testimony to their gallantry, they be
ing among its supporters in that famous night assault of Dec. 13th, when
the Thirteenth bore its own flag nearest to those walls, on the left, along
the sunken Telegraph road under Marye's Heights ; there it was where
its members received their first baptism of fire. Its ranks were decimated,
but it did not waver.
" The intervening days that elapsed, before the Union army again ad-
vanced, were indeed dark and gloomy. In addition to our military re-
verses was the threatening aspect of the business situation. Gold at a
price that suggested National bankruptcy ; the market excited by the
mutterings of a large class of people who did not believe in the wisdom
of President Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation, which took effect
January 1, 1863 ; the doxibt and uncertainty of the action of England
and other foreign nations ; all conspired to a feeling of great anxiety.
" Almost a quarter of a century has since passed, and still we wonder
at the mysterious way in which a higher type of manhood was forced
upon the American Nation.
" I have made reference to what followed the disastrous battle of
Fredericksburg. We were still in camp at F'almouth almost imbedded in
its fathomless mud ; and our shelter nothing but the little ' shelter tent
'
such as is used while on a march. The weather cold, wet and disagree-
able in the extreme. The Army was in constant expectation of being
ordered to advance, and supplies had been graded accordingly, although
we had a fair supply of hard bread, coffee and pork. No class of men,
no matter how great their endurance, could without acclimation resist
such exposure and the insidious climatic diseases which were inhaled
with every lireath. Our Hospitals were full. Our officers' tents were
visited by anxious Surgeons, while the line officers of each Company found
abundant opportunity for a cheering word to the afflicted private. Your
Quarter-master was among the last to yield. That awful chill (that
creeps through every fibre of a man's frame till at last it clutches at his
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very vitals) with all of its attendant horrors, came in its turn. The slow,
dull, flickering fire from the unseasoned pine offered little hindrance to
the piercing midnight frosts which gathered upon the hard couch of the
stricken sufferer, — but I will not recite tales of personal suffering. I
only desire to acknowledge the most tender and careful attention from
those nearest me. The skill of the Surgeons, the watchfulness of Quarter-
master Sergeant Morrison was only excelled by the brotherly ministra-
tions of the Colonel, who personally secured permission from Headquar-
ters to send me to Washington there to be cared for by Mrs. Col. A. F.
Stevens until my own family could reach me. This sickness I did not
recover from for a long series of months. The following August, under
the advice of my physician, I tendered my resignation, and received my
discharge from the service.
" I may say in closing that I have never lost my interest in the Regi-
ment, and always have felt an intense pride and satisfaction in its hours
of triumph as well as being a sympathetic mourner in all its sorrows. I
congratulate you one and all upon the pleasures and enjoyments of this
Reunion, and trust that the ties that bind us together will be strengthened
by the lapse of time."
President Cheney next introduced Maj. Gen. Devens. On rising he
was greeted with hearty cheers by every one present, and was visibly
moved by the genuine outburst of respect, honor and affection ; the Gen-
eral was always exceeding popular with the Thirteenth and much loved
by every memlier of it. As soon as quiet was restored, he spoke as
follows
:
" Mr. President, friends and comrades of the Thirteenth New Hamp-
shire Regiment : Ordinarily I can trust myself to speak a few words to
old comrades without any fear of giving way too much to feeling and
emotion. I am not sure to-day that I can preserve the requisite calmness
in presence of the friends who have so cordially received me, and in
memory of all the recollections that are evoked in looking back to a day
such as was April 3, 1865 : a day which ended the long and terrific
struggle of our civil strife ; a day which by the capture of the city which
had been the seat of its power, foreboded the rapid destruction of the
Confederacy.
" The words which have first been read and which I wrote twenty-two
years ago to his Excellency the Governor of New Hampshire, I have no
occasion to alter or qualify, far less to take back. They were true then,
they are true now, and will always be historically true. The Thirteenth
New Hampshire was the first Regiment to bring the colors of the Union
into Richmond. This does not rest on my authority. In the most ex-
plicit terms Gen. Weitzel, who was the commander of the 25th Army
Corps, to which the 3d Division of the 24th Army Cor])s was temporarily
attached, and Gen. Shepley who was his Chief of Staff, have asserted
that it was from me, as the commanding officer of the 3d Division that
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they learned that the skirmishers of the Division with whom was Capt.
G. A. Biiico, then on my staff, were in possession of all the fortifications
which so long had frowned in front of us ; and that it was hut justice to
this 3d Division of the 24th Corps to say that it was the first to occupy
Richmond.
" When Mr. Greeley puhlished his history of our civil conflict, and
stated that the colored troops were the first to occupy the city of Rich-
mond, I deemed it proper, through Capt. Bruce, to address Gen. Weitzel,
urging him to do the justice to this 3d Division to which it was entitled.
He did it in a manful, soldierly and direct way, and stated that although
the troops of this Division were not his except temporarily they were the
first to occupy Richmond, and that it was from me in the early dawn of
the morning that he knew that it had occupied the fortifications of the
city. I trust justice has heen done in the later editions of that work.
" In that 3d Division the First Brigade commanded by Gen. Ripley
(who I hope will be with us here before the day is done) was on the
morning of the 3d of April the leading Brigade, and the Thirteenth New
Hampshire was the leading Regiment of that Brigade. There were no
colored troops to precede us or accompany us, and none there at all until
the arrival of a regiment of colored cavalry at nine or ten o'clock (that
morning), after the city had been in our hands at least two hours.
" When any fact stated as history assumes a poetical shape, nothing
is harder than to confute it by eAndence, however positive. As it was once
asserted without any authority and as it seemed a sort of poetical justice to
the controversies of the great civil war that at the conclusion colored men
and soldiers should take possession of the rebel capital, even the evidence
of the distinguished corps commander with whom we served and who
would and ought to have claimed this honor for his own corps (had it
been justly entitled to it) is ignored and disregarded. Poetic imagination
is allowed to supplant well-attested facts in order that some one may
round an impressive pei'iod or make a brilliant antithesis. I trust I am
not one of those who would willingly detract from the just claims of any
body of troops, whether white or black, or whether they were under my
command or not, but I cannot allow the men I have commanded to be
deprived of the honor rightfully their due. in order to please those who
would prefer what is fanciful and imaginative to that which is accurate
and correct.
" Undoubtedly in taking possession of Richmond the 3d Division was
reaping what others largely had sown in the success which had attended
the operations of the left wing of our army. But the occasion and the
opportunity came to us, we availed ourselves of it promptly and vigorously
and were entitled to whatever of credit there may have been in it. It
was accidental that your Regiment (the 13th N. H.) was the one to lead
our column, it came in the regular order of assignment to march, but you
did your work gallantly and well. It was accidental also in a certain
sense that this Division was the one nearest Richmond, yet this was not
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altogether so, for by its gallant fighting on the previous 29th of Septem-
ber the troops of this Division substantially (although then a Division of
the 18th Corps) had won the nearest point ever taken to Richmond and
had held it through the winter of 1864 and 1865 ; and through its lines
all the communications by flag of truce between the contending armies
had been conducted. On that day your Regiment was in a Brigade gal-
lantly commanded by Gen. Stevens whose absence and the ill health which
is the cause of it we profoundly regret, and Gen. Donohoe whom we are
all glad to see won for himself deserved credit at the head of the Regi-
ment he then commanded.
" None of us will ever forget the sight that met our eyes as we reached
the last range of hills above Richmond. We had been so long near it
yet never able to capture it that it had seemed almost like a fairy city
that would never appear to our sight. Dead on the battle-fields, fortifica-
tions and trenches around it were thousands of our brave companions who
were never to know the joy of final victory. But Richmond at last was
ours and without a conflict, for the losses of the whole Division were but
six or seven men and these among the skirmishers with what were hardly
more than the stragglers of the retiring forces. No sight will ever be
seen by any of us more majestic or more illustrative of the horrors of
war : The lurid flames springing up from the warehouses, the magazines
of ammunition rending the air with their explosions, the three great
bridges across the James burning to prevent our pursuit of the retreating
force, six gunboats on fire in the river (from one of which before the
magazine ex2)loded, my energetic aide, Lieut. Ladd, rescued its flag, which
I have long kept as a most interesting memento), all presented a scene of
terrific grandeur. But beyond this external view there was a moral as-
pect which might well excite the profoundest emotion. The great bell of
time had struck one of those hours by which the progress of nations and
peoples is marked. It had marked the preservation of the American
Union and it had marked the redemption from slavery of a whole race of
men.
" There was some small satisfaction in filling Libby Prison and Castle
Thunder with the two thousand Confederate soldiers belated in their re-
treat whom we gathered up, there was much wider and higher satisfaction
in bringing again to the city so long the stronghold of rebel power the
great Flag under which our columns so long had marched and fought.
Even in Richmond, there were eyes that were wet with tears of joy and
gratitude as they looked again upon its shining folds.
'' The day after the capture I called upon Mrs. Van Lew and her
daughter, two ladies well known for their unflinching devotion to the
Union cause. They had been substantially prisoners in their own house
although not treated with personal indignity. I stood with the elder lady
on the piazza of the river front of her mansion from which the New
Market road is seen over which our troops advanced that morning. ' We
knew,' she said, ' last night that they were going, the sentinel disappeared
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from our street. All night we heard the rattling of the army \yagons and
the rumbling roll of the artillery and when morning dawned we came out
here to watch the coming of our troops.' ' Soon after it was light,' she
continued, ' we saw them coming, at first seeming to straggle along both
sides of the New Market road ; why was this ? ' I replied that ' those
were the skirmishers who are always thrown out in front of every moving
column to ascertain if its march was to be opposed.' She then said, ' We
waited a few minutes longer and it then seemed as if a whole wall of
bayonets came up over the hill, flashing in the rising sun and above them
waved the American Flag. General, it was four years since I had seen
the American Flag and my daughter and I sank down upon our knees
and thanked our God that He had permitted us to see it come again and
come in triumph.'
" The Flag which sent those true Christian, Union women down upon
their knees in gratitude and which was the first to enter Richmond waved
above the Thirteenth New Hampshire and was sustained by the strong
hands and stout hearts of its men.
" The good conduct of the Division that day made two Brigadier Gen-
erals, my friends Donohoe and Ri])ley, and one Major General ; of the
latter I will not speak except to say that I thank you and all its men
for their good service.
" It was twenty-two years ago : many of those who were with us then
are gone before us now ; we recall them as we ourselves should wish to
be recalled in the hours of kind and social intercourse, and we pay them
the tribute of our tenderest memory. Of those who survive I congratu-
late you that so many have been allowed to gather here on this most in-
teresting Anniversary. Heads are somewhat balder, beards and mous-
taches are very much grayer, but hearts are unchanged still and courage
yet remains. We could not, I fear, march quite so far or so fast as in the
old days, especially with rifles in our hands, with knapsack and blanket
across our backs, with haversacks containing five days' rations slung over
our shoulders and besides our cartridge boxes with forty extra rounds of
ammunition in our pockets for immediate use. But even if this Avere so
and if we could not manoeuvre so smartly or move so quickly, post us
along a sunken road or behind a low stone wall or by the edge of a wood
and we could convince any troops who might attempt to drive us from
such a position that they had undertaken a very serious contract indeed,
and that it would be better on the whole to let us alone.
" Comrades : I thank you sincerely for the cordial welcome you have
given me. Nothing is more grateful than the regard and respect of brave
men. I trust you will live long to celebrate the anniversary of a day of
which you have a just right to be proud."
Gen. Devens was followed by Gen. Donohoe with a few remarks upon
the friendly relations of the Tenth and Thirteenth ; Gen. Ayling gave a
hearty congratulatory speech ; Chaplain Quint spoke quite at length ;
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next followed Maj. Cochrane with expressions of much feeling and inter-
est eulogistic of his friend Lt. Col. Bowers ; Capt. Bruce read a very-
interesting paper concerning the Fredericksburg campaign ; but of the
remarks of these gentlemen no notes were taken.
Gen. Hazard Stevens was introduced as the first Drill-master of the
Thirteenth, and among other matters related the incident occurring at
Fredericksburg on the evening of Dec. 13, 1862, which he afterwards
wrote out and which has been embodied in the History on page 57.
Lieut. Prescott read a valuable paper on the Medical Staff of the
Thirteenth, much of which has been entered on page 619 and elsewhere
as historical matter. He then read this letter from Lt. Col. Smith :
" Comrades of the Thirteenth : When Asst. Surgeon Sullivan first
wrote to me that we were to have a Reunion in Boston, I fully intended
to be present ; but a long-continued illness decrees otherwise. To your-
selves I leave the fitting words expressing our appreciation of the Com-
rades who have been finally mustered out.
" It seems to me I had less opportunity of becoming acquainted with
the men than any other line officer. I was frequently detailed to serve
on Courts Martial— serving as a member of one for three months con-
tinuously in 1863. When promoted to Major in July, 1864, I almost at
once succeeded to the command of the Regiment, Lt. Col. Grantman be-
ing sick in camp. He was soon sent home on leave of absence because
of sickness ; and until we were mustered out, either Major Stoodley or
myself were always in command. I began to more fully appreciate the
good qualities of our men soon after the command of the Regiment de-
volved upon me. The first and only time I ever doubted them was at
Cold Harbor. I was a Captain then. When we fell back from that
desperate chai'ge on the evening of June 1st, and were lying upon the
ground while the rebel bullets were singing so constantly and closely just
over our heads, I said to Capt. Julian : ' Well, it has been our boast that
the Thirteenth New Hampshire never ran away, but many of them seem
to have left us this time.' Pointing to our depleted ranks and to the
front. Captain Julian quickly responded : ' You are mistaken, they are
out yonder among the dead and wounded.'
" Comrades, I now ask your forgiveness for ever having expressed
such a suspicion.
" That we were apjireciated beyond other regiments in the First Divi-
sion of the 18th Corps, and in the Third Division of the 24th Corps, the
following incidents will show : First in the matter of details. It was an
officer here and a soldier there, until at times we had less than a full
Company of men present for duty in the whole Regiment with two or
more of our Companies in command of Second Lieutenants. We supplied
officers for both Brigade and Division staffs : Lieut. Murray, Lieut. Gaf-
ney, Capt. Curtis, Capt. Julian, Capt. Ladd, afterwards appointed by
President Lincoln Asst. Commissary of Musters ; Capt. Bruce, Capt.
Staniels, Capt. Carter— appointed later Actg. Quarter-master by Presi-
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dent Lincoln ; Surgeon Twitchell ai)pointed Surgeon of Volunteers ; Sur-
geon liicihardson appointed 24th Corps Surgeon at Appomattox
; Quar-
ter-master Morrison Brigade Quarter-master ; Quarter-master Cheney
Brigade Commissary ; Asst. Surgeon Small detailed to attend the 10th
N. H., and soon thereafter appointed Surgeon of that Regiment ; Capt.
Betton commanding the 81st New York ; when Richmond was evacuated
Lieut. McConney in charge of an Amhulance train ; Capt. Durell, with
Company C, detailed to command the advanced redoubt— Redoubt
McConihe — on the Bermuda Hundred front, and to protect a force of
green Pennsylvania troops ; Capt. Durell soon placed on the staff of Gen.
Graham, being succeeded at Redoubt McConihe by Lieut. Prescott ; Asst.
Surgeon Morrill promoted Surgeon of the 1st N. H. Heavy Artillery
;
Ca])t. Farr, wounded at Cold Harbor and past doing active service, de-
tailed on General Court Martial ; Capt. Wilson in charge of Division
Ambulance Corps — and these are not all,— where is there a regiment
with a list of details like this one ?
" The Corps commander was continually growling at me. on paper,
about our details ; and asking where and what the details were ; for
whom Adjutant Taggard, our able clerk Cyrus G. Drew of B, and my-
self had to hunt up all this information at least twice a month— but
never was a detailed man or officer returned to the Regiment. At last,
when an aide-de-camp came to me and asked me to assign an officer as
Brigade Commissary. I vigorously protested, and said to him : ' Go on,
and detail the balance of us. If you will do that it will be all right ; but
if you do not do that, I will not designate an officer for that position, nor
assent to having one of us assigned to that position, without making a
vigorous protest to Gen. Ord.' The aide went away with a pretty good
sized flea in his ear ; and that was the last of it.
*' Again when Gen. Gibbon issued orders for Wednesday and Saturday
inspections, the best soldier in our Division received the first furlough
granted under that order, eighteen regiments competing for this honor.
Were we not proud when Sergeant Shattuck received that first furlough ?
We did not stop there ; but of the fourteen furloughs granted under the
order, the Thirteenth captured four.
" Again, in the winter of 1864-5, when Col. Cullen, commanding our
Brigade, had resigned and was going home, there were left only Lt.
Colonels in the Brigade ; the Lt. Colonels of both the 98th and 139th
New York regiments being my seniors in rank. While at Division
Hdqrs. one evening. Gen. Devens tapped me on the shoulder, saying:
' Young man, if you had your Eagles, we should not be sending out of
this Brigade for a commander,' So it seems, that if I had been the senior
officer in our Brigade, when we entered Richmond, the unprecedented
incident would have occurred, of a In-igade and two of its regiments com-
manded by the officers of one regiment— our own old Thirteenth.
" When at Nashua on our return home, I was invited to spend the
evening with Brevet Bi*ig. Gen. Stevens. Said he to me : ' Can you not
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arrange It so that we can camp in my field to-night — I want so much to
camp with the boys once again ? ' My response was : ' General, you for-
get that all our tents were turned over to Quarter-master Cochrane at
Richmond ; and we cannot go in the rain to spend the night in your
field.' So you see I am not the only commander who was proud of the
Thirteenth.
'' Again, when we were ordered to the post of honor : to lead our
Brigade in the final ' advance on Richmond ; ' its commander was made
general officer of the day, and the first jjicket and guard in Richmond was
posted by him ; to be followed the next day by our Major Stoodley.
" We were very curious to learn the exact reason for this double de-
tail and special honor. Now if any of you, Comrades at the Reunion,
happen to have noses biggest at the end, and of the color of a blood-beet
(as I know there are none of you in this predicament) — just put your
finger tips in your ears while whoever reads this whispers to the rest :
' It was because we knew that neither of you ever touch spirituous
liquors.'
" Well, boys, I can only say in conclusion that I am proud of you all
your entire record through. Yours faithfully,
NoRMAND Smith.
Henrico County, Va., March 29, 1887."
Lieut. Prescott also read a paper, written for the occasion by Lt. Col.
Smith, concerning the ability of the Thirteenth to take care of itself, from
which the following extracts are made :
" Scene first : A bleak hillside near Falmouth, Va., soon after the Battle
of Fredericksburg, Dec. 13, 1862. A Regiment of as honest, sturdy and
jiatriotic men as the Granite State was capable of producing, the men
and officers, however, almost perfectly green so far as military affairs
were concerned. The Colonel, Stevens, sick and half-crazed with the
effects of malaria ; the Lt. Colonel quite an invalid and always averse
to assuming command ; the Major, Storer. ordered to lay out a camp.
The camp-ground so small we scarcely had room to walk betAveen the
terraced sleeping places of the men. Rations supplied: the stringiest
kind of ' mule-beef,' rancid pork, hard bread full of maggots— many a
time myself and the boys taking a stick, knocking these inhabitants out
of a piece of a cracker of the proper size to bite off, and while masticating
that piece, depopulating a space for another bite, and so on ; the boxes of
bread marked ' B. C.,' which the boys interpreted as meaning a vague pre-
historic date of manufacture, preceding Anno Domini. Where in those
days were the West Point officers whose duty it was to care for and in-
struct us ? Quarreling, and in a state of general insubordination. We
then roused and took care of ourselves ; and had the credit of having the
best quarters for men and officers in our Division.
" Well, the Ninth Corps was declared ready to mutiny, and was ordered
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to Newport News. There we had ample quarters, plenty of room in
which to walk about— and in ten days what a change ! Here and in
the few succeeding months we had educated ourselves as soldiers, and
were ready for the campaigns in the years which followed. We educated
ourselves in the best ways to preserve our own lives and limbs, and in the
best ways to make the lives and limbs of our enemy's men of the least
possible use to them— except to run. Was there ever a regiment who.
when under fire, could get under cover more quickly, or return the fire
.
more sharply, than we ? None. Did we ever fail our connnanders any-
where ? Never. Who could upon the shortest notice put up a finer
camp than we ? No one.
" Last scene— though I could have written many more— in the win-
ter of 1864 : Our line officers had long before this time got all accounts
of picks, spades, shovels and axes off their returns, and did not intend to
receipt for any more,^ but we had to cut our fuel, and needed axes ; and
when the teams brought wood to our camp nearly every one of our men
had a good axe to swing. So the First New York Engineer regiment—
perhaps with reason — accused us of getting their axes. Now, boys, I
understand that Gen. Devens is to be your guest at this Reunion ; but
his authority to put you under arrest has departed, and we will proceed
with our story. Gen. Devens' first move in the matter of those axes was
to order a search for axes in the camp of the Thirteenth. Was that
search a success ? Twice our camp was thoroughly searched, but never
an axe was found.
" These two searches were not a success, and Gen. Devens tried an-
other move. He ordered me to furnish one hundred men, with axes, for
fatigue duty. I immediately complied, sending twelve axes. When the
hundred men reported, they were ordered to return to our camp, but to
leave their axes— every axe. Our men saw the point at once. They
came back to our camp, and reported to me, directly, that they had left
all their axes, twelve of them, at Gen. Devens' Headquarters— but had
returned to our camp with thirteen !
" Were our men reprimanded ? To you I leave the answer. Ever
after that time, when I was called upon to furnish a detail of men with
axes, I returned answer that we could not furnish the axes, for Gen.
Devens had taken them away from us. What could the General do ?
We had a plenty of vim and snap, ready for anything favorable to the
interests of the service, soldierly qualities that a commander always likes,
and he could never catch any of us napping. But did we not all love him,
and try to please him in every way ? Indeed we did."
^ Accounts of these tools were vexatious in the extreme. There was no such thing
as theft in the soldiers' appropriating a few axes or other tools to use about camp ; it
was at the worst a mere minor breach of discipline, for the tools belonged to one
soldier as much as to another, and the most of the exchanges and seizures, however
annoying, were much regarded in the light of practical jokes. — S. M. T.
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Col. George H. Patch was the next speaker ; his remarks were brief,
but during the meeting he took such notes as were required for the ex-
tended account of the Reunion furnislied by him to the Boston Globe, of
which he was the military editor.
Major Stoodley then read the following, which he had written for the
occasion :
" Our Place in the War.
" 'T is well to meet at times and bring anew
Our loyal men and their great work to view
;
To live again those trying times and scenes
That wear too oft the drapery of dreams ;
To clear away the dark and shadowy maze
That time and distance gather o'er those days,
And picture forth, in colors clear and true,
The things these faithful men did dare and do.
*' Go back with me and let us trace with care
Those dark, eventful days when called to bear
Our part in all the work then just began ;
The most stupendous work e'er wrought by man.
The thunder of Treason's cannon, booming forth
O'er fated Sumter, woke the slumbering North.
Aroused at last, the North looked forth to see
How best to meet the great emergency.
The time for idle talk had passed away ;
To act was now the duty of the day.
The grim old giant, War, his hand had shown,
And we must now make manifest our own.
In the first war-meetings one could trace
An anxious heart in every honest face ;
Men said but little ; but their words, well weighed,
The deep, strong feelings of the heart betrayed.
They saw the crisis, aye, and met it too,
As only brave and loyal men can do :
There for their bleeding country pledged their all. "
No unmeaning phrase, nor light affair, this ' AIL'
'T was everything by man held dear—
His home, his friends, his healtli, his limbs, his life,
All these he pledged, if needed in the strife.
" I looked with reverence on those noble few
So ready for the work I too should do.
I envied them what seemed a God-like stand,
As proffered saviors of a dying land ;
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Or else as martyrs to the glorious cause
Of human freedom, just and righteous laws.
I honored them as never men before
;
I saw them standing at the very door
Of death for me and mine ; my heart was filled
With worship, and the moistened eyes distilled
The deep, embodied feelings of the soul
In glistening tears that would not brook control.
I wished their noble spirit had been mine,
That I might offer at my Country's shrine
All that I was, or ever hoped to be,
To aid her in her hour of agony.
These wishes were pro2)hetic of the end,
As all true wishes must forever tend.
Whate'er our souls, in their deep longings, crave,
Will come at last to purify and save,—
For pangs and throes must always shadow forth
The nobler, purer, and the grander birth
;
And untold thanks are due those noble men,
For helping others to be ' born again ;
'
And in that grand, unmatched, historic day,
Stand forth as men, in manhood's best array.
To follow in their footsteps and to share,
For God and Country, all that men could dare.
" Then came that first great battle— and defeat
;
The shattered columns and the long retreat
;
The list of killed and wounded, — how it fell,
With crushing weight, nor tongue nor pen can tell
!
That day a mother, in our street, I met
;
And never, while life lasts, can I forget
The deep and bitter anguish of her tones.
As reeling, most distracted, she bfemoans
Her young son's early death with voice of dread.
And wrings her hands, and cries : ' My boy is dead !
'
How many mothers then, and since, have felt
The crushing blows this fearful war has dealt
!
Our land was filled with mourning as the grave
Received its thousands of the young and brave.
" The price was costly, but the glorious end
Will to all coming time the means commend.
Our Country's life, with all her future good,
Was cheaply purchased with the nation's blood.
Naught else less precious could make good its place,
Bequeath such treasures to the human race
;
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For not to us alone shall these fruits be,
But every land shall share the legacy.
For, under God, what blesses us, we find
The seed to disenthrall and bless mankind.
The world itself shall know a better life
For what we suffered in that fearful strife.
" How little thought we then, we e'er could boast,
Our little band, of all the Union host.
The first to enter Richmond, and to show
The dear old Flag to the rebellious foe
!
Not trailing in the dust, nor spit upon in scorn,
But highest honored ; and by victor Veterans borne.
The Flag that was from thence, henceforth to be.
To them and us, the emblem of the free.
Its glorious stars, as pure as Heaven's own.
Reflect the justice that surrounds God's throne,—
Its consecration came anew in slavery's fall.
And now it means : ' Protection true to all.' "
Lieut. Staniels related the incident occurring at the surrender of Rich-
mond, which he afterwards supplied for the History, and which is entered
on page 568. He was followed by Sergeant Woods, Capt. Farr, Lieut.
Thompson, Corporal Card, Lieut. Kittredge, and others, with very brief
remarks, of which no notes were taken.
Adjutant Taggard then read a paper, written by him, as follows
:
" The organization of the non-commissioned staff of the Thirteenth was
:
Rank. Original. Subsequent.
Sergt. Major. William J. Ladd. Charles C. Favor, James M. Hodgdon.
Qr-mr. Sergt. Mortier L. Morrison. Charles A. Ames.
Comm. Sergt. George H. Taggard. George W. Ferguson, George Burns.
Hosp. Steward. J. J.Whitteraore. R. B. Prescott, D. W. Butterfield.
Prin. Musician. C. C. Hall. Manson S. Brown.
'' In the limited time allotted I can hardly do justice to these men, but
am very glad of an opportunity to give expression to the respect and
esteem with which I remember them. I will speak of them in the follow-
ing order.
" C. C. Hall was a quiet, unassuming, conscientious man, whose great-
est anxiety was lest he should not discharge his whole duty ; and still his
duties were so done as to secure for him the respect and good will of the
men under his command, and the cordial commendation of his superior
officers. He had been a Corporal in Company F, and was promoted for
merit. His death in the service, on Jan. 22, 1865, was deplored by all
his comrades.
' Manson S. Brown, who carried the knapsack containing the medical
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supplies, provided for the Thirteenth while marching or fighting, was a
man whose physique was such as to make him our heau-ideal of a ' Drum
Major,' as seen in the volunteer militia of ante-bellum days. His every
qualification enabled him to fill the position chock-full ; and we shall
never forget his genial face and cheerful voice.
" John J. Whittemore was a whole-souled, jovial fellow, who made the
life of every company, and was a prime favorite with all. An experienced
Pharmacist he bid fair to be a most valuable factor in the medical de-
partment ; but his physical system was not equal to the changed condi-
tions, and the hard racket of army life. An early and very severe sick-
ness was soon followed by his discharge for disability. His uprightness
of character, and business ability, coupled with his genial spirit, secured
for him a reasonable success in business, and great popularity in social
life. He died several years ago, mourned by his friends and lamented
by all.
" Daniel W. Butterfield, the last to hold the position, was in the hos-
pital corps during his whole term of service. He had a slight limp in
his gait— and a more pronounced one in his speech when laboring under
excitement. There was never discovered any halt, however, in his efforts
to smooth the feverish pillow or to relieve the aching wound of his un-
fortunate comrade. He discharged all his duties with the full measure of
his ability, and for his kindness to them he will be long remembered by
his comrades in the Regiment. He came home with us, and filled an
honorable position in the community where he resided ; but the hardships
of the service resulted in ruined health and a broken constitution. He
ultimately found quarters in the Soldiers' Home, at Hampton, Va., where
he was finally mustered out, and now is with the majority.
" George Burns was the last to hold the position of Commissary Ser-
geant. His round, cheery face, and frank, cordial manners made a loud
call, upon all who met him, for their friendship. His association with the
boys had given him a complete knowledge of their wants. His generous
nature was in sympathy with them ; his energy and force of character was
always exerted in their behalf, and through his efforts I think they always
received their full share of the best of the supplies. He came home with
us, and I ho])e may live long and prosper.
" George W. Ferguson, the immediate successor of Burns, was a man
whose character and manners were a happy medium between ' grave and
gay,' always dignified, always cheerful, his companionship a pleasure,
his influence good. He earned his higher promotion by faithful services.
He also has gone to answer the Roll-call above ; his memory is sacred
in the hearts of widow and children, and we to-day mingle our tears with
theirs.
" Charles A. Ames was a scholarly young man, in whose bosom the
fires of patriotism burned so brightly that the peril of his country drew
him from the fields of learning to the fields of strife. He left college,
his books, and the hope of success in the patlis of peace for a suit of blue,
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scant rations, a bed on the ground, a knapsack, a gun, and a fight. The
responsible duties of the position he was called to fill were faithfully,
ably and well done. He has since the war turned his attention, with suc-
cess, to milling and mining in the far West.
" James M. Hodgdon was tall and slim, with a quick, active step and
movement, and the air of a man born to command. We all remember
his incisive voice, and the snap with which he brought the color-guard into
line for Dress-parade. We remember, too, his cheerful, happy spirit and
manner— a detail for fatigue or picket lost half its disagreeables by the
way in which he made it, and if the boys growled the sound of the growl
was lost in a laugh. Where his post of duty was, there we always found
him. That he was brave goes without saying. Look him in the face, and
you will see, in the track there made by the rebel bullet, that he has faced
even death without flinching. The duties that he so faithfully did, the
suffering he has so patiently endured, and the scar he so honorably wears,
prove him the hero of the Non-commissioned staff.
" Charles C Favor preceded Hodgdon. He had apparently been fa-
vored with the influences of polite society, and had received such impress
therefrom that he could not, or did not, readily become assimilated with
the unconventional surroundings of camp and army life. With a some-
what haughty manner it was but natural that he should only slightly at-
tract men to himself. He probably did not enjoy his army associations
and experience. He early received a commission, and after a limited
service returned to civil life, and died many years ago.
" William J. Ladd came among us in an elegant uniform, and had an
air of nicety about him that led some of us to be a little shy of him for a
while, but we soon learned that he was every inch a soldier, cordial, gen-
tlemanly and a good fellow. His military instincts and qualities soon
gained him a commission ; his abilities and bravery won rapid and mer-
ited promotion. The scars he wears prove his fidelity and courage
;
they are his badges of service, and we all heartily unite to do him honor.
" Mortier L. Morrison had an individuality all his own ; was large of
frame, strong of limb, and possessed great force of character ; and an
intimate and close acquaintance with him developed the fact that he had
a very large heart, and as tender as a woman's ; while the strength and
firmness of his friendship was only equaled by the strength and firmness
of his character. He was early promoted to regimental Quarter-master,
and every officer and man will attest the remarkable energy and success
with which he discharged his arduous duties. His reputation and popu-
larity were not confined to the Regiment and Brigade in which we served,
but were universal, and were to us all a source of pride.
" Royal B. Prescott was probably the most scholarly man on the staff,
at any rate he was undeniably the most studious. Many and many an
hour that the rest of us spent in ' simple sociability,' he spent in poring
over books on flesh and bones. Nor were his studies confined to medical
science, but extended to literature and art. We well remember how,
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drawing upon a good memory, he would fling at us quotations from the
highest EngUsh authors — and, when occasion demanded, a little Latin
or Dutch.
" The refinement of his nature found illustration in his quarters, order
being everywhere visible, and such frequent little artistic touches of taste
as could be wrenched from his surroundings.
" He studied ' Casey,' too, exhaustively. A commission finally came
as a reward for his faithful services ; but while as an officer and soldier
he always maintained the honor of his commission, his heart was with the
hospital department, and his sympatliies were with the sick and suffer-
ing, among whom he had ministered so long and so well. In his studies
and practical experiences while in the Thirteenth, he laid the founda-
tion of his medical profession, which to-day he so nobly adorns.
'' George H. Taggard needs but little said of him, you all know him.
But tliere was a time when he was a stranger among you ; it was then
while on the march from Aquia Creek to Fredericksburg that Lewis Sil-
ver, the teamster, mistook him for an army Chaplain— he saw his mis-
take later. The issuing of rations in the streets of Fredericksburg he
never recalls without a smile, and the persistency with which he urged
the men to put a good supply of tea in their haversacks ; telling them
they had started for Richmond, and it was probably their last chance to
obtain any tea until they got there.
" Yes, we had started for Richmond, but we took a round-about route,
and were many long months in traveling it ; and very many of our good
fellows became weary and worn, and fell out by the way, giving up them-
selves and their lives to make it possible for some few of us to reach that
goal ; and we here to-day record our meed of affection and honor for the
memory of the men in the ranks of the Thirteenth, and in the army, who
dared, and were glad ' to do and to die ' for their country.
" Twice daring his term of service he confesses to having been con-
siderably scared. Once when the 'bread riot' arose in the Thirteenth
while we were in the ' Pines ' camp at Getty's Station in 1863. He had
not had much experience with hungry soldiers, and when the tumult was
at its height, he thought war had begun in earnest, and did not know but
he was to be ' hanged, di-awn and quartered.' As he looks back upon the
affair, he guesses the Colonel was in quite as much danger as himself.
" The next time was during the rebel Coehorn mortar shelling, on the
evening of the day when we captured Fort Harrison. He was Acting
Adjutant of the Thirteenth then. As he moved along the line to the
right tbe shells came thickest there ; going to the left the shells were still
thicker there ; again arriving at the right he found the fire redoubled and
concentrated there— each particular shell with its little tail of fire seem-
ing to be aimed directly at his head. Indifference, however, soon seized
him, as the danger, though made more terrible by our forced inaction,
seemed to be about as great in one place as in another, and he remained
on the riffht and received no harm.
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" As a body the non-commissioned staff of the Thirteenth comprised a
set of men of more than ordinary intelligence, education and character,
comparing very favorably with the staff of any regiment we met with in
the service and one which any Colonel might reasonably be proud to
have under his command."
The expenses of the Reunion, itself, aside from individual traveling
expenses, were a total of above four hundred and fifty dollars. In addi-
tion to this, and on his personal account, as a fitting incident to the Re-
union, though at a later date, Asst. Surgeon Sullivan presented to John
A. Andrew Post, G. A. R., of Boston, the colored cut of the Thirteenth's
battle-flags richly and appropriately framed, the Post acknowledging the
gift in most complimentary terms.
The meeting extended a vote of thanks to the committee— Sullivan,
Woods and Wentworth — who had so ably and acceptably managed the
entire affair ; after which at about 6 p. m. the meeting closed with a song
and cheers. No incident occurred to mar the enjoyments of the Veterans
or their distinguished guests, — and this was unanimously voted the best
Reunion ever held by the Thirteenth Regiment.
These Veterans now part temporarily, with cheerful word, benison and
outlook and with high hope and confident step, to march— and may
weather be fair, roads broad, grades rising, stages easy, reunions many,
rations full, bivouacs merry, pay-day fi'equent and the march be long—
to march through their own good land to that greatest and best of all
countries ; where slavery is not, conspiracy unknown, secession most un-
desirable, rebellion without a place, and war an impossibility though its
heroes assemble, but where union, peace and freedom abide without dis-
cord, interruption or an end.
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087 et seq.
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Wilson, Hon. Henry. 518.
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Wood, D. E. 270.
Wood, Reuben L. (of G). 488.
W^oody, Daniel. 339, 352.
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Woodburvi Wooster E. (of C). 122, 123.
Woodward, George T. (of B). 236, 626.
Wool, John, Major. Gen. 161.
Worcester, Mass. 7, 21.
Wright, Dexter R., Col. 17, IS, 21, 24,
34.
Wright, Ira E., Drummer. 122.
Wright, Horatio G., Gen. 357, 374.
Young, W. H. H., Lieutenant. 13, 21,
m, 109, 168, 173, 177, 185, 199, 231,
687 et seq.
Young, Charles A. 21.
Young, Hiram C. (of H). 519, 574.
Yorktown, Va. 171, ISO, 251 et seq.
New Hampshire Troops:— 2d. 14, IS,
24, 93, 252, 255, 369, 409, 422, 428,




6th. 33, 76, 93, 96, 105, 432 et seq.
7th. 2.55, 315.
9th. 33, 93.
10th. 4, 34, 56, 62, 69, 70, 93, 97,
127 et seq., 105, 169, 174 et seq.,
209, 229, 236, 237, 252, ^55, 259 et
seq., 335, 340, 359, 383 et seq., 397,
408, 428, 429, 439, 443, 458 et seq.,
481, 484, 500 et seq., 533, 574, 582,
607.
11th. 33, 93.
12th. 4, 33, 93, 165, 255, 324, 532,
.533, 539, 574, 582, 607, 610.
14th. 4.
1st Heavy Artillery. 421, 511.
Troops of Northern States : —
Connecticut. — 8th. .89, .56, 131,174,
215, 228, 237, 248, 252, 259 et seq.,
336, 340, 358, 380. 383 et seq., 428,
429, 486, 498, 549.
11th. 34, 56, 144, 174, 362, 515, 5.33,
546, 549, 606.
15th. 11, 17, 24. .34, 56, 144, 174,
215, 229.
16th. 34, 56, 118, 1.84, 144. 174, 207,
218, 229.
21st. 34, 56, 80, 97, 126, 129 et seq.,
329, 358, 549, 605.
1st Heavy Artillery. 323.
Indiana. — 13th. 151, 174.
Illinois.— 20th. 199.
Maine.— 6th. 252.











40th. 342, 344, 347 et seq., 351,
549, 603, 605.
2d Battery—B— or Nims'. 5-80.
7th Battery. 151.
9th Battery. 11.
4th Cavalry. 576 et seq.
Michigan. — 7th. 39, 40, 83.
New York.— 3d. 174.




81st. 263 et seq., 429, 4.89, 458 et
seq., 499 et seq., 515, 520,541, 546,
549, 580, 595, 606, 698.
89th. 26, 34, 39, 40, 56, S3, 97, 112,
120, 131, 139 et.seq., 1.52, 174.
92d. 383 et seq.
96th. 549.
99th. 174, 176.
98th. 429, 4.58 et seq., 499 et seq.,
515, 534, 549, 006,698.
100th. 547, 551.




llSth. 174, 236, 237, 248, 252, 259 et
seq., 340, 358, 383 et seq., 429, 4.58
et seq., 500 et seq., 543, 549, 605.
139th. 429, 4.58 et seq., 499 et seq.,
510, 515, 526, 549, 606, 698.
142d. 11, 17.
144th. 151.
Corcoran's Irish Legion. 129, 134 et
seq., 170.
Dodge's Mounted Rifles. 151, 202.
1st Battery. 550.
3d Battery. 550.
13th Heavy Artillery. 209, 212, 240.
New Jersey. — 9th. 229.
25th. 24, 34, 35, 56, 57, 05, 66, 72.










11th Cavalry. 121, 172, 502.
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Rhode Island.— 4th. 34, 56, 90, 97,




Wisconsin. — 19th. 515, 549, 606.
2d Battery. 129, 289, 292.
4th Battery. 550.
Vermont.— 9th. 130, 569 et seq., 605.
' Vermont Brigade.' 18.
United States Regular Army.
11th Infantry. 421.
3d Battery. 550.
4th Battery. 151, 210, 465.
5th Battery. 550.
Veteran Reserve Corps : Co. E, 14th.
366.
Meag-her's Irish Brigade. 091.




Army Corps : Second. 22, 360 et seq.,
306, 374, 405, 407, 417, 441, 444,
595.
Fifth. 441, 444, 595.
Sixth. 339, 341 et seq., .358 et seq.,
374, 407, 417, 515, 599.
Seventh. 170, 173, 185, 190, 630.
Nintli. 22, 34, 75, 80, 83, 84, 88, 96,
97, 113, 114, 116, 166, 367, 407, 431
et seq., 441, .541, 630, 699.
Tenth. 252 et seq., 2.56, 281 et seq.,
339 et seq., 446, 448, 459 et seq.,




Eighteenth. 180, 190, 194, 252 etseq.,
250, 281 et seq., 339 et seq., 348 et
seq., 3.58 et seq., 374, 376, 382 et
seq., 401 et seq., 404, 422, 427, 428,
429, 431 et seq., 441, 446, 448, 459
et seq., 490, 499 et seq., 514, 522,
58(), 630, 095 et seq.
Twentieth. 590.
Twenty-Fourth. 515, 526, 531, .532,
536, 537, 539, 542, .543, .548, .549,
554 et seq., 574, 592 et seq., 604,
630, 093 et seq.
Twenty-Fifth. 515, 533, .541, .548,
570, 693 et seq.
Confederate Troops : Florida.— 8th. 40.




' Georgia Legion.' 71.
Louisiana. — ' Tigers.' 162.





North Carolina. — 32d. 320.
24th. 428.






Texas. — 4th. 152.
Tennessee.— 44th. 297, 310, 483.
eOth. 285.
Virginia. — 12th. 5.53.
32d. .54, 70. 73.
28th. 401.
Washington Artillery. 36.
Richmond City Battalion. 493.
Wise's Legion. 390, 402.
Bearing's Cavalry. 402.
Elliott's Brigade. 434.
Army of Northern Virginia. 582 et
seq.
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